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FOREWORD

On October 24-27, 1988, an international workshop was held at Princeton
University, Princeton, New Jersey, on the physics of compressible turbulent mixing. The
idea for the workshop originated with David L. Youngs at Aldermaston, Reading, United
Kingdom, in 1986. Organization of the workshop was begun in late spring, 1987, by
Youngs, his Aldermaston colleagues, and a small group of scientists at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory in California. Immediate and enthusiastic response from
scientists in Europe, the Soviet Union, Canada, and the United States confirmed the
timeliness and appropriateness of the subject matter.

For the workshop content, the organizers sought a balance between experimental and
theoretical investigations of high-speed compressible turbulent mixing in free shear layers,
wakes, jets, and boundary layers. With the exception of a few selected presentations on
flow instabilities at low Mach Number, the organizers purposely sought contributions on
supersonic flow with developing turbulence as opposed to transitional flows. Particular
emphasis was given to the influence of high-speed compressibility, includil_g the influence
of shock waves on turbulence rather than combustion flow situations because the latter
appear to have a substantial forum, whereas the physics of high-speed flow mixing and
transport have a limited forum.

There were over 150 workshop participants. A single daily session of talks was
scheduled, supplemented by scheduled poster sessions. Each day, panel discussions were
summarized by the organizers. A good cross section of current understanding and research
in compressible turbulent mixing was provided by participants from Canada, the United
Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the then Soviet Union, and the
United States.

In addition to the three editors of this volume, all from Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, the organizers of this workshop included: C. David Levermore, University of
Arizona; Steven A. Orszag, Princeton University; Raold Z. Sagdeev, Space Research
Institute, Academy of Sciences of the USSR; and David L. Youngs, Atomic Weapons
Establishment, Aldermaston, Reading, United Kingdom.

The editors gratefully acknowledge the sponsorship for this Workshop provided by
the Department of l?,nergy's Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Laboratories,
Princeton University, the National Science Foundation, the U.S, Army Research Office,
the Office of Naval Research, and the Air Forc:' Office of Scientific Research.

W. P. Dannevik, A. C. Buckingham, and C.E. Leith
Editors

Livermore, California
January, 1992
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INTRODUCTION

This volume, Advances in Compressible Turbulent Mixing, includes some

recent additions to original material prepared for the Princeton International Workshop on

the Physics of Compressible Turbulent Mixing, held in 1988, The Princeton Workshop

was organized to exchange views, collect available data, and report onwork in progress

and planned research in the topical area of compressible turbulent mixing. Workshop

participants were asked to emphasize the physics of the compressible mixing process rather

than measurement techniques or computational methods. To this end, actual experimental

results and their meaning were given precedence over discussions of new diagnostic

developments. Similarly, theoretical interpretations and understanding were stressed rather

than the exposition of new analytical model developments or advances in numerical

procedures.

By design, compressibility influences on turbulent mixing were discussedMalmost

exclusively'-from the perspective of supersonic flow field studies. This distinction

unfortunately, but purposely, excludes contributions from the turbulent combustion

community. However, at the characteristically lower combustion flow speeds usually

encountered, the role of acoustic propogation in turbulent field evolution is much less

significant than is is in supersonic flow. In addition, the reactive complexity of turbulent

combustion flows reduces the opportunity for unambiguous isolation and investigation of

fundamental questions in the dynamics of compressible turbulent flow processes. For

example, Workshop emphasis was placed on questions about the interactively coupled

influences of entropy, vorticity, and acoustic field fluctuations on turbulent mixing and

transport develoPment, evolution, and dissipation. An additional consideration is that

combustion necessarily introduces added turbulent production complications associated

with reactive energy release, as well as multicomponent species production/annihilation

influences on density fluctuations. While these added complications are of great

importance in combustion analysis, they are substantially beyond the range of physical

processes chosen for special emphasis in this Workshop. Consequently, in the organizers

view, the inclusion of turbulent combustion contributions would unnecessarily dilute the

primary emphasis and goals established for the Workshop.



The papers are arranged in three topical categories: Foundations, Vortical

Domination, and Strongly Coupled Compressibility.

The Foundations category is a collection of fundamentally seminal studies that may

be considered a blidge connecting what currently is under study in compressible turbulent

mixing with the compressible, high-speed turbulent flow research that, unfortunately,
I

almost completely vanished about two decades ago in apparent response to a shift in

national programmatic interests, Based on this seminal rol _,a number of contributions are

included on flow instability initiation, evolution, and transition between the states of

unstable flow onset through those descriptive of fully developed turbulence.

The Vortical Domination category includes theoretical and experimental studi,js of

coherent structures, vortex pairing, vortex-dynamics-influenced pressure focusing, and

associated studies of the consequences of such focusing: e.g., possible incipient shocklet

formation and the relationship of these flow field structure changes to significant alteration

of basic mixing and transport processes. Also included in this category are experimental,

theoretical, and numerically modeled contributions on both shocked as well as shock-free

compressible and physically illuminating (albeit nearly incompressible) results of studies on

wakes, free shear layers, and boundary layers.

In the Strongly Coupled Compressibility category the organizers included the

high-speed turbulent flow investigations in which the interaction of shock waves could be

considered an important source for production of new turbulence or for the enhancement of

pre-existing turbulence. The word_ Strongly Coupled have been adopted here to refer to

the shockwave-turbulence interactive states developing at sufficiently high Mach Number

so as to require simultaneous consideration of three ir_herently compressible fluctuating

energy partition modes: acoustical, vortical, and entropy production.

2



One of the Workshop's most significant outcomes was the unusual level of

cooperation that began at the workshop and was subsequently pursued by participants

despite their very different perspectives, backgrounds, and work motivations. Typical

cooperative efforts included the informal but well-attended experimental and theoretical

discussion groups that formed during intervals in the Workshop schedule. A prominent

example was the development of an informal planning group that first met at Princeton to

establish a common basis for prescribing a common and consistent set of shock-tube flow

conditions for future investigations and later compressible turbulent mixing workshops.

These plans included the important identification of facilities appropriate for undertaking the

experiments simultaneously at several sites in the United States, the United Kingdom,

France, Germany, and the then Soviet Union.
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An Experimental Study of Turbulent

Mixing by Rayleigh-Taylor Instabilities
and a Two-Fluid Model of the

Mixing Phenomena

M.J.Andrews

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department

Princeton University

ABSTRACT

A simple experiment has been used to quantitatively investigate tur-
bulent mixing at an unstable interface when the interface is subject to a
large two-dimensional disturbance. The introduction of a small ampli-
tude long wavelength does little to alter the early time development of a

planar mixed region, but at late times causes a l_r_e o,,erturning motion
that tends to thin the planar mixed region and accelerate the overall
mixing process. Data have been collected from the experiment by way
of image analysis of experimental photographs. These data serve as a
source of information for the development of a "two-fluid" model of the
m ixin g process.

A "two-fluid" model has been developed to describe the turbulent mix-

ing by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities of the two different density fluids
investigated in the experimental study above. A one-dimensional model
was employed for the planar mixing experiments; here attention is
focused on the development of a physically plausible equation to
describe the length-scale development within the mixed region. The
one-dimensional model was then extended to two-dimensions for the

overturning experiments, and terms are added to account for thinning
of the mixing region at late times. Data collected from the experiments
are used to validate the model and to determine several model con-

stants. The two-fluid model successfully simulates the experimental
results and is recommended for further application to turbulent mixing
processes in buoyant environments.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs when a heavy fluid is placed above a light
one in a gravitational field. The interface becomes increasingly distorted and small
wavelength disturbances degenerate finally into a turbulent mixing process.

Such mixing is of current interest because of its deleterious effect during the laser
implosion of fusion targets, it is also important in meteorology, oceanography, astron-
omy and elsewhere.

1.2. Objectives of the present investigation

* To devise a simple experiment for the investigation of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing,
and its deformation by large-scale motions.

* To collect data from the experiment for the validation of a new two-fluid model
of the mixing process.

* To perform computer simulations for several experiments to validate the new tur-
bulence model.

1.3. Outlil_e of the poster

The experimental arrangement is described in ,'he next section. This is followed by
the densitometer analysis of photographic records.

Section 4 presents some theoretical considerations for the phenomena of interest.

Section 5 describes the use of the Euler equations for direct simulation of the experi-
ments, and section 6 the new two-fluid model.

Sections 7 and 8 present the results of two experiments, and their simulation on the
computer,

The poster closes with conclusions and references.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A heavy fluid, brine (pb=l.l×lO3kg/m3) is situated above a light one, water
(pw = 1.0× 103kg/rn 3), by inverting a slim perspex tank, of dl,nensions 360×250×5mm,

containing the unmixed fluids. Gravity then drives Rayleigh-Taylor mixing.

The tank pivoted on an axle that could be tilted to impose an initial 2-D distur-
bance on the density interface, as may be seen on the video tape that accompanies
this poster.
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An experimental run was performed in three steps:

(1) The tank was filled with clear brine to the level of the axle, and then water (dyed
blue to allow densitometer analysis) was added to completely fill the tank. At this
stage there was no mixing.

(2) Rotation springs were attached to the tank. Removing a holding pin then
released the tank which then rotated through 180 ° , situating the clear brine
above the dyed water.

(3) Once mixing was complete the tank was drained and cleaned by flushing with
water.

3. DENSITOMETER ANALYSIS

A data collection technique has been developed based on densitorneter analysis of

photographic records. The technique gives a volume-fraction measurement of brine at
a point, and then forming sub-domain averages a mixing contour may be drawn for
direct comparison with results from two-fluid simulations.

The densitometer scans a photographic negative taking light absorption measure-
ments expressed on a grey scale. Typically 340x500 measurements covered the flow
domain. After subtracting non-uniform lighting from the absorption measurements
well defined bi-modal grey level histograms were obtained with an estimated error of
7%. The histogram peak values were used to define the measurement of pure brine as

] max and pure water as I rain"

Figure 1 shows that there is a linear relationship between the grey scale measure-
ments, I, and dye concentration. The volume-fraction of brine is determined ftota:

l-lmin (1)
rb= lmax_Imin

Averaging over a sub-domain containing 100 measurements provided a set of

34×50 averaged volume-fractions from which the mixing contours shown in thc
figures were obtained.

4. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Using a linear analysis G.I.Taylor(1950) predicted the growth of a disturbance of
amplitude, A, and wavelength, _, as:

A =A ocosh(nzt) n_= 2x g Pw-Pl) (2)
' _ pw+pl,



i

where g is the gravitational acceleration. According to (2) as _(),nz_,,,,. Chan-
dr,'tsekhar (1962) demonstrated that viscosity acts as a stabilizing mechanism, giving a
'most unstable' wavelength'

1

4_2 115" (3)
)_m= nx [ pw2_Pt_ g

for the present case of brine-water _m = 1.56mm.

Experiments by D.J.Lewis (1950), performed in conjunction with Taylor's theory,

showed that the penetration rate of the disturbance reaches a limiting velocity.

The development of turbulent Rayleigh-Taylor mixing from a._ initial random dis-
turbance may be expected to occur in three stages:

(1) The appearance of Xm.

(2) The most unstable wavelength reaches its limiting velocity and longer
wavelengths overtake because of their continuing exponential growth.

(3) Non-linear interactions and continued engulfment cause an expanding turbulent

mixing region with loss of memory of the initial conditions.

The depth of the tank (5mm) restricts the larger turbulent motions to two-
dimensions. The height (360mm) and width (250mm) of the tank are >> _,n and so
viscosity may be expected to play a significant roll only in the early stages of the
experiment.

5. DIRECT SIMULATIONS

Several 'direct' (no turbulence model) simulations have been per'formed for the

overturning motion in the 'tilted' experiments. The simulations solved the 2-D Euler
equations with the initial conditions shown in Figure 2.

The solution procedure used was the fully-implicit, finite-volume scheme embo-
died in the PHOENICS84 computer code, Spalding (1985a). An explicit interface-
tracking procedure was attached to the computer code to both visualize the brine-

water interface, and to provide an accurate determination of tluid density for the solu-
tion algorithm.

10
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6. A TWO-FLUID MODEL

6.1. The need for a two-fluid model

The wide range of length-scales, lmm--+lm, associate' with Rayleigh-Taylor mix-
ing necessitates the use of a turbulence model, e,g. the k-t: model. The use of' such a
model involves a 'gradient diffusion' hypothesis. Stafford (1982) demonstrated that
reversing gravity causes partial de-mixing, showing a non-diffusive mixing process.

6.2. The two-fluid concept

These experiments suggest that the Rayleigh-Taylor mixture comprises fragments
from different density fluids. Gravity induces different accelerations in the different
density fragments, causing different velocities. The velocity separation is limited by
drag. This is an example of 'sifting' Spalding (1985b), and suggests the use of the
two-phase flow equations for the motion of the different fluids.

6.3. Mathematical equations of the two-fluid model

O(riPi) O(riPiui) O(riPivi)
' + +- =0

Continuity Ot Ox Oy

O(riPiui) O(riPiui 2) c_(riPiuivi) bp
_ . =_ri_ riPigx+Fi(uw Ub)

u momentum Ot + Ox I- Oy Ox + -

O(riPivi) O(riPiviui) O(riPivi 2) c-)o

v-momentum" Ot _ Ox + by --ri "_y +riPigy+Fi(vw-Vb)

Completeness : rw+ rb = 1

where i=w or b, for water or brine; r the fluid volume-fraction; u and v fluid

velocities; p pressure. The drag coefficient is given by:

Fw=-Fb=Cfrwrb(rwPw+rbpb) lub-u_w I/L, Cf=5.75.

(note: if ub=u w then the sum of the separate fluid equations gives the Euler equa-
tions)

OL 2( uL L ) 2( vL L ) 1
- . cLength scale --ffTt+ Ox _- Oy

Vr/IVrlif IVrl> 0 __ {_ }_
where n_ = or , S = SijSji , u L = rwUb+ rb Uw ,

0 otherwise

vL=rwvb+rbv w, and Sij is the mean flow strain tensor.

The value of the drag coefficient, Cf, was determined by matching one-
dimensional two-fluid simulations with plane Rayleigh-Taylor mixing observed in zero



tilt experinaents, Andrews (1986).

6.4. Two-fluid simulations

Computer simulations have been performed using tile two-ttuid model given
above for the 'tilted' experiments shown on the video accompanying this poster and

displayed in the figures that follow.

The two-fluid equations were solved using the two-phase [tow s--_lver in the

PHOENICS computer code. To reduce numerical diffusion, accurate explicit schemes
were constructed for the calculation of two-phase convective transport. The explicit

schemes use the Van-Leer method to prevent spurious oscillations, and have been

employed in the calculation of volume-fraction, momenta and length-scale.

7. RESULTS FOR A TILT OF 55'

Examination of the photographs shown in Figure 3 reveals two distinct

phenomenon; Rayleigh-Taylor mixing along the brine-water interface; and wall l)lumcs
associated with an overturning motion.

The photographs show the mixing length-scale developing during the experiment.
In the latter stages of the experiment an overturning motion rotates the mixing
region, elongating the mixing interface and slowing the expansion of the mixture.
The appearance of wall plumes may be attributed to the rapid growth of short
wavelength Fourier components that make up the initial tilted (saw-tooth) distur-
bance.

Comparison of the direct simulation in Figure 3 with the photographs shows that
the overturning motion is well represented. Mixing at the density interface does not
appear in the simulation, a turbulence model being necessary to account for the range

of len gth-scales.

The densitometer mixing contours shown in Figure 4 compare well with the

corresponding photographs in Figure 3. At the early time the contours are smooth,
but later they become irregular. The irregular contours are caused by ttuid fragments
of the same scale as the averaged measurement sub-domain. Ensemble averaging over

several experiments would be required for a smooth contour.

Comparison of the two-fluid model simulation shown in Figure 4 with the densi-
tometer contours, shows that the two-fluid calculation simulates well the mixing pro-
cess.
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8. RESULTS FOR A TILT OF 3°21 ,

Examination of the photographs in Figure 5 reveals the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing

and wall plume phenomena observed in the photographs of the 55' tilt experiment.

The higher tilt angle gives a greater amplitude to the initial disturbance, and as a
consequence the overturning motion envelops the mixing more quickly. An interest-
ing effect shown in the photographs is the contraction of tile width of the Rayleigh-
Taylor mixing region as the overturning motion stretches the mixing interface.

The direct simulations of the 3°21 ' experiment well represent the overturning
motion, but cannot show the mixing phenomena.

Reduction of the spacing between tb_ densitometer contours shown in Figure 6
reinforces the observed contraction of'.ne mixing region by the deformation mechan-
ism.

Comparison of the two-fluid simulations shown in Figure 6 with the densitometer
contours of the 3°21 ' experiment shows that the simulation is in good agreement with

the experiment. Is is particularly satisfying to note that the two-fluid model correctly
simulates the contraction of the mixing region.

9. CONCLUSIONS

* A simple experiment has been devised to investigate the Rayleigh-Taylor instabil-
ity.

* Two experiments have been presented; one for an axle tilt angle of 55' and the
other for 3°21 '. Two distinct phenomena have been observed in the experiments;

Rayleigh-Taylor mixing along the brine-water interface; and the growth of an
overturning motion that at the higher tilt angle thins the mixing region.

* Densitometer analysis of photographic records from the experiments has been
successfully used to collect data for comparison with two-ttuid simulations.

* Direct simulations ( i.e. no turbulence model ) of the experiments, which used
the 2-D Euler equations, successfully demonstrated the overturning motion

observed in the experiments.

* A new two-fluid model of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing, that incorporates an equation
for fragment size, has been described. The model is based on the mather,:atical

13



equations that govern two-phase flow. When the separation velocity of the fluids
is zero, the model equations reduce to the Euler equations.

* Two-fluid simulations for the experiments agree well with the dcnsitomcter
re'suits, and correctly predict the contraction of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixture
observed at the higher tilt angle.
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Abstract

Paper briefly summarizes the influences of increasing Mach number upon the

various stages of boundary-layer transition including body flow field processing of

incident stream disturbances and normal mode amplification. Other compressibili_cy

unique or altered phenomena discussed include (a) outward movement of the critical

layer and the related "precursor" transition, (b) flow chemistry, (c) shock waves,

and (d) tile ali pervasive roughness issue. Paper concludes with consideration of

ground simulation and prediction of high-speed transition.

Introduction

In general, transition is an important design consideration for moderate

Reynolds numbers, wl,ether achieved through small bodies, high altitudes or with short

distances at conventional flight conditions. In the absence of large initial

disturbance fields and/or the cross flow and Gortler modes, transition at hypersonic

speeds may occur at Reynolds numbers as large as 80 x 106 (Ref, I) and therefore the

definition of moderate Reynolds number in the present context can at high speeds

subsume major portions of a vehiclets trajectory. High-speed applications for which

the location and extent of transition is a major issue include: (a) space shuttles;

(b) aerospace planes or transatmospheric vehicles; (c) re-entry vehicles; (d) laminar

flow control for high-speed civil transports; (e) radomes on high-speed fighters and

missiles; (f) inlets and leading edges of ali types; (g) supersonic compressor

blades; (h) high angle-of-attack vortex dynamics; and (i) gas dynamic lasers.

Phenomena influenced by transition at high speeds include drag, surface heating and

attendant thermal stresses, surface dynamic loading, control effectiveness,

propulsion efficiency,and vehicle dyn_,nics (Ref. 2).

The canonical transition process consists of six serially occurring stages (Ref.

3), starting with some initial disturbance field (stream particulates, stream

velocity, concentration, temperature or pressure fluctuations, body vibration or, in

the limit, Brownian motion). This disturbance field is modified or "processed"

initially by the body inviscid flow field (e.g. via shock processing and "rapid

distortion" processes) and subsequently by the L_dy viscous flow field, the latter

usually termed the "receptivity" process. The resultant internalized disturbance

field is then amplified by the linear or norma], mode processes. For low amplitude

initial background disturbances this linear amplification can entail )luge (order of a

thousand-fold) increases in amplitude. The final stages in this concatenation are

the (usually brief) non-linear "end game" and (finally) rapid spectral broadening and
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formation of Emmons spots 02: at least wall region transport elevated above, usual

laminar levels,

In the absence of large background disturbances inferential evidence indicates

that the linear amplification region constitutes the rate-limiting critical

physics. Parametric sensitivities of the linear region include variables which can

influence the mean viscous field including (a) Mach number, (b) pressure gradient,

(c) wall temperature, (d) angle of attack, (e) wall mass transfer, (f) sweep, (g)

flow history, (h) roughness and waviness, (i) streamline curvature/body geometry, (j)

body rotation/dynamics, (k) flow chemistry and surface catalicity, (i) bluntness, (m)

shock waves, and (n) Reynolds number. The present paper provides a brief summary of

several of the influences of increasing Mach number upon these various stages of the

boundary-layer transition process, along with the attendant issues of ground

simulation and estimation of high-speed transition location. Previous and in some

, Cases more detailed summaries of the high-speed transition physics include References

4-10.

H_p__d Aspects of Body Flow Field-Incident Disturbance Interactions

The incident disturbances of interest for high-speed atmospheric flight inc]ude

particulates and stream fluctuations of velocity, pressure, concentration, and

temperature. For subsonic speeds the influence of the body inviscid flow field upon

these incident disturbance fields is governed primarily by rapid distortion theory.

(Also, incident stream pressure fluctuations are augmented by vehicle-produced

propulsion and airframe noise.) Several aspects combine to compound and alter the

problem at high speeds. The heating problem at high speeds causes (either by design

or inadvertently) a finite bluntness in the vehicle nose region and consequent body

bow _hock formation about this blunted nose. The nose shock creates an embedded

subsonic flow region immediately preceeded by the shock (which acts as a disturbance

modifier) .

Therefore, the following can occur (for the high-speed case). First, consider

stream particulates of an intermediate size, neither too small so that their Knudsen

number is high and thus non-continuum, nor so ].arge that the particle impacts the

nose region. Such intermediate particles will typically traverse the shock without

immediately slowing down and therefore downstream of the shock but within the body

flow field the particles can be traveling supersonically compared to the local flow

and produce "inverted" or "reversed" embedded dynamic shocks which can strafe the

body boundary layer, creating a strong disturbance, From Reference ]I the distances

required for the particles to attain local gas velocity can be the order of I0 cre.

This uniquely high-speed disturbance production by particle induction can be

particu].ar].y worrisome for the flight case because (a) the effective wave]ength of

the i_.duced disturbance is a function of particle concentration as well as size and

can easily be the order of the wavelength of linearly unstable waw_s; (b) the

disturbance can be produced by particles in the nominal]y inviscid flow field (as
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opposed to the usual low-speed case where the particle must be entrained into the

viscous flow to produce a worrisome disturbance); (c) the amplitude of the

disturbance can be quite large initially so that even if sub-critical decay occurs

resulting initial levels at the start of amplification can be significant; and (d)

the atmosphere is particularly r!ch irl particulate content of various sizes including

cosmic and terrestial dust, rocket exhaust products from previous flights and

volcanic and water-based particles, l,arge particles can impact the body and rebound,

in some cases retraversing through the bow shock thereby producing extremely large

amplitude flow perturbations of potentially dangerous scale, These high-speed

mechanisms overlay the usual low-speed particle disturbance mechanisms including

particle adhesion/interaction with the surface (various roughness effects) and

particle wake/rotation due to motions within the viscous layer.

Typically, atmospheric perturbation/turbulence scales are large compared to body

viscous flow dimensions, and of such small amplitude that conventional wisdom holds

that, to first order, transition is not influenced by stream disturbance fields in

free flight. However, the aforementioned presence at high speeds of bow shocks and

embedded subsonic regions may possibly alter this conjecture, This problem was

considered by Morkovin (Ref. 12) and exhibits the following essential features. Due

to the intermodal coupling inherent in the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, stream

disturbances which traverse the bow shock will engender downstream acoustic waves

even if the incident field does not initially have an acoustlc component. Such post

shock acoustic fields can reflect and re-reflect between the body and the bow shock

(as can acoustic fields produced by nose region body vioration) as well as possibly

interact with waves having other incidence angles, wave llumbers, and phase.

For the stream disturbances to couple into the boundary-layer transition problem

to first order, mechanisms must be present for these low-wave number disturbances to

shift energy content to h_.gher wave number. Whether the high-speed nose region

interactions just described can, perhaps through either sums and differences of

(possi.bly resonating) frequencies, or through wavelength shifts and wave trapping in

the subsonic region (see Ref. 13), yield such wave number shifts is the subject of

current research at ICASE, Another possible mechanism involves the interaction of

shock wave/shock layer oscillations due to long wavelength stream fluctuations with

body roughness/waviness and/or dynamic shock oscillations associated with instability

waves. Such a combination of "flow-field processed" stream perturbations and

roughness may both amplify and wave number shift the incident perturbation. At the

highest speeds (high hypersonic) incident concentration fluctuations may induce

chemical reaction/"flame front" induced oscillations in the nose shock region

(depending upon incident species) possibly providing other wave-number shifting

mechanisms. This area of atmospheric disturbance-body flow-fie].d interactions is

virtually untouched and obviously requires considerable further research.
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Compressibility Influence Upon Linear Amplification

The influence of Mach number upon the linear amplification modes for flat-plate

boundary layers is well known and well documented. The pioneering and still current

work of Mack (Ref, 14) identified tile major intrinsically compressible phenomena in

the linear theory area, the second or acoustic mode which becomes dominant (most

unstable) in two-dimensional zero pressure gradient flows above Mach numbers tile

order of 4 to 5. This mode was experimentally verified by Kendall, (Ref. 22).

Therefore, at high speeds the three low-speed instability modes, Gortler, crossflow,

and Tollmien-Schliehting (T-S), are Joined by the Mack second mode at higher Mach

numbers. The influence of compressibility upon these various modes can be

conveniently and simplistically summarized as follows: For the first or viscous (T-

S) mode the amplification rate decreases with Mach number while the most unstable

wave angle increases. The most unstable second mode waves are two-dimensional and at

higher frequency than the first mode case. Also, for the second mode, the critical

layer moves to the outer part of the boundary layer and the amplification rate

decreases with Mach number (after an initial increase above first mode values). See

Reference 14 for detailed discussion of these behaviors. The movement of the

critical layer to the outer part of the boundary is depicted in Figure 1 where the

disturbance eigenfunctions are plotted for M - 0 (first mode) and M - i0 (second

mode), respectively. For the latter case temperature fluctuations are dominant.

Of particular interest when comparing the first and second modes is their

different sensitivity to wall cooling. Cooling stabilizes the first mode, but the

second mode is actually destabilized by cooling (Fig. 2). This is because the first

mode amplified disturbances require the existence of a generalized inflection point

(_v (p _vu) " O) which is present in all insulated wall boundary layers. This
- j .l

inflection point may be eliminated by sufficient wall cooling, thus stabilizing the

boundary layer to first-mode disturbances. The second mode, on the other hand, does

not require the presence of a general'ized inflection point and only the condition

that M > l (where M - (u-c)Me/_) is su£ficient for inviscid disturbgnces to

exist. The boundary-layer region in which this condition is satisfied expands with

cooling, thus enhancing instability of the cold wall flow. The influences of

pressure gradient, wall suction/injection, etc., have been little studied at high

speeds (e.g., Refs. 15 and 16) but the trends are as would be expected from low

speeds, at least up to low-hypersonic conditions. Wall suction and favorable

pressure gradients stabilize both the first- and second-mode disturbances.

The orhe:, linear modes, crossflow and Cortler, are usually more unstable than

the conventional (two-dimensional, flat surface) cases just discussed and are

therefore to be avoided for transition delay (as in the low-speed case). The

influence of increasing Mach number upon Cortler vortices is shown in F_gure 3. The

effect of compressibility is stabilizlng (kefs. 17 and 18), though weak. Thls

centrlfuga] instabl]Ity is hard to control by wail suction or heat transfer (Refs. 17
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and 19), The effect of adverse pressure gradient on Gortler instability in

hypersonic boundary layers is found to be destabilizisng (Ref, 19), Figure 4 shows

that the computed growth rates are significantly higher in the presence of adverse

pressure gradient. The inflow Mach number for this calculation is 8, For the

adverse pressure gradient case, the Mach number drops from 8 to about 6,5 towards the

end of the computational domain, Since compressibility has been shown to have a

stabilizing effect, part of the increase of the growth rates may be attributed to

decreasing Mach numbers due to adverse pressure gradients,

Crossflow instability in subsonic and low supersonic Mach ntunber flows has also

been studied. The effect of compressibility on this inflectional instability is

rather weak, This instability may be controlled by wall suction but wall cooling

has only a weak stabilizing effect (Refs, 20 and 21), Detailed experimental

verification of the influence of Mach number upon the T-S and Mack modes is

available from Kendall in Reference 22. Disturbance-amplification data for high

speeds are somewhat questionable due primarily to gross facility acoustic

contamination as discussed subsequently (see Refs, 23-29, see also Ref. 30).

Detailed compressible disturbance amplification data for the cross flow and Gortler

modes are not yet available.

Some Additional Compressibility-Related

or Accentuated Transition Physics

Outward Movement of the Critical Layer t Effect on Transition Process

As Just noted, with increasing Mach numbers the critical layer moves to the

outer portion of the boundary layer, Visualization on cones indicates that at

high Mach number the disturbance growth in the outer region can become highly

non-linear without grossly affecting the wall. transport (Refs, 31-33) and there

Js some indication that "turbulence" can set in above the wall in a manner more

analogous to the free shear layer case (spectral broadening) than the

conventional Emmons spot "fully turbulent patch" wall production of turbulence

(Ref, 34). Early attempts at modeling such behavior (Ref. 35 using the results

of Ref. 36) improved the prediction of the transitional phase of the flow,

Flow Chemistrl - Essentially nothing is yet known concerning the detailed

physics of the influence of flow chemistry upon the transition process. Plots of

transition Reynolds number against Mach number for cones in free flight do not

e×hibit any unusual behavior as the ideal gas-reacting gas boundary is crossed at

high-edge Mach number (Ref. i). Figure 5 from Reference 37 J.sone of the first

attempts to include the effects of equilibrium gas chemistry in linear stability

calculations and a slight destabillzation is indicated along with a shift in

unstable frequencies. Some changes would be expected, as the mean profiles are

obviously altered. Whether any new, chemistry specific modes will arise can only

be determ|ned from further research, The area is wide open,
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Shock Waves - The presence of shock waves constitutes an obvious an(l

important difference between low- and high-speed flows, For the boundary-layer

case the disturbance charaot:eristics are such that, at least thus far, dynamic

eddy shocklets do not seem to form/alter the amplification processes, e,g,,

Reference 38. Iiowevor, quasi-steady shock waves can and do affect high-speed

transition iI_several ways, The zeroth order effect is due to the curved bow

shock which produces mean vorticity which in turn alters particulsrly the mean

flow and thus the amplification characteristics of the tender external portion of

the boundary layer and may cause instability of the outer inviscid but rotational

flow in the region preceeding entropy swallowing (Refs, 24 and 39-41). In fact:,

at high speeds stability computations should be carried out using inl)uts from PNS

or full NS rather than separate inviscid and boundary-layer codes to ensure that

this effect is correctly incorporated. A transition reversal is observed in the

experiments in which transition Reynolds number first increases with bluntness

but then begins to decrease beyond a critical bluntness. This may be explained

by considering the effect of bluntness on competing boundary _,nd entropy layer

instability modes (e,g,, Ref, 39),

Another possible manifestation of the effect of bluntness Is the possibility

of a wave structure between the bow shock and a blunt face (Ref, 13), Such a

wave structure, if linked to an instability mechanism, perhaps through st_rface-

irregularity interactions, may provide a "receptivity" link for the boundary-

layer disturbances, The shock wave also constitutes an altered external boundary

condition which can affect the instability process (Ref. 42), In addition, the

interaction of disturbances within a boundary layer with a quasi-steady shock

wave, either impinging upon a surface or generated thereon can significantly

amplify the disturbances and also cause intermodal energy transfer (e.g., Refs,

43 and 44). Such a process can be an integral part: of the Infl.uence of adverse

pressure gradients upon transition at high speeds where adverse pressure

gradients can be accompanied by both concavely curved streamlines (which could

induce a concomitant Cortl.er instability) and coalesclng shock waw,_s.

Rouf_hness - Roughness and/or waviness are obviously not unique to the hlgh-

speed transition problem but: unfortunately their importance as well as the

richness of the associated physics is accentuated by increasing Mach number.

This increased importance is due to the increaslng aerodynamic }matl.ng wllicl_

accompanies high-speed fligIlt and induces large thermal stresses. In mnl}y cases

these thermal stresses exceed the aerodynamic loading and dictate the design of

the structure, particularly the surface region. Several techniques have

historically been employed to handle t)_i.sheat l.oadand/or accompanyln_, tl_ermal

stresses, incl.uding sublimat, ton/ablation, tiles/expan._;ton .l°lnts/stli_'gl(-'s and

merely letting the surt:ace deform tnt.o "waflles" or corrugat, tons. As ali adjurlct.

to t:his probl.em w, ri.ous dtsst.mi.lar struct:_lral arid mat:erial .jotl_t:s _xi._;t,
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including antenna interfaces, handling plugs, field Joints and fibers associated

with some surface mate_ials which give rise to additional steps and surface

mismatches and irregulariti.¢_s, All of these approaches to surface survivability

at high speeds produce "non-smooth" surfaces, i,e,, roughness and waviness are

endemic to high-speed atmospheric flight and the transition problem in

particular,

The possible influences of roughness/waviness upon transition are manifold

and include (a) altering the mean flow locally and downstream, thereby changing

local amplification rates/eigenvalues., (b) affecting receptivity of external

disturbance fields by providing spatial gradients which can readily couple

certain disturbances into the local viscous flow, (c) introduction of streamwise

vorticity into both mean and fluctuating local fields, (d) direct production of

dynamic vorticity through element "eddy shedding" (at low speeds), and (e) at

high speeds, influences of roughness/waviness induced embedded shock waves.

These latter influences include the aforementioned direct amplification through

the shock as well as the direct production of dynamic vorticity via shock

unsteadiness and even possible delay of transition due to shock-induced Reynolds

number diminution (Refs. 45 and 46). As a typical example of the importance of

roughness in high-speed flight the U,S, space shuttle windward surface transition

problem is dominated by tile-induced roughness, with transition Reynolds numbers

in the 2 to 5 x 106 range rather than the 40 x 106 plus values one would normally

expect at shuttle conditions (high angle of attack, edge Mach number of order 2

(first mode disturbances, cold wall). Reference 47 indicates the decreased

sensitivity due to roughness which occurs at higher Mach numbers. This may be

partly due to the shift to the second mode and movement of the critical layer to

the outer region of the boundary '.Layer, It should be noted that the roughness

sensitivity of the cross flow and Gortler modes is evidently not significantly

diminished at high Mach numbers,

Experimental Simulation and Prediction of High-Speed Transition

The influence of free-stream vorticity fluctuations upon transition location
I

in low-speed facilities is well known. This source of facility stream

disturbance diminishes at high Mach number but is replaced by a much more

insidious and tenacious disturbance source - pressure fluctuations radiated from

the turbulent nozzle wall boundary layer (Refs. 48 and 49). Extensive research

at the NASA Langley Research Center over the past 15 years has indicated that in

general this noise field alters both the level and magnitude of parametric trends

of the transition location and that the only known approach to the replication of

high-speed flight transition behavior in wind tunnels is the attainment of

laminar flow on the nozzle walls of the faci].ity (Ref. 49). This has been

accomplished at NASA Langley by performing massive suction upstream of.'the throat

to relaminarize the turbulent boundary layer incoming from the upstream piping
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and stagnation chamber wall, The r(_sultant thin Imtl]nar boundary layer wllie}l

grows downstream of tile suction slot is kept laminar through a combination of

ultra-smooth walls and favorable pressure gradlmlt until it is destabilized by
r

the C;ortler process in the nozzle reflex (concave curvature) region, Th_s

approach has provided a sufficient run of quiet test flow to allow duplication of

flight transition behavior in the Langley pilot facility at a stream Mach number

of 3,5, Suction laminarlzation on the high speed portion of the nozzle cannot be

used as weak shocks are produced as the flow is turned into suction slots or

holes and these weak shocks can cause greater disturbances than the original

turbulent bouudary-layer noise,

Additional pilot quiet facilities at Mach numbers of 6 and 20, to allow

experimental study of second mode physics at high Mach number, are currently

under development at NASA Langley, As an indication of the importance to

transition of the stream asoustic disturbance field present in conventional

tunnels, recent studies in the M - 3,5 pilot quiet tunnel indicate an order of

magnitude difference in transition Reynolds number on flat plates for noisy and

quiet free-stream flows (Ref. 50), lt should be noted that successful

duplication of flight transition behavior involves not only the maintenance of

laminar nozzle wall flow but also control of other untoward disturbance fields

such as gross particulates, small scale vortleity fluctuations, model. _,,ibration,

and (uncontrolled) roughness, Transition data at high hypersonic cold-wall

conditions in conventional, large facilities tends to approach flight-

observations, perhaps due to a partial decoupling of the disturbance scale

between the thick facility wall boundary layer and the thin model viscous flow

(e,g,, Ref, 8),

The current status of the prediction of hypersonic transition is wholly

unsatisfactory, as it rests entirely upon engineering correlations of flight data

taken over a very limited and often ill-defined parameter space, The high-speed

experimental data from conventional facilities simply cannot be trusted (except

p_.er.!..lat_s at high hypersonic, cold wall, large scale conditions), either as to

trend or level, clue to the stream acoustic dist:urbances just discussed.

Therefore, at the present time, at |)eat, the location of high-speed transition

can be estimated to within a factor of 5 to I0, Research at'.Langley over the

past 12 years in the laminar flow control area indicates that the eN method,

wh|.ch utilizes the linear stability theory to estimate transition location, may

be applicable to the hlgh-speed area (in the absence of roughness/wavlness and

Morkovln "bypasses") with an N value of the order of 10 (the usual, low-speed

value), Reference 3, Such an approach allows transition predl.ctiotlwithin tl_c_

order of 20 percent and parameterlzat|on for quantltles whlch influence tlm mea_l

['low such as (a) Mach number, (b) pressure gradient, (c) wall. temperat.ure, (d)

anF,l.e of attack, (e) wall mass transfer, (f) sweep, (g) flow history, (t_)
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geometry/curvature, (i) body dynamics, (J) flow chemistry, and (k) bluntness,

This c_tansion of the eN approach to high-speed flows (Ref, 3) should, except for

roughness, elevated stream disturbances or perhaps shock interaction effects,

allow a more accurate near-term estimation of transition location for design

purposes,

Concluding Remarks

Paper sketches briefly the current state of the art in the understanding of

high-speed boundary-layer transition, Of tim 6 stages of the transition process

the weakest links in the long term are the specification of stream-disturbance

fields, including particulates, as a function of latitude, longitude, altitude

and time (as well as body-generated disturbances), and the body' processing and

viscous internalization of this disturbance field as an initial co.dition for

normal mode amplification, The basic normal mode processes are largely

understood for the basic case with cleanup for bluntness, pressure gradient, and

real gas effects currently underway, Thenon-linear end game is currently being

attacked numerically and this approach, in fact in many cases the same codes,

could also be used to study the receptivity problem, For most flight conditions

with low-background disturbances the initial, internalized disturbance levels

appear to be, to first order, the same order of magnitude. This is inferred from

the fact that the eN method, which addresses only the normal mode/linear

amplification (as a ratio) appears thus far to be capable of estimating high-

speed transition location within engiLmering accuracy (O(20_)),

The major research frontiers in high-speed transition, in the opinion of the

present authors, include: (a) initial disturbance specification and

internalization; (b) transition in other than conventional boundary-layer flows

including two- and three-dimensional free shear layers, vortex boundary-layer

interactions and separated flows; (c) roughness effects; and (d) influences of

shock waves and chemistry.
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QUASISYMMETRY OF FLOWS AND CHAOS OF STREAMLINES

A. A. Chernikov, R. Z. Sagdeev, G. M. Zaslavsky
Space Research Institute, Academy of Sciences

of the USSR, Profsoyuznaya 84/32, Moscow 117810 USSR

1. INTRODUCTION

The onset of turbulence may be preceded by development of

ordered spatial structures. Such structures play a prominent role in

mixing and advection processes. Presence of these structures can

lead to chaotic spatial distribution of streamlines and to random

walk of passive particles along the streamlines. Examples of such

particle mixing are well known, they are the ABC-flow [1], and the

flow between rotating cylinders [2,3]. In connection with these

phenomena some general questions arise concerning the "structural

mixing"' (1) which kinds of structures are admissible; (2) which

structures can lead to mixing of streamlines; (3) what are the laws

of transport of passive particles? Here we discuss the first two
questions which are tightly connected with modern problems of

nonlinear dynamics. ]he part of the Raper devoted to symmetry of

the structures is restricted to incompressible flows. This provides

the simplest way to deduce possible types of flow organization. We

further restrict ourselves to the Beltrami-type flows. Special
interest irl such flows is associated with instability of large-scale

modes obeying the Beltrarni condition in fluids with strongly

developed turbulence [4,5]. lt is plausible that extended regions

occupied by Beltrarni flows can be present in turbulent flows [6]. lt

is possible to say that flows can be "beltramized." We have shown

that stationary hydrodynamic Beltrami flows can possess an

arbitrary symmetry of quasi-crystallic type. Not withstanding tile

regular character of the structures, the flow also includes elernents

of irregularity, stochasticity. In some regions of space, the

streamlines are distributed chaotically. The second group of our

._.(_ , /



results is associated with investigation of this property. The

concluding part of the paper is devoted to chaos of streamlines in

stationary Rayleigh-Benard convection, lt is shown that three-,

dimensional stationary flow with hexagonal cells produces a spatial
web of finite thickness within which the chaotic streamlines are

concentrated.

2. STATIONARY STRUCTURES AND SYMMETRY OF PLANAR FLOWS

For planar incompressible flows, the Navier-Stokes equation is

reduced to the following scalar equation'

2 i,) _1/,k7 _1/ 4
i) V _11+ v V tV+ F(x,y,t)
_)t _)(x,y) (1.1)

where tl/ is tile stream function, F is the pumping that excites the

medium. In two dimensions the solenoidal;ty of the velocity field x

allows expressing it in terms of the stream function as

0_1/ i)_t/
Vx -.......... ; Vy =-..........

i)y i)X (1.2)

Now we specify the pumping in (1.1) by choosing the external force F
in the form

F(x,y,t) = Fo(t) cos k(x cos o)t + y sin o)t) (1.3)

where the pumping wave number is k = 2z/L and the frequency is

{,_= 2_/-I-, and Fo is the amplitude of external force that generally

depends on time.

We have solved Eq. (1.1)numerically on a 128 x 128 grid in a

': unit square. At the square boundary Q the boundary conditions are
given by

_t/(t,I) = const = _1_o (1.4)
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Initial conditions are chosen in a similar way, _t/(O,x,y) = const = _Vo.

Figure 1 shows the results for the case when the amplitude Fo(t)is a
i

sequence of short pulses of duration _ witll period TO = 2_:/._. In our

computations, the length of an individual pulse, _:, is much shorter

than remaining characteristic times. As was revealed by numerical
integration [7], the flow patterns under the resonance _;_= N(o (with

integer N) is qualitatively different from the corresponding patterns
far from the resonance. Under the resonance and for o)/vk >> 1, the

flow eventually evolves to stationary structures of N-fold quasi-

crystallic symrnetry. Figure la shows the stationary flow structure
under the resonance _Q= 10 (,) which possesses tile quasi-crystallic

symmetry, while Fig, l b shows the pattern of streamlines for the
eighth-order resonance,
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Figures la and lb.

The approximate analytical expression for the stationary stream
function xi_ cain be obtained as follows. Let us approximate the

arnplitude of the pumping Fo(t) by a sequence of delta functiorls

' (t } k(xcoso)t+ sin....F(x,y,t)--F o _ _'il_o--n cos y (ot)
n .. (1.5)
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With use of the representation

4t/To- n) = .N-_ ,_, exp 2_im ....................
n........ j::l m......... (1.6)

it can easily be shown [8] that

F-=F+F

F:= Fo N
N _ cos _j

j=l

....F : 2F°N_cOs_j _' cos ............t/To-j
k=l m::l (1,7)

where _j =jxcos-N ....+ysin or _j=kpe Iwithp the radius-vector on
the plane (x y)and e_the unit vector that determines a vertex of the

regular N-agon. Since the function t_(x,y}in (1.7) is the exact solution
of the Helmholtz equation

V2 F +k 2i _=0 (1.8)

for the stream function

_1/ :: ..................._,cosk xcos ....N....+ ysin -
vk4N j::-I (1,9)

the nonlinear term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1.1) vanistles.

Therefore, the stream function (1.9)is the exact solution to the

Navier-Stokes equation with stationary pumping F(x, y).
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3. CHAOS OF STREAMLINES IN STATIONARY THREE-DIMENSIONAL
FLOWS

Above we have discussed only two-dimensional quasi..

symmetric flows. Quasi-symmetric structures can be present also
in three-dimensional flows described by the Euler equation

D ( 21) , dlvv =0.......v+vxrotv =-VP+v 2 ,
i)t .... (2.1)

where P is the pressure. If Beltrami condition

, v = cz rot v (2,2)

with o_ = const is also imposed, these velocity fields v are the

stationary solutions of the Euler equation, lt was shown in [9,10]

that the velocity field

_)_i/ _tl/
vx-= ....... + t:slnz ; Vy = ..... [:cosz ; vz =

ay ax (2.3)

with _; the perturbation parameter and xiI = _l/(X, y) obeys two-

dimensional Helmholtz Eq. (1.8). We call such flow quasi-symmetric
when the function _1_ is determined by (1.9) up to a constant factor.

The flow (2.3) is solenoidal and is of Beltrami type, V x v =- £, i.e.,

this flow is a stationary solution of the Euler Eq. (2.1).

Equations

dx:: dy :_ez
vx Vy vz (2.4)

determine the pattern of streamlines of the velocity field v(x,y,z),

For a quasi-symmetric flow (2.3) the system of Eqs. (2.4) reduces to

dx 1 ;)H dy_ 1 _:)H

dz _1/ i)y ' dz _t/ i)x (2,5)
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where

H = _t_+ev ; V=-xcosz-ysinz ;

_ij = _lJ0_., cos x cos ....Ki + y sin -Ki-)
j_l (2,6)

l::leduction of (2,4) to the form (2,5) indicates that we actually deal

witt7 a "nonstationary" problem formulated for a dynar'nic system in

two-dimensional phase space (x,y), The variable z stands for tile

time variable, Since Eqs, (2,5) have Hamiltonian form we carl readily

apply some results of the theory of dynamic systems, Let us recall
, f

them briefly. The unperturbed part of the system (2,5) with

I_tamiltonian (2.6) for L" = 0 has a set of singular trajectories

(separatrices).which pass througl] singular points of saddle type.

For instance, for N = 4 or N = 3, 6, when the stream function is given
by

_l/r,__1= _IQ>(cos x + cos y) (2,7)
or

_IYN3 := 2 _1/6'-=_'lYo cos x + cos --t...... y + cos .............. 2
(2.8)

respectively, ali separatrices belong to the saidle value of the

stream function _1_ and thereby form single square or tlexagonal

network. Any arbitrarily weak periodic perturbation in z (i.e,,
arbitrary _'.)leads to disruption of separatrices and to occurrence in

their vicinity of a finite region of stochastic strearnline dynamics.

In the considered case this nqeans development in the space (x,y,z) of

a stochastic web with square or hexagonal cells. Exanlples of such a

web are given in Fig, 2. Within the web cells, small regions (islands)

are preserved where the streamline dynamics are stable. fhis

rneans that strearnlines are regularly wound around seine irlvariant

surface. In the case considered, such surfaces are periodically

rneanderng stream tubes orientated at different an.r.)les to the plane,
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z = const, Cross sections of these tubes are actually tile windows in

tile stochastic web of Fig, 2, The whqle remaining region _,ccupied

by the web is filled by only a single trajectory and is essentially a

fr,actal set occupying a finite volume in the (x,y,z) space,

,_;ii......"TC--::............_'r.-._............r,,............-.'r,T,T_:i...... _ .... _ _!,..,_i,,._ .., .;......',

Z -.¢.', _. _,:', .,_ "4. • .._.,;_ ,.,,_,.r,;,,

,"_ ..........'"'_'4_"' '_"_'_',"""'":_:'._ _:._._I'_it_ Wf ' i_.._','_.7 _4_',-7' e_.,;_./ '_J'#'-'..r" ,-,,_.r_,,,,......,,_ ,_.-,_,,.,_._

'I: J" "- ' , " ' '
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d :z ,_:fi d tr,, 9,2.,_i

Figures 2a and 2b,

The stochastic web with square (a) and hexagonal (b) symmetry

formed by streamlines,

When approaching the spatial rest points (saddles) that lie on

, intersections of separatrices, a streamline randornly chooses the

direction of furtller motion, As a result, a'spatial diffusion arises

tt-lat is similar to Brownian motion of particles orl square or

hexagor_al lattice, Two examples of such diffusiorl for N = 4 and

N = 3 are obtained numerically and shown in Fig, 3, A streamline

sometimes passes a considerable interval along the plane z = const,

then turns and follows the plane x = const which produces a rather

complicated loop and returns to the sarTle plane z = corlst, This is

why the diffusion alternates with "jumps" of streamlines along the

same plane z = corlst, This feature is seerl particularly cleat' in the
case of the harmor_ics obtained by expansion of the solution into

Fourier series and truncation, Arly finite sum of harmonics

possesses the quasi-symmetry, In three- dimer_sional problems the

quasi--syrnmetry corresponds to streamline equations with 3/2
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degrees of freedom, Therefore, stochasticity of streamlines must
be typical of generic three-dimensional flows,
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Figures 3a and 3b.
t

"Lagrangian turbulence" as contrasted to ordinary "Euler turbulence,"

As long as for stationary flows trajectories of Lagrangian particles

coincide with streamlines, the ch;,os of streamlines implies also an
anomalous diffusion of admixture particles along the channels of the
stochastic web.

Let us make these arguments more specific, using as example
, the streamlines of stationary Rayleigh-Benard convection in

horizontal infinite fluid layer. When the Rayleigh number, which is a

dimensionless measure of temperature difference across the layer,

exceeds certain threshold value Rc , the fluid motion is self-
organized into hexagonal Benard cells. Slightly above the threshold,

for r={R-Rc}°5<<l, the spatial dependence of the velocity field
is given by

v = c rot rot zN/ (3.1)

i
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With accuracy up to £2, where

tll = cosx+cos -+ ..... y +cos .- y (sinz4-a_:,sln2z)

,+ be cos_3-y+cos y+3x +cos ---y-3x (slnz}
(3,2)

Explicit expressions for the coefficients a and b as functions of the

problem parameters are obtained in [11],

Introducing parameter, t, we obtain the following equations that

describe dynamics of impurity in the field (3,1) - (3.2):

dt- = . _-cos -.-_-y cos z + 2e1cos 2z

_ 3- 2e 2COS --- y sin _- X cos 2z

dY -__/3-cosX ?- (-d-{-- 2-sin --.-y cos z + 2_;1cos 2z)

3 e2 sin _r3-y+ sin---y cos _-x cos 2z

dz x

di = cos x 4-2 cos _-.cos .... y sinz+e lsin2z

+e 2 cost/3-y+2cos .... ycos2-x sin2z
(3.3)

here _'1 = a_: and _:2 = 2b8. To the first approximation in _:', i.e., for

_-'1= 0 and _;2 = O, the streamline pattern forms in a hexagonal so-

called ABC flow (Fig. 3a).
Thus, the streamlines divide the whole coordinate space

occupied by the flow into a system of cells which can have either a

simple crystallic pattern (N = 3,4,6) or be very complicated, as is

the case for five-fold or higher quasi-symmetry. These cells are
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separated by layers of turbulent streamlines whose thickness is of
the order of _ [9,10]. This phenomenon is sometimes described also

by the notion of "Lagrangian turbulence" as contrasted to ordinary

"Euler turbulence." As long as, for stationary flows, trajectr, ries of

Lagrangian particles coincide with streamlines, the chaos of

streamlines also implies an anomalous diffusion of admixture

particles along the channels of the stochastic web.

4. STOCHASTICITY OF STREAMLINES IN RAYLEIGH-BENARD
CONVECTION

The picture described previously seems to be of rather universal
character and therefore well-known structures in other stationary

motions of fluid, gas or plasma must also possess similar

, properties. This means that the structures that arise in fluids
before transition to turbulence also form a stochastic web of

streamlines. Moreover, spatial orientation of this Web naturally
reflects the structure form. This conclusion is motivated by the

following arguments. Let us use any suitable method of analysis of

a hydrodynamic medium in a preturbulent state. Such a state, which

can be described by a finite collection of cells, was obtained in [12].

These streamlines are closed and lie on vertical c_ylindrical
surfaces.

To the next approximation in _, i.e. for _'.2¢ 0, but small P_2 << 1,

the picture changes. The majority of streamlines now become

unclosed and wind around toroidal surfaces. Figure 4a illustrates
the results of numerical integration of the system (3) for r_, = 0 and

_'.2 = 0.2. Shown is cross section of one of tile tori in the plane

z = z/2. However, near the cell boundary such surfaces turn out to

be destroyed. Figure 4b shows the chaos of streamlines in one of the

sectors of a hexagonal cell. We should note that, to the second

approximation in __',fluid cannot diffuse between the cells because

the normal velocity vanishes at the cell boundaries, even though the

streamlines are chaotic. In contrast to the case of square cells [13],

development of a global stochastic web in this case can be

associated with only higher-order terms in Galerkin's approximation.
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Figures 4a and 4b.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Hydrodynamic structures do not always have the property of
symmetry or quasi-symmetry. The previous discussion refers only

to such structures. Nevertheless, our results underline an urgent

need to clarify connection between Lagranc.:.:jian and Eulerian

turbulence. The difference between them directly affects the

character of particle mixing in a flow, even though in both cases the
mixing process is of clearly turbulent nature.
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EVOLUTION OF THE LASER ABLATIVELY DRIVEN

RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR MIX LAYER

Mark H. Emery and John H. Gardner

Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics

U.S. Naval Reseaxch Laboratory

Washington, DC 20375-5000

The Rayleigh-Taylor 1 (RT) instability occurs whenever a dense fluid is accelerated by a

fluid of lower density. Perturbations on the interface between the two fluids are predicted to

grow exponentially in time with a growth rate 7 = (Akg) 1/2, where the Atwood number A

= (Ph -- Pl)/(Ph + Pl), ph (Pl) is the density of the heavy (light) fluid, the wavenumber k =

27r/,k, ,\ is the wavelength of the perturbation and g is the acceleration. When the amplitude

of the perturbation (r/) becomes of order of ,k/27r, the sinusoidal surface disturbance mutates

to rounded columns of "light" fluid rising into the "heavy" fluid which, in turn, is funneled

downward. 2-4 This is the classical bubble-and-spike structure. It is at about this amplitude

that the RT exponential growth transitions into a nonlinear "free-fall" regime. 4'_ The ev,_l' :tion

of the bubble (spike) is now well described by r/b = abgt2/2 (_s = aagt2/2), where rib (r/s) is

: the amplitude of the bubble (spike) and ab (as) is the free-fall reduction factor for the bubble

(spike). Typically ab _< as _ 1. In addition, the velocity 4 of the bubble rise is cn (g,k) 1/2.

Thus for classical, incompressible RT in the presence of many perturbation wavelengths, the

shortest wavelength modes will grow the fastest, saturate the earliest and then the larger

bubbles will subsume the smaller bubbles and larger and larger structures will dominate the

flow. 4 This tendency for the bulk oi' the energy to concentrate in the long wavelength modes

means that fluid elements with like signed vorticity must tend to group together; in no other

way is it possible for the scale of the velocity distribution to increase. 5

Classical, incompressible, inviscid turbulence theory predicts that in two-dimensions both

the kinetic energy and the enstrophy, the integrated square of the vorticity, are constants of the

motion. 6 As a result, the excitation of a wide spectrum of middle wa.venumbers in the presence

of some dissipation results in the "inverse cascade" of energy to lower wavenumbers and a

cascade of enstrophy to higher wavenumbers. Both this process and the process of "selective

decay" of enstrophy with respect to energy in undriven dissipative systems v leads to the

eventual dominance of the largest spatial scales of the system. This inverse cascade process has

been observed in carefully prepared 2-dimensional numerical simulations of constant density

fluids 8, electrostatic guiding-center plasmas 9 and magnetohydrodynamic fluids 1° There is
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both experimental 11 (in 2D and 3D) and numerical '_ evidence (in 2D) that this process

occurs during the nonlinear evolution of the classical two-fluid multinlode 1-t.,Tinstability. We

present here the first evidence of this 2D inverse cascade process in the compressiMe, ablative

environment of the laser implosion scenerio.

In laser driven ablation, the inward flow of thermal ellergy from the hot laser absorption

region is roughly balanced by the outward flow of plasma kinetic energy and pdV work from

the target, or ablation, surface. As the newly heated material at, the target surface expands

outward, the cold, dense shell is accelerated inward as a result of conservation of momentum.

In effect, a cold dense material is being accelerated by a hot, low density I)lasrna and tlm

ablation surface; i.e., the interface, is subject to tlle RT instability. The RT instability is a

potential obstacle to inertial confinement fusion in that small l_erturbations on the ablation

layer may grow large enough to destroy the spherical implosion symmetry of high aspect

ratio pellets. Recent theoretical la, numerical 14-1_ and experimental la investigations of the

1RT instability in laser ablatively accelerated targets are in genera,1 agreement and indicate

that the RT growth rate is about 1/2 of the classically predicted (non-ablative) value. With

the exception of a 5 mode study in Ref. 15 and a 2 mode study in Ref. 14, all of the

above investigations have concentrated on single wavelength perturbations. In reality, RT will

develop from initial perturbations where many different wavelengths are present.

The evolution of the multimode RT instability in laser ablatively accelerated targets is

modeled with our FAST2D Laser Matter Interaction Code. This is a fully two-dimensional,

Cartesian, compressible hydrodynamics code with a sliding Eulerian grid with w_riable grid

spacing. _l'here are periodic boundary conditions in the direction transverse to the laser, q2his

model tl_,_ been extensively coml_ared with experimental results la'19 and is discussed in some

detail in 12,ef. 16. Although the flux-corrected-transport (F,'CT) algorithms do not require

artifical viscosity for stability and ensure that the large scale features are treated inviscidly,

the nonlinear properties of the FCT algorithms ensure that energy in wavelengths smaller than

a few computational cells is (numerically) dissipated. The small residual numerical viscosity

of the algorithm mimics the behavior of physica,1 viscosity, u° 3_'he laser energy is _:_t)sorl)ed

by classical inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption with a 10% dump at critical. For the results

presented here, the code is initially run ill a one-(tim_"nsir_llal m_)de with a, la.ser pulse that llas

a 2 ris Gaussian rise after which the intensity is l_:'ld c(mstant a,t its peak va.hie. Tile peak laser

int,(:,ilsity is 3 × !014 \'V/cIrl '1 with a w_l,velellgtll of 1/4 /zTl_,.Tll(:,se st,e_tdy-sl;ate l)r(:)ilh,s t.ll(.,n

t!ies(' 1)rofiles a,r(' I)ert, urbed at t,he abla.tion front witl_ _i_lt, il)le waveleng_.h l_('rt_rbati()ns ()f

e(l_la] a_i)litu(h.'.s a_d random phases; this giw, s ris(, t()a_ initial _na.s;s 1)(,rt_rl)_tio_ ()f _ 0.1%.



Tile laser intensity is held const, ant t,liroughout t;he evolut;ion (_f the rl.T i11sl;_d.)ilit,y, T.he growtll

rt_,t,e of the instn.bility is ol)t4dned by t:¥mrier trlmsform_t, ion of the sumnlcd mn,ss of tl-l(: foil,

The mass of the t_,rg(:t, (p X) is integrttt, ed from t;he r(_'m" of t,he foil (the side _wn.y from t,he

l_ser) to tile _d:)lut,ion frorlt for each tr_msverse coordilm.te,

PIG. 1. Log of t,he ]?ourier transform coefl'icient of the _:_,re_dm_ss density _.s _.._f_mc.t;ion

of tinge (ns) for _dl 2(1 modes. The _re_.tl mass of the I,_n'get (px) is int(-:gr_d,(,.d from

the r(.'._tr (_f the tna'get (t;he side _,w_._,yfrom the 1;J,ser) 1,o t,l_(: _!d-)l_d;i(.mfr()_t; for (m.ch

tr_nsv(.'rse co()rdin_te. Modes 2 - 20 ("C" - "U", 7,5 ttr__ - 7.5 t_,rr_,)n.re l_ert;_rl_ed

initi_tlly. Mode "13" (150 ym)is not perturbed init, i_dly.
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The 6arget is a 200/.zm thick plana, r slab of plastic (CH), After compression, _._tthe time

the target is perturbed, tile target thickness is _ 40/m_. The transverse dimension is 1.50/tm

and modes 2 - 20 (7.5 frm _< A _<_75,0 frm,) are perturbed wit,h equM mnplifludes a.nd rra:dora

phases. The wavelengths range from nearly 4 times t,he infligh_ target, thickness to 1/5 of

the inflight target thickness. The time evolution of the mnplit, ude of the ma, ss vm'Jar,ion of

ali 20 modes is shown in Fig. 1. There is much informal, ion t,o be gained from this figl.lro,

The longest wavelength mode in the system ("B", 15(} frm), wltich is not l)ert, url)ed initially,

undergoes rapid oscilhttory growth with a growt, h rr, re _ 2 ns -1, This wa,velength becomes

tlm dominant mode in the system by about 8 ns, after all the other modes have saturated,

and reaches a saturation level nearly an order of magnitude larger than the other modes.

The growth of this mode st:ems directly from the nonlinea,r interaction bet, ween the smaller

wavelength modes, The shortest wavelength modes in the system ("Q" - "U", 9.375 j.m_- 7.5

frm) exhibit very little growth until about 5 ns when they begin to grow at an incremsed rate.

They are apparently being fed by the longer wavelength modes which are s_turating at aboul;

this time. Modes "Q" - "U" saturate at about 6.5 ns. Note that the long wavelength modes

("B" - "a", 75 frm - 15 frm) initially grow ag nearly the sa,me growth rate. It is quite clear

that nonlinear mode coupling is occuring very early in the evolution of the instability. The

growth rates of the individua,1 modes (square symbols), measured in the 1.5 - 5 ns time

O

U3 0.°.'''-_ ....

_O
_,, v --2 .,.

i

O
O ....

I I I

0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0

FIG. 2. Plot of the numerical growth rates (squares) as a function of perturl:mtion wave-
length. Also shown are the growth rates when only single modes are perturbed (dash('d

line),
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intervM, are shown in Fig. 2. Als() shown are die growth rates obtained when only single

modes were perturbed (dashed line), During tlle exl>onential growth phase of the inst_d_ility,

the multimode behavior is stril<ingly different frolll tlle single mode behavior. The inte,'me-

dia,te and long wavelength modes grow at, nea,fly the same ra.tc a.nd, for A < 75/tta, _t rates

substantially below tlle single mode belmvior. The growdl ra,i,es for A <_ lttru are st;rongly

suppressed.

The inverse cascade process which results in die eventuM dominance of large scale motion

can also be observed by exmninadon of the isodensity contours, Fig, 3 shows tlle evolution

of the target surface at four different times during the dewJopment of tlte mix layer, The

instability is well developed by 5 ns. At; 8 ns five well-developed spikes are evident; the fourtll

and fiftll modes have just satur_ted. Note the two large l_ubbles at, the top and bottom of

the density contours. By 9 ns, tl_ese bubbles have expanded to cover over half of the target

surface. This rapid spreading of the vortex pairs in each of tlle two largest bubbles, coupled

with the strong ablative flow, shears off several of tlle spikes (at, the top and bottom), which

are allen convected back towards tl_e laser, In addition, dlis spreading and slmm'ing process

causes the four central spikes to collapse into one spike and by 14 ns, the system has evolved

to a single spike and the bulk of tlle target is relatively flat. In effect, the evolution to the long

wavelength modes coupled with tlle strong ablative flow catuses the target to be "self-healing";

i.e., the bubbles are not observed to break through the target in this ease. This lage time

spreading and shearing process h_ been observed over a wide range of modes (from 6 to 20)

and system lengths (ft'ore 42 /_Lmto 1150#Trr), The rapid bubble spreading begins when the

bubble diameter _ 71/2.

The transition from a many mode structure to at single mode structure oecures in two

distinct phases. The initial phase, up to about 7 ns, is qualitatively similar to what is predicted

by the inverse cascade theory and large amplitude RT theory, There is a gradual evolution Ii()

longer wavelength modes as vertex merging, or bul>t)le amMgamation, appears to dominate.

When the amplitude of the perturbation becomes large, O(A/2rr), tlm spike mid bubble enter

a free--fall regime. The time evolution of tlm mix layer is sllown in Figure 4; plotted is the

height of the bubble rise (lib) and the depth of the spike fall (h_) as a, function of time, After

4 ns, +be spike begins to fall nmch faster tha_ the spil<e rises. After 7 ns, the rate of bul)ble

rise rapidly slows and hl, a,1)l_roaches a h_(t) r_l(.l_(.ll(.l¢.ll((.-'' ' • by 9 ns, Tlm're is reduction in the

free-fall rate in the 5 - 7 ns time interval. With g = 2.0 x 1() Is cm/s 2, we fiad r_, = 0.08 and

a'_ = 0.17, This is 70% of the fl'ee-fatll reduction fact.()r for the muli;ilnode, nonaMative RT

case. jr In the r_Orlablative mix layer, as the l:>ul)Mes grow, the w n'tices oll eittmr side of tt_e

sl)ii<es (of unlike magnitude) induce a net rotational flow on one another, _J:lt(:'.vortices tend
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PIG, 4, Plot of the height of t,he bubble rise (squares, iii,) and the depth of the spike fa,ll
(t;riangles, h,_) in ttm as a function of' tlme _ (ns2), These distances n.re lnea.sured on
the abla, t,lon front, the point, of st,eepest; density gradient, ttf; t,he c¢-,nt,er of t,he la rge,_t,

bubbh_ and t:lle longest spike,
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]PIG, 5, Plot, cff trite bul)l)lc' dimnc, l,ers (solid syml:_ols) _f t,lu_ tsw<_lm'g(:st, l_ttl,l)l(_s

(sq_ln,l'C_:_ll,l:)er1)_tl_ble, t,L'inngle:lower l)_tl:)l_le)mid t,llc, rise vc'loc:iti_s (Ol_Ul Sb'llll,ols
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t,t_r_t,_.t,¢:abc.mt, cme anent,Iter, fttrther entra, intltg (,he, hea.vy mid ltglx(, fltticL_a,ncL ,x(,extdittg tl'.,

t).).ixllt,y_:r,17,t(_Thi)_ sec:c)11(,ltu.'y r¢.)ttd,ion is m_t obm'.rveci t11Lhc; laser (11'iV(!tl (';tri(:,

'I']1o v,ev.olxd pliaso. _f Lhc-:trat),_iLiott Lo Lhc fttl_.da,lx),el).tl_.ltixc_dc_,frc_ll),8 tta 14 xtt_,iv)_¢,vt_rl).(_d
J

1,3, (.lt. <.,,c,lttt,ion <,f spre.dlng, btt_ymlt, w.,'lt_:x pair,_, As the, ltu'_e,_t, Sl,lk<_H_:ltt,t,r t,ltt: fr.t.,-fzdl

).'cgitllc,, the v(')rtex l)a.irs, in the c'¢n'r(.'.spc)tl(litlgbt.tbl._les, are eollv(,otied zo,vay fr_,lll t,]m sto.ol_,

tmst,a.ble dc.'.xisltygra.dient a.nd rc;sit:lc.,,in Lhc;ttem'ly collstt.mt densiLy fhticL1riMe.ingrtp til(! Imbl_h;,

B,,, 8 ns, is<_vortic'ity c<mtt:,ttr,_mxd t_troamline plots (n¢_t sltt_Wll) inclic',a,(,ot,lia.t, the vt_x'Lexpair,t

COml_risizlg the two ]a.rg_i:st,btlbbles a.re cent,c:red in the nearly c:c,ltst,a.tit cL_ti,it,y fluid <_ft,he

bubble, The iso)density con(iotu's a,(, O rts, Fig, 3), show (,lie n(:m'ly c:(mt-)tm_t,clonsity i;t tile

largest bubbles, Per tt buoyant, vortex pair it, ht:mbeen shown 20 Liltt(, IF(,he c'.irc:ttla.t;ic)tir(-',lll/tills

C(.')I1Sttt,llt while thebt),oya.ncy force a.cLsto it-),crea.sethe lllOllteIlt, Ulll Of rh(., ptt.ir, then Lhc:I.)Itoylt, Ilt

pair spreads line.m_ly in time trod rises a.t a. ra.Le _ 1/t,, The r_tte of' cltm_go of circ'ultlt.tion

I_ = -_ dp/p --, {}for nearly COllStttIlt, dmisity, '.['he rise v(tlc)('.ity c)f t,h(' vt)rt,(..'x pair is V =

P/('>._rD), where D is tlm vor(,ex Sel)l.n'ld,ion c.llst.anc'.c,, Tlt_ (;()liSt, ll,lit, })tl¢)ylillf!y fort's, (I_1,)is

eclual to the rat, e of cba.rite of upward momentu_n, Ft, = d(MV)/dt, wl_er_ M it_rho to(,_d mass

of the vortex (Mcx D_), Then the sel)tU'tl,tioll ¢listlu_co D c_ t and t,he ri,_ vel_,city V c_ l/t,

Figure _,t shows the ctiamc:_tc'rsof the two lm'tesi, bubbles as _ func.ticm t_f t,i_nc,, _l'll_ bttl_ble

¢liameLc_'rsfollc_w a lixm_tr time del_endence for t "__6,_ ns, The l:,t_bble ris_-.,velcmit,i_s, Fig, ,_b,

follow a linear time dependence for 4,tns <_;..t <_ 6,_ ns, c'_orreslmncling t,o the frec:-fall regilnc,,

b_tt there is t_sharl_ transition into t_ l/t, dependencx:', for times > 6,,5 x_s, 2'lie I,tbble dlmneger

(Doc t,) is im_.rei_sing at a mucl_ faster r_._t,etlttm the bubble height (hl, cx Ill(t,)), Tltis rt@d

c,xpm_sioti cottpled with tlio st;fong td_lal;iw_' flow c_ssentially s<'c,ttrs tltc.,_l_ert,ttrbtd, ioxis ¢_tI'tile'

s:trfac:e of the tru'get, This e:mses :u: enhancod c.'.rosio:i of tl_o l;m'go_tstlrftme; }_y 14 :_s, only

g(/(J4,c_ftlm initial t,arv;_'_tmass remttins,

I_t sutnHlary, tlm rost_li,s i_lc.lict_te t,ltt_t, xionli_xem: x_md_, c'Ottl_li_tgcmcurs very e_.t,rlyin t.ltc,

ovoluti_i_ r>f tl_e al_l_t.tiw, I'l'r nlix l_.yer. The nonli_mar process, t.lm invc:rse c'asc'.a_le c_fc._,_lergy

tc_wm'(ls t;l_e larger spt_foial scal_s, driw_s tli_' It2' inst,abilit, y tow,rd l_rogrc:ssivc_ly l<_lig_r w_lw,-

lengtl_s mtd limits the growth of tlie shorter wavelo.Ilgth l_erturb_Lions, as evidc, nced by: (1)

tl_ e_trly Iq_Ima.rltxice of mt initially ttnl.,ertm'bed loiig w_vc_le_lgth mc_de, mid (2) t;he strcmg

r_xlttc.tic, l in t,lie wave_lu_ltber d_:pendence o_ t,he growtlt x'_t,e as c:_ll_l_m'ocLtc_ tlm sixig,le tootle

_bsc_'rved i_ rho ll_xial_lati,_,o cas_,. Sul_sC.ClU¢.,ll(,la(.e t.i_tlocl_,volc_piltmtt .f l,l_. Hlix layo.r albino,rs
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Similarity Theory of Incompressible Random

Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

N, t_eed, D, Ofer, D, Shvarts, Physics Departmentj

Nt2CN, P,O, Box 900i, B_er-Sheva, Israel

and

Steven A, Orszag, Applied and Computational Mathematics,

Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 085/_/_-1000

In l;his Not,e, we show how a del;ailed analysis of recent high resolution t;wo-

dimensional numerical simulations 1 of low Mach number (incompressible) random l/,ay-

j,1 ¢r_ 1leign-layLor inst,_biliUy allows l;he formulation and explicit perturbative solution of a

tmtthemat_ical model tthal; embodies key feat,ures of t;hese flows. The resuli,s _re in good

agreement; wil;h bol;h the numerical simulal;ions and with experimenl; :_, Some typical

ir_terf.'acial contours from the numerical simulations of I_,ayleigh-Taylor insl;ability ai,

densii,y ratios ez 2 : 3,1 : 3,1 : 20 [(at;wood ral;ios A (1 - c_)/(1-t-_) of 1 :t 19=: == ii"_ 2' 21'

respect;ively)] are given in Figure 1; l;he numerical results are obtained using an ALE

(Arbigrary l.,agrangian-lgulerian) compressible flow code, supplemented by a novel a,nd

accur_t_e interface tracking scheme, at a spat,ial resolution of 200x200 cells (run on a

superworksi;ation),

Our analyt_ical model is based on the t_wo-fluid model of Youngs a, The dependent

variables of t,he model equagions are horizonttally averaged velocil;y, pressure, w)lume

'"'"e dependent, variables arefraction, cfc. We denote the direcl;ion of gravity as +z. irt

u,r(z,t),fr(z,l),p(z,t),pr (r= 1,2) where ur is _he average velocii,y in f:luid r al; z,l, fr
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is the average volume fraction, p is the pressure, and p_ is the (constant) density. We

assume that at t = 0, the heavy fluid of density pl occupies z < 0 while the light fluid

of density p2 occupies z > 0.

Conservation of mass requires that

0 0
cg---_f,.pr+ _zfrpru,. - 0 (r - 1,2) (1)

0 0 2 Op
O--_hp, ur + _zf_p, ur = -h-_z + K(ua_, -ur) + f, prg (r = 1,2) (2)

where g is the (constant) gravitational acceleration and K is an interphase drag co-

efficient. These two equations should be viewed as defining relations for the effective

pressure p and drag coefficient K. Furthermore, the fluid is space filling so

."

fl(z,t) + f2(z,t) = 1 (3)

for all z,t. Eqs. (1)-(3) are closed by a relation for the friction coefficient K. Following

Youngs we assume that K depends only on the local properties (fr,pr,ur) of the flow,

that it vanishes if either fl = 0 or f2 = 0; dimensional analysis then gives the relation

K = C fif2(flp2 + f2P2)Ju2 - UlJL

where L(z,t) is a new length scale, an effective mixing length for the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability.

Finally, we assume that the scale length L is independent of space and grows

with time according to the velocity jump at the original interface location (say z = 0),

dL

d-T= - (4)

so L qualitatively measures the average bubble-spike separation.

We olve the model (1)-(4) using the following additional _pproximations. First,

we assume that the statistical behavior of the random Kayleigh-Taylor unstable interface

: 63
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is independent of the details of the (random) initial conditions; this suggests a self-similar

solution to (1)-(4)in which the non-dimensional dependent variables fr, vr = ur/gt, q =

p/(pl + P2)g2t2,g = L/9 t2 depend only on the non-dimensional variable

s -- z/gt 2

and on the density ratio a = P2/Pl. This assumption may be checked from the numerical

simulations; in Fig. 2, we plot fl as a function of s at various times as well as a smooth

second-order polynomial fit. The results plotted in Fig. 2 suggest that self-similarity is

a good approximation at the level of 5-10% errors 4,

Transforming (1), (2) to the non-dimensional similarity variables gives the ordi-

nary differential equations

-2sf_ + (frvr)' = 0 (1')

p,.(frvr - f¢(2s - vr )2) = "-fr(Pl "4-P2)q' + frPr + -_'flf2(flPl + f2P2) v3-r - vr ](v3-r - vr)

(2')

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the scaling variable s.

From (i')and (3), we obtain

fly1 + f2v2 -_ 0 (5)

for all .s. Then, eliminating q from (T) for r = 1,2 gives

i C
(vi .--v'l(2s-vl))-c_(v2-v2(2s-v2))= 1-c_- -_-(fl +czf2)(vl --v2) 2 (6)

Another critical test of tile model is gotten by using Eq. (6), together with the

polynomial fits to f_(s), vr(s) (see Fig. 2) to evaluate g as a function of s; the result is

7-
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0,2 -

Fig. 2. Check of the self-similarity of the profiles of the heavy fluid volume fraction

fl vs. the reduced coordinate s = z/gt 2 obtained from the simulation of Fig. l(a) at

the times t = 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3. Also shown is a polynomial approximation to the curve

(dashed line) used for eliminating numerical noise.

I
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plotted in Fig. 3, which shows (with an error of order 20%) that g is nearly independent

ors (as it must be if L depends only on t). In this case, (4) becomes

1

e=  lv2- (4')

The results plotted in Fig. 3 also show that flu = 0(5x10 -a) so the interphase drag

coefficient C may be expected to be a large parameter.

We could now proceed by solving the ordinary differential equations (4'), (5), (6)

numerically. However, we believe that it is more instructive to solve these equations

analytically by expanding in powers of 1/C. Guided by the numerical simulation results

and the form of (4'), (5), (6), we assume that g and Vr are first-order in 1/C while fT

is zeroth-order in 1/C. Then the left-side of (6) may be neglected to leading order so,

noting (5),
1 1

[ o -,vi= (l-f]) fl+ 1-c_ (7)

This result for vi as a function of fi together with (3) and (5) m_y be inserted into (1')

with the result
1 1

1 1 fl(1- fi) fl . (S)
s= _-fl 4 fi+ " 1-c_

L

which shows that s is also of order 1/C over the region of significant mixing.

To determine g from (4'), we first find fl at s = 0 by solving (8)
1

1 - 5a + (a 2 H-14a + 1)7
f118=0 = (9)-

where the sign of the square root is chosen so that fil,=0 --_ ½ when a _ 1-. Eqs. (3),

(4.') (5) givee= i, 5v]/(1- f])]_=0 so (7) and (9)imply that

(10)
2011 + c_+ (c_2 + 14c_H--1){]

Eqs. (3), (5), (7)-(10) give the analytic model.
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Fig. 3. The effective scale length as obtained from the simulation vs. the (reduced)

spatial coordinate. The two-phase flow model (1)-(4) assumes the scale length is inde-

pendent of space as shown here to be approximately true.
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We now compare the predictions of this analytically solvable model with the

results of our numerical simulations of the two-dimensional random Rayleigh-Taylor

flow. The only adjustable parameter of the similarity flow model is the dimensionless

friction coefficient C. The volume fraction fs(s) for Atwood ratio A = ½ is fit well by

the analytic result (8) with U = 7.5 [see Fig. 4]; for the other Atwood ratio runs plotted

iJ1 Fig, 1, the best choice of G' is between 7 and 8. The results plotted in Fig. 4 show

the modelling error in fs and vi is only about 10N, except where the numerical noise is

large (near the rarely occurring far-reaching spikes).

Let us now consider a few global parameters of the mixing layer, since this fa-

cilitates both comparison with experiments and a clear view of the dependence of the

results on the Atwood ratio A. The maximum excursion of the bubbles in the model is

= (ii)

while for the spikes it is

e (12)slfi:°= 40

Irt Fig. 5, we plot the dependence of the bubble excursion on A. The fit to the simulation

(ta,ta, is good and is very near to the straight line 0.057A9 t2 for the whole parameter range.

The ratio of spike to bubble excursion equals the inverse square root of the density

ratio a and does not, depend on the drag parameter G'. This is impossible for very small

density ratios (high Atwood numbers) since it gives a spike excursion which might exceed

_-gt2 Inspection of Eq. (6) shows that when both a and fi are small (of the order of2 '

]/C or less), the neglect of all terms on the left hand side is not justified. Luckily, it

can be st lown ttiat only the first term, vi, on the left side is important in this case.

Retaining va on the left side of (6) complicates the analytic expressions but poses rio

new difl_culties. We shall give here only the maximum excursion results for the corrected

h8
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Fig. 4. Comparison of profiles of the volume fraction (decreasing to the right) and

velocity (increasing to the right) of the heavy fluid, from the model and the simulation

(with density ratio 1:3). Both the simple analytic approximation (continuous lines) and
the numerical solution of the model differential equations (dashed ].ines) are given, and

ali agree within the accuracy of the direct simulation (continuous lines with numerical

noise). The plots are done at t = 2.5.
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0.05 ,-

Atwood Ratio

Fig. 5. IThe maximum penetration of the heavy fluid by bubbles of the light fluid

(scaled by g_2), as a function of the Atv_ood ratio (or density ratio). The analytic

model results (continuous line) roughly agree with a straight line (dashed), which is

the familiar expression o,Agt 2 with 7 = 0.057. Also shown are the results from the

simulations [indicated by x's].
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n_odel whicl], for Lhc spikes, is

([ /e 1+ 1 i (ia) I/i=o- - -

and (:11) unchanged for the bubbles, This expression iu close to the previous restllt (:1.2)
t_

for large density ratios, _md Lends toa - _.(z = ½9_2 in dimensional units) for very small

fv.,

Further result_s can be obtained from this analyt;ic model, for example, the global

energetics of the Ilow, Only global energy result, s can be easily obtained since different;ial

energy conservation equations would necessitate the introduction of a new in_er-fluid

interact;ion t,erm, thereby complicating Lhc model, Computing the change in potential

energy relative to the initial st,ate, and normalizing it by (pl -Fpa)9 a_4, the simple version

of our model gives

1 -- a _01 "q2 g ( 1-4a+a2 )Epoi= 1 -t-a -_dfl - 32C 1 - 1 - a 2 log a (].4)

while for the kinetic energy of the average flow (calculated from the mean velocities

within each fluid) we obtain

f f, v_-t- af2v_ 2 (_,ja/2 (1- _,ja/2 (1 .-x/_-,-a)(1-F 3v_-t-a)Ekin =
.-- 2(1 -t- a) da = g ,,,.,/ ,, v_ /1-F VI-d(1 -t- ez)

The ratio of the kinetic energy to the absolute potent, ial energy can be regarded as a,n

energy conversion efficiency factor (with the "wasted" energy going to turbulence and

possibly heat); t:his quantity is plotted in Fig, 6. It is seen that the e_ciency factor

is low for moderate density ratios, and only rises when the density ratio becomes very

small (A>_..0.9). In fact, it is also clear from this result that the simple model cannot hold

for extremely small a because it implies negat, ive turbulent kinetic energy. We alrea.dy

know that for small a we must use the corrected model, which necessit;at, es rlurncrica, l
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imtegrat,iort; t,hese results n,re also given in Fig, 6, The suddt:n ch_utg(:of ,_lope for A2,(_,9

sttggents that the analytic model hn,s limited vtdidity for Atwood nLt,ion lligher tlla_l ab,:,tll,

(I,9, since t,he hell,riot t,here is a different, llow regime wit,h rel_tt,ivt_ly orgatlized sl_il',el_

and bubbletJ, For e×arnple, ii, iu possible t,hat, t,he scale lengt,h iu no,i, absc,lut,ely COllSt,ant,

attd decreases for low a in tlm far reaching spikes (which would lead to be,l,t,er agreelllellt,

wi_h experiments),

A more complete summ_ry of t)his work will be publinhed elsewhere I,

One of us (SAO) would like to acknowledge support, under DARPA cont;ract

number N00014-86-K-0759, by the US Air Force under contract nulnber F08635-89-(I.

0383, by t,he Office of Naval Research tinder contract nurrlbe,r N00{][4-82-(I.0451,

0,9

0 "'/_lJ ......... L .... I .... I .... [ _ !] l

O O.I O._ O,a 0,4 0.5 0,8 0.7 0,13 0,9 1

Atwood Ratio

Fig;. 6. I_atio of mean klnetic energy to _vai1_ble potential energy gMned from the
gravitational field for the simple anMytic approxirnation (dashed line) and the corrected
arlalytic results (continuous line), Also shown are the results fronl the simulations [ira-
dicated by x's], The sharp changes at Atwood ratios above 0,9 indicate tll_t _hese flows
may be ira a different regime.
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I_SEUI_)O.SP13CTI_AI_,NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

OI3SUB AND SUPERSONIC COMPRESSIBLE VISCOUS FLOWS

Serge Gauthter

Centre d'Etudes de Ltnaeil-Valenton, BP 27

9,'4190Villeneuve-S t-George,FRANCE,

.I:IN'rRoDu_rlON_;

Stability and transition to turbulence have been the object of a considerable interest in the past

fifteen years, However, the mechanism by which a flow becomes chaotic has been studied,

essentially, for themlal convection of incompressible fluids, Numerical simulations of such flows are

usually carried out with the spectral methods owing to thetr htgh accuracy [1-2], The Bousstnesq

approximation, used in these studies, holds for a compressible fluid provided that the vertical extent

of the fluid is small enough, In some situations, for example in stellar convection or in laser dflven

fusion, the stratification of the fluid can no longer be ignored and wt have to use the full

Navier-Stokes equations, Since the pioneeflng work of Graham [3], some papers have been devoted

to the simulatioa of compressible convection [4-5]. In the special case of fixed heat flux Yamaguchi

[6] found supersonic solutions even wtlow Rayleigh numbers, From a numerical point of view,

viscous compressible flows involve very different time scales which lead to long time rims, It is then

necessary to use numerical schemes more implicit than those used in incompressible flow

simulations, in order to overcome, as far as possible, time step restriction due to convec;ive terms.

In view of this, we have developed a 2D pseudo-spectral code for the full Navier-Stokes

equations [7], which has been used so far to numerically simulate the compressible Rayleigh-Bdnard

convection, A Fourier expansion is used in the horizontal direction, The expansion in the Chebyshev

tx)lynomials used in the inhomogeneous directioa le_ds to severe time step constraints due to the high

resolution on the boundaries. However, in compressible flows, viscous and thermal diffusion terms

are nonlinear. This n(;qlinearity leads to use iterative methods such as suggested by Orszag [8]. In

the first version of the code, only vertical diffusion terms were solved implicitly by an iterative

meth(xt preconditioned by the time independent Chebyshev approximation of the diffusion operator,

In this paper we present a more implicit version where convective terms are treated

semi-implicitly and all diffusion terms are handled with an iterative method preconditioned by the

fivite difference ai,?roximation of the diffusion operator. We used both numerical schemes to

compute sub and supersonic steady state solutions obtained with radiat!ve boundary conditions.

The next section II poses the physical problem, section III is devoted to detail the numerical

scheme and numerical applications are described in section IV.
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II-THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM:

The motion takes piace in a two-dimensional rectangular cavity of width Lx and height d.

The z-axis is directed downward so that the .m'avity,represented by the vector g=(0,0,g), is positive

along this direction.

The equations of motion for a compressible, viscous, themmlly conducting gas are as follows:

8p/St+SPUi/Sxi=0, (2.1)

aPui/gt + a PUiUj/3xi=-SP/ axi+8 xij/8 xi- giP, (2.2)

and

apE/at + a (pE+Pr)uj/axj= _ xij ui/a xj +,9/ a xi K 8T / a xi, (2.3)

where E is the total energy

E=l/2(Ul 2+ u22)+e- gx 2, (2.4)

and xij the viscous stress tensor given by

xij= It( _ui/9 xj + 3uj/'a xi -2/3 5ij 3Ul/3 xi), (2.5)

where i,j,l=l,2. The Stokes' relation between the first and the second viscosity

coefficients has been used. The coordinates x 1 and x2 stand for the x and z coordinates respectively.

This set of equations is closed by the equation of state for the perfect gas,

P = R, pT and e = Cv T. (2.6)

P, p, T and e are pressure, density, temperature and internal energy respectively; the ui are the

components of the velocity. The thermal conductivity and the dynamic viscosity are taken as

constants. R, is the gas constant and Cv the specific heat at constant volume.

We use slippery boundary conditions for the velocity and radiative boundary conditions for the

temperature. This set of boundary conditions is a reasonable approximation for stellar convection

zones. ",'he boundary conditions for the velocity read

u2=0 and OUl/_Z=0 at z=z o,z o+d, (2.7)

We impose the heat flux at the upper boundary, to be fixed by the radiative energy of a black

body

K dT/dz = o"sb T4 (2.8)

where (jsb is the Stefan Boltzmann's constant. Taking intc acco.nt the fluctuations of the

- thermal conductivity up to the fh-st order with respect to the density and the temperature and

lin_'_rizingthe equation (2.8) gives the following relation at the upper boundary:
-
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1/Sf dO/dz+ 1/Ko(SK/Sp)p + 1/Ko(SK/Se)O= a O

where _/Sp is the derivative with respect to p and the Stefan number S_ ._sb T3d/Ko has" ,', r

been used. If the thermal conductivity K is of the form T3/p, the temperature fluctuaiions satisfie an

inhomogeneous time-dependent Robin type boundary condition at the top of the layer.

1/Sf d0(x,zo, t)/dz - 0(X,Zot) = p (X,Zo,t) (2.9)

and T(zo+d) = T1 at the bottom of the layer. (2.10)

Periodic boundary conditions axe used in the horizontal direction for ali variables. With these

boundary conditions, the static state reads

T(z) = Sfz + 1 - SfZ -1, (2.1la)

p(z) = [Sfz + 1 - SfZ-1 ]m, (2.1 lb)

P(z) =[Sfz + 1- SfZ"1 ]m+l (2.11c)

The coordinate z goes from Z"1 to Z-I+I, where Z=d/zO. The index of the polytzope is

m=g/R,130-1 where 130=T (z0+d) - T (z0).

In Eqs.(2.11), we have used the following units: d, d2p( z0)/l.t, gr(z0) and T(z0) for length,

time, density and temperature respectively. The two-dimensional compressible convection problem is

characterized by seven dimensionless parameters which axe the aspect ratio A, the Prandtl number (_,

the ratio of specific heats y, the normalized layer thickness Z, the polytropic index m, the Stefan

number Sf and the Rayleigh number R. The parameters _ and 3'are given by the thermodynamical

properties of the fluid. Z characterizes the stratification of the configuration while the Stefan number

measures the magnitude of the radiative diffusion with respect to the thermal conductivity _d the

Rayleigh number measures the degree of the instability. Their expressions axe

A=Lx/d, c_=CppJK, Z=d/zO, y=C_C v,

o and

R=(g/Tu )d4 [(T1- Tu )/d-g/Cp ]/(I(/PuCT)(I.t/pu),

where the subscripts 1and u refer to the lower and upper layer boundaries.
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III - DESCRIPTION OF THE PSEUDO-SPECTRAL CODE '

Density, velocity and total energy are expanded in a Fourier-Chebyshev basis as

u(x,z,t)= ZI=_N/2 l=N/2 Y_m__0M Ulm(t) e2i_lx/Lx Tm(2Z), (3.1)

',

where Tm is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree m, and Lx is the horizontal periodicity.

We use a collocation method where spatial derivatives are computed in the spectral space and

nonlinear products are performed in the physical space. Time marching is performed in the physical

space by means of a finite difference technique. As already stated, a simple numerical scheme

consists of the Adams-Bashforth predictor of order two and the third order Adarns-Moulton corrector

for ali terms but the vertical diffusion terms. Such terms are handled by an iterative procedure

preconditioned by the time independent Chebyshev approximation of the diffusion operator. This

spectral preconditioning appears to be vep, efficient both in tem_of the number of iterations needed

to achieve a given accuracy and in term of CPU time. However, in this approach, the time step

obeys the CFL condition and then it is of interest to test more implicit numerical method in order to

overcome this constraint. Harned and Kemer [9] have investigated a possible way within the finite

difference'framework by stabilizing convective terms with a diffusive term handled semi-implicitly.

More precisely, they first notice that fast modes are describ_ by the following equation

02 V / 0t2 = TPo/Po V (V.V) (3.2)

obtained by linearizing the Euler's equation and the energy equation written for the pressure.

Consequently, they add the term Ao2At 2 V (V.V) in the velocity equations and handle it implicitly.

Coui:led with the second order Runge-Kutta numerical scheme, they show that unconditional

stability is ensured provided that

Ao2 > 1/4 TPo/Po (3.3)

In other words the constant Ao is of the order of the sound velocity.

Second order Runge-Kutta numerical scheme with Chebyshev approximation are known to be

weakly stable. So we turned to the third order Runge-Kutta such as used by Hussaini and coworkers

[2, 10].This scheme reads

Ou/Ot= F(u) + G(u) (3.4a)

where the terms in F are treated by the third order Runge-Kutta and those in G by Crank Nicholson.

Hl= At F(un) (3.4b)

[ 1 - At2Ao2V V.] u1 = un + Hl/3 + At/6(G n + G 1) - At 2 Ao 2 V V.u n (3.4c)
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H2= At F(u 1) - 5/9 It 1 (3.4d)

[1- AtAo2VV.]u 2=u 1 +15/16H 2+5/24At(G n+G2)-At2Ao2 VV.u 1 (3.4e)

tt3= At F(u2) - 153/128 It 2 (3.40

[ 1 - ,6t Ao2VV.] un+l = u2 + 8/15 H3 + 1/8 At (G2 + Gn+ 1) - At 2Ao2 V V.u 2 (3.4g)
J

In tli,s approach, diffusion temps are iteratively solved with the Chebyshev method in the

Fourier space. The two velocity components are coupled by the second viscosity temp. Then we have

to solve

L uk = Fk,

where the right hand side Fk is given by the convection and pressure terms of the Navier-Stokes

equations. The operator L is given by

1 +(Dt+l)k 2p(z)- p-l(z) 02/oz 2 -p'l(z) Dtik0 /0z

gu =

- p-l(z)DtikO /Oz 1 +k2 p-l(z) - p-l(z) (Dt+ 1 )_2/_z2

with Dt = At 2Ao2 + 1/3

We use the Chebyshev iterative method preconditioned by the diagonal part of L.

IV-NUMERICAL APPMCATIONS:

We have computed convection solutions for different Stefan number values. The aspect ratio is

fixed to 4 and the Rayleigh number to 11500 for ali studied cases. The Prandtl number is fixed to the

value o---0.1 and the ratio of specific heats is chosen to the value of a monoato_nic gaz 7-1.67. The

polytopic index is equal to the value m=l.

In Table I we give the finn steady values of characteristic quantities such as the maximum of

the velocity, the Mach number and the relative thermodynamical fluctuation quantities. They are

defined by

Pmax = M_ (p(x,z)/p(z) )
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where the nlaximum is taken over the two dimensional domain.

"FableI

illl*_ll'

Stefan number 1. 1.5 2. 2.5 2.73

Velocity maxi. 487. 478. 461. 439. 428.

Mach max. 0.37 0.53 1.02 1.23 1.31

Nusselt number 1.82 2.42 3.06 3.69 3.99

Pmax 0.217 0.536 1.05 1.91 2.70

Tma x 0.174 0.269 0.365 0.457 0.496

Pmax 0.324 0.656 1.08 1.53 1.76

On Fig.1 we have plotted the velocity field when the Stefan number is equN to 1. The

asymmetry between the rising and sinking flows is clearly reve,'ded by the iso-vorticity contour on

Fig. 1b. This asymmetry is a featur...,I compressible convection in comparison with the Boussinesq

case where there is a symmetry with respect to the center of the cell. On Figl.c the divergence of the

velocity field shows positive values where the flow is ascending and negative ones in the

downward-directed plume. In this solution, the ratio of densities between the top and the bottom is

equal to 2 while the same ratio for the pressures is equal to 4.

In a steady state the totrd energy flux becomes independent of depth and is written as

FT = Fc + F K + F R + Fv

where Fc is the convective heat flux, FK is the kinetic flux, FR is the radiative flux and F V is the

viscous flux defined by the following relations.

Fc = -p Cp w T'

FK=-I/2pu i ui w

F R = K 3T/Oz

FV = ui _:3i

In the latter the overbar denotes the horizontal average and the prime denotes the fluctuation
about the mean.

_
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We also define the pressure flux by Fp = w P' and the rates of working done by buoancy,

pressure and viscous forces. They are given by

EB=gp'w ,
t

"]!

Ep = I 3ui/Oxi ' , ':, ,,i/
I,

On Fig. l-c, we have displayed these five fluxes. The dominant ones are the co,wective trodthe

radiative fluxes. Kinetic and pressure fluxes are always less than 10% when ali fluxes are normalized

to the total flux. Viscous flux is negligible throughout the layer. Fig. 1-d shows the rates of working

done by buoancy, pressure and viscous forces. The work done by pressure fluctuations are clearly

dominant at the bottom of the fluid layer where both pressure fluctuations and velocity gradients are

large.

For a Stefan value parameter equal or larger than 2 we obtain supersonic regions at the top of

the fluid layer. The size of this domain is increasing with the stratification parameter value. On Fig.2

we displayed the velocity field for a Stefan number equal to 2.73. As expected, the cell centers are

shifted to the bottom and to the sinking flow. The maximum of the relative thermodynamical

quantities also increases with the Stefan number. For the largest parameter stratification value used

the density and pressure fluctuations respectively reach 2.7 and 1.76 times the density and pressure

of the static state. Both convective heat flux and radiative flux reach larger values while the viscous

flux and the corresponding rate of working remain very small.

V- CONCLIJSION •

We have developed a numerical algorithm to simulate the thermal convection of a

two-dimensional fully compressible fluid; the third order Runge-Kutta numerical scheme and a

semi-implicit treatment of the convective terms have been used. Ali diffusion terms were handled by

the Chebyshev iterative method in the Fourier space. Fourier functions in the horizontal direction and

Chebyshev polynomials in the inhomogeneous direction have been u_',ed.The {1ujd is a perfect gas
I

with constant dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity. Both sub and s;,,personic steady state

solutions have been reached with radiative boundary conditions for the temperatu,e, they reveal the

features oi compressible convection even in the case of a w_tk value of the stratification parameter.

AC.2KNOWLEDGMENTS I would like to thank A. Grimaldi for her help in prq)aring the

manuscript.
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Fig.l-a-b-c: Velocity field, isovorticily contour and iso-velocity divergence contour for a Stefan

number value equal to 1.
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Yig.2a-b-c: Velocity field, isovorticity contour and iso-Mach number -1 contour for a Stefan

number value equal to 2.73.
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ABSTRACT

Statistical theories for the outer envelope of the Rayleigh-Taylor mixing layer refer to

a simplified dynamics of fundamental modes and their interactions. These modes are bub-

bles of light fluid entrained in the mixing layer between the undisturbed light and heavy

fluids. The dynamics can be understood in terms of the motion of a single mode and the

interactions between modes. The single mode dynamics has to be solved self-consistently

in a background field of random bubbles. The dominant interaction is bubble merger, i.

e. the spreading of larger bubbles at the bubble envelope. Merger leads to dynamically

increasing length scale_, and thus to a dynamic renormalization of scaling dimensions. The

mechanism for bubble merger is the differential motion of physically adjacent single bub-

ble modes.

This paper is focused on the above topics: single bubble motion, bubble interactions

and statistical models.

t. Introduction

Density gradients at an accelerated interface result in Rayleigh-Taylor instability. At late times the

interface evolves into a chaotic regime characterized by a mixing layer and the entrainment of one fluid in

the other. Sensitivity to the initial conditions and to random heterogeneities as well as the complexity of the

mixing process call for statistical descriptions, Here we focus on statistical theories for the outer envelope

1. Supportedinpart by the U, S, Departmentof Energy,contractDE.AOY2.76ER03077,
2. Supported in part by the NationalScienceFuadation, grantDMS-83-1229,
3. Addle.sn:Dep.t'tmcntof Mathematics,NewJerseyImtitutaof Technology,Newark,NJ 07102,
4, Supportedby the U, S, Department of Energy,



for the penetration of the light fluid Into the heavy, t,e, tit* bonndary of the mixing layer,

As with mixing theories in general, the issues discffssed here fall within the area of nonequilibrium sta.

tistical mechanics. The essential issue is to determine transport behavior in the nonlaminar, chaotic regime,

In this chaotic regime, macroscopic continuum events (l,e. interactions between coherent structures) rather

than molecular collisions are the driving mechanisms. Pursuing this analogy, our current investigation could

be viewed as an effort to characterize tile two body potential of tills process.

The elementary modes for the description of the outer envelope of the Rayleigh.Taylor mixing layer

are bubbles of light fluid penetrating Into undisturbed heavy flutd. {}2describes a recent refinement [8] of

the single mode (bubble) theory developed previously [1]. An extension of thts theory, based on superposl-

tton, describes the Interaction of a single bubble with a random ba0kground field In the llmff of small

compressibility. {}3reviews current statistical theories and develops Ingredients which may be needed In a

new generation of statistical theories. Extending earlier work [1] using the Sharp-Wheeler model, we find a

greater variability in at than was observed in the Read experiments [4], This variability may be due to the

smaller sample sl_.e In our computation as well as the ability to vary Initial condition systematically.

2, Single Bubble Theory

2.1. ThePerlodle Array

The periodic array of bubbles, or equivalently the single bubble with periodic boundary conditions

allows a detailed study of the long time behavior of a single mode. In this regtme, the bubble goes through

three successive time periods of exponential growth, bounded acceleration and approach to a constant (termi-

nal) velocity. There are four parameters which effectively describe the entire motion, and in [8], the four

parameter ODE for the velocity v

tr v (1- v__V_)
dv _ v, (2,1)

V
is propose¢i a model for the single bubble dynamics. Here tr, ga, v_ and b are the linear growth rate, the

rcnormallzed gravity, the terminal velocity and the decay constant to terminal velocity respectively. The rea-

son for generalizing our previous three parameter ODE for single bubble motion was the realization that it

contained an ansatz or prediction concerning the decay rate to terminal velocity which seemed to be lacking a

physical basis. The solution for Eq. (2.1) is

Vl

v= v_" v0 )' (2.2)

Extensive computations with the compressible two fluid Euler equations show a good fit for a range of

Atwood numbers A and compressibtlittes Ma= kg/c 2 [8] for the equation (2.2). Here we give an intuitive, or

physical interpretation for these parameters. We also note that two of the four parameters have been effec-

tively determined and the remaining two must be obtained as a function of A and M2 through explicit numer-

ical solution of the single bubble problem to complete this theory. This determination has been made for a

limited range of these variables only.

The two parameters which are known govern the initial period of bubble growth. The exponential

growth rate tr is a solution of a transcendental equation, and its dependence on A and M = has been partially

explored [1,8]. The constant which gives the rnaximum acceleration is ga = 1Ag on tile basis of the exarni-

nation of a large number of numerical solutions to the two fluid Euler equations [1]. The final two parame-

ters specify the terminal velocity v,_ and the rate b of approach to v,.
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2,2, The Superposltlon Ilypothesls

The bubble velocity for the periodic case dees not agree with the experimentally observed values for

chaotic flow [2], The essential idea we propose is to consider the bubble as a short wave length mode, Then

an envelope is constructed through the tips of adjacent bubbles, This envelope defines a long wave length

mode in the lnterfa_ motion, We consider a bubble which Is furttler advanced than its neighbors, Then its

location can be regarded as a bubble on the long wave length envelope, In other words the long and short

wavelengths are in phase in this case, Similarly, a bubble which is less advanced than its neighbors is a spike

on tile long wave length envelope, or in other words, the long and short wave lengths are phase reversed.

The superposition hypothesis states that the bubble velocity is the sum of the single bubble velocity plus

ttle single bubble (or spike) velocity of the envelope, These two velocities are determined from the single

bubble model of 02,1, using only the bubble radius and amplitud_ as geometrical parameters and so finally

the bubble in a chaotic flow also has a velocity depending only on long and short wavelength radii and ampli-

tudes (and dimensionless physical parameters A and M2),

.... /

Experiment 34 A = 1 36 A = 0,5 104 A = 0,946

t (ms) 23,6 29,2 34,8 60,8 46,6 57,6 68,6
......... . .... i ...........

V_p 117 145 170 161 76,1 95,5 110
.o ........... ,.

V#, 106 142 168 152 84.1 106 127
........ , ........ ---

AV/V 9% 2% 1,2% 5,9% 9,5% 9,8% 13.5%
,,

Table 1. Verification of the superposltion hypothesis from experiments of Read [4]. The hypothesis is

satisfactory for those experiments in which envelopes can be clearly identified. In ali these eases,

A ;_ 0,5,

The superposltionhypothesishas been confirmedfor theincompressiblecaseby analysisof gead's

experiments,Only caseswithclearlyformed bubblesand envelopeswere analyzed.In theremainlngcases

(presumablywith smallsurfacetcnslon)the interfacewas too irregularto definea longwave length

cnvclopc,The resultsarcshown inTableI.

Numericalsolutionof thetwo fluidEulcrequationby thefronttrackingmethod shows agreementwith

thesupcrpositionhypothesisforM 2 _ 0 incaseswithclearlyformedbubbles(no bubblesplittingsecondary

instability),Wc finddlsagrcemcntasM 2isIncreased,seeTable2,We observethreecasesof disagreement,

alloutsidetherangeofcxpcrimcnts.Our proposedcxplanatloninthiscaseconcernsthedensitystratification

of the fluidsinthegravitationalfield.In hydrostaticIsothermalequilibrium,thedensityof theheavy fluid

decreasesexponentiallywithhclght.The densityprofileIsmerc stronglystratiflcdasM 2 increases.As a

result,when thelightfluidpenetratesthcstratificdheavyfluid,thecffcctivcdcnsltyratiowillbe Icssthanit

was initially, thereby decreasing the velocities. We also observe disagreement with superposition in cases

where bubble splitting occured presumably due omission of high frequency bubble splitting modes In the

envelope description. Finally wc observe disagreement with superposition for small Atwood number, for

reasons not presently understood.
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I
I

t = 0 t = 6 t = 9 t = 12 t = 15

Figure 1, Successive times in a two bubble merger process, The compressibiUty and density ratio for
this case arc M 2 = 0,1 and D = 5 respectively, It can bc seen that the large bubble overtakes the
smallerone att= 12.The velocityof thelargebubbleisacceleratedduringthemergerwhilethevclo-

cityofthesmallbubbleisreversed,socFigure2.

Case D M 2 Error

Experiment 3- 600 0,001-0.005 1,2-13,5%

Simulation 5- 10 ,1 1-19%

Simulation 2-10 0.5 72-105%
_

"Fable2. 111cdcviatlonofexperimentaland numcricalresultsfrom thesupcrpositionhypothesis.
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2,3. Mod¢ Mod¢ Interaction

The bubble merger process appears to have two stages, As illustrated in _2,2 with the superpositton

hypothesis, smaller bubbles develop a negative envelope velocity (contributions out of phase with their single

bubble velocity), and at sufficient envelope amplitude, their total velocity becomes negative, At this point,

they move rapidly away from the bubble envelope, and the position they previously occupied can be

regarded as an oversized spike between the remaining larger bubbles, The second stage of the merger pro-

cess involves an equilibration of radii, whereby the emalning (large) bubbles increase in size, while the

spike region between them reduces to its equilibrium value, Fig, 1 shows the interface evolution of the two

bubble interface during merger and Fig, 2 ts the plot of the, velocities of the two bubbles,

0,00 Vstnall

-0,05

Vmod¢l
Vlarge

Figure 2, The plots of bubble velocities vs, time for the two bubble merger simulation, The result
shows that the small bubble is accelerated at the beginning and Is then decelerated after about t = 5,
The small bubble is washed out downstream after its velocity is reversed. The large bubble is under
constant acceleration. The smooth curves represent the bubble motion as predicted by the superposition
hypothesis,



3. Statistic_l Theories

Let h(t) be the distance from the initial bubble interface to the outer bubble envelope. Then

h(,)= _As,2 (3.1)

and in two dimensions, a = .06 (experiment) [4].

Computations of the acceleration constant a have been given by several authors, based on the full two

fluid Euler equations with a random interface. Youngs [7] used an incompressible MAC code with van Leer

advection. Special interface enhancements (e.g. the method of LeBlanc) which minimize diffusive mixing

were not used, and the computation presents considerable diffusive mixing of the two fluids. His computa-

tions used small amounts of viscosity. He considered initial configurations of 12 bubbles with 200 horizontal

mesh blocks, or about 16 blocks per bubble. He used a variety of initial conditions and At'wood numbers,

and obtained values for ct in the r,'uge .04 to .05.

Zufiria [9] used a vortex-in-cell code for the incompressible case. He considered only A = I, with

small surface tension. His initial conditions were various 4 bubble configurations, and he used a range of

mesh sizes, the coarest of which was 16 grid cells per bubble. His result was a = .05 to .06.

We report here on recent compressible front tracking computations. A wide range of physical parame-

ters have been varied in our simulation. Those include the Atwood number A, the compressibility M and a

variation in the number and size of bubbles on the initial front. For these simulations, we have traced the

height of the largest bubble during the run. We have two methods for analyzing the acceleration coefficient

a, namely from plots of h vs. t2 and from plots of v vs. t. The first type of an_ysis is similar to Read's

analysis and is close to the experimental data. This first method gives integrated time averaged acceleration,

ab, relative to the instanteous acceleration, av, in the second method and is consequently more regular. We

find that ah in most cases is nearly time independent, and varies in the range 0.05 to 0.065 in agreement with

Read [4]. However, some initial conditions give rise to significantly smaller values of ct; namely extreme

values a h = 0.038 were recorded, a v shows even larger fluctuations, both between different runs and also at

different times within a single run. In Figs. 3 and 4 we examine a case for which ah = .066. The bubble

motion can be observed to have three stages, as recorded in Fig. 3b. The sharp increase in av in the time

period 7.5 < t < I0 is associated with the collision of two spikes which lie above the bubble interface and

are falling into the larger bubble. Upon collision, they create a jet, which accelerates the bubble. The sign

reversal for 10 < t "< 14 appears to be due to the formation of a secondary bubble splitting instability. This

detail of structure is missing in the plots of Fig. 3a, which are once integrated from Fig. 3b. The more regu-

lar quantities plotted in Fig. 3a are the same as measured and plotted by Read, which provides a partial

explanation of the regularity of his results in compsrison to ours. A further explanation is that Read has

about 10 t_nes the number of initial bubbles in his experiments; if I0 of our runs were combined into an

ensemble of 50 bubbles, we would obtain the same leading hubble behavior for a h as Read.

None of the above computations or experiments have examined many generations of bubble merger.

Computations have been limited to one or two generations of bubble merger. The experiments contain one

observable generation of merger. According to the theory of the most unstable wavelength, the experiments

have an additional one to two generations of bubble merger which is not directly observable from the experi-

mental pictures. The fact that initial conditions can play an important role after one or two generations is

not surprising.

The number of generations of bubble merger in the laser fusion application can be bounded as follows.

The theory of the most dangerous wave length [3,6] gives an estimate of the final bubble size in terms of the

aspect ratio of the spherical shell of the container; the initial bubble size could be fixed by (a) photon wave

length, (b) surface tension, (c) surface finish, and (d) asymmetries of the driving source. An order of
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magnitudeestimateofthenumber of bubblemergergenerationsfrom theinitialbubblessetby thesesources

would be (a)5 generations,(b)unknown butpresumed verylarge,(c)atmost5 generations,(d)0 toIgen-

eration.From thisanalysiswe concludethat,asidefrom thedrivingsourceasymmetries,thereisapotential

formore generationsofbubblemergerinthelaserfusionapplicationthaninpresentcomputationsor exper-

iments.We turnnextto statisticalmodels,and thepossibilityof universalbehaviorindependentof initial

conditions.

0.0 0.0 I l

-0.5

h -0.II

.1.0

-1.5

-0.2

-2.0 i _ i

0 100 200 0.0 5 10 15

t2 t

Figure3.The leftplotdisplaysbubbleheightsvs.t2ina simulationwith5 initialbubbles.The Atwood
number inthiscaseisA = 0.818,and thecompressibilityM 2 = 0.1.The rightpictureshows thevelo-

cityvs.tinthesame case.

Two statisticalmodelsforthebubbleenvelopehave been proposed[5,10].These modelsarecoupled

systemsof differentialor differenceequationsforthebubblegrowthand merger. The essentialdifferences

between thesemodels arc: The Zufiriamodel has no freeparametersand islimiiedto the caseA = 1,

M 2 = 0.ltallowscontinuousrelaxationofbubblewidth,asan aspectofbubblemerger. The Sharp-Wheeler

model has two cmipricalparametersand appearstobe applicabletoa rangeofvaluesofA and M 2. Merger

in thismodel isdiscretein allitsaspects.They bothresultin a constantacceleration,withan acceleration

constanta inreasonableagreementwithexperiment.
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t=0 t=5 t=7.5 t= 10 t= 15

Figure 4. The interface positions at successive times in a computation with five initial bubbles. The phy-

sic.al parameters of this run are the same as in Figure 3.

Two phenomena have been observed in our random interface computations which are not contained in

the above statistical modeh. One i_, the role of stratified initial conditions, which implles:that for times large

in proportion to the compressibility, the light fluid bubbles rise into a rarefied portion of the heavy fluid, to

an extent that the effective Atwood number is diminished or even becomes zero. This observation raises the

question of initial conditions which are not density stratified, lt appears to be related to the breakdown of

superposition for small Atwood numbers and moderate or large compressibilities. Also note that the increase

in wave number due to bubble merger leads to an increase in the effective compressibility. A second

phenomena is a change of flow regime to a bubbly, frothy or slug flow regime in the mixing layer, in which

the light fluid spatially disconnected. This multiphase regime also reduces the effective Atwood number at

the interface. The occurence of a slug flow regime is dependent on initial conditions, in particular on the

relative size of adjacent bubbles, lt could also depend on the distinction between exactly two-dimensional

computations as opposed to approximately two-dimensional experiments.
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Abstract

The amount of mixing at the molecular level at various stages during the growth of Rayleigh-
Taylor instability is investigated in a series of laboratory experiments. Instability is produced
at an interface between two miscible liquids, brine and fi'esh water, with zero surface tension.

The brine, density p + Ap with /Xp >_ O, is placed on top of a layer of fi'esh water, density p,
and separated from it by a horizontal barrier. Both liquid layers are initially at rest, and the
instability is initiated by removing the barrier horizontally.

Measurements consist of visual observations of the flow using fluorescent dye and shadow-

graphs. Quantitative measurements of the amount of mixing are obtained from analysis of dye
' intensities prot_Ies during the growth of the instability. These measurements give an integrated

value (across the width of the mixing region) of the amount of mixing. A conductivity probe has
been used to make point measurements of the salinity. These have been correlated with visual
observations of relate changes in salinity with specific mixing processes.

1. Introduction

Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)instability is the name given to the motion that develops when light
fluid is accelerated into a heavy fluid. This can occur, for example, during laser implosion of
deuterium-tritium fusion targets, or as a result of local density inversions of a stratified fluid.
Linear stability theory dates back to Taylor(1950), Chandrasekhar(1961) and a recent review of
the development to finite amplitude is given by Sharp(1984). The characteristic of the insta-
bilities observed at high density ratios is the production of 'bubbles' and 'spikes'. Secondary
phenomena include the development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on the side of the 'spikes',
amalgamation of bubbles and the production of small turbulent scales. The motion is essentially
three-dimensional in character, with the interface having a fractal quality as the instability devel-

ops. For lower density ratios, the difference between bubbles and spikes disappears leaving two
symmetric turbulent fronts marking the mixed region.

Much of the previous work ( see e.g. Read(1984)) has considered the RT instability of
immiscible liquids. Surface tension affects the production of small scales, and no mixing at the
molecular scale is possible. In this paper we report some results of laboratory studies of RT
instability between miscible fluids (brine and water) at low density differences. The aim of the
work is to determine how the two fluids mix.

In section 2 the experimental method is outlined and the results are presented in section 3.
The conclusions are given in section 4.

2. The experiments

The experiments were carried out in a perspex tank 500 mm deep, 400 mm long and 200 mm
wide. The tank had a removable aluminium sheet 1.5 mm in thicl, ness whictl separated _t layer

of brine from a layer of fresh water below (see figure 1). The two layers of fluid were initi_dly
at rest and the experiment was initiated by sliding the aluminium sheet horizontally through a
slit in one end wall of the tank. Flow visualization was either by shadowgral)h or by a.dding dye

t,o one of the layers. Laser induced fluorescence was also used, with illumination provided by a
thin (2mm) sheet of light from a 2W argon laser. Records of the flow were made using video
and still photography. The video images were digitised to obtain qllmltitatiw; estimates of dye
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concentration. Measurements were also mude of the salt concentration with a conductivity probe

placed in the tank.
All the experiments were conducted with two la3ers of equal depth, with a range of initial

density differences _ from 0.0005 to 0.098 . Only the experiments with _ between 0.005 and
P _ ' p0.065 are considered fully representative of the RT instability since for lower values of the density

difference the initial disturbance caused by the plate removal caused considerable uncertainties

(see setion 3.2.1) and at high values the growth rate of the instability was comparable with the
velocity of the plate. There also remain regions near the side walls which exhibit some anomalous
behaviour and are excluded from the subsequent analysis.

box

Figure 1: Schemagic diagram oi" the apparatus

3. Experimental results

3.1 Qualitative result,q

The structure of the mixing region at two times after the removal of the plate is shown in
figure 2. These shadowgraph images show that the front grows symmetrically about the original
interface position, and that motion develops over a range of lengthscales: There is some variation
in the thickness of the mixing region during the early stages which results from removing the
plate through one end of the tank (see figure 2a) and there are strong flows generated in the
immediate vicinity of the end walls of the tank. In the central region 9f the tank the mixing

region is of approximately uniform thickness. Views from the end of the tank confirm that there
are no significant mean variations in the thickness of the mixing region in the direction normal
to the plane of these photogra;',hs.

The lengthscales which appear initially are those produced by vortices shed from the trailing

edge of the plate. These are typically 100mm in length. Superimposed on these vortices are
small scale instabilities, associated with RT instability (see section 3.2.2.). At later times the
lengthscales of the dominant motions increase by vortex pairing. Eventually the whole system
overturns on the scale of the tank. Denser fluid reaches the bottom and a stable stratification

develops. This stratification supports internal gravity waves(see section 3.2.3.)

3.2. Quantitative re,_ult_

3.2.1 Growth of the mixing region
The thickness ti of the mixing region was determined from flow visualization. If we assume

that the rate of advan ',e of the mixing front depends only on

Ap
gl=g_

P

and the instantaneous thicknes,_, (limensional analysis gives

cl__= 2( cg, _)1/2
dt
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Integration and application of the boundary condition 6 = 60 at t = 0 shows

61/2= (6o)1/2+ (cg')l/2t

Thus 60 represents a 'virtual origin' corresponding to the initial displacement produced by

withdrawal of the plate. At large times, when 6 >> 60 ,the above formula is equivalent to the

result given by Youngs(1984)
6 = cgtt 2

A typical plot of 51/2 against gn/2t for one experiment is shown in figure 3. The straight line

is a least squares fit of the form given above. We see that it represents the data well, and from
fits to all the experiments the values of 5o and c are determined.
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Figure 4 shows the values of c plotted against the density differene _ Although the data arep '

somewhat scattered, particularly at low values of q_lt, they are consistent with a constant valuep

of c = 0.035 4- 0.005. This value is in agreement with those obtained at large density differences
(Ap/p) by Read and Youngs(1984), Smeeton and Youngs(1988). The virtual origin 60 is plotted
against __2.on figure 5. As expected there is an increase in 60 at low density differences with
values as high as 40mm being observed, At these large values we expect the effect of the initial
disturbance caused by the plate to be significant throughout the measurement period and this
may account for the increased scatter and larger values of c at low __2.O

i
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Figure 5: Plot of the virtual origin, 60, with the initial non- dimensionaliseddensity difference,

3.2.2 Lengthscalcs

A range of lengthscales occarred during the RT process ranging from 5mm to the scale of
the tank. The behaviour was similar for all of the densities analysed. Initially small disturbances
could be seen which corresponded with the most unstable lengthscale Am between 3mm and

1.5mm (see figure 2c) . Superimposed on this scale 4 to 6 wavelengths of the order of 50 to 100
mm developed due to the removal of the barrier. As the RT instability front advanced new smM1

scales could be seen developing (figures 2d, 2e). Some could be identified as KH billows and some
as small vortex pairs (figure 2f). The large disturbances merged as the RT front advanced leaving
one or two larger protuberances by the time the RT front reached the bottom of the tank. After
that time a rotational overturning motion of the size of the box took over.

3.2.3. Conductivity raeasurcment.q

Measurements made with a conductivity probe placed centrally within the tank and just

above the plate for three initial zx0 are shown on figure 6 . These figures straw the density0
p measured by the probe normalized by the initial density difference so that the upper layer
corresponds to p = 1 and the lower layer to p = 0, as a function of time. Since tlm probe is in
the upper layer, p = 1 before the plate is released and then p decreases as lower layer fluid mixes
upward.
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The overaillJ behaviour is the same at ali v:dues of __e ,with a rapid decrease in the density
P

being observe d followed by oscillations which eventually decay, when the probe records a density
intermediate between the upper and lower values. All records show fine scale fluctuations super-

imposed oi1 lo!_ger timescale oscillations . There axe significant differences between the way in
which this final state is reached, depending on the initial density difference.
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Figure 6: Point density fluctuations with time for three different experiments _ values are : a)p

0.r_78 ,b) 0.0251 ,c) 0.0647.

As __e increases the oscillations on both timescales decrease more rapidly. This is associated

with the }ormation of stable stratification as the two layers overturn causing a rapid damping of
the turbulent motion.

Timescales for the decay of these fluctuations are shown in figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the

e-folding time obtained by fitting an exponentiM decay to the peaks of the slow time oscillations

plotted against _-_ . These peak values provide a measure of the mixing into the large scaleP
structures observed in the mixing region.

The timescale for the decay of these oscillations decreases with increasing initial density

difference. The decay of the short timescale fluctuations is shown in figure 8. These values were

obtained by visual inspection of the traces, such as shown in figure 6. These values also decrease

with increasing _--/!° , and the values are, in general, larger than those in figure 7.
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Figure 8 (right): Decay time for the small scale fluctuations recorded with a conductivity probe,

3.2.4. Light in_ensif, y measurement_

Figure 9 stlows profiles of dye concentration in the lower half of the tank determined by

digitisation of video images. These profiles give integrated values across the width of the tank,
and are normalized so that initially the upper layer corresponds to unit concentration and the

lower layer to zero concentration. The advance of the mixing region is clearly shown with a mean

decrease in dye concentration. There are also considerable fluctuations about the mean, and there

is clear evidence of regions of dense fluid falling as coherent entities.
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Figure 9 (left): Averaged light intensity profiles ,normalized with the eoncetration of the upper layer,

Volume fraction of dense fluid across the whole tank .The profiles were taken at times t= 0,5, 0,8,2,3 and

3.7 sec,

Figure 10 (right): Same as figure 9 for the volume fraction of dense fluid near a single bubble in the

same experiment with __2= 0.02
P

These measurements show that the front of the adwmcing disturbances is mantained sharp

throughout the mixing process. This means that most of the mixing occurs through the sides of

the falling bubbles. Figure 10 shows a similar averaged light intensity profiles as in figure 9, or

the same expernnent,but here the averaging has been done only over a single protuberance. It is

seen that the av,raged concentr_tion gets sharper as the disturbance advances.
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8,62.5. Final s_ate

Vertical profiles made with the conductivity probe after ali motion has 'ceased (see figure 11)
show that there is a stable density stratification in the tank. If no molecular mixing had taken

place, ali of the upper layer fluid wou',d ultimately lie beneath tile original lower layer flqid and
a two-layer stable stratification with the initial density difference would result.

Figure 11: Stable density profile after mixing has taken piace for an initial density difference of
0.0239cm -3,

On the other hand, if complete molecular mixing occurred the tank would be uniform with

no density variations. The observed density stratification lies between these two extremes and
may be interpreted as a mixing efficiency.

A numerical estimate of mixing efficency is given by the final potential energy of the mixed
fluid

H

/xpH 2
PEyinat = g / zp(z)yinatdz -- 8

11

o

associated with raising the centre of mass above the zero-mixing case. This is plotted on figure
12 normalized by the available potential energy that can be used for mixing. This is t,he initial
potential energy

3gApH 2
PEinitial - 8

minus _he zero-mixing case potential energy ,

gApH 2
8

This curve increases from zero with increasing _ reaches a nmxhnurn of 0.46 and thenp

decreases again at high ___e.p
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This curve is characteristic of mixing processes in stratified fluids (Linden(1979,1980)). The
] and if the profile weremaximum mixing efficiency, when the final profile is totally mixed is 7,

1
linearly stratified with slope -_ then the mixing efficiency is g.

4. Conclusions

The experiments show that RT instability involves a number of interacting scales and pro-
cK3ses. Small scale instabilities (consistent in scale and growth rate to those predited by linear

theory) occur and are superimposed on a larger scale instability of the interface. This larger
instability leads to the formation of blobs of fluid which penetrate into the layers on either side.
Secondary instabilities in the form of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows form on the sides of the blobs.
There appears to be little mixing across the leading edge of the blob, but fluid is entrained around
the sides in a manner reminiscent of a falling plume or thermal, described in Turner(1973). The
volume fraction profiles of dense fluid as it falls and mixes within tl'ie lower layer axe similar to the
ones obtained in the numerical calculations of Youngs(1984). The stepwise structure seen in the

plan averaged volume fraction is due to the reduced mixing at the leading edge of the instabilities.
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ABSTRACT

The three-dimensional structure of the turbulent flame in premixed propane/air charges was

examined by visualizing simultaneously four parallel planar sections through the flame with a time

resolution of 10 ns and a spatial resolution as low as 200 am. The ratio of the turbulent intensity

u' to the laminar flame speed Sf ranged from 0.5 to 25 and the ratio of the Kolmogorov length
scale to the lan'iinar flame thickness from 0.2 to 5. ..

The interface between reactants and products is: highly wrinkled; continuous; without islands

of reactants and products; with only few cusps; with some "fingers" of products; and of fractal

,; geometry. The fractal dimension increases with u_/Sg but seems to tend to a maximum value of
about 2.38. This is a!so _l_evalue measured in non-reacting turbulent flows, thus suggesting that

the interface between reactants and products may act as a constant property passive scalar surface

under certain conditions. If the local and instantaneous turbulent flame speed is related to the

fractal dimension, then signifio_nt inhomogeneities in this speed are found even though the

turbulant field is rather homogeneous and isotropic.

INTRODUCTION

The structure of the turbulent premixed flame is of fundamental importance. Since turbulent

combustion is an interplay of turbulence, chemistry, and thermodynamics, the parameters of the

: turbulence influence the structure of the flame front and, consequently, the regime of turbulent

combustion. Thus measurements of turbulent intensities with and without combustion [1,2] and

of length scales without combustion [3,4] were also made in our apparatus, that happens to be a

' ported reciprocating engine, and in [5] an assessment of the regimes of turbulent combustion in

engines is given. In [1-4] it was established that tlre turbulence field away from walls is roughly

i homogeneous and isotropic when the chamber volume is around its minimum and that is when the

visualization measurements of this paper, most of which are three-dimensional, were made.

Earlier two-dimensional visualization results [6--8] had given direct information on the flame

structure and helped identify the regime of turbulent combustion in premixed-charge engines.

The quantification of the two-dimensional flame structure information, and its relation to

fundamental turbulence and cornbustio_ quantities, was just initiated in [8]. A main obstacle to

this quantification is that the flame front can be highly fragmented and therefore difficult to
measure using classical geometrical concepts. But theories based on fractals have begun to emerge,

for the characterization oi' turbulent flame fronts [9], and in [10] the fractal nature of premixed

- engine flames was established. Very recently the first three-dimensional images of turbulent
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engine flames were also obtained [11], In this paper we summarize our conclusions from our two

and threc--<limensional imaging work and l)resent some new data that explore the naaximum value

ot' the fractal dimension of the interface between reactants and products. Obviously such an

interface is an extreme example of density change in a turbulent field,

The paper is organized as follows. The regimes of turbulent combustion are reviewed and

fractal concepts are listed that will be used later for the fractal analysis of the data, Then, the

'results are considered. First we position our specific conditions within the regimes of turbulent

combustion, next we examine the fundamental issue, that can be addressed only with

three-dimensional measurements, of the presence of islands of reactants and products. Fractal

dimensions are then considered initiating a discussion of whether the flame front acts as a passive

scalar surface of the turbulent field and of homogeneity of the geometrical properties of the

wrinkles as may be assessed by analyzing changes in fractal dimensions. Our main conclusions are

summarized at the end.

TItEORY

Turbulent Combustion Regim_

The regimes of turbulent combustion are discussed with the help of Fig. 1 [5] which is a plot of

the Damkohler number Da A versus the turbulence Reynolds number R A [12]. The Damkohler

number is _he ratio of the characteristic turnover time, r t, of an eddy of the size of the integr;al

length scale, A, to the characteristic transit time through the laminar flame, rf:

rt A Sf (1)Dah - _
rf uT_

where _ is the laminar flame thickness, u' the turbulent intensity and Sf the laminar flame speed.
The turbulence Reynolds number is'

u'A (2)RA =-V-
with u the kinematic viscosity. Relevant parameters appearing in this plot are the ratio of the

Kolmogorov scale, r/, to the laminar flame thickness, and the ratios A/_g and u'/S e . Some

understanding of the structure of turbulent flames exists in two regimes; the regimes of reaction

" sheets and of distributed reactions. In the regime of reaction sheets, turbulence does not affect

chemistry and the residence time in the laminar flame is inuch smaller than the characteristic

turnover time of the smallest eddies. In this regime, the propagating laminar flame fronts are

wrinkled and convoluted by the turbulence. Irl the distributed reaction regime, chemical reactions

proceed together with, oi" after, turbulent rnixing and the concept of a laminar flame does not

apply. The lower bound of the reaction sheet regime can be set at 71/5g= 1 (the quantity 712/_}

is a measure of the stretch to which the laminar flame is subjected in a turbulellt flow [13]) a,nd

A/ag = 1 is the upper bound of the distributed reaction regime. In the intermediate regions,

_1< bf < A, the structure of the turbulent flame has not yet been identified. The reaction slicer,

regime is divided in two subregimes. For u'/S E << 1, turbulence is weak and a single continuous
reaction sheet can be identified; at higher turbulence intensities it had been thought that adjacent

sheets could collide and cut off pockets of reactants, forming multiply-connected reaction sheets.
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The line u'/Sg =1 may be taken as the boundary bet_reen these subregimes. The rectangle in Fig,
1 indicates tile combustion regimes for various engine operating conditions as estimated in [5]. lt

is seen that a survey of important regimes of turbulent conlbusl, ioll Call be nmde by changing the

operating conditions of an engine.

Fractals

Tlm analysis of rough surfaces or curves has followed an independent nmthe_natical route which

is known as fractal analysis, largely advanced by Mandelbrot [14,15]. Fractals are objects that

display self-similarity (in tlm statisticol sense) over a wide range of scales. For a fractal curve, its

measured length L will have a power law dependence on the measming yardstick e:

L o_el-D2 (3)

The exponent D2 is called the fractal dimension of the curve (1 < D2 < 2) and is a measure of the

roughness and fragmentation of the curve. An expression similar to Eq. 3 applies for fractal

surfaces: the measured area A of the fractal three-dimensional object depends on the size, c2, of

the square used to resolve it:

A a, e2-Da (4)

The exponent D3 is the fractal dimension of the surface (2 < D3 < 3). For a fractal object with an

isotropic surface (a surface wit,la a degree of wrinkling independent of orientation), a plane cut

intersecting this objec't defines a curve with fractal dimension D2 such that D3 = D2 + 1.

The main thrust for the application of fractals in the field of turbulence and combustion came

when Mandlebrot [16] suggested that constant property surfaces of passive scalars in homogeneous

and isotropic turbulent flows possess fractal character within a certain range of scales, the lower

being the Kolmogorov scale and the upper being of the order of the integral scale. Fractal

dimensions in turbulent flows have been measured; in [17] the fractal dimension D3 of the interface

between turbulent and laminar parts af an incompressible jet was found to be between 2.3 and 2.4

and in [18] the fractal dimension of clouds was found to be 2.37.

In [9] Gouldin proposes that turbulent flame surfaces are fractals. He suggests that when

u'/Sg>> 1 and q/ag > 1 (the second condition is necessary to define a thin flame front
unambiguously) the flame front behaves as a constant property passive scalar surface where the

theory of [16] is applicable; in this case tlle same fractal dimension of the turbulent field is

assumed to be obtained, with the only difference that the range of fractal behavior may start at a

scale higher than the Kolmogorov scale due to the smoothening effect of the flame propagation.

Por lower values of u'/S e the effects of flame propagation are significant and the fractal dimension

may differ from that of the non-reacting turbulent flow [9]. In [9] a theory based on fractals was

also developed for the prediction of the turbulent flame speed.

The fractal analysis was applied to the flame fronts in engines in [10,11]. lt was found tl_at

they exhibit fractal character between scales as small as 200 Ian (the highest resolution of the

measurements in [10]) and as large as 4.5 mm. The values of D3 obtained in [10,11] are shown in

Fig. 2. The turbulence intensity was increased by increasing tlm engine speed and the laminar

flame speed was changed by varying the equivalence ratio qbi.e. the mass of propane for mass of

air. Note the tendency for Da to increase with u'/Sg and that the maximum value of Da is around
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2.3S, i.e. in the range observed ill non-reacting turbulent flows [17,18]. Howev(_r the trend of tile

data leave open the possibility that fox' 1.0 > (_)> 0.59 the maximunl value of I),,_may oxy'ccd '2.38.

Thus for this paper additional two-dimensional rneasurerr_ents were madt' ,or_) = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9.

RESUI,TS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the paralneters of the' six three--dimensional cases and the three

two-dimensional ones. The experimental arrangeme|_t and the data processing are described in

detail in [11]. Figure 3 shows typical three-dimensional flame images for cases 1 Co 6; each set

consists of four images corresponding to four planes. The top plane is in tile upper-left side of the

image and the direction from top to bottom is counterclockwise; the field of view in each plane is

16x16 mm and the total separation between top and bottom planes is 3.4 mm. Figure 4 shows

typical two---dimensional flame images fox"cases 7-9, with field of view 20x20 mm. For each r' the

nine cases 100 flames were analyzed. In the discussion of our _"esults, we shall first identify tile

regimes of premixed--charge turbulent combustion that correspond to our nine cases, and then we

will consider the question of the presence or absence of islands of reactants and products, the

values of D3 and of the turbulent flame speed, the existence and significance of the asymptotic

value of D3, and the subject of homogeneity.

Turbulent-Combustion Regimes of Our Data

To identify the regimes of premixed-charge turbulent combustion of our data we refer again to

Fig. 1. This figure is obtained using the definitions of Eqs 1, 2 as well as the following:

Se 5_= DT = v (5)
i

where in Eq. 5 the thermal diffusivity DT was taken to be equal to the kinematic viscosity v. The

four definitions can be combined to give Da A versus R A at constant S_/u _'

Da h = (Sg/u')2RA;

Da A versus R A at constant (A/Q)'

Da A = (A/_ e)2R_1;

and Da A versus R A at constant (r//6g)"

Da A = (7]/ai)2R_ '5
which are the three functions plotted in Fig. 1.

In the application of Eqs 1, 2, 5, and 6 there are two types of problems' one must estimate the

values of A, u', St,, Sl, and _, that appear in Eqs 1 and 2; such quantities, in reality, are not
necessarily related to each other exactly as postulated by the equalities of Eqs 5 and 6. In other

words, Fig. 1 and all of its information pertain to order---of-magnitude estimates, not to

uniquely--defined, precise quantities. Thus in order to position within it our nine cases, we have

taken the same qualitative approach of [5]: we have estimated the maximum and minirnum values

- of A, u', Si , 5_, and _,and combined them to give the maximum and minimum values of of Da A ,

R A using Eqs 1 and 2. The estimated quantities are given in Table 1. They were obtained as
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follows.

The values of the turbulence intensity u' al the time at which the flame images were taken

were measured in [1]. For the _ = 1.0, 0,9 and 0.8 cases the values of the laminar flame speed S/,

' was estimated from the high-pressure high-teml)erature correlations of [19]. For the _ = 0.7 and

0.59 cases, St were estimated from the high pressure correlations of [20] and using the high

temperature corrections of [19]. lt should be pointed out that thereis significant scatter in the

measurements of the laminar flame speeds, particularly at very lean conditions, as illustrated for

example in Fig. 5. For ali cases, a lower bound for the laminar flame thickness at was estimated

from the relation _5t, = DT,u/S/, where DT, u is the thei'ma,l diffusivity in the reactants. For the dp

= 0.59 case the upper bound for at, was set by the measurements of [8], whereas for each of the

, other cases the upper bound for t;gwas estimated from laminar flame structure computations [5]

and using the distance between the 5% and the 95_5 temperature rise across the flame. The

integral length scale A was measured in [4] to be 2.1 mm (lateral ensemble integral length scale)

at 600 rpm and was assumed to be independent of engine speed. A range of values for the

kinematic viscosity u was obtaine_J for each case by calculating _, in the reactants and the

products. The ranges of R A and Da A are shown in Fig. 6 which is an enlarged portion of Fig. 1;

for cases 7-9 only the average position is shown, to avoid crowding of the figure.

Figure 6 shows that we estimate our stoichiometric flames to be mostly in the reaction sheet

regime and our lean flames in the more difficult, less understood intermediate regime but elo_e to

, the reaction sheet regime. Thus the structure of al least, the lean laminar flames can be expected

to be perturbed by the turbulence [22].

Flame Structure and Islands of Reactants and Products

Figure 3 shows that flame fronts with larger values of u'/Sg are more convoluted than the ones

with lower values of u'/Sg. In case 1 with the lowest u'/Sg (= 0.5), cusps are often found pointing

towards the product side (white); no such cusps occur at higher u'/S/,. This is in agreement with

the theory of [23] that predicts cusps for u'/S t, < 1 and no cusps for u'/Sg >_.1; it should be

mentioned however that the theory of [23] was developed for flames with r_/5g > 1 and this

condition is met only by some of our cases (see Table 1).

We can now consider one of the fundamental questions of premixed---charge turbulent

combustion' the existence of islands of reactants and of products. It was expected that islands of

reactants exist in the reaction sheet regime (due to collision of the laminar flame fronts and

. subsequent cutoff of pockets of reactants) and islands of products (due to flame stretching and

= extinction) exist in the intermediate regime in which, presumably, there would still be islands of

reactants also [24-26]. All 600 sets of three-dimensional flames were examined for islands. In

addition, more than a thousand sets of flames were viewed in cases 5 and 6, which are the best

candidates for the occurrence of islands; No instance was found in which one could unambiguously

recognize a disruption of the flame contiguity. In addition to the experiments with 3.4 mm total

vertical separation, case 6 was examined with a total separation of 5.2 mm. The increased

separation should increase the chance of finding islands if they existed. No island was found in

this case either indicating that the flame surface is composed of a continuous flame sheet.

However it is interesting that several instances of "fingers" of products were found especially in
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the lean cases; it would appear that thin fingers are responsible for the connectedness of the flame

whenever the intercepts of the four planes with tile flame define small isl,mds in some of the

planes.

Fractal Dimension and Turbulent Flaane Speed

The fractal dimension D_ was calculated for each of the four images of a set; 100 sets were used

for each of the six three---dimensional cases and the results were analyzed in several ways. The

ensemble average and the standard deviation of D2 in each plane was computed. There is a 2% _o

3% difference in D2 between the various planes for a given case. This systematic difference

appears to be small and may be due to systematic differences in the measuring technique. Thus

one may be justified in neglecting the systematic differences and in considering an average value of

D2 over the four planes. The six values of Da (= D_ + 1) are shown in Fig. 7 together with those

of cases 7--9. In addition Fig. 7 shows results at low values of u'/S/, obtained from burner studies

[27]. The vertical error bars represent a two-standard deviation error on the mean (2aDa/NO'5
where N is the statistical population). Note :hat the difference in the horizontal scale between

Figs 2 and 7 is due to the more accurate estimate of the laminar burning velocity at _ = 0.59 in

the current study. The results of Fig, 7 sasgest that the fractal dimension reaches an asymptotic

limit of 2.38 and that this limit is reached monotonically,

Theories are beginning to emerge that attempt to connect fractal data to turbulent flame speed.

For rl/5g > 1 and u'/Sg >> 1, Gouldin [9] extrapolating from Mandelbrot [16], has suggested

St/S t = (h/Tl)Da -2 ~ RA0.75(D3-2) (7)

where A = r/R/_'75 for isotropic turbulence. Peters [28] has argued in favor of

St/Se = (u'/Sg)3(D3-2) (8)
As can be seen from Fig. 6, cases 2 and 3 come closer to satisfying the conditions r//Sg > 1 and

u'/S/? >> 1. The turbulent flame speeds obtained with Eq. 8 for cases 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 8

together with correlations proposed by various authors [29,30], and data from [31]. Also shown in

Fig. 8 are tl_e values of St/S t obtained in [8] after correcting them [11] for the now-established

fractal geometry of our wrinkled laminar flames, lt is to be pointed out that in determining the

four solid symbols of Fig. 8 from Eq. 8 and references [8,11], the turbulence intensity was obtained

after filtering out the low frequency components of the measured velocity fluctuations to reduce

the effect of systematic trends [3]. If the standard ensemble averaging technique without filtering

is used, the four solid symbols may move as far as indicated by the arrows. Conversely the data of

[31] could move to the left if a trend analysis of the results were to show systematic trends.

Constant Property Passive Scalar Surface

We can now address tile question's ,u. to whether the wrinkled flame fronts act as a constant

property scalar surface of the turbulent field. The limit value of I-)a is 2.38 • 0.5% and is

approached for flame fronts with values of u'/Sg > 4. Tllis value of I)a happens to coincide witl_

those measured in non-reacting turbulent fields. Thus, as far as the fractal dir_ension is

concerned, the flame surfaces of our lean turbulent flames act as if they were constant property
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scalar surfaces of the turbulent field. If confirmed, this behavior must result from a rather special

balance of events since for our lean flames we have estimated 71/6g< 1 and hence we exi)ec.t the
structure of the laminar flame itsclf to be altered by turbulence. In [32] it is proposed that the

value of the fractal dimension of the flame front is irrelevant to that of the turbulent field.

ltomogeneity

In general, if two curves have the same fractal dimension and in addition the inner and outer

cutoffs of the fractal region are the same, they both have (statistically) the same degree of

wrinkling. Homogeneity of a random field implies translational invariance of all its statistical

quantities. D2 is one characteristic parameter of the "long-space average" of the flame front. For

homogeneity of the flame front structure the values of D= in all planes should be the same at each

time. This is equivalent to the homogeneity of turbulence, where a long-time average of the

velocity is taken at different spatial locat!ons to yield the turbulence intensity u' Then for the

turbulence to be homogeneous the turbulence intensity u' at the various spatial locations should

be the same. lt is important to note that D= is an average quantity, like u', and neglecting all

errors of the fractal analysis (finite spatial domain, etc.) for homogeneity of the flame front

wrinkling, D2 should be the same in ali planes at each time.

Then a measure of the inhomogeneity of the fractal dimension for each of cases 1-6 may be

derived from the distribution of the instantaneous differences in D2 between any two of the four

planes over the 100 realizations, Each difference distribution will have a mean and a standard

deviation, the mean representing a systematic difference between the ensemble a;stributions of the

fractal dimension in each plane, which is between 2% and 3%, and the standard deviation

representing the stochastic differences in fractal dimension between the two planes.

The wrinkles of the flame surfaces do show inhomogeneity and the magnitude of the random

difference between D2 in any two planes has a sta_daxd deviation of less than 9.1% in all cases (in

[33] the turbulence intensity was found homogeneous within 15%). In [11] the detailed statistical

analysis is presented. The next question is how significant this inhomogeneity is. Eq. 8 is

sufficiently descr,iptive of the enhancement of the turbulent flame speed by wrinkling and that the

flame surface is isotropic, a 10% change in D2 would result in a 50% change in St/S l . But the
effective turbulent flame speed would be some spatial and temporal average and the effects of local

and instantaneous variations would be smoothed out. Nonetheless, it seems likely that significant

instantaneous variation in the flame propagation rate exists over the surface of the flame,

particularly for small flames.

The cross correlation of D2 between various planes was also examined and found to decrea.se

with increasing distance; the correlation distance is of the order of the measured integral length

scale.

CONCLUSIONS

1) No island of reactants or products was observed in any of the flames, t-towever, iri about

10% of the lean flames "fingers" of products were found; it would appear that thin fingers of

products are responsible for tile connectedness of the flame surface in flames that would seem t,o
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be highly frag,ne1..lted in previous two-dimensional imaging studies. Such fingers were also

observed in sto!chiometric flames at higher engine speeds but ,,,,,(_reless frequent.

2) 1'he flame wrinkles exhibi; f:'actal behavior. The fractal dimension of the flame fronts

averaged over all planes at ea_t_ condition was found to have a nlinimum value of 2.15 and to

approach the value of 2.38.

3) As far as the fractal dinaension is concerned, it would appear that the laminar flame surfaces

act as if they were constant property scalar surfaces of the turbulent field, under appropriate

conditions.

4) Turbulent flame speed models based on fractals were examined and compared with

correlations of turbulent-to-laminar flame speed ratios (St/Sf) of various researchers. Even

though the comparison shows general agreement in trends, the simple fractal models for St/S f we

have considered are not totally satisfactory.

5) The question of homogeneity in the geometry of the flame wrinkles was then addressed by

examining the instantaneous differences between any two of the four planes for the 100

realizations of each condition. Tlm degree of inhomogeneity is less than 9% for all pairs of planes.

Such degrees of inhomogeneity in fractal dimension were assessed to be significant in that a 10%

change in fractal dimension could possibly produce a 50% change in St/Sf . The wrinkling

however could change with time, which may smooth out the effect of the instantaneous differences

between planes, and would have to be averaged over some space as weil.

6) The correlation of the fractal dimension in various planes was found to decrease with

increasing separation of the planes; the correlation distance is of the order of the measured integral

length scale.
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TA B I,I'; 1

EXPle_llJMENTAI_ C,ON17)ITIONS

(2:ASI'; qb RPM tj' S u'/S t A _l 6(m/sl (mrs) (,_,m/(/,ml (/,,f_/ _/ ee

1 1,0 300 0,6 1.25 0,5 2,1 30-150 10-50 3

2 1,0 1200 2,5 1.25 2,0 2.1 9-50 10-50 1

3 1.0 2400 5.0 1.25 4.0 2.1 6-30 10-50 0.8

4 0.59 300 0.6 0.22-0.34 1.7-3 2.1 30-150 50-200 1

5 0.59 1200 2.5 0.22-0.34 7-12 2.1 9-50 50-200 0.3

6 0.59 2400 5.0 0.22-0.34 14-26 2.1 6-30 50-200 0.2

7 0.9 2400 5.0 1.11 4.5 2.1 6-30 11-56 0.5

8 0.8 2400 5.0 0.88 5.7 2.1 6-30 14-70 0.4

9 0,7 2400 5,0 0,50--/),80 6,3-9 2,1 6-30 21-120 0.3
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engines [5]. deviation of tile distribution of Da [II],
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= I qb- 0.59

Fig. 3 Sets of three--dinlension_fl flarne images; 3 set,s are shown for each of the
cases 1-6 of Table 1,

Fig. 4 Two--dinlcnsional fla.nle, illlages a,l.2,100 rl)ln; ,I fian)t: images are sll()wn for
ea,ch of 1,heca,ses 7-!) of Table 1.
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THE STABILITY OF VORTEX ARRAYS

P.G. Saffman

217-50 Applied Mathematics
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena California 91125

1. Laminar Models of the Mixing Layer

The seminal observations by Brown & Roshko (1974) of large scale coherent structures in the

turbulent mixing layer have sgimulated large amounts of work on the question of the extent to

: which turbulent flows can be modelled by inviscid laminar dynamics. We wish to know if such

modelling can lead to quantitative predictions as well as provide qualitative insights into the

mechanisms of the evolu_i'm of the turbulent flows. The jury is still out on this qaestion, and

more problems have been raised than have been solved, but whatever the final conclusions, there

is no doubt that a significant increase in the understanding of vortex dynamics has resulted from

the effort. As an aside, it is said that the eye of the artist can see deeper into nature than the

trained scientist. The drawings by Leonaxdo da Vinci of coherent structures and van Gogh's

painting "Starry Night", which resembles closely the pairing process of coherent structures in the

mixing layer, illustrate this adage.

The simplest laminar model of the turbulent mixing layer consists of an infinite array of uniform,

identical, finite area vortex patches in an unbounded incompressible, inviscid fluid. The existence,

uniqueness and stability of such an array was first addressed by Pierrehumbert & Widnall (1981)

and Saffman & Szeto (1981). Using the 'water bag method' of plasma physics (introduced into

uniform vortex patch calculations by Deem & Zabusky 1978), the determination of the steady

states can be reduced to the solution of an integro-differential equation. An alternative method

due to J. Jimenez (private communication) employs the method of Schwarz functions and has

been utilised by Kamm (1987). The latter method offers some distinct advantages for study of

the two-dimensional linear stability properties of the array. An approximate method to calculate

shapes (Moore _ Saffman 1975a) is to approximate the shapes by ellipses, and use the exact

solution of Moore & Sail'man (1971) for a vortex in a uniform strain to determine the ellipticity

and orientation of the ellipse. This method can be extended to msteady flow (Saffman 1979),

and has been developed more extensively, systematically and comprehensively by Melander et al

(1986), who have obtained the Hamiltonian for the equations. (See also, Kamm 1987). The use

of a cloud of point vortices to model the uniform vortex patches is a quick and easy way to obtain

approximations, but it fails if the steady states arc unstable (Moore _ Saffman 1975a).

The calculations show that there is a one parameter family of solutions, the parameter being

o_ = A2/2/L. where A is the area of each vortex and L is the longitudinal distance between the
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centers of the patches. For small a_ the vortices are nearly circular a.s is intuitively obvious. As

o_ increases, the vortices become more deformed, and remarkably there is a maximum value of

a. This is a limit point or fold of the family, which actually continues through more deformed

shapes (of smaller area) until a limit is reached at which the vortices touch. The family then

continues it.to a continuous varicosely deformed vortex sheet of finite thickness and finally ends

at a uniform vortex sheet, whose bifurcation into a deformed sheet was studied by Rayleigh.

We mention in passing two alternative models for which steady states can be found in closed

form. Baiter, Saffman & Sheffield (1976) solved for the case of hollow or stagnant vortices. The

behavior is very similar to that of the uniform cored vortices, except that the family does not

change into a deformed connected vortex sheet of finite t,idckness but continues smoothly into a

vortex sheet of zero thickness. The other model is the Stua:t (1967) vortices which is a continuous

family with a smooth vorticity distribution going from a tanh profile to a vortex sheet of zero

thickness. This model seems less relevant as a model of the evolution of a mixing layer, as it does

not possess limit point behavior. On the other hand it appears to offer the possibility of applying

methods of global analysis to study two-dimensional finite amplitude stability, and is convenient

for 'brute force' numerical investigations of three-dimensional linear stability (Pierrehumbert

Widnall 1982).

The existence of families of solutions means that application to the mixing layer requires a selection

principle, in order to determine which members of a family are appropriate models. Stability is

a criterion which is often tried, either to determine possible states or to model by the unstable

modes the evolution of the flow. There are at least three approaches to the stability problem.

The first method, which we call spectral, finds the eigenvalues of infinitesimal disturbances to a

steady state, and associates instability with existence of eigenvalues with non-zero real part. Since

the system is inviscid, the eigenvalues come in pairs or quartets, so the existence of a non-zero real

part implies an eigenvalue with positive real part. (We adopt the convention that the disturbance

is proportional to e'rt.) If all the eigenvalues axe pure imaginary, the state is linearly stable, but

can of course be non-linearly unstable. The spectral method gives little information about this

matter. On the other hand, it is straightforward in principle and can be applied to both two

and three dimensional disturbances. The main drawback is the need for large scale computing

re:_ources, as the eigenvalue problem can be multidimensional. Also for flows evolving in space

there can be open questions about the boundary conditions.

The second method is initial value evolution. A disturbance is fl_llowed numerically to see if it

grows or decays. Growth implies instability, provided one can distinguish between physical and

numerical instability. Non-linear instability can be detected if the appropriate initial condition is

giv(,n. The drawbacks are that the computing needs are greater than those for method 1, and that

demonstrations of stability are not conclusive a_s the wrong class of disturbance may be chosen.

(An example is the Karman vortex street, where initial value ew_lution calclflations showed that

finite core area stabilized the street because only disturbances of wavelength twice the separation

distance were considered, and the unstable disturbances have a different wavelength as was found
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by sp('ctral calculations.)

The third method is global and gives general criteria for stability. The ideas are modern devel-

opments and extensions of Kelvin's observation that the equilibrium states are characterised by

maxima or nfinima of energy. So far, the method is limi'_ed to two-dimensional disturbances mid

there is usually a restriction to a space which lacks physical significance. For example, the circular

vortex can be shown to be L 1 stable, but appears to be L °° unstable (see the discussion below

on filamentation).

There are two distinct classes of instability, which it is convenient to label as superharmonic and

subharmonic. Superharmonic disturbances are those wl{ere the wavelength is the longitudinal

spacing between the vortices, and every vortex behaves in the same way. Subharmonic distur-

bances have wavelength greater than the spacing and neighboring vortices behave differently.

The major case is the pairing instability in which neighboring vortices interact. The vortex ro'ray

is superharmonically stable when c_ is small, and becomes unstable when c_ reaches the critical

vMue. This is the change of stability associated with the fold in the family of solutions. If a su-

perharmonic disturbance is applied to the array at a state beyond the fold, the individuM vortices

break up; i.e. fission takes place (Moore & Saffman 1971). The subharmonic instability is always

present for an array. It is easily calculated in the point vortex approximation (Lamb 1932), and

the most unstable disturbance is the pairing one. When the vortices are of finite size, initial value

evolution cMculations show that the vortices rotate around each other and fusion takes place.

The superharmonic class can have a subhaxmonic component, and effects of finite size on the

subharmonic disturbances can be worked out. I(amm (1987) has studied these questions, and

finds that the modifications are generally slight. (See also Saffman 1988).

These considerations have led to a model of the mixing layer evolution proposed by Saffman

(1981). The excess energy E of the array relative to that of a zero thickness vortex sheet is

calculated. The mixing layer is represented at _ome station by one of the steady exact solutions

of the Euler equations. Then the actual effects of turbulence can be modelled by an increase in

the area of the vortices, the separation between them staying constant. The state of the mixing

layer can be represented by points on the E va a curve. There are two possibilities, which can

be categorized as pairing or tearing. In the pairing mode, we assume that the energy of the layer_

is conserved during the entire evolution, which case it is necessary that E = 0 and the state is

_- described by the array with this property. From details of the solution, it is found that in this

case

= 1.45, = 0.28 (1.1)

where a/b is the axis ratio of the vortex, and b,_ is the vorticity width of the layer. In this ca_,

the vortices would not grow between pairiilgs, i.e. there is no turbulent entrainment or 'nibbling'

and in the pairing process the vortices would hawt to ingest or 'gulp' a volume of fluid fluid equal

to themselves in order to maintain the similarit, y with A c_ L _. Tlm time scale of the evolution

would be the pairing time, which could be estimated ft'oa the exact solution for point vortices if

there were a reliable way of estimating the stage at which coalescence takes place_.
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Tile second possibility is the tem'ing process, _:mcording to which the system nmw_s fr(ml some

state X by nibbling until the nmxinmm area is att_ined at M, The steady sta, te can no l(ntger exist

and something cata_.strophic occurs; presumably the vortices disintegrate and reform into a new

array with double the spacing, The state X can be estimated by the assumption thai, energy is

conserved during the rearrangement. It follows from the det_dls that there is then a 35% increase

in volume during the evolution ft'ore state X to state M, and the rmmtining 65% is gulped during

the reformation. The dimensions m'e

= 1. 4, = 2.4 (1.2)
x

x M

These values are not inconsistent with the experimental data, and seem to agree, wit, h the ide_

that both pairing and tearing take piace. It is possiMe that p_ring is dominant wihen the Iwer is

young, and tearing beconms more important as the l_.yer ages, because once _t significm_t amount

of energy is lost, the pairing process would have to dissipate energy suddenly in order to preserve

the similarity a.s the negative excess energy is doubled. Of course, the mlalysis does not explain

why the vortices form in the first place or survive the numerous interactions rather than forming

an amorphous cloud. Deeper understmlding of the physics is called for to answer these questions,

So far the discussion only concerns two-dimensional disturbances. Three-dimensional disturbrmces

are clearly also of interest and possible importance, but are more difficult, to analyse. However, the

various results for three-dimensional behavior suggest that only superhaxmonic instabilities are

physically relevant for the mixing layer (this is not so for the wake and boundary layer), and they

can be modelled satisfactorily by considering a single vortex in a uniform straining field (which

is in the real situation produced by tJhe other vortices in the array). There N)pear to be three

instabilty mechanisms, which can be identified as (i) Biot-Sav,u't (see Robinson & Samnan 1982),

(ii) WBT (Widnall, Bliss & Tsai 1974), and (iii) Pierrehumbert (1986), and are distinguished by

different axial length scales.

The Biot-Savart is the three-dimensional perturbation of the pairing instability with an axial scale

long compared to the core. radius. Tlm three-dinmnsionality reduces the gi'owI, h rate in general,

so this instability does not api)ear to be too significant. The WBT is _ i)arametric instability

caused by interactions between Kelvin waves in the preselme of strain (Moore & Saffman 1975b).

Robinson & Saffman (1984) studied the effect of finite stn_in on this irmtability. The axial length

scale is now comparable to the core radiur Finally, the Pierrehumbert (1986) instability, with

a length scale small compared with the eor(., radius, is an instability of ellil)tic.al streamlines

in an Mnmst two-dimensional flow. Bayly (1.986) produced an analytical treatment b_used on

ex_mt solutioxis of Kelvi11, rum Landman & Sttff_llan (1987) included the effects of visc_sity. Ali_

three tnech_misnis have the santa time. scale AlP, where lr' is the str'engtll of the vortices in the

array,aIld it is llot possible at |)I'eSellt to decide what determines the actual axial scale of obserw_'d

disturlmnces.
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2. Filamentation

, : According to the ideas so far discussed, the mechanisrns of mixing irl the turbulent layer will

be associated with tile ingestion of fluid by the vortices in the pairing and/or tearing processes.

Recent work has shown that there is another mechanism related to non-linear instability of a

vortex which may play an important role in the mixing of fluid between the two streams, and

this is the phenomenon of filamentation. Actually this was seen in the numerical calculations

of Roberts &: Christiansen (1972) of the fusion of two vbrtices. Deem & Zabusky (1978) saw it

in the evolution of a circular vortex patch, and Melander, McWilliams & Zabusky (1987) have

carried out a detailed study for the evoluti,m of mx elliptical vortex. Pullin (1981) observed

filamentation in the evolution of a constant vorticity layer at a wall. Dritschel (1988) has done

extensive calculations demonstrating repeated fllamentation at the rim of a circular vortex patch.

Filaanentation is not unexpected when the vortices are linearly unstable (Polvani et al 1988).

The interesting phenomenon is thg_t the process occurs fox' vortices that are linearly stable and

provides a mechanism for the ingestion of fluid into a stable vortex. We would like to understm_d

its basic cause, and determine if it always occurs. Numerical calculations by Shelley 8z Baker

(1988) of the evolution of a vortex sheet of fiifite thickness show the formation of elliptical cores

but no filamentation (which could be suppressed in this case by the sheet outside the cores which

can be thought of as backwardly evolving filaments.) Further, it appears that filamentation can

be either extrusive (e.g. Melander et al 1987) with filaments of vorticity entering the irrotationai

fluid, or intrusive (Pullin 1981) with filaments of irrotational fluid entering the vortex. Pullin,

Jacobs, Grimshaw & Saffman (1988) have proposed a theory which attempts to explain these

properties, it is based on the idea that filamentation is due to non-lineax instability, When the

vortex is stable, waves of finite amplitude exist on the interface. These waves can, however, be

unstable and this instability will cause the generation of hyperbolic stagnation points in a frame

of reference moving with the disturbance to the finite amplitude wave. Filarnentation then occurs

as the edge of the vortex is swept past the stagnation point. .According to the details of the

calculation, the time for filamentation to occur can be estimated as

tl _ -w-lA -'_ logA (2.1)

• where w is the magnitude of tlm vorticity in the layer, and A is the amplitude of the non-linear

- wave.

The approach by Pullin et al provides some insight into uncertainaties concerning aspects of

the filamentation I)henomenon. One is the requiremerlt fox" a minimum steepness. The results

suggest that a minimum steepness is required in the sense that the amplitude of the total interface

_ perturbation inust be sufficient to reach the critical layer, where stagnation points are present

-" in the approi_riate frame of reference. Pullin (1981) used distm'bances of initially sufficient large

amplitude to produce filalnentation. ()i1 the ¢_tlmr hand, an init, i_d miilimmn steepness may not

be required, provided a dynamical mechanism exists fox" tlm amplification of (tistllrl)anees fr(ma

arbitrarily small values. Such a mechanism is identified and shown by Pullin ct al to be capable
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of l)rc,duciilg growths in interfacial amplitude sutficient to cruise filamentation.

_i'he rem issu'e of filamentation of uniform wn'tex equilibria api>ears to focus on the question of

the growth mechanism, This may be quite different for different cla.,_ses of first disturbance to

the same equilibriunl state and also for similar disturbmwes to geometrically dift'ering vortex

equilibria. I_r example, the growth inecha.nism for w0.vcs on a circular w)rt,I;x may differ from

that found for phme interfaces. Also, external length scMes may play a crucial role.

With reg_u'd to the phenomenon of different types of filamentation, consider fihunentation of a,

uniform circular vortex of radius ro and vorticity oa, When subject to pe.rimetcr shape disturba,nces

of (,he form

,"= ,'0 +/iexp [i(Me- crMt)] (2.2)

wlmre 8 << r0 and M is integrM, then to O(c5), the wave crests move with angmlar velocity

O'M/M- (M- 1)1.M 2w' (2,3)

In a frame of reference moving with this angular velocity, the tangentiM velocity distribution for

the mean flow is
(,or

r< ro, (2.4)ve -- 2M'

:].0 -(: :,- _= - , r >ro.

In this reference frame the flow is rotational in r > "0. There is rims aa: effective critical layer,

where ve = 0, at r = rc, where from (2.5)

rc=r0 1+_-_+.... (2,6)

In the rotating frame of refl_rence in which to 0(/5)) the wave crests are stationary, stagnation

points would be expected at at r _ r_, 0 = m60, m = 1.,. M on the true irrotational side of

the interface. It is then expected that filament_tion would be extrusive in r > ro. If co > O, tlm

filanmilts wouht be expected to grow in an aa-lticlockwise direction, m:d at a. radial disi)lacmncnt

from r = ro giwm ft'ore (2.6) by

r_--r0 1 (_)' r,i - 2M + 0 . (2.7)

This formula giw',s rea>;onabh: quantitatiw; a,gre(;lllent with Dritsclml's calculati(nls.

Ieillally, noto ttmt ii' the vorticity were' :)f Oplmsite sig,II :)li eitll(:r sich: of a l)l;uw ilfl,erface, ttwr:'

w(nlld lm two critical layers a.IM _h)_d)le filalzWlll.at,i()ll W,o_II_Itlwn l)(: ('Xl)(,cl,e(l.
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VORTEX FORMATION INTHE WAKE OF A FLAT PLATE

FOR SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC FREESTREAM MACH NUMBERS

W. Althaus, W. Limberg, E. Krause

Aerodynamisches Institut RWTH Aachen, W. Germany

I. Introduction

The interaction of a straight oblique shock with a supersonic

turbulent wake of a flat plate was studied experimentally by means of

, Laser-Doppler-Anemometry and Mach-Zehnder interferometry.

Investigated were the changes of the time-averaged velocity, the

Reynolds stresses, the turbulence intensity across the shock and

instan£aneous density profiles. After completion of the experiments

with a smooth plate, the investigation was extended to flows about

flat plates with rough surfaces. The roughening of the surfaces was

achieved by pasting sandpaper on to both sides of the plate. It was

found that a detectable vortex street was formed in the wake in

subsonic and supersonic flow, if the following three conditions are

met: First, the relative roughness had to exceed a certain critical

value, second, the trailing edge had to be sharp, i.e. no rounded

corners, and third, the sandpaper should not extend to the trailing

edge, but should end at a certain distance upstream from it.

In a second series of experiments the shedding frequency was measured

with Laser-Schlieren optics and the density drop in the vortex cores

was evaluated with holographic interferometry in two wind tunnels.

In addition, the time averaged velocity profiles were measured as

before for undisturbed and shock-disturbed flow.

The comparison of the results is discussed in this paper.

Finally, an attempt was made to explain the formation of the vortex

street in terms of absolute and convective instability. In order to do

so, the Raleigh-equation was solved on the basis of time-averaged

velocity profiles, measured in the near wake. First results indicate

that the predicted Strouhal number is in rather close agreement with

the one observed in the corresponding experiment.
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ii. Experimental setup and instrumentation

The experimental setup for the investigation of the interaction

between a shock wave and a wake is shown in Fig.l. The flat plate was

pastenend with smooth paper oi sandpaper. In the following figures the

distance between the trailing edge and the beginning of the paper is

expressed by the symbol PHK followed by a number between O and 9

indicating the distance in mm.

The densitiy distribution was measured by Mach-Zehnder interferometry,

holographic interferometry and differrential interferometry, whereas

the time-averaged flow quantities, as the velocity, the turbulence

intensity and the Reynolds stresses were measured by a two component

Laser-Doppler-Anemometer.

The vortex shedding frequency was determined by Laser-Schlieren optic.

The experiments _ere carried out in the 15x15 cm 2 and the 4Ox40 cm 2

windtunnel of the Institute for subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers.

III. Interaction between a turbulent wake and a shock wave

The experiments were carried out for a freestream Mach number of

Ma=2.2 and a Reynols number of Red=7' iO 4 based on the thickness of the

plate. The turbulent wake was generated with a smooth flat plate

(Fig.2). The time-averaged profiles of the velocity, the turbulence

intensity and the Reynolds stress component of the undisturbed

turbulent wake are similar to those in incompressible wakes behind a

circular cylinder. When the flow is disturbed by a shock, the wake

broadens, the minimum velocity decreases and the turbulence intensity

increases with the shock intensity. Also the Reynolds stress grows
t

strongly due to the shock wave (Fig.3 and /3/)
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IV. Comparison between a turbulent and a vortical wake

In order to study the influence fo the boundary layer characteristics

on the wake the surface of the plate was roughenend. With the

appropriate combination of the distance between the trailing edge and

the beginning of the sandpaper, the relative roughness of the

sandpaper and the shape of the trailing edge a vortex street develops

in the wake. Otherwise a turbulent wake develops.

First the existence of the vortex street for subsonic and supersonic

freestream Mach numbers up to Ha=2.8 was confirmed by means of

differential interferometry. The density distribution of the vortex

street was measured by holographic interferometry. An example for the

density profile is given in Fig.5 for Ma=l.9 for a rough plate with

the beginning of the sandpaper 8 mm upstream from the trailing edge.

The alternating form of a regular vortex street can be seen clearly.

Fig.6 indicates a decrease of the minimum density of the vortex street

as a function of the Mach number.

The most important parameters which influence the formation of the

vortex street are the distance between the beginning of the sandpaper

and the trailing edge and the roughness of the sandpaper. Holographic

interferograms were taken for a flat plate with smooth paper pasted on

to it (GP), with sandpaper of an average roughness of O.18 mm ($80)

and sandpaper of an average roughness of 0.43 mm (S40). The evaluation

of these interferograms reveals that no vortex street develops in the

wake of the smooth plate. For the flat plate with sandpaper S80 there

was no vortex street for trailing edge distances of O and 1 mm. For a

distance of 3, 5, 7, and 9 mm a vortex street had developed. The wake

of the plate with sandpaper S40 shows a vortex street for every

investigated distance except for zero. The location where the vortex

street appears to be fully developed was shifted upstream when the

distance of the paper from the trailing edge was enlarged up to 5 mm.

For greater distances the location remains constant. Fig.7 shows the

dependence of the minimum density on this distance. It is evident that

the wake of the plate with sandpaper $40 and a distance of the paper

from the trailing edge of 5 mm contains the strongest vortices. A

similar but attenuated effect is found with sandpaper $80. Extending

or shortening the distance of the paper from the trailing edge reduces

the strenght of the vortices until the vortex street dimishes. This

means that there are optimum conditions for the formation of a vortex

street in the wake of a plate and indicates a simple possibility of
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controlling the strenght of the vortices.

The effect of the formation of a vortex street on the defect velocity

is seen in Fig.8. It shows a histogram o_: the minimum velocities in

the wake at 47 and 107 mm downstream from the trailing edge. When the

roughness is increased, the minimum velocity decreases for every

distance of the paper from the trailing edge. This means that the loss

of kinetic energy increases with the roughness of the paper.

If the roughness is held constant and the distance of the paper from

the trailing edge is increased, the defect of velocity decreases in

the wakes of the rough plates. This is explained by the stronger

lateral exchange of momentum of a wake with a vortex street compared

to a turbulent wake. Another result is a broadening of the wake which

can be seen clearly in Fig.9. As a conclusion it can be said, that the

stronger the vortices are, the greater becomes the half-width of the

wake.

A decent comparison of the profiles of the mean velocity, the

turbulence intensity and the Reynolds stress between the turbulent and

the vortical wake is shown in Fig.lO. As expected, the wake is

broadened and the turbulence intensity as well as the Reynolds stress

are increased by the vortex street.

V. Interaction between a wake containing a vortex street and a shock

wake

As in the case of the turbulent wake, the defect of velocity and the

half-width of the vortical wake disturbed by shock waves of various

strenght is increased with the shock intensity. The same is true for

the turbulence intensity and the Reynolds stress (Fig.ll). The

increase of the latter flow quantities is not as strong as the

increase in a turbulent wake disturbed by shocks of variable

intensities (see also /i/ and /2/).
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VI. Calculation of the vortex shedding frequency

With a Laser-Schlieren optic the vortex shedding frequency was

measured as a function of the Mach number. For subsonic Mach numbers

the Strouhal number is nearly constant while for supersonic Mach

numbers the Strouhal number seems to approach the value of an

incompressible cylinder wake (Fi_.12). In order to calculate the

vortex shedding frequency, a linear stability analysis of the near

! wake profiles at Mach number Ma=O.4 was carried out on the basis of

measured velocity profiles. The basic equations are the two-

dimensional instationary Euler equations. They are simplified by the

parallel flow approximation, linearisation and a plane wave as a

disturbance function. This results in the following disturbance

diffential equation (/3/) :

dZp 2 dM(y) dp

[5]+ M(y)_] [_ + p{ [5]+ M(Y)_] 2 - _2}] - _----= O

dy 2 dy dy

where p is the complex disturbance pressure and M(y) is the measured

Mach number profile.

With the boundary conditions d__-0 for y at the boundary of the wake
dy

and p(y=O)=O this differential equation defines an eigenvalue problem

for the complex values of 5] and _.

Applying the resonance criterion as suggested by W. Koch (/3/) , a

bifurcation point of the dispersion relation with the imaginary part

of 5] equal to zero has to be searched. At this bifurcation point which

is associated with a specific frequency, the group velocity of

disturbance wave packets is zero. Physically, the existence of such a

bifurcation point means that there is a transition point between an

absolute and a convective instability. This point acts as a partial

reflector for waves with that specific frequency. The trailing edge of

the plate acts as a second broad-band reflector, so that a strong

self-sustained feedback loop is possible. Fig.13 shows the complex

eigenvalues _, where each _ is associated with a real frequency 5].

The bifurcation point can be identified as the saddle point in Fig.13

and results in a Strouhal number of Sr=O.ll2. The corresponding

measured Strouhal number is Sr=O.12, which is only about 6.7 % higher.

If the curve fitting of the measured velocity profiles could be made

more accurate, the difference between the measu1_ed and the calculated

Strouhal number might be less.
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As a conclusion it can be said, that the concept of absolute and

convective instability can describe some aspects of the formation of

the vortex street in the wake of a flat plate sufficiently well.

VII. Outlook

The calculations of the Strouhal number will be continued for other

Mach numbers in the subsonic and sup4_rsonic range.

Admitting nonlinear terms for the derivation of the disturbance

differential equation would allow to calculate the disturbance

pressure p more realistically and to compare it with measurements.

Further investigation will be conducted to clarify the important role

of the distance of the paper from the trailing edge.
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Fig.2. Interferogram of the turbulent wake
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Fig.4. Interferogram of the vortical wake
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Abstract

This paper considers some of the physical mechanisms by which fluid compressibility causes the

generation of turbulence and affects turbulent mixing. All fluid velocity fields are composed of

a rotational component, the curl of the velocity, a compressional component, the divergence of

the velocity, and a potential component which is both curl and divergence free. In studying the

physics of compressibility in turbulent mixing, different situations are distinguished by catego-

, rizing not only the curl and divergence currently in the flow but also by the existence of other

properties induced by the prior effects of both rotation and compression. In this paper I will use

the term "passive" to describe the integrated effects of prior compressibility which is currently in-

fluencing the flow from "active" compressibility effects stemming from compression or expansion

accelerations occurring dynamically in the system.

These active and passive compressional interactions with rotational flow feed on each other in

a dynamic three-stage cycle where fluid dynamic instabilities cascade through spatial and spectral

scales to create a very complex flow field. These complex flows then distort and stretch physically

meaningful surfaces in the flow such as fuel-oxidizer interfaces or vorticity layers. These convoluted

surfaces in turn enhance molecular diffusion and transport between the separate materials, thus

changing the overall energy balance in the system. This changed energy balance, in turn feeds

back into the fluid dynamic channels of instability, closing the cycle.

In our earlier work involving compressible systems, which is reviewed elsewhere (eg. [1-41),

these passive and active roles of compressibility were encountered primarily in the context of

reactive flows with turbulence. Combustion, reactive shocks and detonation, as sources of strong

and rapid compressibility effects, naturally are associated with compressible turbulence, empow-

ering such relatively passive expansion-driven phenomena as bouyancy and vortex bursting as well

as the more active, shock-driven situations. This paper considers a somewhat broader class of

compressible mixing and turbulence generation mechanisms including shock-vortex intc'ractions,

expansion generated turbulence and aspects of Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
=

Keynote Address & Proceedings, International Workshop on Physics of Compressible Turbul_'nt

Mixing, Princeton, NJ, 24-27 October 1988.
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Introduction

Three broad (and loose) classes of flow meclmnisrns cot@e together in ml interactive cycle to give

a simple conceptua,1 wt_y t,o view compressible turbulent mixing. The first class of rncchanisnls

in this dynamic mixing cycle involve the rearrangement of the _valh_ble energy in the system by ,

mechanisnas other than pure fluid dynamic convection. The nmchanlsms of interest here depend

on tlm interaction of a compressible phenomenon with convoluted density or material interfaces

in the fluid or with the rotational fows that bring them l.d3out. These mechanisms include shock

and acoustic wave propagation through density and vorticity structures in the flow, the local

introduction of energy into the system by chemica.1 reactions or external deposition. This energy

rearrangement promotes expansion (compression), giving rise to short term accelerations and

long term motions in the flow. The available energy, via the accelerations mad their associated

pressure gradients, feeds into a number of possible channels of fluid dynamic instability leading

to turbulence,

The second class of mechanisms concerns these dynamic channels for instability and turbu-

lence. It is useful to view turbulence _usbeginning in a fluid instability of a hmainar macroscopic

flow. The vorticity generated or released in this instability then cascades through additional fluid

dynamic channels, spreading convectively over a broader spatial and spectral range. Thus tur-

bulent mixing can be viewed as a cascade of systems of distinct instabilities [5]. The third class

of mechanisnas concerns mixing directly and relate to the contortion of interfacial stlrfaces in tlm

flow which originally separate identifiably different phases or components of the fluid. We must

follow and then predict the behavior of these surfaces as they move and stretch. It is here that the

currently popular fractal notions have their greatest applicability. Figure 9, for example, shows

the highly convoluted interface separating two gas species of different mass when the mixing due

to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability ha.s reached a very late stage.

Steady increase of the interfacial surface area enhances molecular mixing and in the case of

reactive flow, speeds reactions. With density gradients at these interfaces in the presence of gravity

or pressure gradients, vorticity will actually be generated as well as rearranged convectively. Since

energy generation and/or rearrangement results from these contorted interfaces, the three-stage

compressible mixing cycle is closed.

This cycle is shown in Figure 1 as specialized to the case of reactive flow turbulence where

the energy feedback into the mixing cycle is particularly immediate. This view of the mixing cycle

is two-dimensional. Using this framework, however, an additional way to characterize the roles

of fluid compressibility is needed. Any fluid velocity field is composed of _ rotational component,

expressed naathematically through the curl of the velocity, a compressional component, expressed

as the divergence, and a potential eomponent which is both curl and divergence ft'ce. Different

situations should be distb,guished by categorizing not only the curl and divergence currently in

the flow but also by the rates of change of these quantities induced by the current presence of or

by prior effects of botla rotation and compression on the fluid.

In this l)al)er I will use the term "passive" to differentia,tc prior flow field COml)ressi()ns or

expmlsions which t_re having current effecf;s from "active" compressibility 1)henomena which are
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occurring dyrmmically in the system, Figure 2 shows two irnlmrtant examples s('lmnl_t, icalty irl

which an existing density gradient interacts with accelerations in the fluid, Tlm, first case is

an active COml.)ressibility effect in since the density gradient is driven misted)le by tlm adverse

accelerations associated with an expanding region of gtu,_. The see(hid case shown is passive

' because the driving acceleration field arises ft'ore sources other tha,n tlm fluid compressibility.

In this taxonomy the phenonemon is highly active wlmn the accelerations associated with

the compressiblity are the mechanism of vortieity generation or energy rearrangement. Such is

the case in the upper panel of Figure 2, When velocities resulting ft'ore the integrated eft'ect

of compressibility-related accelerations play t_ majo,' role, the meclmnism is moderately active.

When the main effect of compressibility arises ft'ore density gradients in the flow attributable to

time-integrated displacements of the compression- or expansion-induced velocities, the mechmfism

will be characterized as passive as in the lower panel of Figure 2.

The characterization of compressibility effects using this active-to-passive scale determines

a third dimension for the turbulent mixing cycle illust,'ated in Figure 1. Tiffs composite char-

acterization of compressibility mechanisms in turbulence generation and mixing is illustrated

schematically as the surface of a cylinder in Figure 3. On this figure a number of mechanisms of

each class are indicated with successive 120 degree rotations in the top, middle and bottom paa>

els. These mechanisms will be discussed further in the paragraphs below. In this taxonomy shock

generation of turbulence is an active role for compression whether it occurs in a beam-heated

channel [6,7] where geometric asymmetries in the heating induce a residual turbulent flow or in

a supersonic shear layer where existing vorticity is moved about [8-10] by shocks,

Existing density gradients, which drive Rayleigh-Taylor and Riellmyer-Meshkov modes, exem-

plify passive roles in the sense that, the gradients were generated in the past by local compressible

effects such as heating whose related flows have since decayed away, In vorticity generation by

the Raylor-Taylor mechanism, the pressure gradients which drive the baroclinie source term often

arise from pre-existing vortices in the the flow on a larger scale than the passive density gradients

as indicated in Figure 2. In the classical Riehtnlyer-Meshkov scenario, the role of compression

through the incident shock is highly active, causing the generation of turbulence through the

shock associated accelerations of the fluid. At the same time compression is playing a passive role

through the pre-existing density gradients.

The fact that aspects of both passive and active mechanisms can be present at the s_._rnetime

in some situations complicates and confuses the taxonomy somewhat. This isn't surprising since

turbulence is a complex and often confusing subject. There are no hard and fast rules for this

categorization but the approactl is l_evertheless instructive, lt is also noteworthy that the p_ssive

mechanisms can often be stronger and more important l:tlan tlm active ones. Ill Figure 2, for

example, the accelerations associated with a pocket of fuel-ozidizer mixture bttrning are relatively

weal( and short lived though they are classed as active. The persistem.e of pzussive accelerations

due to large scale vortices in the flow, even though they may be weM(er instantaneously, can oftml

lead to much larger long-term efi_cts.

In all of these compressible turbulent mixing ct_ses, vorticity can actually be produced away
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t'ronl boundaries and boundary h_yers iii floWS tha.t are inltinlly irrotatiollnl tllro_lg;ll til(, illviscid

equ_tion fl.n' the evolution of vorticity w:

Dw Vp × VP

D--T + wV, v = w, Vv + f,_ , (1)

ttm'e v is the tluid velocity, P is the pressure, mKl p is the tllass delmity, \¥hell tll_, 1)t'essurc

Ptrod clcnsity gradients [Lre misalignecl the source ternl o1_ tlw rigllt lmlld side of Lq,(i) is nonzero

and generation of vorticity occurs, Direct integration of Eq,(1) in two dilnensions witll some

simplifying assumptions has yielded useful expressions for tlm circulation or vortex strength %r

each of the phenon-mn_ that have been studied [see 7],

Since we are considering t_,cycle, any of the three classes of compressibility mechaalisms could

be used ,ts a starting point for the discussion, Becalme I pltm to finish with a dis('.llssi()II of ml

ideMized type of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing problem, we will start, by considering specific mechmfisms

which involw _.energy transport and rearrangement,

Compressibility, Energy Transport and Rearrangement

Energy can be transported fluid dynamically in tw() ways, convectively a.nd through wn,w_s, bor lt

acoustic and gravit_tionM, lt also can be deposited cxtcrnnlly or retwranged fr(nn illtern_d degrees

of freedom am in combustion or in temperature-controlled 1)lmse ch_mges, In depositi_nt of energy

from external sources, the deposition is often determined by the local density and temlw.r_ture of

the fluid or by other properties which are influenced by the compressibility, Since the subsequent

heating changes then feed back into the density via the compressibility runaway situt.ttions _r(..'

possible, Cooling or condensation modes, are also possible in which the radiated energy from a

region depends on the square of the local density, a slight local reduction in the temperature

ctmses an incre_med density in pressure bMance situations. This increased density accelerates ra-

dilative cooling when the temperature dependence of the raditttion etticiency has the pr(_pc.r slope,

Phenomena of this sort are seen in several circumstances on the Sun mid in other astropltysical

sitlmtions.

Reductive flows such as flames, reactive shocks altd de.ton_tions, nla.ior systmns i_volvi_g

higl_ly active compressiblity ct:Dots in turbulence, are reviewed in tl_is volmne by Eln, i_e ()ran

[8], In many reactive flow systems the mixing of fuel a_d oxidizer is a turlnllm_t l)r(mess. The

s_t)sequent fl_dd dynamic motions in reactive flows are then energized 1)y the accelerati(n_s of

active expansion resulting ft'ore chemical energy release, Detonn,tions are c.onq)lex re_tctillg flows

in which a leading shock is driven through a, combust, i],le n_a.teriM by local clm_i_ica,1 m_ergy

released by tlm temper_ture rise associated with tl_e slmck, I_ the gas phase, dc'l,(n_a£ions leave

behi_M product gases tha.t m'e ofte.n turl,ulent and _oisy, h_ (lc'to_ati(_s c_m_pressil_ility plnys a

very active, role because tl_e l)ress_res, accelern.tio_s, imd vel(,cities, _ore so t,l_nn t,1_(,res_llt.ing

displacc'ments, are tl_e (lon_ina_lt ett'ect.

A SUl)(.'rsonic slmar lay(_r iu a case wl_(_r(_ c(_l_ressil_ility eft(rats t)lI_,y ;t very I_cl,iv(' r()l,' i_

(!_ergy tr_tllsfer _tn(l rearr_mgenlellt [9-13], The stal)ility i_ c(nnl_ressil_le sl_(,.ar th,ws i._ii_tt'_,ct(_(lby _t

_mml)er of parameters i_cl_din/4 tlm st,'em_ densities, tl_:ir ten_lwntt_res It_d t,l_'i_' Macl_ _tu_l)_,rs,
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The expe.rinwr_tally determined grmvth rates see.ni to correlate well wit,h t,lu: cmlvectivc Mncll

number, determined by measuring the speed of tlm individual streams r,:lttt,ive to the ccnlvecting
cohere.ht vortex structures,

There arc intrinsically nonlinear l_henomena as well which dominate the collective behavior

of supersonic shear layers. As a shear layer separating high Mach 1lumber flo_vs begins to dc:form,

for example, growing spannwise vortices begin to stick out of the htyer into the supersonic streams

above or below. The embryonic roll generates a bow shock by l:ntrtia.lly blocking the supersonh'

fluid, The increased pressures in this bow shod< iron the shem' ltwer fl_t again, thus inte}'fering
substmltiMly with the shear mixing [13].

The flow physics of vortex bursting in show in Figure 4, This meclmnism, identified by

Chomiak in 1977, and discussed recently [14,15], magnifies the al,'e_dy large rotational w_locity of

stretched vortex cores substantially. A small radial displacement of the rehttively dense rotating
I

vortex material creates room for a very rt@d ttxittl filling of the core by any hot, low density gas

which comes into contact with tile co:'e somewhere along i_s length. A flame ignited at one point of

a combustible vortex rh:g, for example, will engulf the entire ring one to two orders of magnitude

faster by vortex bursting than by simple laminar propagation of the flame. Thus in vot'tex

bursting, compressibilit, y effects generate velocities which are greatly magnified by interaction

with vortices, leading to rather rapid flows compared to wll_t either the divergence or tile curl

component of the flow would cause by itself,

Bouyant convection in a highly stratified medium such ms the Sun, where the density of a

rising plume drops by about six orders of magnitude, is a pmssive ramification of compressibility,

The density changes resulting from integrated expanslon-based displacements are tile nmjor con-

tributor to the changing energy situation. The entire temperature structure of the Sun, however,

is controlled by this convection which' trtmsports orders of magnitude more heat out of tlm core

than could be accomplished by thermal conduction or radiation transport [16,17]. Tile strongly

time-dependent compressible flows are found to be highly tusymmetrie. There _tl)l)et_r to be con-

cerltrated plumes and sheets of downflow with broader, v,,cttker upflowing regions. Furthermore,

coherence is seen in simulations over zt number of scale heigllts. This situ_.ttion is mlothcr prime

exanlple of the great importance "passive" compressibility effects cml have.

Finally, shock-vortex interactions are an exa.mple where the passage of t_ shock can actually

be considered a passive phenomenon. Here compression of the vortex coupled witll conservtttioll

of angular inomentum determines the configurati(m after the shock has passed. Ttmu_!'h nmst

previous attention has been foctissed on perturbations of the passing shock, the vortlcity p_tttern

left in fact undergoes a. larger transformation as discussed elsewhere in this v(_lmne, see ct,

[18], This resulting w)rticity distortion depends on the resultiilg sll.ock displacements mid ow;rall

coml)ression more than olt the accelerations or velocities as long as tlle 1)_tssa.ge{_ftlm sllock is

fast ('Ornl)areal to the velocities in th(: vortc'x,

' Coml)ressiblity, Fluid Dynamic. Channels l;tlld Instabilities

Compressibility meclmnisms Mt'ect a lllllllber of fhtid dynmtlic i11st_.d)ilitie,_in tlm lilmar rcgi'nu_,
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aH well a,s t,lw l_<mltnc_ar asM t,lle_e e,ff,,et.Hr_ll_._e f'rc.ll <h!Ht,at_iii_ati_ll c_t'_t,lwrwi_, _t,al_h,_tt_ws

thr(mgll pa rt,iM c,r c_Inplet, e _t,a l_ilizatioll <ffc_tlwr'.vlm:htgllly ultst, al_le tlm',,H[19 20], Air apl_,ai-

illg m'guuwnt, M't.(m umM, is t,]la/, tim tn¢:()ml)r(,ssil>]¢,limit, is ltla×illially UXI_t.,.I)I(.I)(,(,aum, t,ll.

mwx'gy _w,_ilal,l<_{,<:_tlw inst,a,blliW gc,(;s e,tst,irely i_tt,¢)t;lw tt_stable _()d_,s wil,lmtll, m_y h'm',t,h_It

be sidet,r_u;ked int,o c<mlpre,ssiu/_ the fluid {22], '].'his a rg_t_n<,tt_,is trot, et_t,lrely c_rrcc_; I_ecattse

compressibility t_Is¢_Ml¢._wsfluid pe.rt,urb_,t,ions whlcll m'e.m_t,heumt, ically lm_hibitr¢i in tlm r_t,her

singuhu' ineonlpresstble limit,, Thus, for e×a,ml_h:, t,he umutl'im:¢m_prcmd/_h', n_cMes will act,_ta.lly be

slight, ly st,abillzed wlfilc the acmtstte mode.s, _ssent, iMly M_m:'.n_,t_ any inc._:_ll:u'csslhle tr_a, tuw,nt,

_ua,y be, uust, M_lc',

In bomMa, ry layers cfflligh speed flows t,lm l)resermc ¢ffacoustic waxes _tct,uMly d<_st,a,bilizes t,lw

I)_mndary l_y_.,,rfasW,r _,ha.n ,,,,,o_lld()t,hm'wisi_ occur [23], C(mlprc,_ssibLlit;ytn t,hem,_cirmmlstm_ces

is _tsuMly thougl_t of in t,m'_us of a.cc_ttst,ics, An a.c(mst,ie. bo_tndary layer, as well as a vlsecms

bou_da, ry l_tyc're.xist,s, In a,dditicm, m,.w flow plw,ncmw_na [24,25 1_11([ l't_ffW(',ll¢'(_,_ |,llel°(_il II aplma.r i_

the bulk of t,lw fluid when I_coust,ic' plmnomenl_ and conw'.ctiw, ilmr c_cc_r si_nulta.neo_sly, Thc,se

include l'c,fract, icm phe.nonmmt of the ,qound *,wwes and flow turning phencmw_m, There is, for

e,xa.mph:_,a mce.lia_limn eMlc'd l-tichardsou's mmular eft'ect which describes a.n interac,_,tcm betwee_

t,tw nmm_ m_d a.eoust,ic tlow tMds insitle tlm acousi, h: Imunda, ry layer and which res_tlt,s in a _eml

tl_w veloeib, _(, tlw. _,dgecff the ac:cmsticbouuda.ry htycr,

In Ilaylc, igh-Taylor instM_ility driven by la.sc,.rabhttion [26,27] t,hernutl cne.rgy dcpcMted iu

tlw. plasm_t I_y tlm laser c.cmduct;s t,hermMly througtl a, low clcr_siW ph m_na to t;he m_.tt,criM surface

wh¢;re it, hc,_tts cold target, _rutteriM very rN_idly, The re:_ult is _thiglL pressure rcgicm ace.ele,ra_ing

the cold dc'rise m_tt,c:riM in emc ciireetion mM ac.celcr_tiug the hot, ablated, "blowoff" nuttcrial in

t,he other direct, ion. In t;he _tccc:!larltLing fr_mle of rcfcreuce of Lhc solid or ne.ar solid Large,t, the

_u:celcra,tion appc_trs as [til ¢',Xt,(:I'Itttl gravif, y itllCl t;hc' low deusity blowc)ff l)lasm_ I_I)l:mttrat¢_bc

s_pl)(_rtiug tlm hc_tvier m_ttcria,l i_t a Rayliegh-T_tylor mmtM_lc conflgurat, iCUl,

']?tli_ sit,ua,t,iou is shown in Figure 5 wlw.re the la.sm' Iwam (,nt¢._rst,he tluid rc,gi()_lfrom below

mid tl_e ctrective gravity is clc>wlr_vard, 'rhc,i,w,, sMid wavy lines across tlm tig_u'e, m_rk t,hc 0,1

t,i_w.s so)lid mxd the. 0,8 i,imes si)lid toni, ours of t,hc, dc:use t,arget, mat,eriM, Tlm _l)l_C'rpart of the

tigure is ess_nt,i_tlly s_licl Lm'get _t_atc;riltliu whicl, esaeutially uo vorticity Ims b(.,,(;ugcncra, t_ecl,The

positive mM n_:g_ttive rcgiOllS c_f wn'tic:ity m'e shown _ts solid _.utcichtslmcl cc_ltcntra iu tlm abhtticm

r_'gicm Imt,w_ the two wa.vy li_wa ,ruld ill tt_e blowc_ffl_hus_lmbeiug <lriwul out cff the. syst,e_u tc_

tlm I)(_I,tc_ c_fI,l_, tig_re t,(_warcltlw i_ci(lc,_t{,lasc_,r])(!ltlll,

'I'I_is las(,r--driw,_ c'¢)_tig_ritt,ic_ cl¢,viat_s fl'¢)n_the chtssicM il_tyMg;h-'I'_tyl()r sil,ua.ti¢_ l:)<,,(',m_se

l)r_;ss_tr(_' _tl_¢l(l¢_,_,,lit,ygra¢li_,'_t,s, '].'lw veloeit, y _t' 1,1_¢;_;Xl)m_clin_ggas clntgs t,lm inv_t,M)ilil,y..generat,e_L

vc_rticit,y Itw_.tyfl'(_l_ t,h¢__t_sl,al_l¢_s_licl gas i_ll,_rfac'e, as c',_tx_lm s_.:¢_ i_ Ii_ig_re 5, 'I'llis Ilmr

Tlm last exmx_l_l¢,¢_fc',c_ti_l_l tL_id ilnsl,_d_ilil,y i_t,era c'ti_,s i_lw_lvil_g c._,_l_r_'ssil_ilil,y al_l
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rotat, iona, l tl()_,vto be. considm'(,cl in thi,,_sc,c,t,h)l_rtr(., t,lw ac'_cmst,ie-'v_)rt,_×il_t,ern.c'.t,Lcn_s,S1_xnll necnls-

tic'..lly-driven displaccment, s of a, ),llln v(n't,(,× lny(u' in'ovich, H(:,c:,clpert, llrl_n.l,ic)lls (m v,,llicll tlw umlal

l(.eLvill-HeLmlmlt_ inst,a.l:_iLity_,L,I_,_:Lit,s c:Olnl..'('s_il)lc' t'cnllxt,m'l,_nrt,_ [19-21] c_',m_I,uilcl, 'l'l_es(, s_wd_n-

__i,_ arc: genre'alLy passive in the ses_setlmt, c:cn_ln'(,ssiblity ac.ts l)ri_Wil)n.Lly tl_'()_tgl_ t,lw i_st,egratecl

1)c)sit,h)nal displ(u',C,ln(_ts of the thin shenr layer a.tq,Uillg It(, a c.orlmr ()_' sl_li_l,('r platr(,, They c.m_

be imlmrt, m_t both for the tnti, ial linear grmvl, h and rollul_ of a. shc,.nr l_tym' mid for the regular

nonlinear reinil, ia.gion of colmrent vortex struct, ures in opm_ systmns. These: _ne.chm_lisms _tppear

evm_ strcniger in driven systen_s wlmre a part_icular frequcnc, y aacmstic: mode, is imposed [30,31],

I(Itilasalmth cfl al, [32] discuss these ac(msi>ic-vortex in_m'act, i_)n nwchm_isnls els_wlwr(, in thin

voltmm, A choked dunlp conll.mstor conflg_u'n.tlo_ with a rem'ward facing Stel) m_d cold flow

is used for a number of tlmHe stuc:lles [31,33] I.._ecm_se i_ c'.losely r(,_smnbles a rea,_cn_nble rmnje_

configura{,ion and yet, is simple; eno_gh fin' ca.refill n_n_'_rir'.al a._l experinw.nt, al _mals, sis, Con_plex

1)ut_¢lttite regular vort, ex shedding m_d merging lmt_ter_s oftm_ a.l:)pem' _t, _t s_l)httrn_onLc freqtu, ncy

near t,he cent, ro' of the rm_ge of basic shedding freclUm_c:h'_s of t,he rearward facing step whic.h is

present, in _ r_ur_jet, to hold the tin.mc.,., 'l?hc' ccnnpllca.ted subhn.rnic)_t]c, pal, t,c!rns are controlled by

q_m.rter w_w_ modes of t,ha rehd, lvely lllla'row inlet l_ipe,

The acousth.; frequcnc:ics of the chmnber al_pe_.tr t,o lh: nmst itnportmlt, in low Mach _mmber

ttc)w, probal_ly lmctmse tlm c',hmnber _tcoustic mode, s do no_ match _he vo,'_ex sh(;dding frequent.its

wc,ll when the flow velocities ttre high, However, (,yell in the higher Mach ntuni.mr flows, a.ccmstic

effec.t,s beconm import, m_t, onec several nmrgings of t,lm basic: vortex sl mdding bring the cluu'acteris-

tic: frequencies closer together, It is signitictmt, and interesting tlmt _u:oustic'. c;on_pressibility effects

cm_ be most imlmrt, tmt ttr low Mach nu_nl_er when tt superflci_l look t_t t,he l_roblem suggests that

the importtmce of compressibilit;y should ¢llminislx,

Compresslbility Effects in Interface Dynamics

ht the pre, vious section inst_tbility mc.'clmnisms occuri_tg in the l_ulk of the flow m_d in constant

c:_t,rol)y regions were considered, q'he existence c)f interftu'.e,s i_t the thtM I)c;twecn different types

()r l)lt_mes of n_:d,erial or simply regions of different l,c.;nllmra,ture lind densit,y provich'_ mint, he,' clams

(_f mc:'.clim_isms where c.ompressil-_ility and tttrb_tlence can int, erac:t, Pigure 6 sltows schenmtically

wl_y interfaces are so inll)ortttllt, to rc.'acti_g tlows, _.['he t_u'b_tlent i_t,c.'.ri_c,net, r_:ttic_ cff two mttterials

gretti, ly incremscs the me,a of the interfn.cc, and ii, sl,rc, tc:Ims the lh)w, sla.'.elm_ilig gradim_ts of spec:ies

c_,_lc(_nt,,'at.io,_s i_ nm_ly regi_ms, Bc)t,l_ _)f t,lmse eft'_:_ct,s t,(_c.i t,¢) i_cre_t.se t,l_e l°;tl,(_ (If _lolc,.culm'

(litt'_tsic)ll of tlm two _nn(,erin.ls il_t,_) eacli ()tlt('r, 'i'l_is ii_cr_,_ts(,s t,ll_' nra, of cll¢;llllcltl rea,c.(,iolts alld

feeds back i_o tl,c' enurgy l,r_tllSl)¢)rt _lllc.l r¢,,trrallgelll_!lll, l)()rti()_ ()t' t,l_u t,]_r(_(;-,qt,ng_; c_)_l_ressible

t,url)ulm_(, _ixlng cycle,

Tlw gea_eratio_ of v(),'tlcit, y _tt, c{n_x'(,l_lt('_l i_tterf_c(,s iu ()f 1)_trl,ic_tl_tr il_(,m'(,st, I_(,c_t_lse i(, pr_)viCh,s

a way tlxa(, st,ro_g t_trl_ttlm_c:_: cn_ f_ecl ()_ pr(,vi{)tts _t_ixi_,,.;i_ (,l_c:,tl_)w _tci,_t_dly get_ern.l;i_g t.tclclitio,_al

l'(,Itl'l'_tllgi!d il_ tll(!s(: i_cc)_l)r(_ssil)l(, c:i_s(,;;I)_I(, _(aw V()l'ticil,y i_ _()l, _,_;eltsily _;(!It(!l'_t,l,(:,(l,
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Severnl ca t,egcn't0s of cOtnl:n'eHsible,wn'_iciW-gellorathm by ,_luwks and ccmll_resstbtltt, y-relat, ecl

(,Xlm.n,_i(nls (:a11be idelll, ifl(.,d',

(1) irregular retlect, lon,_ of shock wnves ft'ore surfnces or llonltnear int(:,ruct, lon,_ amOllg slu)ck,_,

(2) gas expmMc)tl t111,oor shock wave prop_g_fl, i¢)n tllrougll a region of noutmiform ma_ den_iW,

(,,g, ,_hock-bul.)l)h: luLe,'t_('l,lotu_ and F(idlt, lnyer-Me,_hk()v modes, and

(3) expa,nsi(m of an irregular w)ltune of gas)produced for exmnp!e by )_symmeLric mmrgy del)osiLiml

ill _t gaS,

Mech)mimns in caLegory 1 (uld Lhc highly acLive ,_hock gelmrltLiol), (.)f Lurbulmwe vi)_ Rh'ht;myer-

Meshkov plmu.u' int, e,rfn,c.e.s ill ca.Legory 2 a,re considered elsewher(., in Lhls volun),e (rod will not; be

conslder(.'d in del, Ml here, The 1R,ichtmyer-Meshkov gellel'ItLioll of t;_trbul<_,.nceoccurs in ,._very short,

int, ervM as tlw. driving shock pa.rises tilrough t.he nearly planar interflw, e, Ii; is hm'dly COmln'essible

dul'ilt_; mosL of iLs subseqttellL evolution b.L the presence of 8t, l'Ollg densil, y gradienLn memos Llln,L

tlm renumnl, s of COml)ressibilit, y are always pre.sent>, Iii thls sense t,hese LItree ct_Leg,ories of w'n't, lcity

general, ion nutsL be viewed as shnttlLaneottsly a,cLive and passive ii1 our tt_xonomy,

An imlmrLtut(, extmlple of vorLieity (turbulence) genert_tion which Ims received much a,tt,ention

htt,(',ly is the prol)ttgtttion of shocks through a slow huMntrr thrum [36] or through light trod he,.tvy

bul:_bles ill _tt_anfifient g_ts, The passe,ge of the ext, ernal diffntcLed shock und t,he internM refrttcted

shock over and through the bubble produces residual vor_icity al; Lhc in_erfm',e of t,he btlbl_le, The

vorLicity tltmi rolls into tt vortex ring, inducing tt ,jet, of mnbienL gas Mong the bubble a.xis, The

sinmltttions mK1 theory [38] have t_greed closely wit, h recent experiments by Htms m_d S(;ul'Levant,

{aT}.
Exptmsion-driven Lurbulenct_ genertgion mechanisms of the third type tu'e classed t_s mod-

erately aet, lye bectmse the strength of the coherent vortex slaructures whict_ resu|_ depend on

clmrac.m_st_c expansion veloc.lties, As shown by Picone and Boris [6,7 mM refe,'ences therein],

the vorLicity evolution equation specialized to two dimensions cm_ be integr,tted ill a Lttgra.ngian

ft'rene of reference, It is usually found that, t,he wdocil:ies and hence disl_lacements nssociat, ed witli

tlm w>rticity being gener,tted ttre cp.fiLe smMl c(:)nll)tu'ed Lt.)tlm shock- (n' eXl:)arislo_>relttted veloc-

ities driving the systmn, Thus the calcttl_tt, iC)n of the st.ve)_gt, ll of vortex pairs gener_tted l>y t,he

baroclinic source term on the right side of Eq, (1) ¢'a_l proceed with reasonM_le It(:('tlrltcy ignoring

tile aec.um_tlttting rot,)ttion during the vorticity genenttim_ l)rocess, This nwans Ll_tt Lh(, path of

fluid p_trticles, their acceleration from rest, their d(.'.celera(,io_ back 'to rest,, mM Limit n,symt)tot, ic

displacet_ent (il_ the _d)sence (.)f tIIE rota.l, io_nl c()_nl_()_wnt, of til(.', flow)(:a_ l-)e nl)l)r()xilnaLod (ittit( ,

a('.(:__r,d, ely,

hlt, e_ral, ioll o_' Eq, (1) ttllder t.lle.se asstlll-ll_)Lir)ll:_p__;iv(;sl,]l(, f()llowillg (,xl)r('ssi(ni f(:)_:t,host, rol|gl, ll

()f t.lw v()rt,ic(:s ge_w.ra.ted (usually i_ pairs):

::: }-- ¢cc))1 ./. ,2

H(,r('. U is n ch_tra.cl, eris(,ic w.,h)cil,y ()f eXl)ansicm t,_)l)r<,ssltr( , <,('ltti]i})rittl_, ]i'(T) _¢l ]i'({J) at(, (,]_

titl_tl m_tt itxit,i).d (:ll_u')u't(-.'ristic sca, h-: sizes of t,lie (.'Xl)*til<lit_gr,,gi()i_, po_, is t,lm nnll')i(:ttt, _t_WXl)nn(h"(l
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ch:nslty, Po is tile v(.,hlt,iv(dy h)w denstt, y left, at tlm c<nlt.m'<:ffLhc (,Xl)auded cha,lmcl, a.nd the form

factor f, betwec'u zero and tmity, is rehttcd to the asynmmtry of the energy deposit, iou,

Prol_lems to which this theory t:)pplies include t,urbttleut c.ooling of lightutng, laser, a.nd lab-

ort_tc)ry discha.rg(:, chmmels iu a gas, shock-fla, me intcrtu'tiolXS, and shock prop0.ga.tton t;hrough

illhomogcncotts, COmlm.'ssible fluids, I_efercnce 7 shows c,×mnplcs of cxpcrinmnts alld uumeri-

ca,I silnttlati()ns (:)ft,his meclla,rtism, Subseque11(; expcrimeni;s confirm the predictions of Eq, (2)

h_, tt wide variety of circtm),stanccs whe,I), nl.uncrictd expcrhne, nt;_ are l:)erform(.',d to cwthta,te the ,

geometric forln fa('t()r and chm'acteristic ",'el(MW apl_earing,

A Ib.t,yie,igh-'/h,y/or Problem a,ncl the Numerical Moch.'.l

Strong bouymlcy driven conw.,,ctlon, ).usdescribed above and the nonlinea,r evolutlon of the r/.ay-

leigh-Ta,yh)r instability are. (..,xmnples of turbulent mixing involving passive compressibility effects

if we assume theft the driving density wu'ia.tions arise as the. intcgra.t,e,d result of compression

or expansion effects, The existing density gradients "origimdly" embedded iu the flow iuteract

baroclinically with pressure gradients, whatever their source, to generate and rearrange vorticit.y,

The very late time interpenetration of two comprc:_sible fluids of different density is the last

example we will consider, discussing some new calculations incorpor_tiug a rather novel approach

to the late-time Rayleigh-Taylor problem, Since the nonlinear stage of the It.--T prol_lenl is

usuMly viewed as an intrinsically unsteady situation, tlm study of ml I=/,---Tproblem, no matter

how idealized, which has a clynmnicM steady state, is extremely interest, ing,

To limit the computational scope of the l_roblem, doubly periodic geometry is attractive but

tlm problem definition requires some manipulation to remove the secuh.tr pressure gradient which

characterizcs the equilibrium configuration of a heavy fluid unstably supported by a light fluid,

This average pressure gradient can be removed by studying a problem which has no net force, The

two fluids are accelerated in oppoc, ite directions with two different "gravitational" forces which

are inversely proportional to tlm mass density, This could be be viewed as two oppositely charged

fluids in an electrostatic field or mqthe usual Rayleigh-Taylor proMem in an accelerated frame

of reference, By ensuring that the total force (:)I1the system is zero, the net momentum of the

system ts constant fc)r ali tame and can be takei_ as zero thougtl the two fluids are b(.'ing pulled

through each other and will have a nonzero net interpene.tration drift,

_£hc fluids can be expected to reach this terminal interpenetn:_tion velocity when their aw.'.ragc

r_m; of extraction of energy from the opposed " "' "grr.tvlu(.'.s equMs the dissipation of flow kincti('.

energy iuto heat due to viscous heatin_r at small scales,

Four s;cal_u'ideal gasdynmnic equatoions arc solved for conserwtt, iou of mass, two cOtnl:)On(ngs

of mortmnt_ml and energy, Two addit, ional fluid equations,

O,fl(z, y, _)
+ v, k-7,fl =0 (3)

(.3_,

Of,2(x,y,t)
+ v, Vf_ = O, (4)Or.

I
p
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are solved for the advective transp_,:'t of tlw two distinct species nun:ber density ft'actions,

fl(a', v,t) = ,zl/(n2 + ,,1) a1_d .[2(a'. y,t) = n2/(,_2 + "1). fl and .[2 clearly sum to unity and are

advected without the compression term. The overall mass density, p(a', y, t), is defined by

p(x,_d,t) = pin1 + p2n2 (5)

where

nCx,y,t) = n_(x,u,t) + n_(z,y,t). (0)

A series of simulations of this problem have been performed using Flux-Corrected Transport

algorithms [39]on the LCP_Fd's parMlel processing Graphical and Array Processing System in a

doubly periodic square domain. FCT algorithms are conservative and monotone with fourth-order

phase accuracy. During a convective transport timestep, FCT first modifies the linear properties

of a high-order algorithm by adding diffusion. Tiffs prevents dispersive ripples from arising, and

it ensures that all conserved quantities remain monotonic and positive. Then FCT subtracts out

the added diffusion unless nonphysical oscillations in the computed solution would reappear. This

antidiffusive step is necessary to inaintaining the sharp gradients between the two fluids in the

calculaticns shown below and it maintains a high order of accuracy while enforcing positivity and

monotonicity.

Results of the Simulations

Several cases have been run varying the density ratio between the two fluids, the strength of the

opposed accelerations acting on the two fluids, and the system size. Figure 7 shows the spatially

averaged upward velocity of the light fluid. I"y_'g - the solid line, and the root mean square

vertical velocity, T_"'"* _ the dashed line, as a function of time. In this case the light density

averages 1 kg/m a with the heavier density averaging 10 kg/m a. The lighter fluid feels an upward

acceleration of G_ = 10sm/s2; the heavier fluid is accelerated downward with G2 = 104m/s 2.

' The systmn size for this calculation wm,_100 × 100 cells of size 1 cm by 1 cre.

The horizontal solid line marks the light fluid vert, ical drift of 20.0 m/s averaged over the

30,000 tiinesteps of this simulation. Significant fluctuations in t.he system averaged vertical drift

are observed with short periods when the lighter fluid actually moves downv,,ard on average

throughout the system. The accelerations are ten thousand and one thousand times the normal

acceleration of gravity, enough to accelerate the heavier fluid to a velocity of three or four times the

speed of sound and the light fluid muctl faster. Nevertheless, tlm I(elvir,-Helmholtz interactions

between the oppositely moving fluids keeps the interpenetration drift velocity orders of magnitude

smaller.

The ligtit fluid velocity does show large excursions about the average drift, typically with an

rms speed of 100 to 150 m/s. Thus traIlsient local flows with Mach number over 0.3-0.5 are not

uncommon. This means that tl_e aver,_ge interpenetration drift of the two fluids is much smaller
• • _ t, , , e_ • 1 _, . * : ...... 1 -1 .... /:1 .............. 11

thull til,, .',peed at wnl('n n_o.,st ol the. nu_u is m_-,-ing, o_t_.,_,_ vo_ uue_ _nu _,,_zo., ,,u_,..-, u,_,.t,, ,.,,, ,,,,
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scales in this problem but the mixing of the two fluids is correspondingly fine grained so almost

as nmch light fluid is moving downward as upward at any time. Shear of the two fluids at an

interface tends to mix the two fluids in a coarse-grained way, as shown in Figure 8 for three _

different system sizes. This tendency to mix on finer and finer scales is counterbalanced by a

tendency for like fluids to coagulate under the influence of the opposed accelerations. One forcing

factor in this coagulation is the radial pressure and density gradients in a strong vortex which

tend to spin the heavier fluid out. Thus coherent vortex structures tend to drift in the direction

of the lighter fluid.

When the gravity m_d the density _ratio are varied, the resulting situation is very similar.

The mass ratio was varied in three runs using values 2:1, 10:1 and 50:1 with the lower density

held fixed at 1.0 kg/m 3. The system size was taken _ 100 x 100 cells and G1 = 104 m/s 2. The

corresponding interpenetration drifts, averaged over 30,000 timesteps, are 5.2 m/s, 7.8 m/s, and

10.7 m/s. A set of three 100 x 100 runs were performed using a species mass ratio of 10 : 1

with the acceleration of the light fluid taking the vMues 104 m/s "2, 3 x 104 ros, and 105 m/s _.

The corresponding light fluid drift velocities, 11 m/s, 14 m/s, and 20 m/s, roughly support a

square root scaling of the interpenetration drift with gravitational acceleration. Another series

of three runs, with the species mass ratio of 1 : 2 and with corresponding accelerations fixed at

104 m/s 2 and -5 x 10 a m/s 2, were performed with system sizes of 100 x 100 cells, 200 x 200

cells, and 400 x 400 cells. The corresponding drift velocities were 5.2 m/s, 8 m/s and 12 m/s,

also supporting a square root scaling of interpenetration drift speed with system size.

This approximate square root scMing cannot be viewed as surprizing since the only charac-

teristic velocity which can be constructed out of the one spatial scale in the problem, the system

size, and the acceleratiov is

I_h_ = (G1L_,) _/2 (7)

What is .urprizing is that the velocity actually calculated from this expression for the 400 x

400 cell case mentioned above, Vch_ = (104 X 4) 1/2 = 200 ros, is a factor of twenty larger than

actually measured from the simulations.

This disparity can only be explained by the near uniform coarse-grained mixing indicated

above and is well illustrated in the heavy species number density plots of Figure 8. The overall

macroscopic interaction seems to involve slightly denser mixtures moving in one direction with

slightly less dense mixtures drifting the other way. The density imbalance results in a much

smaller effective differential acceleration which reduces the interpenetration drift appreciably.

The Atwood number, A = (P2 - pl )/(I)2 --pl ), is the wrong non-dimensional number to describe

this effect. Since the two fluids are accelerated separately, the effect still exists even when the

Atwood nuxnber is zero.

Figure 9 shows vertical fluid velocity color encoded with green--yellow-orange hues indicating

dowl,ward velocities and the blue-magentared hues indicating upward welocities on the figure.

The saturated green (and blue) regions show a velocity in excess of 80 m/s. This flow field eor-

responds to the density distribution of Figur(, 8. hl these figures, the direction of the oi)posed
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accelerations are such that the denser fluid 2 is actually pulled upward. As can be seen, t,h(_re are

relatively extensive regions of u 1) and down flowing fluid within which very detailed density struc-

ture is evident. Further, the characteristic scales lengths and genera! character of the structures

is similar in the three cases even though the system size v_ries greatly in the three cases shown.

Further work on this problem will be aimed at developing a model to explain these slow

relative drifts quantitatively.

S u mmary

A number of mechm_isms involving the interaction of compressibility and rotational flows includ-

ing turbulence have been discussed. A framework for organizing this discussion was built out of

the obvious cycle of energization, fluid dynamic instability, and evolution of convoluted material

interfaces. This cycle characterizes each stage of the cascade of ene:'_;y which occurs in turbulence

and in turbulent mixing. The effects of compressibility on the three stages of the cycle were cat-

egorized on a more or less continuous scale ranging fl'om "active" effects where the accelerations

associated with the compression or expansion of the fluid are of paramount importance to "pas-

sive" effects which depend primarily on the integrated compression or expansion displacements

and resulting density gradients in the fluid.

While useful, this taxonomy is hardly rigorous. Some problems of how to categorize a given

phenomenon clearly arose above. Since the velocity is an integral of the acceleration and the

displacement is an integral of the velocity, where on the scale from passive to active a given

mechanism lies sometimes depends on what timescale is used to measure the process. In other

cases, for example when both active shock accelerations and passive density gradients interact as

in the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, the characterization again depends on the point of view.

What is most interesting is the diversity of phenomena involved. In some cases the predom-

inant compressibility mechanisms are destabilizing, again as in the Richtmyer-Meshkov instabil-

ity or in a supersonic boundary layer. In others, i.e. the free supersonic shear layer or in laser

ablation, compressibility can significantly reduce the growth of otherwise highly unstable fluid

dynamic modes. It becomes clear, however, that compressibility, even in rather low Mach number

flows usually plays a surprizing important role. Extremely low mnplitude acoustics can dominate

vortex shedding in important simple cases. In flames the pressure is also essentially constant and

yet multidimensional I)ropagation and extinction of flames depends critically on COml)ressil)ility.
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Figure 1. The three cyclic aspects of reactive flow turbulence, the classic model for compressibility
effects in turbulence and mixing.
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ROLES OF COMPRESSIBILITY IN MIXING

i'

& GENERATION OF TURBULENCE

Active
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_ Jgradient
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Passive
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/-

Figure 2. The active and passive roles of compressibility in mixing aild in the generation of turbulence.

A passive density gradient interacts unstably with expansion driven (active) accelerations
and with rotationally-induced (passive) accelerations.
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COMPRESSIBILITY IN MIXING &
GENERATION OF TURBULENCE

C£ FLUID Oy ,
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b OF INTERF .
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_OR UNSTA_ I/

INTERFACE DYNAMICS

Figure 3. A schematic characterization of compressibility ix, mixing and the generation of turbulence
is shown as a combination of the information in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig_lre 4. A schenmtic diagram of vortex bursting a.s enabled by compressibility in the flow, The
azimuthal flow kinetic energy in the tight vortex core is conw_rted t,o a rapid axial ttow of
low density material when expansion occurs near the vortex core,
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Figure 5. Irl the abl,_(,iw.'. Rayleigh-Taylor instabili_.y, here drlwm by _t lm,mr bemn from below, the'.
convection of vorticity away from the ablation layer 1.)ythe strong ('.xI)m_sion significmltly

redlw(_s t,lleI-/._tyleigh-Taylor growth rate,
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ABSTRACT

Effects of density and velocity variations between two streams of an unconfined, spatially-develop-

ing shear layer are studied by numerical solutions of the time-dependent Euler equations using

a second-order Godunov scheme. The inviscid calculations duplicate quite well the major flow

features that have been observed in the experiments of Brown and Roshko a_ud of Oster and

Wygnanski. These include the visual spreading rates and the mean-flow velocity and density

profiles. This study suggests then that the mean-flow evolution is dominated by two-dimensional,

inviscid effects.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents results of numerical simulations of unconfined, unsteady, spatially developing,

two-dimensional shear layer with large density variations between the two streams. This work is

motivated by the experimental studies of Brown and Roshko [1] who showed clearly the effects

of density on the rate of growth of large-scale vortex structures which are the intrinsic features

of a turbulent shear layer. There have been many recent numerical studies of turbulent shear

layers [2-4]. However, these efforts were mainly devoted to the computation of the development

and evolution of those vortex structures in a constant-ambient-density environment. The present

paper is an extension of our previous work [5,6] to study specifically _he effects of large density

variations between the two streams and to provide quantitative comparisons with the experimental

data.

FORMULATION

The governing equations used are the unsteady, inviscid conservation laws of gasdynarnics.

in contrast wltn tne vortex methods ...... ib nut z _OJ _ tllelt: lal _e- iVI_I,_II-IILIIIIL,;_2;I l.al,til _ _, * L.J.,t U.l-,t_,_

and the baroclinic generation of vorticity is automatically included. Numerical rest1 s were
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obtained by mea_ls of an explicit second-order Godunov scheme [7] that gives nondiffusive solu-

t,ions for gasdynamics. Hence, this approach represents a laxge-Reynolds-munber approximation

to tile flow. This numericM scheme has produced accurate solutior_s to a va.riety of blast wave

reflection problems [8] m_d constant-ambient-density shear layer problems [5,6].

The computational grid consisted of 500 fine cells in the streamwise (x) direction and 80 fine cells

in the transverse (y) direction across the shear layer (Az = Ali = 1); a few coarse zones were

used above, below and to the right (downstream) of the fine mesh to cover a large computational

domain of 8800 by 3000. Typically, 10,000 to 20,000 time steps were run in one calculation so

that reliable quantitative statistics ca.n be obtained from the computed unsteady results. Tracer

particles introduced into the flow field from the origin were tracked to follow the distortion of the

interface. A typical calculation was run for about 10 hours on tlie LANL CRAY XMP computer.

The initial shear layer was represented on the computational grid by Tanh(y) velocity and density

profiles:

U(_) = [1 + ATanh(y)l(U_ + 02)/2 (1)
= [1+ A Tanh( )l(p,+ p )/2 (2)

where the shear layer parameters are'

= - + u2) (3)
= u2/u (4)

Note that these profiles have the proper asymptotes (U1, pl at _/= oo and U2, p2 at y -- -oo).

The left-hand boundary of the grid was then driven by these same profiles with sinusoidal per-

turbations on the streamwise velocity only (and no presslxre perturbations), Their frequencies

corresponded to the frequency of maximum amplification rate (according to linear stability the-

ory) and its first nine subhaxrnonics. The maximum perturbation amplitude was one percent. A

more complete description of this calculational approach may be found in [9].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The shear layer parameters for the three cases presented in this study are listed in Table 1.

Case 1 corresponds to the higt, velocity helium flow ow_r a low velocity nitros;en flow ms studied

by Brown and R,_.shko [1], where the dynamic press_lres of the two streanis arc' equal; case 2 l_ses

the same velocity profile but inverts the density profile. (._'ase 3 corresl)on(ts to a const_mt de1_sity

shear layer studied by Oster and Wygnarlski [10].
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TABLE 1. Calculational Matrix

l lll j i,,,,,,, , i,
ii ii

CASE X r ;kO
t

1 - Brown & Roshko [1] 0,451 0.378 -0.75

2 - Brown & Roshko [1] 0.451 0,378 0.75

3 - Oster & Wygnanski {10] 0.250 0.600 0

The calculated material interface plots are shown in Figures l(a), (c) and (e). For comparison, tile

shadowgraphs of the helium-nitrogen interface recorded during the experiment [1] are presented

in Figures l(b) and l(d), Similarities between the calculated mad experimental interface are

remarkable. The shape and wavelength of these large-scale vortex structures are quite similar.

Comparing Figures l(a), (c) and (e), we see graphically the effect of density on the rate of growth

of large-scMe vortex structures.

In Figure 2, the calculated visual spreading rates _$i, are compared witll the experimental data

given in Figure 7 of Brown and Roshko [1]. We have also included in Figure 2 tile results based

on our earlier calculations [5] at ,_ = 1 for "_o= 0. The bars over the calculated results represent

the variation in the visual spr:eading rate over time. The calculated results and the experimental

data are seen to be in good agreement.

Monitoring stations located at three constant z locations were used t_, store the flow field time

histories. These were then integrated in time to establish the mean shear layer profile_ The mean

velocity and density profiles are depicted in Figures 3, 4 and b. The three stations [_r each case

are compared by means of the scaling variable

,TsL= -

where Zo denotes the effective origin of the breakdown of the shear layer (:ro = 25, -42, 25 for

cases 1, 2 and 3, respectively). As can be seen from these figures, the profiles seem to collapse

reasonably well with this scaling,

The shaded regions in these figures denote the mean profiles as measured by Brown and Roshko

(Figures 13(b) and (c) of [1]) and Oster and Wygnanski (Figure 6(d) of [10]). The calculated

density and velocity profiles are seen to agree well with the measured profiles.

We have also computed r.m.s, time averages about the mean values. The peak values of the

fluctuating qua_ltities are given in Table 2. The present peak u'and shear stress values for case 3

are quite close to the experimental data of Oster and Wygnanski [10], but the peak i,' vallte is

about two times larger than the data because of our two-dimensional flow appr(_ximation. A
, "_ 1 1" • r _1 .......... 121 ..... 111 k_ ,.0: .... : .... g,,_,.t'l,er,rr_;,_oe r_'_l_t:,r [111

-- _'az_''L'L'_''b 1'''1"" L--J'(.lgLi;l.llt_'ll (.llS{71.l,_blt.)ll t)l bile l,lll.;_, l)lt-_Zllt:_ _lLt UL _.._a_.Al *a* t_ J.,,_,
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TABLE 2. Comparison of Peak Fluctuating Quantities

(10 -2 ) at x = 400,

iii ii I =,,i ......

CASE u'/U1 v'/Ul w'/U1 -u'v'/U12 P 'lPmax
[ iii i i i i i

1 14,5 18,8 - - 0,69 35

2 14,3 17.1 0,57 32

i iii i ii i i IIH

3 8,6 11.2 - - 0,24 0,2

data [101 7,2 6.1 5,8 0,21 --

_
'" i iiii

CONCLUSIONS

The present inviscid calculations seem to capture the major flow features that have been observed

in experiments. These include the formation and growth of vortex structures, the visual spreading

rates azld the mean-flow velocity and density profiles. Therefore, this study suggests that the

mean-flow evolution of unstable shear layers is dominated by inviscid effects. The principal

limitation of the present calculations is the two-dimensional flow approximation.
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APPLICATION OF A TWO-mQUATION TURBULmNCm MIX MODELt

W. I'.(Ii:ow/I(_,y
I.,__w I_.._Ilc.0.,._I,I.vc,I;IiIOI(:._I',IatJ.c:_Ila]..[.,abo I:aLcJi:y

Introduation

A ma,_i_:;aw:+rac.luc:l k-c_l:,t.:+:l,].orl lnode], wa_l c:le.r:l,ved by ].,o:1t:,ll [;1., 2 )
tl£1J,rl([El lllC,'llI(:_IIk e,v,[:)arl,<3:l.oii alIc:lappr.,OI2,1::t,.F.iL G,.c ].o,.'3LIL_r_,:,IilOc:[oZt.I:!I,

Mov:I.ngLIie,lilc-:,,,_Jllw:I.Lht.ileIna_ averaged w:_.Loc.I,Ly .re,'ziuIL,.s:l.n,'.i
I,agrallg:i.an mode] w:lLh corl_Lar_t: xilas_.l :l.n eacl_ zone, :l,li Ll-l:l,_:_
}::,al.:_c::rl.,e:l.t:.ll',_!_tncMc:]. :I,_'IL.l'/all_ol.-'[ll_d:l,nt'..oEll-I"_].lllOSL

l,agraiICl:Lai__ [3] inc:)cle],by Lak:l.rlclt..llemesh veloc',:l.t:.yt-o De Lhe
on,.,!lembleaveraged Iilu:Idve,].oc.:i.tzy,He.re Lhc llla,'_,s:I.rleach
zone may ct-lar_ge w:lt.li LJ_Hic.::, 'I'he ]:e::-_LI].L:l,rlg ].-D modc:_]. :l.a tl_od
I-.o,s:[niulaLeLhe <i',.,Iii:I.Lsand Muck [4] ,supe:rsorl:I.cw:I.ndLtlllile].
-,"),- _ wh:l.c L:l.ngLur'bulenc:e :l.samp].:l.l!:l.eclbyc.,-,l..c,_..I.mc,z_L :I.n I_ p.re-c,x:I'_;....
a stloc:k wave. li"roln LIle IcK:x:lel rc:t_ult:.s we cleduce a _;:l.m[:_l:l._:Led

k-_: mociel LI-IaL :i.,s app.l.:l.c:ab].e Lo Lhe Sm:LLs and Muc',k (,S&M)

¢.,,,l..c,l.J.ln¢.llL, ]ll I:.l_e arialyL:I.c no].uLJ, orl :1_o.i._Ll_e s;l.uT_l:l.:[:i.ed
mode] we f[:l.nd Lhe shoc::k tth:Lckness Lo be :I.nc_:easeci by a
f:a c:t:o l: o[ ],()5; betl:l.nd Lhe shoc.k Lhc t:.urbu].erlt Ollo:r.'c_]y doc:ay_l
a,':; L-] .

i

I,e:i.t:.hJ.iiLl:ocjt._c'eq......_i_ er_ser,blc:aw2rage <f> and a zna_':'.:,ave:rage
{f:)wi_ere Lile mass average :I.scIe:IT:I.nedby

,.-:.p:17> ----,<p > ( _ )

li,ach ave]:agr:: has :LLs own a,_i,soc.LaLed f:].ucLuat:.:Loi_s de£.t.ned by
f .... <ft,",-t-£" = (f:} + :1:"

c:.r ve].oc:iLy, Lhe cc)mporierit:, averages are tel.aiLed by
{Ll.I. ) = <U:[" .t. <p"u.t.">/<p>

,:tli(:lLlle eddy ina,,-;sf-.].tlx:i.,scle:f!;LrledLo be

I_I:I.:....<p"u:I.">

II(..,der:lvr::,;I:.hc:_f::o].]c-)w:l.rlqeqillaL:l.oilsJ.rlan Lu.l.e.i.:J.arlcoo.rd:Lnatse
::;y 5 L elll :

•;)-i.-_.....;)×.--.....0
i

/)plul)i)plukliul} a(p+p,i) fll_'ISlk
.......;:_i........_.........._-k...............__-i-......" ax

..,,_tT i)h,
flpc ;)pc(u_} m_i_/_-k) . i)( uk}
-DI.....'.......;;X-i..............-;)){-i.............mT)_-k-......p(s...._:,)

7),l.tTOk,
/)pk /)pklul} _. t_ _}v_is {)ltii i ,,.alUl}
....ai" ....&-;...........;)--_...... i>,--;)-T--,._,,,__-.-,. n(s- r.)

. /J(uii i)(lik} 2, i)(tlj] 81k
s__=..D×,i....'.....D;,i......] -_-;]--

10p
[)_ = lllk [4j_j_ k

1'Wc2I. I<; lJol:l:Oi:ln(,c.l illi(.lc.,r i. lic, i..ll.llll-_lc:c,,.<:i ot I,lie U,S, DcilJal.t.lllOrlL o17 l!lliOl:cj7 b 7 l-tlo

],;.iWI(:IICO 1,1Vl:l. lllfJ! (._ l'lat, l l.)ll,:il I,Lll)OI ,':ii;oi 7 t.llldf.'l: (','OIILI;_;ICI; No, lq--'1405-17',N(]--dS,
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VT _P
Illk ...............

O'm_;Xk

t.t,r_ pvT-' C,ppk_/t:

l.lerep :].smas,_-_c:lens:It:.ytp I':-;f_].u:Lc:ll::)1:e,t:_t:_irc_,c: :I.,'_;-:_pe.c'.:l[:l.c:',

:I.riL.e.rrlalenergy, Ii :l.sspec:l.I_:I.cc_r_Ll_a]-l.:Lytk :[s Sl.:_ec:l.l):l.c:
t:urbu].ent:erle._.:gy,arld t"].s Lhe d:l.,_._s:l.pat:I.on.taLe of Sl:,ec.l.f-:Ir:
tt.l.t:btlleI_t energy, In oile d:l.mens:lor_ t:he Reyno],cls st.,ress
tensor beaolne,'-t

' , alul
O.,r= ....P.L,'¢_I_ ....4.,,i_7]_,_.

Cons:l.de_- a cor_se_:vat:l.on ].aw :l.n an E',uler:l.ar_ coo.rd:l.nate systeln
whe..re e represenLs ,:._omc::_:l.nterl;_:l.ve quarltity, say -l.nte]:'rla].
energy [ergs/gm] :

Ope _)pm._k
..........I..........= I{_

We transform t:.o a coorcl:l.nate system moving w:Lth ve].oc:l.t:y Sk
and the conservaLior_ ].aw becomes

8pe Ope(u_-.s_) _,Os_............I.....................l" = R_
8t axk Pe_xk

OI:

8t -. _-_ =RJp
where

6×
8t

sk .t.s arb:l.trary and, J.f we choose Sk to be {Uk}, then the
mass :l.n a zone :l.s constant and the eddy mass flux, mk, must
be chosen accordingly. To e].im.t.nate the constraint on mk we
let

Sk = <Uk>

Uk = {Uk}
arlc] l:.heil

uk - sk = {uk} - <Uk > : mk/p --: nk

Under this choice of: mesh ve].oc.ity the mass in a zone can
change w:l.th time, ancl iri lD, tzhe prefe):red equat:i.ons are
t hen :

Ma,_s,s[flux due t:o turbu].enl: diffus:i.on

I) 01)mk ........... , I) = CIk2A"

d.i _f us :Lo n v e ] oc i L y
nk .... mk / P

I_ol,e n t um

(:-)lul l.,_ a(p + O + l)-r+ Qf)
................................61

r__<__:',h v e 1.o c',:l t.y :_ I: ] _..1i.d vc:::1r:>c :i t: y - d :1f_f:.u s i.c)n w:.':1.o c :1.t:y
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<up = {uk)-.k
llle:_ll kiHem_L].cs

6_x_xk= <uk>
6t

±_y..,')<up
v _t': _T-

i)<up _mk92.+r,_..._.....
Bt _)xk _Xk

sp(.;c:l.[ic 1.r_terna]. energy

__ _<u,> = _,n, _(_i_ ') ._{u,)
_po+po_ ....i_#-+ ax_ (P+Q)-a-£-_---p(s-_)6t

tLl[bulerlt kinet:l.c enel:cjy

6pk .L)<up _)kml _(c_k_ll _ ,oq{ul}
-- + PK-Tf_T-= --;)-_l- + _xl (PT+ _'rJ-x_-_-l + P(S-- c)6t

tuz:bulent dissipat:LoI-t rate

a<.p ac,n_ o,_axl c_q_-r+'-".3{ul} p[<c,_sc_)8t

The eps:l.].on equation ks "derived" from the k-equation by
multiplying the k-equation by g/k, forgetting the rules of
a].gebra and introducing three constants that may be adjusted
to f:it experimental data. We also have introduced an
artificial viscosity [5] .

.-,_ /_.)(u}. _
Q=uop17_Xax) _r_u<o

In Lhis sectic)r_we compare resu].ts from the model with
results from the wind tunnel experiments. The "2-19"

e,xper:[menta] setup is rotated into a ].-D configuration
rlorma] to the sllock as suggested in Appendix A. The
simulations are done with this k-g model embedded in a ].-D

].,ag.t:angian hydrodynamics code which is based 011 the
artif:kc:La], visc, osiLy method of R:Lchtmyer and von Neumann[5].

'].'o compare with Lhe iaborato_:y data we [trade laboratory
di s Lance,, for (,'.!;hoc.k speed) x ( Lime).

t+;'J.gur:e ]. ,;how':.; S&M data for th_:ee wedges, I!':l.gure 2 shows
the t:urbu]_e,_L, er_c,_:gy, k, irl a "zorle" of the f].uid as a
f:t:lncL:iot_ of! t:iIrte [or c:lJ.["fe_:c,r_u in:kt::t.a], corlcl.iL::[ons for t:+t_+.i.:

test p_ob].em based (.)t_ Lhc ].6° wedge (At:_}::,o[_c:I:I.:,,"A). t:':i.gLt.t:e 1
,_.:;)_OWSOl_]y Lhc :::;I-l:e,::_ltlW:i_;eCOml:.)oner_L of Ll._l:bu].er_t el-_C:_:q'/ and
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the model calculates the total turbulent energy so there is

some ambiguity here on comparing the increase of k across
the shock. We can, however, compare the full-width, half-

max (FWHM) value of each curve and compare these values.

For S&M, FWHM ~ 12.5 cre, and this translates into 4x10 -4

seconds.

The baseline problem has an initial turbulent energy of

1.82e7 ergs/gm (about 1% of the initial internal energy) and

an initial value for _ of 4.55ei0 ergs/gm/sec. Using an

experimental setup similar to that used by S&M, Settles,

Fitzpatrick and Bogdonoff[6] estimate the incoming boundary

layeL- to be 2.3 cm thick. Using this value for a length

scale, and the above value for k, we compute e to be 3.4ei0

ergs/gm/sec.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of k for different initial
values of k and E. We conclude that there are values of k0

and _0 within a factor of four that allow us to match model

results with experimental results.

Figure 3 shows the relative importance of the different

components of energy in zone 109. The matter energy is

greater than the mean kinetic energy which is greater than

the turbulent energy. The turbulent pressure is always an

order of magnitude less than the matter pressure.

In Figure 4 we plot the time integral of various terms in

the k-equation vs time in zone 109. We see that the dominant
terms are the work term (curve E) and the dissipation term

(curve C). This .reduces the complexity of the model and

suggests that an analytic solution may be possible in this
situatien. It also leads to questions about the sensitivity

of the model to the coefficient of the work term, C16, in

the E-ecn_at ion

Rapid Distortion theory suggests that C16 = 2. Figure 5
shows k and _ vs time in zone 109 for C16 : i, 2 and 4.

From k and _ are derived a time scale, k/_ and a length

scale, kl-5/_ and these quantities are plotted vs time in

Figs. 6 and 7.

Figure 6 shows the time-scale \_s time. If we think.of k/_

as the age of the turbulence, then we expect the passage of

a shock to create new (young) turbulence. Figure 6 thus

suggests that a value for C16 greater than 1 is called for.

Figure 7 shows the turbulent lenoth-scale. The rapid
__ n£ _ _hn_b _nn_t create new. larae-scale turbulence

immediately. In fact, the shock probably creates new,

small-scale turbulence and compresses the existing

turbulence by the compression ratio of the shock. For the
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16° wedge, the normal compression is 2.1, and Figure 7
suggests that a choice of 2 for C16 is not unreasonable.

F1gur_ 8 shows k and E vs time in zone 109 for the 16° wedge

(dashed line) and for the 8° wedge (solid line). For these

model parameters, we see no growth in the 8° wedge case
which seems to agree with experiment.
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Figure 9 shows k, PT and QT vs time in zone 109 for the 16 °
wedge (PT and QT have both been multiplied by 100). We see
that the process of turbulent energy generation is initiated
by an almost delta-function QT.

From the numerical solutions we see that the dominant terms
are turbulent work, dissipation, and the time derivative.

Ignoring other terms, the equations become
d__k=-AIc + Bk;'/e- I_dt

d___=-oce + _k-_ talkdt
and the ratio produces an homogeneous equation of degree 3.

We change variables, k : _ and obtain

d,[ = (_+ o_ - [3_2)d_

¢ (D-y)'_+ (A - 00%2- (B - [_)3

This equation is integrated to give

- _,(_)= _ot{,_)/to
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where

E2 .E3{ 2oX + b _ _/C_tt} m
f(_) = z X

2ox + b +

For commonly used model cotlstants (CI = 0.125, CB = 1.833,

C13 : 0.7, C16 = 2) the three exponents evaluate to

E2 = -2.2, E3 : -0.I, E4 : -1.6 and for large _, we thus

expect to find e ~ _-2 and k ~ _-i

The equation for d_/E is singular and we examine the

behavior in this region. Setting the denominator to zero

and substituting, we have

4C1C13oxc= 1 + _/1 + 12C1C13-11-C5-- -C16

For the above model constants, this results in
L

1 + 1,369
_c = 0.35o

In a shock, 0_ (=3u/3r)< 0 and so 0_c ~i and _c thus

corresponds to the time scale of the shock. Estimating 03

from the experiment, for i:l_.16 ° wedge,

(3,14- 1.49)x102 (3,14- 1.49)x102
>C0=AU>

0.1xl0 2 Ar 0.5x10 2

which gives a time scale between 6.6xi0 -6 and 33xi0 -6 see,

which is less than the FWHM of 4x10 -4 sec observed by S&M

but it is much greater than the time scale associated with a
classical nonturbulent shock. The collisional mean-free-

path in air is about 10 -7 m and if the shock speed is 300

m/s, the characteristic classical shock time is about 3x10-

i0 sec. Thus the simplified model predicts a broadening of

the shock wave due to turbulence by a factor of 105 or more.

Thanks, and happy anniversary, Chuck.

[;'orthe ]6 ° we take 7 : 1.22 and a shock angle, (_ 33.0°°

From these we have a normal Mach nu_oer Mln = 1.55, P2 =

2.107pi, P2 = 2.539pi. S&M provide upstream conditions of

stagnation pressure : 6.9x105N/m 2 = 6.9atm, Mach number =

2.85, reference velocity = Vl = 576m/s. These conditions

and gamma provide Pl = 1.174atm, 01 = 3.45e-3 and Vln =
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314m/s.For the shocked gas, P2 = 2.9808atm, P2 : 7.269e-

3g/cc and V2n : ]49m/s.

To simulate this situation on a Lagrangian code, we subtract

Vln from all velocities so that the shock is moving into

quiet turbulent gas. With u = V - Vln , we have ul = 0, u2

= -]65, and the shock speed is S : p2u2/(P2-Pl) = 314.

The 8° wedge has a somewhat ambiguous shock angle. We

somewhat arbitrarily choose Mln : i.I Which then gives a

shock angle of 22.7 °. For EOS purposes, we choose 7 = 1.22.

The upstream conditions are: Pl = 1.174atm, 01 = 3.45e-

3g/cc and Vln : 222m/s. The jump conditions are: 02 :

1.18501, P2 = 1.231pi. For the shocked gas, P2 = 1.445atm,

P2 = 4.088e-3 and V2n : 187. Subtracting, u2 = V2n - Vln :

-34.6, and we have a shock velocity of 222m/s.

[i] Leith, C. E.,1988: personal notes.

[2] Leith, C. E.,1986: "Two-Equation Turbu]ent Mix

Model" UCRL 96036

[3] Crowley, B.K.,1967: "An 'Almost-Lagrangian' gasdynamic

calculation for pipe flows with mass entrainment" __, Comb

Physics, 7, 61-86

[4] Smits, A.J., and K.-C. Muck, 1987: "Experimental study

of three shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions",

_.__El//iJ Mech., 182, 291-314.

[5] Von Neumann, J. and R. D. Richtmyer, ]957: "A Method
for the Numerical Calculation of Hydrodynamic Shocks", J--

AppI. Phv_s., 21, 232

[6] Settles, G.S., T.J. Fitzpatrick and S.M. Bogdonoff,

].979" "Detailed Study of Attached and Separated Compression

Corner Flowfields in High Reynolds Number Supersonic Flow",

AIAA J_, 17, 579-585.
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¢ q,A Num,_rical Study of Inviscid, Sup,_rsotlic Mixing Lnyors"

Scott l_bt, rhardtt t Jnlilo_ J, Riloy, f Mool.jo Soel;rtMuo) | ltlld Jofl'rt_y A, (]I'O¢)ll()tlgh ¶

Ur_iveraitl/ of WasMngton, Seattle, Washintlton

AI,t_tract
i

The purpose of this research is to understand the phystcM processes associated with tttrbulcnt mixing ht supersonic

shear layers. Specifically) the evolution of Instabilities in two nnd three-dhnenstonal) confined and unconfined)

telnporal shear layers are studied, Both linear stability theory and direct ttumerlcal silnlthttion are used, li'or

tile two-dimensional, supersonic) confined layer) two distinct modes of instability are fottnd) a syn|nletrtc and an

asy|nlnetric mode. Ill both cases the instability grows nonlinearly with large a|n,_litude distnrlmnces that never roll

t|p llke the classical t(elvln-Ilehnholtr, instability. Another mode of instability is found for the cotlflned, transonic

layer where a higher mode is exctted from a nonlinear interaction of the walls with the fundanlental mode, 'l'he tile)st

unstable modes for the three-dimensional layer at supersonic relative Mach ntllnbers is I)llrely three-tlh|tensionttl, i.e,

obliqlle to the flow direction,

hlt;rodttel;iott

l!_flicient sltpersouic mixing is a key reqtlirelnent in tile developnlent of supersonic contbllStton rant jets (,qcraln.jcts).

'I'-date, very little is understood about supersonic mixing except that supersonic flows are more stltble th|tn their

subsonic couiiterparts. Only by understanding these flows can we expect to devise techniques to enhance the |nixing in
I

a sl|personic mixing layer, In this study, an attempt is made to understand tile behavior of two and three-dlmettsional

supersonic shear layers.
2

Subsonic shear layers have been the focus of attention for many years. Ill 1074 a ft|ndamental break-through was

made when Brown and Roshko[1] discovered that the layer is partiidly composed of discrete, quasi-two-dituensio|l_tl,

organized structures. These structures are large and rollttpin acoherent manner. Winant and Browand[2],also in

1i)74, showed that tile growth of the layer is governed by tile pairing mechanism of these structures.

What little that is known about supersonic shear layers has been learned in tilt last few years, particularly

regarding tile relationship of Mach number to growth. Brown and Roshko[l] showed that slower growth of supersonic

)tdxing layers is not due to density effects alone, a departure front previous theories, l'apamosch,,u and Roshko[3 I

introduced it "convective" M_tch number, obtained by treating braids as stagnation points in tile transverse fl_w,

= and ft)tttttl that compressibility effects dominate only above' convective Mach nulnbers of itbOtlL Olle. 'l'his result is

ttf, first startli;)g since it hal)lies that only the relative Mach number of the two layers deterluines the gr*,wth rate.

IIowever, if olle does a Galileall tra|lsformation to follow the vortex structures at their average speed the rcmti,Jnship

tc, convec:tiwr Mach lllllnber slakes niore sense.

III the case ¢,f the confined mixing layer no exlJerilnental studies have been perforlued to correl0.te c(,nfillelllent

with shear-layer growth. On the theoretical side, 'I'am and Wu[4] recently reported on the linear stability ()fe.|tlined,

_ *'/'his resem,,cb in stq,povted by the Ofllce of Nnvtxlltenenrch utttler Contrnct No. NO()014-87-K.OI7d
l Attnitstaut I)rofes_or, Department of At_ronnutlcn nnd Antr,mttuticn.
l l)r_ffennor,l)el_artment of Mechanical Engineering.
flrnthmte |research Asnltltnnt, l)epartment of Aeronautics altd A_tronattticn,

¶ (lr;_(hmte Itenearch ABnhttnnt, Department of Applied Mathematics
_
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thrce-dlmeuMonM, Mpiitliillydevel.plngMicarlayer_,IllsctmdUMmlS _re IlmrIlliic.nlluedhlyerreflectedMIu:hwlwe.

,;iul interact Sllch thnt pertltrlmthm grl_wth Is rclnfurced, Au 111terllret,ttlt,n ifr thin Is tlmt pressure Illletuatlonlt ciiu

he brt_ugllt otit of phnne will1 tile disturlmuc.e, as ix nltturM iii subsonic fh_ws_ if tile reflected pressure wiivcu lire .lit

c_l'phase, This lntervstlug restilt Is also foultd lit tills study and ix reported til Ctreen_ughl ct M,[I_I,

'l'he OIdlltuin trtuinforluiitlon lille n 111ovhttt friituc of referettce cast be ii collvettlent tuol, 'lqtett, the tJlxtc history

t,l' tt stngle atructtirc ciin be trnced from lilt creiitloil (_ce fig, 1), If olte sitttpliflctt fttrthcr and Ittistiiltcs the litrtlctitre

Ix periodic, l,e, lt exists In erluiil uliignltude aheiid a.cl behlnd_ tlttm tile problottl rcve'itlt to that of lt tCilll)orally

14rc,wlttg shear layer, The. texnporiil shear htyer is liitlch shupler to study shtce boundltry COlldJtlOllit iu'c, slttlpllflcd and

crmilllitiitjOllltl rcqutremeuts tire reduced sigtliflciiutly, 111this study tile two and tltrec-dlnlcnltlo111tl te.i111mriil MIcltr

hiyertl *ire studied Ii1 both SllbSonlc ntld sttpersolllc flown,

IAileiir stlllllllty aniilysls for tilt two-dlliiellSloillll, tutlioundcd Inviscid, COlllprelislble I vortex Slle.t;t hli'.,i liCeil Sttldh:d

i,y l,_,l<l_t,101,lliitaniik_{TI, _uld I'_1181,Ali three iir_'twdt_tthe luiportlint rellult thiit, for ldentlciil streiiu._of tluld,

the liiyer would reniiihl stlible iibove li re.llitlve. Milch ntilUiicr of _/'8, Noto thiit thltt Milch liuiliber Is the Milch illituber

dill'cre.nec across the liiyer I whh:h tlnpllett that the sttcllllls hiive ii Milch ilUllibl2r of" -.t-V/2, Thlit Is Iii COiltrast to the

cl_iivecttvc Milch Ulllnber whlch_ for ldelittcal gases til hoth siren.inst Ix olie-hiilf of the. reliitlve. Mach iiuuillcr, Mticslnl

conftrilled tile result ail¢l I by solving the clgellvalue problClil, folllid that be.low M = v/_ the.rc ltt iii IliO,qt Olle illlStii,llle

niode. Extc,i,lon_ tc, contluuous velocity pi'uflles hiivc, be.cii lliade Ily iJlulnenll0i, l]lutncn ct ld,li 11,iiud I)rtL_,ln et

lil,{ll]. The. three trope.rs hltroiluce three ulodcs of hlstiiblllty, the. tlrst corrcspondhlt to Miles result, A sccoild

instli,bllity iippciirfl whh'h t_ actuldly it pmr of lilOdCft wttll cqllaI li,lid opllosite, signed phil.tic spce.(ls, This tn_tllhlltty,

llo_,.,e.ve.r,is liil order-of-ulalnltudc siuiiller than the. first, ']'hc Imllcr by Driiztn et iii, ldciittlles yet a third iiiittllllility

which provides ii coinpliciitcd ptcttirc of stability o1' the tlnbounded intxhlg liiycr, The llUllt_rtli,nt result, h(iwevcr, i._

that for nliy Mit,eh lilillllJer there e.xlsts liilstiilllc iilodCs, Idthougll their growth rilte.s iiiay bc cxtre.iliely suiall.

hincntr stability analysis nnd direct Stlllillli,ttons of the lguler equiitlotlS itr(; both lise(I to hlve.stiglitc colnlircssllltl!ty

effects (-iii she.itr layers. 'l'he stability iiilnlysls is used ns ii. guide to tilt' types of tilstlilitlttlcs llOsstllh ', their tnitild

eli: 7"_cte.ristlcs_ ctc,_ to provide COllipartsoils for tnititd lhleiir growth rates iilld to provide iillprrlllrlate ellleilfUilcti_ulS

f<,t ,,cartiiltl the liOlllilieiir, liUillerlc_l shilillatlolitl of tile colllllicd liiye.rs, The dire.ct niilncrtcnl silnilliitil,ll._ give the

ii_liilille.ar dcve.lopniclit lifter the hlitial Ilne.ar growth, The. slliiulllttolift ii.re, pc.r[oi'nied foi both the b.unded li,tid the

ilill_oundcd c_se.,

l)i_CllSflloll

'l'he nliilierielil siinuliitions inake use of tile. two or thre.e-dhuensiollnl, iion-stciidy fguler e(lUiitioils govcrnillg the

illllti(lll (,f inviscid, iiOll he,'lt-COilClU(:tiiig gallcs. 'l'he tw(*l-dlxllCil_ti(mii,l 10uler C:ltliI.tions iii cil.!tesili,li ('o(irdillli,tcs li're

wriitcli
aQ _1,' tic:

oi---7*-_ t h)7 ' "
whcre,

_Oli /_il _ -t p

: j i Ii' - /llllJ,,(,,,,,)
_

! c'(7 =: pu _ t 1_

l,(ei t')
1

e-: t'_ t _i,(,,2 t u_)
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wher., _ In tit,_Interual energy per unit roaM., e is the totM tmergy pet unit v,,lume omr th(: prensur,, p l. dt,h:rnlln¢_d

fr.ut titt_ llhluatlotl of Htat.

Iii I.Itroe-climen_iou,iL z-COllllmllel|t lH_¢hleclh_t.ila tltlxe,HallCla fifth, z-II|Cre|el|trill|, _cluatiou LM,i¢ltlud,

The e.clu_tlou, l_rettormldlzu¢l, _, llt ,%etrluno et _l,[lCI], for ,lml_llllc_thm and le_d tc, u_,wv,_rl_d_lunclolltlcd I_y

a_":-::_j" I/' '":_ tl .......Jinx,,

li tj . lJ

e /,

/ir_d3, -0.__--
- d_,,

o = I_ _....IM/,IvI

where ii,! Js tile. Mach Ittllllber dlfl'0rence betweetl the t,wo st,r0am_ c:Is the .onh: velocity attd () JFIhere take,n to be

the mumet_tum Hdckne.s.af the llflt, lal ml×lug layer, t_.l_ tire averaged sl,reamwl_e _;eloc:lty,Sluc_ Hre two streams

_treIdentical gases, the ( ),_. value_ can be htk_n from ell,hor _tream, llere,at'h:r Hie _uper_crlpt (,) I_ dropped, aral
I

ali vl_rlal_les u_ed are as_umecl to b_ ttondhuen,loualized varlable_,

Num¢u'l,:ul M,_t;hod

Studies of the large _c:ah,structure evc,lutiott Ixt free-,hear flows require a robuat _clleme with mtulmal dlfl'ttslo11,The

l:;ulor eqItatJOlIFI are (:a._t, iii C:OlIFlerva(,{Oll Jaw J'orlll _1o t, Jlat, ally shock waves allCJ cottJAic_, 811rf,*l.de_ **irl. cal)t, llrt,'tJ Ii_t part.

of the _olu'_ionwithout apeclal t.real,mextt, 'Phl_ work follows that of Soet,rlaxlOct al,ii3] where the Yee, Warming

_,ttl llartenJl,lJ ._econd-.order,total variation dhuinlshlng (TVI)) algorithm is u_ed, The ac:hemeis tot,_dvari_tlou

• diminisldng in the nonlinear scalar and cern.staat coefllclent system c:ase_, consistent with exltrolL_'inequality, anti

_:,,usisteut with conservath_n laws, ..qhlCett is TVI), the Mgorithm guarantees not to generate spuricms on¢:tllations,

Thr only difl'erenc:e between this work and Soetrtszlo et, _d,[l:l} is that a Cartesian form nf the algorithm ts 11_ed

ill this atucty, Au explicit scheme ischoaen to reaolve the time evolution of the largest:oleo in turbulentllow flehl_,

A Cii'l, number of 0.2 in used to inHure numerical stability and to resolve the time evolution. The Yee_ Warnting

and Ilarten _cheme t_ _econd-order accurate lit _pace and second-order accuracy for the time integration ts obtaiued

u_ing a second-¢_rtler l{unge-l_lttta method.

N,te that duriwg tile ¢:mlr_e of the study COmlmrinon._ ht_.w'I)¢'en made with spectral numerical cah:ulationl, fi,t

sh,_¢k-free II,w_ and the re,_ult_ were nearly hlenth:al. Also, grid refineln_rnt _tudie_ for the temporal sllear layer

sllnwed ¢:mlsi_teut results for grid re_oluthms ft4 _: lbl or greater. C',omlmriscms nf liuear growth rate_ predicted frmn

the_imttlati_,u_ agree within a few percent tc, the linear stability analysi_als¢_addin_ tnour c¢wfiden¢:e. Iligher-_rder

srh_'vnes are behtg studied tlJ enl_tlre that cliff'union auld disper_iou are minivvlir,ed, altlmugh we do not think that these

I'_ l,,r._ have _ignific:ant bearing on this imrtic:ular _tucly.

()he re_u_oltfnr retaining the second-order 'I'VI_ algorithm over the others we have tried i_ its elth:ienc:y, Iiy solvhlg

the tw-dimev_simlal li',uler equations in cartesian coordinates, rather (has gexleralir,ed c(_orcliual,es, the lllelllnry

requirement is redu¢'ecl tc, 8 pieces <_fdata and 297 rah:ulati,m_ per grid l_oint. I,arger _ilnuhtti(,n._ are 1_o_sible_,nl

_tir limited rovnputatJcmal res¢,urcen by tlSillg this ellic'ieut algorithm.
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'l'h_ meau tlow for the two.dltu_u_lou_l nhuul|_tlou_t_ tulthdl_d with th_ f_llowlng l,rop_rtle,,

I

p "= II p ":: _I t_-: II

where 0 I_ the Initial momentum thlckne_H,'rh_ ntagtmtlou e,u_rgyper unit vohtm0_e_IMc|dculated from p_ i_audtL,

No threc-dlmcuslmml nhuul_tlouM have been cwupleted to d_te,

The initial I_erturbatlon functloun usecl for the coxtflned htyer are obtained from the Ilmmr stability solutlozl_, 'l'l._

folh,wlug nec'.tlon outlinen tlxe ltnear nt*xblllty theory which In uned to predict lnttt_l grc_wth raten and tc_determine

the correc.t_ unntableD perturbation ft|notion, Iu getleral_ the 1uont Ultstable dgenfutlctlon sohttlou of the Rayleigh

equatlou_ together with the first uttbharmonlc of thin u,,,_de, are ntlperhuponed oft the mean veh,clty profile,

Ltnvar Stnb|ltty Analysis

The Ituear stability txn01ysinapplied to the bounded_ temporal layer in discussed in _ imper by Greenottgh ct _d,J[_J,

Brlefiy_theco||th|uounprofileproblemIssolvedforflowIna channel,The fluhlInasnu|nedtobeh|vlschl,no_ heat-

conducting, and adl_lmtlc, The ecluatlons solved are thus the l_uler equations/_tven above except that the equntloJ_

ofstaticattdenergyarcreplacedbytheInet|troplcrelation

P
-- = COtt,S_,O,tl/_,
p7

The uuiform flow cot_dltlonn arc perturbed and substituted hlto the govcruhlg equations, IAucarlzing these equatiot_s

and assuming a normal mode formulation given a _ystem representh_g a nonlinear et_env_lue problenh The etgenvalue

ts the cotuplcx phase speed! ct : c,. + ici, The problem is solved with a fourth-order lluuge-l_utttt shooting tntethod

coupled with _t Newton-t_.apllson ttcratlou, Thin procedure given the flow fiehl perturbations for both the two n,ltd

three-diluensioual st||lttl_tions,

Perturbatio|ln for the two..dimenntomd_ ttnbout_ded layer are of the form

u_' --: At,z/(y)eo.,l_(m-t-0)l-t A_u, (y) eo._\ 2' } (1)

where 27t//_ in the wavelength of the fundameut0.1 mocle_ 0 in ts the phase shift between the funda|uental aud subhar-

monk modes, u/and u, are chosen as tile most unstable eige||functlo||s for the given waver|umber _utd normalized to

a maximum value of 1, At and Az are the amplitudes of oscillation of the harntonics, These are chosen no that the

dis||rlm||ce in 1% of the mean flow energy for the numerlcn.l sh|luhttlons when used to compare with the linear analynls

a_d i_ 10% whell the simulations ltre used to explore the nonlinear behavior. The fundameutal Inode wavelength, the

waw'ultml>er, k, and the a|Xll)litudes nrc given as nohttions to the e.igenwdue probleul for the stabll ty theory, The

%Vttve llttlllbcr chonell tait be tl_e one foul|d by ttte eigenvalue problem for fastest tntial growth, or itl|y c,ther wave

, tlUtttber (e.g, I) of interest,

2D llest|lts • l.lnhounded

Nu||ler_,ltS numerical nt1||ulations of the unbounded shear layer have been perforated, Much of thin work was recently

l>re._e_te_li_ a pilper by .qoetrlsno ct ni.J13), Figure 2 show,, the predicted growth rate of the unb.ul_ded shear layer

as a fun_ctic>nc_frelatiw_' Mach lltllnber for d fixed wavelength, As predicted by MtlesJ0J the lay_rr is _table ab_)ve I_

relative Mach number of\/-8, Figure :1 in lt coutottr plot ofspanwise vorticityafter pairittg for a ,_'I: (1,,5 aver, 'i'h_'

behavi_,r *_fthe v.rtices in essentially the name a.qfor the tltCclnpre_sible, unt_ottttded layer.
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The higher Mach numlwr c',tL_e_thow(_ver,efllowqtllte (llfferent r(;nult.., _(_ekrlanc)perrorvlle(I (mlc_ulakh)nafor In,my

relative Mzu..htllllzibera all(I fennel tlull,, an the relative Mach Iltilliber lllc',rc.t_qea0the vortlce_ I)ec,.mnemc)reelouglfl,ecl

_doulqthe atre|uuwlae |txia, l_lgure 4 al|own the vortlc:ity t,,ontours I'_r _tnhuuhtthul at a relative M_u:h11uznher of _3,_Z_,

The layer eveuually rolls tlp hut M a much slower rate than the lower Mach nunlbera, Iu _h_etrlano's czth'.ulatlona the

growth stops for layer_ with relatlw Mach n0,ml)erMc_fabollt _ axlcl idle)re,

2D ll.e_llllt.-, l]()mlth_(l !

The twc)-dlmeualonal, I_(|untled shear layer has hltroclueecl several interesting feature, not ft)uud lu the u|lbounclecl

case, In partlculart achlltlonal unstable |uoctea appear with relative Mach nu||lbera above about 2, We call these

motle_ "wall u_octea'| axlcl they have also been hlentilled Lna paper by Tam and Wu[4] for tile threu-tll|x_enalon|d

spatially developing ahet_r layer,

Ali the calculattoua presented Iu this paper oil the two-cltl||eusloxu_l, conthlecl shear hiyer have zt channel half-width

2(I times tile initial mo|uentul|| thh:kuesa, i,e, 2tL/(t = 40, Only ay|nnletrlc c.hanxlel_, where tile chanllel half-width

above and belt}w are equal, are presented here, (I{t_sult_ for atlyl||metric cluulnlela can be found in Clree||ough ct al,[5])

The growth rates as a filnct,lon of relative Mach nll|||ber| with strealnwLae wavenumber h := 1, are ah(.|wn Lnfig.

I;, The most strtktug result Is the additional peak. above a relative Mach l|u|nber of 2, The _lerle. of peak_ represent

reLnforctl|g Mach wave system tree, teel by the luittal perturbations, These Mt_ch waves reflect off' the wall_ ai_d them

interact with the perturb|tiles to produce an ll_atabillty,

l!3achof the peaks can be c:lmraetertzed as beh,Ft either symmetric c_ras,vmmetrlc cltaturballCeS, where _ymmetry

lH.trains tc, the magnitude of the pressure elgeufilctlon about tile flow centerline, Also Ii, shouhl be noted theft

syu_v||etry tmplle_ t_zero real pha_e speed, t,e, there t_ uo ot|clllatton lt_ time ae_tmclated with thz., t.xpol_ev|tlal llm..nr

gr(_wtl|. The asymmetric modes, therefore, travel in time al|_ce they have non zero real phase apeecl, With h :-: I

flxecl, both symmetric and asymmetric medea exist as alteruattn_ peaks begin|ling with the syx|lmetrtc modes at the

lowest Mach number, For symmetric channels, if only the most unstable dlsturbaucea for eac:h Mach number are

cou_ldered, the symmetric perturbations are the lml, ortnzlt orins, l]ut, for zt fixed wavenumt,et, /_, there art'. home

Mach tluvubera where the Mach wave aysten| traveh_ in orcler to give instability,

The direct numerical sixuuh_ttons have beeu performed on a variety of ca_es, However only three Maclt numbers

are considered here. Bach ca.ac in for k = 1 and the predicted growth rates are shown on fig.._, '.['lte first sLm|lhttiol|

irt for a relative Mach ttumber 1,5. We call thts t_ trant_ontc convective Mach number case, The transonic convective

Mt_ch number occurs when erich _tret_xn is sube_ontc but In accelerated to attpersox|ic speeds _ the layer rolla up.

li'lgure CIshows the calculation during the nonlinear growth period, The layer i_ excited wLth only the ful_damel|tal

nlode, h =--1, yet a triplet of vortices begh|s tc, grow quickly, Spectral analysis shows that the three x11()cle(/_ =- 3)

has been highly excited, This t_ a no_llaear self-excitation of the three mode and m_y provide interesting _tveuuc's

o1'further _tucly, These vortl-.es ultLmateLy aglovnerate ancl the fuuclameutal mode clomtnate_, Cflearly, there 1. au

atypical energy cascade, with respect to tncoxupresstble temporal mtxh_g l_yers, in that energy L_seen to flow to

sn_all scales and then back to largo sczdes. Note that slice each stream LaInitially subsonic we believe the roll up is

t(elvlv|-llelmhol_z In nature Instead of _ walJ-mocle that relte.) on a aystexv| of Mt_c:hwave_,

The c_ses for supersonic convective Mach numbers illustrate the physlc_fl signtflca||ce of both _yrnmetrlc and

asymmetric disturbance wall modes, Vigure 7 ts a Mach 2,9 numerical stmuhttion of an asymmetric u|ocle and flF_'ts

is a Mach 4,97__simulation of a syxuxnetric mode, The lm_lc evolution of the two types of n|ocles is the _ame except

that the _,symm_:trlc mt, de has a standing wave character tn achlltlcm to the growth. The initial layer I_ seeu t_,

th'velcq) into a sawtooth-like patteru which ultlmt_tely fills the clu_nnel, There is no roll up behavior that we can



detect. Since the streams are supersonic shock waves form due to the flow deviation. In the Mach 4.075 case, these

shock waves start obliquely and then become stronger as the layer grows. Eventually they become normal shocks at

which time they dramatically pinch the layer which then proceeds to grow quickly 1800 out of phase, At this time

we are still unsure of why this unusual situation occurs.

SD Results

Linear stability analysis and direct simulations have also been performed for three-dimensional shear layers. There is

significant doubt in the community that the large scale structures in a three-dimensional compressible shear layer are

two-dimensional as in the incompressible counterpart. However, a Squire's theorem analogy for compressible flows

can be made which says that any three-dimensional instability can be obtained from a two-dimensional problem at

a reduced Mach number. The details of this analogy and its consequences are given in Greenough et al.[5]. The

theorem says that an instability in three-dimensional flow oriented at angle O in wave space from the streamwise,

_, di_'ec_ion can be solved as a corresponding two-dimensional problem at Mach number Mcos0. Or, conversely,

the two-dimensional problem can be solved and applied to any three-dimensional field by computing 0 and using an

inverse transformation. This result can be conveniently used when solving the three-dimensional eigenvalue problem.

The results that illustrate and justify this approach will now be discussed.

Figure 9 is a contour plot of growth rates in k, 1wavenumber space at Mach 0.5 for a bounded shear layer, where

k is the streamwise wave number and I is the spanwise wave number. In this figure it is clear that the maximum

growth rate occurs on the k axis which signifies that the primary instability is two-dimensional in nature. Thus we

find that the compressible, but subsonic, case is similar to the incompressible case in how it transitions to turbulence.

Figure 10 is a contour plot fo_ the Mach 1.5 confined, temporal layer. The peak has moved off"of the k axis.

This means that the primary instability leading to growth in a three-dimensional, supersonic shear layer is truely

three-dimensional in nature. The peak, in fact, moves off of the k axis when the relative Mach number first becomes

supersonic. This inst.ability has the characteristics of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.

Lastly, fig. 11 shows yet a higher Mach number, well above the unbounded, two-dimensional limit of v/8. This

result at M - 2.975 shows that the maximum growth rate has moved significantly off the k axis. The fastest growing

disturbance is now very oblique to the main, streamwise direction. The interesting feature to note in this plot are
r,

the regions of zero growth and the additionai, local maximums at higher wave numbers in /c. These correspond

to the wall modes shown in the two-dimensional analysis. These wall modes have growth rates that are smaller in

magnitude yet still of the same order as the fastest growing disturbances, which are Kelvin-Helmholtz at oblique

angles. Therefore, in the three-dimensional layer wall modes sh0uld be explored since they might have interesting

consequences.

Conclusions

Many new ideas and new presentations of old ideas have been presented in this paper. First, in the two-dimensional

mixing layer some interesting, unexpected results are found. The transonic simulation shows self-excitation of the

third harmonic and atypical energy tranfer. The "wall-modes," also found by Tam and Wu[4], have some fascinating

features when they become no_dinear. The instabilities grow to fill the channel width but never give any indication

that they will roll up. The "wall-modes" are either asymmetric, which gives a non zero phase speed, or symmetric,

which gives zero phase speed for certain modes (e.g. k -- 1) but are always symmetric when/_ - krrtaz, i.e. the wave

number for maximum growth is used. In ali cases the nonlinear simulations reproduce the linear results exactly but
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develop the more interesting features during the nonlinear growth period.

The three-dimenslonal, linear stability analysis demonstrates that the primary instabilities are indeed three-

dimensional for supersonic shear layers. These primary instabilities are of the Kelvin-He!mholt,. type. In addition,

' the "wall-modes" appear as both two and three-dimensional instabilities.

The results shown in this paper are only a few of the cases run at the University of Washington. These specific

cases are the most interesting and/or show the most typical characteristics of the problems tested. Numerical

solutions of three-dimensional shear layers are important for studying the nonlinear growth of a layer after its initial

linear growth.
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Fig. 6. Vorticity contours of bounded layer at M = 1.5 showing "three-mode" instability.
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Fig. 7. Vorticity contours of bounded layer at M : 2.9 showing the growth of an asymmetric wall mode.

as

- Fig. 8, Vorticity contours of b"unded layer at M : 4.975 showing the growth of a symmetric wall mode
just as the shock waves pinch the layer.
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SIMULATION OF SHOCK AND VORTEX INTERACTIONS

Janet L. Ellzey* and Elaine S. Oran

Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20375

I.Introduction

Previous experimental and theoretical studies have shown that unstable subsonic shear

layers evolve into a pattern of large-scale vortices which engulf fluid as they rotate in the flow

field. In many cases, these large vortices break down. even further due to conditions in the

flow that allow new instabilities to develop. This convective mixing process is particularly

important in combustors in which ignition of the premixed gases depends upon adequate

mixing of the hot and cold fluids. In supersonic mixing layers, the structure of the shear layer

can resemble what we see in subsonic mixing layers if the relative Mach number between the

two layers is subsonic. However, the presence of shock waves may have a significant effect on

the vortices and on the large-scale mixing process.

Both experimental and numerical studies on the effect of a shock on the mixing process

have been conducted previously. Andronov et al. (1,2) measured the turbulent mixing zone

between two gases of different density and showed that the Width of the mixing zone increases

rapidly after the passage of a shock. Numerical simulations of a shock passing over a single

low-density bubble (3) show that vorticity is generated at the boundary of the bubble and

rolls up into a vortex filament pair. This agrees with experimental observations of a shock

wave interacting with a flame (4) and with a gas inhomogeneity (5). Passot and Pouquet

simulated a shock passing through a turbulent field and suggest that the individual vortices

may be flattened by the shocks, vortices may be formed behind the shock, or vortices may be

formed in strong colliding shocks (6).

In this paper, we present numerical simulations of a single element of the mixing process:

the interactions between a shock and a single vortex representative of those found in mixing

layers. The effects on two vortices of different strengths will be examined.

II. Numerical Model and Method

0--7+ v. pf = 0 (1)

opP
(0)cpt

* Berkeley Research Associates, Springfield, VA
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SEa_/ (E g (s)+ v. gj = -v.P
These equ_ttions are solved _suming that the gases obey the thermal equation of state,

P : nkT (5)

and that the relation between internal energy, e, and pressure, P, is given by

P
= (6)

")' - 1

This set of equations is rewritten ifr terms of finite-difference approximations oll an Eu-

lerian mesh. The solution to the convection of conserved quantities is obtained with the

Flux-Corrected Tra_lsport (FCT) algorithm which is an explicit, finite-difference algorithm

with fourth-order phase accuracy. FCT has been used extensively in supersonic flows, and has

shown excellent agreement with theory and experiment (7).

The geometry for the simulations is shown at the top of Figure 1. The inflow conditions

on the left are determined from the normal shock relations. The top, bottom, and right

boundaries are reflecting. In each simulation, the shock propagates from the left boundary to

the right and then reflects off the wall. The shock Mach number is 1.5 and the pressure ratio

across the shock is 2.45. The fluid velocity behind the shock is 236 m/s.

A vortex is initialized on the left side of the computational domain. The velocity field

consists of two regions: an inner region where the velocity is described by solid body rotation

of the form

- ,', (7)
rl

and an outer region where the velocity decays to zero according to

B
v(r) = Ar + --. (8)r

where vm,, is the maximum velocity, occuring at r = 7'1, and equals 10 m/s or 236 m/s for

the two cases presented in this paper. Constants A and B are chosen such that the velocity

matches that determined by equation 7 at r -- rl and decays to zero at r = r2. The inner

radius, rl, equals 0.75 cm and the outer radius, r2, equals 1.75 cm. Test runs with different

inner and outer radii did not reveal qualitatively different behavior.

III. Results

"Weak Vortex
i

Figure 1 shows a sequence of pressure a:nd vorticity distributions for a shock with

pressure ratio of 2,45 passing over a, vortex with v,.._ = 10 m/s. The shock is not visibly

deformed by the interaction at t = 0,06 ms, but the vorticity is significantly redistributed,
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The maximum vorticity has increased by a factor about 2.5 from its initial value at t = 0 to

its value immediately after the shock interaction at t = 0.06 The vortex is compressed into an

ellipse and is convected with the flow behind the shock until t = 0.26 m/s. The shock reflects

off the right wall and passes over the vortex again at t = 0.29 ms, bringing the background

flow velocity to zero and increasing the maximum vorticity by about 30%. The vortex then

continues to rotate by stopes moving across the system.

Figure 2a shows v_ along the centerline of the domain. Initially, at the centerline vx = 0

and v_ = vma,. At t = 0.06 ms the shock is passing over the vortex and increases the

maximum velocity to approximately 1.5 times vmax. The line connecting vma, wi_h --Vmax

remains straight during and after the shock passes indicating that the core is behaving as a

rotating solid body with v proportional to r, but the inner radius has been decreased due

to the compression of the vortex. The maximum velocity decays after the shock has passed

and is approximately 1.2 times its original value. Figure 2b is the same as Figure 3a except

that more time steps have been plotted. This clearly shows the initial amplification of the

maximum velocity at t = 0.06 ms. Between 0.09 ms and 0.26 ms, the vortex is convected with

the flow but the maximum velocity and the shape of the profile does not change. At t = 0.29

ms, the reflected shock passes over the vortex a second time and the maximum (negative)

velocity increases by a factor of 1.3 but rapidly decays.

Very Strong Vortex

The final simulation shows the interaction of a shock with a very strong vortex. In this

case, the maximum rotational velocity of the vortex is equal to the velocity behind the shock.

The pressure contours in Figure 3 show that the shock front is extremely distorted as it

passes over the vortex at t - 0.06 ms. The vortex is rotating in a counter-clockwise direction,

and the local velocity is decreased which retards the shock propagation on the upper half of

the vortex. The pressure difference across the shock increases in this region; and the shock

velocity increases due to the change in local conditions, returning the shock to a nearly planar

front at t -- 0.15 ms. The reverse process occurs on the lower half of the vortex, where the

shock is initially accelerated. Comparison with the first s:, _ulation indicates that the shock

velocity has not been significantly affected by the interaction. The reflected shock is distorted

somewhat when it passes over the vortex.

The maximum vorticity increases again by a factor of approximately 2.5 after the shock

passes the vortex at t = 0.09 ms. The vortex is compressed into an ellipse and rotates about

its axis until the shock passes it again at _ = 0.26 ms where there is another 60% increase in

maximum vorticity.

Figure 4 shows v_ along the centerline of the domain for several timesteps during the

simulation. At t = 0.06 ms, the maximum velocity has increased by a factor of 1.2 which

is less than that observed for the weak vortex. The maximum velocity decays rapidly and
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then starts increasing again at t = 0.15 ,ns, but this is d,te to the ro_a_ion of the "elliptical"

vortex. The velocity through the central core is linear with r, as for solid body rotation, but

the velocity does not decrease as rapidly at t = 0.15 ms because the major axis of the ellipse

is now aligned with the centerline and the fluid further from the center is moving faster.

J

IV. Conclusions

Our major conclusions are:

1. A shock passing through a vortex increases the rotation rate of the vortex and affects the

weaker vortex more than the stronger vortex.

2. Either a strong or a weak vortex is compressed into an ellipse which then rotates about

its central axis.

3. The shock front itself is not distorted by a weak vortex and is only temporarily distorted

by a very strong vortex.
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time steps with Vma_. = 236 m/s (continued on next page).
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MIXING PATTERNS AND THE GENERATION OF VORTICITY IN A

DENSITY STRATIFIED SHEAR LAYER

Ahmed F. Ghoniem and Anantha Krishnan

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT

Numerical solutions of the unsteady inviscid, two-dimensional vorticity and

mass conservation equations for an incompressible density-stratified flow in a

Lagrangian, grid-free form are used to investigate the effects of vorticlty

generation due to baroclinicity on the development of the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H)

instability beyond the linear range. Continuous, although sharply-decaying, density

stratification is considered, and large overall density ratios are assumed.

Solutions are also obtained for the corresponding linear stability problem and are

used to complement the numerical solution within the initial stages of the

instability.

Results show that the generation of baroclinic vorticity due to the

acceleration of fluid elements in a non-uniform density field imparts certain

asymmetry on the structures that develop due to the K-H instability. This asymmetry

is associated with the convective motion of the structure in the direction of the

heavy fluid but towards the light fluid, and causes a bias in the composition of the

fluid within the structure towards the light fluid.

I. INTRODUCTION

Density-stratified flows are of utmost importance fundamentally and in

practical applications. Fundamentally, the presence of a density gradient in an

otherwise incompressible flow is the first deviation from the incompressible,

uniform-density limit. In this paper, we study the effect of density stratification

on the growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in which the vorticity layer and

the density gradient layer initially coincide and are of the same thickness. This

flow is a good, while not perfect, model of a mixing layer, defined as a shear layer

which exists between two streams of different fluids. For the purpose of studying

these flows, we have developed a numerical scheme based on vortex methods to compute

the generation and transport of vorticity and of a scalar, in this case the density,

in the inviscid limit. The algorithm used to compute the transport of scalars is a

grid-free Lagrangian method constructed on the basis of the relationship between the

distortion of the flow map and the gradients of a passive scalar.
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We also present comparisons with the corresponding linear stability theory for

small amplitude perturbations to: (i) provide preliminary information on the

possible effects of baroclinic vorticity generation on the flows of interest; and,

(2) obtain a rigorous check on the accuracy of the numerical methods by comparing

their results on the growth of the perturbations to those obtained analytically.

The accuracy of the results during the non-linear stages can only be ascertained by

using numerical convergence criteria, i.e., refining the numerical parameters until

the results are shown to be independent of the choice of these parameters.

Experimental results are also used to validate the results of the numerical

computations.

II. FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL SCHEMES

J

II. i. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The appropriate form of the governing equations when vortex methods are

considered is the vorticity transport form. For an incompressible, inviscid,

density-stratified flow in two dimensions, the governing equations can be written in

the following form:

d_0 VP x ( a ) (i)_i:-7

dp 0 (2)

u (x)- _ K(x-x')_(x')dx, (3)

where a = du/dt is the material acceleration, u = (u,v) is the velocity, u and v are

defined in the x and y directions, respectively, x = (x,y) is the space coordinate,

x and y are the streamwise and cross-stream directions, respectively, d/dr = B/Br +

u . V is the material, or Lagrangian derivative, V = (B/Sx,8/By), t is tame, 00k = V

x u is the vorticity, p is the density, k is the unit vector in the direc, ion normal

to the x-y plane, and K = -i/2nr2(-y,x), is the kernel of the Poisson equation,

where r2= x2+ y2 .

Equation (i) is derived from the momentum equation: p a = -Vp. This allows the

computation of the source term in the vorticity transport equation without

explicitly computing the pressure. The velocity u_0 is solenoidal, V • u03 = 0, and

is due to the vorticity distribution within the computational domain. To obtain the

total velocity, u is complemented with another velocity component to satisfy the

boundary condition if the domain is not the free space, i.e., u = u_+ Up , and V . u

= 0 from incompressibility. This model implicitly assumes that the Mach number of

the flow is very small and thus spatial pressure variations and density variations

are uncoupled (see Rehm and Baum [i]).

For the shear layer, the reference velocity is: Uo=(Ul-U2)/2 where U1 and U2

are the free-stream velocity in the high-speed and low-speed sides, and the



reference length is Lo = _S/2 where AS is the vorticity thickness. We assume an

infinite domain in the y-direction and apply periodic conditions in the x-direction.

The potential component of the velocity, Up, due to these periodic boundaries is

obtained by summing over the sister vortices outside the computational domain.

II.2. 'I_{EVORTEX ELEMENT METHOD

In the vortex method for an incompressible, uniform density flow, d_0/dt = 0,

the vorticity field is discretized into a number of vortex elements of finite and

over'lapping cores :

N

(_(x,t) = _ F i f (x-Xi(X i t)) ' (4)
i=l 6 '

where Fi = _0ih2 is the total circulation of an element, N is the total number of

vortex elements, h is the average distance between the centers of neig_hboring

elements in two principal directions, h2-hxhy, 6 is the core radius of a vortex

element, and f6 = 1/62 f(r/6) is the core function. The importance of the core

function in stabilizing vortex computations was realized, among others, by Chorin

and Bernard [2] and was shown to be necessary for the convergence of the method by

Hald [3] and Beale and Majda [4].

The accuracy of the discretization depends on: (i) the choice of the core

function f; (2) the initial distribution of the particles that will be used to

transport the vorticity; (3) the method of determining the initial values of values

of ei or Fi, i = i, 2, ... , N; and, (4) the ratio of 6/h. For details on the four

points, see Ghoniem, Heidarinejad and Krishnan [5].

The velocity field of a distribution of vortex elements is given by:

N

u(xtt) = Z Fi K6(x-Xi(Xi,t)) (5)
i=l

where

dXi = u(Xi(Xi,t),t) (6)ai-

where K6(x) = K(x) K(r/6), and K(r) = 2_ 0_r f(r') r' dr'.

The generation of strong strain with the growth of perturbations into the non-

linear stages increases the distance between neighboring elements, 6X, beyond the

"target" value of h. To avoid this problem, more elements are introduced in areas

where 6X > Bh where _ ~ 1.5, and the circulation of the original elements is locally

redistributed among the newly introduced elements. The redistribution of circulation

is accom[_lished by dividing the value of h2 of the original element equally among

the newly generated elements and the original element.

For consistency, and to satisfy the condition of conservation of vorticity,

d_/dt = 0, the value of 62 should also be adjusted so that the ratio of 62/h 2 is

maintained constant in Equation (4). This helps minimize the numerical diffusion
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which may accun_late to unacceptable levels if the area on which the vorticity

exists is allowed to grow beyond its original size.

The numerical scheme is extended to the incompressible, density-stratified flow

by allowing the strength of the vortex elements to change with time according to the

source term in Equation (i). At each time step, and after vortex elements have been

transported by the local velocity field, their strength, ri(t) , is updated according

to the following equation:

_ du
dFi = VP___!ih_ x (a-£)i (7)
_6- Pi

The material acceleration of an element is computed by numerically differentiating

its velocity between two time steps, and the local value of the density gradient is

computed using the transport element method.

II. 3. THE TRANSPORT ELEMENT METHOD

Given that p is a conserved scalar described by Equation (2), the equation

governing the transport of its gradient g = Vp is:

t = - g • Vu- g x _ (8)

showing g changes due to the straining and rotation of the material lines by the

local strain field and vortlcity. If the material is exposed to a strong strain in

the direction normal to the gradient, the value of g must increase by the same

amount as the stretch in the material element. This can be seen by deriving an

equation that governs g = Igl. To do this, Eq. (8) is expanded in terms of g n,

implementing kinematical relations that describe the variations of n - g/g, the unit

normal vector to the iso-scalar line. After some lengthy manipulations (see Ghoniem

et al [6] for details), we get:

6pi 61i(t)

gi(t) = h2 -- ni(t ) (9)
1

where h2 61 &ni and 6pi is the initial density variation across the line &lii = i" '

61i, the length of the material element is given by 61i(t) = (Xi.+l-Xi_l)/2 and ni.1 i

= 0. These relations can be used to construct a scheme which is compatible with the

vortex method to compute the evolution of the density field. The density gradient

field is discretized among a number of elements which are transported along particle

paths while the gradients vary according to equation (9). Thus;

N

g(x,t) = _. gi(t) h2 f6(x- Xi(Xi,t)) (i0)
i=l

Given the location and strength of the transport elements, the scalar concentration

is computed by direct integration over the fields of the transport elements:
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N h2
s(x,t) = _ gi(t) . VO6(x_Xi(Xi,t) ) (ii)

i=l

r2
where VG6(x) = (x,y)/2n K(r/6). Note that this formulation is fully compatible

with the vortex method since all the information needed to compute the scalar

transport are already a part of the vortex computations, including all the

expressions for the Green functions. For extended derivations, discussions and

validations, see Ghoniem et al. [5,6].

III. N_ICAL SIMULATION OF THE KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY

u i

We have run computations for density ratio rp pl/02 I, 2, 3, and 4. In all

cases, the high-density fluid is on top, in the fast stream, and the low density

stream is on the bottom, the slow stream. All results were obtained with the shear

layer initially perturbed at a wavelength A= 6.6 dS using a sinewave displacement of

the vortex elements with an amplitude e m 0.01 X. This waventunber is very close to

the most unstable wavenumbers for all £he density ratios considered. The initial

vorticity and density distributions are (;aussians with standard deviation _ = dS/2.

The results of the linear analysis for this problem are shown in Figures 1 and

2. The linear growth rate of the shear layer as a function of the wavenumber is

plotted in Figure 1 for different values of r . Figure 2 shows the phase velocityp i

as a function of wavenumber for the corresponding cases. The symbols shown in the

two figures represent the results of numerical simulations. It is seen that the

maximum growth rate in ali. the cases is almost independent of the density ratio.

There is a small increase in the wavenumber of the most unstable mode with

increasing density ratio. Moreover, perturbations with longer/shorter wavenumbers

than that of the most unstable mode behave differently; they grow faster/slower as

the density ratio increases. In Figure 2, we see that the phase velocity of the

waves increaLes with density ratio. Thus, Kelvin-Helmholtz waves in a density

stratified flow are dispersive, with longer waves propagating at higher phase

speeds.

Figures 3(a) and 4(a) show the location and velocity of all the transport

elements used in the computations for r = 1 and 3 respectively and figures 3(b) andp

4(b) show the corresponding streamlines. The non-dimensional times are t= 5.5, 16.5

and 24.0. The growth of the initial vorticity perturbation leads to the roll-up of

the vorticity layer into a coherent elliptical structure that entrains all the

initial vorticity within the layer and, for rp > i, engulfs the newly generated

vorticity. Contrary to the case of r = i, the vorticity generated by baroclinicity,p

the only extra dynamic process in the density stratified flow, causes a definite

asymmetry in the developing structures, and advances the structure at a finite

velocity in the direction of the high-density stream.

Now we turn our attention to the streamline plots shown in Figures 3(b) and

4(b). A structure resembling a "cat's eye" forms due to the roll-up of the

vorticity into a single coherent structure. The maximum volume of fluid entra_ .cd
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into the structure is reached with the maximum growth of the instability, around

time t = 20 for the r = 1 case. Beyond this stage, fluid s%art to leak out of tile
0

structure and join the original free streams. The total volume of fluid within the

structure can be estimated by the value of the stream function at the co_e. The

bounding streamline of the structure is set to zero in all the cases. At t_24, the

values cf the streamfunction at the core are 2 96 and 3 26 for r = 1 and 3' ' 0

respectively. This clearly indicates the increase in total volumet[ic entrainment

into the eddy with increasing density ratio. Also, the beginning of the collapse

stage is delayed for the density stratified eddies. Thus, the vorticity generated

due to acceleration, or inertia effects, results in the formation of a stronger eddy

that can entrain more fluid and survive longer before it collapses and fluid starts

to leak out in the flow direction.

The distribution of vortex elements indicate that more light fluid is being

entrained into the structure than heavy fluid, which is shown by the presence of a

deeper tongue of lighter fluid than that of the heavy fluid. This asymmetric

entrainment has been observed in experiments [7]. We note that all these effects

are dynamic consequences of the generation of vorticity by the baroclinic torque due

to the interaction between the pressu[e field and the density gradient. Thus, we

plot the contours for the light fluid concentration and the vorticity for the two

cases in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. A clear picture of the asymmetric

entrainment is depicted in the plots of the concentration contours sho_,ing how the

motion of the eddy in the direction of the heavy fluid promotes the entrainment of

more light fluid into the core of the eddy.

The vorticity contours reveal that as the eddy grows, a layer of intense

negative Vorticity forms on the right side of the X(I/2,y,t) point while positive

vorticity is forming on the left side of the same point. The negative vorticity is

constantly being entrained into the core of the eddy while the positive vorticity

forms a "wing" on the top side of the eddy. The positive vorticity concentrated on

the top side of the eddy leads to a net positive velocity component at the center of

the eddy. Notice that the vorticity intensity is increasing in the eddy core and

this helps its coherence beyond the maximum entrainment stage.

In summary, all representations of the flow indicate that: (i) the structure

moves horizontally in the direction of the high density fluid attaining a constant

velocity beyond the linear range. Meanwhile, it moves vertically towards the light

fluid. By inspecting experimental data on a spatially-growing mixing layer,

Dimotakis [7] suggested the following formula for determining the structure

velocity:

U = (i + r sI/2 )/ ( 1 + sI/2) (12)
C U

where r and s= i/r are the velocity ratio and density ratio across the layer,u 0

respectively. This formula can be used to predict the structure velocity in a

temporal frame of reference and the resulting expression is:

Uct = 1 - 2 sI/2 / ( 1 + sI/2) (13)
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The convective velocity of the structure in the temporal frame of reference is

plotted as a function of s=i/r n Figure 7 using expression (13). The results ofP

the numerical simulations are repres(_nted by symbols. Dimotakis [7] also obtained

an empirical expression for the volumetric entrainment ratio as a function of the

density ratio and the velocity ratio in a spatial shear layer. This expression is

given as:

Ev = sI/2 (1.0 + 0.68 (I - ru)/(l + ru)) ) (14)

'Ev' is defined as the ratio of volume of fluid entrained from the heavier top

stream to that entrained from the lighter bottom stream. For a temporal shear layer

the velocity ratio, ru is close to unity and the above expression is simplified as:

E = sI/2 (15)v

This expression is plotted as a function of s=i/r in Figure 8. The symbols
p

represent the entrainment ratio estimated from the numerical simulations at a non-

dimensional time of 24.0. It is observed that the results of the numerical

simulations compare very well with the empirical results of Dimotakis.

The temporal picture of a mixing layer has been shown to be a good

representation of the forced spatially-growing mixing layer, except for the fact

that the latter exhibit one more mechanism of growth asym_?try. This mechanism is

associated with the difference in velocity across the layer which again biases the

growth towards the high speed stream.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Vortex-Transport element method has been used to study the development of

the K-H instabiliity in a density stratified shear flow. The results obtained are

validated using the linear theory in the initial stage of the growth of the

perturbation and comparisons with exnerimental and theoretical work are used to

support the results in the non-linear regime. The generation of vorticity due to

baroclinicit_ in a density stratified temporal shear layer leads to the asymmetric

development of the large scale structure and simultaneously imparts an extra

convective velocity to the eddy in the direction of the heavier stream. The

entrainment ratio and the convection velocity of the eddy calculated from the

numerical simulations compare well with experimental results. Since the entrainment

ratio is found to be a strong function of the density ratio, the effect of

baroclinicity becomes very important in studying and understanding chemical

reactions occuring in flows dominated by large scale structures. These structures

serve to entrain the reactants and bring them into contact with each other thus

promoting mixing and hence the reaction. Therefore the relative entrainment of the

respective fluids will have an in_ortant effect on the reaction.
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VORTEX SHEDDING AND MERGING
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Abstract

We describe a series of numerical simulations of a confined axisymmetric jet in which the inflow

Mach number is varied, but the geometry and properties of the gas are held fixed. Of particular

interest is how the acoustic-vortex interactions change as the inflow velocity varies from 50 to 300 m/s,

corresponding to Mach numbers from 0.15 to close to one. When the velocity is increased, the natural

instability frequency of the shear layer increases. If the gas properties and the geometry of the system

are fixed, the acoustic frequencies remain essentially the same. Thus by varying the inflow velocity,

we can examine the coupling between the acoustics and _he flow instabilities. We find that when a

dominant acoustic frequency is near the natural instability frequency, the shear layer first rolls up at

, the acoustic frequency. However, when these frequencies are very different, the shear layer rolls up at

the natural instability frequency. In all cases, the acoustic frequencies strongly affect the downstream

vortex mergings.

Introduction

A characteristic feature of the geometric configuration of many propuMon systems is an abrupt

increase in cross-sectional area. The flow separates at this location and the separated shear layer is

usually turbulent. Such transitional shear layers are characterized by large-scale coherent vortical struc-

tures. Interactions among these structures can generate acoustic waves, and the interactions themselves

can be affected by the acoustic waves imposed on the system by, for example, the geometry or outside

driving.

The geometry we are considering is shown in Figure 1. A premixed gas flows through a cylindrical

inlet into a chamber of larger diameter, and then exits through a choked nozzle at which the the flow

becomes sonic. For this system, the quarter-wave mode of the inlet is 150 Hz, the first longitudinal

acoustic frequency is 450 Hz, and the transverse acoustic frequency is 2960 Hz.

Earlier studies of the effects of acoustic forcing in this particular geometry [1-3] showed that

forcing at the first longitudinal acoustic mode of the chamber induces vortex rollup near ._,. entrance

to the chamber at the forcing frequency. However, in these simulations, the frequency of the first

longitudinal mode of the chamber was close to the initial vortex-rollup frequency observed in the

unforced calculations. Comparisons of calculations with and without forcing [3] also showed that

the predicted vortex..rollup frequencies were in good _greement with experimental observations [4].

There was also an overall low-frequency at which the entire confined flow was periodic, and this

low frequency is determined by the acoustics of the inlet [5]. The effects of independently changing

the acoustics of the inlet and the chamber have also been studied [5]. In ali of the cases simulated,

vortex rollup near the inlet-chamber junction occurs at the first longitudinal mode of the chamber.

The merging pattern of the vortices in the chamber is, however, significantly different in th._ different

cases. These merging patterns result from an interaction of phenomena occurring at the vortex-rollup
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frequency and tile frequency of the quarter-wave mode of the inlet. In ali of these studies, the inflow

velocity was kept constant at Mach number 0,153.

In this paper, we discuss the effects of increasing the Mach number of the incoming gas. We

have effected this by increasing the inflow velocity willie maintaining the same pressure and density,

thus varying the natural shedding frequency of the shear layer. This approach was taken so that the

acoustic frequencies of the system are essentially held fixed, but we can vary the shear-layer instability

frequency through changes in the velocity. Hence this study provides a way to probe the interaction

, between the acoustic frequencies and the natural instability frequencies of the system,

The Numerical Model

The numerical rnodel solves the compressible, time-dependent, conservation equatiorts for mass,

momentun_ and energy in a two-dimensional axisymmetric geometry. The algorithm used for fluid

dynamic convection is Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT) [6], a conservative, monotonic algorithm with

fourth-order phase accuracy. FCT algorithms can be constructed as a weighted average of a low-order

and a high-order finite-difference scheme. During a convective transport timestep, FCT first modifies

the linear properties of the high-order algorithm by adding diffusion. This prevents dispersive ripples

from arising, and it ensures that ali conserved quantities remain monotonic and positive. Then FCT

subtracts out the added diffusion in regions away from discontinuities. Thus it maintains a high order

of accuracy while enforcing positivity and monotonicity. With various initial and boundary conditions,

this algorithm has been used to solve a wide variety of problems in both supersonic reacting flows

[7-9] and subsonic turbulent shear flows [1,3,5,10,11].

The calculations presented below are inviscid, that is, no explicit term representing physical vis-

cosity has been included in the model. Also, no artificial viscosity is needed to stabilize the algorithm.

There is a residual numerical diffusion present which effectively behaves like a viscosity term for

short-wavelength modes on the order of the zone size. Unlike most numerical methods; however, the

damping of the short-wavelength modes is nonlinear. Thus the effects of this residual viscosity dimin-

Lsh very quickly for the long wavelength modes, which result in a high effective Reynolds number.

In the problem considered in this paper, we are primarily interested in the interaction of the acoustic

modes with large-scale vortex stFuctures, which is essentially an inviscid interaction.

The calculations reported here are essentially large-eddy simulations which model the fluid insta-

bilities leading to a transition to turbulent flow. Although a subgrid turbulence model is not explicitly

included in these calculations, the nonlinear cutoff of high-frequency modes by the FCT algorithm acts

as a subgrid model. The quL_tion of exactly how this high frequency filter acts is currently a topic of

research.

The choked outflow conditions force the flow to become sonic at the throat of the exit nozzle. At

the solid walls, the normal flux is set to zero and the pressure is extrapolated to the normal stagnation

condition. At the inflow, the pressure is allowed to fuctuate, but the mass flow rate and the inflow

velocity are specified. These conditions allow the acoustic waves to reflect without amplification or

damping at the inflow. These inflow boundary conditions could be modified to damp the acoustic

waves originating downstream. More detailed discussions and tests of the boundary conditions have

been presented in earlier papers [1,3,12].

The computational cell spacing was set up at the beginning of the cal,culation and then held fixed

in time. Fine zones were used near the entrance to the step in the larger chamber in both the radial

and axial directions. In both directions the cell sizes gradually increased away from the dump plane.
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The effecLq of nunlerical resolutior_ were checkL_l by con'_paring calculations with different grids and

these results have been reported elsewhere [1,3,12]. In the calculations described in this papeb a 60 x

120 grid is used.

Results and Discussion

The numerical simulations prL_dict values of the density, momentum, and energy for each of the

computational cells as a function of time. From this information, we can selectively generate the various

physical diagnostics. In this presentation, we use the Fourier analysis of local, time-dependent velocity

fluctuations at various locations in the 'flow and instantaneous velocity streamlines to provide flow

visualization. Streamlines are a useful visual diagnostic of the structure of the flow and they also allow

us to correlate and track the coherent structures and their mergin patterns.

Inflow Mach Number 0.31, An Intermediate Value

The series of instantaneous velocity streamlines shown at intervals of 1000 tirnesteps in Figure 2

show that vortex shedding occurs at approximately every 2000 timesteps, corresponding to a frequency

of about 1330 Hz, and two of these merge at about every 4000 timesteps, corresponding to a frequency

of about 665 Hz. Figure 2 also shows vortices growing by entraining the surrounding fluid and merging

with other vortices. For example, the vortex shed at step 12,3,000 grows by entraining the surrounding

fluid before it merges with another vortex.

Because it is difficult to determine the vortex shedding and merging frequencies from streamlines

shown at every 1000 timestep intervals, it is useful to look at fluctuations of the physical variables

such as pressure or velocity to determine the more global features of the flow more precisely. Figure 3

shows Fourier analyses of velocity fluctuations at two locations close to the step. At the distance

0.57 D downstream, there is one dominant line, 1380 Hz, which is the passage frequency of vortices

at this location and also corresponds to the vortex-shedding frequency of the shear layer at the step.

At the distance 1.63 D, the strongest line is at 690 Hz, the first st_bharmonic of the vortex-shedding

frequency and the passage frequency of the larger vortex formed b v the first merging of vortices that

occurs upstream. Therefore, based on these Fourier analyses and on the instantaneous streamlines,

we conclude that vortex shedding occurs with a frequency of about 1380 Itz and these vortices merge

within 2 D at a frequency of about 690 Hz.

In these simulations, the momentum thickness is 0.106 cre. Using this thickness and a frequency

of 1380 Hz, the Strouhal number is 0.015. In laboratory experiments [13], an initially laminar shear

layer rolls up at Sre = 0.012 when the theoretical value is 0.017 [14]. From this analysis, we estimate

that the natural instability frequency of the shear layer in the simulations is 1380 Hz.

Vortex mergings further downstream become highly erratic. Occasionally a merging is seen at

450 Hz, but mergings are also seen at 442, 295, 884, 662, and 531 Hz. The frequency of 884 Hz is close

to the passage frequency following the first vortex-merging, 690 Hz, and the 662 and 531 Hz lines are

beat frequencies between this and the quarter wave mode frequency of the inlet, 150 Hz. The 442 and

295 Hz lines are close to the first longitudinal frequency of the charnber and a beat frequency between

the inlet and chamber frequencies.

In summary, the first vortex roll-up and merging behaves as if the jet is free and rolling up at

_- the natural instability frequency of the shear layer. Vortex mergings in most of the chan_ber occur at

frequencies resulting from the interaction between the vortex shedding frequency and its subharmonics

and the dominant acoustic frequencies of the system.
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Inflow Mach Number 0.15, A Low-Speed Case

In tills case, the natural instability frequency is 700 Hz and because this is considerably closer to

the acoustic frLKtuency of 450 Hz, we expect some coupling between the two. The Fourier analyses of

velocity fluctuations st_own in Figure 4a at 0.98 D from the step shows that 450 Hz is the dominant fre-

quency but that there are also weaker lines at 550 Hz and at 150 Hz. Streamlines of this system confirm

that vortex shedding no longer occurs at one frequency. In contrast to the case higher Mach-number

case discussed above, here the acoustics influence the vortex shedding process: there is sl'_edding at

three frequencies, two acoustic frequencies, 450 and 150 Hz, and at a beat frequency, 550 Hz. lt appears

that the acoustic mode has suppressed the natural mode.

The Fourier analyses of velocity fluctuations shown in Figures 4b and c are at two locations further

downstream in the chamber between which frequent vortex mergings are observed. Two dnminant

frequencies in the spectra are 150 and 300 Hz, frequencies close to etther acoustic frequencies of the

system or beat frequencies of acoustic modes. At 1.97 D, there is no distinguishable line at 450 Hz but

the 300 and 400 H,z beat frequencies appear and the inlet frequency, 150 Hz, is still strong. The 400 Hz

line is a beat between one of the shedding frequencies, 550 Hz, and the 150 Hz mode. Even further

downstream at 3.04 D, only the 150 and 300 Hz lines remain strong.

Note that in a slightly different calculation that was made for a case in which the natural instability

frequency was equal to the first longitudinal mode, the 450, 300, and 150 Hz lines dominate and the

beat frequencies are not seen. These conditions were created in the calculation by changing the natural

shedding frequency by adjusting the shear-layer thickness.

In contrast to the previous case with a higher Mach number and larger separation between the

acoustic and natural frequencies, now vortex shedding takes place primarily at the first longitudinal

mode of the chamber. The trend illustrated by this case is consistent with the conclusions of a paper

describing a case for which the two frequencies essentially equal [3]. In both that and the case de-

scribed here, the acoustics played an important part in determining the frequency of the first vortex

rollup. When the frequencies were very close, the effect was even stronger and beat frequencies were

suppressed.

Mach Numbers above 0.60

Figure 5 shows the Fourier of velocity fluctuations for the case of Mach number 0.61, corresponding

to an inflow velocity of 200 m/s. Close to the step, at 0.57 D, the dominant frequency is 2960 Hz, which

is close to the transverse acoustic frequency and natural vortex-shedding frefluency of 2v60 Hz. At 1.3 D,

the dominant frequency is 1360 Hz, the passage frequency of the first vortex merging. Thus, near the

step, the flow is qualitatively similar to that seen in the first case when Mach number was 0.31. In both

cases, vortex shedding occurs at the natural shedding frequency and an initial vortex merging occurs

within 1.5 D from the dump plane. However, the spectra are noisier and there are other frequencies

almost equally as strong that appear as the flow becomes more and more compressible.

Figures 5b and c, velocity-fluctuation spectra at two and three diameters downstream, show three

dominant frequencies: 430, 580 and 730 Hz. These are close to either acoustic frequencies of the system

or beat frequencies of acoustic modes at 150 Hz and 450 Hz. There are also fluctuations at 1360 Hz

corresponding to the passage frequency of the first merged vortex.

As in the first case considered, the downstream spectra are very noisy and there are many frequen-

cies that usually correspond to beat frequencies between the acoustic and natural instabilitity mc_tes.
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The vortex shedding and the first vortex merging are not affectext by the acoustics of the system for

these high-speed flows. In simulations for even higher Mach numbers, for example, 0.90, the same

trend appears, and there is even less order in the spectra far from the step.
I

Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented numerical simulations of vortex shedding and merging in an

chamber whose flow is fed by a relatively long channel and choked at the exit. The purpose of the

paper was to examine the effects on the structure and merging patterns in the flow by varying the

inflow Mach numbers, while keeping fixed the acoustics of the system, the therraodynamtc properties

of the gas, and the momentum thickness of the shear layer. The effect then was to vary the natural

instability frequency of the shear layer by varying the velocity of the flow. Flow velocities ranging

from 50 to 300 m/s were considered, which corresponded to Mach numbers ranging from 0.15 to 0.90.

The calculations show complex interactions among the natural instability frequency of the shear

layer at the inlet of the chamber a.nd the acoustic frequencies of both the inlet and the chamber. For the

highest Mach number cases, vortex shedding occurs at the natural instability frequency of the shear

layer and the first vortex merging occurs at the first subharmontc of the shedding frequency. That is,

the shear layer near the inlet to the chamber (within about 1.5 D) is not affected significantly by the

acoustics of the system. This is perhaps because the dominant acoustic frequencies of the system are

significantly lower than the shear-layer instability frequency and its first ._ubharmonic. However, even

for these two cases, the acoustic frequencies of the system do affect the vortex dynamics downstream

from the step. The dominant low-frequency oscillation observed in earlier simulations [1,3,5] did not

appear at high Mach number, probably because the chamber is not long enough to accomodate the

mergings which are required to attain low frequencies from the high vortex-shedding freq,'_encies.

At low Mach number, the acoustic frequencies are more Important. For Mach number 0.15, vortex

shedding occurred primarily at the first longitudinal frequency of the chamber, which is similar to

previous nunlerical simulations [1,3,5]. For this case and for the earlier simulations, the first longitudinal

mode frequency is close to the natural instability frequency of the shear layer, and the acoustic mode

of the inlet remains important.

From this series of calculations, we conclude that the shear layer in a confined chamber rolls up

at either its natural instability frequency or at a dominant acoustic frequency of the system, if that

frequency is nearly equal to or greater than the natural instability frequency. In all the simulations, the

acoustic frequencies strongly affect the vortex mergings occurring within the chamber.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the axisymmetric configuration described in the simulations. Flow through a
long inlet cylinder exits into an axisymmetric, confined chamber. The flow exit is a choked, annular
region. The initial chamber pressure is 188 kPa.
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Figure 2. Sequence of instantaneous velocity streamlines for inflow Mach number 0.31,showing vortex
shedding and merging near the step in the chamber.
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Figure 3. Frequency spectra of velocity fluctuations in the shear layer at two locations r_ear the step in
tile chamber for Mach 0,31 flow,

Figure 4. Frequency spectra of velocity fluctuations in the shear layer at three locations in the chamber
for Mach 0,15 flow,
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Figure 5, Frequency spectra of velocity fluctuations in the shear layer at four locations in the chamber
for Mach 0.61 flow,
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EXTENSION OF SECOND.MOMENT TURBULENCE MODELS

IN CASES WITH LARGE DENSITY NON-UNIFORMITY

Jordan M, Maclnnes

M,A,E, Dept,, Princeton University

Princeton, NJ 08544

ABSTR A CT

The paper provides an assessment of the turbulence modeling of incompressible non-

reacting flows and focuses on the main physical processes associated with the density

non-uniformity in such cases, Experimental evidence from plane mixing layers under

various conditions is used to deduce some controlling mechanisms and to arrive at a

proposed modeling to represent those mechanisms,

Introduction

Maclnnes [1985] made an extensive examination of the modeling of each term in 'he

exact transport equations for the second moments. The performance of the models was

judged in comparison with data from self-preserving non-reacting and incompressible flows

with sustained density gradients resulting from either a variation in molecular weight or a

large temperature variation in gas flow. Each of the cases considered showed behavior which

the standard models failed to capture even qualitatively, After assessing the possible

influence of each of the terms in the moment equations associated with density non-

uniformity, it could be firmly concluded that none of these terms could help to explain the

experiments.

A more promising prospect for bringing agreement with the experiments was found to

lie in the modeling of the dissipation rates of both the turbulence kinetic energy and the

scalar property variance. New terms may reasonably be introduced into the modeled dissipa-

tion rate equations to represent the effects of density non-uniformity, The focus of the

paper is on the new terms in the dissipation equations. Before discussing the dissipation

modeling, a brief overview of the key experimental evidence is given, followed by a sum-

mary of how density non-uniformity enters into the second-moment modeling generally.
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Guiding experiments

There are few reports of measurements in flows with large density non-uniformity that

are at the same time sufficiently simple to provide solid guidance in the modeling. Obtaining

good measurements in flow with variations in both velocity and density is extremely difficult.

It is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that only three, e_perimental studies are directly help-

ful in developing models and that each has settled on measuring just the mean field quanti-

ties. The first two, Brown and Roshko [1974] at_d Rebollo [1973], employ the same

apparatus at Caltech to study the plane turbulent mixing between helium and nitrogen gas

streams. The der'_ity ratio between the two gas streams is 1:7 and various velocity ratios are

tested.

Two cases axe representative of the basic phenomena observed throughout the various

data sets. The case measured by Rebollo in which the low-density helium flows at about

three times the speed of the nitrogen shows two striking features: the rate of spreading of

the mean velocity profile is about 25% greater than for the uniform-density mixing layer (in

this case the value used for the uniform-density limit is that measured in the same rig for

nitrogen mixing with air) and the turbulent Schmidt number drops from around 0.6 to 0.7 in

the uniform density mixing layer to around 0.2. These observations are reinforced by the

other case reported in Brown and Roshko in which the helium stream is the slowest moving

of the two, having only about one third the speed of the nitrogen stream. Here, the spread-

ing rate drops by about 30% relative to the uniform density case and the Schmidt number

increases to around 0.8. These results are summarized in Table 1 for reference since they

are the central guiding facts in the present study.

A third and much different flow case is considered in Maclnnes [1985]. Mean tempera-

ture distributions in a highly heated plane thermal mixing layer were measured with a fine-

wire thermocouple probe. The flow is formed by passing a hot and an ambient air stream

through a turbulence grid and allowing mixing to proceed beyond the grid. The mean velo-

city is uniform and hence no important augmentation of the turbulence energy created in the

vicinity of the grid can occ,_r.

Measurements in three cases of density ratio between the two streams are reported:

1.03, or approximately uniform density, 1.26, and in the case of greatest heating 1.95. The

results for the thermal layer growth are shown in Figure 1. The data are plotted so that the

virtual origins coincide (theoretical considerations dictate that the layer width increase as the

one-hag power of the downstream distance). The striking feature displayed by the data is an

- increase in the growth rate of the layer width with density differential. In the case with

medium heating the layer width is 23% greater than with passive heating, in the case of max-

imum heating it is 43% greater. From the latter increase one can infer an approximate dou-

bling of the turbulent diffusivity level.
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Modeling

A turbulence model intended for application in combusting and compressible flow must

be capable of simulating the gross effects outlined above. This section presents a brief over-

view of second-moment level modeling highlighting the possible roles that density non-

uniformity could play.

In variable density flows the most common method of decomposing the instantaneous

variables is to use density-weighted means for ali variables except pressure and the density

itself. As is widely known, this approach leads to equations which are nearly identical in

form to the uniform-density ones, but written in terms of the density-weighted quantities.

The simplicity of the equations is often construed as a sign that density-weighting is the

"natural" way to form averages and models developed in uniform-density flows are com-

monly translated into a variable-density form by simply replacing the standard un-weighted

mean quantities with the weighted ones. However, no solid justification has been given for

such a scheme.

The other approach of using standard mean values is adopted here; as it was in

Maclnnes [1985]. Of course, the two decompositions are equivalent expressions of the con-

servation laws and modeling developed under one decomposition scheme can in principle be

converted to the other scheme.

In the following, attention is restricted to flows which are steady in the mean as this

allows simplification in presentation and is applicable to ali experimental cases considered.

The mean equations for momentum, scalar, and mass conservation are

O(pUj+p'uj)Ui De Opuiuj+p'uiUj+p'uiuj

_gxj _xi _xj

Mm

O(pUj+p'uj)C Opujc+p'c Uj+p'cuj
= - (1)

Oxj Oxj

3pUj+p'uj = 0
Oxj

C is the mean value of the scalar quantity and c denotes its fluctuation about the mean.

Generally, upper case letters designate the mean while lower case letters designate the

fluctuation. An exception is made for Greek letters in which case the fluctuation is desig-

nated by a 0rime, eg 9 is mean density, p' is the fluctuation about the mean. As a result of
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density fluctuations an additional four correlations enter the set of mean equations joining

the two, uiu j and ujc, found in uniform density.

Maclnnes [1985] reports the influence of including the triple moments which occur in

equations (1) and finds only minor alterations to the calculated mean profiles and turbulence

quantities in the shear flows examined. Note that the mass flux p'uj appearing in the con-

vection terms is important in the direction transverse to the main flow direction since then

the mean velocity is small. (In the thin flows considered here p'uj does not need to be

explicitly introduced into the calculations, as it can be eliminated using mass continuity.)

The models for UiU j and ui c employed are at what is termed second-moment level.

This means that the second moments are found by solving modeled versions of their exact

transport equations. I:Jigher moments are modeled with at most algebraic formulas. To

sketch briefly what is involved in modeling the second moments the exact form of the uiu j

equation will be considered.

b(pUk+p'uk)uiuj

bx k = Pq- Peij + _ij + Di.i (2)

where the terms on the right-hand side represent the terms providing production, dissipa-

tion, pressure smearing, and diffusion of the uiu j components, respectively. These are

_bUj bUi

Pq = -(puiuk _xk +pujuk _xk )

_gUj bU i _r__.bU ; _ bU i

+u(p

,Su___.L_ , bui
PEiy = -'Cik bX k Xjk _X k

bui _guj
*it = P ('-ff2"-'_+ -ftU) (3)

1_ w J

Dq = bx k (PUiU.iuk +PUiSjk +PU.i_)i_-ui'Cjk -uj'r, ik")

b

-- _X--_(p'UiUjUk-p'UkUiUj+ Uk p'UiUj)
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There are a number of new terms relating to interactions with the me0n flow incorporated in

Pij. These turn out to be less than about 10% compared with the main terms and do not

play an important role. The pressure correlation may be analyzed using the quasi-isotropic

model(QIM) of Naotetal[1973] and developed in Launder et al [1975], The pressure

fluctuation is represented in terms of mean and fluctuating velocity (and density) using the

solution to its Poisson equation formed from the fluctuating part of the momentum equa-

tion. Substitution for p in 00ii leads to an integral expression involving two-point correla-

tions. The QIM amounts to assuming the two-point correlations to have properties strictly

true only in isotropic turbulence but allowing the one-point limit to be anisotropic.

Maclnnes [1985] has examined the QIM path with regard for density fluctuation and has

derived the series of new terms which are implied. Test calculations show that, much as the

non-uniform density Pij terms make little impact on the calculations, the refinements in _ij

modeling are not very important in the flows considered. One indication of that study, how-

ever, seems to be that the practice of translating the pressure models by just rewriting them

in terms of density-weighted variables, Jones [1980], is probably acceptable. The extra QIM

terms are incorported into the density-weighted averages.

The diffusion terms, Dij, are unlikely to hold much sway over the calculated UiU j. Even
l

in uniform density flows of the thin, unidirectional sort examined here these terms are of lit-

tle importance, lt is interesting, however, to note the appearance of a quadruple moment.

Vandromme and Kollmann [1982] introduced modeling for the quadruple moments to

account for the quite steep gradients in second moments in calculations of the Caltech mix-

in g layers.

None of the effects due to density non-uniformity mentioned up to this stage proves to

have much effect on either the calculated rate of spread or the Schmidt number level in a

mixing layer. The values calculated will be essentially those which are calculated with uni-

form density. One must evidently turn to modeling the dissipation rates of UiU j and c 2 in

order to capture the observed behavior. It is reasonable to expect e.ii to be isotropic since

the eddy sizes in which this term is important are far removed from the small wave number

spectra where the mean flow gives the turbulence an orientation• Thus, ei.i=2/3ESij may be

used, leaving only e together with ec, the dissipation rate of c 2, to be found.

Dissipation rate modeling

Rather than model the actual dissipation process one models the process by which the

large scale motions are converted, by stretching, into smaller and smaller scales, to the point

where molecular dissipation becomes important, lt is the spectral tr_sfer which must be

described by the model and not the actual dissipation associated with sharp velocity gradients
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or scalar gradients.

Model transport equations for c and ec are constructed by using invariant parameters

depending on the mean field variables and the turbulence correlations. For c

_(pUj+ p'uj)_. 1_2

bxj = PT Wt + O(e) (4)

where D (e) represents the rate of change of e due to diffusion processes and is usually

modeled using a gradient diffusion hypothesis. The crucial element of the model is the

dimensionless source/sink function WE. This term should naturally act to increase the dissi-

pation rate (spectral transfer rate) when turbulence generation increases but to decrease it as

the dissipation rate grows. The form commonly used to represent these effects is

The '0' superscript on WEemphasizes that this is a model for uniform density flow. The

same sort of approach can be used to develop an equation for Ec. More terms enter into the

WEcfunction since the spectral transfer of scalar fluctuation depends not just on the scalar

fluctuation processes of generation and dissipation but also on the same parameters that

make up Wr since scalar fluctuations depend on the state of the turbulent motions. Such an

equation has been developed by Newman et al [1981] and is being used in this study.

In order to extend the model to include density effects one must consider the possible

ways in which the density non-uniformity might affect the way turbulent eddies are

stretched. There appear to be two main influences. The first is associated with the presence

of density fluctuation, even when mean gradients of density are locally absent. The idealized

picture is in Figure 2. Solid and open circles represent heavy and light elements of fluid

respectively. In Figure 2a the elements are shown evenly distributed in a region of the fluid.

Imagining now that the fluid in this region is in rotational motion, caught up in an eddy

motion, the heavy elements will be forced through centrifugal action to the outer regions of

the eddy, the light ones to the center, as illustrated in Figure 2b. With the mass concen-

trated on the outer rim of the eddy the angular speed must decrease in order for angular

momentum to be conserved. The slower eddy rotation causes a reduction in induced lift and

the consequent stretching of the eddy, which in effect means the eddy will be stabilized. The

result is reduced transfer of energy to smaller-scale eddies. This process can be used to

explain the observed higher levels of turbulent transport in the thermal mixing layer experi-

ments, the density non-uniformity acting to reinforce the turbulent motions against erosion
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into smaller scale motions.

The second effect is more global in nature, having to do with mean spatial variation in

density. When a large eddy is aligned with its rotation axis perpendicular to the mean den-

sity gradient, the eddy is influenced by centrifugal forces in a rather more complicated way.

Again, an idealized picture is useful to understand what results. Figure 3 shows an eddy

region in which high density fluid and low density fluid mutually entrain (the density gra-

dient, which is downwards, is perpendicular to the axis of the eddy motion which is out-

ward). At the interfaces between the two fluids there will be either a stable or an unstable

balance depending on the curvature, In the illustration, sections of the interface subject to

destabilization are indicated by an irregularly drawn line while stabilized interface is desig-

nated with a smooth line. Since the largest eddies will be most prone to this effect, the indi-

cation is that the eddy will be destabilized and broken down into small scale motions in the

low density region, while the break-down will be suppressed on the high-density side.

Correspondingly, turbulence energy should be more rapidly transferred spectrally and, hence,

dissipated in the low density region and less rapidly on the high density side. While the first

effect descTibed would always tend to increase the level of turbulence regardless of the orien-

tation of the mean density and the mean velocity gradients, the second may be expected to

lead to an overall increase or decrease in the turbulence level depending on the mean flow

conditions. Hence, the second effect may be able to account for the opposite result found in

the Caltech mixing layers when the density gradient is reversed.

Many possible terms can be imagined with which to represent the above effects in the

WEand the gtE, functions. All terms appear to be of two main types as far as their behavior

in boundary layer type flows is concerned. One type of term maintains the same sign across

the entire layer and corresponds to the first effect. The other type reverses sign and could be

used to represent the second effect. For the purposes of initial explorations, a model com-

posed of two terms which are the most convenient from a computational point of view are

chosen to represent the two effects in the WE functions. The new terms

k 3 k 3 2p 2

V_9- Cpl O--_-E2(_--_---)2-t- Cp2 (6)c3xi pc2 c3xi2

are added to _o to represent the two processes.This additive function has been used with the

same coefficient values CO1 and CO2 in both the e and Ec equations in calculations of the

Caltech mixing layers, lt was found that the coefficients could, indeed, be selected to bring

perfect agreement with the observed layer growth rates in the two cases. The second term

produced a greater spreading rate in one case than in the other, though as the gap widened

the spreading rates of both cases were underpredicted. The first term was needed to increase
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the growth rate in both cases in order to bring agreement with the experiments, The

Schmidt number, on the other hand, is predicted as before -- nearly equal to the uniform-

density value in both cases. This indicates that the coefficients need to be selected indepen-

dently for thee and the Ee equations, This step has yet to be taken.

Summary

An overview of the second-moment modeling of non-uniform density but incompressi-

ble turbulent flows has been made, giving strong support for modifying the dissipation rate

equations. Two mechanisms whereby the density non-uniformity influences the spectral

transfer rates have been described and corresponding addition terms in the dissipation rate

equations representing these mechanisms have been presented. The limited amount of test-

ing which has at present been completed indicates the model can bring agreement with the

observed spreading rates of mixing layers. However, it cannot be determined whether the

observed variation of the turbulent Schmidt number can be accounted for by the model until

tests are carried out in which the model coefficients in the scalar and kinetic energy dissipa-

tion equations are adjusted independently.
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Table 1. Experimental findings in variable density mixing layers.

(Subscript '0' indicates uniform density value.)

dS19
d819/( Sct/SCtoCase Pa OB UA /UB _ T)0

I 7.0 0.38 1.25 0.31

II 7.0 2.63 0.71 1.23

10 --

8 -- PA/Pa

6 - 1.95
i

1_19 f,,. 1.26

4 -- 1.03

f
2 "--

1 I l........I J {
20 40 60 80 100 200

(x j-x 1o)/M

Figure 1. Thermallayer growth for three density ratios. M is the distance between grid wires

and x{0 is the virtual origin of the thermal layer.
t
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Centrifuge mechanism operating in non-uniform density turbulence. Uneven dis-

tribution of density in fluid caught up in an eddy motion leads to heavy elements of fluid (0)

concentrating at the rim of the eddy leaving light elements of fluid (0) in the center.
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Heavy Fluid

Figure 3. An idealized eddy that has its rotation axis perpendicular to the direction of mean

density gradient. Light and heavy fluid mutually entrain, as shown, producing stabilization

or destabilization at the interface.
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"INSTANTANEOUS VF,I,OC_]TY PROFII,i_S ANl) I)EN,q [TY GROSS 81,;CTI()NS
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PRINCETON UNIVF,RS 1.TY

Princeton, New Jersey 08544

ABST|_ACT

A new method of nonintrusivo diagnostics in air based on vibrational excltatlon of

oxygen, laser-induced fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering, is applied to a

supersonic axisymmetric free Jet and a supersonic Mach 3 boundary layer to getmrate

[nstantanequs velocity proflles and density cross sections, The velocity profit.es

giw,. a quantitative measure of the velocity across the Jet at any 1.ocation

clownstream of the nozzle exit, Numerous such images are taken at several

locations to generate average velocity profiles as well as turbulence intensity and

axial velocity correlations across the turbulent free shear layer, Simultaneous

Rayleigh scattering gives a two-dimensional cross section of the density, In the

boundary layer, Rayleigh scattering is used to generate instant:aneous density cross

sections , two -dimensional density correlations, and probability density

distribution functions of the density, This new measurement technique introduces a

promising method to make quantitative comparisons with computational models,

DISCUSSION

Our newly developed capability of writing lines into air flows (I) gives us a

unique tool for measuring instantaneous w_locity profiles and determining the

statistics of the turbulent f].ow in shear layers, Lines are tagged and

interrogated by Raman Excitation and Laser-Induced Electronic Fluorescence

(RELIEF), Vibrational tagging occurs during a lO nsec interval by simultane.ously

passing two high-power pulsed laser beams colinearly through the f]ow region,

These beams are separated l.n frequency by the vibrational frequency of oxygen and,

consequently, write a line of vibrationally excited oxygen by stimulated Raman

excitation, Since the oxygen molecules are excited to the same rotational state

[rom which t:hey came, there is virtually no heating associated with this tagging

IIIC_-C tl a 11 [. s 111.

The. vibratt.onal If.retiree. of oxygen is in excess of." 1.00 tzsec in aztr, so the line

[)OlTsJ.st.s in the flow unt:il :It: l.s interrogated by Iaser- iil(h.tced el.ec.t:rontc

f]uorescence using a far UV argon-fluoride laser, The interrogatt.on also occurs

ow.'r approxlmat:ely 10 nsec, and tha f].uorescc'nce is Imaged w:lth a tltgh-sc,nsl, tz:lvlty

video camera. The displacement oi: the 1111_._ br:tweeri tagging and tnt:errogatton
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gI,,,_:_.u a (ILiaI1tLt:at:I.vo 111oastlro oC el]i, volo(:It:y pl.oi!llo, l i_ 1:11(._I11tl_1.1,()gaI 1111,, la:;(,l.

I,*; L_xpmulod l.nt:o a t:hln street of Light pnu_llng tllt'(_@l t,llr_ fl.ow I:l_,ld, I:llc,, I(uylolfill

.q('_'ltt;o|,'ill_j eall bo sillRllt;llll_._oll_]y illffL[_O(J to [_lvo LI t:wo-dl.m._miolml, ero_,_z .u(_(_t:lu_ .l:

t.tio d_,lU:l[ ty,

Two (_.xp(ll:llll_l-les al:o l:epol_tod iii t:ill, s papist, The [_tYSe i._l t.}lO lll(:ttl,qttl?(_IIIOll[_ o[:

voloc.lt'y profiles, turbulone, o Iilt:onsitl._ls, alld coi:l:olat:tons t.n tzlael I_rot_ .,.ilaclnt' layc, v

c_t;' till tilidoroxpandod smlic jet, 'l'h,, _eeond o>:pclr:l.ulc_nt _how.,._ pl:(_l.tlnl.liary

Illtla.qul:OlilOlll:s oi! donst, ty cross scott.one in a Maei_ 3 supm.'_lontc bm.mdary l.ayol:, Work
I

c,n vc:locit'y tagging in tlm boundary layer J.s currently ttlldorway, alld i:I not;

trml.udod I.n t:tlis paper,

A d:lagrmn of the underoxpand(ad supersonic Jot is shown in Fig, 1., This .ice wa¢.l rml

wl.th a pressure ratio of 10,2 to 1 into a mm atmosphere chamber, leacl:l.llg to a

ina×l.,,,um Mach number of. 4,06 at tlm Mach dJ.;lk, and a maxJ.ulUm flow voloetty of (,21

mot'(,r,i/qec, Tabio I shows tlm computed velocity, prtassure, tmnporaturo, Mach

immbc, r, and density as a function of distance from the orift.eel (_), 'l'lae, ovl. l/tca

was 0,35 mm in diameter (.25"), and the Mach disk was loeati:_d approximutell.y two

orifice diameters downstream of the exit, Figure 2 shows the image oI_ a singl.o

line which was written across the supersonic sxpansion 2 /;soc boforn tlm picture

was takt_n, The line was written approximately 2 ,mn upstream of the Mach disk,

whl.ch can be s_en in the figure duo to the largo difference in Rayleigh scatt.ering

associated with the change in density, Other features incltlding the rofl.o.c,tod

ahock, the barre.1 shook, and tlm ttirbul.ent fr_o shear layer are al.so apparorlt In

this t."i etl I."tl,

By pl.acing a far UV-blocking filter over the camera, only the fluorescence from tli¢_

marked llne i.s visible, Figure 3 in a close-up view of four separate i.mag(_s

showing four examples of the instantaneous t:urbulenl" struettu:o, By observing

hundreds of such image.s, the avel:ag(_ vc_loctty proftlo and tlm turbulence t.ntntmt, ty

across the free slmar layer can be determined, Furthermore, st.nc'a each t.tldt.vl.dual

:l.mage contains tlm instantaneous proft.le of the axial, v(ll.c)etty cOlnl)oimnt: , tllc:;ic,

images may be uso.d to find the correlation of:' tlm axl.al, w_l.oeitt.os across tlm 1;1'(_o

::;lloar layer, Figure 4 SliOWS Cim eo,lpueod voloctt:y prot/tl.a, turbu.l.l_Ime l.llI{,llt.tlty,

_lla(I l;ht: coirrolat:l.ori wl. th the axial veloc:l. Sy at t:.he coritel; ot! l:llo 15i.'c,o slloai." layer,

l,'l.gtiro 5:1._; ii colliposiI;/_ ii/dicat:t.llg t'.ho [!,rowth oi7 l:ho [l:(_c: sliOal_ ]ay(_l" a;; tl ["ttli(,.l;l(lil

oi: t:llo d]._ttallC'.o froln tlm nozzl.e (._xit to the blac'tl disk, I!]a<:ll t ilt-l(_l fsliows; t llll

[;tllTIJtlJCIl-lCJO |.rleoilsity tiild t:ho tr_ll'_SV{_I:SO cOlTl._(;].lil.:ioll (ii!' tlm ax:l.a]. (:(llllllilil(_lll. o[ t:llc_

velc, clty, I,'il_ur(_ 6 shows a plot: oil tlm wtdtli {.)f t.llo .,_llcilil:' ].tiyol7 vor.<itit:i (l[.,ql.aii{'(_
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Ex'om the exit, and I;'I.6,'I,,]hoLesthe normalized J.v_t:egrallength sc_'.al.et:ilkenI;ro,lt.ho

c'orrel.at[on:Jas a fuiictlon of dlstt|lIce from the exit, The velocJ,t:y alo_g t:hc_

eelltC_ItlJ.rleof tile jet was also IllC_asured,and FJ,g, 8 _Jl_owsa plot of t:hc._ine_itirc_cl

cc:r_t:c_|:velr_citi.es compared with the computed valuers (2), The velocity uncc_rtt|l.I|ty

, I.l_t:his figure i.s caused by in_.iccut.'acic_sin thc_ inea.:3uremcntof the line posl.t::loi-_

clue, largely, to the finite resolution of the camera, The |)es]Lion uncertainty

reflects the all.stance the line moved between tagging and interrogation,

L-'roli,_inaryilleasurelilent:swere also made in a the boundary layer of a small Mach :_

wind tunn_l facility, A ti||le-frozen Rayleigh scattering cross section of that

bouI_dary layer is shown :In Fig, 9, The brightness is a direct |v|oasuremorltof the

density, The: density is lowest n&ar the wall where the temperature is high, and

highest in the free strealn where the temperature is low, The flow is from right to

].oft, the Reynold es number is 15,000 based on the boundary layer ino,lentum

thickness, and Lhc boundary layer is 5 mm thick, Many such images can be combined

to geiIe|:ate the average density variation, and the spatial fluctuations of the

density can be correlated to generate a two-dimensional density correlation

function which shows the shape and extent: of the turbulent structure, l_igure i0

shows three correlations in the boundary layer where the correlation points have

been chosen at a y/_ of 0,4, 0,6, and 0,8. High brightness indicates strong

correlations and the dark lines indicate constant correlation contours, Note that

the angle of the correlation at y/_ - 0.4 agrees with the structure angles measured

by hot wire probes (3),

By changing the wind tunnel orientation, a plan form view of the boundary layer can

also be taken at selected heights above the wall, Figure Ii shows the picture of a

plan form view at a y/6 of 0,6, Since the brightness is a measure of the density,

a probability density distribution function of the density can be created from each

plan form image, The variation of that probability density distribution function

with distance from the wall is shown in Pig, 1.2, An expanded view at y/_ = 0,6 is

showi_ I.nFig, ].3, These curves are similar to the probability dens]oy distribution

of mass-flux fluctuations measured by Hayakawa et al, (4) in a similar flow, giving

indlroct support to the Strong Reynolds Analogy, In Fig, 14 a 16° angle w_;dge has

bc_.c;npl.aced J._ the flow to show the dynaml,cs of shoekwave boundary ]._._y_r

In t:.c:ract-Ioiis,

Work .Is._cu|:ru|_t].y uiicLorway t:o I_etter qU'ant:iI:.'ythe probabl.lity deI_sl,ty f_mct:iol_s oi!

lI_, d_,n:;it:yas wt:Ii,as t-II_.:ck:_,_l.t.:ycorreJ.atic_n,,J,l_y marking ll.r_esJ.n t:hc_bou_dary

lay_:_rwc_ a l.,,.;oe',.:pc_c,I:to I)o abl.c:to see t:he corrol.ation l)c.:tweenve].ocicy Illld clef]si.Oy
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l.Itmt:uatlc_rm, By c'ros,,-JlIu;t:hc_tap_,.l.Iu,,l.a_or herons-z,smal.l Ic_ot:bzll].-Shal_C_dvol.umc,

UI ulllOlIl:_ Cflll bo WF].L: toll .IxlL:o thu l_].ow and ti'ac:kc:d to g I v(._ tlli'c:_u., cl ilnC,.ll_,lI.oll;i 1.

vel.ocl, ty arid rort.]city voctor,q, Wo OXlmCt that Cim dow_].opmc_llt: of! tl,l.s _,:w

t:_,chlil.cluc-_w:l.].1open tlm cloor t:ovolumotrlc lli£_aSLtrOlllOlIt,qoi both ].oW-Sl_C-_edand high-

.up c_o d .F.]. ows,
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TABLE I

CENTERLINE PAR/_ETERS (C_dXIUI_TKD)

Po - ].,03 x 106 pascal (1.50 psia), To - 250 K,

Pambient" ].,01 X 105 pascal (14,7 psla),
Exit Dl.ametor - 6.35 mm (.25")

LOCATION VELOCITY PRESSURE TEMP. MACH DENSITY

(mm) (m/soc) (pascal.) (K) # g/ce

..........................................................................................................................................................

12/ 292 5.40 x 105 208 1 0]. 00906

2 69 433 2 02 x 1,05 1.57 1 -/2 00449

5 23 529 5 95 x 1.04 111 2 51. 00181

7 80 576 2 33 x l()4 85 3 1.3 O0096

MEASURIgMF,N'I.' LOCA'I'IOE/--]O3 604 ] 1.2 x 104 68 3 64 0()057

MACII DISK .............. 12 6 6211 6 27 x 103 !;)8 4 06 00038

IdI,',ASJURI<Idt!IN'I'LOCAT1 ON- - 1.3 5 134 ] 06 x .1.()5 24 1. 4 3 .0()1 !)3

_ ,,.,, _. , .
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Figure i, Structure of an underexpanded
sonic Jet.

_'_i_ure2. Density cross sections of an
underexpanded sonic Jet with
a llne tagged before tile Mach
disk. Flow is from bottom to

top.
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Figure 3. Composite picture oF -.::
four separate recorded images of
lines across the free shear layer
2.2 mm before the Mach disk.

Figure 5. Turbulence intensity and
velocity correlation across

the free shear layer.
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Figure 4. Measured velocity, turbulence
intensitv, and correlation

function 2.2 mm upstream of
the Nach disk.
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Figure 9. Instantaneous density cross
section of a Mach 3 turbulent boundary

layer. Flow is from right to ]eft.

10(a) I0 (b) 10(c)

Figure i0. Density correlation at y/6=0.4,
-_ 0.6, and 0.8 in a Mach 3 turbulent boundary

layer. Flow is from right to left.
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l_i_ure iL4. Shock wave/boundary layer interaction
in a Mach iJ flow with a 16 ° angle

we dge.
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Introduction

qhe mechanism of the formation of vortex streets in the wake of a bluff body can be studied by

considering the interaction of two infinite vortex sheets which are initially a fixed distance apart. This

idea was conceived by Abernathy and Kronauer [1] who, by this consideration, succeeded in explaining

essential features of the mechanism in an inviscid incompressible fluid. In this paper, we take up this

idea in order to study the formation of vortex streets in a compressible fluid at different Mach

numbers. This is done by direct numerical simulations based on the two-dimensional compressible

Navier-Stokes equations; To follow the development of the vortex sheets we combined the numeriw.,d

simulation of the flow field with a marker particle algorithm. At the beginning of our calculations the

vortex sheets are marked by a set of particles. They are advected during the calculation in a

Lagrangean fashion aex_ordingto the calculated flow field. The formation of the vortex street is then

visualized by graphically displaying these marker particles, similar to streaklines in experiments. While

in practice flows usually develop strearmvise, in our nttmerical calculations we assume two infinite

vortex sheets which are periodically disturbed in space and the results show the development of vortex

streets in time. This flow model enables us to perform large-scale computations with good resolution,

and the solution does not leave the computational domain.

It is obvious that the numerical approximation of nonlinear instabilities is a very difficult problem. Any

disturbance introduced may rapidly increase and it is a hard task to determine the meaning of

small-scale details revealed by the simulations. The main limitation of the direct simulation of

instabilities and the transition to turbulence is given by the grid. Structures which are smaller than a few

grid zones cannot be captured. Hence, either physical viscosity must be large enough to suppress

"subgrid-scale structures" or a statistiw_dtreatment of these structures must be incorporated. The second

way implies a difficult problem because numerical dissipation or dispersion acts on these _des.

Furthermore, each statistical treatment reduces the possibility of finding ex_herent structures. We

decided to adopt the first way. To obtain a clear physiw_almeaning we required in our calculations the
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following features. "Ihe numeri_tl scheme should be stable for ali invi,_id problenas which admit a

stable solution. This guarantees that mlculations with high Reynolds numbers _m Ix: performed without

intrc×tucing numerical instabilities and no physlml viscosity is consumed to stabilize tlm numerical

scheme. Nevertheless, the inherent numerMd dissipation should be one order of magnitude smaller than

the real viscous ter_m. Increasing tlm Reynolds number this requires a drastic nlesta-refinement and

large-stole computations c_anbe performed only on super-computers. If these requirements had been

,satisfied,the calculations of stable problenasproduced quite similar results for different mesh sizes.

_werni0g Equations and Numerical Method

We consider the two-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations, written in conservation form

(1) Ut + F(U)x + G(U)y = a(U)x + S(U)y, U = (,p,pu, pv, e)T

where U is the vector of the conserved variables, p is the density, u and v are the velocity components in

x- and y<tirection and e is the total energy per unit volume. The functions F(U), G(U) are the Euler

fluxes, while the functions R(U), S(L0 stand for the dissipative terms:

i ul i0 i [0 1(2) F(U) = pu_+p G(U) = puv R(U) = rl S(U) = ru/puv /' ]pvU+p ' r_ ' ra
[u(e+p)J Iv(e+p) url +vr2+q x ur2 +vr'a+qY

with

rl = (2# + A)Ux+ AVy, r:_ = lt(Uy+Vx), ra = (2lt + ,_)Vy + Aux,

qX = 7 _r ex, qY= .7_ r.y.

Here, p denotes the pressure, IZ and A are the coefficients of shear viscosity and bulk viscosity,

respectively, _ is the specific internal energy, 7 denotes the adiabatic exponent and Pr the Prandtl

number. We assume a polytropic equation of state p = (7-1)pc. Furthermore, we assume that the

vi_,_x_sitycx)efficients are constant and we use Stokes' hytmthesis A = -2/z/3.

For fluid flow at high Reynolds and Mach numbers strong gradients or shock waves may occur and the

- l__ler terms dominate the dissipative terms. In numerical calculations it is important to approximate the

Euler terms very accurately. The equations (1) should be considered as an inviscid hypert×)lic system

with a small paratx)lic perturbation. Our numeri_c_tlmeth_xt for the compressible Navier-Stokes

equations is a difference scheme based on a "High Resolution Scheme" for the Euler equations and the

usual central differencing of the dissipative terms. The high resolution _heme.s which have been

developed recently are shock-_apturing _hemes with the following properties: They are at le_Lst

second-order accurate on smc×)th parks of the flow, but they sharply resolve discontinuities without

generating spurious oscillations. The main building block is an upwind scheme which irmorlmrates into
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the numerical solution the direction of nonlinear wave propagation as given by the direction of the

characteristic, This upwind differencing establishes tile shock-capturhlg property of the scheme. '111e

high re_)lution scheme used in the _Jculations below is a MUSCL-type schenle with upwind

differencing based on the flux-vector splitting of van Leer; a detailed description is given in [4].

For high resolution schemes the discretization error is reduced to a level such that any numerically

introduced dissipative terms are very small. In a range where the vortex streets are laminar and stable

we obtained in calculations with different mesh sizes quite similar results _mdthe results seemed to

converge, when the mesh sizes tend to zero. For higher Reynolds numbers the development of the

interfacial instabilitites and the formation of the vortex street tend to a chaotic system. In the inviscid

limit convergence cannot be achieved. On a finer grid smaller structures are captured, the number of

small vortices increases and due to the different interactions of these, vortices the solutions disagree

after a short time. In this chaotic state, noise which is 'always introduced from roundoff or truncation

errors will rapidly grow, no matter what computational method is applied. Small disturbances in the

initial data produce quite different solutions. The large-scale solutions may be similar again. Hence, for

a practical problem the solution should be given in terms of statistical probabilities rather than in a

deterministic way. But what c,m we learn from deterministic calculations? These calculations provide

insight into the interaction of vortices and the mechanism of the transition to turbulence.

Two-dimensional direct simulation _n resolve very small structures which may be impossible with

three-dimensional calculations even with the next generation of supercomputers. On the other hand, if

turbulence starts in a two-dimensional vortex street, then three-dimensionality may evolve and become

important.

Numerical .R_

In the low Reynoldsnumberregime a laminar and stableKarman vortex street developsin the wake of

a bluff body.The vortices decayslowly due to viscousdissipationand no turbulent motion will exist. If

the Reynoldsnumber is increased,transition from the laminar vortex street to a turbulent wake will

start (see,e.g. [5], [6]). Abernathy and Kronauer [1] explainedthe formation of a vortex street in an

incompressiblefluid by the interaction of two sinusoidally disturbed parallel shear layers, lt is

consideredthat the bluff body has the role only to generate the shear layers. In our numerical
calculationsthe shear layers are idealized alsvortex sheets.A diagram of the initiai valuesand the

computationalregionis given in Fig. 1.A fluid flow to theright is ,separatedby a jet flowing to the left.

Density and pressureare unity in the whole don_ain,The velocity into y-direction is sinu_idally

disturbedinsidethewhole jet

(3) v0 = v0(x) = 0.1 sin(47rx) in B.

At the right-hmld and left-hand side of the computational domain we prescribed periodic boundary

conditions, at the upper and lower boundary outflow conditions. The disturbance of mode 2 a_sgiven by

(3) needs finer g_icL,;than a mode 1 disturbance, but has the adwmtage that a breakdown of periodicity

may be recognized.
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0.5 'llm l_lch and Reyn¢ids numlx_rsof the jet
0o=1,0 are det'inedby
po=1,0
ro=0,0

u=u, i. (4) M = _o ' R = 2_t!t,_A__/Ltt/_

where 2uo is the initial relative vekxzity of

ro=VolX)B the shear flow and co the _nmd velocity

,_p-_, The characteristic length A ts
chosen to lu the wavelength of the

u = u, i, perturbation : X = 0.5. Ali mlcuhttlons were

performed with 3' = 1,4 and Pr = 0.712. We

Y'L_ , will show numerie.a.l results for Reynolds
-0.5 x numbers R = 1475, 5900, 11800,59(X30.With

-0.5 0,5
increasing Reynolds number we refined the

grid from 200 x 200 to 500 x 500 grid zones.

Fig. 1:Conaputational domain and initial values Each vortex sheet is marked by 20000

Lagrange points, which are restricted to ,'t

purely passive tracer role. These Lagrange points are advected in each time step according to the flow
field. The advection velocities are determined by bilinear area weighting interpolation (.see [4]).

1 f I

I....... i.:o,4L....... _:o.8L_, _:I._

" _. _::.%.;i:,Ai:i;.<i_.,_
'"':" _:' ,.,'iI'::;'ff_'_ "1,i>_,YI

p_)_,."<<_.,;,.,,._,,,.....,,'.,,__ ..'..',,'{;.,..,.........:_,..._..,.

_'i-_'_'-!__, ,,,.:..•,:,'-'........--_>._.'.,_l_..:, '.",'",..... "_l

41Ill,, t==.o_1-tl
Fig. 2: Mach number M = 1, Reynolds number R = 1475
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At first we will present results for Mach numlx_r M -- 1, Fig, 2 shows the temt×_ral development of the

vortex sheets at Reyn_lds number R = 1475, gral)hlcgtllyvisualized by the marker particles, Initially, the

dlsttH'bance of the velocity inside the jet leads to a shmsotdal geometric disturbance of the Jet, 'llaen tt

laminar roll-up of the shear layers starts and two parallel rows of staggered vortices develop; At this

Reynolds numl_r the Karnmn w_rtex street Is stable for htrge time spans, If the Reynolds numl_er ts

increased to 5900, aditlonal secondary vortices occur during roll.up (Fig, 3), 13ut t'hey tu'e rtq_ldly

entrained and merge with the prJnutry large eddies, The overall structure of the flow Is quite slrnlhtr to

that at R = 1475, At Reynolds numtxar R = 11800 eight sn'adlvortices tw.curIn addttlon to the four big

ones. The first plot at t = 0.4 lndl_tes that, l_,;ides the growth of the slnt|soldal disturbance, i;nutll

wavelength disturbances arise and grow more rapidly them the long wavelength disturbance, 'I11esnmll

disturbances are initiated by approxtm,'ttion errors, Due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability of the shear

layer, snutll-scale errors introduced will rapidly grow, The classical llnearlzed stability analysis for the

inviscid equation predicts exponentially exploding modes, Beratuse viscosity has a stabilizing effect,

disturbances of a certain magnitude grow, while stability for disturbances of szrutller wavelength is
established.

The influence of the Kelvin-ttelmholtz instability becomes much more olwious at R = 59(D0. Fig, 5

shows that small_mle disturbmlces arise, qllese disturbances rapidly grow and besides the four large

eddies intrcyducedby the long stnusoidal wavelength perturbation 12snmller w_rtices are created. Figs, 4

and 5 show the development of _ua,'ksymmetricstreet of cloudy vortex lumps each of which corksistingof
a number of smaller vortices. The vortices inside these clouds interact _mdrotate round each other, Duc

to damping by viscosity, the smaller vortices may decrease and, finally, merge with the big ones, This

situation occurs at Reynolds number 11800 where the large-s_,.,.desolution is a stable vortex street

similar to those obtained at lower Reynolds numbers. At R = 59000 the interaction of the different

vortices leads to a breakdown of the calculations, because vortices are swept outside the computational

donmin. The wake seems to become completely turbulent.

The results at Mach number M = 1 are quite similar to experimental results for an incompressible

fluid. The streaklines and the geometry of the vortex street correspond well to results of water flowing

past a cylinder (see, e. g. [3], [5], [6]). In this case the Reynolds number is usually defined by chc×)sing

the diameter of the cylinder as characteristic length and the frees'tream velocity as characterstic velocity,

They determine the wavelength of the disturbance of the shear layers. We oi_-oervedthat the so-defined

cylinder Reynolds number Rci is about 20 times sn'-taller than the Reynolds number used within this

context. Hence, the numeric_d results may be compared with incompressible experimental results for the

rzuageof cylinder Reynolds numbers from 80 up to 4000. The extmrimental results show that at Rd = 40

to 150a regular vortex street is formed. After a transition stage the irregular range begii_sat alx_ut 300

in which turbulent fluctuations accompany the periodic fornu.ttlon of vortices. At Reynolds numbers up

to the critical one Rd = 2.10_ perk_ic arrangements of vortices are observed exlxarimentally in a

turbulent ground flow. In our resulL,;the spacing ratio of the vortex street is in the range 0.34 .., 0.38

which exceeds the cl_L,.zsicalKarman ratio of 0.28 for an invisicid ix)tential flow. qhis is in accord_tnce

with experinaental observations and nmy ix: explained by the finite-s'izv viscous core of the eddies.

(2_mpres.sibilityeffects tx_come visible by the plots of the flow field of the laminar vortex street in

Fig. 6. A 20 per cent density drop in the w_rtex centers is observed. The pressure drc,l_is of the same
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Fig, 3: Milch numlmr M = 1, Rwnold, i numl_r R = 5900
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inlignlttide anti tht'_turnln_ i_)ll_t (ft' tile l)resstlrc, i)r()l'lles lllr llcates the size ()1' tile v()rtex ct)re, 'lllc

v()rtlcc.,4hltv(; lt elretllld'el'C;lltllll vel(w,lty tllstrlbutl(in v,,Idch Is ltlitly zll(itlellt,(I by it l lltlrlt_l-( )fiL_{.,llv(lrtex,

'llle t.,×piuisl(ln II1 the centers t'atlsed by the roll-up I,ii tin Irrevc;,,tiillfle l)r(Icess which eltn ltl,,al he

rc.t'(ll.,nlzed til the entropy dlstrlhtltl(in, 'lllo c_lnt(lurlllies (ft' tile eiitropy lutve the s_ulle ,,.;liiq.lerts the

streltkllnes, ik;sitles tile wlivelength (if the (llsturbanee ltnilther length-scale is the lnltlitl wldtll (ii' the ,let,

We (fl_,,_rved thltl ti ellltllge (lr tile width tl(x_s n()t affect the st)Itdrlg l'ttti() (ii' tile vortex street,

i,'tllllerm(lre, defining ii Str(iulud numl_r rts the llr(_.luct (if the ,iihedcllngfi'equc,n_._(if the large v(Irtlc'e:_

and the chlu'acterlstlc time to (t() '= do/2Uo, tlu trlltlal jet width), the rturrierlcitl results Itadlc'Ittethil,t this

number Is tdso hu'gely not Itl'fectcd by clmngcs (if de, A tlecrcii_-,e hl jet width Is ttcc(inlt_ttnled by tin

Inversely l_r(ll)(irtloaltl Inel'tittle of the vortex prolutgil,tl(m velocity ttrid shedding frequency of the

ew_lvlng Klu'nmn v(Irtex street,

• , , / '_ ( _,. ,,0.,'
I _l__ ,,.,, ,,_._o' .., .... ) / ....... r_. ,,_,_'

...... ii,, l .......ii, X " "'" . . .. / -' ........ '

#_,. l l_. t) .... :-_': "z:-7.................... "" : -:" - -._..----';t'q................... "" !_.:U:.._:_IC, f_:_ :__.:, _._:,:,:. :; ; T.,: _.:: _ _ _&_lO i_ _
Ird,'ril_' Jl_,,ol,y liIp, liltS,li <l #iii • 11/*I0 l ;_l'_i;i;_'-';;";i';i+i-_;;'_c'i'il;"ili_l;'_i:liii_'lTlir;irll

!iii!i!]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!il1
/'...... "::,:,  7#Htllti ';"''''<

...... " !!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!ili!ili!iiiiiiii!!iiiiii!i!l

,, ......... .,u_ tt ............ u

l............. i;!iii Tiiii,liiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!i
Fig, li: M_lch laUlllll_r M .= 1, l_,eyii()ltls lltlnil)or lt - 1475

'ltle classical linc.ari_,x_d;liability analysis for the single vortex sheet pre(licts stability f(ir Mach nurnl)ers

M > 2 /2 , ll(lwcver, Artola arid M_ijcla [2] -induced by rlurrierlcal results obtained by W(_:xtwarcl -
showed tluit n()llline_tr irlstabllities arl_, Via [h,,'Ymt)totlcanalysis by a high freqttcilcy l_rturbati(in

expansi(m they f(aind rl()lllinear kinks al)llcltring (in the slipstream surfl.tce, "lliese kink iil(_les grow iii

tilile, collide and ititeract; tlltimately, erlotlgh vortldty ist generated through nonltneltr illterltctl(in of the

kilik ni(ides s(i that the c()mt)ressible vortex sheet r()lls til), (_)til' c_ilcul_ttions Ix_ar ()tit tllat Sul_rsonic

w_rte× ._hcct_ _uc till._t_it_lealid that lhc nlcchanisi_l of v(:_rtex ,sheet i'(fll-tli) _tla(Ivortex street f()l'trlatl()n

ch_ulgesf()r higher M_i(;hlltlilil)(,;rs, 'llley clearly (lelia(_rlsti'atelll,'lt lt KIti'llil.tll v(irtex street n-lily Itls(i arise

al hi[,h M_icli iiUliil)crs by ri(mlirle_ir intorlicii(lll (if tw() v(iriex sheols, 'l'he v(irtex sit'eel Is ni(ire st_llile iii
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the _ltso thltt sec_Ntlitry tlisttJrl_ttncestire tilt)rc stri_llgly dtuutmtl, lt seems thitt tilt; wiwe pittterns

stid_tliwatile vc)rtex street, Stettkllnes of tile l'll)w tit M = 3 and It, = 4425 tire sllown In Fig, 7, 'File

sinusi_ldal disturbance (>fthe jet increases much sll_w'erthan Iii M = 1, The sl)teat.ling rate of the wtlke

lJlcre_se:;ml)ni)toni_uslytil tl smaller vldtle, Thai the lrL_itabllityof the vortex slleets mtlSt hl.we ill]other

i)l']gill l)eci}llleslill_re I)lwh:)tls lit ldgher Milch tlumbers, Figs, 8 and clslli_w results for Milch number

M = 5, Al 1,1= 7375 _1{}clelu' sinllsi_klaldisl_hlcementof the vortex sheets apl)ettrs, and (rely tile width

c_f the wl_ke 111e1'enses,AI i = (1.3smldl disturbimces of the vortex sheets ttplx31trlLqkinks which di) II()t

r¢)lltq) to snmll vi)l'tices at (race, 'l_v¢_different kinds of kink mixles _em ii) emerge, At t = 0,8 they

are. vlstble its a clear kink lind lls ii thickening, respectively, lt)th nlove to the righi and left, At time

t = 1,2 they collide/.tlld then a roll-tlp Inside the wake lakes place, A Klu'man vortex street ist formed

c(mslstlng of vortices with ii triangular shatx3, moving t{) the right, At higher Reynolcks numbers the

instability lncreiL,Va,4more rapidly, At R = 591X)0a number of kinks in the streakltnes appear at t = 0.2,

At this time a sinusoklal displacement of the vortex sheets occurs, Fig, 9 shows the streakltne.s at ttmc

t ---0.4 where li clmotic ri_ll-up of the shear layers starts, Sh61tly afterwards four big and for snmll

vortices appear, latter on the flow [x_comes nu)re regular and a stable vortex street is formed, At

t = 3,2 the small vortices lyesldes the big ones are still visible, qlley merge with the big eddies and

di_tppeitr,

I
_ Y "_ Y ,

•

Fig, 10: Pressure clistribution for M = 5, R = 7375, t = 0.8, 1,4,3.2

Fig, 10 shows the (xmtour lines ilIl(] 3-I) plots of the wake at M = 5, R = 7375 for three different

times, Due to the (.liSttll'hal_COwaves _tl'einitially created imi(.le and outside the wtlke triwelling parallel

to the v(/rtex sheets, 'Ille (_tltside waives leave the comptflatitmal region at ld)out t = 0A, iuld iil'e

['()llowedby till asymmetric regul_ir t)attern of Machwaves, These fOl'lll till lulgle of inclinlttitm of i.tl'_otlI
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20°. This angle increases tlp to 60Owhen the roll-up pro_ss begins and the vortices have evolved further

to the right. This is due to the decrease of relative velocity between wake Nnlndary and outer flow. At

about t = 5.6 the Machwaves leave the computational region. When the vortices are formed at about

t = 2.0 the inside wake structure shows shocklets orthogonal to the vortex contours. They di_ppear at

about t = 4.0

Conclusions

We considered the mechanism of the formation of a vortex street in a compressible fluid by interaction

of two infinite vortex sheets. The numerical results were obtained by direct numerical simulations. At

relatively low Mach numbers they correspond well to experimental observations for incompressible fluid

flow. The calculations were performed for the range of Reynolds numbers where systematic

arrangements of vortices have been experimentally observed in the wakes of bluff bodies. For

increasing Reynolds number the numerical results show laminar-t_bulent transition and interaction of

the asymmetric long wavelength disturbance with fine-grained turbulence. The results at high Mach

numbers indicate that the mechanism of the instability of shear layers changes and kink modes appear

as predicted by Artola and Majda [2]. Our results demonstrate that at high Mach numbers a stable

Karman vortex street is formed as well. The shock wave patterns support the formation of the vortex

street. Ali calculations have been performed on a Fujitsu VP 50 vector processor. The computational

effort varied between about 15 minutes and 5 hours depending on grid size, Mach and Reynolds

number.
m
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Outstanding Issues In the Area of Compressible Mixing

By Dimitri Papamoschou

Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125

Issucs that arose from the cxpcriment_ invcstigation of thc turbulent comprcssible shcar layer in a variable-gas,

variable-Mach number facility are explored. In that investigation, the growth rates were correlated with the con-

vective Mach number M c, i.e., the Mach number in the frame of reference of the large-scale structure. Initially,

Mc was obtained theoretically, using arguments which give it approximately the same value on the two sides of

the layer. The growth rate, normalized by its incompressible value, versus Mc falls on a universal curve that

decreases with M c . Implications of that curve, as well as possible intuitive scenarios for the growth-reduction

mechanism, are discussed. Recent double-exposure photos of the flow reveal that, at high compressibility, Mc has

substantially different values on the two sides of the layer. Reasons for this difference between experiment and

theory are suggested. The effect of the walls and the possible three-dimensionality of the flow are identified as

open questions whose resolution is very important.

Introduction

The mixing layer between two parallel compressible streams (Fig.l) represents an interesting and

challenging area of fluid mechanics. The unique nature of compressibility renders it a very diflErent

probiem from that of its incompressible counterpart. Lately, it has attracted a lot of attention because of

applications such as supersonic-combustion (scramjet) engines and chemical lasers.

--

V2,Mz o2,02,72

Fig. ] Shear-layer geometry.

Recent experimental studies of plane turbulent shear layers 1,2 indicate that compressibility has a
.

strong stabilizing effect on the llow, the growth rate at high compressibility being one-fifth of the

incompressible one. These studies have advanced the concept ot the convective Mach number as a

......... ;t-,;l:,l .... ffor., nqr'._mc,lor [! i'_ lhr" Mach number in a coordinate system in which the large-scale

structure is stationary. Its use for the turbulent case was first proposed by Bogdanoff 3. The shca '-layer
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growth rate, nonnalized by its incompressible value, versus convective Mach number collapses on a

nearly-universal curve, as shown on Fig. 2. Similar universal trends are apparent in recent inviscid

linear instability analyses 4,5, where normalized _o ..... o .......................................................

amplification rates were correlated with the
,8

convective Mach number based on the phase speed c53

of the disturbance. In fact, long before these .° .o
to O

analyses were performed, Mack 6 had shown that ."-
' tO .,_

the linear instability problem can be formulated in o

terms of a single parameter, the convective Mach .2 o o o o
i

number based on the local mean values of velocity o ..................................................

and speed of sound m_d the complex, phase speed, o .s a. o a. 5 2. o
Mc:1

Although the above correlations are very useful
Fig. 2 Normalized growth rate versus convective

for engineering applications and lor describing _he Mach number. From Ref. 2.

gross features of the tlow, more light needs to be

shed on the mechanism by which compressibility inhibits mixing. Knowledge of that mechanism will

not only give us a much better perspective on the problem, it may "alsoenable us to control mixing, via

passive or active methods, and perhaps to enhance it in ways that do not introduce large losses in the

system. The exploration of this subject, however, must be done simultaneously with the exploration of

fundamental and intertwined issues that are largely unanswered: is flae fl0w basically two- or three-

dimensional? Does the presence of solid boundaries significantly alter the flow field from the

unconfined case'? ls the existing theoretical model lhr computing convective Mach numbers accurate

for ali ranges of co_npressibility? The last question stems from recent excriments where the convective

Mach number was measured experimentally v.

Open Questions

The put'pose of this report is to suggest some of the framework in which tlm above i_;sues may be

addressed. The effects of compressibility may be divided into two basic categories. First,

compressibility is associated with density gradients in the mean tlow. This is not an exclusive property

0f compressibility, as density gradients can be produced by incompressible mixing o1"gases with

different densities and/or temperatures. In the laminar case, tlm problem of a shear flow with density

gradients can be reduced to one with uniform density by coordinate stretching such as the Howarth 8

transformation. In the turbulent case, Ihe etTect o1"density ratio on shear-layer growth rate has been

measured by experiments, such as those of Brown & Roshko 9, and is relatively-well established.

Second, compressibility may cause hindrance of communication anaong parts of the Ilow. This is a

unique property that can drastically change the character of the llow. To illustrate this effect, consider a

shear flow where, at a given streamwise location, Iluid element A moves supersonically with respect to

another fluid element B. etiement B does not "know" wi_ai clc_t:,ti A is ut,,J,_,-'-:.......a,,u' vicc-vcr,'.;a, i,n ,,,_'t"'"
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same manner that an observer on the ground cannot hear a supersonic airplane approaching him. It is

this impeded and sometimes absent interaction between pans oi tlm llow that is largely responsible lhr

tlm low mixing rate. This abstract notion, although intuitively useful, needs to be supplemented by a

more detailed description of the flow interactions in order to have a well-detined picture of the physics

of the problem.

Finally, density and pressure gradients, stemming from the above two basic effects, produce a

source of vorticity not commonly present in incompressible flows, lt is represented by the VpX Vp term

on the _ht-hand side of the compressible vorticity equation, often called the "baroclinic torque" term.

Its effect is largest in flows with strong shock waves and large density ratios.

These two basic effects of compressibility are reflected in the plot of growth rate versus convective

Mach number shown on Fig. 2. The experimentally-determined growth rate, 8', is normalized by the

incompressible growth rate, 5o', at the same density and velocity ratios. This normalization removes, at

least to first order, the effects of density and velocity ratios and gives a quantity that is primarily a

function of compressibility. Now, it is assumed that the mixing process is governed by a dominant

instability wave, taken to be the large-scale structure with a constant velocity of propagation, Uc (Fig.

1). The Mach numbers in the frame of reference of this wave are

U1 - U_
Mc, = (1)

al

for the high-speed side, and

U_ - U2
Mc2 - (2)

a2

for the low-st)ccd side, where Ul, al and U2, a2 are the freestream velocities and speeds of sound for

tile high-speed and low- speed sides, respectively.

In tile works of Papamoschou & Roshko 12, Mc, - ---,,-

and Mc_ were calculated using a conjecture that the

total pressures of the two streams in the convective

frame be equal, lt was assumed that, in that frame,

a stagnation point exists between any two

structures, at which fluid from the two freestreams U-c_.U.a

comes to rest iscntropically (Fig. 3). The suitability

of this assumption for llows with high convective Fig. 3 Model of large-scale structure.

Ivlach numbers will bc examined later in this paper.

This model gives that Mc, and Mc_ are equal for streams with same specific-heat ratio and only slightly

different otherwise. The fact that M_., and M_., are, in theory, very close or equal, suggested to the above
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authors that either of them could be used for expressing compressibility associated with the large-scale

structure. In their work, Mc, was chosen for correlating the growth rate. In tile discussion that follows,

however, it is not necessary to assume any relation between Mc, and Mc, except that arising from their

definitions, (1) and (2). The symbol Mc will be used to denote the convective Mach number lhr

unspeci tied side of tlm shear layer.

lt is important to underline the differences between flow fields with M,:<I and those with M_>I.

For M_<I, a disturbance that originates in the main flow decays exponentially with distance away from

tt • i" tt , ,the layer. Such disturbance is classified as suDson c. For Mc>l a disturbance propagates largely

unattenuated along Mach lines originating at the structure, theretore it penetrates a long distance into

the surrounding flow field. Such disturbance is classilied as "supersonic". When a disturbance is

supersonic, energy is radiated away from the main flow that could otherwise have been used for

amplification of that disturbance. This can be stated more precisely by writing the conservation

equation for the disturbance kinetic energy

k=-u v+

For highly-turbulent flows with large Reynolds numbers, such as those usually dealt with, the viscous

temIs in the equation lork are very small. Thus, its inviscid version should be a good approximation:

Dk 'v' dl_ C-)l)_____' _I)' 0I)71 (3)
Dt - p u dy u' ax + v' -/5y +w'  -JTJ

Depending on whether tile right-hand side of (3) is negative, zero, or tx)sitive, a disturbance is

decaying, neutral, or anaplifying. The tirst tem_ of tlm right-hand side is commonly referred to as

"turbulent production" and represents the transfer of energy from the mean llow to the disturbance via

the Reynolds stress "tR =-pu'v'. Since "ck is generally positive, so is this term, thus energy is supplied

fl'onq the mean flow to the disturbance. Note that, since du/dy vanishes at the edges of the shear layer,

this term is confined to tile mean llow. The second term oi" the right-hand side, although negligible tbr

incompressible llow, becomes important for compressible flow. For M_>I, the quantities involved in

the correlations propagate unattenuated away from the layer. In that case, this term is not confined to

the mean tlow and represents the radiation of disturbance energy l'rom tile shear layer. The growth-rate

versus M,: correlation o1 Fig. 2 suggests that the magnitude of this term (without the minus sign)

increases with M c, thus decreasing the magnitude ()f the entire right-hand side of (3). lt als() suggests

that, at high Mc , the right-hand side reaches some limit value, small but positive, corresponding to the

plateau el" the curve in Fig. 2. lt is worth noting that the P,eynolds-stress distributior_ may als() be very

different l'rom that iri subsonic flows. For Mc>1, it will als() exhibit radiative behavior and will be linitc

tit large distances away l'rom the layer. Lees & l_,inlo and Grol)eIlgiesser ii discuss (131)inmore detail.
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Obviously, it would be very bene/icial to know file distribution of the temls of (3) and how it

changes with increasing compressibility. Experimentally, the velocity-pressure gradient correlations

would be extremely-diflicult to obtain. However, analytical and computational nlethods should be in a

position to provide valuable intormation on these correlalions.

In most o1' the experimental and theoretical works in the literature, ii is assumed Ihat the disturbance

is spanwise coherent. Departures from two-dimensionality may signiticantly alter tile effect or

compressibility on the tlow. The instability ol'a disturbance propagating at an angle 0 to the mean ilow

is governed by Mc.cosO, rather than by Mc. For large 0, a disturbance that would have been supersonic

ii" it were two-dimensional, may now be effectively subsonic. Morkovin 12 suggests that, at high

compressibility, the llow would prefer such oblique disturbances rather than two-dimensional ones. lt is

therelore imperative to ascertain experimentally whether and to what extent the compressible st-mar

layer is three-dimensional.

Given the unique nature of a supersonic disturbance, i.e. that it radiates away from the layer, the

presence of walls withirl which the llow is conlined could be of non-trivial consequences. Waves

emanating from such a disturbance would rellect trom the solid boundary and impinge back on lhc

shear layer. How that would aft'ect rnixing is not currently known. Recent theoretical studies by Tam

& l-Iu 13suggest that the conlined compressible shear layer exhibits several additional instability modes

to those of the unconfii-led case. lt is very dillicult to conceive o1"an experhnent where a supersonic

shear layer is lormed without any surrounding walls. It such apparatus were devised, however, it would

be very valuable Ibr researching the differences between conlined and unconlined llows.

The convective velocity of the large-scale structure (U,:) has recently been investigated
i

experimentally using a double-exposure schlieren system 7. Results indicate that when Mc exceeds a

value of about ().7, U,: tends to be very

close to one of tile freestream velocities. HI7N28 ....:::_..5_ ......::,, _h<.,,,,+:_',:://"',/'

Fig. 4 shows a double-exposure photo ol'a M, _i> ''

shear layer ,'ox'meal by helium at M=1.7 .i'<'¢'"}!! '

and nitrogen tit M=2.8. The time interval N,O,, ':=.

between the two exposures is 25.4 bkv. _ ,:_<,;_,.... ;_;ge>¢,_:.....
At=25.4 Hsec

Arrows indicate features of the large-scale

structure and their displaced position in tll:-:1240nUs '_'

thai lime interval Notice tile difference tl,--_',l'),,,/s ilill_lllllij_ll_._l_.],_- ,_. .,%_,e..,_:_.,. ,:2...... *.'?I

between the theoretical value of Uc (770 "i
I III - III I IIII

m/s) and tile experimcnlal one (640 m/s). _....... ,,1_,.... 7-d
I(I-I I|1111 I¢l "1 IIIIII

This trend of Uc to Ix: close tc) either V 1 t!v_:64(I iii/,, Ilv.:¢,40 In/s
!

or U2, depending on the test case, makes

ttlc convective Mach numbers Mc, and Mc_ Fig, 4: Double-eXl)OSurepholo of turbulciH.
very difl'erent from each ottier. Tilis is in turbulent shear layer, l:roxnRel. 7.

2,6!
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contrast to the theoretical model, outlined above, that predicts them to be very close or equal.
r

lt must be enaphasized that the theoretical model does not take into account the existence of shock

waves lormed on the structure when Mr, becomes supersonic. This omission could be responsible for

the difference between theoretical and experimental Mc , because the shock waves generate total-

pressure losses not accounted for in the existing model. The presmme of solid boundaries in the flow

could also affect the determination oi' U,..' unless completely canceled by surrounding expansion waves,

shock waves originating from the structure will rellect back on the shear layer, possibly allering the

"boundary condition" by which Mc and U,: were computed. Resolution of this issue is very important

because Uc detemaines the entrainment ratio, which in tuna controls the mixing and combustion

processes.

Note that the deviation of experiment from theory starts where the plot of growth rate versus M,:

reaches the plateau of about 0.2. Thus, tlm growth rate still collapses on a universal curve when

correlated with the highest o1 the two experimentally-determined Mc's v.

Conclusion

Several issues related to compressible mixing are identilied whose resolution is crucial for making

worlhwlfile progre,;s in this lield. There is a need l'or a great amount of experimental work directed

toward answering l'undamental questions that renaain open, such as three-dimensionality of the llow

tield, effect of the walls, and dynamics o1' the large-scale structure. Not ali questions can, however, be

addressed by experiment only. There is also a need for theoretical and computational studies, which

should focus in providing physical explanations of the processes involved in compressible mixing, The

turbulent correlations that govern instability and mixing would be great candidates for such studies.
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EFFECT OF PARTICULATE ADDITIVES ON HEAT TRANSFER FROM A SHOCK-INDUCED

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

G,T, Roberts, R.A. East, N.H, Pratt
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics

University of Southampton

Introduction

Evidence exists that significant reductions in gun barrel wall heat flux (and hence extension

of the barrrel life) can be effected by adding particulate matter to the non-steady,

turbulent boundary layer which develops behind the moving projectile+ The mechanisms

causing the heat transfer reduction are uncertain but may be related to the phenomenon,

noted in incompressible turbulent boundary layer flows, where additives (either in the

form of long chain, molecules of length comparable to the Kolmogorov scale of turbulence

, in the case of water flows, or solid particulates in the case of gaseous flows) reduce the wall
skin friction.

In order to investigate further the heat flux reduction phenomenon, the present work was

undertaken to measure the wall heat flux from a non-steady, turbulent boundary layer in a
q

shock tube, where the freestream Mach numbe.r was supersonic and the wall was initially

coated with a thin layer of talc particles of mean diameter D = 4.5pm.

ExPerimental Conditions

The shock tube experiments were performed at Southampton University (AASU) and at the

Australian National University (ANU) under conditions of similar freestream speeds and

temperatures, but the experiments at ANU were made at higher pressures and densities.

The data shown here were obtained using an inert gas (argon) and the particle Reynolds

numbers,based on the estimated mean wall shear velocity, were in the range 60 to 600.

A#art from varying pressure (and hence density), the main variable in the experiments was

the initial loading (mass per unit area) of the particles deposited on the wall prior to the

run. A summary of the main experimental conditions for the two sets of experiments are

given in Table 1.

Results

- In Figure 1, which was obtained from experiments performed at AASU, the rate of heat

transfer (Clw) is shown as a function of time for the clean flow and for two cases of dusty

flow in which the initialparticle loading (mp) was 2.2 and 8.3 gin-2 respectively.

In the case of the clean flow, the rise in heat transfer at about 20ps following the passage

-- of the shock indicates transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer flow,
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corresponding to a transition Reynolds number of about 106, The rate of heat transl'er

then fell with time in accordance with tile expected turbulent boundary layer growth,

In the case of ttie dusty flows, large reductions in heat transfer are stlown to occur with tile

experimental records showing large Intermlttency. The greatest reductions in heat transfer

occurred with the larger partlcle loadlng. However, beyond about 1601_sfollowtngshock

transit the dusty results tend to approach the clean flow data, Tile heat flux signals have

been frequency analysed (not shown here) and indicate marked changes in spectrum with
J

changes in the Initial loading of the particles, However because of the limited dynamic

response o:'f the thin film heat transfer gauges and associated circuitry

(102 I-Iz < f < 106H,z), it is not possible to arrive at any :firm conclusions regarding the

significance of the observed change in spectrum.

Figure 2 shows the variation irl total heat flux (Q), found by integrating qw over the run

time of 200 ps, with changes in initlal particle loading. For tile experiments performed at

AASU, the heat flux reduces as the initial loading increases and appears also to be

dependent on the freestream (and hence wall) gas density' for a given loading of

particulate the reduction in heat flux decreases as the gas density increases [Ref 1].

Also shown in Figure 2 are data obtained from experiments at ANU which, although

exhibiting much greater scatter, confirm that the heat flux reduces with increasing loading

of particulate. However, unlike the AASU data, the ANU data do not indicate any strong

dependence on gas density. In fact the heat flux reductions observed in the ANU

experiments were much greater than anticipated from extrapolation of the trends shown

by the AASU data, leading to the tentative hypothesis that the mechanisms of heat transfer

reduction may be stronger at the higher gas densities [Ref 2].

Discussion and Conclusions

These results indicate that the large changes in the rate of wall heat transfer, which occur

when the boundary layer wall is coated with a uniform distribution of particulate, carl only

satisfactorily be explained in terms of a strong interaction between the particulate and the

turbulence structure in the boundary layer, with consequent changes in the mean velcotityi

profile. The information gained from the changes in the frequency spectrum of the

fluctuations in wall heat transfer rate in tile AASU experiments are not regarded as

sufficiently reliable to confirm that a shift in turbulence spectrum to lower frequencies

occurred between the 'clean' flow and the 'dusty' flow experiments, which would have

been interpreted as indicative of a change in the dissipation process.

Laser beam attenuation measurements confirmed that particulate was rapidly lifted from

the walls and some particles even jumped outside the boundary layer. Tile greatest

concentration of particulate was, however, seen closer to tile wall. lt may be conjectured

that the particles performed certain random trajectories, in which they were initially lofted
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from the surface by the action of shear, but subsequently Impacted and rebounded from

tile surface, displacing further particulate material from tile surface layer as they did so.

The process described here is similar to that of saltatlon [Ref 3] and although the details of

the Interaction of these lifting particles from tile 'wall' with the turbulence structure tn tile

boundary layer are still not clearly understuod, nevertheless the resulting changes in the

wall shear stress, the effective roughness height, and the mean velocity profile have close

analogies with what we estimate are the overall physical processes present In our

experiments, even though the combination of shear velocities and gas densities were far in

excess of tl_e range normally considered necessary for saltation of particles, of the given

size and density, to occur.

Although many attempts have been made to model the results obtained in these

experiments both analytically, following the work on dusty gas flows by Saffman [Ref 4]

and Lumley [Ref 5], and numerically [Refs 6 and 7], we believe that further work is needed

to model correctly this flow field interaction where the particulate size, D, Is typically many

times larger than the scale of the near wall turbulent structures present in the 'clean' wall

case and is, in particular, much greater than the microscales of the turbulence.
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AASU AN_.__UU

Freestream pressure (bar) 3-15 40-120

Freestream temperature (K) 2700-3000 2600-3000

Freestream denstty (kgra-3) 0.6.2,4 8-20

Freestream velocity (ms-l) 450 450
(shock fixed)

Freestream velocity (ms-l) 1350 , 1350
(Laboratory coordinates)

Wall shear velocity (ms-l) 50 40

Particle Reynolds number 60 600
Re = u_D/vw

Heat flux (Wm-2) 0(107) 0(108)
(clean flow)

Table 1' Experimental Conditions.
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PERIODIC SLOT BLOWING OF A

SUPERSONIC TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

Michael S. Selig, Alexander J. Smits and Emerick M. Fernqldo

Department of Mechanical amd Aerospace Engineering

Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08544 U.S.A.

i. INTRODUCTION

The present investigation was initiated to help improve our understanding of

unsteady shock-wave/boundary layer interactions, with the specific aim of

determining the effect of the unsteady shock movement on the boundary layer

turbulence. An unsteady shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction was produced on a

flat plate by introducing periodic blowing through a spanwise slot in the wall at

frequencies up to 5kHz. The incoming flow conditions were M_ - 2.84, Re=/_ - 6.5 x

107, and _o - 26 mm. Measurements of the fluctuating mass flux and wall pressure

were made, and the unsteady flowfield was visualized through stroboscopic schlieren

videography. Since the blowing was periodic, phase-averaging could be used to

identify the downstream effect of the shock oscillation. The results suggest that

the main effect of the unsteady shock motion is to displace the incoming boundary

layer flow without affecting the turbulence levels significantly. More

interestingly, the speed of the upstream and downstream shock movement was found to

be only a small fraction of the freestream velocity, and it was not strongly

affected by the amount of blowing, or by the frequency of blowing.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY, APPARATUS, AND TEST CONDITIONS

The experiments were performed in the Princeton University 203 x 203 mm (8 x 8

in.), Mach 3, blowdown wind tunnel. For all tests, the nozzle-wall boundary layer

was used. At the position of the injection slot, 1.95 m downstream of the throat,

the layer was typical of a zero-pressure gradient fully turbulent boundary layer,

and it obeyed both the law of the wall and law of the wake (Taylor 1984; and Settles

et al., 1976). Its characteristics are summarized in Table !.

The freestream Mach number was fixed by the nozzle geometry at 2.84 ± i_, and the

stagnation pressure was held fixed at 0.69 x 106 Pa ± i_ (i00 psia). The stagnation

temi.erature remained fairly constant over the test period at 270 K ± 2_. The

freestream turbulence level was about 1 to 1.5_ (Spina & Smits 1987).

The periodic blowing apparatus operates somewhat like a siren in that a stream of

air is clipped periodically to produce a high-frequency, pulsed jet of air issuing

through a spanwise slot in the floor of the test section (see figure I). The slot

is oper_ed and closed by a hollow slotted drum, spinning within a pressurized plenum

chamber. The frequency of the Llowing was controlled by the speed of the drum and
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could be safely set as high as 5 khz. The amoant of air injected through the

injection slot into the boundary layer was controlled by w_rying the supply pressure

in the plenum chamber and by varying the width of the slot. Since tile flow mostly

responded to the net amount blowing rather than how it was achieved, the slot width

was fixed at 3.2 mm (1/8 inch), and only tile plenum chamber pressure was varied to

control tile blowing flow rate.

The static pressure variations were measured using miniature differential pressure

transducers manufactured by Kulite Semiconductor Inc., Model XCQ-062-25-D. In this

study the transducers were used primarily to reveal the dynamic character of the

low-frequency shock motion (500 Hz to i0 kHz) and the limited frequency response of

the pressu_'e transducers was of no great concern. The transducers were positioned

along the centerline of the tunnel floor, with a minimum spacing of 4,2 mm. No

wail-pressure measurements were _ade downstream of the slot.

I The fluctuations in the boundary layer mass flux were measured using a DISA 55MI0

constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer, according to the technique described by

l Smits et al. (1983). To reduce the temperature sensitivity of the anemometer, so

that the output was sensitive only to variations in mass flux, the probe was

oper_._ce.dat an overheat ratio of 0.8, yielding an uncertainty in the measured

<(pu)'>/(pU) of -5% to 9% (Smits & Dussauge 1988). The frequency response was

always in excess of I00 kHz.

In digitizing, the anemometer output signal was split into two components, a

fluctuating and a mean. The mean was obtained by low-passing the signal at I0 Hz

and sampling at a relatively low rate. The fluctuating part of the signal was

obtained by high-passing the signal at i0 Hz. This fluctuating signal was amplified

to fill the range of the A/D converter, filtered at a cut-off point of 250 kHz, then

sampled at 500 khz or 1 MHz. The signal from the drum encoder was also recorded _o

that the data could be phase-averaged using the blowing cycle phase.

Every run was visualized using a schlieren videography system. The spark source

of the schlieren system was strobed slightly out of phase with the periodic blowing

frequency to reveal the flow response in stroboscopic "slow motion." In this way,

tile conventional video camera was converted into a psuedo-high-speed camera to

provide 'movies' of the flow (see Selig 1988 for further details).

3. RIiSUI.'I'S

WitI_ t)_e amount of blowing fixed at 9% of the freestream mass flux, that is,

(pV)slot/(pU)_o = 0.09, the flow was examined for blowing frequencies of 1,2,B, and 4

klIz. Wa]l-pressure data were taken upstream of the slot for each case, and mass-

ilu× data were taken downstream for the 2 khz case only. Flow visualization using

.... _-_ L.. -y_- a......,-_,_ rhnr rh_ {']nw _tr_:cture depends on theLII_ ._,,_tL_ ._.-_ia "_'iu_b_¢_,, 7 .............................

frequency of blowing. At low frequencies an oblique shock forms as the incoming

_
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flow i._, deflected by the blowing. As the blowing continues, this shock tr_lvels

upstream at a speed of the order of 50 m/s to reach a ma×imum position upstream of

the slot. When the blowing stops, the sl_ock dissipates as it is convected

down.qtream at a speed of the order of 120 m/s. The sequence is repeat:ed with the

start of the next blowing cycle, As the blowing frequency increases, a critical

frequency i: reached (between 2 and 3 khz) at which the downstream-moving shock Just

reaches the slot as a new blowing cycle begins. At still higher frequencies the

shock does not reach the slot before the new blowing cycle starts. As a result, the

blowing triggers the formation of a second shock which itself travels upstream and

intersects the first shock. The two shocks merge into one, move upstream to a

maximum position, and on returning downstream encounter another shock produced by

the next blowing cycle, and so on. At the higher frequencies, disturbances

travelling along the shock are observed. These disturbances deform the shock into a

wave-like shape (see figure 2).

Wall-pressure time histories for the i khz and 4 khz cases are shown in figure 3.

At the lower frequency, a relatively steep rise in the mean wall pressure is seen

with the passage of the shock upstream, followed by a more gradual reduction of the

wall pressure as the shock passes back downstream. Behind the shock at x = -12.7 mm

(x is measured positive downstream from the back edge of the slot), the normalized

pressure rise for this i Pdlz case is roughly 1.75, which at this Mach number cor-

responds to an 8° turning of the flow with a shock angle of 27° . This estimated

shock angle is in good agreement with that measured from the flow visualization. At

t}_e higher frequency, the pressure at x = -12.7 mm never returns to its upstream

value, indicating that a shock wave is always located upstream of that point.

The mean wall-pressure data, given in figure 4, shows that the mean pressure

distribution is virtually independent of the blowing frequency. The rms wall-

pressure levels (figure 5) begin to rise further downstream as the b]owing frequency

it_creases; at lower irequencies there is more time for the shock to penetrate

upstream before t:lleblowing stops. As the blowing frequency increases, the blowing

period approaches the time constant of the shock motion, and as a result the maximum

fluctu_itio_ ]eve] decreases at higher frequeTmies.

Ti_e mass-flux turbulence intensity profiles for the 2 khz case are given in figure

6, a1_d tI,e spect ra for two locations are given i.llfigure 7. The peak _n the

turbulet_ce intensity profile at_ x -_ 12,7 mm is in the region of the shock

o._;cil]at, iorl a_ld should not be considered as 'true' turbulence. Discounting this

st_ock-induced peak, the turbulence intensities in the outer part of the boundary

]ayet- dowt_._tream of. the slot are very similar t:o the upst:ream levels, except: for an

outward displacement of about 5 mm, Frobably due to the i ntermitent presence of the

thin separated zone near the wall.

_ Tile mass- fl.ux spectra show a spike at the blowing frequency throughout the
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boundary layer, indicating that the periodic motion of the shock makes a small

contribution to the turbulence. The phase-averaged results indicated that for

stations downstream of x - 12,7 imm the periodic component contributes less than 254

to the mean square intensity (see figure 8),

4. CONCLUSIONS

Periodic blowing was found to have relatively little effect on the flat plate

boundary layer except for a small displacement away from the wail, The speed of the

shock motion in both the upstream and downstream directions was only a small

fraction of the freestream velocity, and it was not strongly affected by the level

of blowing. Andreopoulos & Muck (1987) in their study of compression ramp flows

found that the mean frequency of the shock oscillation was constant for corner

angles from 16° to 24°. However, since the zone of shock oscillation increases with

corner angle, and the results from periodic blowing showed there were limits on the

shock speed, the frequency should not be constant but vary inversely with an

amplitude or the range of shock oscillation, that is, the frequency should be higher
I

for smaller turning angles. Indeed Dolling (1987), using a sophisticated

conditional-sampling method developed by Narlo (1986), found that the mean frequency

of the oscillation increased with decreasing ramp angle.
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Table I . Boundary layer
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Fig. 1 Period:it blowing apparatus.
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Fig, 2 Videograph of 5khz case showing disturbances travelling along shock,
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Abstract
A fully de-aliased, two-dimensional Fourier spectral method
simlllation is described. This numerical method is used to study the
spectral distribution of relative compressible and magnetic energy
versas initial rms Mach number for decaying turbulence. Results
from _luid (Navier-Stokes) simulations are compared with magneto-
fluid (MHD) simulations. Future applications of the numerical
procedure are also discussed.

Introduction

As is well known, compressible turbulence and mixing plays an

important role in many different phenomena: atmospheric reentry,
scram-jet engines, aerosol dispersal, explosion dynamics and in the
enhancexnent of chemical kinetics, to name a few. In ali these highly
compressible processes, several generic features occur and interact
with one another: shocks, turbulence, boundary influences, multiple
reaction species, ionization, magnetism and complex thermodynamic
effects. These highly non-linear processes are directly susceptible to
few analytic approaches, but instead must be understood through
observation in either physical or numerical experiments.

Here, we would like to describe a fairly general two-dimensional
numerical experimental apparatus which can handle both fluid and
magneto-fluid problems. Initially, we consider only density, velocity
and magnetic field dynamics, the pressure being determined by a
polytropic equation of state; the capability to handle other generic
processes will be added incrementally, as will an extension of the
codes to three-dimensionality. Following a brief description of the
fluid and magneto-fluid codes, we will examine, in a magneto-fluid
context, a phenomenon uncovered by Passot and Pouquet [1] in
Navier-Stokes fluids: the qualitative difference between flows at low
and high Mach numbers, with respect to the relative amount of
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compressible EnErgy and its spectral distribution, q'hen, WE will
Examine the spectral distribution of magnetic energy and its relation
to compressibility, Finally, we will conclude with _ "I {}ssible future
Extensions and USES of the codes,

Computational Procedure
As we have mentioned, a polytropic Equation of state is tts_d,
obviating the need for an energy (tEmpEraturE) Equation; in its place
we havc added a magnetic field Evolution Equation to the basic
Navier-Stokes equations. The basic, non-dimensional Equations are:

,4d'

•-- + v.V _.= -V.v (la)
't at

[( (,,,)P '0t + v, VV = -[3Vp+ jx(Bo+b) + V , _.1Vv + 3

Oa _ vx(Bo+b) + rl Vaa b=Vxa, j=Vxb (lc)0t '

where motion takes piace in the x-y planE, and ali variablEs are
functions of x, y and the time t only. The velocity u and magnetic
field B are measured in terms of rEfErencE values tj,, and B,,,
respectively, while the reference values for length and time are 1_,,
and "1, respEctivEly. The magnetic field consi:_ts of two parts,
B=Bo+ B, i.e., 'an ExtErnally produced mean part B,, and tile internal,
turbulent part b. Furthermore, other quantities and their (units) are:

p=eX' mass density (9,,)

p=pr' pressure (p,,),"/_constant

la=pr 'viscosity, w-constant (I.{fl',,)

TI' electrical resistivity(I.,{fl',,)

[:_- ....P!,_....' a measure of compressibility
O,,U{

a=aez 'magnetic polential (B,,I.,,)

I=eiei ' unit 2nd rilllk tensor

In those situ;.ltiOllS when the 111agnetic e11ergy ix c{}_il[}arillively Slllllll,

U{, may be [111rms fluid velocity U,,=_/IU21, while in ItlE c';tSc where lhc

magnetic energy is comparatively large, U,,=VA_B,/'_/d_tP,I (cp, s units);
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13. is either the, mean field strenglh, or lhe rms v_lltle (_1'b _lnd VA is
the A!fven veloeit3,. It' lhc magnetic and kinelic energies arc

comparable, VA=_/[ii_-i', and LJo c,l|ll represent either one,

The nurntzrical procedure we use is a _de-aliased spectnll transform
method of the Orszag-Patterson type 12,31, Also, noto lhat we use the
natural logarithtn of the density rather than the density iselt' as the
computational variable; tn_, insures lhat any numerical t_me
integration scheme will not produce negative v_lucs of density.

In the numerical procedure, the dynamical fields are expanded in
Fourier series:

_L(x,t) = _ _L(k,t)e tk'x, V(X,t) = Z v(k't)e-tk'x' ll(x,t) = Z lt(k't)elk'x

ikl-_K laI_K IaI_K

Here, the position vector is x=(x,y), the wave vector is k=(kx,kv)'and K
is the rnaxirnun_ modulus of k. This yields a set of many httndred or
thotlsand ordinary, coupled differential equations. Time integration
is performed by a second order Runge-Kutta method with the
dissipative terms being evalt_ated implicitly,

Aliasing is avoided in the formation of high-order products in

I),pL p

through the use of the expansion

p(,L=c(_x= 1 + o_X+ {c_Z,,_*}+ 1{o0,,_5_-}.., ,cx_,X..}._....

The n th tc.rra in the series is a fully dc-aliased quadratic product

formed from lhc the preceding term and (_/n, ;tfl(l su1iImalion
continues until ni_lchinc accuracy is rcactlcd. 'l'hc curly brackets [a,b}
signify tha! a single, dc-aliascd tltt_lnlity has t_ccn t'ormcd from a and
t) by the i)altcrs()n-Ox'szag transt'orm method 131.

t:iii;tlly, the ;IX'x'_lyswhich c()ntltin dynamic variables, their dcriv_ltives
;.tnd l_r()ductx arc minim_ll arrays, rather thz_n t'uil 1:1:'i' arrays (()1'
wllich there _lrc ()nly two in the code). In a l'_lttcrx()n-Orszag ttc-
aliasing method 131, lhc l:b'T arrays arc :_o_nt;wh_I sparse, a 2--1) arr_y
c()nt_ining 3()% zeros and a 3-1);trray c()ntaining 5()% zcr()x. 'l'hc



minimal array consists of only the non-zero FFT array elements',
niapping to and t'rom the I:"FTarrays is accomplished by a bit-vector
or or(lcr arrlty, Mapping Into lhc miniiniil array also serves lhc
purpose of isotropic trl.lnclltion, as required by the Patterson-Orszag
lnethod 13I.

Ii should also be noted that the viscosity l.t we use here, iii equation
(lb), is linearly related to the density, This forn l is ii great

• 0 , i?siinplitlcatlon of theory 141 lind is chosen since tile scalar viscosity o
a fully ionized plasnia (i,e,, magneto-fluid) is believed to vary as Ts/2

141; with a polytropic equation of st:tie, 'r=p _'l, so that using "7=7/5(lls
would be the case for a diatomic gas), we have tx=pv, where v is

i # , 4,

constant. If ttlis fornl of the viscosity is heuristically adopted iii tile
Navier-Stokes case also, it renioves tile constraint imposed by
density fluctu,'ltions which limited the tilne-step of Passot and
F'ouquet l li, Iii the MHD case, however, the presence of the Lorentz
force term requires that this constraint be retained,

WE have used this algorithm to study numerically 11511theoretical
predictions made earlier by Montgomery, et al., 1611to explain the
observed spectral structure of small amplitude turbulent density
fluctuations iii the interstellar medium 171. The theoretical
predictions made by Montgomery, et al,, [611 followed ft'ore the
assumption that interstellar density fluctuations were inherently
related to the magnetohydrodynamics rather than just the
hydrodynamics of the interstellar medium. The prediction was, in
effect, that the total pressure (magnetic plus therinodynamio) was
essentially constant at the smaller spatial scales. Assuming (among
other things) that the statistical behavior of both kinetic and
magnetic energy spectra was described by k"5/3 led to the conclusion
that the omnidirectional density fluctuation spectrum behaved Its
k 5/3, which agreed quite well with experimelital observations 171
(which spanned 12 spatial orders of magnitude); in contrast, a long-
standing, purely hydrodynamic argument 11811lead to a predicted k "7/3

behavior. The numerical work !511verified, iii turn, that the theory
also matched data generated by direct nulnerical simulation, even
when the Rey,,olds numbers are not large enough to expect inertial
range power laws.

Iii the next section wt use ou_ algorithm to explore the evolution of
the relative compressible energy spectra iii honaogeneous fluids and
magneto-fluids with respect to initial rms Mach number. Wt also
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report on the effects of compressibility on the evolution of turbulent
magnetic energy spectra,

Numerical Results

The numerical results we present here are brokeu into two sets:
First, we allowed the Navier-Stoke_l (N-S) and MI II) versions of our
code to run for relatively long times on a 64×64 grid with B,,=0 and

7=1,4, for many values of B; here, we show results for B=12,5 and 8.
In ali runs, the lime step size satisfied the usual CFL criteria (in the
MHD code this value wits divided at each iteration by the maximum

grid value of p.l, the previously mentioned constraint of Passot and
Pouquet 11],) The initial condition of ali the 64x64 N-S runs was to
have the same purely solenoidal (i.e., V,v=0 at t=O) velocity field;

initially, Elvfk)l 2 was normalized to an rms value of unity and Iv(k)]2
varied as e'(k5)_/zwith the v(k) having random phase. In the MHD
runs, an initial magnetic field b(k) of the same spectral
characteristics as this initial v(k) (but independently random phase)
was also used. In these 64x64 runs, v=l.t=0.005 and the maximum
computed dissipation wave number was around 50, while the
microscale Reynolds #'s typically started around 40 but fell to about
15,

Since the initial rms velocity field was unity, the initial rms Mach #,

Ma, was Ma=(fS7) 1/2' thus, the rms initial Mach #'s corresponding to'

13=12.5 and 8 are Ma=0.239 and 0.299, respectively. These values
are representative of a larger range we used to bracket Ma=O.3, the
threshold value that Passot and Pouquet [1] had observed, above
which the relative compressible energy in the smaller scales of N-S
flow became markedly larger. In Figure 1, we give a graphical
comparison between the N-S and MHD cases, l-lure, we add up
various energies within three equi-areal, concentric and contiguous
annuli in k-space in order to get a measure of their relative
proportions in the large, medium and _mall scales of flow. We define

the large, medium and small scales as those for which 0<k<K/3,

K/3<k_2K/3 and 2K/3<k<K, respectively.

(The energies we are concerned with here are
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Es=lPs'us/2] : solenoidal part of kinetic energy

Ec=[pe'ue/2] : compressible part of kinetic energy

Ei=[_p(p_'-1-1)/(7-1)] : internal energy EB=[b.b/2] : magnetic energy

EK = Es+ Ee : total kinetic energy Ecom = Ex+ Ec : total compressible energy
E = EK + El + EB = Ecorn + Es + EB : total energy

while two other important quantities are

D_.[(Vxu)2] . enstrophy J-[(Vxb)2]' Mean square current

The square brackets signify a volume average over the
computational box:

[Q]- 1__!__ dx dy e(x,y)
(2_)2

and the solenoidaland compressiblepartsof the momentum are,

ps-{pus}andPc---{puc},respectively.)

The second setof computationswe wish to presentwere done on a

256x256 gridand consistedof two N-S runs (y=l.4,B=25 and B=l) and
two MHD runs(_=1.4,B=25andB=I). The initialconditionsforallthese

runs were the same: at t=0, allthe energy was in the solenoidalpart
of the velocityfield,which had random phase and an energy

spectrum which variedas e-(k-10)_/64;furthermore,[v2]=latt=0,so the

initial Ma corresponding to B=25 and B=I were 0.169 and 0.845,
respectively. In the two MHD runs, there was no initial turbulent
magnetic field energy, but there was a mean magnetic field Bo=0.05ex
present. The interaction of the velocity with themean field resulted
in the generation of a turbulent magnetic field b, as seen in Figure 2,
which shows the time behavior of the total energies, enstrophy and
mean square current for these four runs. In these 256x256 runs,

v=l.t=0.002 and the maximum computed dissipation wave number was
around 75, while the microscale Reynolds #'s typically started
around 44 and fell to about 32.

In Figure 2, we also compare the energy spectra for these four runs
at similar times in their evolution. There are two time scales

inherent in these simulations; one is set by dissipation and the the
other by compressibility. Variation of the 'solenoidal' energy
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. Esol=Es +EB occurs on a 'dissipation time scale' while Ecom varies on a
'compression time scale'. We choose to standardize in terms of the

time it takes a sound wave to cross a unit distance; thus, To-C_ 1,

where Cs='_ is the sound speed. (If the EB and J curves were
removed from the plots in Figure 2, what remains is essentially the
N-S results.) Finally, in Figure 3, we show physical space contour

plots for the 256x256, MHD, 13=1 run.

Discussion

Compressibility has some interesting effects on MHD turbulence.
First, as shown in Figure 1, the effect observered by Passot and
Poquet [1] is mitigated in the case of MHD' there is both more
compressible energy at small scales for low Ma and less at high Ma
than in the corresponding N-S flows. Second, as seen in Figure 2,
magnetic energy appears predominant at small scales, although
predominance decreases with increasing compressibility (Ma). This
small scale magnetic predominance manifests itself in the many
intense current filaments seen in Figure 3c. These observations
reinforce earlier results [5,6], in that they underscore the
importance of magnetic field fluctuations in the dynamics of a
compressible, turbulent and conducting fluid.

As a final point, we note that if Bo _ 0, magnetic dynamo processes
: appear possible, as indicated by the behavior of EB and J in Figure

2(a,b), even in two dimensions. (No 'anti-dynamo' theorem can be
proved in the presence of even a small dc mean field Bo.) This is a
point we plan to explore numerically by introducing mechanical
forcing into our MHD code. In addition, we plan to add a
temperature equation, using x=ln(T) as our primary variable, rather
than directly using the temperature T.
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Figure 1. 64x64 runs: E_om/(E_m+Es) vs time for large (x), medium
(D) and small (@) scales, for N-S with initial Ma ' a) 0.239, b) 0.299;
for MHD with initial Ma ' c) 0.239, d) 0.299.
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EULER EQUATION OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBLE GAS AND

LOCALLY-EQUILIBRIUMMOLECULAR DYNAMICS

Ya. G. Sinai

Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics

Academy of Sciences, USSR

ul. Kosygina, dom 2, Moscow 117334 USSR

1. FORMULATIONOF THE PROBLEM

The problem which we intend to consider in this talk can be described

as the study of relations between microscopical properties of matter and
their macroscopical manifestation. One of the final goals, which is still

unfortunately very far from us, is to understand whether turbulent

motions may be thought as collective motions of some modes having a

thermodynamic origin. We shall make several speculations about this at
the end of this talk.

The matter which we shall deal with here is classical, lt means that

we neglect quantum effects. This seems to be reasonable for normal

thermodynamic conditions. Another restriction which we impose is more

serious. We intend to consider only one-dimensional gases but we shall

take into account their properties of compression and heat conductivity.

The advantage or disadvantage of the one-dimensional systems is due to
the fact that the local changes of form of the infinitesimal volumes are

also one-dimensional, i.e., they are reduced only to the change of the scale
but not to the change of form which does not even exist in the one-
dimensional situation.

We assume that the motion of the one-dimensional gas takes place on

the circle S1. lt will be most convenient for us to take as an independent
variable the Lagrangian variable _ where _ is the mass of the gas counted

starting with some fixed point, O, at the initial moment of time. Its

connection with the usual coordinate X_follows from the equality
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L ;_p(y;O}dy =
q

where p(y_; t) is the density at the point y g S 1 at a time, t. The whole
mass, [_ p(y;O)dy=l . which is certainly nothing other than some
normalizing condition. Introduce the hydrodynamical variables _:(_,t),
v(_,t), r(u,t), where E(_,t) d_ is the total internal energy of particles which

initially were in the interval (_, _+d_). v(_,t) is the hydrodynamical

velocity of the same particles, and r(_,t) is the mean distance between
particles, i.e., rl(_,t) is the density. The system of Euler equations takes

now a divergence-like form (see [1])

c3_(_,t) aT(1X_,t) av(_,t) _9-1-(2X_,t) _,_,t)__9-1-(aX_,t)

c3t c)_ at o_ o_ o_ (1)

Here T(1), T(2), T(3) are the components of the energy-momentum tensor. In

particular, T(2)(_,t)--p({,t) where p is the pressure, T(3)(_,t)= v(_,t),

T(1)({,t) has a more complicated form.

We also shall need conjugate variables 13(_,t),_,(_,t), p(_,t) where

= ,S, = v, = r,

Here h is the Gibbs free energy. In the one-dimensional case h is always a
strictly convex function of its variables and therefore, the usual

difficulties related to the Legendre transformation do not appear.
C6_'tainly the system of Euler equations can be written in terms of

variables _, q, m but we do not need their exact form. We use only the
Duham-Gibbs equality (see [1])

dh(i_,y,#)= _(_,t)r-3T(l(_'t)+ v(_,t)r3T(2I_'t)+ r(p,'t)r)T(3[_'t)
dt o_ r)_ °q_ (3)
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The system of Euler Eq. (1) determines the one-parameter group of
transformations {_t} acting in the space of 3-tuples [_:({), v(_), r(_)].

. Namely £.,t{p_.,(_), V(_), r(_)} = {_({,t), n(_,t), r(_,t)}. We shall not concern
ourselves here with various problems related to the existence and

uniqueness of solutions of (I). Locally these properties are satisfied and,

at this point, this is enough for us. To be more precise we shall assume
that initial data and ali _t{_(_), v(_), r(_)}, Itl<_to are well-defined and

belong to a bounded domain of thespace C2(Sl).

The microscopical description of the non-uniform but locally-

equilibrium distribution of parameters _, v, r is well-known (see [2], [3]).
Consider the system of N particles of mass 1 on the line having the
coordinates and velocities qi, vi, 1 <_..i<_..N, qi <-.qi+l. The interaction is

pairwise with the potential U(r). The usual assumption is that it has a
hardcore, i.e., U(r) = oo for r < ro, and a short range, i.e., U(r) = 0 for r >_.r1.

Between ro and rl U is twice-differentiable. Let 13(_), Y(_), I_({) be three
C2-functions on'S 1. Take the Hamiltonian of the system in the form

Hl_,l_,_{qi,v,})= _ [13{#)el+ _) vi + 4N)rl]i=1

Here

ri= qi+,-ql, ¢i= l[v{ + U(ql+l- qi) + U(q,- qi-1)]

and the periodic boundary conditions are imposed, qN+i = qi + N. Introduce

the locally-equilibrating Gibbs distribution Pp,_,,# having the density

-1

ZI3,_,,I_exP(-H 13,_,,l_{qi,vi})} (4)

where 7.13,_,,_is the partition function

N

' Z_,_,,I_=f exp{-H 13a',_({qi'vi}}} ]-[ dqidvi
i=1
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lt is not difficult to show that

N--,ooN- In , ,

Here h is the Gibbs free energy which was mentioned previously. The last
formula also shows the usefulness of the Lagrangian variable _.

The equations of motion for the whole array of particles have the
form

dr__jL- dvi = U'(ri)- U'(ri_l)
d_:- vi+l - vt , d'_

d_i- U'ir_ Vi+ Vi+l Ul(rt_l) vi+ vi-1
d'_ 2 2

Denote by ,si(_), vi('_), ri('_) the solution of these equations and {S"c} is the

corresponding group of transformations of the phase space. The U_:PI_,_',#

is the probability distribution in the phase space having the density

The partition function Z 13,,f,#is not changed due to Liouville theorem,

The hydrodynamical time and the microscopical time are related to

each other through the formula tN = ,c. We can consider the probability

distribution (4) as some distribution which can be prepared in advance in a

laboratory. The main problem which we intend to discuss here concerns

the question in what sense the probability distribution (5) is locally-

equilibrating for hydrodynamical times _:. Certainly it does not have the
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form of (4) with changed 13 3', It. But local equilibrium can be defined in a' 3

more mild form. To do this take a test function _x,y,z)_Co(R) and

consider the average

][{ql, vi}, t] = 1_,_ q){ei(tN), vi (tN), rl (tN)}
i=1

If (5) is, in a sense, locally equilibrating then ][{qhVll,t] should be close to

J(t)=fo'q_{E(_,t),v(_,t), r(_,t)} eP., where {_(_,t), v{_,t), r(_,!)}= Et{_(_), v(_), r(_)}.
We shall say that (5) is locally-equilibrating in a weak sense if for 8 > 0

lim pi3,_,.,(II{ (ql,vl, t}-J(t}l>8)=0
N-->oo (6)

Now our main question can be formulated as follows' Given the

probability distribution (4), what is the interval of hydrodynamical time

during which we can guarantee (6). There are some partial results for
several degenerate models which are discussed in particular in [3]. The

importance of our problem increased recently in connection with the
famous work of Frisch, Hasslacher an'd Pomeau [4] where the authors\

constructed the system of cellular automata modeling the Navier- Stokes

equations. However, as far as I know at this time, there were no general
results related to the whole problem. In the next section we develop a

new approach which might lead to some progress in the case which we
consider.

2. THE MAIN INEQUALITY AND ITS COROLLARIES

Take a microscopical time % and for any 13(_),3'(_), I_({) put

d UtopI_,_',_-
: exp[Fl_._,.ll{(qi,vt}]

d P E-XolN{l_,,y,l.tI

The form of F _,_,,_will be written below.
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Assume that ([3, y, _) is an arbitrary 3-tuple of functions on the circle

belonging to a bounded domain of C2(Sl).
The main inequality. For z o > 0 one can find B = B('_o) > 0 such that for

ali A > 0

PE-'_'N(13,_,,p)[FI3,_',p{(ql,Vl} > A1< exp(-NA2 B-l)

-2
and B(1:o)1;o -'->0 as "_o_ oo.

A weaker form of this inequality appeared in [5]. Now we can
formulate our main result.

Theorem. If the main inequality is valid then there exists a

hydrodynamical time to = to(1;o, B) such that for ali t, It l<to, the local

equilibrium (6) holds.

The proof of the theorem is given in the Appendix. Here we shall
write down the exact expression for F'

1 _ [ o_ ,f: /Tll)(s)_T(1)(13(i),,f(i),l_i))/d sFI_'Y'#{(qI'v_} = N- i=1 --__ (N) - o[,

O_Yoq_(N).f_oo{Tl2)(s) - T(2)(13(/),_(N)' I't(N))/ds

°_Yoq_(N) "f°-d°{ TI3)(s)- T(3)(13(N)'3{i)' I't(i)) } ds

,o)(,, ,o),,o),

;o) ,o),,o),

+ oq____#(#.,_ 0){r,- r (13(_-;0),_i; 0),t.t(_-;0))}1]
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rl Tl2)(s)= Ul{rl(s}}, , ,,=T!l),s,=,,,vi+, (s)U1{ (s)}- vi(s)U l{rl.,(s}} T!3)ls,We denoted VI(S},
_.,

lt is worth mentioning that the main inequality takes into account

only the dynamics during a fixed interval of the microscopic time. lt

means that we do not need any information concerning ergodic or mixing

properties of the system with the fixed N. This seems to be quite natural

because the local equilibrium is a quite common phenomenon which should
not be connected with such refined properties. From another side, the

estimation which enters the main inequality is of the type of large

deviation estimations in probability theory. Sometimes the main

contributions to the corresponding probabilities comes from or nontypical

configurations or nontypical dynamics involving some collective motions.
The form of these collective motions is unclear, lt cannot be excluded

that they are somehow connected with turbulence. In our opinion, an
analysis of the main inequality deserves a very thorough study.
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APPENDIX. PROOF OF "I'HEMAIN THEOREM

We reproduce here with minor modifications and corrections the proof

given in [5]. We start with the following lemma well-known from

probability theory.

Lemma. For any 8 > 0 there exists f(8) > 0 such that for ali considered

13,_',_ and t

PEt(#,3,,p.)II{,qi, v_;O} _olq_{_(_,t), V(_,t),r(_,t)}d_ >5]<exp{-Nt{8)}

Its proof is omitted. But

d U (k_} p 13,"f,p.
= exp{ uk'C°Lk}

d P E-k'_o/a(13,_,,p.)

Then

d u((k+l}_c)Pi3,_,,_ d U_°(Uk_°Pi3,_,,#)
,.m

d PE"(k+l}'_dN(13,_,,l_ d PE-(k+l} "_dN(13,),,i_}

d U_°(euk_°L
k PE-k'_dNI3,_',

n

d P E-(k+1) "_dN(13,_,,p.)

= exp{ u(k+l)_°Lk + FE-k_dN(I_,_,.#} ,
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i.e.,

u(k+l)_°Lk+l= Uk_OLk+ FE-_c/N(p,7,t_} '

Further, put for any A > 0

Ck = {(qi, I I-k>-k A,Pp,_,,_(Ck)= /_k}

then

N

/_k+l-<_k+I Lk< kA d PP'?'II = :n;k+ I Ek< kA e-Hpa',_• ]-[ dqidvii=l
Lk,, _(k+1)A Lk.,.,:'(k+1)A

' N

I e-u(k+_Hpa'_' ]"[ dqi dvi = _:k= _k + u, - -p,r'_'l(k+l_0/k<b^ i=1

[.J(k+l)'r,OLk+l_(k+l)A

f eU(k+_),r,oLk+ Fk d PE-(k+l)_N(_,_,.)<
+ /I;k

u(k+l)'_oLk< kA
"u(k+l)'r.oLk+l ,-.(k+l) A

+ exp {kA} I_ exp (x) d G(x)

where G is the probability distribution function of the random variable

FE-k_k'l",_,4found with the help of PE -(k+l)_N("'_'"l. The integration by parts and

the main inequality of § 2 give

fA_exp{x} dG(x)< fA_expIx)dx fx"dG(u)

Nx2 NA2)<'lA exp _ B dx<exp A B



Thus _:k+l<_k+exp{(k+l) A A2N} -1• -_ . Assuming that t is Nt % is an integer
we get

-1 { '-1 A2 B_ 1}-l<Ntx o exp Ntx o A- NI1;Nt "_o-

Take any 8 > 0 and find f(_3)>0 in view of the lemma, lt is easy to see that

f(8)---> 0 as 8 --->0. __hoose firstly large A so that A2 BI_ f(8) and then
al.large to so that toA% ___1t{_ Then

IP[_,y,I_ CNtxo _ - 3"

L

for sdfficiently large N and

PI3a',_{{(qi,vi):t}-J(t) l> 8}

-< {l{(q,,M0;t)- J(t)lI >an '-'Ht=o'}

4u)- l(oi •

UNt_l LNt_-I< Nt'_' A

+ exp {Nt _1 A} PEI_,.r,_,){II {(qi, vi);0)- J(0)l > 8}

<2exp-_- iS)N -->0, asN_oo.
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THE STRUCTURE OF SUPERSONIC

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS'

WHAT WE KNOW AND W]IAT WE THINK WE KNOW

A, J, Smlts

Dept, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering

Princeton University

INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of turbulence data has been obtained in supersonic boundary

layer flows, Virtually ali data up to 1980 which could be considered "functionally

complete" that is, well-documented, were compiled by Fernholz and Finley (1980), and

this listing was recently brought up to date by Fernholz et ai. (1988). Measurements

of <u'>, <(pu)'> and <T'> are widely available, but unfortunately measurements of

<v'> and -u'v' are not. Even more unfortunately, few measurements of higher order

moments have been made, and spectral data, probability density distributions, and

correlations have only been obtained in very few cases. In this respect, the most

complete data sets for zero pressure gradient flat plate boundary layers are those

by Owen and Horstman (1972), Owen, Horstman and Kussoy (1975), Robinson (1986),

Fernando (1988), Spina (1988) and Smits et al. (1988). In the present contribution,

we present a review of this work to assess the significance of variable density on

the structure of high speed turbulent boundary layers. For the purpose of

comparison with the subsonic case we use the results from Alving (1988) because of

the wide variety of data obtained in that flow. The flow conditions for ali cases

are summarized in Table I. Not ali quantities were measured by every investigator,

and therefore it is not always possib].e to make a clear distinction betweenMach and

Reynolds number effects.

Before considering the results, it is useful to summarize the type of data measured

by these investigators and how they were obtained. In ali four cases, the data were

obtained using hot-wire anemometry. In the study of Flow 3 by Owen and Horstman

(1972), autocorrelations, spectra and space-time correlations in the streamwise and

transverse directions were obtained using the fluctuating component of the hot wire

voltage. Since they used a constant-temperature system, operated presumably at a

high overheat ratio, the fluctuating voltage is proportional to (pu)' if the

fluctuations are small (Smits et al. 1983). In their later work, Owen et ai. (1975)

used constant-current anemomety to obtain the integral scales and microscales, the

probability density distributions, the skewness and flatness, and estimates for the

turbulence lifetimes for both the fluctuating mass-flux and total temperature . In

Flow 2, Robinson (1986) used a constant-temperature anemometer operated at high

overheat ratio to obtain (pu)', and he measured the flatness profile, the

correlations in the direction normal to the wall, and did some preliminary
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conditional sampling using the VITA technique. Ali the work done in Flow 1 was done

using constant temperature anemomety, and the primary data were time histories of

(pu)' and v'. The vertical velocity fluctuations v' can be measured directly in

; supersonic flow (Fernando et al, 1987) but fluctuations in mass-flux and total

temperature cannot be decomposed into density, pressure, temperature and u'

velocity fluctuations without additional measurements or assumptions (for a more

extensive discussion of this problem see Owen et al, 1975, or Smits et al. 1.988), In

contrast, the data in subsonic flows are always in terms of u S and v',

Subsonic flow Supersonic flow i Supersonic flow 2 Supersonic flow 3

M_ 0.i 2.9 2,97 6.7

Ure f 31 m/s 565 m/s 594 m/s iii0 m/s

Cf .00283 ,00114 .00166 ,00080

R0 5000 80,000 15000 8500
p

6 19.3 mm 28 mm 12 mm 33 mm

Table i, Experimental conditions for the supersonic boundary layers investigated by

Spina (1988) and Fernando (1988) (Flow I), Robinson (1986) (Flow 2), and Owen et al.

(1975) (Flow 3), and the subsonic boundary layer investigated by Alving (1988).

In supersonic Flows i and 2, the freestream Mach number is in the range where

Morkovin's hypothesis should apply over most of the boundary layer thickness. The

Mach number gradient near the wall, however, is very high (for example, in Flow i

the sonic line is located at approximately y - 0.005'6 - 0.13mm - 75 _w/Ur), and it

may be expected that the fluctuating Mach number can exceed unity in the region of

maximum turbulence production, and Morkovinrs hypothesis may break down in the

near-wall region.

2. Statistical Evidence

The simplest comparison between the turbulence behavior in subsonic and supersonic

boundary layers is to compare the distributions of <ut>, When normalized by ur (-

d rw/Pw), the distributions appear to show a strong Mach number effect (see, for

example, Schlichting 1968, p. 659), However, if the results for Mach numbers less

than 5 are normalized by a velocity scale derived using the wall stress and the

local density (- drw/p), as suggested by Morkovin, the Mach number dependence is no

Ionger evident. At a Mach number of 6.7, however, Owen et al. found that this

transformation did not seem to collapse the data, indicating that hypersonic flow

may display strong compressibility effects. It is also known that the flatness

profile in supersonic flows is more constant than in the corresponding subsonic case
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(see figure 1). One definition of intermtt_ency t.s 1 m (3/Flatness), where

Flatness - u'h/(u'2) 2, and the results imply, that tile tntermi, t:t_ncy, profile t_;,

fuller in supersonic' flows. In contrast, the flow visualization of clensity cross

sections by Smith at Princeton (private colmnunication) reveals that the bounclary

layer has a very similar appearance to that seen in subsonic flows (see figure 2),

and it may be possible that the flatness profiles of (pu)' clo not give an accurate

picture of the intermittency, Recent measurements of the intermittency function

from the (pu)' signal by Selig (1988)seem to support this idea.

W11at is even more interesting is that the shear correlation coefficient Ruv

(- -u--_v_/<uSXv'>) is different (figure 3). The subsonic data reveal a higher

correlation acros_ the boundary layer with a nearly constant value of 0.45 for 0 <

y/6 < 0.8, while the supersonic correlation decreases steadily as y/6 increases.

Differences were also observed in the distribution of the structure parameter a I --

u'v'/q 2 (not shown). In these same studies, however, Fernando and Alving found.

simil.ar anisotropy ratios, suggesting that the difference in character of the Ruv

distribution is caused by a change in the shear stress, that is, the organized

motions, not by a change in u' or v' alone. These changes are clearly evident in

the joint probability density distributions of u' (or (pu) t) and v', shown in figure

4. The contributions to -u'v t are organized differently; as a basis for comparison,

it may be seen that the major axes of these approximately elliptical distributions

are aligned more closely with the horizontal axis when the flow is supersonic.

A wide variety of two-point space-time correlation data is available, including

mass-flux (pu)' (or velocity u') correlations in the streamwise, normal, and

spanwise directions (x,y, and z, respectively). To begin the discussion of the

results, _.onsider the time records of (pu)' obtained in the zero pressure gradient

boundary layer from three hot wires (figure 5). The signals exhibit a very similar

character, indicating the passage of organized motions of a scale larger than the

separation distance between the top and bottom wires. The space-time correlations

for one supersonic and one subsonic flow are shown in figure 6. For both cases, the

peak values of the correlations are quite high, reaching a maximum of 0.65 near the

middle of the boundary layer, The correlation frictions for the supersonic boundary

layer are considerably narrower than for subsonic layer. Furthermore, the

dJmension].ess delay time corresponding to the peak of the space-time correlation,

_ma×, decreases from 0.4 ( = 20 + 0.5#s) at the floor to nearly zero at the edge

of the boundary layer.

The high peak level of the correlation and the non-zero value of the t_me delay

imply that both wires are detecting the same "disturbance", and that one wire is

detecting it before the other. Since the time shift was applied to the upper wire,
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the peak at negative time delay means that the upper wire detect;s the disturbance

first, that Is, the disturbance leans downstream. Accordingly, an angle 8 can be

' defined for this "front" by using the value of rma x along with the wire separation

distance, f, and the local convection velocity, That is,

]0- t n'l [ Oc max

The angle 0 may be called an "average structure angle," in that it is associated

with an average large-scale motion. Figures i0 and ii show that tile structure angle

depends on the distance between the two measurement points, and that the

distribution for supersonic flow is different from that in subsonic flow. In the

supersonic case for small values of f (_/6 - 0.09 ,say), the structure angle is

approximately constant at a value between 45° and 50° for 0.2 < y/6 < 0.8. For _/6

> 0.2, the structure angle becomes insensitive to variation in the separation

distance, and it varies from about 40° at y/6 = 0.2 to about 60° at y/6 ..0.8. In

the subsonic case, however, small values of f give larger values of 0, and large

values of f gives smaller values of 9 than those observed in the supersonic case.

For example, Alving found that for _/6 - 0.i, the structur'_ angle was approximately

at a value of 60° for 0.2 < y/6 < 0.8, whereas for _/6 > 0.2, # varied from about

20-30 ° to about 50° over the same interval in yl Note that the uncertainty in the

convection velocity will not affect these results significantly: when 0 = 45 °, 0%

error in Uc leads to an error in 0 of only 2-3 ° . These results help to explain the

differences seen in the correlation functions (figure 6). Since the average large-

scale structure is more upright in a supersonic boundary layer, the space-time

correlation is apt to fall off at shorter time delays since the extent of the

structures in the mean flow direction will be smaller.

Using the same upstream flow conditions used by Spina and Smits for the zero

pressure gradient layer discussed above, Donovan and Smits (1987) investigated the

mean structure angle distribution following a short region of concave surface curva-

ture using two different flow models: one which turns the flow through 8° with a

radius of curvature of 1270 mm (6lR - .022), and the other turns the flow 16° with

6/R - .08. Fernando and Smits (1987) made similar measurements on a flat plate

following a short region of adverse pressure gradient. In that case, the pressure

gradient was generated by a contoured plate, designed so that the pressure

distribution matched that of the 8° model using by Donovan and Smits. The general

shape of the distribution remained the same as in the zero pressure gradient case.

However, there appeared to be a small increase in the structure angle after each of

the three perturbations. Furthermore, the structure angle after the stronger

curvature was slightly higher than after the weaker curvature. Donovan and Smits

suggested that the perturbation rate was too rapid in the stronger curvature model
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to allow readjustment o£' the large-scale motions, and thus the angle of inclination

is affected, lt appears that tile same preliminary conclusion can be drawn for all

three of the flow perturbations, sir,ce they ali exhibit the same trend,

While the present study traverses two "detection probes" through the boundary layer

at a fixed separation distance (small compared to 6), most other measurements of

this kind have used one detection probe fixed at the wall (a hot wire, a shear

stress gauge, or some similar device) and another probe which was traversed through

the boundary layer, thereby varying the separation distance. The fixed separation

method used here results in a typical mean structure angle of 45° in supersonic flow

and about 30° in subsonic flow. While the variable separation method seems to give

a lower characteristic value; in supersonic flow Robinson (1986) found 30° and in

incompressible flows Brown and Thomas (1977) found 18°, whereas Rajagopalan and

Antonia (1979) found 12.5 °, and Robinson (1985) found 16° . The advantage of the

present method is that the slope of the structure is determined locally, instead of

being inferred from a large-scale measurement.

A superposition of peak time delays on the "mean structure shape" was used to

produce iso-correlation contours for the supersonic case using f = 0,096 and 0.306

(figure 9). The "mean structure shape", the solid curve drawn through the center of

the contours, was constructed from an extrapolation of the mean structure angle from

one measurement location to the next (with the first location supplying the

appropriate inclination from the origin). The peak of the cross-correlatlon at

each mean wire position was then shifted so that it was coincident with the curve

delineating the mean structure shape. The contours give a good indication of the

extent of the field around the identified structure. The same mean structural

characteristics are evid_,nt in ali of the contours, as well as those determined by

Robinson. Similar contour plots were derived for the subsonic boundary layer

studied by Alving and they are given in figure I0. The differences in mean

structure angle that exist between supersonic and subsonic flows (figures 7 and 8)

are readily apparent in figures 9 and i0, as are the much greater streamwise extent

of the large-scale structures in the subsonic boundary layer.

In addition to the measurements made at two points separated in the direction

normal to the wall, measurements were taken at a variety of spanwise spacings in

both the supersonic and subsonic cases. The space-time correlation for a spanwise

spacing of 0.096 is shown in figure Ii for sew_ral locations across the supersonic

boundary layer. The corresponding results for the subsonic boundary layer are given

in figure 12. The peak values are somewhat lower than in the supersonic case,

although the correlations are much broader. In both cases, however, the character

and strength of the correlations is similar to those found for the vertical separ-
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atlons, except that the peak occurs at zero time delay in this case. Since the

correlation between wires spaced 0.096 apart is similar for both the spanwise and

vertical alignments, a similarity of the structures is suggested in the y- and z-

directions for small distances in both cases. As determined from the peak values of

the correlation functions, it appears that the spanwise scales are slightly smaller

than the vertical s,cales.

A comparison of the length scales based entirely upon the peak values of the

correlations is not conclusive, however. Therefore, the transverse scales were

further explored with the aid of iso-correlatlon contours which give the behavior of

the entire correlation curve, not just the peak value. The space-time correlations

were reflected about _ = 0 for each y-position (this is valid since the spanwise

correlations are symmetric), and iso-correlation contours were drawn from the

resulting surfaces (figures 13 and 14). As with the vertical correlations, the time

delay was normalized by outer-layer variables, and by Taylor'_ hypothesis can be

interpreted as a streamwise distance. The plots then give (pseudo) x-z cross-

sections of the boundary layer at three different y-locations. _lat is very

striking is that the spanwise extent of the large-scale motions in subsonic and

supersonic flows are almost identical (and in good agreement with the results of

Kovasznay et al. 1970), whereas the streamwise scale differs by a factor of about

two. In addition, the spanwise scale of the detected structures increases away from

the wall. Since the overall size of the structures increases with y/6 this behavior

is not surprising. The spanwise scale of the detected organized structures should

therefore increase as we move farther flom the wall.

4 Summary and Conclusions

Ali the measurements presented here indicate that despite broad similarities, the

turbulence structure of supersonic and subsonic boundary layers display significant

differences. Some of these differences, such as the change in the flatness profile,

have been observed in previous studies, and are now relatively well known.

Structure parameters have not been widely studied in supersonic flows, however, and

the new measurements presented here indicate that strong differences exist. For

example, the length scales derived from space-time correlations indicate that the

spanwise scales are almost identical but that the streamwise scales in the subsonic

flow are about half the size of those in supersonic flow. The large-scale

str_ctures in the subsonic boundary layer also appear to move slightly slower, and

lean more towards the wall, than those observed in supersonic flows, and their shear

stress content is distributed differently among the four quadrants. Ali these

observations suggest that there may be fundamental differences between the

structure of subsonic and supersonic boundary layers, lt is possible that the

density gradients in a supersonic shear layer affect the large scale structure, and
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that there exists a damping effect of Mach number on the turbulent motions which may

be important even for turbulence away from the wall. In some sense it would not be

surprising to find differences between compressible and incompressible boundary

layers since the vorticity transport equa,tio'n describes the transport of vorticity

per unit mass, rather than the absolute vorticity, Density gradients must therefore

affect the vorticity dynamics to some extent, and the extent of this influence will

vary with Mach number.
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Navier-Stokes Simulation of Supersonic Free Shear Layer Flows
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ABSTRACT

The behavior of supersonic free shear layers has be_.,n analyzed through
numerical solution of the 2-D compressible Navier-Stokes equations. A modified
McCormack scheme that is fourth order accurate in space and second order
accurate in time was used. lt was found that small amplitude normal velocity
disturbances introduced into the flow field grew as they were convected
downstream and eventually led to organized vortical structures. The growth rate
of these disturbances was found to depend on the convective Mach number, lt
was also found that streamwise and spanwise velocity disturbances introduced
into the shear layer did not grow as rapidly as the normal velocity disturbances
did.

INTRODUCTION

During the past several years, within the aerospace community there has
been an increased interest in a class of propulsion systems called SCRAMJET
engines. In these systems, the high speed supersonic air stream captured by the
inlet is slowed down through a series of shock waves to low supersonic speeds
before entering the combustion chamber. For efficient and reliable performance,
and to keep the overall length and weight of the system small, it is imperative
that this high speed air stream mixes well with fuel and reacts rapidly. Because
normal injection of the fuel stream into the air stream produces good mixing at
the expense of significant total pressure loss, researchers have begun to consider
configurations where the mixing of parallel or oblique streams of fuel and air
will occur.

Unfortunately, the shear layer which forms at the juncture of the
supersonic air and fuel streams tends to grow at a much slower rate than its
subsonic counterpart. Spark Schlieren photographs taken by Papamoschou [Ref.
1, 2] show the growth rate of supersonic shear layers to be less than 1/3 that of
an incompressible shear layer, for a wide range of combinations of fuel-air ratio,
specific heats, Mach numbers, temperatures and densities. Similar experimental
results were also observed by Chinzei et al. [Ref. 3]. Therefore there is some
interest in the use of passive and active control techniques which will promote
mixing.
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The passive and active control techniques are based upon the following
principle. If vorticity is introduced into the shear layer, it Will interact with the
shear layer, grow as it is convected downstream, increase the turbulence level
within the shear layer, and lead to an overall improvement in mixing. Guirguis
[Ref. 4] and Drunlmond et al. [Ref. 5] considered the effect of a bluff body placed
in the nliddle of the shear layer. Kumar et al. [Ref. 6] considered the effects of
vorticity produced by a pulsating shock wave on the growth characteristics of
shear layers.

In the present work, we investigate active control techniques for the
promotion of mixing between supersonic fuel and air streams. Sinusoidally
varying velocity disturbances are introduced at the initial, laminar mixing region
of the shear layer. These disturbances grow with time as they are convected
downstream and eventually lead to well organized vortical structures. These
vortical structures are responsible for increase in the mixing between the fuel
and air streams, in a manner similar to that in subsonic shear layers.

Streamwise, normal and spanwise disturbances are considered as suitable
candidates for promoting mixing in this work. The 2-D and quasi 3-D
compressible Navier-Stokes equations in a strong conservation form are
numerically solved, using a modified MacCormack scheme that is second order
accurate in time, and fourth order accurate in space. This scheme is suitable for
studying phenomena such as propagation of acoustic waves, boundary layer
instability, and shear layer instability and has been previously used by several
authors [Ref. 7-9]. It is our experience that higher order schemes such as these
are more suitable for the present application than conventional second order
schemes based on an ADl formulation [Ref. 10].

,,

NUMERICAL FORMULATION

The behavior of 2-D supersonic free shear layers, and that of 3-D
supersonic free shear layers subject to the infinite sweep assumption, are both
governed by a system of partial differential equations of the following form:

qt + Fx + Gy = R x + Sy

Here F and G are the inviscid flux terms and account for the transport of
mass moment and energy, and for the influence of pressure. The terms R and S
are the viscous stress terms. The above set of equations are parabolic with
respect to time, and may be solved using a variety of stable time marching
schemes For 2-D flows there are four equations. In the case of 3-D flows subject
to infinite-sweep assumption, there are five equations, the additional equation
corresponding to the conservation of spanwise momentum.
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In this work tile above equation was solved using a splitting approach.
That is, the solution was advanced from one time level 'n' to the next 'n+2'
through the following sequence of operations'

qn +2 = (Lx Ly Lxv Ly v Ly v Lxv Ly L x) qn

where, for example, the L x operator involves solution of the following 1-D
equation:

qt + Fx = 0

This 1-D equation was solved through the following predictor-corrector
sequence, recommended by Bayliss et al. [Ref. 7]'

Predictor Step:

E, n At 7 F. -8F + F
qi,j = qi, j 6Ax _,j i- !,j i- 2, j

Corrector Step:

qi, j - 2 qi, j + qi, j

At [7F. -8F. + F ]*12Ax t,j i+l,j i+2, j

When the above equations are applied at nodes close to the left and right
side boundary, a fourth order accurate extrapolation procedure was used to

extrapolate the flux vectors F and F* needed at nodes outside the computational
domain.

The Ly operator requires solution of the equation

+ G = 0
qt Y

using a similar approach.

The operators Lxv and Lyv correspond to numerical solution of 1-D
equations such as

qt - Rx = 0

The above equation was solved through the following two-step sequence'
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, 11 A t I In
qi,j = qi, j + _ R - R 1

i+l,j i-_,j

n+l 1 ( n ,)+ At I R 1. - R 1'qi, j - 2 qi, j + qi, j 2Ax i+_-,j i-l,j

The viscous terms are thus updated only to second order accuracy in space.

It may be shown that the above scheme has very little artificial dissipation
inherent in it, and is fourth order accurate in space, as far as the inviscid part is
concerned.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The computational domain is shown in Figure 1, along with some of the
relevant flow properties. For the numerical simulations performed, the boundary
conditions are as follows. At the upstream boundary, the flow is supersonic for
both the air and fuel stream. Thus, ali the flow properties may be prescribed at

this boundary, and may include any velocity and pressure disturbances
externally imposed on the shear layer. At the downstream boundary, for the
small amplitude velocity disturbances encountered in this work, the flow
remains supersonic, and may be extrapolated from the interior. Alternatively,
the governing equations themselves may be applied if the streamwise diffusion
terms Rx are suppressed at the downstream nodes.

At the lateral boundaries, it was assumed that the flow is confined by

smooth, flat walls. In order to avoid resolving the boundary layers that grow on
these plates, and to avoid any influence of these boundary layers over the shear
layer, slip boundary conditions are used at these side walls. These walls are
considered adiabatic, and the normal derivatives of density and pressure are
also set to zero.

In the present work, ali the calculations have been performed for cold
flows. Furthermore, it was assumed that the species above and below the shear

layer have the same ratio of specific heats, and moleculer weight.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A 221x61 uniform grid, with grid spacing equal to 0.01 millimeter in both
directions was used. The Reynolds number of the flow ( using the speed of sound
of the upper stream as the reference velocity ) was 1000 per millimeter. The
calculations were carried out, starting with step velocity, density and

temperature profiles everywhere in the computational domain, and marching in
time until an asymptotic steady state shear layer evolved. Next, streamwise,
normal, or spanwise velocity disturbances varying sinusoidally with time were
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imposed at the upstream boundary, Calculations were carried out for several
cycles of imposed oscillations to ensure that these disturbances introduced at the
upstream boundary had enough time to travel through the length of the
computational donlain and leave through the downstream boundary. Four
typical cases calculated with normal velocity disturbances are shown in Table 1.

Because the supersonic shear flow problem involves at least 10 flow
parameters ( 5 flow properties on each side of the shear layer ), it is desirable
that these parameters be combined to give one or two nondimensional
parameters of importance• Papamoschou [Ref. 1] has used the convective Mach
number as the single parameter that ties ali his experimental observations
together. This parameter is simply the Mach number of dominant vortical
structures within the shear layer with respect to, say, the upper stream. If the

upper and lower stream both have the same ratio of specific heat then the
velocity of convected disturbances will be given by'

a1 U 2 + a 2 U 1
U =

c al +a 2

and the convective Mach number is

U1 - U
M = c

c a1

Note that the subscript 1 and 2 correspond to conditions on either side of the
shear layer. In Table 1, the convective Mach numbers are tabulated according to
Papamoschou's formula, and also based on our own numerical simulations. To
compute the convective Mach number from our numerical simulation, the
vorticity contours were plotted at adjacent time levels and the distance travelled
by vortical disturbances during that interval were computed, in a manner shown
in Figure 2. It was found that the convective Mach number from our simulation
was always equal to or lower than that from Papamoschou's formula. Thus, the
present calculations show the convected vortices to travel at speeds closer to the
faster stream.

In Figures 3 through 6, the calculated vorticity contours are shown for the
mean flow, as well as for the cases with imposed normal velocity disturbances.
The inflow Mach number combinations are shown in Table 1. And the

amplitudes of disturbance velocity were 2% of the corresponding streamwise
component. The following conclusions may be drawn from an examination of
these contours'

(a) Small amplitude normal disturbances introduced upstream grow rapidly, and
eventually lead to well organized vortical structures.
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(b) As tile convective Mach number computed according to Papanaoschou's
formula increases, the growth rate of the shear layer decreases, lt should be
noted that this observation is in agreement with Papamoschou's experimental
observations, and with linear stability theory.

(c) A comparison of vorticity contours of the steady shear layer (without
disturbances ) and excited shear layer indicates that the small amplitude normal
velocity disturbances introduced lead to a pronounced increase in the shear
layer growth rate.

In Figure 7 and 8, the vorticity contours are shown for shear layers with
imposed streamwise or spanwise velocity disturbance, both with the same
amplitude as those in the normal direction. The inflow boundary conditions were
the same as in case-1, lt is seen that these disturbances are not as effective in

increasing the growth rate of the shear layer as exciting the normal velocity
component by the same amount.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A technique for enhancing the growth rate, and hence the mixing
characteristics of supersonic shear layers has been described. A numerical
procedure was used to study the spatial and temporal growth of sinusoidal
disturbances introduced into the shear layer. It was found that a near linear
growth with respect to x in the amplitude of these disturbances results. Highly
organized vortical structures could be found in the shear layer, which are
expected to improve mixing between the air and fuel streams.
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Figure 1. Boundary conditions for supersonic free shear layer
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(a) without disturbance. (b) with disturbance in the normal direction.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF ENHANCED MIXING AND TURBULI_NCE
IN SUPERSONIC FLOWS

Thomas A. Zang, J, Philip Drummond, and Ajay Kumar

Computational Methods Branch
NASA Langley R_search Center

Hampton, Virginia 23665

Introduction

The fundamental issues involved in compressible turbulence are of great technological lmporr
tance and present severe challenges for analytical, numerical, and empirical predictive methodolo-
gies. One pressing application is to hypersonic flight, especially for the internal flow in combustors.
A principal objective is to optimize the efficiency of the fuel-air mixing occurring in the englne. In
the very high speed vehicle configurations currently being considered, achieving a high combustor
efficiency is particularly difficult. This is a consequence of the fact that with increasing vehicle
Mach number, the average Mach number in the combustor also increases. As the combustor Mach
number increases the degree of fuel-air mixing that can be achieved through natural convective
and diffusive processes is reduced, leading to an overall decrease in combustion efficiency and
thrust.

Numerical methods for supersonic (and reacting) flow have matured to the point at which
they are playing a key role in exploring machanisms for enhancing mixing and turbulence in
compressible flow. In this paper some representative illustrations of recent work directed towards
mixing enhancement in supersonic combustors will be presented.

Numerical Metl:od8

This decade has witnessed rapid progress in numerical methods for supersonic and hypersonic
flow. Upwind-biased schemes of increasing sophistication and accuracy have passed rapidly from
academic circles to large production codes at national laboratories and in industry. Most practi-
tioners have their own pet suite of test problem. In this section we provide a brief discussion of
the progress made on two of our favorites.

The ideal shock-capturing numerical method would capture shock-waves and slip lines in 2 grid
points with no smearing or spurious oscillations while at the same time retaining high accuracy
on small-scale flow field features. A problem which is ideally suited for putting schemes to this
particular test is the interaction of turbulence with a shock. A schemat0ic is l_rovided in Fig. I.
At time t = 0 an infinite, normal shock at x = 0 separates a rapidly moving, uniform fluid on the
left from the fluid on the right, which is in a quiescent state except for some specified fluctuation.
The initial conditions are chosen so that, in the absence of any fluctuation, the shock moves
uniformly in the positive x direction with a specified Mach number (relative to the fluid on the
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right). In the presence of the fluctuations, the shock front will develop ripples and waves will be
established behind the shock. The particular case illustrated in the figure pertains to a Mach 8

shock encountering a plane shear wave inclined at an angle of 30° to the undisturbed shock front.

Linear theory predictions for the wave amplitudes behind the shock have been available since

the 1950's ([1,2]). Zang, Hussaini, and Bushnell [3] have tested these in the nonlinear regime using
shock-fitting methods. Figure 2 is a typical result of that work° The amplitude of a vorticity
wave generated behind the shock by a downstream shear wave is plotted as a function of the

angle of" inclination of the wave. (Results for both finite-difference and spectral shock fitting

calculations are shown.) For small angles the agreement With linear theory is very good, whereas

near the critical angle (beyond which the waves behind the shock decay), the linear prediction
is unreliable. At small angles of inclination, however, the linear result is a very good measure of
the actual solution. Thus linear theory can be used to calibrate numerical methods for this test

problem.

Since in the shock-fitting method the shock front is a boundary of the computational domain,
the difficulties associated with differencing across the shock are not present. Although shock-

fitting methods have produced impressive results on simple flows they are not a practical tool for

the complicated flows that must be analyzed in many engineering problems.

A wide variety of upwind-biased difference schemes are currently available. Shu and Osher

[4] have applied a particular upwind scheme, known as the ENO method, to this problem. The
simplest relevant example of theirs involves a pure density fluctuation at zero angle of inclination.

This reduces to a one-dimensional problem. Figure 3 displays the result of sixth-order ENO

with 300 grid points for an incoming wave with a 20% fluctuation in the density. The solution

to this problem involves both an acoustic wave and an entropy wave behind the shock. Both

contribute density fluctuations, with the acoustic contributions having longer wavelength and

faster propagation speed. The solid line comes from a highly-resolved ENO calculation. The high-
order scheme does a very impressive job of capturing the shock and resolving both the acoustic

and entropy waves. The result of a shock-fitted calculation are shown in Fig. 4. A second-order
MacCormack method was employed. There are two features in the shock-fitted results which are
not reflected in the ENO results. One is the oscillations near the upstream peaks of the acoustic

wave and the other is the small-scale fluctuations near the the two upstream peaks due to the

entropy wave. Results from a spectral domain decomposition shock-fitted code (Kopriva, 1988,

= private communication) suggest that these are real elements of the solution; the former arises
from transients generated when the shock suddenly encounters the incoming wave and the latter

occurs because of the superposition of the acoustic and entropy responses. Evidently, the ENO
scheme does eliminate these real featuIes from the flow. Nevertheless, this particular upwind

scheme does an impressive job of replicating the large- and medium-scale flow features of this

simple one-dimensional test problem.

A second simple test problem involves the interaction of a shock with a vortex. This problem,

too, has been computed by shock-fitting ([5]). The problem is most challenging when the vortex

is sufficiently strong to create a secondary shock along with a triple point. Figure 5, taken from

[6], shows a typical experimental result. Here, the shock is moving from right to left and has just

passed over the vortex. Note the two triple points in the figure.

Figure 6 shows the numerical results [7] obtained from a second-order upwind method. The

caIculation used a 132 x 122 grid. The close agreement between the primary shock, the secondary

shock and the triple points is encouraging.
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Mixing Enhancement From Oscillating Shocks

One technique for mixing enhancement that has been explored recently is based on utilizing

either natural or forced shock oscillations to enhance turbulence. Kumar, Bushnell, and Hussaini

[8] devised a simple two-dimensional model problem for this study. It consists of Mach 3 inviscid
flow past a 10° compression ramp. The shock oscillations are forced by utilizing an oscillatory

inflow boundary condition on the Mach number M of the form

M = M_[1 + ACv ) _inC2_ct)] (1)

where

A(y) ={ _ 0<y<_0.05.1he -25(v-'°5) y > 0.05. (2)

The Mach number osc}llations are concentrated near the lower wall, with a maximum amplitude

of 5% of the free stream Mach number at y = 0.05 . The frequency c was the free parameter in

this study. Kumar, et al examined frequencies between 1 and 10. This covers the relevant range

of turbulence frequencies.

The numerical simulations of this problem were performed with a second-order upwind method.

Results over one period for c = 5 are shown in Figure 7. The disturbance introduced at the foot

of the shock propagates along the shock into the free stream flow. The induced free stream oscil-

lations should enhance mixing. The Reynolds stress created by the shock oscillation are displayed

in Figure 8. Note that the amplitude of the Reynolds stresses decreases as the frequency of the

shock oscillation increases. Hence, low frequency shock oscillations should be the most effective
ones.

In a real combustor shock oscillations can arise from unstable flow fields. Potential sources

are from fuel injection, unsteady boundary-layer separation regions, boundary-layer turbulence,
and from in-stream bodies.

Mixing Enhancement From Temperature Control

A useful idealization of the fuel-air mixing problem is sketched in Fig. 9. A splitter plate on

the left separates the initial fuel (top) and air (bottom) streams. The air stream is presumed
at rest, whereas the fuel stream has a specified Mach number M_. The ratio of the air to fuel

temperatures is denoted by fiT. A free shear layer develops downstream of the splitter plate. This,

of course, is unstable and linear stability theory can describe the initial stages of the instability.

Macaraeg & Street [9] have performed a parametric study of the temporal stability of the

self-similar, non-reacting mixing layer. The compressible linear stability equations were solved

w_th a spectral method using on the order of 100 points. Figure 10 displays typical dependicies

cf the growth rates, denoted by w_, upon Mach number, temperature ratio, and Reynolds number

Re. The decrease in growth rate with increasing Mach number is familiar and underli_,s the

necessity of increasing the mixing at higher speeds. The modest dependence of the growth rate

upon Reynolds number reflects the essentially inviscid character of the instability. The strong

dependence of the growth rate upon the temperature ratio suggests that mixing can be enhanced

by proper tuning of the fuel temperature. Fortunately, the greater instability of the shear layer

with decreasing fuel temperature is favorable to hypersonic combustors: the air entering the

co_m__bv.stnrwill be verv hot and the fuel can be relatively cold.
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Mixing Enhancement From Obstacles

Of course, most of the flow in combustors is in the strongly nonlinear regime. Numerical

investigations of all but the initial stages require full simulations. Drummond and co-workers

have developed a comprehensive capability for simulating spatially-developing, reacting, viscous

shear layers. A recent description of this capability is provided in [10]. Second- and fourth-order
central difference methods are used for the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes, energy, and

species continuity equations. Finite-rate chemical reactions are included.

A number of numerical simulations of such shear layers have been conducted. Drummond

and Mukunda [10] have studied the effect of curved shocks upon the mixing efficiency. Figure 11
illustrates the conditions of a simple comparison. The left part of the figure shows the benchmark

case, which is the shear layer which develops from a fuel and air stream initially separated by

an infinitely thin splitter plate. The physical domain was 0.1 m long and 0.1 m high. The

computational grid was 201 × 511 with a strong concentration of grid-points within the shear

layer. The simulation of this case was begun with static conditions in the flow domain and it was

conducted for 0.1 ms. This time represented 14 computational sweeps of the flow field and was

sufficient for a temporally periodic solution to develop. The right part of Figure 11 shows the

conditions for the companion simulation which included a square cylinder (0.0012 m high and

0.002 m long) a distance 0.02 m behind the trailing edge of the splitter plate. This body induces
a bow shock, which has strong curvature in the immediate neighborhood of the body.

The numerical results for both cases are shown in Figure 12. The water mass fraction is

displayed because it is a useful tracer of the mixing. The benchmark case exhibits slow mixing,

with the flow remaining laminar for the first 0.08 m downstream of the splitter plate. The familiar

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops, but there is an insufficient length in the region of interest

for the instability to evolve significantly. The effect of the obstacle is quite dramatic. When

the high velocity gradient region of the mixing layer is processed by the curved shock in front

of the square cylinder, vorticity is produced. The vorticity is then convected downstream where

it produces enhanced macromixing of fuel and air. The velocity field becomes unstable near the

trailing edge of the interference body and the thickness of the shear layer grows rapidly with

increasing streamwise coordinate. The shear layer thickness defined by water mass fraction ts
significantly greater downstream of the obstacle than it is in the benchmark case.

Figure 13 provides a quantitative measure of the mixing efficiency in the two cases. The

mixing efficiency (a number between 0 and 1) denotes the amount of fuel that could react at any
x station if chemical reaction was taking place. The efficiency values for the two cases should

be viewed in a relative sense because there are significant regions of fuel and air that can never

mix since they are located at large transverse distances from the mixing layer. After the 0.02

m station (where the obstacle is located), there is a significant growth in mixing efficiency due
to the obstacle. Near the outflow station, the mixing efficiency is roughly four times that of

the benchmark case. This figure also contains results for a shear layer interacting with a pair

of straight, oblique, intersecting shocks. Thej, produce relatively little mixing enhancement for

a shear layer which is still laminar. Thus, it is the curvature of the shock that is crucial for

increasing the mixing.

This comparison demonstrates that the introduction of curved shocks into a mixing layer is

beneficial. In a real engine the use an obstacle introduced solely for the purpose of producing

a curved shock is not practical. The total pressure loss caused by the extra bow shock is a
disadvantage. Moreover, aerodynamic heating would also pose a problem. Ideally, one should

take advantage of a shock that is already present.
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Drummond and Mukunda [10] next examined a configuration closer to an act'_al combustor.
The top part of Figure 14 shows a conventional strut in a scramjet engine. Fuel can be injected

both parallel to and transverse to the air stream. Transverse injection predominates over parallel
injection when the engine is operating in the high Mach number regime to hasten fuel-air mix-

ing. At lower Mach numbers, more parallel injection is used in order to produce slower mixing.

Transverse injection takes place following a rearward-facing step that provides improved flame-

holding, and parallel injection occurs at the strut base. The transverse jet induces a bow shock.
In the conventional design the flow from the parallel jet does not interact with this bow shock,

The results of the comparison above suggested that a relocation of the transverse injection might

improve the mixing. The bottom part of Figure 14 shows a strut which has been modified to take

advantage of this mixing enhancement mechanism. Here the parallel injector is re-located so that

it interacts with the the transverse jet (and its resulting bow shock). The same amount of fuel is
introduced by each injector.

Figure 15 shows the numerical results for both the old strut and the modified strut. The old

strut was operated with only parallel injection, whereas the modified strut produced both parallel

and transverse injection. The effect of the interaction of the parallel jet with the bow shock is

apparent in the water mass fraction contours. The unenhanced parallel jet behaves much like

the unenhanced mixing layer described earlier. The growth of the jet was quite modest. For the

modified strut, however, the interaction of the parallel jet with the curved bow shock ahead of

the transverse jet indeed produced significant vorticity and results in increased mixing. Figure 16

shows the mixing efficiencies of the two cases. Efficiencies of over 90°A are achieved after 0.04 m

for the modified strut, whereas 0.075 m are required to achieve this level for the old strut.

Conclusions

Modern numerical methods have produced a significant improvement in the capability to

simulate mixing in compressible flows. Upwind schemes provide sharp shocks and high-order

schemes permit many small-scale flow features to be computed reliably.

Several examples of two-dimensional computations of mixing enhancement have been pre-

sented. They suggest that combustor designs can take advantage of oscillating and curved shocks

as well as of enhanced instability due to temperature gradients across a shear layer. The natural

extension of these investigations is to three-dimensional flows.
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Figure 7. Pressure contours showing shock motion over one period for c = 5.
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Figure 12. Water mass fraction contours for the benchmark mixing layer (top) and the mixing
layer containing a square obstacle (bottom).
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Figure 15. Water mass fraction contours for the conventional strut (top) and the modified strut

(bottom).
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MEASUREMENTS OF TURBULENT, ANISOTROPIC DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN A ROCKET

EXHAUSTPLUME BY A CROSSBEAM THREE-AXISCORRELATIONTECHNIQUE

G,J,BALL
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Unlverslty of Southampton

Introduction

Theoretical predictions of chemically reacting flows are sensitive to the assumptions made

concerning tile level of fluctuations of scalar' variables such as density and temperature.

There is need for experimental data to test modelling assumptions, The measurement of

fluctuating density and temperature in tile high temperature exhaust plume of a ruckut

motor posesseveral daunting technical problems,

The use of optical non-intrusive techniques ts one means of obtaining such data and this

paper describes the use of the Crossed Beam Correlation method (CBC)to obtain localised

measurements of the mean square density fluctuations within a rocket exhaust plume, The

method uses robust, low cost optical components and is relatively Insensitive to vibration

and chemical contamination and requires no flow seeding,

Theory and Development of CBC

A narrow beam of light traversing a flow is refracted at each refractive index gradient it

encounters and the emerging ray therefore diverges from its original path. The deflection

of the beam is a measure of the refractive index gradients, within the flowfield, integrated

along the beam path. Wilson and Damkevala (1970) made use of a pair of orthogonali

intersecting beams in order to obtain localised information. They demonstrated that the

covariance of the time varying deflections of the two beams can be used to obtain tile

mean square density fluctuations at the intersection point, under tile assumption of

isotropy of the turbulent density field. Kalghatgi (1980) showed that, in the presence of an

anlsotropic density field, additional information is required concerning the ratio of the

anisotropic length scales of the turbulence, and that this information can be derived with

tile aid of a third orthogonal beam. The three-beamCBCthereforeprovidesadiagnostic

tool for the measurement of density fluctuations in anisotropic turbulent flows, and it is

this systemthat was used in obtaining the present measurements.

Instrumentation

Measurements reported here were made using a crossed beam correlator (see Wilson and

Damkevala 1970) as modified by Kalghatgi (1980). Tile three beams are provided by three

4mW HeNe lasers which intersect at the measurement point (see figure 1). Each

transmitted beam is directed onto a position sensitive photodiode which measures the
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angular deflection induced by density gradients in the flow (bandwidtli 0-20kHz), The
deflections are cross<orrelated irl order to obtain localised information from the beat]]

intersection, The r_ean square density fluctuation Isobtained, together with tile ratios of

three orthogonal lengttl scalesof the denstty field,

laser

ii photodiode

FIGURE1' Optical configuration for CBCmeasurements in the rocket plume,

Rocket Plume measurements

Measurements were made of tile density fluctuations in the near-field exhaust plume of a

stationary liquid fuelled rocket motor. The plume gaseswere exhausted from a 72,65 mm

nozzle, having a throat of 40 mm, at approximately 2200 m/s at an exit temperature of 2000

K. rile chamber pressure was 60 atmosphere. Tile plume was under expanded with an exit

plane pressure of 4 atmospheres. This resulted in tile formation of barrel shock cells as

shown in Figure 2. Noise levels close to the plume exceeded 140dB. Tile oxidant employed

was red fuming nitric acid, quantities of which were expelled as a fine mist at the end of

each firing. These factors served to create in the plume vicinitya hostile environment for

the measuring optics. Nevertheless the apparatus survived approximately 200 firl,lgseach
of 10seconds duration without serious failures.
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Figure 2, The rocket plume.

Results

A large number of measurements of the density fluctuations at various
stations along the length of the plume were made. (For reference to ali
the measurements see Ball (1984)).
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FIGURE3' Predicted time mean profiles of temperature and density 1.0 metres from the
nozzle exit.

Computer predictions of the mean density and temperature at 1.0 m from the nozzle exit

are shown in Figure 3, while Figure 4 shows measured values of the root mean square

density fluctuations at this same station.
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FIGURE4: Predicted and measured profiles of density f',uctuation 10 metres from the
nozzle exit.
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Discussions and Conclusions

The estimated errors for each deflection covariance are of the order of +_10%.

Although the 3 beam CBC technique proposed by Kalghatgi has been shown to yield

plausible results in a field of gross anisotropic turbulence, the density variance obtained

relies heavily on the assumed model of the spatial correlation function for density

fluctuations used by Kalghatgi. Ball (1.984) showed that only one orientation of the 3

beams can give complete correction for the effects of anisotropy, when the beam,_ are not

so aligned some loss in accuracy is expected. Ball (1984) and Ball and Bray (1985) include

proposals for modifications to the 3-beam CBCto overcome this problem. In its present

form the CBC technique is shown to be a relatively simple and inexpensive method for the

determination of the density fluctuations in hostile flow fields.
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Ii_XPERIMENTAL OI._SERVATIONS OF SHOCK S"I'AI_ILIrI'y ANl)
SItOCK-INDUCED TURBULENCE

Robert F. Benjamin
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM, USA 87545

Abstract

We observe the Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability of a perturbed,
shock-accelerated interface between different gases. Instability growth
of a singly shocked interface is observed to be consistent with previous

experimental data. Late-tirne growth visually appears nonlinear but the
growth rate remains the same as during linear growth. Re-shocking

the interface produces additional RM growth and substantial profile

broadening, which does not show the effect of local vorticity
generation.

Introduction

Shock acceleration of an interface between fluids of different density produces

a hydrodynamic instability similar to the well-known Rayleigh- Taylor instability of
an accelerated interface. Perturbations at the shocked interface grow and eventually

produce mixing of the fluids. Re-shocking the interface enhances the rate of
mixing, and may be viewed as promoting a transition from instability to
turbulence. We examine the physics of this transition experimentally by taking
shadowgraphs of the flow pattern during the re-shocking of the perturbed interface.

We also report measurements of the amplitude growth of a singly-shocked,
perturbed interface.

Growth of the shock-induced instability in gases when the initial amplitude of

the perturbation is small was first studied theoretically by Richtmyer I and
experimentally by Meshkov,2 Hence, the shock-induced instability is c_ften called

the "Richtmyer-Meshkov" (RM) instability. The RM unstable interface is a
perturbed contact discontinuity subjected to normal shock acceleration. Using a

shock tube and optical diagnostics to study the shocked interface between different
gases, Meshkov measured the growth rate for the amplitude of a single-wavelength

perturbation to be considerably smaller than predicted by Richtmyer's analytical

approximation. Our measurements for amplitude growth rates are slightly higher
- !h.'.a.nMe.._hknv'._results, but significantly less than those given by Richtmyer's
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I

fomlula, Measurements 0t"instabili!y growlh ill gases at much higher Mach number
were recently reported. 3

By contrast with these experiments with gases in which the measured values
are lower than analytic estimates, experimental results with liquids 4 arehigher
lhan the analytic expression derived from Taylor's and Richtmyer's analyses.

Several investigatorsS-9 have studied the growth of a planar interface
evolving into a mixing zone as a consequence of multiple shocks and rarefactions.

Although these interfaces are nominally planar, they have uncharacterized
perturbations that lead to instability and mixing. Recent results 9 suggest that
earlier measurements may have been dominated by boundary layer effects that

obscured the interfacial region of bulk mixing. Ali of these experiments measured
the mixing (or perhaps boundary layer effects) induced by shocking a nominally
flat interface between the fluids, but they did not carefully examine the details of

the first re-stlock to the interface, which is when the growth rate changes most
abruptly. Our goal is to investigate this transition experimentally and to develop a
database that describes this transition and related phenomena.

Instability growth from a single shock

Richtmyer considered the case of a shock wave moving from a lower- density
fluid, having density Pl., into a higher-density fluid, Pl l. He derived the

following analytic expression for the growth rate of a small- amplitude, single-
mode (i.e., single wavelength) perturbation:

dri/dt = k 1"1'oUI { (PIt " PL) / ( PtI + PL ) } (1)

where: 11= amplitude of the perturbation (1"1ois the initial amplitude.)
11'o= the initial, shock-compressed amplitude

k = wavevector of the perturbation = 2 _: / _,
UI = interface velocity
(PH- Pr,) / ( PH + Pt, ) = Atwood number

Richtmyer also performed a numerical calculation for this light-to-heavy case and
found that Eq. (1) is a good approximation to the numerical computation provided

one uses shock-compressed values for the Atwood number and initial amplitude.
ltowever, Sturtevant 8 pointed out that there is ambiguity about the value of the

arnplitude compression of the perturbation. Meshkov estimates the compression
with an expression involving velocities, whereas Sturtevant suggests alternative
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expressions using density compressions. For purposes of comparing Meshkov's
results and the present work, we use Meshkov's expression.

Experinlental details

Both the single-shock and re-shock experiments were performed in a
horizontal shock tube having inside square cross section with dimensions 75 x 75
nam. The sinusoidal perturbation of the interface between the test gases was

produced by a 0.5-l.tm-thick cellulose nitrate membrane clamped in a sinusoidal
slaape characterized by wavelength ),.=37.5 rnm and initial amplitude rio = 2.4 mm.
These dimensions give an initial (uncompressed) value of krlo = 0.40.

We diagnose the interfacial instability by side-viewing the interfacial region
with either of two shadowgraph systems. One system is used to take a flash

shadowgraph that gives one high-resolution frame per event. The frame duration,
determined by the light source, is about 2 Its. This shadowgraph gives a detailed

view of the flow patterns. The other system uses a multi-frame camera ]o to
measure growth rates. The camera produces 12 frames equally spaced in time,
but having less spatial resolution. The interframe time set by the camera is 18.5 Its,

and a long-pulse (i.e., several ms) light source is used.

Observations for a singly-shocked interface

Our measurements of the singly shocked, corrugated interface are

qualitatively in agreement with Meshkov's results, but slightly different
quantitatively. We examined two systems in which the shock wave moved from:

air into SF 6 (light-to-heavy);

air into helium (heavy-to-light).
In the light-to-heavy experiment, the shock wave moves from the lower-density

gas into the higher-density gas, and vice versa for the heavy-to-light. The
qualitative agreement with Meshkov's results is seen in Fig. 1. The perturbed

interface is observed to be unstable in both the light-to-heavy and the heayy-to-light

cases, since large growth of the amplitude occurs when the interface is subjected to
a single shock in either direction. Tlm amplitude grows immediately in the light-to-

heavy case, whereas in the heavy-to-light case, one observes a phase inversion at
early time and growth at later time. During the phase inversion the amplitude

appears to be stabilizing, but its later growth shows that the velocity field in the
flow is characteristic of the instability. These qualitative features were observed by
Meshkov2 and are confirmed by our preaent results.



lqgure 1. These three llnsh slaadowgrnplas show tlac effects o1"difl'crent
density gradients across tlm interface. In ali three cases tlm interface is
accelerated by a shock wave moving from air on the left into tlm
downstream gas on tlm right side of the sinusoidal membranE. A.' Tlm
downstream gas is air, so the perturbed interface is stable, although
the amplitude is shock-compressed. The transmitted shock front
(moving left to right) is seen to tlm right of the perturbed interfacE. B,
light-to-heavy case: ThE downstream gas is SF 6, which is about five
times more dense than air. Tlm perturbation's amplitude is observed to
grow without inverting phasE. C, heavy-to-light case: The
downstream gas is helium, and the amplitude is observed to invert
phase and grow. Note that the transmitted shock wave is out of the
viewing area in B nnd C.

Our naulti-frame shadowgraphs provide time-resolved data from which we

measure the growth rate drl/dt. We find that tlm amplitude rl grows linearly in

time, even at later times when tlm visual appearance ot" the interface takes on the

spike-and-bubblE configuration associated with nonlinear growth.

We make quantitative measurements of drl/dt by time-resolving tlm

shadowgraphs with ala electronic framing camera that takes a series of twelve

frames per event, having an interframe time = 18.5 gs. For an incident shock

wave of Mach 1.24 in air, the measured growth rates of the amplitude are:

Air --> SF6 (light-to-heavy) drl/dt = 7.9 na/s (UI = 81 m/s)

Air--> HE (heavy-to-light) drl/dt = 19 na/s ( U_ = 185 na/s)

Using Meshkov's method to estimate the compression ot' the initial amplitude, We

COml_are the air/SF 6 growth rate with Eq. 1:

(drl/dt)LANL / (dq/dt)Eq. 1 = 0.46.
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By contrast, Meshkov s interpolated result for the Atwood Nurntmr corresponding
to air/SF 6 (Oil/pL= 5.1) gives a growth rate'

f

(drl/dt)Meskov / (drl/dt)Eq. 1 = 0.35 .

Thus, the present results are somewhat higher than Meshkov's experiments, but
substantially lower than the growth rate given by F_Xl.1 using Meshkov's estinaate

for the initial compression.

Observalions for a re-shocked interface

When an air/SF 6 interface is re-shocked after its amplitude has grown into the

nonlinear regime, the profile of the interface appears to broaden substantially and
the mean profile of the interface undergoes RM growth. The broadened interfacial
region, denoted "mixing zone," contains a mixture of air, SF 6 and membrane

debris. These features are seen in Fig. 2. The shock wave reflected from the
endwall is moving from the higher- density SF 6 into the lower-density air, which is

the "heavy-to-light" case of RM, so the interface's amplitude inverts phase before
growing. Thus, the re-shocked interface momentarily appears to be stabilizing as

it passes through the inversion phase, but later growth of its profile is clearly
observed.

We observe in Figs. 2B and 2C that there appears to be no enhancement of the
width of the mixing zone in the two regions where the vorticity production is

greatest. These regions are where the pressure gradient of the shock, Vp, and the
density gradient of the interface, V9, have the greatest included angle; i.e.,

where Vp x V9 is greatest. These regions occur where the interface profile is
nearly perpendicular to the shock front. The growth of the mixing zone appears to
be independent of the local angle between the shock front and the interface.

The wave reflected back into the SF 6 appears to be a rarefaction fan, and the

wave transmitted into the air appears to be a sharp discontinuity characteristic of a

shock wave. The rarefaction has a mottled appearance.

The visual appearance of the interface profile shows many well-resolved
features, as seen in Fig. 2, but we observe blurring of a substantial amount of this

region. The blurring is distinct from the broadening of the mixing zone; i.e., part
of the broadening is well-resolved and part is blurred. The blurring suggests that

the refractive index gradients are so steep that ray-crossing occurs before the
shadowgraphic system's probe beam reaches the film, which is only a few mm
from the window.
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A B C D

Figure 2. These four flash slandowgraphs, rccorded on dilTcrcnl
evenls, show lhc evolution of a re-shocked interface. The inler/'ace was
initially acceleraled by a shock wave rnoving from air on lhc left
toward SI;' 6 on the right side of lhc corrugated interface. A' The
shock wave reflected from tlm endwall is beginning lo compress lhc
interfacial region, which had grown into nonlinear (i.e., spike-and-
bubble) appearance, The reflected shock is moving right 1o left. The
reflecicd raml'action wave (moving back lille tlm gl_'6 ) has begull at the
two regions of contact between the shock front and the inlert'ace. B'

, lmter, part of the reflected shock wave is transmitted into lhc air where
it accelerates, but the portion of tlm shock (at the center) that is still in
the Sl;' 6 is undergoitag a complex interaction with the shock wave
refracted into the SI a and tlm rarefaction. C: Later, the interface
appears to have stabilized, but ii is really inverting. At this moment
lhc amplilude is quile small. D" Still later, the mean profile of lhc
interface inverls phase and g,'ows in amplilude, as cxpeclcd by the
Richtmyer-Meshkov inslability. The profile appears much br(ruder
because of mixing of gases and wall effects (i.e., lhc interaction between
lhc boundary layer and lhc reflected shock), The shock wave
transmitled into the air is out of view on the left.

_I!)J..cLrpre ta tions

eshkov sThe results of the singly shocked il_lerface are consistenl with M"
previous experiment. The measured growl h tales slaled above are within

cxperimelllal uncertainties of each other. However, both sets of data are
sigilificantly less than lhc gmwtll rate predicted from Eq. 1. The source of lhis
difference between experimenl and theory is unknown, although slrenglheffeclsof

llle membrane are suspecled.

We interpret lhc qualitative features of the re-shock experimenls in lerms of
two xuperpose{l v(:locily fields, lhc mean-flow field and lhc flucltJa(i(_lls. If we

assume tllal the mean position o1"lhc inlet'face is determined by the mean-flow field,
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lhen this field appears to utldergo tile "heavy-lo-lighl" RM instability, as expected.
The fluctuating field is m,'mifest as broadening the irlterfacial region, The

broadening is observed to increase following the re-shock, as seen clearly in Figs,
2(2 and 21), However, in those regions where we expect the vorticity generation to

be greatest, i.e., where the angle between density gradient and pressure gradient is
greatest, we fail to observe substantially greater broadening. Since the broadening
appears to be independent of the local angle between shock front and interface, the
vorticity generated by the re-shock does not seem to be manifest locally as

increased bro_dening, lt appears that such vorticity is either associated primarily
with the mean-flow field or it diffuses rapidly in the broadened profile.

The observed mixing zone consists of: (1) tlm bulk mixing of gases, (2) the
boundary layer (i.e., "wall effect"), and (3) membrane fragments. Related

experiments9 suggest that tlm boundary layer's signature may dominate, so
interpretation of mixing-zone growth cannot be made until further experiments

distinguish between bulk and wall effects. If further experiments determine that we
are indeed obsmwing the mixing zone, then the re-shock data, such as growth of

the mixing width, can be interpreted us a measure of the effects of shock-wave
interaction with pre-existing turbulence and/or with membrane fragments.

The presence of the rarefaction wave reflected back into the SF 6 demonstrates

that the shock impedance of the membrane is not influencing tlm mean-flow field.

Itowever, membrane fragrnents may be influencing the mixing. The mottling of
tlm rarefaction may be a signature of the length scales present in the mix region.

C.onclusions

Our observations of singly shocked interfaces between different gases are
consistent with tlm previous work of Meshkov, but the difference between

experimental data and Eq. 1 persists. Also, the persistence of the linear growth

rate into the regime of visual nonlinearity is unexplained. The phenomena of a re-
shocked interface show simultaneous RM growth and broadening. Strength effects

of the membrane on tlm mean-flow velocity field are negligible, ailhough inertial
effects on the broadening may persist. Structure in the mixing regicm and on the

telletted rarefaction may be useful in characterizing the onset of turbulent mixing
it"t'urther experiments determine that the observed broadening is not a wall effect.
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ABSTRACT:

We present three methods of analyzing shock-interface and shock-

turbu].ence interaction: direct simulation, turbulence transport with a

full Reynolds tensor, variable density transport model, and a newly

developed "k-£-D '2'' model. Using direct simulations performed with the

2D FCT code EAD, we discuss here the structure of the flow produced by a

shock-interface interaction as well as shock-mixed region interaction,

as obtained in shock-tube experiments. Boundary layer effects, a

prominent feature of such experiments, are examined using the 2D ALE

CAVEAT code, in which the simplified model mentioned above was

implemented.

I- INTRODUCTION

Turbulence modeling has long been an indispensible too]. for

examining complex flows. More recently their applications have been

extended to circumstances involving several compressible materials, As a

result, Reynolds-stress transport closure mode].s have evo].ved /i, 2/,

Quantitative assessment of these models in general flows is still quite ,

limited, primari].y due to their complexity and the questionable

improvement in performance over that of standard "k-£" models and their

derivatives. This paper is an attempt to look at shock-interface and

. shock-turbulence interaction by combining the two approaches of

turbulence model.Ing and high].y resolved direct simu].atlons.
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Oz-].q].r_ally, this elf fort was d:l. rectecl all COmFJa.vi,qons bet:w(_,en ou_:

turbLllenc.e mode]., called 131.IRe and some direct sJ.mulat::l.ons us].zlg I._',AD, a

,) ")_.E I_',ulerian code /3,4/ of shocks interacting w.t.th a rarldom, mult.i.mode

:Lntel:face between ai]: and helium, BI.II:{ is derived, as most: turbulel_ce

t::_:ansport; models_ from the mean and fluctuat.[ng Euler equations for a

variable density flow, Closures of higher-order correlations are

"d.lffus.l.ve" modeliIig popularized inaccomp].ished irl either the standard, ..

the 1970's, or by means of "two-fleld-llke" closures that retain the

description of directed interpenetration /4/. This latter feature is

crucial to the proper treatment of the current problem of shock

interface interactions since turbulence is initially absent from the

problem. BHR initializes the turbulence in the flow by describing

interactions of the density inhomogeneltles, characterized by levels of

p,2 , and the mean flow presure gradlent. This term, which is not

modeled but emerges directly from the derivation, drives the turbulent

interpenetration from a quiescent start . We propose here a new

derivation, starting from BHR, of a hybrid "k-E-# '2'''mode]. that conta:Lns

some of its essential features. This model is more tractable than BHR

for multidimensional engineering flows. This model has been implemented

in CAVEAT /5/, a 2D ALE code, and has computed shock-lnterface and

shock-turbulence interactions generated in a prototype shock-tube

experiment similar to some experiments performed at Marseille /6/. They

show the crucial importance of the boundary layers developing in the

shock-tube. Future calculations will be directed at precise 'comparisons

between calculations and experimental data.

Some general concepts concerning comparison of .direct simulation

resu].ts, such as those from EAD, and predictions from turbulence

transport modeling are discussed. These are exemplified in the analysis

of a simulation of a generic shock-tube experiment /7/. We also extend

our view of the EAD results presented earlier /4/ by discussing

spanwise spectra of the velocity field, and their relationship to the

.In:[tial definition of the _nterface.

I]-DERIVATION OF A "k-_-# 12,, MODEL
i

BHR furnishes at rather complete framework for studying unsteady,

anlsotropic turbulence. It also a].lows for c].rcumstances suc.h as

instabillty-induced turbulence (Rayleigh-Taylor, Richtmyer-Meshkov,

Ke].vin-Helmholt z, referred later respect:lye ly as RT RM and KH), f f, ,
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l.lowever, its .t:athev complex t:'ormu].ation makes J.t har;d to use to

simulate real flows for which tt_e mean flow is mu].tid:Lmensio[lal, For

such engineering flows, we use a s._.mp].ified model, that can be cler:Lved

£:i:om BHR, and retains some of its most'_ .4.mportant features. In the case

oi" constant clensity, this model reduces to the well-known "k-_" moclel.

The derivat'].on also shows that the "k-6" model is, in pr:Lnclple, only

valid for "small" mean gradients, in a sense that will be detailed below

(see also Besnard et Bonnefille /8/ for details). The full BHR model

equations have been reported elsewhere, and we start here only with the

necessary ones, which are the equations for the Reynolds stress tensor'

K ij and its dissipation Dii, the turbulent mass flux al, and its

dissipation Da i.

We then consider idealized circumstances for which a steady-state

turbulent flow has been achieved, for which the turbulence is isotroplc.

There is therefore a balance between production and dissipation of

turbulence. In the equations, we lump together all the terms balancing

the dissipatJ.on term into a "source" term FiJ that evolves on the time

scale of the turbulence s/_k, in which s is the turbulence length

scale. We now introduce small perturbations in the flow, due to a mean

velocity gradient, and an acceleration. The length scales associated

with these perturbations are assumed to be much larger than s and the

initial flow length scale. For sake of simplicity, we take the

perturbations length scales to be both of order L, with L much larger

than s. We consider these equations in a non-dimensional form, which

involve the variables

t = tO t*,

x k = L Xk* ,

Kik = _ K ik*,

Dik = _/s 2 Dik,

a i = (Z_ a i*,

VP _ PO g V'P*,

P = PO P*,

B = 0_,2 PO B*,

u± = V ui* ,

Dr3 = B D/K , (i)

Dtj and KLJ contracting respectively into D and K.

In Eq. (i), V is a measure of the Jntens:l, ty of the velocJ.ty jump

which pertubates the init:[al flow, L is its g vadierlt ].erlgt:h, and g is a
,)

measure of the acceleration superimposed on the f].ow on the length scale
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L; (_ measures the density fluctuations intensity, The t:ime scale t0 is

chosen to be L/V, which is as I_umed to be much larger than the turbulence

time scale, The resulting equations are

f5±j ] _ I
= Ckl _- _-_K - KiJ) + (_ -- (a i VkPJk + aJ Vk pik)p

is 2 ( pK ]+------pL2 Vk (_k _DDvk Kij - Ck Kij _- + Fijk ' (2a)

v__m.aDi__!Jvs VkDiJ Vg I (DIkVkuJ + pik Vkul)

P

S2 1 < _K VkDijl - CD_-Dij + FiJD, , (2b)+----VkT,2p _D4_

Vs _a i Vs Vkai s 1 s

L_$ _,t "I"_ uk + -- Kik -- VkP - 0_ --Vkaiak(_Lp L

I K )s i v_ s2 I Vk _'_P _-DVkal-- (_ akVka + akVkui-. L2 p

+ _ _-_B 1
K _ VkPik - Ca _ ai, (2C)

V_ _Dl_ Vs _ Di k lVk _

L_7 _t "" _ Uk VkDai + CDal (_L

S2 1 Vk (ZDa P _ VkDa _ Da k Vk u- L2 O
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(_gs BD VkPi k _ tda Da i _ (2d)
+ aDa 2 _ p2K

where we have dropped the *'s for convenience.

. In these equations, three main non-dimensional parameters appear:

the first one is the ratio of the turbulence length scale s to the
I

hydrodynamic length scale L associated with the mean velocity gradient

perturbing the flow; it can be clearly identified as the Knudsen number

of the turbulence Kn s, s describing a mean-free-path for the colliding

eddies. The second one is Vs/L_, that describes the relative strength

of the perturbative shear and the internal shear due to eddies rubbing

against each other (it could be rewritten as the product of Kns2 by a

Reynolds number based on the perturbation scales L and V, and the

turbulent viscosity s_K) . The third one ] s sg_/_, which can be

interpreted as the Richardson number Ri s of the turbulence, that p

compares the relative intensities of the velocity created by the

acceleration g and the shear velocity in the direction of this

acceleration (here, it is the shear created at scale s) .

We want to obtain an approximation for Eqs. (2a-d) that accounts

for both shear and acceleration effect. To do so, we assume that Kn s is

small. The relative intensity of the perturbative acceleration, Ri s is

assumed to be comparable to Kns, in order to simplify the expansion in

terms of the small parnmeter Kn s; we also assume that Vs/L_K is

comparable to Kns, which implies that V/_ is not greater than I, and

that the parameter _ is of order 0 with respect to Kn s.

We now expand KiJ, Dij, ai, and Da i in terms of Kns, and denote, for each
i

of the four variables, the two first terms in the expansion by using the

subscripts 0 and i.

To the lowest order, both KiJ0 and DiJ0 are not affected by the

perturbations, as expected. The same result is true for ai0 and Dai0,z

which stay at their zero initial value.

To the next highest order, we can solve directly f'or ail, Dail, and

DiJl, and obtain

r--- -- VkP 4 (Z --VkPik (3a)
all - CapeD 0 C_ _ p

Da i 1 [ CDal 1= ,-----I- -- Dikn V_p + Cna 2 (_ _ B___DVkPi k (3b)
" CDap_D 0 _. O_ - I_ pK )
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i  <v(451J( ) 1DiJl = - CD+CD1 3 _ 9 CD CD1- Vmum + ViuJ + vjui (3c)

Inserting the expression ontained for DiJl in the first order equation

for KiJl, we obtain that

1 KQ__ _ XKiJl = _

CK+CK1 3_ 0

2 _--/_ <I-3_D) - 3_D) Vmum _iJ ] (3d)vluj 7 <_K
VJu i+ +

Keeping now the lowest order terms for respectively the isotropic

and anisotropic parts of the Reynolds tensor Ki9, we obtain the well-

known Boussinesq approximation, when the result is restricted to

divergence free flows.

Next, using the approximations (3a-d) , together with: the

definitions

k = K/2 ,

£ = CkK_-/2 , (4)

we obtain a "k-S" model. However, the above approximations were derived

under the assumption that the mean gradients perturbing the flow were

small. When applying the model to more demanding circumstances, we must

introduce some additional safeguards. To do so, we recognize that any

diagonal component of the Reynolds stress, and the corresponding

dissipation stress must remain positive and smaller than the trace of

the tensor itself. This results in a constraint on the ratio k/E, which

reads

k/E< Min (ll,k2,13,k4,k5,k6),

with

I i = Max (l>_0 , 0<2/3+(l-i/3)skii/skJ9<l) , i=1,2,3 ,

Ii+ 3 = Max (_0 , 0_<2/3+(l-I/3)s_ii/s£J9_<i) , i=I,2,3 ,

skiJ = Kn s KiJl (-) ,

£ CK2k 2

S£ij = _ SkiJ + SD ij,2£

sDiJ = Kn s DiJl (-) , (5)

where (-) indicdt_s t],_t tl_ te_ms are now =__o=u in t ......._ t,,_

dimensional variables (we use now k and £ instead of K and D) .
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Considering now the case of Rayleigh-Taylor instability induced

turbulence, we must enforce the fact that no turbulence is ever created

in the stable case, whenever the initial interface is nearly in the

linear regime (i.e. small amplitude to wavelength ratio). To show this,

we consider circumstances when the turbulence is RTI driven, and keep

only the driving terms in Kij and a i equations. Differentiating Eq. (2a)

with respect to time , and using Eq. (2b), we obtain that Kmm shows no

growth in the stable case. We therefore truncate the density gradient

whenever stability is achieved. Interms to zero in Eqs. (3a) and (3b),

the unstable case we retain only part of the exact solution, neglecting

its exponentially vanishing part. This should not be to worrisome, as

long as we consider circumstances that do not depend strongly on initial

conditions, such as self-similar, fully developed turbulence regimes.

The resulting equations read

i I vlk]+ 2VmU 1 Skml =--Akm VlPm I - _ + V 1 20tkC K p8t p

+ VmUl = -- A_TM VlPm I - i+ _- + V 1 2 (_kCK p _ ,8t p

with

' KnsCKk I 13 k _il VlP/ + B 1Ak x = GaS - p _" Vl Pil ,

_ CDaCK k _ CDal 6ii E__Vl p + CDa2 2CKP 2k2P

£ CK2k2 i (6)=  Aki+ AD ,2£

where < indicates that the bracketed expression is truncated to zero if

VlpVk Plk is positive.

III-2D DIRECT SIMULATIONS OF SHOCK-INTERFACE INTERACTION

1-Description of the numerical experiments

By performing high resolution calculations, we are able to extract

= very useful information usually not attainable by experiments, such as
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statistical correlations predicted by turbulence transport models. To do

so in the RMIM and RTIM cases, as an example, the interface between two

materials is defined by a sum of cosines waves which amplitudes are

sampled from a gaussian probability distribution function. The mesh is

chosen such that the smallest wavelength and the interface rms are

described by a large enough number of cells (typically 25 and I0,

respectively), and the largest mode is contained in the calculation box.

The analysis of the results relies heavily on a number of diagnostics

generated by a post-processor code to EAD. It includes maps of pressure,

density, velocity in the interface reference frame, as well as vorticity

and compression. In addition, Schlieren and shadowgraphs are generated,

that can be compared directly with experiments. A detailed study of the

flow structure is provided by the pseudo-spectral decomposition of the

flow, allowing for the description of mode coupling in the mixing

region. The other diagnostics include all the statistical correlations

involved in the transport model BHR. From these lD profiles, we obtain a

time evolution of integral quantities such as the interpenetration

length (MZT), and the total fluctuating energy contained in the mixing

zone (ZFKE) and across the computation grid (TFKE) . All the results

presented here are for the same two materials, respectively air (shocked

first), and helium (shocked second); the shock Mach number in air is

1.3, with one exception at 1.2.

2-Averaging procedure

A number of comments must be made concerning the relationship of

the lD diagnostics to the correlations obtained through the BHR model.

First, the interfaces that are chosen here are not fully random. Because

we want to resolve each initial mode in the interface, we consider

wavelengths that are harmonics of 2h, where h is the vertical size of

the box. We impose mirror conditions at the top and the bottom of the

computation box. The largest wave length described here is .4h, about

20 percent of the total box height. This means that, at late times in

the calculation, one should notice the effect of this particular

wavelength that grows more slowly than the other ones (convergence of

mushrooms at that scale). Eventually through nonlinear coupling, even

larger ones appear.

Second, there are several possible averaging techniques. For our

problem, the simplest possible is to take a spanwise strip average

ac_-oss the mcsh. This __pond.s tn an en._emble averaqe over all

_
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possible phase shifts for a given set of cosine functions defining one

interface, if the interface were to be infinitely long. Its length is

finite, but the hope is that its main statistical features are present

in this particular segment. Ali the transverse fluctuations are removed

by this procedure. If we now want to obtain results that do not depend

upon the detailed structure of the interface but rather upon a

statistical quantity such as the interface variance, we would, in

principle, average our results on all possible interfaces of a given

variance. Translated in terms of spatial average, this means we would

average streamwise on a thickness nearly equal the interface variance.

Therefore, any diagnostic obtained from horizontal integration across

the mixing zone, such as the jump of the fluctuating kinetic energy due

to a shock-interface interaction, or the mixing zone thickness (MZT),

(both in RT and RM cases) gives information that is somewhat independent

of the detailed shape of the interface. However, suchan average (which

would be here on about i0 cells streamwise) smooths out all detai].s on

any scale smaller that the interface variance. No structure smaller than

the interface rms can be studied in terms of statistics related to the

rms. As an example, outside the interface region, the shock is only a

few cells wide (3 or 4 for this FCT code) . However, we can restrict

ourselves to the sub-ensemble consisting of, for a given set of

wavelengths and amplitudes, the realizations produced by vertical phase

shifts. This is consistent with a 1-cell vertical strip averaging

procedure. The ID statis£ical model we use here is based on averages

" over an ensemble of realizations having the same initial ID profiles

obtained by strip averaging. This ensemble is much richer than the

phase-shift invariant ensemble used in the 2D code. We still compare

here our model in its lD version with the averaged 2D results obtained

with EAD, but we make sure that its initialization uses the actual 2D

interface to get the lD initial profiles through the same average than

for extracting diagnostics from the 2D results. The additional

constraint is that both the 2D code and the lD model must use the same

horizontal mesh.

3-Convergence of the calculations and numerical diagnostics:

To have any confidence into our numerical results, we must check

that all the large scale features of the flow are well resolved. To do

so, we ran three different calculations, with the same initial interface

(referred to as case K), but with respectively a mesh size of 0.01,

7-
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0.0125, and 0.02 cm. Notice that, if the initial interface is rather

well resolved for all three cases, this is not the case for its rms,

physically 1/4 of the initial thickness. In the RM case, because the

shock is going here from heavy to light, al]. the modes on the interface

undergo a phase reversal leading at peak contraction to a thickness (of

about five cells in the coarsest case) that may not be well resolved.

Therefore, we cannot expect a good result in the third case for large

times.

Figure 1 shows the interface region in each of these cases, at

60_s and 180_s, well beyond the shock passage (the curved line just to

the left of the interface is an artifact).

<

6 ...... 6 --_6

.... ......
t ..,:.;.,---;, J /< _> j

............. (-

8 I_ 8 } ,' _} , ,,]

0.02 cm 0.0125 cm 0.01 cm

Figure i: Interface at 60_s and 180_s, for three cell sizes.

At 60_s, the large scale structures are similar on the two finer

grids. They are still rather well indicated on the coarse mesh, but one

carl notice significant differences with the two other interfaces at this
J

early time. The mixing zone thicknesses are respectively .66, .64, and

•57 cm as measured from the interface plots. These measures have an
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error bar of about one cell. If we now calculate the thickness

associated to a departure of 0.5% of the mass concentration from 0 or 1

(MZT), we get the values .66, .62, and .54 cm respectively. Notice here

that ,due to a ratio of 1 to 7.3 between the shocked densities of the

two gases, MZTstarts when 9 (respectively 7 and 4) helium filled cells

(on the average) are encountered in the strip average on the air side.

In contrast, well before an amount corresponding to a single cell of air !

is detected on the helium side, the concentration threshold is reached.

Taking now into account the highly different morphologies of the bubbles

and spikes, these numbers indicate that the uncertainty on the location

of the mixing zone is about 1-2 cells on the air (bubble) side and i

cell on the helium (spike) side. As we currently use MZT for

estimating integrated quantities across the mixing layer, this shows

there can be an uncertainty on the results such as the fluctuating

kinetic energy at minimum MZT.

There are also inherent uncertainties due the numerical scheme

itself. First, the smoothing of the shock on 3-4 cells induces

uncertainty in its position and the timing of its interaction with the

different modes in the interface, which do not have the same amplitude.

Secondly, the interface treatment introduces another uncertainty of the

order of 1-2 cells (SLIC prevents excessive diffusion by retaining a

given material until it has filled the entire cell). If we estimate the

absolute error to be 4 cells, we can then put error bars on the MZT (as

an example), to get respectively .66±.04, .62±.05, and .54±.08 cm . If

we test now the minimum value of MZT (in time, coresponding to peak

contraction of the layer), we obtain respectively .14+.04, .13±.05, and

.1+_.08 cm, which shows that the results obtained from that last case

must be considered with the greatest caution. These numerical errors

affect such sensitive results as the quantity of fluctuating kinetic

energy created by the shock-interface interaction. A linear argument

probably does not hold here because of the nonlinear interactions

between the different modes in the interface and the shock. When we plot

the values of TFKEma × (this peak value is attained at about the time the

shock leaves the interface) and TFKE60_s as a function of the mesh size,

and take a linear extrapolation from the three points given by the

calculation, we obtain an extrapolated value roughly 20% larger than the

one obtained with the finest mesh we used. This is connected to the

uncertainty of the minimum value of MZT; this is expected, because this

smallest value is attained during the actual shock-interface

interaction, when the shock deformation is the most closely related to
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the interface shape.

At 180_s (Figure i), the three results are quite different:the

amount of energy created by the shock in the interface region decrases

with the number of cells, inducing less additional mixing through

nonlinear turbulent diffusion and stronger numerical dissipation of

vorticity. This may lead to significant errors: the three bottom spikes,

do not seem to converge for the coarsest mesh, which they do in the two

other runs.

4-Estimate of shock-induced fluctuating kinetic energy creation

Our simulations furnish the amount of FKE created during the

shock-interface interaction, both in the mixing zone and in the entire

computation box. These results can be used to normalize a theoretical

estimate /9/, that is based on a statistical average, over all modes

contained in the interface, of the single-mode, linear result of

Richtmyer. The comparison between theory and simulation was performed

previously /4/, and we give here only an update that takes into account

our above comments.

The theoretical estimate reads

FKE = _ <I]2>112 U2 At (p0+-P0-)14, (7)

where <I]2> I/2 is the interface variance, _ the factor introduced by the

cut-off for high wavenumbers, U the jump in velocity, At the Atwood

number, and PO+, P0- the densities of the two materials after the shock

passage.

(%4 , --

: 100000
E
u

I oooo
_, m TFKE'I.2

• ZFKE'1.2
= _ leith'.4

_ leith'. 18
1000

_=

= <I]2>I/2
= I00 . • , • • , • • l . • , • • , ' --

,7" 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 O. 2 cm

Figure 2: Fluctuating kinetic energy at peak value vs <112>1/2
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The choice of the cut-off (i.e. 9) is difficult from theoretical

arguments, and we use here the extrapolated EAD results (for a mesh size

going to zero) for guidance. Figure 2 indicates (following /9/) that the

cut-off wavelength appears to be around 1.25<_2> I/2 or .5<I]2>1/2 (_ being

respectively .4 and .18), depending of the choice of TFKE or ZFKE as the

proper value to be compared with the estimate /9/.

5-Time evolution of TFKE, ZFKE, and MZT

We analyze here two different runs. The first one (case K) was

already considered above; the second one (case L) is a simulation of a

Rayleigh-Taylor instability induced mixing shock tube experiment, that

can be said to describe a generic numerical experiment representative of

current experiments /7/.

E @ _ FiNE M/F_,,__ _ i

• * INE i

cD iI / II coARsE "--.,,X,.

E 2

E l TIME (SEC} TIME [SEC} i
i J J i i i i i

E -5 E -4 E -,5 F -4

Figure 3: MZT vs time (log scale) . Figure 4: TFKE vs time (log scale)

In run K, we plotted, for the three different meshes, MZT, TFKE, ZFKE,

and the ratio of ZFKE to the directed energy contained in the mixing

zone. They are displayed respectively on Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6. Three

mail_ phases show on these figures. The first one, lasting until the

shock leaves the interface, corresponds to the inversion of the

interface, as shown by a decrease of MZT on Figure 3, and the appearance

of jets, evolving into vortices, corresponding to the rapid increase of
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Figure 5'. ZFKE vs time (log scale). Figure 6: ZFKE/DKE vs time (log) .

A rapid decrease of ZFKE follows, as shown on Figure 5, that lasts until

the rarefaction wave leaves the interface /4/. The last phase shows a

more gentle decrease of the fluctuating kinetic energy, as shown on

Figures 4 and 6. The two first phases have been somewhat examined

previously /4/, and in the above section. Regarding the third phase, one

is most interested to know if the behavior displayed on Figures 3-6 is

universal, in terms of rate of decay of fluctuating energy, and rate of

thickening of the mixing zone. This question is related to the possible

existence of a self-similar regime for the spanwise averaged variables.

Unfortunately, at thls'stage of our study, no definite answer can be

given. There is first a linear contraction and expansion up to 40_s,

typical of the RM process in the early phase. From Figure 3, a time

power-law fit of the mixing zone thickness (after 50_s) gives an

exponent that varies linearly with the cell size: .43, .6, and .7 for

the cc)arse, medium and fine mesh respectively (linearly extrapolat:ed for

zero cell size, one gets a growth rate of about i) . The MZT time

evolution may depend upon the two length sca].es that can be associated

to the problem. The first one, Ut, is built out of the shock velocity

jump U , and the second one, El/3t2/3 /9/, out of the total fluctuating

kinetic energy FKEmax(=E) created by the shock interface interaction,

neglecting dissipation. At this point, it is not possible to decide

which trend MZT follows.

,
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In our calculations, we ar<_ (:evt.alnly ro]atlve].y far" from a r_2g].ult::

indeper_clerlt of the initial cond:iL[ons, In this low Mach nurnbe_7 rug]nl<_

(behind the shock), J.ncoluprestJib]o tlteory can be safely al+i._.l.:t.ed an{I

shows that: the linear development of any mode leads to a flc}wf:i.eJ.d whc}s_t

spatial extension is of the order of the wavelength of the perturbat]ol_,

At Lhe end of the calcu].atior_, the m:t.x:i.ng zone t:h:Lckness :[.s of t:he order

of 2cs (extrapolated), which is only twice the largest: wavelength

initially present in the interface, This largest mode is therefore still

marginally in the nonlinear regime, We can then safely conclude that we

are still far from a regime independant of initial conditions,

The time rates of evolution (after 50_ts) of TFKE for the th.r'¢,e

cases K (Figure 4) , and L are -1,07 (coarse), -,86 (medium) , -,7]

(fine), and -.76 respectively, Simulations K (medium) arid L were

performed with the same ce].l size, the same modes being iniLially

present in the interface, but having different amplitudes (the inl.tial

thickness is .37 cm for case K, and .2 cm for' case L) .

Figure 5 gives the rate of decay of the f].uctuatlng energy in the

mixing zone, ZFKE. The rates are -1.03, -.88, -,7, and -.61 (case L) , At

late times, the fluctuating Reynolds tensor is not too far from isotropy

in the mld-part of the mixing region, as shown on Figur'e 7,

efg cm -3

30E+g7 _ i __ ____. ,

-" '--4-- - -[-

• 20E+87 ----" --- . 10E*07 __ __L--

..... ...... V J_
0 ......• lOE+l_7 -4- ..... ;

....

'4ofl 9 10 la _ -. 18E+87 .........-- I 0 9 t0 ct,)

F:l, gure 7: Diagonal component:.s of the Reyrlol.ds stress tensor at ],801LI:_; vs

space; streamwlse, ].eft; spanwlse, center, Off-dJ.agonal, r:ight.
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Assuming homogeneity, which is a rough approxllnatlon, one can try to

compare the obtained results with theoretical ones ox', homogeneous

isotroplc turbulencs,

Dimensional arguments in modeling show that the rate of growth m

of MZT, and the rate of decay n of ZFKE, are reilated by ro=l-n/2, This is

not satisfied here; this due ill part to the fact that the simulations

are not in a fully self-similar regime, as noticed above, and that the

fluctuating energy is not really homogeneous across the mixing zone.

6-Spectra

A full quasi-spectral decomposition is currently pi.armed, but, at

this stage of this study, we only have performed spanwise spectral

decomposition of the flow (i.e. streamwise and spanwise velocities, as

well as density). Much improvement is needed in term of smoothing of the

results through averaging on a few subsequent time steps, or

neighbouring cells. However, a flavor of the results obtained from case

K, fine mesh, is given on Figures 8 to i0. We chose two characteristic

times in the calculation. The first one is during the shock-interface

interaction (at about 50_s), and the other one is at late times, close

to the end of the calculation (at about 180_s) . Figure 8 shows

streamwise and spanwise velocity signals, the associated spectra, at

50_s. It indicates that the modes initially present in the interface are

all excited, as expected.
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Figure 8: Streamwise (a), and spanwise (b) velocity signals vs vertical

distance; corresponding spectra (c,d); t=50_s; center of the zone,



[.'ollow:Lnq the sF, ect ra wlth tlme (see [02:' example l!':Lqtlre 9, sl_ow].ng

veloc-Lty signa].s and spectra at 180_Ls, about in th_ il/:l.dd](_ off the lll.].:.::[rlgp

_:eg:l.on), one notice,.cJ a transfer of enc_rgy towarcl ,_mal].er wavonumburs,

demonst, rating what could be v.t.sua].l.y seen on pressure and density maps

/4/, namely the oc:currenc.e of bubb].e coalescence, Further work is needed

t:o evaluate numer.[ca].ly the time rate off change of each mode,

Near the edge of the mixing region, the flowf:Leld is smoother, as

shown by Figure i0, Although clearer than the other spectra, no enalysis

has been done yet,

'103 cms -I

........l--l-l 1...... .....4,00...............I.............................I......................
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I
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Figure i0: Streamwise velocity spectrum and signal; t=180_s; edge of the

mixing zone,

7-Multiple shock-mlxlng zone interactions simulations

As merit ionect above, run L simulates a generic shock-tube
t

experiment of mix].ng zone formation between air and helium, due to the

multiple reflections of a shock on the endwall of the tube /2,7/. Plates

] and 2 display density and pressure maps from the simulation, The

computation box is 2,5 cm (["90 cells) high and ].5 cm (1250 cells) ].cng

with a length of helium of 8.3 cm to the right of the interface.

Photograph la shows the initial shock position about 1 cm to the left of

the interface. Photograph ib exhibits the result of RMI shape reversal

with emerging spikes cno bubbles at 52 _s i,_, 25 ['s after the

:interaction, Note the density variations between the interface and the
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rarefaction to the left. The spikes and bubbles are well developed on

photograph lc at 134 _Ls (ii0 _s after interaction) . Their shapes appear

distorted at 200 _s, i.e. 40 _Ls after the first reflected _shock (moving

to the left on photograph ld) d']celerates the interface translation.

This shock, and all subsequent ones, propagate now from light to heavy

and should increase interface perturbations. This appears as a

stretching of the pre-existing air spikes to the right, into pure helium

and the development of new spikes to th_ left in the bubbles. The first

ones eventually pinch off, while the second ones collide on the left

boundary of the bubbles. This process is illustrated on photographs le,f

and g recorded at 300, 400 and 500 _s, respectively 30 _s after the

second reflected shock and during the passage of the third and fourth

reflected waves, which by now must be weak compression waves. Photograph

2a (25 _Ls after interaction) displays the regular pattern of the

p<_;!.,,,Turefield between the transmitted shock (right), and the reflected

rarefaction (left) which still reflects the initial shape of the

interface (indicated here by the corrugated white line) . At 200 _s

(photograph 2b), we observe the more random pressure field between the

first reflected shock in air (left) and a wide compression wave in

helium (right). Finally one distinguishes on photograph 2c the pattern

of reflected wavelets during the passage of the third reflected shock

through the mixing region at 400 _s.
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Figure !!: FKE vs time (EAD and BHR) . Figure 12: MZT vs time.
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We will now examine the time evolution of FKE and MZT, and their

comparison with the results obtained from transport models (Figur_.s Ii

and 12). In Figure II, the FKE value presented for BHR must be divided

by two for consistency. ZFKE and TFKE approach each other at late times

because all the fluctuations reside in the mixing zone. Figure 12 shows

that the growth obtained with BHR is smaller than with EAD. There are

two possible explanations for this: first, there is some uncertainty in

the way the initial length scale is initialized in BHR. Some of EAD

calculations of single shock-interface were used to define a procedure

for this initialization, but there is still some concern about the

universality of the rule that was obtained, especially for late time

simulations. Second, BHR, is intended to model 3D situations, and EAD is

only a 2D code. This may not be crucial for early times /4/r but

certainly for late times, for which we expect the inverse cascade to

dominate in the 2D calculation, and therefore the growth of the mixing

zone thickness to be larger for EAD than for BHR. Inversely, TURGAU

overestimates the growth of the mixing zone. Because this 1-equation

model intends to describe fully developed turbulent flows, its

formulation does not allow for the simulation of the interface

inversion, and it has tc be initialized after the shock has crossed the

interface. This procedure is described elsewhere /i0/. The explanation

for its behavior is not clear at this time, but may be due to a too

strong coefficient in the RT source term appearing in the evolution

equation for the fluctuating energy, and to the underdeveloped nature of

the flowfield. Despite these differences, it is reassuring to notice

that, between the shocks, the behaviors obtained from the calculation

and the two models are quite similar. The same rate of change can

certainly be obtained through an optimization of the coefficients in the

models, but one must keep in mind that the models have been fitted on

experimental data, and that the EAD simulations are only generic

experiments, because the initialization used here does not reflect the

physics of the membrane break-up (which has not been documented
mm

experimentally) .

IV-CAVEAT SIMULATIONS OF SHOCK-TUBE EXPERIMENTS

m

The k-£- p,2 model described earlier has been implemented in

CAVEAT, a 2-D Godunov-based ALE code used extensively at Los Alamos

National Laboratory. CAVEAT also <_ontains a second-order advection
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algorithm and a mixed cell scheme. For these calculations, however, the

mixedness of a cell was tracked by a concentration variable. This

comparison was motivated by the recent experiments conducted by Houas et

al. /6/ at Marseille, examining the effect of passing a strong shock

(M = 3.7 - 4.2) in CO 2 over an interface into helium or argon (which

fills initially a 1.27 meters long section of the tube) . Interfacial

mixing and development of boundary layers ensues along the shock tube

walls, which remain at approximately constant temperature. However, the

initially low pressures in the shock tube permit significant boundary

layer growth to occur by the time of shock reflection from the end wall.

This experiment serves as a reasonable test of the turbulence

model because it addresses inhomogeneity-induced mixing along an

initially quiescent interface, development of nonequilibrium boundary

layers in shocked material, and multimaterial and compressibility

effects. Furthermore, extensive development of temperature and

concentration diagnostics using CO 2 temperature-dependent infrared

emission and absorption for these experiments have produced time- and

space-resolved data for comparison purposes. As a basis for assessing

the accuracy of the calculations, we expect to find qualitative

agreement with the boundary layer growth rates quoted by Houas et al.

Rather than usethe complete model outlined above, we have chosen

to approximate p.2 by its two-field value /4/ throughout the mesh:

p,2 = _i_2(pI _ p2)2

Because turbulence is generated by the nonhomogeneity source term in

Eq. (6), the values of k and £ are initially zero in these calculations.

Now, the levels of turbulence produced depend on the densities of the

two materials but also to some extent on mesh resolution.

As a preliminary test of the model, a Mach 3.68 shock in argon was

established in a frame of reference where the shock is at rest. Since

the walls of the shock tube are moving with the initial shock velocity

(Us = !180 m/s, initial pressure = 2000 Pa), a turbulent boundary layer

develops above the shock (Figure 13, horizontal velocity contours) ,

- induced by initializing p,2 along the tube wall to simulate effects of

wall roughness.
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Fig. 13. Horizontal velocity contours for approximately steady-state

shock in argon (M = 3.68) . x's denote boundary layer thickness according

to theory of Mirels /ii/. Note that wall is moving with original shock

speed (Us = 1180 m/s).

The growth of the boundary layer for known freestream conditions

has been reported by Mirels /ii/, assuming that the boundary layer

thickness is much less than the tube half-width. In the region above

the shock, the boundary layer growth compares well with the x's marking

the theoretical estimate (Figure 13). As a consequence of the boundary

layer growth, the shock moves upward from its initial position at y =

i0 cm. Thus, the shock speed in the laboratory frame would be slower

than expected from one-dimensional arguments, in qualitative agreement

with previous experimental observations . However, a quantitative

expression for shock deceleration is not provided by Mirels /ii/.

Turbulence calculations for a M = 3.7 sl_ock in CO 2 interacting with

an argon interface in a shock tube with constant temperature walls are

presented next. The computational diagnostics shown are contours of

mass concentration of CO 2, velocity vector plots and trajectories of the

shocks and contact surface on an x-t diagram. The x-t diagram given by

Ramdani /12/ from the Marseille experiments this calculation is modeled

after is repeated in Figure 14a and shows two fairly straight line

trajectories for the shock and the CO2-Ar contact surface.

The x-t diagram in argon from our run exhibits some distinct

differences with the experimental results (Figure 14b) and from the

behavior expected in th_ shock tube configuration analyzed by Mirels. In

the latter, it was the primary contact surface between the driver gas

(here He or H2) and the test gas that was considered.
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Fig. 14. x-t diagrams from Marseille shock tube experiments and
simulation. Experimental contact surface (dashed line) and shock (solid
line trajectories are shown on the left, and simulated shock and contact
surface lines have been added on the right. Note that the experimental
shock and contact surface interact e_rlier than predicted.

In this case, that contact surface originates about 5 meters upstream

from the test section of interest. Thus, in order to replicate the

Marseille experiments faithfully, we would account for the actual flow

in CO 2 produced by the rupture of the primary diaphragm containing the

driver gas and the ensuing boundary layer development during the 5 meter

run of the shock in CO2. Here we have chosen to ignore the departures

from one-dimensionality in the CO 2 and concentrate on the behavior ir_

argon. We initially placed the contact surface at y = i0 cm from the

inlet and specified constant inflow conditions corresponding to a 3.7

Mach number shock in CO 2.

The calculated contact surface velocity maintains the value

expected from simple I-D analysis, whereas the experimentally observed

contact surface immediately departs from the classical, results and

continues on a straight path. Conversely, the reported shock path

displays no departure from its normally expected behavior, whereas the

calculated shock line begins to decelerate due to the effect described

above and by Mirels at about 500 to 600 _s after meeting the argon

contact surface. Given that the observed compression of argon exceeds a

factor of four, on average, the leakage of argon to the boundary layer

must have been more substantial than we are predicting. Furthermore, the
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apparently ideal shock line in the experimental data does not conform

with Mirels' observations for nonideal shock tubes. Evidently, this

situation is complicated by the presence of two contact surfaces and the

development of a boundary layer in+ the CO 2 before the shock meets the
/

second contact surface, i ii/'

Since the observed _,_.i,_',ciG/seems to perform nearly ideally and the
r +I+,

contact surface is travel'i+_g*/fas*,/er than expected right from the start,

the inflow conditions used must be called into question For this case,
i

maintaining constant inflow at the bottom of the mesh for all time is

not accurate. If exact corespondence with experiments were desiredl we

would replicate the entire experiment, commencing with the rupture of

the primary diaphragm. However_ one of the major features of interest

concerns the interaction of the shock and the contact surface after

shock reflection from the endwall.

Fig. 15. Concentration contours and velocity vector plots near the end

of the shock tube at 1400_s (left) and 1600_s (right) after shock-

contact surface interaction. The rapid expansion of the mixing region

noticed in the experiment is likely due to the swirl developing below

the contact surface..
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In the expe'riment, the contact surface thickness grows quickly and

appears to fill the end of the tube. Here again, the two-dimensional

nature of the flow plays a major role. As the shock returns, the

calculation shows that a vortex develops along the rigid wall (Figure

15) and enhances the mixing rate over that expected in an experiment

without significant boundary layer effects. The vortex induced just

below the contact surface in the CO 2 causes the argon originally trapped

in the boundary layer to swirl toward the centerline and enhance the

mixing process greatly. Because the emission diagnostic is focused near

the center of the tube, this swirl of mixed material would appear as a

growth of the mixing layer. The generation of vorticity can be

qualitatively explained by the interaction of the density gradient in

the boundary layer and the reflected shock (the corresponding source

term appears in the vorticity equation) . This process is analogous to

the shock-bubble interactions described by Haas and Sturtevant /13/, and

discussed and simulated by Picone and Boris /14/.

Notice that the interface never reaches the end of the shock tube

in the calculations, probably because we art _nderpredicting its speed

throughout the entire simulation. In fact, the nominal interface

actually is somewhat compressed by the return shock and never re-expands

within the simulation time. One would not expect the interface to grow

rapidly, since the post-shock Atwood number is only about -.26.

Therefore, the mixing that was actually observed in the experiment is

likely primarily due to two-dimensional effects and not to shock-induced

interfacial mixing at the contact surface.

V-CONCLUSION

This paper presents the current state of our study of shock-

interface and shock-turbulence interaction. The analysis of our direct

simulation leads to a good hold of the physical processes occurring in

this interaction, at least for the early phases. The late phase of fully

"i._ developed mixing will require some additional calculation arid modeling

to further settle the question of the universality of the MZT growth,

and FKE decay. Full shock tube experiments can clearly be simulated

through direct simulations, as long as boundary layer effects are not

= crucial. In that case, one must turn to modeling, and CAVEAT

calculations show, in the case of high Mach number experiments, the



crucial importance of the boundary layer treatment. Some precise

comparisons of the numerical and experimental results will be presented

in the near future.
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Numerical Slrnulatlon of C,ompr(:sslble tlomogeneous Turbul(.,,nce

G, A, l)llatsdell*, N, N, Mansourt, W, C, IZcynol(ts*I

*Stanford University
tNASA - Ames Research Center

Direct numerical simulations of compresslbl0 decaying lsotroptc turbulence httve been porformed

on a 643 grid, The simulations include a passive scalar with and without a mean scalar gradient,

The balances for the equations of Imcond order statistics are used to evaluate the effect of

compresslblility on the turbulence, 'We find that the development of tlie fluctuations of density

and of the dtlatational portion of the velocity field _re dependent on the lntttal conditions, and

that the compressible terms in the balances vanish rapidly at the Reynolds numbers considered,

INTROD UCTION

Our goal is to aid the development of turbulence models for highly compressible flows by

using direct numerical simulations, Much of the data required for modeling fs not available

experimentally. Itowever, some of thts needed data can be generated numerically by solving the

time dependent compressible Navler-Stokes equations. Because such slmulatlons can only be

performed for simple flows we have chosen to study the case of homogeneous turbulence, This

is an idealized case, but it is useful in developing turbulence models for two reasons, First, the

statistical quantities needed in the averaged Navler-Stokes equations can be obtained directly

by averaging over the computational domain, Second, homogeneous flows such as shear flow and

strained flow can be thought of as basic building blocks of more complicated flows. Numerical

simulation of homogen_u.s turbulence has been useful in the development of turbulence models

for incompressible flows ,rod we believe this will be a useful approach for improving compressible

turbulence models as weil.

In order for the turbulence to be homogeneous the mean fields must satisfy certain restrictions.

The mean density and pressure must be uniform; the mean velocity field must be linear, fii -

Ao.(t)xj, with Ai/ evolving in time according to riO..+ AikAk.i = 0; and the mean passive

scalar must be linear, 0 = Mj(t)xj, with Mj obeying M a,+ Mi Aij--= O. Some _;pecific solutions

for Aij(t ) are given by Dang and Morchoisne [1] who studied isotropic turbulence. The case

of shear flow was studied by Feiereisen [2]. In the current paper, only the case of decaying

isotropic turbulence, in which Aij(l ) = 0, is considered. The scalar field, however, is solved with

and without a mean gradient. The numerical procedure used to simulate the isotropic case is

described next.

NIJMEItlCAL METItOI)

The Navier-Stokes equations are solved in strong conservation h)rm using p, pr,, and pE as

tl c,dependent variables where E =: e + ½UiUi is the total energy per unit mass. An ideal gas

with constant specific heats is assumed and the ratio of the specific heats, ../, is taken to be 1.4.
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Viscosity Is allowed to bn temp¢_rature dependent and follows a power law, [_/IL0 /,-,,J,,-,)0,¢37= _,._/.lO
'l'lle t'randtl number and Lewis number are assumi_d constant and are taken to be 0,7 and

1,0 respectively, The equations are nondlmenslmiallzed using a length scale Lo equal to the

computational box sizedivided by 2r arid a velocity scale e0 = _ where 7'o is tlm mean

temperature of the initial field, Density is nondlmcnslonallzed by Po _clual to the nman density

of the initial field and the viscosity Is nondhnensionallzed by _0 = lz(_/b),

Two scalars are solved for simultaneous b.... one with a mean gradient and one wlttmut,

Since the turbulence Is isotroplc only erie scalar with a mean gradient Is needed, The scalar 01

has a mean gradient 001/0x 1 = M1 and Is nondhnenslonallzed by MILe, The sncond scalar

02 dees not have a mean gradient and is nondhnenslonallzed by the standard deviation of the

lnltt_tl 02 field,

The equtttlons of motion are solved using a pseudo-spectral Fourier method, Time advance.

meat Is done In physical space using a compact storage third order Runge-Kutta scheme (Wray

[3]) while fast Fourier transforms are used to ewfluate the spatial derivatives,

Initial conditions are specified by using random Fourier coefttclents with a specified power

spectrum for the fields of density, velocity, temperature and scalar 02, The scalar 01 has no Initial

fluctuations, The magnitude of the velocity fiuctuatlons are fixed by specifying Mo 2 = _,

Stnce the velocltles are scaled by co, Mo ts an approximation to the Initial fluctuating Mach

number, The velocity field is further parameterlzed by the ratio of energy In the dllatatlonal

part of the field to that In the solenoidal part given by Ed/E s similar to Passot and Pouquet

[41,
For the simulations done to date a square pulse spectrum which has energy for 8 < k < 16

as shown in Fiqure la has been used to generate the Initial fields, The simulations use 64s grid

points while a simulation with 128a grid points has been used to assess the numerical errors,

_ATION RESULTS

'I'wo simulations oi' decaying isotropic turbulence will be discussed. The parameters describing

the initial t:ondltlons are given in Table 1, Results from shnulation II are described In detail

below a,nd differences with simulation I are noted.

Simulation t t(P-7fi/Pl)} MO Ed/E_ (_-:/)_ ReA 11 R.e0I 0,0 0.3 0.0 0.0 20 365 '

II _ 0,3 0.1 0.1 20 395

Table 1. Initial condition parameters for simulations 1 and II.

l,'igure la shows l lte initial velocity spectrum E(k) from simulation II. It has been decom-

pos(_d into a solenoidal velocity spectrum, E'*(k), and a dilatational velocity spectrurn, Ed(k).

Figure lb sinews the decomposed velocity spectrum at t =: 3.0. (For reference, the initial con-
1 -H .llJ g kditions have a time scale 'I ,= _pu i ui i e = 1,3,) The spectrum E( ) has smoothed out and is

proportional to k 2 at lower wave numbers, No inertial subrange exists because the energy con-

taining scales and the dissipation scales arc not separated _tt these low Reynolds numbers, It is
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interesting that _he pulse structure persists 111Ed(k), I/1general the energy cascade to low and

high wavenumbers removes any discontinuities In tile spectrum, The reason tor the perslst, anee

of the discontinuity Irt E't(k) Is not known, Simulation I builds a smooth Ed(k) spectrum that

lies at a low level,

The history of the rtnn and maximum Mach numbers is given in Figure 2, The simulation

decays toward low Mach numbers so that any strong effects due tt_ compresslbillty elm be

expected to be limited to early times during the simulation, Unfortunately the st_ulatlon takes

time to develop away from the _tlttclal initial conditions into true turbulence, In order to

determine when the simulation has developed sufficiently some standard measures of validity

have been examined. The velocity derivative skewness goes from 0,0 to -0,4 by t = 0,2 and

then decays as the t2.eynolds number drops. The Taylor microscalef_ decrease slightly and then

start growtng ltnearly after t = 1,5, Thus the simulation takes about one Initial turbulence time

scale r to develop.

: The symbols shown in Figure 2 show the points where flow fields were stored on tape so that

detailed statistics could be calculated, Irt order to provide some Information that may be useful

to turbulence model!ng the balances for second order statistics were calculated. Irt the equattorm

below the w, rtables are split into mean and fluctuating components either as ¢ -_ _ + Cu where

= p'¢/_ ts a mass weighted average or as ¢ = _ + Ct where q_is a normal _eynolds averaged

quantity,

, The equation for the turbulent kinetic energy in homogeneous turbulence can be written as

® _@_
_° ou,,, r, o.,,o,(a,7 ) 4 ;,

®

1 au" f auq, )

Compared to the incompressible case, this equation has three additional terms. The viscous

dissipation, e, has been broken into three parts and can be rewritten as

@ ® ®
._.," au" 1 au" f Ouq au" -_u" '_;' 3' 2,,k

E = _ i i 3 Roe Ozi Oz:, _ O=:, Ozi 30zl_

The first term is proportional to the enstrophy a_ld is the only term for a constant viscosity,

incompressible flow. The second term is proportionM to the mean squared fluctuating dilatation.

The last term is a correlation involving fluctuating viscosity.

Figure 3a shows the balance for the turbulent kinetic energy equatio,l. Symbols corresponding

to Terra 1, Term 2, etc. represent the terms as they appear left to right oa the right hand side

of the equation. The symbols marked EHS give the sum of the terms on the right hand side

of the eq_ation and D()/Dt corresponds to the time derivative on the leff_ hand side of the
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equation. The dtscrepailcy between D()/Dt and ltHS Is a mot_sure of the numerical error,

We find the balance la still dominated by dissipation rate, Term 4, the corn_lation involving

fluctuating viscosity, is negligible even with temperature fluctuations of ten percent, lt may,

however, play a role for more highly compressible flows, The relative size of Term 3 compared to

Term 2 is dependent on the initial condition parameter Ed/E _, Term lt the pressure-dilatation

correlation, ls small compared to the other terms. It _sseen to exhlblt erratic behavior early in

the simulation after which Ltbecomc_s positive, _tctlng ms a gain term,

Writing an equation for the exact dissipation would be diMcult because of the temperature

dependent viscosity. However equations can be written for the enstrophy and the raean squared

fluctuating dilatation, The enstrophy equation for homogen¢_ous turbulence can be written as

® ®
Oul!'x Oul!

® ®

2 (Owlk) 10 [ [__.fcgul'q Out[ 20u_6ig ) q-. 2 'w,¢i]/o1 cgP ego
+

Figure 3b shows that the dominant terms are the viscous dissipation term and the vortlctty-

' vorticity-straln correlation, which acts to produce enstrophy by vortex stretching. The enstro-

phy-dilatatlon correlation is erratic at early tlmes and then becomes negligible. The term

corresponding to tlm baroclintc torque la the vorticity equation is negligible throughout the

simulation.

The large discrepancy between D()/Dt and RHS at early times in Figure 3b caused some

concern. It was found that the error was due to poor spatial resolution during the early portion

of the simulation, A 128a simulatlon with the same initial condition parameters as simulation

II was carried out to t = 0,6. Balances for the 1283 simulation evaluated at t = 0,2, 0.4, 0.6

showed a discrepazmy of less than 1 percent of the largest term. The qualitative results from

the 643 simulation wore unchanged. The lack of spatial resolution in the 643 simulations can

be clearly seen by examining the spectra of the enstrophy for the two simulations. Figure 4a

shows the poor resolution of the small scales for the 643 simulation while Ftgure 4b shows that

the hlgh wave numbers are well resolved for the 1283 shnulatlon. From this we have found two

diagnostic tools for judging the resolution of a simulation. The enstrophy spectrum should fall

off sufficiently at high wave numbers and the equations for higher order statistics of interest

should balance.
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The other part of the dissipation consists of the meaan squared fluctuating dissipation. The

equation for this quantity in homogeneous turbulence is

@ ® @

o(o_,0") 0_,,0,','0_ 0_,,0,' (
_ _:. = , __a_ a_ a _ap
at az_ Sz:. az_ nx:. az_ 2 sz:. az_ az_ 2 azk az_ pg-_z_)

®

Figure 3c shows the balance for this equation. The obvious point here is that each term is

significant so that no term can be neglected in the model.

We thought it might be possible to model the fraction of the dissipation due to the mean

squared flt_ctuating dilatation if one had a knowledge of Ed/E s. Figure 5 shows the history

of Ed/E s and the ratio of the mean squared fluctuating dilatation to the enstrophy. The two

curves start together but then develop differently so that Ed/E _ could not be used to model the

dissipation due to the mean squared fluctuating dilatation. We see that alter the initial period

the dissipation due to dilatation increases so that at the end of the simulation 21 percent of _he

dissipation is directly due to a compressible term. This is surprising since the rms Mach number

c.t this time is so low.

The passive scalars were included in the simulation in order to study mixing. Because the

scalar 01 has a mean gradient it develops a flux, --llnl/.,_lVl , shown in Figure 6a. The equation for
this flux in homogeneous turbulence can be written

® ®

g,_o_ - o_ R_o"k_ +o_ 3o_6_ _
® ®

au" aO" (_ Le Ou_
Le __'_!.1" "1 _. lt .it

Re0Pr Ox k c3xk ReoPr_t_Xl

The balance for this equatic,a is shown in Figure 6b. Term 4 is the production term from the

mean scalar gradient. All the other terms act to reduce the flux. The only noticable difference

in this balance between simulations I and II is that the pressure-scalar gradient term is larger
in simulation II.

CONCLUSIONS

Direct numerical simulations of compressible decaying isotropic turbulence have been per-

formed on a 643 grid. Rapid changes are seen to take piace during the early portion of the

simulation when the flow is developing away from the initial conditions. During this time the

643 grid does not adequately capture all the scales of motion, but it gives correct qualitative

results (as seen by comparison with a 1283 simulation) and is accurate after this initial period.
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In order to perform full simulations at higher Reynolds numbers or under conditions that show

more of a compressibility effect it will be necessary to use larger grids.

Our results show that the magnitude of the density fluctuations and of the dilatationai ve-

locity field are dependent on initial conditions. Simulation I, which had no initial density or

temperature fluctuations and no energy in the dilatational part of the velocity field, did develop

density and dilatational velocity fluctuations; however, they were an order of magnitude smaller

than those of simulation II which had initial fluctuations of these quantities. Similarly, the

compressible terms in the equations for the turbulent statistics were present to a much greater

degree in simulation II than in simulation I. However, in neither case did they have a large

influence.

One problem with decaying turbulence is that the compressible terms in the equations are

large only at early times when the turbulence is developing away from the initial conditions. In

order to overcome this problem and to study flows more closely related to those of engineeringp

interest our future plans include inserting a mean shear that will produce turbulence. We hope

these simulations will provide information useful in developing compressible turbulence models.
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Figure1.Decomposed velocityspectra(a)att --0.0and (b)att--3.0.ES(k)isthesolenoidal

velocityspectrum,Ed(k)isthedilatatlonalvelocityspectrum.
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Figure 2. Maximum and rms Mach number history.
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ABSTRACt..

When a shock wave crosses a turbulent region, it can be assumed that there

exists an equivalent average shock front, through which average flow variables,

turbulent transport fluxes and source terms undergo jumps that satisfy modified

turbulent Hugoniot conditions, independently of the closure model. These relations are

presented and additional kinematic jump relations are also derived, so that the

Richtmyer-Meshkov turbulent source effect can be described quantitatively.With the

help of the K- E turbulent mixing model presented in the companion paper/1/, the

results of numerical tests of these relations performed on a classical Air-Helium shock

tube computer experiment are presented and discussed.

I- INTRODUCTION

When a shock front enters a region of fully developed compressible

turbulence and propagates through it, it undergoes strong local distortions due to

refraction by flow field random inhomogeneities of all scales, and also by the creation

and multiple reflection of shocklets in the case of heterogeneous turbulent mixing.

' Therefore, instead of being a single, abrupt transition governed by molecular transport

and established over a distance of a few particle m_an free paths, the overall shock

| process is spread over a much larger distance such that average dissipation can take
- piace, that is, a few Kolmogorov scalelengths.

But, if the incident shock is strong enough, namely if its characteristic propagation

time is much less than the time scale of the smallest eddies (quasi-frozen turbulence),

one can postulate that its effect on the turbulent flow is equivalent to that of a single,

randomly perturbed shock. In particular, the flow variables, including turbulent fluxes,

' undergo jumps that, in view of the classical conservation properties, must satisfy a set

of relations that should general!tze the usual Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations.

Our purpose in this study is to determine the general form of these relations and the

role of the average turbulent variables (kinetic energy, transport fluxes, source terms),
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Of particular inte,rest is the quantitative description of the expected amplification(or

creation) of anisotropy through the average front, following the intuitive view that, in a

first approximation, transverse velocity components should not be strongly affected,

while the axial (normal to the average front) average and fluctuating velocity

components should be compressed in order to conserve the flow rate.

Besides their physical interest, turbulent jump relations can be simulated numerically

with a hydrodynan,.ic code using any turbulent closure model. One can thus explore the

physical conditions under which these relations are relevant and, in a correlated way,

test the adextuacy of a given model for the treatment of strong discontinuities with the

attendant turbulent production, to be modeled by "turbulent Richtmyer-Meshkov"

source terms.We establish in sections II and III the general average jump relations

derived from the usual conservation laws, as well as two additional ones for the axial

and transverse turbulent kinetic energy. We then use a K- e turbulent model/1/to

compute the development of the turbulent mixing zone in a classical Air-Helium shock

tube problem and to perform numerical tests on the associatedset of jump relations.

II- GE.NERAL INSTANTANEOUS. AND AVE.RAGE CONSERVATION LAWS

For a mixture of two (say) non heat-conducting species, the conservation laws can

be expressed under the usual conservative form, using standard notations:

"ob

)b

"bl:

.L 5 ....

where, denoting by Pa, co_, uop, eo:, respectively, the o_..species mass density,

concentration Pa/P, velocity and internal energy, one has:
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and p is the total static pressure, given by some constitutive law for the mixture,

assuming an arbitrary equation of state for each species.

Now, introducing tbe decomposition of every flow quantity Q into its mass-

averaged and fluctuating parts:

q- q_(R _ (R= f_ ,
19

one can obtain the turbulent flow general equations, agm'_nunder conservative form:

_b

_t

Cz,L,)
_ _ _ _ _0,

where k=l/21u_ is the turbulent kinetic energy, and E _"+ 1 U + k" is the
//

average total energy per unit mass,

l]I- JUMP RELA'nONS FROM CONSERVATION LAWS

III. 1-Instantaneous jump relations.

Consider a general conservation law, in a scalar or vector form:

_._# _, _ --0 or # , =

-- assumed to be valid in the weak sense (i.e. for distributions). One can show in a rather

simple way that, at any propagating discontinuous front Z(t), with ..

unit normal n and celerity D along n, qrt.

.' denoting the jump through Z as:
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one lias tile associated jump relation:

Now, straightforward application of formulas (4) to flow equations (1) gives relations

which are valid at any instant and for any shock distortion and reflection, provided that

shock transition is strong enough:

ii Ii I )__ I: ", I_L_ -_ _ (_-

II1.2 - Average turb_bnt Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations

The next step now consists in introducing the mean plus fluctuating variable

decomposition into relations (5) and taking their ensemble average. But this procedure

induces the appearmace of second or third.order correlation products that are usually not

modeled, since they involve front fluctuation terms D' and 7, and are certainly difficult

to take into account. To make the analysis more tractable, we, then assume that the

overall flow field transition is set up by a single, randomly distorted shock with celerity

and unit normal:

D(t) "D(t) + D'(t), "_(t) _t) "_= = + n'(t).

Since this relation already incorporates strong local perturbations, it also does

not seem unreasonable to assume that shock fluctuations (D'I_) about its average (D,

n) are weak. Then, neglecting first-order and higher-order perturbation terms in (5)

after averaging leads to the following set of relations ( the average flow through the
...ii,

front is along the notoml _, with average and fluctuating velocity components U and

U').
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The first remark to be made is that these relations can also be obtained by

application of jump formulas (4) to average flow equations (2): this shows the

consistency of the approximations made above. First-order terms, not shown here, ali

give the incidence of shock velocity fluctuations on transverse momenium terms and

fluxes. Unfortunately, these terms are usually not modeled, and are not considered in

the present work.

If one introduces the average mass flow rate through the front:

. - -. tU..,,.-_ -I} - O -]}

relations (6.2) to (6.4) can also be written:

where: V_ _ and < Q > = 1/2 ( Q_.+Q..).The close analogy to the classical Rankine-

Hugoniot relations/2/and the role of additional turbulentjumps are quite clear:

-to the static pressure'_ is added a dynamic pressure term 9u'_created by axial

- velocity fluctuation u' only.

- to the internal energy e is added the kinetic energy of fluctuations k, which

therefore plays the role of an equivalent 'additionalinternal energy.

the generalized internal energy relation (7.3) includes further modifications

due to the 'additionaljumps of:

• the internal energy flux term p e u

the turbulent kinetic energy flux term 9--_u_
----T

= _the pressure-velocitycorrelation term p u ,
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( note that the sum of the first and third contribution is just equal to the enthalpy flux

term p--huu),

lt is important to remark that these relations are perfectly independent of

turbulent closure models, so that any model can be implemented for numerical tests.

Now, these relations are not complete, in the sense that they give no separate

information on the jump of kinetic energy terms. Sueh an information can actually be

obtained from instantaneous dynamic relations (5,3),

II_I.3- Turlpulentkinetic energy jump relaiio_ns

Introducing the transverse velocity component uj through the relation:

u= ( U + u ) _ + u_.in (5,3), and neglecting the first-order and higher-order

perturbation terms, one readily obtains instantaneous jump relations for axial and
transverse momentum:

- -'--' I

In (8.1), the axial viscous stress can be neglected with respect to the axial

Reynolds stress. (8.2) shows that the transverse velocity discontinuity [ u_is generated

by the discontinuity of the transverse component of the axial viscous stress [6.n } .

Multiplying the above two relations respectively by < U + u°> and < u.t>, one gets,
after some algebra, separate jump relations for the axial and transversekinefic energy
k=___-___Z_dk=L__..

Adding up the two equations, one gets the jump relation for the turbulent kinetic
t'x,, OX,.,,

energy k = kt+ kz where the Viscouscontribution is indeed negligible:

-:o
cN# "_

These three relations give the general form of the production terms for kll,k_and
'_ through a shock front. Subtracting Eq.(10) from the energy relation (7.3), one

obtains the intern',flenergy jump relation:
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,<}>Iu] +<r>['"] [ - o,
which is the strict generalization of tile classical shock adiabatic modified essentially by

the discontinuity of the turbulent thermal flux and of the pressure-velocity correlations.

lt also appears that, within our approximation concerning the fluctuations of the front,

the dominant production terms across the shock ("turbulent Richtmyer-Meshkov"

source terms) create axial kinetic energy only.

IV - NUMERIQ_L TESTSO.1',4..TI./RBI.ILENTJUMP RELATIONS.

Ali the discontinuity relations established above can be tested with any

hydrodynamic code including a more or lc:_:,sophisticated turbulent model, provided

that the right average transport and production terms are accounted for and computed.

We therefore choose the compressible k-_: two-species model and code

developed at CEA/CEL-V /1/, which includes a production term accounting for

trlrbulence induced by Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and we consider the associated set of

jump relations (6.1-3), (10) and (11), to be analyzed numerically.

We have taken as a first test problem a high Mach number shock tube

simulation, where a shock at a pressure of 20 bars is impinging upon an immaterial

interface between air and helium at standard temperature and pressure, with an Atwocd

number equal to 0.758. The interface is then subject to the Richtmyer-M_,;akov

instability and, as is well-known experimentally, multiple shock reflections between the

tube end and the interface induce the development of a turbulent mixing zone (TMZ)

between air and helium. As seen in Fig. 1, the initial TMZ superimposed at time t=0.27

10-3s is made fairly wide, in order to tacilitate numerical measurements of the flow

discontinuity through the shock reflected from the tube end. The analysis is done at

time t=0.315 10-3 s when the shock is approximately in the middle of the TMZ. Spatial

profiles of the average density and pressure are shown on Fig.2 and 3, and clearly

indicate the position of the front. The _ profile serves for the identification of the mesh

zones defining the upstream .(-) and downsneam (+) boundaries of the shock wave

structure, between which the jumps are to be computed. Relation (6.2), which does not

depend explicitly on turbulent fluxes, is used to compute shock celerity from the mass

flow rate and density jumps: D= 77.8 cm s-1. This value is then used to check the other

jump relations. For instance, (6.3) is written down as an equality between an upstream

and downstream quantity:
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Taking the ratio of the numerical value of the the left hand side to the right one

and comparing it to 1 therefore gives the accuracy of the momentum jump relation,

which is found to be true within 3.6% in the present case. Similarly, the accuracy of the

concentration jump relation (6.1) is found to be 14%. The first figure is fairly

satisfactory, thanks to the fact that the jump of the turbulent axial momentum flux

is fairly well defined, as can be seen on Fig.4. This is less so for the jump of the

turbulent concentration flux (Fig.5) and accordingly for relation (6.1). Although other

turbulent fluxes and source terms also experience measurable jumps (see for instance

the profile of the enthalpy flux on Fig. 6), these are not as steep as would be required to

obtain an accurate check of relations (10) and (11). Therefore, further simulations with

higher shock strengths will be necessary to obtain stronger flow discontinuities that will

allow more precise numerical tests.

r

V- CONCLUSION

We have obtained, under reasonable assumptions, a gener,_!:_zation of the

Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations through a shock front, including the effect of

turbulent flux and production terms, independently ef any turbulence modelling.

Therefore, with high shock strength numerical experiments, one can perform

tests of both the adequacy of our underlying assumptions and the ability of any given

closure model to treat strong discontinuities.
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NUMERICAl. SIMU1.ATIONS WITIt A 'k-r' MIXING MOI)EI. IN TI II¢.I_I_ESI_Z,NCI_ Ot:

SI-IOC.KWAVES

J

Michel Bonnet, Serge Gauthier & l:'atrick Spitz

Centre d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton BP 27

94190 Villeneuve-St-Georges France

I - INTRODUCFION:

Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmeyer-Meshkov instabilities occuring in tile context of inertial

confinement fusion have been the object of a growing interest in the recent years. While the linear

growth of small perturbations on the interface between layers of different densities is relatively well

understood, the non-linear stage and the subsequent turbulent phase are poorly understood. Some

insights in the non-linear growth can be done by numerical simulations as opposed to the fully

developed turbulent phase where models are needed. In the context of interest, the challenge was to

build a lD mixing model which had to be imbedded in a lD production hydrocode. As in the

Andronov et al's pioneering work [1], we used closure models which are probably the only way to

work out, despite the weaknesses of such an approach. Later on, these authors also published a more

sophisticated model [2] with evolution equations for every second order quantities. In the same

time, turbulent mixing models became fashionable on the West and simple models [2.-4] and then

more elaborated models were built up [1]. Nevertheless, it is not clear yet what informations are

brought by n-equation models.

However, when using closure models in unsteady situations, we are faced up to some major

difficulties. The first one is the need of giving an initial turbulent state. This necessity comes from the

basic assumptions where variables are splitted into a mean part and a fluctuating one. In other words,

statistical models are unable to describe transition mechanisms. As a result, the final state is slightly

sensitive to the initialization procedure. A second difficulty arises when simulatin I the interaction of

turbulence with a shock wave. The numerical treatment of strong discontinuities requires a numerical

dissipation in order to smear out shock waves and smooth gradients, which makes them artificially

less efficient in producing turbulent kinetic energy, lt follows some dependence on the spatial

resolution. A third difficulty is encountered when setting up the closure assumptions. They often

assume a weak dependence of the nth correlation versus the (n-l) th one. Under shock wave influence,

such an hypothesis is no longer valid and closure assumptions have to be supplemented by some

- relationships to produce meaningfull results. Last but not least, closure assumptions are not

accounting for inhomogeneity.

In view of this application, a one-equation turbulent model has been developed at Limeil and

sucessfully used to numerically simulate turbulent mixing at an interface [3]. In this model the

characteristic length was assumed to be the mixing length which is a global quantity. In order to

-- remove these unsatisfactory global quantities we added an equation for the dissipation rate c.

_ In section Iriwe present the model, numerical applications are given in the third section.
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II - T!II:;_k-¢ MIXING MQII)!I;I_,_:

II,1MOI)F,I_!_QI_.IATIONS

Our model is based on the assumptions that the two fluids are miscible, the thermal equilibrium

is reachexl and the turbulence in the plane normal to the shock propagation direction is statistically

homogeneous.

It follows that the mixing flow can be described only by the mean quantities P, T, P, u and

c-p i/p, where these symbols have their usual meaning. By means of the classical Favre's average, it

is su'aigthforward to derive evolution equations for the mean quantities P, c, u, e and k. The equation

for _:is usually built by comparison with the k-equation. Following Launder and Spalding [5], we

assume that source terms are equal to the k-equation source terms up to a dimensional factor of the

form Cst k/_:.Adding a diffusion term and a production one due to the compressibility effect, we

finally obtain an evolution equation for _:.The set of equations reads

Continuityequation

)e.
J

Concentration equation

Momentum equation

Energy equation

Turbulent kinetic energy equation

- -

Dissipation rate equation ,,.,,t.

£

As assumed in the standard 'k-e' turbulent fluxes are computed from first gradient law where

diffusion coefficients are built from the two basic local quantities k and e. However, on the shock
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wave, tlmse formulae have to t. supplenlmlted by algebraic relations in order to satisfy roalizability

conditions. For example, the radial turbulent kinetic energy has to satisfy the obvious inequalities

0< PUr'2 < 2"_k. (2.1)

Therefore, on strong discontinuities, we use the classic invariant closure

/, . _ .. ~ ~ .,,.,
-- pu '2= _-_._ _" _1: with Km'_k < pr,'2 < XMpk (2.2)

where X.m and _'M have been respectively chosen extual to 0.10 and 1.25 and I.tt = CdP k'k'k'k'_/_

In the same way approximating the turbulent mass flux p'u' by the density gradient may lead to very

high unphysical values under a shock wave. On the other hand, this flux has to satisfy the Scharwz

inequality

p'u"-";< _ 1/2 u,"-21/2 (2.3)

The momentum mass flux be,ing bounded by the total turbulent kinetic energy and the variance of

density fluctuations is assumed to be bounded by the mean density itself, we finally write the turbulent

mass flux as

-_=Dpgrad"p with the realizability condition p'u' <c_ )VM1/2 "_ 1/2 k 1/2

where c_ is equal to 0.67.

The closure relations for f= c, e and k are now simply written as

p f_u' = Df grad f with Dr= gt/_f k2/_

II.2 MODEL CONSTANTS

We consider the following set of key experiments connecting experimental data to model

constants, for calibration purposes:

- turbulence decays according to a power law in time with the exponent n. Consistency requires:

Ce2 = (l+n) / n withn = 1,1

-in self induced diffusion of turbulence from a steady source of turbulence at a plane in a fluid

[6], experiments show that the turbulent intensity decays exponentially away from an effective source

plane. Assuming:

k(x) o¢ x "m and a(x),-.¢ x"n , we have'

og: = (3 cd [32m2 ) / 2 and o"c = ( cd [32 (2+3m) (14-2m)) / 2 %2

with [3=0.846 and m = 3 [6]

•-experiments on nearly homogeneous turbulent shear flow. In such a stationary flow [7], the k-e

model reduces to '
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with du/dy=constant. An exact solution n, ay be exhibited. More interesting is its asymptotic

behavior leading to the relation: cd = x2 ( Cel - 1)/( ce 2" 1) linked to the experimental value x=0.34

with ce2-(l+p)/p where p is an asymptotic exponent for decaying turbulence.

-boundary layer flows yield the well-known relation :

Cel = cc2" :Z2 / °c Cd1/2 with )_= 0.41

-rapid isotropic compression of homogeneous turbulence. "Iq_ereis little experimental evidence to

test the compressible aspects of !t k-c model, Nevertheless, ignoring the Reynolds turbulent stress

and dissipation the model equations become '

I5__L+ t_,_ _ =o

Assuming an invariant eddy viscosity coefficient cd k2 / e/3/, we have: ce3 = 2 ( 2 - ce1 ),

The set of above relations gives a consistency equation on cd which writes :

The classic value Cd---0.09 given by numerical optimisatio_ for years can be obtained from this

equation by setting p=1.652. In that particular case, we must mention an another solution Cd=0.115

is associated with Cd=0.09.

Now, an attempt is made in order to connect cd) with Op by regarding turbulence decaying in a
stratified station,u), incompressible fluid .The k-e model reduces to :

..-....-.

_- --+t_ =

4OO

................................................... _----lm ............................I ..................................... r ........................ lllr....................................................................... i.



seuing N= _ , assuming "_- _' d _ and defining _=Uk, tlm set oi"cquations becomes '

'llmasymptotic[_haviorofthesolutionis'

ct:0 = 1+ (( ce2- 1 ) _O _:2(,:,,:,))/ N2 Cd k(,:,,:,)

Using the experimental data from Ref,[8], an estimate can be rnade that yields ' ce0=0.2gp+l with
ce2=1,9 and Cd=0,09.

Conventional choices ,are made for gc and ge '

Oc=0,7 passive scalar mixing lt

o e=0,9 heat transfer experiments

Finally, the set of model constants used for numerical applications is '

_ C80 Cel Ce2 Ce3 g_ ge gc °e Cd ep
1.065 1._7 1.90 0.35 0.87 1,30 0.70 0.90 0,09 0.325
.

III - NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS:

The model is numerically solved by the Richtmeyer scheme, K and e diffusion ten'ns are handl_

in a coupled implicit manner while Rayleigh-Taylor source terms are discret_zed in an explicit way.

The canonical Andronov et al's experiment has been simulated with our k-e model. The 1.3

Mach number shock wave was produced by a constant pressure at one boundary. We used the perfect

gas equation of state. The initialization was done by using the Mikaelian's model [9] and tile mix

model was turned on at t=800 gs. We have displayed on Fig, 1-2 the interface velocity profile and its

spatial derivative, lt is Clear that the velocity gradient is applied for a short time - 10_s - compared to

the characteristic time of diffusion which is of the order of 700_s, in other words, shock waves act as

a rapid distorsion which is essentially governed by linear effects [10], This conclusion is enforceA by

looking at Fig, 11 where the return time to isotropy is of tile order of 10las and the turbulence decaying

time is of the order of 200grs (Fig,3). It follows that the dominant behavior is essentially a diffusion

one, and model responses are weakly non-linear.

The time evolution of the total turbulent kinetic energy is displayed on Fig.3, lt is easy to notice

: the effect of shock wave on turbulence: it increases the turbulent kinetic energy by one order of

magnitude, for the first shock. As shock waves become more and rnore attenuated after some

reflections on the wall, the enhancement of turbulent kinetic energy is smaller and smaller. By looking

at any typical quantity such as the turbulent kinetic energy, the dissipation rate or turbt)lcnt fluxes, we

observe the same kind of behavior: the quantity is strongly enhanced by shock waves and decays over

a large characteristic time. We notice that the Mach num)mr of tire two first shocks Mac are grt:ater than

one. But the Mach number of the flow, computed by Maf=u/c s, is never greater than 0.60 (Fig.5),

and the maximum decreases as time goes on. The Mach number of the fluctuating velocity, computed

by Mat=kl/2/c s (Fig.6), is largely less than the unity: velocity fluctuations are strongly subsonic.

Fig.7 shows the evolution of both experimental and calculated mixing zone t×)undaries.'l'hc mixing

thickness is displayed on Fig.8 and is in good agreement wilh the experimental data. Ii clearly appears
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thai the n_ixing penetrates1non:x';vfm!lyin the light lluid that_iii the heavytree,

On Fig.8 ,,vehave ph._t_.1the c.voluthm of the characleristh: It'ngtll k3/2 / _:.at difft.'lt:lll lc,c.'nticms

of the rnixirlg zone logcthc:r with the mixing zone width, lt appears thai riley arc I_c_tpn_povli_mal as

assumed in a one equalion mcx:!el. In other words, the ,._;izeof largest eddies saturates as shuck waves

nttelltlate,

I;1 the exlmrimen{ described in [ 1li ztsht×'k wave in C() 2 accelerates a C()2/lleliunl c_naq:,{m

ccmlact _,tlrface thus crecutng lt/urbuleil{ mi×ing z<mewhich is ther_decelerated by a reflected sin,ck,

The initial pressure of gases is 2(X)0 Pa or" 1500 Pa, So, three expcrimcnlal combizmtiozls nrc carried

out, The comparison between calcuhated and exl)erimcntal ctxrhtxlcnlmixil_g zone lhickllcsscs nrc

presented on Figures 13-15, Using the same initialization procedure as for the A fldroNov el al's

experiment, a value of ufl of about 0,32..0,33, yields sacistyin):, silnulatioNs of the curl_talclll
thickening, This result emph,xsizes the turbtllent mc×tel ability to simulate diffex'cv_tAtwoc_d aral Mach

ntlxnl:mreXl'mrimcnts,

Finally, we, must mention and recall that a part of the discrepancy hctwccn t:xperimcl_tal aged

calculated values is probably due to non negligible boundary layer eft'ect.';, The Marseilles k..r

' simulations are now unde,r way l,mdlt detailed analysis will lm puhlished later on,

IV- CONIXJSION:

' We have developed a k-e. rachel for handling situations characterized I_y high values c_t tile

tulbulent flux Richardson nunlber, Closure relations have been SUpl_lemex_tcdin order to be valid

under strong discontinuities, Calibration has N,en done by classic experimental awtilable data alld by

studying tile k-t: model in some special cases, Sirnulations on several shock mim experiments agree

fairly well with available experimental data.
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A SECOND-ORDERCLOSUREFOR SUPERSONICTURBULENTFLOWS

APPLICATION TO THE SUPERSONICMIXING

J.P. DUSSAUGE & C. QUINE

INSTITUT DE MECANIQUESTATISTIQUE DE LA TURBULENCE
Unit#_ Mix_e Universit_-CNRS N° 380033

12 Avenue du G_n_ral Leclerc, 13003 Mar_eille (France)

INTRODUCTION

The classical second-order closures are generally well adapted to

the computation of supersonic flows in which non-linear effects due to compres-

sibility are weak for mederate supersonic Mach numbers (Dussauge, Gaviglio,1987).

For higher Mach numbers, the structure of turbulence in boundary-

layers seems altered (Laderman, Demetriades, 1979). The measurements involved

are difficult, but some conclusions of this analysis are in agreement with the

recent work of Smits et al. 1988. A good example of the effects of compressibi-

lity is given by supersonic free shear flows, which cannot be computed with

low-speed turbulence models. This is probably due to the large density fluctua-

tions produced by the high speeds. For example, a classical k-¢ model does

not reproduce the spreading rate of the supersonic free shear layer. An analy-

sis is proposed in the present paper to take in account small departures from

incompressibility caused by density fluctuations. An algebraic stress model is

deduced and is used to compute free shear layers. The results are compared to

measurements of mean and fluctuating quantities.

ANALYSIS

lt is known from experiment that the spreading angle of supersonic

free shear layers is a decreasing function of the Mach number. The reasons of

the reduction of the turbulent mixing are not clearly identified, but some

salient features of supersonic shear layers can be recal'ed, and used as gui-

delines to find the compressibility effects involved.

Firstly, as the flow is nearly parallel, the mean divergence can

be neglected: the mean flow reduces practically to a pure shear, and the obser-

ved phenomena cannot be understood as an effect of mean compressibility or

mean velocity divergence. Secondly, the density fluctuations can be very large.

For flows without heat sources, their order of magnitude is given by the
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"Strong Reynolds Analogy" (SRA) relation •

p'/ _ -_ (y-I) M2 (u'/u) = (_-I) Mm (I)

-u is the longitudinal mean velocity, p the density, M the mean Mach number,

m = u'/a is the Mach number of the fluctuations, y = Cp/Cv. Formula (I) essen-

tially assumes that the total temperature fluctuations are smaller that the

temperature fluctuations (Debieve, Gouin, Gaviglio, 1983), and that the density

(or temperature) fluctuations are isobaric, as in zero pressure gradient tur-

bulent boundary-layers (Laufer, 1968).

This relation shows that even at M = I , density and velocity

fluctuations have comparable intensities. High density fluctuations may change

the properties of turbulence. For example for subsonic flows, some closures can

be derived from the incompressibility of the fluctuating motion. It is then

useful to have some hint about the generality of this hypothesis. For small

fluctuations, the divergence of the fluctuating velocity is given by •

- ui p o

e is the temperature and cO the rate of dissipation of temperaturevariance.

Dussauge, Debii_ve and Smits (1988) noticed that the pressure terms in eq.(2)

can be neglected of the level of p'/p is small compared to O'/O and if the

characteristic time scale of pressure fluctuations is not too small, compared

to the time scale of the other quantities. With these assumptions they found

that the ratio divu'/(au_ / axj) is proportional to m3M( I + CM2) , where
C is a constant. This result is valid only in cases where divu' is caused by

heating through viscous dissipation and heat conduction, lt suggests that in

many supersonic (but not hypersonic) flows, divu' is probably small, and the

fluctuating field is nearly soleno'idal. Such a situation occurs probably only

when m "is much less than I. If m ~ I, the turbulent motion may produce a

significant number of shocklets. In this case, the pressure term of eq.(2)

cannot be neglected and the previous result does not hold. In many flows

without heat sources at moderate supersonic Mach numbers (M~2, say), it seems

that m is much less than I, but the density fluctuations are not small.

Then, for such flows, it may be assumed that the velocity field is soleno'idal

but the turbulent diffusion of momentum, kinetic energy, etc.., and the return

to isotropy can be modified by the density fluctuations. Brown and Roshko (1974)
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pointed out, from dimensional reasoning and from order of magnitude estimates, that

the pressure fluctuations should depend on the Mach number. They supposed that es-

sentially the "pressure transport" terms were affected by this effect. In the pre-

sent work it is supposed that the pressure-strain terms in the Reynolds stress equa-

tion should be modified as weil. indeed, the decrease of the spreading rate indica-

tes that the turbulent diffusion (and the Reynolds stress _-T_-r) becomes smaller

with increasing Mach number. Then, the influence of density fluctuations on the

pressure-strain terms has to be examined, as previously suggested by Bonnet (1981).

The present paper underlines this aspect of the problem, but we must have in mind that

the effect of pressure-transport is to be also considered in a more complete model.

A temptative illustration of the modification of the return-to-iso-

tropy process by density fluctuations can be proposed by reconsidering the

scheme used by Rotta (1951), for constant enthalpy evolutions : a lump of incom-

pressible fluid is pinched in the longitudinal direction by a fluctuation of

velocity u'_ . Because of incompressibility, it is stretched in the other direc-

tions, producing u'2 and u'3 fluctuations.

If now the fluid is compressible with a constant total enthalpy

the pinching in direction I produces u' ' 2 andand p fluctuations ; u'

u'_ are then not the same as in the incompressible case. Moreover the K.R.A.

indicates that u' and u'2 3 are not linearly associated with density fluc-

tuations. From this point of view, u'_ and u'2 or u'3 do not play symme-

trical roles.

The order of magnitude analysis shows (Quine, 1986) that for an

incompressible field with non constant density and zero mean pressure gradient,

the simplified equation for pressure reads :

_ @uj @uI @ui @uj @p' {@u_ --@ i @_Ti_- ', _ ' ' u'

@xi @xj @xj @xi @xi @xj uj

+ higher order terms.

The quadratic terms involving density fluctuations are •

' @P _ui u-__ ' (3)

@xi @t @xj uj @xj

.Ifthe three terms in brackets are of the same order, their magnitude can
I

@p' _ @ui

--@xi ujbe obtained by considering the second one
z



_u_ au_
lt is of the order of (y-I ) M2 p if relation (I) holds and if the

space scales for density and velocity fluctuations are of the same order.

Therefore, these terms cannot be neglected in supersonic flows. Their contri-

bution to the pressure-strainterms is modeled in the following way :

I Bp (x+r) @u_(x+r) u' @u'. dvol

IIij'P vol @xi r

By analogu with Rotta's model for the return-to-isotropy,IIij,pis supposed of
the form :

_ _ l (3)
IIij'P = Ul k-- Tij

, , r etc Only the
where Tl is a function of the arguments P-_i ' p uiuj ' ""ij

argument of lowest order _ is retained here. As the isotropic value of

P_i is zero an expansion to the first order with respect to _ is made.

As the turbulent field is nearly incompressible_the condition IIii,p- 0
can be used. Applying the conditions of symmetry and incompressibility,the

l
expression of Tij is found •

Tij = c_ 6ij -

where m is a constant to be determined from experiment.

For flows with constant total enthalpy, the turbulent mass flux

can be related to the Reynolds stress through relations similar to (I). For

example, Debi_ve et al. (19F_3) and Dussauge and Gaviglio (1987) use

6'lu_
: k(i) (y-1) M2 I (5)

p u

with k(i) are functions of the correlation coefficients between velocity

components or between velocity and density, k(1) = 0.8 and k(2) = 1.5 .

Relations (3), (4) and (5) are used together with the A.S.M.

proposed by Rodi (1976). Modified algebraic expressions are deduced •
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_T'_" (ul_-_-z/k) °

k 1 - 2 6 k(1) M2

]

U'a'U"2 QU",aU '_)0[, 6 k(1)M 2 , (_'U_)]I i

= 1 - (6)
k k : 1 - 2 6 k(1) M2 o

u'lu'2 = 1'U I

k k o 1 - (3/2) 6 k(2)M 2

with
o_ (¥-1)

6 =
(C1-1) + P/c

The subscript o indicates the value for incompressible (zero Mach number)

fl ows.

y = Cp/Cv = 1,4 ; CI = 1.5 is the constant in Rotta's model for the
return-to-isotropy; P is the production per unit mass of turbulent kinetic

energy k. and c its dissipation rate. (_-r_-_u_-_) 2
In particular the ratio Cp = used in eddy viscosityk

formulations can be determined •

I
C = C (7)

P _o
(I - (3/2) 6 k(2) M2)2

with

_T = Cp k2/c (8)
|

A simplified model was also tested, by replacing in (6) the Mach number by its

external value Me •

Cu = Cpo / (I - (3/21 B' k(21 M_)2 (91

6' is a constant
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Calculations of mixing layers were performed with different models•

Firstly the high Reynolds number part of the model of Jones and Launder (1971)

was used; this model uses relation (5) with CN = 0.09 (model I). Secondly,

formula (4) was used to determine CN ; the value of _ had to be determined
(model Ii). Thirdly, (model III), the simplified formulation (6) was tested.

The parabolic set of equations was solved by the numerical procedure of

Patankar and Spalding (1970).

RESULTS

The rate of spread s = d_/dx was calculated to determine the

constants _ and _'. The recommendations of the Stanford Conference (1980) were

followed to define the thickness of the layer _ : _ was determined between

the points where the velocity is _ Ue and _ Ue.

For subsonic flows (Me<O.1) it was found that the three models

give a satisfactory spreading rate , s = 0.13. For higher speeds, model I

keeps s unchanged and does not follow the experimental data. Model II with

- 1.35 < _ < -0.8 and model III with B' = -0.05 give satisfactory predic-

tions of s (Fig. I). A better agreement for high Mach numbers is obtained for

large values of -_ , but the evolution at low Mach number is too rapid• As

the model is not expected to be adequate irl the hypersonic regime, the value

= -0.8 seems to be a better compromise•

Figure I :
,,

'i ..... v v v

Computed rake of spread of

I_ the supersonic mixing layer
"_.,_ ..

....._,'_ experiments
"_; "_ .... model I ;

"_ model II _ = -0•8 ; •
= 1.35

, , , _ model III
2 M

r

Figure 2 presents the evolution of the maximum value of the shear

stress -_T;J'lu'2/u2oo . The experimental data are very scattered; it seems

however that - u'zu'2- decreases with increasing Mach number• Model I is not

able to reproduce this trend while model II and Ill find results qualitatively
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Figure 2 '

- ; I I i I_'-_

"_ l Maximum value of the shear stress
- _ in supersonic mixing layers

Model I _ ;

I Model III - ; 6' =- 0.05
o.ol .+ Model II: - m = -0,8

A'Liepmann, Laufer 1947;

_ _--,-.. A Wygnanski, Fiedler 1970;
× _" + Bradshaw, 1966;

X Ikawa Kubota 1975 ;
l i L_ I ,,, l ......

o 2 4 wl 6 o Lau et al. 1979;
A Samimy et al. 1986.

similar. The same comments can be made for the maximum value of u-r_z2/U2oo

(Figure 3).

Figure 3 •r-----T---

O_4L - Evolution of the maximum value of Tz '2

u, in supersonic mixing layers.
U e .

_o2 c_Champagne, Pao, Wygnanski 1976 ;

c_Wagner, 1975
Other symbols as in Figure 2

0 2 4 6
M

Figure 4 shows the results about, the maximum value of the variance

of transversal velocity fluctuations u-_-_'22/U2 .oo

The computations indicate that u'22/U2_ increases, but no clear

trer::I can be deduced from measurements which are particularly difficult for

this component. Then the computation finds that the anisotropy of the turbulent

stresses is strongly changed, while the ratio k/U 2_ remains nearly constant"
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the effect of the model is to transfer energy from uz2 to the other compo-

nents. Moreover it was found that the ratio - u'lu-_-2/u,-_l ' is a weak function

of the Mach number.

",.'_ " ! " I I 1 ,

u2 o Figure 4 :

_o2 ._...__-_ II Maximum values of u-'_22/U2
L /_.,. 1 in supersonic mixing layers.

ao1:_/"fl " Symbols as in Figure 3

L

I I I i L l

0 2 4 M B !
Computations using Model II and III predict that the correlation

coefficient - R_2 between the longitudinal and transversal velocity fluc-

tuations is a decreasing function of the Mach number. Although the complete

calculation of a boundary layer was not performed with the present models, it

was tempting to compare them with some recent measurements of correlation

coefficient in a boundary layer at Mach 3 (Fernando 1988, Smits et al. 1988).

Figure 5 •

- , , , _ -i----- Velocity correlation coefficient

"-----" "---'-"_. in subsonic and supersonic boundary

0.4 \

.r12 ' Iayers

Subsonic boundary layer
0,2

(Alving 1988)

" /// Supersonic (Me = 3) boundary

, , , , , _ layer (Fernando 1988 and Smits,

o.4 o.8 y//_ private communication, 1988)

........ Model I I

Model II was applied with P/B = I. The comparison with the experiments is

given in Figure 5. The results of Model II are lower than the experimental

value, but it is striking that the right trend was obtained i.e. values signi-

ficantly smaller than the s_bsonic ones, although the ratio P/B = I is a

good choice only in the inner part of the layer.
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CONCLUSIONS

lt has been proposed to explain the anomalous rate of spread of tlle

supersonic mixing layer by the influence of density fluctuations on t.lle tur-

bulent fluxes. Tile turbulent motion was supposed incompressible with a constant

total enthalpy. A modification to the modeling of the return-to-isotropy 'is

proposed. Correct values of the spreading rote cYFthe mixing layer have been

obtained, but the present models can probably be improved by taking in account

the influence of compressibility on turbulenc(, diffusion and pressure trans-

port, without changing the qualitative trends found in the present version.

The more striking result is a drastic change in the structure of turbulence

and "in the anisotropy of the Reynolds stresses. A first evidence is tliat the

small number of measurements of u'2.a and their limited accuracy preclude

any firm conclusion on the ability of the model to calculate this component,

The particular evolution of the anisotropy implies a reduction of u'.__

arld an increase of u _22 and u _:,-_ .

If the proposed mechanism gives a correct description of turbulence

in supersonic flows, an important conclusion is that the motions with longitu-

dinal vorticity can be reinforced by compressibility.
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EVIDENCE OF RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITIES IN TRI-LAYER TARGETS

D, Galmiche, P, A, Holstein, B, Meyer, M, Rostatng, N, Wilke

Centre d'Etudes de Limeil-Valenton

BP 27, 94190 Villeneuve St Georges, France

INTRODUCTION

In laser fusion, the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability represents a major obstacle by destroying the

spherical syrmnetry of the imploding shell, thus leading to a degradation of target performance [1,2,3,4],

During implosion process, this instability may occur at the ablation layer on the outer surface, at an internal

interface, or at the fuel-pusher interface during the deceleration phase, If the instability grows enough, it

will buckle or break the shell and will cause fuel mix.

Experiments have been carded out at Limeil on Pl02 laser system in order to investigate the problem

of target stability under ablative accelex'ation and to get direct evidence of RT instability [5], Main

experimental results are reported here,

Numerical simulation have been performed with the 1-D hydrocode FCI1 coupled with a simple

mixing model. We present, in the following text, part of our numerical investigations which support the

occurrence of a mixed layer.

I-EXPERIMENTS

' 1.1 - Experimental set-up

Tri-layer targets Au/AI/Au are accelerated by a main la_'r beam. The RT instability is thought to occur

at the rear interface Al/Au where the pressure and density gradients are opposed, The front Au layer

function is to smooth the energy deposition and to avoid a straight heating of the A1layer by the laser,

To evidence an AI-Au mixing, the rear surface composition of the target is diagnosed by using a

probe laser beam being delayed with respect to the main beam. If the AI-Au mixing is quite developed,this

probe beam heats up the rear mixing boundary; Al X-ray lines are excited and are observed with a

spectrograph 16]_
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FIGURE I
Sohematloofexperimentprlnolple:AIemissionIsobserved
whenthemlxlngreglonIswelldeveloped,

The main laser beam is at 0,35 p.m and is focused from 1013 to 1014W/cm 2 on target in a 180 _tm

diameter spot (its energy ranges from 1 to 11 J), The pulse is a sum of two gaussians with a 0,8-1 ns

FWHM (full width at half maximum),

The probe beam is at 1.06 l.tmand is focused to 3 1013W/cre 2 in a 180 I.tmdiameter spot (its energy

is 11 J); it is delayed by 1 ns relative to the main beam, and has a similar pulse shape with a 900 ps
FWHM,

The X-ray spectrum from the rear target surface is measured in the range 1,4-2,7 keV with two

spectrometers ' the first one (TIS) temporally integrates the Al-lines, and the second one (TRS) gives the

temporal resolution,

Typically the thickness is 0,3 I.tm for Au foils and 1 or 2 _m for AI foil,

1,2 - Benefit of time-resolved spectrometer (TRS)

The TRS supplies us with the intensity of lines emissions in the range 1,5-1.7 kev for A1 ions and in

the range 2,3-2,5 keV for Au ions; in addition, it gives us the durations and the shift between both

emissions. Only the intensities higher than the detection threshold are experimentaUy observed.
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( st >o, lr Auemission occurs before AI emission )

FIGURE2
SchematicIllustrationof experimentaldata obtained
withthe time.resolvedspeotrograph(TRS).

The _ 5t gives informations about the depth of the mixing zone : 5t is ali the higher as the

non-polluted Au thickness is large, For a small unmixed Au layer, the Al line emission may start before the

Au emission, so that 5t is negative,

X-ray lines ewissions should enable us to get an evaluation of the mixing zone composition. To this

end, it has been necessary to calibrate the intensity of emission for mixed A1and Au samples of which ions

ratios were known. This step was followed by an other set of samples covered with Au, in order to point

out the effect of a non-polluted Au layer.

KLnission durations may drive numerical simulations. Comparisons between experiments and

computations require the knowledge of emission threshold, and are proving hard to deal with.

Au emission in the A1lines range has to be subtracted. As signals are noisy, this systematic correction

is approximate and we have to be very cautious in temporal shifts and lines intensifies interpretation.
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The advantage we should reap from 'IRS is illustrated at Figure 3 where results obtained with three

samples are presented :

• two mixed AI-Au samples with different ions ratios are well characterized by emission levels

and by temporal shift.

• two identical mixed AI-Au slunples, one of which is covered with a Au layer, yield very

different results,

• in spite of similar emissions, the temporal shift let us differentiate the (20%A1, 80%Au)

sample to the (50%A1, 50% Au)+0,04 [.tm Au sample,

m!x!ng_//' E 11J

TARGETS

Mixing 50% AI Mixing 50% AI Mixing 20% AI
(in atoms) 50% AU (in atoms)50% Au (in atoms)80% Au

+

0,04 _.m Au no Au no Au

"first.(_,;

INTENSITIES ( a.u. )

I (Au) = 75 I (Au) = 51 I (Au) = 82
I (AI) = 77 I (AI) -179 I (AI) = 97
T_.,I = 455 T_,I = 475 T.,I = 524

TEMPORAL SHIFTS

kt = 40ps kt = -200ps kt = -40ps

FIGURE3
Experimentalspectraobtainedwith the TRS,The Intensitiesof Au emission,
AIemissionandthewholeemission,andthe temporalshiftbetweenAuand
AI emissionsare givenfor threedifferenttargets,
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1.3 - Experimental results

The front gold layer prevents the Al layer from a direct heating and smooths the energy deposition by

radiation. Former experiments carried out at Limeil have shown that for a 0.3 l.tm gold layer the pressure

asymmetries at the ablation surface are reduced by a factor 3-4 [7], which may ensure the absence of large-

scale instabilities due to irradiation non-uniformity. In the present experiment, optical smoothing with the

"Random Phase Plates" technique (RPP) has been realized during last shots; as results obtained with and

without RPP are similar, it has conf'trmed that large-scme illumination non-uniformities are not responsible

for the apparent mixing.

Preliminary experiments have been realized to determine the ablation depth in order to make sure that,

in the initial configuration, the Al layer cannot be heated by the probe laser beam. Two-layer targets have

been irradiated o,0";ththe probe beam : over 0.1 _trn gold thickness, the A1 Hecz line emission is below the

experimental threshold. A 0.3 I.tm rear gold thickness assures us that there will be no emission in the

' absence of mixing.

Figure 4 gives the Al line energy versus the main laser energy with a 2 I.tm A1 foil tri-layer target.

Despite the 0.3 I.tm gold thickness, the A1line appears, therefore some mixing occurs. Dispersion of the

data is due to the very small signals receive on the spectrograph. AI line emission, which is our mixing

signature, appears between 2 and 4 J, and increases with the main beam energy.

40 " - ! - [ " I " _" " I " 90 " ! " [ " ! " ! " I

E =
e (a) TIS * ," --- •--, ::i8o (b)TIL_ • •
E 30 * (_ 70

ma ii
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r- 4) o • •o 20 g ._

E ,wi_RPP J • la E_) 1o 40 • II
| • •

r" • e- lD
.._ .-- 30 •
_ m m
'_ 0 -- .J. . , , - i , I , I , 20 , J , J , i , t , I ,

o e 4 a s 1o 12 o e 4 a s Io 12

Mainbeamenergy (d) Mainbeamenergy (J)
=

FIGURE 4

AI line energy versus main laser energy ' experimental results obtained
from the TIS (a) and the TRS (b) (for the TRS, Au emission has not be

subtracted so that emission is not zero at small energy).

Temporal shifts between Au and A1emissions obtained with the TRS scatter close to _St= 0, which

means that both emissions occur quite simultaneously whatever is the main beam energy.

In order to assess quantitatively the mixing composition, we measured the Al line emission by

irradiating samples with pre-made mixing layers of variable Al-Au ions densities. As the rear Au layer may
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be non-totally polluted, we made measurements again with these samples coated with Au. With the help of

TRS signals, for a main beam energy in the region of 10 J, the composition of the probed zone seems to

correspond to a 20 % AI ions density mixing zone with a Au layer in the range 0-40 nra.

We made another set of experiments with 1 I.tm Al foils instead of 2 }.ma.Data obtained with these tri-

layer targets exhibit an opposite behavior : the mixing becomes smaller as the main energy increases from 5

to 10 J. In the same time, the temporal shift grows: Al emission starts before Au emission at low energy, in

a less and less marked way as the energy increases, till the Au emission occurs first at high energy.

The distinct behaviors of 1_-n and 2 _xn are analysed in the next section.

II - NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical simulations have been performed with the monodimensional hydrocode FCI 1 coupled with

a mixing code which is a rough modeling of ordered energy conversion into disordered energy. This mixing

code is a static model and evaluates masses of mixed Al and Au as a postprocessor at each step of the

calculation.

FCII is run with the ionization model MM (Mixed Model/8/) to obtain relevant Au emission.

The temporal shape of the interface velocity depends strongly on the energy and on the shape of both

laser pulses, and on the delay of the probe beam. Typical interface velocity and acceleration plots are shown

in Figures 5 and 6. In this case, the A1 layer thickness is 2 gm and main and probe beam energies are

respectively 6.7 J and 10.7 J.

' ' ' _ I • • • '' I .... ' J lO/6 ' , • • I .... _ • , , •

6 to 6 _ Emain= 6'7J
I

tn 16
2 to - Eoro_= 10.7JE
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E
o 4106 Z0

>. C-- Io _6-
-- cY
t.) t.tj
0 .j

2106 t.)
> o o - "

<

/ 1
0 l 2 J 0 1 2 3

TIME (ns) TIME (ns)
FIGURE 5 FIGURE 6

= AI/rear Au interface velocity AI/rear Au acceleration
versus time. versus time.
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The probe beam is responsible for the deceleration; this slowing down of the interface is followed by

another positive acceleration phase due to the decompression of target material related to the deposition of

rear Au X-ray energy. The Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) stage (when the shock goes across the interface) is

short, and the RT stage plays a prominent part. As long as the velocity increases, we may consider that the

acceleration process is RT unstable. We recall that we do not use grooved targets, but the instability growth

originates from the interface roughness. As the probe beam is delayed, perturbations have time to develop

and induce turbulent mixing.

The evolution of mixed materials masses is shown in Figure 7. The unstable phase starts as soon as

the first strong shock goes across the interface. The rear Au pollution expands very quickly and is almost

entire. The Al pollution develops more slowly and affects half of the whole Al layer.

600 ' " ' A-!1 - " m rear Au layer total mass-- Al layer total mass
i

CO 500
O9
<

a0o
_J
_<
rr" 3O0
ILl
I--- Emain= 6.7 J
.<

200

Eprobe = 10.7Ja
tld
x_ 1oo

0
0 I 2 3

TIME (ns)
FIGURE 7

Temporal evolution of masses of mixed Au and AI.

The X-rays coming from the front Au layer induces a more or less important preheating, so thematter

expands and the mixing is reduced as material density is decreased, although Atwood number has not much

changed. Simulations pointed out that this radiation preheating, which is very sensitive to the pulse rise

tit_, can become large enough when the beam energy is increased so that the rear Au expands very much

and the mixing mass is reduced. Main beam energy and radiative preheating are strongly correlated but have

opposite influence on the growth of the mixing, as the f'trst one increases the acceleration of the target and

the other lessens the material densities.

Our numerical investigations lead us to the following remarks :

• the mixing process is not much sensible to the main beam pulse shape as long as we consider

gaussian (or sum of gaussians) pulses (i.e. smooth pulses)

• the delay of the probe beam is a major factor;, it is ali the more determinant as the main beam

energy is small, because the unstable phase starts later and develops more slowly

• Al and Au emission levels are very sensitive to the value of the probe energy.
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For _ tri-layer targets, the rear Au layer is nearly wholly prlluted in the range of energy 2 J to

12 J : entire mixing for 12 J, and some nanometers of the initial Au layer unmixed for 2 J. The

disappearance of this unmixed layer could validate the experimental growth of Al emission as the energy is

increased.

The weak scattering in temporal shift 6t data is relevant too as pollution of rear Au layer is quite

complete in most cases : for low energies, a small non-polluted Au layer may induce a little delay of Al

emission; for high energies, front Au radiative preheating may set before the Au emission. Both behaviors

could explain a non-modified shift between emissions.

Numerical results for various main beam energies gives a remarkably stable mixing composition.

Assuming an homogeneous mixing layer, the composition is close to 25 % Au ions and 75 % A1 ions

densities, lt is quite the reverse of the experimental proportion, but in the experiment only a small region of

the mixing layer is probed. The existence of a concentration gradient is a possible explanation.

Experiments with 1 ttm Al layer, performed without the probe beam, displayed that front Au X-rays

can go through the target. Simulations assert the major role of front Au preheating with these structures.

With both laser beams, numerical spectra obtained at the rear side of the tri-layer targets exhibit precursory

signals connected to front Au radiation. This supports the experimental increase of the temporal shift _5t.

From the mixing code, according to the growing reduction of Al layer density, polluted A1 mass is

shown to lessen when the main beam energy is increased; in the same time, Au layer mixing is not much

disturbed and remains total. Therefore the experimental decrease of Al emission is coherent.

The competition between radiative preheating and target acceleration drive the opposite behavior

observed with 2 I.tmand 1 I.trnAl foil tri-layer targets.

III-CONCLUSIONS

Tri-layer experiments assert the validity of X-ray spectroscopy measurements as experimental method

to investigate the problem of target stability under ablative acceleration. A mixing zone is evidenced and

general trends of mixing development versus target acceleration are coherent with numerical simulations

(emission level, shift between emissions).

Results obtained with optical smoothing demonstrate that the apparent mixing is not due to large-scale

illumination non-uniformities. As numerical simulations have confirmed, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability

seems to be the dominant process responsible for the mixing.

Benefit of time-resolved spectroscopy appears very attractive and should supply us with a real

knowledge of the mixillg layer (span and composition). Its ability to discriminate between distinct mixing

compositions with or without remaining Au layer is most valuable. Yet, under our present experimental

conditions, especially dispersion of the data, it remains difficult to make full use of this diagnostic. We got
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an estimate of the probed zone composition which is consistent with our numerical results. More numerical

runs are necessary, and we intend to realize an additive set of simulations with other turbulence models,

Improving this experiment needs more beam energy in order to get higher emission intensities.

Acquisition of repetitivity should enable us to get real quantitative results : with reproductive shots, by

varying the probe energy, we could probe the mixing zone at different depths, and display (perhaps!) a

concentration gradient.

J
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SI IOCK-WAVF_/SI-1F, AI_,LAYER IN'H!RACTION IN CI RCUI_A R St IPI,:RSON I(2JI':TS

'I!, (]utnlltrk, S, lZi_shigoe, luld K, (]', Schildilw

Resenrch Depnrtxnent

Naval Weapons Center
(?hinll l_,nke, CA 93555-6()01

A hs_.!:act

"i'lle illlel'aclion I_elween shock..waves and large coherent stnlclures in ii lurbulenl cl:mpressilfle jel

fh3w, is sit)died experimentally. The results tire compilred qualilalively with trends predicled by the linear

Slilbilily Ihel3r),, The techniques developed for analyzing tile slabilily Irl"circulnr je.ts Iu'c.extended m

include the sllock-cell inleri!ction with/lie insillbility waves, The cor_trollinl, effecl ell the slielu" layer

evolution, of the turbulent initial conditions, th,e shape of initial llleall velocily profile, lllld ReyIIolds Imll

Mach numbers are invesligaled. The shock wave slrenglh is vlu'ied tls well tin lhc shear layer pi_ramelers,

i,e., mean and turbulent vchvcity distribution, Ihickness, etc. These plmlmeters delermine the exlelll (31

penelriltion of tile shock into tile shear layer, tilt compression/expansion patlern, the diffusion rate iii' tl_t:

shocks, and tile shear layer instahility chllracteristics. A possible l'eedbl_ck which is genernttx.l by the

SOtllldemitted from the shock/vortices interaction lociltiOllS tllld subsequently excites tile roll-up of vortices

in tile shear-h_yer, ix discussed.

lntro{luction

The prestmt sludy iNconcerned with undt'rslanding the beh;ivior (3t";i supersonic .icl shear l;Gel' in IIle

presence of shocks. This iNrelaled to the;underslanding of the, mixi_g pl'C_cessin the s_Jperscmic .ieis whM_

beconle more sial'de wilh increasing Mach numhcr [ 1 I, Similar til lhc subsonic, inci)ml'U'_.'ssihle t'lmvs, the

SUl_ersoilic shear flow dynamics are govcrlmd hy hil'ge-scale cc_llel'ent SlrllClllrt:.',;,Their devcl(/J'Hllelll,

slatis from selective, imlplificnti(:,ll of initial dislurbarlces into vortices lind COlltilltles with sllbst:qtlC.lll V()llex

illlel'ilclion. The role i_t'hirge-scale slruclilres ;.llld filch" generalicm by flow inslalfilities were sludicd

extensively in suhscmic sllcilr [low holh experhrlentally [21and theoreliclilly I I 1. Sil_fihu' stiillies in sc.lic

and supers_mic l]ov,/s v,,crt',ii{me mainly i1_Imv l,_,eyl)olds numhcl' flmv (up til 1()ft) [31 ;uicl s_unc in higll

Rcyilolds nimll_cr (.>10_') 14l, l!vide/Ice {m the exislcnce ld" large-scale Sll'tlCltll'CSiii SUlmrsimic flows irl'

hc_lhIc_wanti high Rcyll{dcls 1_unllxu'swas presenlecl ill these wc3rks, l:,l't'c_rlsIII increase lilt: ullixing hy

;ic:()usiic cxcilitlJoll, sil]filal" I_ lhc J_ixi_g C'.llhilllC'CHIClll _t.ihod used fearst_hscmicIhlws, ellCi_tllllCIcil

prc_hlemsdllc m Iii{: clitTicuhy 1_prc_¢lucesuftit:it:nt ilccmslic elWITy iii lhc high trcqiiev_t:y ril_q,{' r*:_lUircd

I'c_rSUl_ClSC)llicjcls 151,\Vhc,_ II_t:Ih_w C¢_llllli_lsshock waves, as in i_vt:r ¢_rumh'rcxlv, imh,cl j_.ts, tl_{' ,d_t'ar
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h_ycr in_t_l'actionwith th_ _hock c_ml_ro_lucecnotU'.,htlc.x_usticu,ncx'_:,,yt_ c.xcite lhc. ,'sh_ltrhtycr. 'l'hi,,,;

n_uch_mJ:;in_,v_sshown to}lave.th_'i'_'_t_]lUi_dtosli_,nilic_intly_.'nh_inc_,.nldxinl:_I(_l,'I'hl_'ob.j_,cliw!ufthin

v,,urkix1(_studylhcmoth:raisin(_Itheirm.'r_tclioI_belWuClllhcshockculls_iI__llhc.',sh_.?_u'hlycrinucir_.'ul_i

[(, I._k.'.!ii_!.0._,:__II.Ld_..A__T_!t!,Be1!_3L..[_!

'I'hc.j__:tsy,_cmconsi,_tedof_cXIindric_ds_.'.IlIinl_,ch_unI._cr,24,Icm I_nl/,_md ](),IIcm indh_inelcr,

'I'h_.:no:,,_,.le_cclionw_s _ulachcdtolhcc_m,,,,,'.r_,.,in_,sc,clion()Ilhcsctllinl._,clum:_hcrwilh_.ul_m.'.ar_uiooifiE,

'I',,v_)diI'Icrcnln_/.>'.k'swcrcusedIu_d_l_fill.jcls,,vithdiI'I'cr_.:ntinili_dmon_cntum thickness,()nojutwan

_li._ch_u_.,cdthx_u_h_ pipe,with_ thickerm_nlcntunnthickness(_I"(_= 0,6nm_, The seccmdn_z_,.Ic,,,,'_._

_il<_i:iIic'_.'.l_l_tcwilh,shar'l_c(igc,_,yiclclinl/,_ thinmcm_cnlum thicknessoI"li= (),16nim, l:.xpc.x'imcnt._

wcrcd_nc inundcrcxI_u_d_.'dc()ndi_ions,The initi_dturbulcr_cclevelnitheexitw_s 2% inlhc.circuh_r.icl,

Th__'xt_igImli(mI)l'Cssurcs,I_,I"(]rlhcundeI'exp_HIdcd.iclwere 2!;)Io4(1psiz_,'l'hesepressuresc_rrcsl_md

.j_.'.lIv1_,chnumbersoi"M.i:=1,09toI33,for_,fullycxp_mdcd isentropicflo,,v,The P,cynoldsmH'nbcrI'_r

lhcI_i',_,c.sl_'I)was lie= I_I_I)elv= 5,7• I().s.The flowl'icldme_tsurcmcntswere,done u._in__th_mwirc

_ncm_lncI_r,withI'rcgucncyrc_IXmScof.S()khz, 'I'hchc_t-whcxcannedthel'I(_wfieldusinB_computer
',i , ")contr('_lh.:dlhrcc,-_xc.sIx'aversen'_cclu_nism,I'.'achseoulc(msistcd(_I"250 me._surerner_tpoints,(.._d_Ir_uion,

datn_cgui,_ilion,_i_.Ian_dy,_i,_wcxcpcrI'_rm_:dusinl/,_ VAX 75(}colnI)Utc.r,,Spt_rk,SchlierenI_h()to_,.,raI_hy
,

w;_susedm ,,,isu_di:,.ctheshockstructuresoflhc.jets,

:%L!k'_k.(_',_:I.I_!!_.!_LL!!_;_.'_

'l'hccII'_ct(_I'tllciniti_dnhc:_rh_ycrthicknc,'_son lhc ,_h(_ck_.'cllxtructur_instudiedby COml_U'inBthej_.'.l

i_._i__'.dlr_>m_ pilX_n(_x'/.Ic1olhcoriI'icc.jctwhichlugs_ veryll_ii_initialm(_mcnlurnlhk:kn_:ss,The two.ictx

MI ::I,n,'I'hcI_h(_l(_l_rz_phi_I:i)_,_ircIc_)vcr_lhcI'irslI()tli[unctc.rsoi'thejets,'I'hcdiI'I'cr_.'.nccsi_tilt

n_,_rIIowli_Id_Ix/I)< .__rcc!_pcciaIlyintI_c,_ll_>ckcell.glructtlrcswhicI__m.'.h_r).crforlhc(_riIh.:c.ict._,

'I'I_,._FarI'h.lddiI'I_'rcnccisn:I_tcdI<_lh_,".jcl'sshr_trI_y_..'rslrllt,lurc.I,ar).,t:,helic_dc_)hc.rcI_IslrtlcIilrcx

_lu",'rh_I_inlhcpiI_CI'I(_w_uxlI:);-3,whil_,,lhc_riIic_.'.jetl'clain.__Im._d_nlin_nllyx),n_I_Iclrict>_.,lu_vh>r.

('_l_._l_:nIl_,,,lhcIdl_C.icli_.Sl)rU_l(lil_'I_)r_ th_nIh_'_riliccj_'t_uII_.'x_.'c_m(lili(_n._,,_r _tsli!'.hllyhiI_'l_.'r

i
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sll_wk cell in hu'gc.rfin' flw.orifice. ,jel ,dalive to IIw pipe ,jut, resullin B In l_different size of the.nurnnIll sll_'k

;_mllhc avl_,,h.',sof Iilc, ol_lklue shca'ks, The pil_e.icl has II sec.'llcmof u wlornlul sl._ck, with slip ltm's

cl_.w,,'rkslru'amof lhc inler,seclion of lhc ol_liquc alu_lnc_rmalshc,:ks, The orifice je.I dues nut My,.. lilly II(ll'iliiil

sl._ck and fl_e inlerscclion c_'curs between Iwo ol_lklue shc_cks,wilh tl very weak slip Ihm, Sul_sequu.nlly,

Ihu slip-lit,: shear layer hasclJfl'ercnl velc_'ity l'Llti{)tlUlOSsJtlllld llw tneatl velc_'ily t:llttl'llCLel'iStif..'S will vnry,

I:igure 1, Schlk'ren l'_hulc_gralMot'jels discharging v,,ill_a circular pip_; profile
thick _lum_cnlum lhickne,:;s(_a)(a); and a Ic_p-lml leoilie Ihin I)(h), Mj = 1,3,

I:igure 2, Same as 1, Mi:= l,fl.

I:or incrcasin t, Mach rltlllllw.rs, Mi, lhc shc_ck-cell length (l ,S.c,.) was shc)',vn I_ I',c grc,,vin_, Its

ai,,t' .-::a(b,.'lj2 - 1)1'/2, where a aral h are eXln.:rinlelllal c;(_c['ficienls, l,'igure 3 shows IhJs I'_ehavJor f(_r lira

Ix,,'_'_.jets. The .jet with lhc hugcr initial .'.;hc_u'layer IhicklleSS has shorler slu_ck cell lc:rlglh tilt lo Mj < 2.2

'l'hu cliltcrunce between th,.:m i.'.;reduced wilh increasing Mi, tlnlJl Ihcy I'JC,C_mlCequal for M.j > 2.2, Tile

viiivus _lcvJalesli,.htly t'l'(Hll lhc.alcove linear Ic_garilhlnic clCpellClCll(:e()|" tilt: shcx:k Icnglh [)11 J_ 1'{}1"lhc

Ile',lrly ._'anlJuIM.iwl_ich c_.'ru.sl_m{I Io J_:.-.:(),,16, 'l'he slc_pc(h) is lar_,cr t_r lhc' pipe .icl,

I.illcar stalfilily Ihuc_rvix use{I I_ c.'alculal¢ lhc sh_ck-.{,cll aral spalial inslabilily Incxle.sft.' supurs_lic

I__llll(l .jL'I!_wJlh fJllJlu IIIIHIleIIILIIII ll_h'k_less, "l'}vcsll¢)ck cell ei!._,unn.),h'smu clulun_ine(I l'rcml the zei'c_-.

llc_luel_t'y li_il c_lll_ei'c_,._lari_slahilily e_l_ali_>lls, 'l'hu exlwrinwnlnl resells (l"i_wre 311nrc in j.,,¢_cM

_l_,_lilntive a_!reel_k:nlwith lhc illslal_ilily a_alysi,_cah'l_l;lli¢,l:',, I:ivuru 4 :;I._w:; lhc el'l'ccl eft'IIlu nl¢.nelltulll

II_icl<nc'_scm lhc real pilrl, ¢'v,i_l llle sll_'k cell eJ!,.cli,,';lllleswlleII [vlncll Iltllldwr is Iil[,,ell _l.qpIlralllcler I(_r
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the Iumhur!enttd ei_,t.'.mllt_dt_,,',>fthe sht_ck cells, ¢1.r ts Inversely lU'¢_l_ortl,mttlIu the, shock-cell wnveh.:n_;lh,

A.,; evitlent Irtml tile Ii[_ure, lncretl_lng tllor|_entunt Icmls to ruductiun el' the shock cell spin:ing t'(>r_fll

ei_._t'o_ll_txlenin _ _,,,,iderm_g_.:o1 Milch mlnfl_urs. This eft'ect is mtHc',elldllt.:l_t 111the lc>,,,,,Milch iltlt|lhers
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M,+_mm_m).Clm:hu.lm,).t_m_sutTJ.'_,l

The.l)ll:')e,trodt')rlflcejets I'll+twfMds wore n'teilmlreduslng hot-wh+e+l)robe.sf¢)rtlm:e,exit Milch

tlutifl+)crs,Mj = I,()0, 1,2l, mid t ,33, 'l'hc irklthilskcttr lltycx'surro'tllldtti_ the,jet's potenthtt com wits

rrml)l)e(.l,Fox'these fully cxpltti(le.djet cotldttloils, the,let tmlmvior is shrilhtr to subsonic flow with lllletu'

spi'uudtugrtlte,, The,umxtt'r:mmturbulettc+ httensity ts i1(:)tre+(lobed£1ttlle,ce,xlterof the sh(tc' hlyer, where the

vetcwlt$,ch'()psto 50% of the cctlterliue,vitlue (ts Ill subsoiflc Jets, btlt ill tlte [luler sect[Ol+l(](')ser to tlmje.t

l:cnt(.',ritne.(l++Ig,ure .'st0, 'l'hls 1octltlollcorresponds to tt sl'riftof the velocity i:)roflle,Inrlection l)olrlt into the

jet, tc)sultill(r rttdhllpositions (+hl(Lye,tc:)tilemit)sonlcJe,t._due to the e,ffect of the shock cells, Sitrflhtr

l+ululvlc)('wtls tnettsure,d l'¢)rlhc+othe,r turbtilellet_hlt+n,_ItycOlnl)Cm+)Itsv' £1)tclw', (1)oishc')wilhere:)which

hull Itt:)c')utItull'tltc lute,uslty oi' the u×Lttlcc)n_Ixme,nt, Tit+ orirlce,Jet (ltthe.smrle,coli¢lttlormlutd tm Liilthlt(hill

lltl)ir+_.llttlxl_thlckttess, bill l'urth+rdowry,stretchti shrflhu' rnetin yell)city fi++'.l¢l,wlth lt sltulltlr l:)tttterll(:if

iurlmlcltc+ iutcrlslty distributi()it (I:"IDireSt+),

t_ i _' .. ' li i oti ) _ + / • o 16 +i
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l-:it+,,ui'+5, Cotltours cffItxittl tux'l.)ulcrLcelutensity (if thc_pip+ jet (ii), mtc.lht fit+ori]'ice+.i+tCb),titMj = 1,09,

The flow ,_tructurewt).sstlbstl).tltittllytilt(..,,re.dwhen the sllock wilves bccltn_e,str()rl_,erIts rite.pressure

ratio ill(reuse(l, l;or Mj = 1.33 (l;igur+ 6tl), the coin(ours iii lhc outer lt+Irt(if the sh(lc' htycr Itt'ede+rrc(tld

ill(c+tlmflow with tt scf+set:IU+nireducti()n in the,je.t's ,_px'etldlti_ rltte., 'l'lm ve.h:)cityr)rorile t..t,+tsdtstorted

with rt+mltil.)lehffloctiotl l+oittts,which le.tlds,+tcc(:)x'dhlgto st+tbility theory, tc)Mditiorull insttlbllity iii the

flt)v,,field, Couse,clUCtltly,the intensity of the,tlxiltl turt)ulence cc)rul)(:)itentts irt(rc:fiscalthere, tl+lillltwice

(l;iptlre 61))roll(liVeto thf: lower Mj, Sintihtr trends wore ineltsurcd leerthe other coral)one((ts of the

tiM)ulellce Lt(tensity, All imliclltor l)f the l')X'C.seltceof shock-cells in the shclir hlyer lcrethe Reyuolds

sti'cmmem ii++ + shl)wotil) ]-"ii+til'+'7. ];()tlt +rrm×irrlltill the contour r)lotcorrc,sl)Oildtc)the lo(mien ()I"the shl)cl<

(::oll._;,Th(."l+)eltkvlilu_.:sor thymerlm×ili+mro'c,)'uc+ltlcc+_Iiri tlt(+.'+(.lowr)strc',lur+lc)ct(li(iuwith (llc tlt'+ct'c.lt,'.+ecl

,,;trt.'.ilt_thI)f th_+'._l_ockwt_vcs,
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l:i_ure 7, ('()nl(.lrs ()1'14cyn()ldsslrcsses, U"V' ,()f (he I)ipc jel, ai Mj = 1,33,

The,el'fec'l()I'M.ion lhc',Sl.'eadillg raie()fLhcfw().ielsissummarizc(linl:igurc8, whereRO.II5is

,' pk)lled its ii I'uncli(iri ()1'lhc axial tli,,ilance, 1{1),()5in lhc rn(lial dislan(;(.:I'r(Hll lhc cenle.rlint'. ;vllerc lhc 111eall

vcN_.'ily dr()l_Sl(I 5% (_1'II,.' center line valut', Thin is a measure ()1"lhc Li)NIIradial cxlclll ()[ thf..jet, This

Sl_c,c'ili(.:(.'rilt'.ri_._is chosen I)ccause the.el't'ecl ()f lhc sh()eks on Iii(.; inean vt,.l(_.:iiy field ()1"lhc sileax'layer is

ill()sl i)r(HninellI in Iii(.' (_uler secli()ns ()1'lhr shear layer, I,()r M.i :.; I,()(,),,b(_ihthe pilw and ()tilice jets

exliibil Silililnr Iilivlu .,,l_lea(I. ,,\s k,li is inr'rr'ascii, Ihtt jel wi(llli is retluced, _ill(.Isevc!rlil sleps lu'e Ilit'll.'tllt'tl

iii Ilie ._llrt'a(l t'lll\'t,, t'._lWuially iii M _: 1.33. 'l'lie,_t' slt'.l),_¢(Irrt'_l_iliid I(.i ihe.dt'l'lecliIIn iii' Itle. ,'iirellnllint'.s

by lilt' c'f_lill_rc'.<_,<iil,l/eXll;lil,_innw;ivc,,_. 'l'he Yari',ilil,i ()1lhc lililliit',nll'llll Ihit:kilt::',s iii lhc dii,,YiISlrt,lilll
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din.,cttcm v,,iLsmc_L_ux'edibr LI'w.two jels, In spite c:d'th_ inlthdly thicker momentum tlflckness of the.ifll_e,,jel

, (IU0 = I6 rehllivt: to 60 l'or tile orifice jet), the t,,vc:_curw.;s, fl'_rthe pipe _lndorlt'icc,je.ts, nt_Iu'lycwe.rhq_

further clc_wnstrcarn,There Is I1¢'_si_._,nllic_mtchml_.W,rts the jet M_tch nunff_erts incn.:tl_ed,
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I:i_ureII,,Siwcac.lingnuc ofth_pipeand c:u'iIiccjetsforvariousMi,

lnslabililv analysis oi"circular jc.'.lsIll shuws thiylas lhc Mach nt,n_l_crincxcascs lhc .icl bccomcs moru

staldc. 'l'l_is hchavicw in _hc_wnin I:igurc 9, for d_in (0/R = (),()2, xolid line) anti thick (0/R = (LOB,

da:',hcclline) initial xncmlontunl II_ickncss, The lines ,,vithc_utcircles ,_how lhc milxilllun_ amiflification rate

(_1"lhc ._hcarla\'cr inslahilily waves as a t'tmclicm of Mj,Thu lhir_ncr shc[_rlayer is h.'.ssstabh.,.Ilum lhc thicker

OllC, I{c_thcas_.,shccc_mcn_c_i'cslaiN: wilh increased Mi, wilh very weak dcl_cntlcncy on lhix varialflc.,

'l'hi_ ilnalysis ix valid l'(_rfully cXl_m_l_'d.icl l'lc_wswillloul lhc presence ol'shc)ck cells in the flow, WIw.ii

ll_t_,jut{_l_¢_'.l'alc.',;li{_fI'-tlcsi_r_c.r_lilic_r_.+'+,sli(_.:kculls.arcinluractiI+_l-__,vitI_I.huhu'll,_-scalc.'4tl'LiCltlrcsillthe

.i_.'I's_.'{_r_+'.'I'lwint,.'r_zcli_nx't.,._i._lL._in;zunocIiIiualicmoi'theivzslal_ilitycIlarac:turi.'.+li,,:.x,A._:.;hey,vn inI:iy,urt..:'_._

(citelc.'.L','IIII_4*-,),m+_izlcrca._c(ftIIw.lW._'.'4.'.+urcr;iIic_,__i'incn.'_zx_.'clcliff_'rcn_.:uhL,Iwccn Mj _nclMd (N'.si_uz

M',tchntHlllw.r)resultsill;tvlillcrt,;IXt.'._I'tlwtNlq_lil'ic_tti{mhttr.',ruhllctlIt_theshc_:k¢'.<.'.llsiiltcra<.:ticmwiththe

.'-+huarI+iv<.'.rstrtwlulv,_,'I'hisii_cx'uasur_tt.',i:+hivldy(I<._I',.:n&_'llt{_IIMI. ,'-;iIlliI_trtothefullyexI_and_._d.icl,tlw.
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mnplification r_tteof the thin shem'htycr Is hlghe+x'tiron for the thick one, For the off-d_slgn c:omtlllon,r thc_

diiTure,uce in much more slgulficmlt, In N_lh climes,the shock cull+nh_.:lu'htyur tlllertLctloll denttfl_ilh,,c.nthe

flmv and colltribtlles to largcr tmlplLfk:lttic)n of dlsturbm_ce,s,

I (H)O(I

I l}{} /
t-!

,A

l.¢

d
t

s _

l,l I,_ l.'.I 1.4 1.5 l,ll I,'I .II

MJ

l:igure 9, ll)el+undencu of the. maximum ttrnl+lifict_tkm rate, of the shettr layer instttbility waves iu it fully-
cxlmn(led .jet aid irl an underexpmlded .jet (circles), corresl_onding lo the shock-cell shear hlyer
inlcraclicm, Solid lines correspond t_ 0/R = 0,()8, dashed lines to 0/R = 0,02,

'l'he stability mmlysis cat+ uxplttir_ tile eXl+Uximunttllol'_servtttion SllOWnalong the sh_m" htyur centt:r

(l:igure l()). In this fi[,uru tile _rul_itnurr_wtlues oi' tile.axitlt turbulent+; ime+nsity m'e pie>tied Itr tl l'ur_ction of

X. The lurl+ulculCe iiltV.n'_sityfor M.I :+-=IY+,3in ruore thm+tdouble relative to PVlj= 1,09, Simil£u' results

v,'en'cc_l+taincd _tlong the <.'ur_terlir_u<_l'thc..jut,

'l'hc vtuiatiou uf the peak vttluu of the l;,',eyn<.+Idsstresses, ii+V+,tllcmg tile axial dire.elks is givt'+nin

l;il.,ttre 11 l:or Mj :::-I.()9 aZld I.?,?,, l;(>t' tilt+:lower Mach number tile vtlri.ttticm is rehttive.ly srnootlt with

fuw t_mhilai(ms, which c++uldcorrcsl)oncl tc)tile appetlrance of weak shock tells, At Mj = 1,33 sh+tri+

i_uri(>tticl_cak._in lhc ii +v+curve, su[,gust thal the .,.;hockwtlws pr(×luce high shearing stresse._irl Iii<.:she+tr

I:L','cr, '+vhicl_ca_lbc relatt:d to lhc, l,uxlcx'alic>n(_f"strong acotn,';licw+tw.'sl'r'(_arlthe ur_dcr<+:Xlmtlclud.jot,
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Corlclthsions

The interaction between ,,'hock waves and shear layer structure was studied i_ a supersonic

underexpanded circular jet. lt is shov,'n that the shock behavior and the shear layer flow field are mutually

affected in this flow configtmltion. The gas dynamics equations fbr comprc,.,siort/expa,nsion wave

I_ehavior are not sufficient to describe the shock-cell structure. The flow initM conditions, i.e.,

momentuln thickness and initial turbulence level dete,mine the sl'a_k orientation and strength. In the low

Mach numbers range, when the shock strength is not overcoming the shear flow dynamics, the thicker

shear layer is reducing the shock cell length which is equivalent to reducing the effective Mach number,

since the shcx:k cell spacing grows proportionally to the jet's exit Mach number. The thicker shear layer

causes faster dissipation of the shock waves. The flow field in the shear layer is allered by the

COml_ression/expa,lsion waves. At the intersection with these waves the mean flow field is deflected inside

or outside the flow depending on the wave type. This detlection mcxtifies the mean velocity profile, cmd

generates new inflection poims, resulting in additional flow instability. Thus, the turbulence prcx.luction is

enhanced. Of specific interest are the Reynolds shear stresses, which reach a high sharp peak at the

locations where the shcx:ks are intersecting the shear layer. The time dependent change in these stresses

are sources for acoustic radiation of the supersonic jets. lt is possible, as ,,,,,as previously shown, that this

sound is exciting the initial shear layer and modified its structure and evolution, to enhance its spreading

rate.
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CREATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF TURBULENT MIXING ZONES DUE TO

HIGH MACH NUMBER SHOCK-INTERFACE INTERACTION

L, Houas, A. Ramdanl and J, Fortes

U.A. CNRS 1168, SETT, D_partement des milieux hors d'_quilibre,Universit_ de

Provence, Avenue EscadrilleNormandie Niemen, 13397 Marseille cedex 13, FRANCE.

The birth and growth of turbulent mixing of two gases having different densities
after acceleration end deceleration by high Mach number shock waves are

investigatedin a double diaphragm shock tube.The gases ere initiallyseparated by an

interface materialized by a thin plastic membrane. When ahigh Mach number shock

wave accelerates the interface, this one is subjected to the Richtmyer-Meshkov

instability.Differentmeasurement techniques have been used and adapted to observe

the created turbulentmixing zone :heat transfer gauges for the study of the incident

mixing zone front,infrared absorption of a C02 vibrational-rotational laser line

which provides temperature and density profiles in the mixing zone and infrared

emission of C02 which gives the evolutionof the mixing zone thickness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inthe context of nuclear fusionby inertialconfinement, a fundamental problem

apears :the creation and development of a turbulent mixing zone between the shell

material end the thermonuclear combustible. This mixing zone, initiallydue to the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability,contributes to reduce the efficiency of the nuclear

reaction by an earlybreak-up of the shelland a coolingof the combustible.The aim of

the present work is to study in the simpler shock tube environment the evolutionof

the mixing zone created by the interactionof a high Mach number shock wave and a

gaseous interface(initiallyat rest).

Experiments are conducted in a double diaphragm shock tube. lthas a square
cross section (8.5 x 8.5 cre)and its total length is about 9 m. The test section (the

third one) is about 1.5 m long.The gases, carbon dioxyde upstream and helium or

argon downstream, are initiallyseparated by athin plastic film (0.5- 1.5- 19 #m)

which corresponds to the second diaphragm. When a shock wave accelerates the

interface, this one is subjected to the impulsive Rayleigh-Taylor instabilityalso

called Richtmyer-Meshkov instability.When the membrane is initiallyplanar,only

the random small spatialscales created by the membrane break-up are excited and

the turbulent mixing occurs soon. With an initialbulge of the membrane set by

pressure differencebetween the gases, thisturbulentmixing ,arisingfrom the small

scales, is superposed to a iarge scale Richtmyer-Meshkov instability(in its non

linearphase) which can also be described as a baroclinicgradient of the shock and

density gradient of the non planar interface.
The three dimensional turbulent mixing zone is later decelerated by one or

several shock waves reflected from the end wall of the shock tube. Using two gas

pairs, C021He and C021Ar, allows to analyse the more precise influence of the

Atwood number (IAtlCO21He : 0.8 and IAtlCO2/Ar= 0.3)on the instabilityand

.£ubseauentturbulentmixinq zone.
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The C02 is used for its spectroscopic properties and Fieand Ar because they present
no infrared emission or absorption tn the domain of our experiments, and also
because thelr densitles are respectively very different and close to the C02 one,

Measurements are based on infrared emission orabsorptlon of shock heated
C02 and enable us to obtain the trajectory and the thickness of the mixingzone as
well as average temperature, C02 density and concentration proflles within,

These techniques require strong shocks (Macl_ 3,5 - 6,5 in C02 and Ar, 1,5 - 3
in He) end therefore the velocities behind the shock (1000-2000 m/s) are well Into
the cornpressible r'ange (see Table I), Thus it is expected that mixing should be
different from that obtained in the experiment of ref, 1 where a Mach number 1,3
shock interacts with an air/He interface, and more simllar to recent experiments of

ref, 2 where, for example, a Mach number 3, shock interacts, with He/Ar or Ar/He
interfaces.

However, high Mach number shocks and low initlal pressures lead to thicker
boundary layers on the shock tube side walls and thus viscosity effects are always
combined with the development of the instability,

II, EVOLUTION OF THE TURBULENT MIXING ZONE FRONT

Large scale deformation of the turbulent mixing zone front have been measured
using an array of five platinum heat transfer gauges located at the same abscissa and
at differ-ent ordinates perpendicular to the flow 3,

For each gas pair, three kinds of experiments have been done. Two when the
interface is initially bulged and one when it Is plane. The interface is s_t,J to be
positively or negatively bulged when the initial pressure of the C02 filling the second
chamber is greater or smaller, respectively, than that of the gas in the third
chamber (He or Ar).When the pressure difference isequal to zero the interface is
initiallyplane.

The aim of theseexperimentsisto evaluatethe shapeof,theincidentfrontof

the mixingzone inthe presenceof a boundarylayerand tocompare itwith thelinear

theorypredictions3.The growth ofa sinusoidaldeformationof themixing zone front
is (assuming (2Ma/X) <<1)

dt X \ Usj
where ao is the amplitude of the initial deformation, Xo its wavelength, At the

Atwood number and UI and USthe absolute velocities of the mixing zone and shock
wave respectively.

The amplitude evolution of the mixing zone front deformation appears on figure
1 for the two gas pairs (ref. 3), where "Llnear theory" means the linear evolution of
the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, and numerical simulation corresponds to
calculations made with EAD, e 2D Eulerian non viscous code from the Centre d'Etudes
de Lirneil Valenton (C.E.A.).

In the case when the shock wave propagates from the heavy gas to the light
one, the linear theory predicts that the interface front must reverse (crossing of
the time axis fig. l).The results presented inref. 3 show that when the interface is

initiallynegativelybulged(aO =-13 mrn) itsreversalisobservedbut with adelay
which ismore importantinthe C021He case.Viscosityeffectsact,inthiscase,at

latertime but in the same sense as the vorticityeffects and both cause the

reversal.When the interfaceisinitiallypositivelybulged(ao= + 11 mm),vorticity
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effects tend to decrease the bulge in the beginning as predicted by the linear theory,
but later, boundary layer effects completely prevent the interface reversal,

With an initially plane interface, large scale deformation of the mixing zone will
be only due to the boundary layer effects, These are the conditions of the
experiments described hereafter for the determination of the thickness of the

mixing zone and the temperature and density proflles within,

III, EVOLUTION OF THE MIXING ZONE THICKNESS

A, Present measurements

Measurements of the infrared emission (centered at 4,3,FLm)of shock heated

C02 provide the time evolution of the quantity p(C02) Ev3(T) where Ev3(T) is the

average specific energy corresponding to the third mode of vibration of the CO 2

molecule andp(C02) the density of C02,The optical set up is such that the infrared
detector records the emission of a small volume of fluid at the center of the shock

tube4.A typicalsignalfrom 2 detectors looking at positions on the shock tube 15 cm

apart is shown on figure2,The riseindicatesthe passage of the mixing zone C021Ar

in front of the detector,The plateau corresponds to the emission from pureC02 with

pertubations due to boundary layer effects and rarefactionwaves, The finaldecay is

caused by the arrivalof the driver gas (H2),Platinum heat transfer gauges mounted

flush at the walls are used to record the propagation of the shock waves, Using

several wall gauges and infrared detectors (two or three) per shock tube run and

combining the measurements from several runs at the same conditions enable us to

construct (x,t) diagrams of the shock waves and mixing zone trajectories such as

the ones shown in figures 3 and 4.The rise time of the signals from the infrared

detectors provides the thickness history of the mixing zone, Figures 5 and 6 show

the evolution of the mixing zone thickness L for the 2 pairs of gases and different
initialpressures and for different incident shock Mach numbers, Errorbers on the

thickness have been estimated to _+2 mm, The (x, t) diagrams (figures 3 and 4)

show the transmitted shock in the rare gas, the reflected shock from the end wall

and the waves resulting_'romits interactionwith the mixing zone, x = 0 corresponds

to the initialpositionof the Mylar membrane,

The mixing zone trajectory isplottedfrom adistance of 20 crnfrom the initial

position of the separating membrane (here 1.5 prn Mylar). We can notice that the

linesconnect only data points from differentruns and do not represent corresponding

variationsof velocityduring the same test,

Beyond 30-50 cre,the mixing zone velocity is fairlyconstant and higher than

predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot relationsbased on the measured shock velocity,

This is a well known boundary layer effect in high Mach number shock tube

experiments and we found itmore pronounced for the'CO21He case,The behavior of

the C021Ar mixing zone after its deceleration by the reflected wave reveals the

complex 3-dimensional shock wave interactionwhith a mixing zone in the presence of

boundary layers as indicated in figure7, where the passage of the two feet of the

shock isclearlyvisibleas well as the separated zone inducing a decrease of the heat

transfer,The mixing zone is accelerating after the interaction,which is contrary to

the behavior observed for low Mach number experiments and non viscous numerical

simulations.
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Figure5 shows thatthe C02/Armixingzonels thinand thickensvery slowly
after4001_s(i,e,beyond 40 cm from theinitialposition),but the unmeasured initial
thickening rate must have been larger,The reflected shock causes first a
compression and aftera very rapidthickening,The C021He mixing zone (figure6)
thickens at an important rate up to the compression by the reflectedwave and
thickensagainveryquicklyafterwards,

B, Comparison wlth Zaltsev's experiments

Zaitsev'sexperimentswere made with similarincidentshockMach numbers (3
vs 3,7 and 4 inour experiments)and shock tube cross section(7 vs 8,5cm),Their

separatingmembrane '2 I_m Lausan or Dacron might have mechanical properties
closeto those of our 1,5pm Mylar film,We have foundthat thicker(andstronger)
membranes lead to thicker mixing zones (figure 8) and we expect that our
membranes have alarger!nfluenceon the mixingzone compsred to the experiments
of Andronov et all and of Caltech5 where films were used, Our measurement

techniquealsodiffersfrom the schlierenphotographsof the otherexperiments,As

statedabove and confirmed by our own preliminaryphotographstaken closeto the
initialmembrane position,the thicknessobtainedfrom IRemissionfrom the center
ofthe channelis30% smallerthanthe thicknessphotographicallyobtained,Another

l

importantdifferencebetween Zaitsev,'sexperimentsand oursisthelengthof thetest
section'37 vs 127 and 152 cm inour case,

Zaitsev'sresultsaresummarized intwo formulasforthethickeningrate(dLI dt)of

the mixing zone beforeand afterthe reflectedshock as a functionof the velocity
jump andthe Atwood number At (calculatedaftershockcompression),

- beforereflectedshock'

1__dL___11:0,02+ O,07(A t l{UI dt

forAt I <0 and when UI isthem.e._&t.M.Ce_imixingzone velocity,
- afterreflectedshock'

I dL2= 0,05+ 0,85IAt21AU R dt

forAt2 > 0 and when AUR isthe calcul_t,ed velocityjump due tothereflectedwave,

Table I givesthe relevantdata forour experiments,Inthistable,Atois the

initialAtwood number, MI and MT are respectivelythe incident (inC02) and
transmitted (inHe or Ar) shock Mach numbers, U is the contact surfacevelocity

obtainedfrom the Rankine-Hugoniotrelations,Note thatthe experimentsperformed
at lower MI (3.7)have about 10% of airby volume mixed with the raregas which

significantlyalteredthe densityand speed of sound of "helium",Non dimensional
thickeningrates(I I UI)(dLiI dt)intheinitialphase(upto 200 p.son figures5 and
6) and (I I UI)(dL11 dt)are compared with Zaitsev'sestirnate'0,02 + 0,07 IAtll

and (I I AUR) (dL21 dt)with the otherestimate'0,05 + 0,85IAt21,

The comparison shows that the thickeningrate (dL1 1 dt) is lower than

predictedby Zaitsev'sformula but the poorlymeasured initialrate (dLiI dt) is

close,Thethickeningrateafterreflectedwave interaction(dL2/ dt)isalsocloseto

Zaitsev'sformula in3 cases,However the valueobtainedforheliumat 2000 Pa being
toohigh,
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IV, AVERAGE TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY PROFILES IN THE
MIXING ZONE,

We presentinthispaperresultsobtainedwith a CO2 laserabsorptiontechnique

which have alreadybeen presentedin ref,4, but we use here anew data reduction
process,

The most importantdifferencesbetween thepresentresultsand thosegivenon
thepaper ofref,4,are the following:Now, we do notassume thatthe profileof the
lineisLorentzianand calculations'aremade with aVoigt profilewhich corresponds
betterto thephysicalreality;alsowe takeintoaccountthehot bands of CO2,Thus,

a more rigourousmethod has been developed,and willbe presentedin detailin,a
futurepaper,

Without rewriting allthe equations,we remind here the principleof the
measurements. Tileabsorptionby the test gas C02 in the mixing zone of two

continuousC02 laserlines,correspondingtotransitionbeween the vibrationallevels
00°I --> 10°0 (about 10,6l_m wavelenght) yields average profilesof density

temperature and C02 mass concentrationin the mixing zone,Typical profiles
obtained at a distance of 940 mm from the initialpositionof the interface,

approximately 770 p.saftershock accelerationof the C021He interface(36 mm

thick)and I0201_sforthe C021Ar one (26 mm thick),and justbeforethe arrivalof

the reflectedshock, are shown in figures9 to 14, Initialconditionsare those
indicatedin Table I column 2 for C02/Ar and column 4 for C021He, Calculated

valuesinpure gasesare presentedinTable 2,
Experimental values,outsidethe mixing zone,are in fairlygood agreement

with calculationsobtainedwith a Rankine-Hugoniotone dimension'_lmodel,The
asymmetry of the C021He densityprofile(compared to the C021Ar,one)might be

due tothe spikeand bubblepatterntypicalof theinterpenetrationofgases with large
densitydifferences.These resultscan be compared with numericalsimulations.We
can note,forexample,thatthe factthatthe C021He mixing zone ismore turbulent

than the C021Ar one, shown by localemission measurements in ref,6, does not

appearclearlywith absorptionmeasurements probablybecause theselastones are
averagedacrossthe tubesection,

Errorbars have been estimatedto +_8% and the fiabilityof our resultsappear

clearlyon each concentrationprofilesincethisquantitymust be includedbetweenO
and 100%.

V. CONCLUSION

High Mach number shock-interfaceinteractionexperiments lead to three
dimensional flows which are difficultto describein theframework of the simple

Rayleigh-Taylorinstabilities.The resultsdo not agreealsowith simulationsusing
non viscous hydrodynamic codes. However they are in rough agreement with
previoushighMach number experiments.

We will use the same methods to investigatethe turbulent mixing zone
behaviourfor othervaluesof theAtwood and Mach numbers, and we willcomplete

the present data with Schlierenflow visualisations,which .willprovide more
informationon the three-dimensionalnature of thisturbulentmixing inhighMach
number shocktubeflows.
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Conditions I Conditions2 Conditions _ Conditions4
.....

Gases c02 ./A"r.... C021Ar' C02/IIe C02111e
Test se'ctlon 'iength 127 152 127 152
(cre)

Inltill pre))ure (Pl 1500 2000 1500 2000

MI 4.2 3.7 4.2 3.7

MT 4 3.7 2.4 1.95

U (m/s) 817 632 1236 914

UI (m/s) 1030 970 1700 1240

At0 - 0.0476 - 0.06 - 0.833 - 0.75

Ali - 0,48 - 0.42 - 0.86 - 0.795
dLi (m/a) 50 65 70 75
dt

J__ _ 0.048 0.067 0.056 0.06

UI clt

dLl (m/I) 7.7 I0 38 50
dt Tible 1 :

J__ riLl 01_75 0.010 0.023 0.04
UI dt Summary oi" velocity

0.02 + 0.07 IAtll 0.054 0.049 0.08 0.075 and thickening rateo
(Zaltsov)
aUR (mls) 1040 - 2.00 ....8'15 - 140 1680 - 820 I15 - 560 measurements,

= 840 - 675 = 840 = 555

At2 0.67 0.59 0.92 0.86

dL2_(mls) 530 400 850 900
dt

__L_ BJ_2 0.63 0.59 I.O 12 1.62
AUR dt

0.05 + 0.85 IAt21 0.62 0.55 0.832 0.781
(Zaltsev) ....
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'l'ablo 2 : Thoorlttcal values corrospondlng to results of figures 9
to 14,

Om_om C02/Ar C02/I{o

'Condiii0nt 2 ............ 4
(Tmb le)1 )

'Tco'2 (_) _65 ............... _7 "
...... t ................

Dco2(kg/m 3) 0,17 0,08

" 'THe (K') ........... 5"48 ....
,. , ...... ,., - ..

DHo (kg/m 3) 0,0072

A; i_i 1_s0 .....

DAr (kg/m 3 0,0 1...............

a (mm) a (mm) .
50 / "' -- SOL ' " ---

3C / // , 30/ 7/ .-.""°
ao=11

/ / ? !- : /o" Qo=-13 o
/ / /- l-,_. I Experiments
,+,/'."o,'°o_",-''_--_3_o...,' / _=o..--" •

IuI'7-,c_?...... o'_ .... ".'P" i o

._.,Z'_-:;::--o-,--_),., ,, LO4s) C_:--z-:-'__"''''_'" ' " _ f_s) -- Linear theory

: 200 / 800 _1_800 + Numerical simulations

-aof k,
-aCt "..._j

,,- \,_ \%

--S0 lTll'> _ ....... i ..... --d --_ . _" ..............

CO2/He (lAtin.,1) CO2/AP (IAtl_0)

Figure 1 • Evolution of the amplitude a of

the mixing zone front deformation,

Figure 2' Example of oscillographic

emission records for CO2/Ar mixing zone
thickness determination,
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Departlllent oJ_ Physics, '.L'he City Co].lege, CUNY
Nc_w York, NY 10031 USA

Substantial interest exists in the coherent strut:Cures produced

by SUl?erson.lc free shear layers. Coherent structures play all

iil_portant role when nonequilibrium and nonlinear behavior is dominated

by mass and momentum transfer effects. Some have argued that tile mass
1

and momentum transfer is produced by merging coherent structures.

IIence, if one knows how to manipulate tile structures, tile entrainment

can be controlled. 2 Our work focuses oll tl_e formation and evolution

of coherent structures in tile supersonic free shear layer using

non-obtrusive optical diagnostics. We are specifically interested

here in tile turbulent shocklets which are thought to be associated

with these structures. We present our first preliminary data on tile

shocklet profile, velocity, and production frequency; we also suggest

some properties of the turbulence associated with these entities.

The tube wind tunnel used is an elaboration of the configuration

originally proposed by Ludwieg. 3 A conventional shock tube is

modified by inserting a layer-spilling asymmetric supersonic nozzle

in to tile section upstream from the diaphragm (the high pressure

section). When the diaphragm breaks, an expansion wave moves upstream
I

into the high pressure section through the nozzle causing the local

pressure, density and gas velocity to change with time and as a

function of distance from the diaphragm's location. At a time

determined by the ratio of tile nozzle's throat area to its exit area,

t'ne nozzle is choked, i.e., the mass flow rate is frozen, and stable

supersonic flow is established in the exit region. The steady period's

duration is determined by tile round-trip time .([or tile head of the

exI2ansion wave to travel from the nozzle's throat to the high pressure

section's upstream end. ]in the ].J.terature, one can find derivations

of the forlnu].as relating the nozzle's parameters to the initial

conditions of the tube. 4 WJ.th this kind of device, high Reynolds

numbers (resulting from high stagnation l?re:.SSLi_:os) C [I_ X ] bo n_aJ.rltalrlc=)d

in the exit region under conditiori._:_o.[ steady su[)erson:i.c [!].ow for lUOre

t h (] II I 0 ]In S .

'.l'he low pressure section oi our l,tldW]IC_g [ub( :_. h_1;:; two palrts: _] 6

].[|. diameter [I_ ;f t " ]'OI]Cl I cyl. indrJ.ca], ond l)iC:CO and a 3 ft. long
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transition l?:Lec{-_ that charlge, s from a 6 in. diameter ci.rculnr cross

section Lo a 3.6x 3,6 in. square al: the dial?hragm. The trans] tlon

piece has a hand operated plunger for 1:upturing tile diaphragm. The

high pressure section l]as five parts: a 6 ft. long 3.6x3.6 in. square

test section with five optical ports on each face and corresponding

pressure ports; a 3 ft. long transition piece for tile change from a

3.6x3.6 in. cross section to tile 6 in. dialneter cylindrical piece; and

two pieces that are each quarter circle arcs of 2 ft. radius with 6

in. diameter cross sections. The curved sections conveniently extend

tlle overall length of tile high pressure section and tllereby increase

the duration of the period of steady supersonic flow. The overall

thickness is roughly 0.3 in. through(,ut.

The starting processes are conventional. The integrity of the

boundary layer which produces tile free shear layer was confirmed by

exhaustive pitot gauge studies. The nozzle's flow Mach number is

calibrated by using wedges inserted in the flow and measuring the

angles of the shock waves produced by the wedges. A 5 ft. long, 6 in.

diameter cylindrica], piece was added upstream of tile circular arcs ill

order to increase the steady flow time. For each desired value of P4

(the initial pressure in tile high pressure section), we determined the

value of P 1 (tile initial pressure in the low pressure section) for

which smooth (i.e., free of either expansion waves or shock waves)

flow is achieved at the edge of the nozzle; this procedure defines the

tile operating ratio p4/Pl for the given value of Pl (and therefore the

Reynolds number) at which measurements will be made. By thereby

avoiding back pressure effects, we have created flow environments

which can be generalizable.

The optical systems are suggested in Fig. l(a). An argon ion

laser and a mecury-arc lamp are used as our light sources. We used

three different diagnostic techniques.

In line absorption measurements, the ]ight from the mecury lamp

is split into four parallel small beams; each is 1 mn] in diameter,

separated from ].ts nearest neighbor by 1 mm along the downstream

direction. This is defined as tile x-direction, with the direction

perpendicular to the flow and to tile surface oi! the nozz].e being

defined as the y-direction. The absorbed light signals are collected

by photomu]tiplier tubes. This ].ine-averaged measurement gives us

line-averaged density history.
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We also use crossed beam measurements. The same light source is

employed; the four split beams are arranged so that they cross, two

each, at right angles as indicated in Fig. l(a). That is, two beams

are separated by 1 mm along x and parallel to the y-direction; the

other two beams are parallel to the z-direction. The points of

intersection are inside the free shear layer and a little bit off the

x-axis. This technique can give us the point density fluctuation

signals.

The third optical diagnostic is the fluorescence measurement.

The 2 W 488.0 nm blue light from the argon ion laser is expanded and

then split into three small beams with the same size and separation

used in the first and second techniques just described. The beams are

sent through the free shear layer along the y direction and separated

in the x direction. A small admixture of NO 2 (roughly 3% iri N 2)

provides a target for the laser light and is the source of the

fluorescent light. The fluorescence signals from the three points

inside the free shear layer are collected by photomultiplier tubes.

The three signals come from three points with a separatioD of 1 mm

along the x-axis on the y-axis or three points of separation of 1 mm

along the x-axis and 1 mm off the x-axis. This kind of measurement

allows a precise point density history.

Static pressure ports along the test section use conventional

Kistler gauges. Total pressure operating conditions are monitored and

controlled using a Baratron pressure transducer system. The signals

from the photomultiplier tubes are amplified and digitized with

Nicolet ADC's. The system runs at room temperature. A thermocouple

is fixed at the high pressure section so as to check the temperature

drop when the high pressure section is filled with the NO 2 and N 2

mixtures. Generally, our typical operating conditions are: Mach
6 7

: numbers between 1.6 and 2.5; unit Reynolds numbers between I0 and i0

/cm; typical pressures in the high pressure section between 33 psia

and 80 psia and between 20 Torr and ii0 Torr in the low pressure

section. In this paper, we focus on one configuration at a Mach
i

" number of 2.0 and a Reynolds number (based on measurements 1 cm into

the free shear layer) of 4x10 6.

Evidence for the existence of turbulent shocklets is found in all

of our optical diagnostics. This supports our previous report on the

evidence from shadowgraph photography and the correlation of shocklet
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strength witll Reynolds number. 5 In Fig. ](b), we show typical results

using the crossed beam set-up for point r.m.s, density fluctuations in

the free shear layer. Here there is a signature in the density

fluctuations at the shocklet front from the edge of the wedge, 1.7 cm

and 2.7 cm respectively from the edge. In each case, the effective

duration of the shocklet front is less than 0.005 msec. These data

indicate that a very strong localized increase in density fluctuations

takes place at the turbulent shocklet, on a scale much larger than the
i

fluctuations either just before or just after the shocklet.

Relatively speaking, there also does not seem to be much of a change

in the intensity of the turbulent fluctuations from one side of the

shocklet to the other. Fig. l(b) also shows that the duration or

thickness of the shocklet is consistent with the expected values for a

shock wave phenomenon.

The same qualitative features are confirmed in the point density

histories from fluorescence and the line-averaged blue light

absorption. Samples of these data are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a)

show fluorescence data from two measurements separated from each other

by 1 mm along the x-axis and parallel to the centerline, 1 mm away

from it in the y direction. Fig. 2(b) shows results from a similar

configuration, using the line-averaged blue light absorption. In both

cases, the standard signature for a shock wave is unmistakable.

From these data, we have determined some of the dynamical

properties of the shocklets. The local velocity of shoocklets in the

region where we are making these measurements is 86135 m/s; the

shocklet production frequency is at least as high as 6 KHz providing a

Strouhal number (based on the local mean flow velocity of 512.0 m/s) of

at least 0.12. We also notice that the prominence of the signal in

the line-averaged data suggests a strongly two-dimensional character

in these shocklets.

The spectral properties in the turbulent fluctuations do not seem

to be influenced by the turbulent shocklet. Typical examples of this

are shown in Fig. 3. Fluorescence data from one Ludwieg tube firing,

off axis measurements at consecutive stations 1 mm apart, show FFT

spectra before and after the shocklet which are typically turbulent

but apparently unchanged by the shocklet. This is confirmed by

_,_i_ r_F v_locifv fluctuation measurements take from PHACO

velocimetry 6 on the line averaged data using the previous] , published
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analytical procedures as shown in Fig. 4(a) . These FFT data along

with the apparent insensitivity of the turbulent intensity to the

shocklet seems to imply an important limitation in the impact: of the

turbulent shocklet on tile strength of the turbulence.

However, the shocklet does seem to have some influence on the

structure of the turbulence. This is implied by the data in Fig.

4(b) ; the turbulent correlation length scale seems to be changed by

the shocklet. In Fig. 5 (taken from the same fluorescence data as

Fig. 3) this is unambituously confirmed. The effect of the turbulent

shocklet is that of causing a significant distortion in the

characteristic length scale, by as much as a factor of two.

Notice that this correlation scale would probably determine the

extent to which a local turbulence can couple into a local chemical

reaction. Thus, these preliminary results indicate that tile turbulent

shocklets: (i) do not change the turbulence; (2) might influence the

relative impact of turbulent mixing processes (since the shocklets

should effect the local mean flow while leaving the turbulent strength

unchanged); and (3) might effect the progress of a nonequilibrium

molecular process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between supernova remnants (SNR) and interstellar clouds in the galaxy is known to

play a major role in determining the structure of the interstellar medium (ISM), We know that the ISM is

highly inhomogeneous, consisting of both diffuse atomic clouds (T.-.100K) and dense nlolecular clouds

(T~10K) surrounded by a low density warm ionized gas(T~104K) and by a very hot coronal gas

(T--.106K). Next to radiation directly from stars, supernova explosions represent the most important form

of energy injection into the ISM; they determine the velocity of interstellar clouds, accelerate cosmic rays,

and can compress clouds to gravitational instability, possibly spawning a new generation of star

formation. 1 The shock waves from supernova remnants can compress, accelerate, disrupt and render

hydrodynamically unstable interstellar clouds, thereby ejecting mass back into the intercloud medium.

Thus, while the interaction of the SNR blast wave with cloud inhomogeneities can clearly alter the

appearance of the ISM, the cloud inhomogeneities can similarly have a profound effect on the structure of

the SNR.

Given the importance of the interaction of the supernova shocks with clouds for understanding the

structure and the dynamics of the ISM as well as the potential importance of the interaction as a means of

triggering new star formation, the problem has been studied both analytically and numerically over the past

decade. Even when idealized as the interaction of a strong shock with a spherically symmetric cloud

embedded in a less dense intercloud medium, the problem represents an extremely complex non-linear

hydrodynamic flow encompassing a rich family of stlock-shock interaction phenomena. The multi-

dimensional nature of the evolution of the disrupted cloud is such as to make a detailed analytic calculation

intractable, The first serious attempt to follow the interaction numerically was made by Woodward 2, who

used a combined Eulerian-Lagrangian approach to follow the interaction of the shock from a spiral density
i
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v,,av¢with n gnlaciic clotjd. 'l'hese results showud tlm stnrt of N_thNnyloiglv.'l'nyl_w nlul t<elvin I Icllwhc_ltz

type instabilities; however, the calculation was not c.an'icd outfar enough l_ llsccrtnin the fin!li l'nte ot' the

cloud, A subsequent attempt to invcstigltto this problem by Nittmltn et Ill,3 used l_,tlux-c(_rrec.te(I trltnsport

nppronch and v,,a_;very unresolved, Recently, Tenorlo-'l'_tgle and Rozyczkn '1 nttcmpte¢l to follow the

evolution with a second order acc.urate hydrodynamic scheme, but _tg_tin the calculntion was under-

rc.solved and c.learly showed the effects of strong ntlmerical diffusiorl at the interface of the cloud I:x.nlrldnry

nnd the intercloud medium, This made it impossible to disentangle the mixing of cloud-intercloud mntter

due to physic_d instabilities from mixing due to numerical effects, Ali of the previous work on this

important problem leave unanswered several questions of key importance: What is the ultimate fate of

clouds that have been impacted by SNR shocks? What is the totul momentutn delivered to the cloud?

How much mass is lost ft'ore the cloud? To what extent is the cloud ctlsrupted? How do the results scale

with cloud density, shock Mach number and cloud size? Is tile cloud driven to gravitational instabitity or

is the cloud destroyed? What is the effect of the interstellar magnetic field on the evohltion? What are the

observable consequences of the interaction?

As we shall see, highly complex shock-shock interactions play a major role in determining the

morphology of the cloud. Instabilities and shear flow motions are crucial to track accurately, These

physical phenomena piace an enormous constraint on tlm capabilities of most conventional numerical

methods for solution in 2-I3. Even high order accurate approaches such as PPM 5 with fixed Eulerian grids

would require at least 106 grid points to follow the evolution accurately enough to answer the questions

posed above. Clearly, one has a great need to evolve solutions in 2-D with a great enough accuracy to deal

with physical constraints and at tlm same time do so economically in both storage and time.

II. METHO!)OI_OGY.

To address these difficulties, we have used the local adaptive mesh refinement techniques with

second order Godonov methods developed by Berger and Colella. 6 This first important problem will be

the forerunner of a broad-based program we _u'e developing to use adaptive mesh refinement to study

astrophysical gas dynamics, We employ a second order finite difference solution of the Euler equations on

a square grid in a cylindrically symmetric geometry, The numerical integration of the Euler equations is

accomplistaed using an operator split version of a second order Godunov method (Van Leer, 7 Colella and

Woodward8). The Godunov method conserves mass, momentum and total energy. We use a T law

equation-of-state, witta the cloud and intercloud medium potentially having differing T, The resulting

method is second order accurate in space and time, and captures shocks and other discontinuities with

minimal numerical overshoot and dissipation.

The fluid interface is modeled using the SI_,IC9 algorithm. In this approach the fraction f c)f the cell

occupied by the cloud is determined for each grid cell through which the cloud interface passes. Al the end

of every thnestep a simple picture of the interface consisting entirely of vertical and horizontal line
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sugtnufltsisruc[,nstruutu_.ll't'ul1_tilevc_lurne,l'rltctlc_nitll'c_t'tu,ti_,N,'l'l_ispictureistllef_tlsu(ltocletcrznlnc

h_w much __I'erichIItlicIisc_mvec.tu_Ioutct'thecellInto_Ir.lj_Iccrltcellsnithlstin'mslepundun updI_tcofthe

Imrllnlvoltlmesnssoci_uedwitheIlchcellisnbt_Ined,A pos,'.',II:_lediITh:uIly_:_I'thls_tpimnlcI'1isthlttin_

revi_mofexI_nnsIc_NorcompressI_m,bothI'luldsinn multI-I'luldcell,,rillI:_ee×Immle.cIorc_Inpressecl

eq_Inlly,regnrdlessoI'lhc.dil'I'ererlceincornpressll_illlybetweenthem,'I'_ccu'rccttl_Isdil'lictllty,we use11

schetneinwhich lhceqtttttlonsoi'motionllrerewrittentoincludeexlrnew_luthmequnllonsforlhc.volullle

I'rnctlon,totalenergyofe_ch fluld,_IIu:Irrmssdensityof eachf'luldirlmuIti-I'luldceils,ThlstnkesInto

nccountthefrnctlonofetmh fluidcoml_or_entinthecellinsuch_ w_ly_s toensurethecorrectrel_ttlve

exlmnslonc,rcompressionoi'e_tcl_fluidcOtnl_ormnt,

From the point ct' view of I._tng nble to resolve detailed cornplex physic_l structures with renscmnble

nmounts of supercomputer time _tndmemory, the most importnnt t'enture of our code is th_tt it employs n

clyn_mic regriddng strntegy known its Ad_tptive Mesh Refitmment (AMR) (_to dynnmic_tlly refine the

solution tn regions of interest wrexcessive error. This is el'letted by phtcir_g _tfiner grid over the region in

question with the grid spitting reduced by some even fnctor (typictdly 4), Tlm I.xmlidnry of the refined grid

is ltlwnys chosen to coirmide with cell edges of the coarser grid, Multiple levels wf grid refitmment _tre

possible with the mnximum number ot"nested grids supplied as a ptu'arneter in the calcultttion, Typicnlly

our cltlc.uhttior_s employ two nested grids over the initial coarse (level 1) grids, In our present work, we,

detemaine those regions which require relinemen/, by estitrmting the locnl trunc_ttlor_error in the density nnd

refining those regions where the error ts greater them some initinlly spe,tilled ltrnount, In addition, we

require the m_tximum level wf refinement in the neighbort|ood wf _tll cells containing cloud muterl_tl,

Special cnre is takento ensure the correct flu×es across bound_ries between und fine grids, This dynamic

_d_ptive gridding approach is a crucial factor in our _tbility tweconomically resolve important fe_tt_res in

the cloud sh{.x:kinternction.

An important feltture of our rnethod is that the mesh is locally refined in sp_tce-time by r=AXI.1/AXI

on Itll grids, where AXl is the grid spttcing on level 1, This implies that the explicit difference scherne

remains stltble on [tll grids, In our approach, refined regions ttppear l_nd disttppear in time its they _tre

needed. Given theft high resolution second order Godunov schernes _u'enecessnry to resolve key fe_ttures

of the interaction, but may still be expensive, AMR concentrl|tes the cornputtttion_tl effort in regions where,

it is most needed without s_tcrificing itccur,tcy anywhere else, This is in contrast to moving grid

nppro_ches, I]ere one is pulling grid-lines into one region ut the expense of sacrificing _.iCctlrItcy

elsewhere, giving _ fixed cost for the most ItccuI'_tte solution, Grid moving methods h_tve inherer_t

difl'iculties, There are problems rn_dnt_tir_ingsmooth grids; reguhtrity terrns _tr_{lpenalty functions fox'grid

regularizntion c_m be cornl)lic_tted nnd expensive, und one must initi_tlly guess nt the _tdequlue r_umber of

grid points r|ecessnry to resolve features th_tt may appenr, On COlllrilsl, AMR obtnins lt fixed ItCctlrllcy lit

rninimurn cost. (]rid points nrc ndded or removed _tsis necessnry to maintain n desired accuracy,
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As the SNR exl'mnds through the ISM, li drives a shock Into any c.ltmd ii encounters. Assunllng thai

Ihese are strong shocks, tl'mpressure helllnd the blast wave un_lthe l_resstlr¢I'_c.lllmllhc trarlstnltted cloud

shock are COml:mrahle,and one t'tlu:lsthai (Mul',:.ee.and Cowle)I(I

v, _ (1_1/t_.0I/'" vh , (1)

where vs and Vh are the cloucl shock and blast wnre velocitles and pc and Pl the cloud atul Interclotld

densities, respectively, Following Mc:Keel, we define clmracterlstic tlmescales for the ch:m_l..shock

ir_teractlon. Let %_ PJPl be the density and assume thal 7,,>> l, Assume thal the cloud is a sphere

wllh radius a at a dlstmme R from the supernova explosion, The blast wave in the Sedov-Taylor phase

wlll expand as Rb,,,:t215, We can define the cloud crushing time,

i

v, vb (:2)
the intercloud crossing time,

Ilo _ 21L% (3)
and the age of the SNR,

t_dRt' 2. NI,
clt 5 % (4)

The cloud is destroyed by thermal evaporation or by hydrodynamic instabilities in a time of order

td ~ 7,,1/2 tcc, which is con|parable to the time for drag forces to bring the cloud to rest in the intercloud

medium,

In this paper, wt will cc nslder only clouds that can be characterized its "small", so that the SNR does i

not evolve significantly during the time for lhc cloud to be crushed: and we find that

t >tct --_a<

X 1/2 (.5)

Indeed, we shall focus on the case in which the cloud is "very small", so that t >> td, and a << 0.4R/X, In

either case, we have a << P. so that the blast wave may be treatecl its a planar shock, In the opposite limit

of a shock interaction with a large cloud the SNR blast wave will undergo substantial weakening over lhc

time it takes to cross the cloud. Wt expecl stlbstanlial disruption for the small clouds, NII only impulsive

effects for large clc)uds.
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I V, I+,I,'+SLJI,]IS.

Since there nt'e no intrinsic, sultles In the prt+blem, it is pnrttnle.tc,+rizedby the Mttuh ntlmbu.r ct' the SNl,t

blttst wttve M ttnd tile, det_slty rtttlo X, Otlr cttlculntlons ttssurned 2-13 ttxlsymmetry for tm inviscid fluid

with no nl+tgnetlu l'ieh+l,Two cltses wet'+cot_sl¢Im'+.:dfor tl;u cloud: y +--=I, l rind '7 = 5/3, The Irlteruluud gets

',,'+,'+tsttsstltued to have. y = 5/3, Severitl c£11culttth.msh£tvt:Ix',ell made for Mach ntimbc+'+rsit+the i'arige 10-1().'+

nnd dellstty riffles 1()-102,

lt is tiset'kil to follow the nlorphologtctil ew_lution of the cloud throtigh sevortl.lcloud ct'tishiilg tittles

fo obtitln ii sense of the different ,,,;titlesof developtneltt, We pi+¢sentthe tttl"le-develollrrie.nt of the,

tsode,nsity contoLli'Sof the clocicl t'oi+the c_ts+"lt'(cloud) - '7 (ilitercloud) = 5/3, Z=10, M=10, At t=0,84tcc

(t;ig, 1),the tritnstllltted shock is conlpresstn I ii if clotld fronl the front, secoildiiry shocks hiive enveloped

lhc sides of the cloud its the blttst wiive, plisses over the cloud, iirid ii re.l]ecied bow shock moves upstrettrri

ii_to the iritcrciotid medium° The reflecled shock becomes ii sttu'ldillg bow shock ltild evorituttily ii wottk

itcotistic wily+ c;itrryiil+ ilwily ii snltill iirriount of energy fi'orri the supernovit shock (Spitzer, 1987), At

t---1+05tct,(Fig, 2) the bhtst wave behind the ciotld reflects off the Itxts giving rise.to tt Mach reflected shock

bttc:k into the cloud, After t--l,26tcc (Fig, 7), behind tlm+cloud, ti double Milch reflection with tile

app¢+tt'+illceof two triple point tnternciions eco.tits, This classic, oblique shock iilte.riictlorll2,13 shows

evidence of ii strong Stlpersonic vorte.x ring flir behind the cloLld, The vortex ring i11ityhttve hltet+estinl

observiltioriiti consequences for SNR (see below), bl.itphtys ilo role iri the coritiriued dyntirrllcal evolutlori

of the cloud, The reflected shock and tile trttnsnlttted shock undergo a strong interttction tit t=1,68tcc (Fig,

4) resultirlg iri a initial fltittenirlg of tile cloud, We also rlote the beginriing of n strong shear flow. The

vorticity is efficiently produced by strong components of VpXVP at the interfnce, Stibstttntial flattening

of the cloud is observed tit t=2,1tcc from tile strong shocks which have sqtieezed it like a vise, The

pressure rnaxtmum ota tile nose of the cloud exceeds the pressure mtnirnutri on tile sides arid tile cloud

begins to expand lltterally3 (F;ig, 5), We note. the growth of Rtchtmyer-Meshkov 13 instabilities on the

cloud nose which grow more slowly thltn tile classic Rayleigh Taylor modes, At t=2,5tcc, we see evidence

of Kelvin Helrriholtz instabilities, on the sides of tile cloud; weak shocks still residing in the cloud interior

dissipate their eriergy (Fig, 6), At 3,78tcc a prorninent shear layer exists through the cloud, This shear is

caused by a corrlblrlatiori of the effects of the downstream reflected shock keeping tligll pressure in the

center of the cloud relative to the sides, tile effects of the cloud moving through tile ICM, and the

develor, merit of Kelvin-Helmholtz instnbilittes, The shear produces copious vortex rings ltlong the stmar

flow layer anti leacls to stlbstaritial Kelvin Helmholtz illstabilities which break tip tile Itrnls (Fig, 7), The

cloud corlsists ot" ii distorted unstable axially flattened core cotripoimnt and ii. severe+lyclisrupted halo of

cloud material, Over 70% of the original cloud II1iISS iS ill small fragments which, iri ttie absence of

cooling, should merge with the intercloud medium, The unstiible break up is dotninated by large scale

differei_tial shear, Finally, at t=9,7tcc the cloud is essentiltlly destroyed, The cloud consists of multitudes

of srnall t'ragrneiits distributed ttlong ii tialo structure wittl an aspect ratio of alx._ut 6, with no evidence of lt

core comporlent (Fig, 8),
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l.,etus ccmsidertl'muhnx'ucteriztltlot_oftheevolutlot_oftheinterstcIlurc'.itmdiI_tnt,t'c,clctnil,In

• q _)'l'nble 1, wc displny the t'cstllts of nclinbttttccnk:tllttttt nls fc:wtilt'ce models whcx'c'y= 1,67 irl buth the cltmd

nt_dICM for nii c'.nses,'l'hc c.nLctllntionsm'cdone for two tnoclels of M= lC)tt?lcl[()() l'tw cIcnsity c'.(_rlLt'ttst

,"¢'--:1C)lind one. mot M M=L()()nrel derlsity ¢oIlLt'lt,',;t l()(), The fix'st entry ill the tnble l,,.;the tirrie nurm_,lized

to the itltercloud crossing time lhc second erltry gives the Itri+lenorrnnlized to the cloud crushing time ttrld

tlm drng time, tel= X1/2 tct, The rle×t colutrin lmthe sourid speed belilnd the cloud shock rlorrrlnlized to the

blast wave velocity, lt can be showri tllnt the trlitLttlrzloud shock cnn tlccelet'ttte the gtts tli:_to 3/4 Vs for zion.

t'ndtitttve shocks, so tlm next entry is tt rnetisure of the frttctLori of tlm velocity curx'c.rltly iri the cloud to its

tntixltnutn possible velocity; in the fritme of the shocked ttatercloud gas, this is ii nlettstire of cloud

dec.elcrntion, The lleXt coltinm is a chnrtl,cteriztttiOll of the cloud's ttspoct rntio iii the rndlul and nxial

direc:tion wetglited Oy its hnlf nmssdistribution, l--lcrerl/2 is the ritdinl httlf-nltlss disttumo and ZI/2 ts the

itxittl l+lillf-xnassdistance, The l_tstc.'oltitntl gives the r£1dlalritz lind £1xtlil'-'' ZI:2 dtspersioll veloc;tties of the

cloud to quarittfy the llt'riount of stretching the cloud urldergoes rts it is subjected to she£trlng, 'I'tmse

velocities are corriptited by using the httlf mass distance distributions tit the two fitttll thnes in the

ctilculation,

Severill corlclu,.dons carl be ch'awn fi'orn these results, Corripnririg the results irt the san ie riormalized

'Tirlal" tirne t=4.2tcc for clouds of the same density %=10, but subjected to blast waves of dtffererit Mach

iluiriber 10 arid 100, we note that both clouds have decelerated to ttbout 0,15 of their initial velocities,

'Fhtis, these clouds have almost stopped, leading to tt stnall pressure differential between the front of tlm

cloud surface and the sides so that there is little force driving further radial expansion; hence the clouds

have a radial dispersion velocity iit_. =' 0, The strong sl lear flow in the cloud is still dominant, however,

arid tw.:Jthclouds m'e supersonically shearing apart tit almut the sarne axial dispersion velocity Z1/2of 3 times

the cloud velocities, Tlm physical extent of tlm stretching in both the radial and axial direction
._rl_._t,2(t)Zig(t_))
r_a(0) ' Z_/2(0)

when compared to the characteristics cloud size initially is essentinlly the same, 'l'he remt.trkable ngreement

of these features ct" the clouds leads one to suspect that the cloud evolution may scale similarly with tlm

Mad1 number of the SNR, shock, In fact, if we lock iii the isodensity contours of both clouds at t=4,2tcc,

wt clearly see the evolution is similar (Fig, 9a,b), This Mach scaling can be clearly seen if we scale the

time, velocity and presstire as t'= I/M, v'= vM and P'= PM 2, Substituting these scaled quantities into the

Etller equations, we find that Euler equations m'e invtiriant under this trtlnsformation, Thus, we find that

for ft×cd T and delisity, the nlorphologictil evoltition is lt t'uilctioli of tlt<_only iii the limit of large M, At

t=3,78tuc (Fig, 7), the cloud is eXl:)ex'ic:nciilga lnrge drag due to the lateral incrense in its stlrfltge tri'etl

nssocinted with the highly flnttencd core COml_Onent,'I'his results in the.lnrge dccelcrntion as the cloud is

slowed to ,16 of its ina×.jn'ltirn velocity, At the fiilnl tinle t---9,Ttcc iri the cttlculation, the cloud hits

i
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essentially been destroyed (Vi,,_.8) We note that the cloud has decelerated to 0.()7 of its original velocity

and has essentially stopped expanding axially as ,,,,,ellas radially. The final fate of this cloud consists of at

quasi-static halo of fragments of which 50% of the mass resides in an axially elongated distribution

stretched out 5-6 times its initial shape, and the rest of the mass resides in a multitude of fragments much

less dispersed. If we consider the case with Z=100, we note that the cloud has a large aspect ratio and

appe_u's to be substantially, more radially, compressed than the lower density cloud. This can be understood

by considering that the shock passes over the cloud far more rapidly, than the cloud shape can change, and

a quasi-steady flow is established around the cloud with a pressure maximum at the front of the cloud and

a pressure minimun_ on the sides. The gas passes through a sonic point point as it flows past the cloud. A

rarefaction wave moves into the shocked cloud (Nittmann and Falle 3) producing velocities of the order of

the sound speed so that the cloud expands laterally at the sound speed. It is easily shown that the sound

' speed

1/2Vb
_Pcl

so for the higher densities the cloud expands much more slowly and appears radially compressed. These

clouds have less drag and so experience less deceleration than the less dense clouds. We also note that at

: t--4.3tcc, the cloud is still axially supersonically shearing. As remarked above, the destruction time for the

cloud td is comparible to the drag time a..ZZand our simulation confirms that the small clouds experience
Vb

subst_mtial ablation _fftera few drag times.

" We have performed calculations for several similar models for T=I.1 in the cloud. 15 This softer

equation-of-state is more representative of clouds that are radiative, although it should be pointed out that

truly radiative cloud,< can get rid of their stored energy efficiently, and we would expect substa_"_tia!lymore

shock compression than the models considered here. We note that these "radiative" clouds move

substantially more rapidly than their y=1.67 counterparts. These clouds are significantly more radially

compressed, and thus experience jar less drag than the "_1.67 clouds. This can again be understood by

consideration of the sound speed in these clouds. We find that the scaling of sound speed c with 7 is such

: that c(T= 1.1 ) << c(y=5/3), so that these "radiative" clouds expand laterally more slowly. We note that the

high density, "radiative" cloud is still experiencing large supersonic axial shea;'ng. As with the previous

models Mach scaling appears to I,,eestablished.

An outcome of these calculations that may be potentially very, important for observations of SNR is

" the discovery of the copious production of vortex rings distributed along the strong she_u"flow layer (Fig.

10). In this graph of iso-vortex contours at t=5.0tcc we see formation of many points of high vorticity.

i Appr,_::i.m..-:,.ti_gthe rc_taticm (_t thes;e vc_rtices by rigid bod,,' rotation, we can relate the vorticity (o in an

individual vortex ring to the pressure differential across the vortex AP, and we find that
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(o = (SAI">It))112Iii. This appears to be an exccllcnt approxinlation when COml_aredto our detailed

calculations. Recent high resolution radio obser\'atioris of the Otis A SNR('Fuffs 16) have revealed several

' hundred intense compact radio emission peaks distributed tttroughout the re.mn/mt. We have demonstrated

that strong shear flows associated with shock cloud interactions result in the production of many

supersonic vortex rings. These vortex rings can be expected to wind tip ambient magnetic fields present in

the interstellar clouds until equipartition between the energy in the field and the vortex is achieved, lt is

quite possible that the restllting intense wound up magnetic field could account for the synchrotron

emission of electrons, thus explaining the observations in Cas A. Chevalier 17 (1976) postulated the

presence of turbulent vortices, acting as magnetic scattering centers in SNR's to explain particle

acceleration by a second-order Fermi mechanism. We conjecture that the radio hot spots may indeed be

indirect observational evidence of the presence of vortex rings produced behind the shocked clouds.

V.._ONCLI.I$ IO NS

We have performed, for the first time, second order accurate high resolution local adaptive mesh

refinement calculations of the interaction of a supernova shock with interstellar clouds. These extremely

powerful hydrodynamic techniques have enabled us to calculate exceedingly complex flows much more

rapidly and much more accurately and much further in time than previous work with standard fixed grid

hydrodynamics. We have followed the evolution of interstellar clouds well into the regime of

fragmentation. Our calculations have demonstrated high accuracy with 80,000 grid cells in the cloud that

would only be achievable with fixed grid high order accurate hydrodynamic schemes with >1,000,000

grid ceils. We find:

1) Small interstellar clouds are efficiently destroyed in a few cloud drag times by combined

Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities dominated by large scale shear flow. Clouds

that have the same density but are enveloped by strong shocks of differing Mach number exhibit

scaling behavior in their morphological evolution.

2) Small clouds are highly fragmented. Cloud fragments will most likely feed their mass back into

the ISM by thernlal conduction.

3) Small clouds fragment to such an extent that it is unlikely that fragments large enough to become

gravitationally unstable and fon-n stars will survive. This conclusion is based on the present

adiabatic calculations and may not apply to radiative clouds or clouds which are not "small".

4) Clouds evolve toward a elongated structures with aspect ratios of five to six consisting of

multitudes of fragments.

5) Our calculations indicate the copious production of supersonic vortex rings. Those rings with

large aspect ratio may be subject to non-axisymmetric instabilities and break up into yet smaller

vortex structures. 18 "Fat" rings, with small aspect ratio, tire likely to remain intact. These vortex

rings may be effective in winding up the ambient magnetic field in clouds, increasing the

magnetic field strength and enhancing the synchrotron emission of cosmic ray electrons. This

- could explain the recent obse_'ations of numerous compact radio hot spots iraCas A.
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In the future, we will be using adaptive mesh refinement hydrodynamic techniques to invesligale a

broad range of astrophysical gas dynamical phenomena.

,.
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Table 1

t/tcc rl/2(t)/rl/2(O) flOJvb

t/tic t/tdrag c/rb _--(VJVb) Zl/2(t)/Zl/2(O) 2;wTJVb

%=10
M=IO 6.7 4.2 0.18 0.16 118 ,--0.0

1.3 3.2 0.35

15.3 9.66 0.074 2.38 ,--0.0
3.0 5.69 _<0.045

M=IO0 6.7 4.2 0.18 0.14 2.0 ---0.0
1.3 2.6 0.32

%=100
M=100 21,3 4.3 .056 0.25 3.7 -0.0

0.43 8.4 0.42
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" INSTABILITY OF SHOCK-ACCELERATED INTERFACE
BETWEEN TWO MEDIA

E, E, Meshkov
Moscow

Experlnlental results on shock tube studies of the Instability of a
shock-accelerated interface between two gases are presented In this

review, Turbulent mixing appears after Instability development when the

interface is accelerated by a series of plane stationary waves. Nonlinear

effects are described, which accompany the development of distortions,

that are reflected and refracted at the shock wave/expansion wave

interface. A local cumulation phenomenon caused by shock reflection at

the perturbed interface is described,

INTRODUCTION

t.et us consider the following case: two gases of different densities

are separated by a generally flat but slightly perturbed interface. The

perturl3ations are sinusoldal. A plane stationary shock passes from one

gas to tne other through the interface. The interface experiences a pulsed
acceleration. In this case the interface appears to be unstable, The

initial distortion starts to grow and continues to grow with time. This

pulse-initiated instability is independent of the shock direction; that is,.
it is unstable to pulsed motion from a light gas to a heavy one (L _ H) [1,2]

or from a heavy gas to a light one (H _ L) [2]. If the interface is

accelerated by a series of wave pulses, the initial perturbations may

develop nonlinearly into turbulence with consequent turbulent mixing of
the two gases [3].

Incident shock passage through the distorted interface appears to

generate refracted and reflected secondary shock waves in both directions

(L _ H) and (H _ L). The evolution of the interface perturbations and
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secondary shock wave refraction and reflection Is accompanied by other
nonlinear effects, Breaks are formed at shock fronts, Behind the

perturbed shock front, the lateral material flow may be accelerated
sufficiently to form localized, laterally distributed, secondary shock

waves [4,5], During this period the Initially perturbed shock shape may
become more distorted and disturbance subharmonlcs may be

si_Tlultaneously generated which, In turn, grow with time [6,7], Along the

distorted Interface, vortlclty generation sites may develop [6]. Instability

development coincides with the cumulation of these localized sites, At

these specific "hot" spots the pressure and temperature scales may

substantially exceed average levels by more than an order of magnitude

[8,9], Experimental re,'._ults Illustrating these effects In gases are
described In this report,

These events have been studied In condensed media In the experiments

described in [32,33], 1,1 [34] the peculiarities of Instability development

[1,2] In systems with many different densities were considered,

2, INSIABILITY OF AN INTERFACE, ACCELERATED BY A SHOCK WAVE

2.1 The experiments were conducted in an air shock tube. Its design

is analogous to that described in [15]. The test section of the tube had a

rectangular cross-section, 40 x 120 mm 2 (Fig, 1_, lt was divided by a thin
plastic film with areal density (3 to 4). 10"" g/cm 2. The sections

upstream and downstream of the film were filled with' different gases,

The prescribed initial interface distortion was of the form Y -- ao . cos _ x,
or in the form of mated circular arc segments at the interface examined.

A flat stationary shock wave was propagated into the test section,

Shadowgraph photos provided the flow visualization in the test section

following the passage of the shock wave over the disturbed interface.

2.2 Figures 2 a,b are graphic sketches prepared from the photos

which display the phenomena of the developing interface disturbances,

Air (Po = 1.205 g/.0.,,,/= 1.4) and refrigerant-12 (Po = 5.1 g/.0..,y = 1.138)
are the gases in these illustrations. Each of these photos corresponds to a
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there is a negligible influence at the interface from the lateral diverging
waves. These lateral wave propagation processes are interconnected with

the primary reflected and refracted shock-wave processes.
In case H - L, the reflected expansion wave is perturbed in phase and

the refracted shock wave in antiphase relative to the interface distortion

(Fig. 3). The high and low pressure zones behind the perturbed expansion
wave evolve in phase opposition relative to the distribution of

perturbations behind the shock wave front. The high pressure zone

appears where the expansion wave diverges locally and vice versa. The

pressure gradient initiates and supports a lateral flow along the
interface. The interface distortion undergoes phase cancellation, changes

sign, and then grows monotonically. At the distortional curvature sites on
the interface, vorticity is generated, local vortex concentration zones are

formed and develop (Fig. 4). The higher the amplitude of the initial
disturbance and the ratio of gas densities, the earlier the vortex zones

appear and develop. The initial distortion influences the early period of
vortex evolution. The shear, originating with the vanishing tangential flux
at the wall-surface boundaries, also results in local vorticity generation.

2.3 The instability reported in [1,2] is related to the more general

phenomenon of Rayleigh-Taylor gravitational instability [17]. In the case
L-H with constant acceleration, g, the small initial distortions of the

contact interface grow exponentially in time. If the initial distortion is

given in the form, y = ao.cos _:x, _:=2_/X (and ao << X), and if both media
are ideal incompressible liquids with densities Pl and P2; the following

differential equation describes the disturbance amplitude growth [17]:

J 2 P2-P1 _d 2 2 da =O co =g_:- -g_: .A,--Ea= coa, a(O)= ao -_- t=o
dt2 P2 + Pl (1 /

where A is known as the Atwood Number.

In case H ...._ L, under the same assumptions, the initial distortion
oscillates with time.

The following equation defines disturbance amplitude growth for

impulse (8-function) acceleration [1]:
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Fig. 4 Photo frames of disturbed interface acceleration by a shock
wave (M = 1.42). The initial boundary disturbance is in the form
of adjoining circles, y, y', y" = incident, transmitted, and
reflected shock wave; I-" is the initial interface location; F' is a

film, separating gases; = is the transverse wave; M is a Mach
wave; B is vortex.
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da
_=a . K:. U. A
dt o (2)

where u is the stationary interface velocity resulting from the impulse
acceleration.

As the computations and experiments [1,2,7,10,12] showed, when the

shock wave accelerates the interface (L - H), equation (2) describes the

asymptotic disturbance growth, with reasonable accuracy, provided that

parameter values from the region behind the wave front, define ao and A.
The distortion amplitudes ao and a are measured from crest to trough.

Dependence (2)may be used to estimate disturbance growth in case H - L,

as weil, but only under the same assumptions as those for case L - H.

However, for case H - L, the disturbance amplitude, ao, is defined as an

amplitude averaged before and after shock passage across the interface

[12].

The following equation [7] expresses distortion growth velocity with

impulsive interface acceleration, including the effects of viscosity (with

the assumption that only one of the gases is viscous)

da --0.9126. v. K2. t
d-_-=ao. A. u. K:.e (',3)

Here, v is the kinematic viscosity of the viscous gas. lt is obvious, that
da

when t ...._ o_, viscosity stabilizes disturbance growth, 3T-_0 completely,
provided the degree of stabilization continues to increase with v growing
and with X = 2____,: decreasing.

The two-dimensional computations [7,10,12,13] and linear

approximation computations [1,7] are needed to estimate interface

distortion growth accurately. Here, we show the experimental and

computational results for the pair of gases' helium (Po = 0.167 g/A,3, =

1.63) - air (Po = 1.205 g/A, y = 1.4) (Fig. 5) and air - helium (Fig. 6).
We show the numerical results and the experimental results combined

graphically. Here, 1 denotes the linear approximation computation [7]; 2

denotes the analytical computation according to [1]; 3 denotes the two-

dimensional computation [12]; 4 denotes the two-dimensional computation

[7] by the "Sigma" method [18], which is, in the main, the technique
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Fig. 5 Dependence of the amplitude of helium-to-air (L -_ H) interface
distortion on shock-wave acceleration. Points are the
experiment, curves are the computations, shock wave
propagating in a shock-tube channel at M = 1.51.
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Fig. 6 Dependence of the amplitude of air-to-helium interface
distortion (H _ L) on shock-wave acceleration (M - 1.51). Points
are the experiment, curves are the computations.
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described in [19]; while 5 denotes the two-dimensional computation [7] by

"ZGAK" method [20].

In these figures (5 and 6), we present the results of the experiments in

which the initial distortion scale (ao and ;L) was prescribed to be three
times the value assigned to the initial two-dimensional computation data.

lt is difficult, if not impossible, to assign a unique value to the

experimental distortion amplitude, ao. This necessitated this decision on,

at least, a consistent prescription relative to the computations. Values of

X and ao were varied over a wide range during the experiments. The
results showed that, within the assumed accuracy, these experiments

demonstrated similarity in growth rate. That is, data for diiferent ;L and

ao coincide in growth with dimensionless similarity variables, a(t)/a o and
S(t)/X. Where a(t) is the current disturbance amplitude, and S(t) is the

current distance traveled by the interface.

In case L-_ H, the experimental results show a somewhat lower

disturbance growth rate in comparison to the computations. The presence

of the film, initially separating the gases may be the cause of it. This
factor was not taken into account in the computations. Film mass is

small, in comparison to characteristic gas masses included in the
calculated motion. For this reason, it is assumed to have almost

i

negligible influence on the character of distortion evolution. This

assumption is supported by the results of direct calculations as well [7].
On the other hand, aside from the mass-inertial influence, the elasticity

and strength of the film may influence the rate of interface disturbance

growth. The propgsed mechanism for this influence is as follows. During

the initial stage, the disturbance amplitude growth increases film
tension. This results in the creation of a tensile force which counters the

amplitude increase. This tensile force acts to oppose film surface

. expansion. In this sense, it is analogous to the surface tension force. This

force continues to act until the film is torn. The estimates [7] suggest

that, in the foregoing situation, this factor may decrease the disturbance

amplitude growth rate by about 15%.

In case H - L (Fig. 6) the tensile influence of the film is not

appreciable, lt is believed that this is connected with the fact that in the

initial stage the disturbance changes in sign. The film surface area does

not increase, but instead decreases, suggesting that the film strength is
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not influential during this phase. Later, when the interface disturbance

amplitude becomes equal to the initial one (after undergoing a change in

the phase of the disturbance and a corresponding sign change), the film

surface may be broken as a result of the formation of occasional small-

scale distortions. The ruptured film cannot support a tensile stress and

thereby has no further direct influence on the growth rate. Subsequently,

however, remnants of the film may act as perturbation sources in the

later evolution of the mixing zone velocity field.

lt should be noted that in the experiments and in the calculations,

disturbance amplitude growth takes place according to linear theory (2)
even when the amplitudes grow to be comparable with the wave length.

This is well beyond the limit of applicability predicted by the linear

theory. Simultaneously, the interface surface comparatively quickly

acquires a nonsinusodial form, in contrast to the sinusoidal form

predicted according to the linear theory. This means that, in addition to
the basic harmonic growth, the _nterface exhibits formation and evolution

2=
of complementary, phase-shifted harmonic amplitudes, cos _x, with wave

lengths m =_, _ and so on [7].

3. TURBULENT MIXING AT THE CONTACT INTERFACE, ACCELERATED BY
SHOCK WAVES

As a consequence of the late time nonlinear instability development,

the flow in the vicinity of the interface becomes turbulent with resultant

turbulent mixing (see, for example, [21]). When the interface is

accelerated by a single shock, the prescribed initial distortion of the

interface may grow in amplitude considerably (by a factor of 10-20), local

vorticity concentrations are created, but the process as a whole has an

ordered character. When the surface is accelerated by a series of

stationary shock waves the distortion growth rate (in L - H case)

approaches exponential behavior [11]. Experimentally we found that if the
series of stationary shock waves accelerates the flat interface between

two gases, turbulent mixing of the contact gases takes place [3].
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The experiments were conducted in the shock tube previously
discussed. The test section end of the shock tube (Fig. 7) had transparent

i

lateral walls and consisted of two matched gas volumes, separated by a

thin film. The channel end was piugged by a stopper with a flat face. The
closed volume was filled with helium in the test section with air in the

upstream side of the film at atmospheric pressure. A flat stationary
shock wave crossed the surface (H - L case) and accelerated it. After the

reflection from the flat-plug face which acted as a rigid wall, the

reflected shock wave passed through the contact surface again in a

reversed direction (L - H). Then it re_lected from the contact

discontinuity at the L - H interface. After that it reflected from the wall

once again, and so on. Thus, a series of stationary' shocks of consequently
decreasing amplitude crossed the film surface (in direction L - H) and it

was impulsively broken up, a process which continues until motion ceases.
Immediately after the start of motion, the interface begins to smear

due to the small-scale disturbance growth. The small-scale disturbances
have characteristic scales that are below the resolution limits of the

photographic flow visualization technique (Fig. 8). The primary sources of
these small-scale disturbances may be the variations in thickness of the

film (4- 50% of the average thickness) and equally small-scale folds along
the interface surface. Gradually the interface distortions smear and
thicken until the interface zone becomes a region of turbulent mixing with

nonuniform edges. The characteristic scale of zone edge distortions grow

with time. The picture of mixing zone has a cellular structure, typical of

the shadowgraph flow visualization of turbulent flow. The film, which

initially separated the gases, breaks into tiny pieces. While originally

flat, these pieces late," turn into thlckened clumps. When their, form

becomes more compact, their drag decreases. They acquire a velocity

equal to the mass averaged gas velocity after the initial shock, and they
are weakly dragged by the subsequent shock waves. Thus, the film clumps

pass through the mixing zone and later are advected from this zone into

the light gas region. First, a simple phenomenological model of turbulent

mixing in Rayleigh-Taylor instability was developed in [22]. Later in

[3,14,23] other variants of semi-empirical models were suggested to

describe gravitational turbulent mixing as well as the acceleration of the

interface by stationary shocks [3,14]. The model described in [14] seems
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Fig. 8 The evolution of turbulent mixing zone at the interface of gases
(air to helium), accelerated by a shock wave (M = 1.3), 3TIl is the

.I turbulent mixing zone, y is a shock wave; C is a a rigid wall.
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to be a more satisfactorily complete and descriptive model for this

process.
In Fig. 9 the averaged data of nine tests and the calculated results are

compared for the experimental arrangement described previously [14]. The
absolute width of the mixing zone at a fixed time differs slightly from
test to test due to the difference in the levels of intermittent distortions

which appear at the moment of film breakage. Nevertheless, the rate of

zone width growth, especially that at late times, appears to be practically

equal in ali tests. The computations [14] agree well with the test results.

Mixing zone width grows continuously in time,. Its growth accelerates
when shocks pass through the zone. lt is related to the disturbance
evolution mechanism in the case of the L - H instability [1,2]. Another

essential mechanism may be present as weil. In the mixing zone, density

pulsations exist, that are the result of intrusions of more light or more

heavy gas compared with the mean background level. When the shock wave

passes through the gas with lighter intrusions, the latter are observed to
be accelerated up to a velocity, which exceeds the mean background level,

[24]. If the density intrusions are relatively heavy, the opposite situation

appears. The heavier intrusions are left behind the mean background
mixing region. Thus, when the shock wave passes through the mixing zone,

heavier gas intrusions tend to collect in the region occupied formerly by

the light gas while the lighter gas penetrates the region formerly

occupied by the heavier gas. At the acceleration of such density

intrusions by a shock wave, vortex rings are created at their edges [35].

4. NONLINEAR EFFECTS OF DISTORTIONS EVOLVING AT THE SHOCK AND
EXPANSION WAVES

During shock passage through the disturbed contact interface,

disturbance generated shock waves and expansion waves are formed. In
certain cases it is interesting to define the laws of this disturbance

evolution. Usually the problems of stability and evolution of small

distortions in gas dynamics are studied by the solution of (analytic or
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numerical) linearized equations. In such cases the initial disturbance is

often given in form y = ao • cos _x and is solved as y = a(t) .cos K'x,
where a(t)is a certain instantaneous amplitude value. Applicability of

the linear approximation is usually determined by the relative smallness
of the distortion dimension. In particular, it is usually applicable if a(t)

has the length,

a(t).K<< 1 (4)

However, in some cases the linear approximation appears to be invalid,

_van if relation (4) is satisfied.

Immediately following, experimental results [4,5] are preserted,
whicrl illustrate the nonlinear effects limiting applicability of the linear

approximation. This process is most evident and is dramatically
illustrated in the evolution of expansion wave distortions. In the linear

approximation, strictly speaking, the initial disturbar.ce amplitude A o =

2a o must be infinitesimally small, lt does not change with time, i.e.,

A(t) = AO = Constant. As the experiment shows, in the case of a small, but
finite distortion of the expansion front, another situation appears.

The experiment was arranged as shown in Fig. 1. The first closed

volume of the shock tube (gas 1) was filled with carbon dioxide (Po - 1.85

g/A,? = 1.30) and the second volume filled with air (Po = 1.205 g/_,l/ =
1.40). Hence, this is a case of H - L. In Fig. 10 the photo of the expansion
distortion pattern is presented. At the initial motion the disturbance

amplitude of the reflected expansion wave is [1 + (c - u)/D] times greater
than the initial amplitude of interface disturbance. Here, D is the velocity
of the incident shock wave, while u and c are the particle and sound

speeds, respectively, behind the front in carbon dioxide. Each point of the
wave front moves at the local sound velocity. Since the flow behind the

incident plane shock wave is homogeneous, ali points of the expansion
front are shifted with the same velocity, lt follows that evolution of the

wave front form with time must proceed, in accordance with Huygens'

' classical principle of optics. As interpreted here, this means that each

subsequent front location represents the envelope of spherical waves,

originating from the points on the previous one." This is well confirmed by

the experiment.
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This evolution is characterized by a slngular point, where the

continuous curvature of the wave front is broken into two segments, lt

should be noted, that this singular behavior is not the result of excessive

disturbance magnitude. Based on geometrical considerations one may

show that such points must appear early or later for any finite distortion,
no matter how small. The distortion amplitude does not change, until the

singularity in the wave front appears. Following the appearance of these

points, secondary waves P' originate in the flow behind the front. These

are extensions of the primary front fields (see Fig. 10.1). In this situation

the continuous wave front disintegrates into a group of intersecting arcs.

The front P' is characterized by the fact, that it is formed at ali points at

different times. Discontinuities in the density spread along the front

with a finite velocity. This is evident from Fig. 10.1. When the initial

amplitude of the expansion wave distortion' increases, the discontinuous

front profile and origination of the secondary wave occurs earlier (see

Fig. 10.2). Secondary compression waves are correspondingly formed in

the flow behind the expansion front.

In either case, when the singularity appears, the front wave

disturbance amplitude, A, begins to decrease and asymptotically tends to
zero. When time periods are sufficiently large, the form of the diverging

wave profiles becomes cylindrically symmetrical and appears insensitive

to influences of their initial form. Under this assumption of insensitivity,

it is not difficult to show that the expansion wave-front disturbance

amplitude changes according to A-_ constant • t1 "" constant • s-l, at

t -> oo, where t is time, and s is the path of a wave.

The shock wave disturbance evolution is accompanied not only by the

wave front change, but also by the appearance of discontinuities ip the
curvature of the transverse shock wave fronts formed in the flow behind

the primary front. A series of shadowgraph photos of the shock wave

evolution on reflection in air against a rigid wavy wall, placed at the end

shock tube test section, is shown in Fig. 11. In these experiments we

varied the disturbance amplitude of the wavy wall at a fixed distortion

wave length.
In ali the cases the reflected wave front form deviates from the

initial sinusoidal form increasingly with time. In particular, the
formation of discontinuities in the front curvature, seen in Fig. 11,
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Fig. 11 Disturbanceevolution at the shock wave front, reflected from a rigid
wavy wall. (a) aok = 0.2 (ao= 0.025 X); (b)aok = 0.4 (ao= 0.05X); (c) aok = 0.8
(ao= 0.01X); y is the reflected shockwave; H is the breakage point of a shock
wave front; II is the transversewave front;M is the Machwave.
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illustrate this process. Simultaneously, discontinuities are formed at the
fronts of the transverse waves in the flow behind the front of the

reflected wave. Initially the density in the flow is smoothly distributed.

The early smearing of the transverse waves is observed in the

shadowgraph photos. Subsequently, the fronts sharpen with time and their

photo visualizations consequently become more distinct and clearer. As

the amplitude of the initial disturbance decreases, the formation of
singularities in front curvature and deviations from sinusoidal form

diminishes. Ultimately, one similar class of nearly sinusoidal

perturbations survives in the field of continuously interacting Mach
waves, M.

In the foregoing situation, the small distortion evolution under the

necessary small amplitude criterion (4), is not sufficient to establish

applicability of the linear approximation. The criterion of small time

must also be satisfied [5]

(t<<t,= CoaoK:

where co is characteristic sound velocity, lt follows that care should be
taken to define the limits for use of the asymptotic formdlas [25-31],

which are based on the linear approximation when computing a finite value
of distortion.

5. LOCALCUMULATIONPHENOMENON

z

Transverse flow initiated in the plane of the distorted interface by

streamwise shock passage through the interface, may produce significant

nonuniformlty in the local energy concentration. Experiments on shock

wave reflections from rigid, concave' (a) cylindrical and (b) spherical

walls [8,9], illustrate the scale of such concentrations. In case (a) the

experiment was done in a shock tube within the measuring region of the

rectangular test section. A plug whose inner surface had a concave

4!)4
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cylindrical shape was placed at the end of the test section (Fig. 12a). The

lateral walls of the test section were made of optical glass. We obtained

the shadowgraph photos of the reflection of a flat, stationary shock wave

from the concave wall as well as aptical-slit resolution of the flow (x-t

diagrams) in the horizontal plane of chamber symmetry. In Fig. 13 we

present the photos of flow pattern variations with changes in wall
concavity. The changes in wall concavity are characterized by the

h
nondimensional parameter q=_-, where h is the depth of the concavity and
R is cavity radius of curvature (Fig. 12A).

h h ,
At small values of _-(e.g.,_-= 0.085), (Fig. 13A), the reflected wave y

acquires a cylindrical shape in the area near the symmetry plane of the
,,,1 R

shock tube channel. In this case the initial radius of thi s wave is _ .
This section' cylindrically and symmetrically converges to the axis,

1
located at distance " Z a from the wall. The symmetrical convergence of
the central area of the reflected wave is interrupted by the collapse of

transverse compression wave II, which advances from the periphery to the

symmetry plane. These transverse waves develop from the tangential
flow, which originates during the shock wave reflection, at the inclined
wall sections.

As the compression waves advance, their fronts steepen and they
coalesce into shock waves. At the collapse of the transverse waves on the

symmetry axis, the front velocity of the reflected wave increases

impulsively. Here, the wave configuration becomes that, which

corresponds to an irregular reflection of the shock wave with an apparent
formation of a central Mach wave, "M".

h h
When # is sufficiently high (e.g., _ = 0.3), (Fig. 13B), from the very

beginning the transverse waves are shocks. This can be seen from the

sharp, discontinuous images of their fronts and by the characteristic

enve!ope focus which originates at the reflected wave front. The

intersection point of the reflected and transversal waves moves along line

) (as designated in Fig. 13B). This line marks separation between the
regions of two- and three-fold compression. This line also is the

tangential contact discontinuity, which separates regions of different
entropy and density.

h
At # = 0.53, (Fig. 13C), the distinguishing characteristics of the

previous case are repeated, in general, but are displaced in intensity,
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Fig. 12 Experiment arrangement to study the shock-wave reflection from
a) cylindrical
b) spherical concave wall.
1 - a plug in the channel end of a shock tube;
2 - a front of a stationary shock wave.
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Fig. 13 The shadowgraph photos of the flow, appearing &t the shock-w_ve

reflectionhfrom a cylindrical concave wall with M = 1.27; (A) R = 0.085; (B) R =
= 0.3; (C) _- = 0.53; (D) _ = 0.89. y -- a reflected wave front; y'-- a central,

cylindrically symmetrical region of a reflected wave; II- a transverse wave; M
-- Mach wave; .) -- entropy trace, tangential breakage; B -- vortex zone, y"-- a
front of a shock wave, diverging from a higher pressure zone.
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time, and position. However, following Mach wave M formation in the
central region, the flow character changes abruptly in comparison with

the previous case. The lateral branches of reflected wave y collapse on
the symmetry plane, the phase speed of their intersection is higher than
the front velocity of the reflected wave. Subsequently, their trajectories

diverge from the central region of the high pressure area (the dark zone)
which is the locus of points reached during transverse wave collapse. The

energy concentration is sharply localized to a finite, but small, central

region. A comparatively small' gas fraction acquires a rotational velocity,

significantly larger than that of the surrounding gas. Consequently,
vortex, B, appears.

h
In case R = 0.89 (Fig. 13D) the lateral branches of the shock wave y

collapse on the symmetry plane continuing until the transverse waves

collapse. Hence, the higher pressure area is left far behind the reflected
wave front. In this case the front velocity of wave y from the highest

reflected pressure regio_l appears to be the maximum of the several cases

examined..By means of flow tracing (x-t diagram) in the symmetry plane,
we find an indication of the possible appearance of a shock wave,

diverging from the high pressure region.

The parameters of the flow after the incident shock wave and the
state equation of medium (in this case it is an ideal gas with 'y -- 1.4) are

known. Hence, one may estimate the parameters of the state after the

reflected wave front, diverging from the high pressure zone. In Fig. 14,

we record the dependence of the relation of maximal attained temperature

Tma x in the "hot" zone to the temperature behind the incident shock wave
h

front T1 at the R values for the cases considered (curve 1). In this case
the attained temperatures are comparatively low; approximately 1.5 times

the temperatures which appear at the reflection from the flat wall.
This effect was more in evidence when the primary wave was

reflected from a spherical concave wall. In Fig. 12B the test arrangement

diagram is shown. The end of the test section of the cylindrical shock
tube is closed off with a plug whose inner face has been given a spherical

groove. In the plug, a narrow slit was cut. Its plane coincides with the
tube axis. In the tube walls, two narrow windows of high optical-quality

glass were placed. The slit plane in the plug was aligned with the
windows. Thus, it was possible to obtain slit scanned-flow images along
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rise, Tmax, behind reflected shock to temperature behind incident
shock, T1. Curves:
1 - reflection from cylindrical wall;
2 - reflection from spherical wall.
Incident shock Mach No., M = 1.27.
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the tube axis. The quality of the coincident matching of the x-t diagram

of the flow to the shadowgraph evidence, described previously, suggests

the satisfactory level of comparison in the flow patterns deduced from i

the two independent diagnostic techniques applied.

Curve 2 of Fig. 14 shows the computed maximum temperatures based
on the measured experimental wave velocities and the thermodynamic

state assumptions previously described. The curve indicates that, under

these circumstances, temperatures may develop which are an order of
magnitude or more higher than those generated behind a shock reflected

from a plane wall. These substantially increased temperature levels
indicate that the converging transverse waves are cylindrical. That is, it

is only by the convergence of cylindrical waves on the axis of a spherical

groove that temperature increases of this magnitude can be produced
under these circumstances.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONOF TURBULENTMIXING IN SHOCK-TUBEEXPERIMENTS

Karnig O. Mikaelian
, Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory

Livermore,California

We have carried out a number of 2D numerical simulations on an ALE

code for shock-tube experiments in which a shock crosses one or more

contact discontinuities and, after traveling through a homogeneous

medium, reflects off a rigid wall at the end of the shock-tube aad

re-crosses the contact discontinuity (Fig. l). As indicated in Fig. l,

we have considered two-fluid and three-fluid experiments' the first

fluid, which carries the original shock, is air; the other fluids are

helium freon SF or air again. Helium is lighter than air, while
' ' 6 '

freon and SF are heavier than air. The interface(s) between the6
fluids serve as contact discontinuitiesand are subjectedto the original

shock, the re-shock, and subsequent rarefactions/compressions.Figure l

also shows the velocity histories of the interface for two cases: when

the test section is 60 cm long and filled with helium, and when it is

30 cm long and filled with freon. When the incoming shock has Ms:l.2,

it takes a little over l ms and 2 ms for the re-shock in the 60 cm helium

and the 30 cm freon cases, respectively. Subsequent reverberationsof

the shock are weaker and act to slow down the interfaceat later times.

We have carried out numerical simulations for five types of

experiments as indicated in Fig. I. Single-scale/single-interface

experiments are of the classical•type considered theoretically by

RichtmyerI and experimentally by Meshkov.2 Perturbationsof amplitude

n and wavelength), evolve accordingto dn/dt = n(O)(2_/3_)AAvwhere A is

the Atwood number and AV is the jump velocity of the interface.

Perturbationsgrow for both positive A and negative A as considered by

Richtmyer and Meshkov, respectively. Figure 2 shows the air/helium

case. As expected, when A<O the amplitude goes through zero (second

frame in Fig. 2) and grows with the opposite phase. The reflected shock,

indicated by the arrow, sees a positive A and increases the growth

rate without changing phase. To cover multiple shocks, we extended

Richtmyer's formula by adding _(0) to it, so that after each shock the

amplitudeevolves accordingto (Ref. 3)
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Several interesting cases arise in two-shock systems, as discussed in

Ref. 3, particularly when Ptest gas>Pair as in the air/freon
case. The perturbations go through zero and reverse phase when the

original shock relfects off a rigid end-wall to re-cross the interface
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<AV ) ,(Av2>Av). However if the strength of the shock can be reduced (AV2
then the amplitude can be "frozen-out" by proper shock-timing. The time

when n goes through zero, or the shock-timing necessary to freeze n,

depend on the strength of the shocks via AV1 and Av2, but are independent
of the original amplitude with which the experiment starts. This

independence from initial amplitude makes the experiments

much easier to carry out, but they have not been performed yet.

The second type of experiments we simulated have double-scale

perturbationsat a single interface. All of our simulationsare reported
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in Ref. 4 and here we summarizeour resultsvery briefly. Ne see that in

the problem of competitionbetween bubblesand spikes of differentsizes,

a bubble that is twice as large as other bubblesbo_Q_tbin wavelength and

amplitude moves slightly ahead of the smallerbubbles, but the late time

evolutionof a bubble that is twice as large as others in wavelength only

is similar to the evolutionof the smallerbubbles.

The third type of experimentwe simulatedwas a three-fluidexperiment

with single-scaleperturbations,an example of which is shown in Fig. 3.

A Mach 1.2 shock moves from air into a 4 cm thick layer of freon and

after emerging from the lower (perturbed)side of freon it enters another

layer of air, 60 cm long. The perturbationschange phase soon after the

Shock leaves the freon (second frame in Fig. 3). About 2.8 ms after the

first shock the freon layer is re-shocked and the perturbations grow

faster. The case where there are no large scale perturbations but only

small amplitude random perturbations is shown in Fig. 4. This fourth

type of experiments has been recently carried out by N,C. Stearman and

the results are in good qualitative agreement with our simulations

reported in Ref. 4. The perturbationsdevelop first on the upper surface

of freon, which is shockedfirst, but after re-shock the perturbationson

both interfacesare comparable.

The fifth type of simulations involve random perturbations at a

single interface. The results of several calculations are reported in

Ref. 4 for air/helium and air/SF6. The emphasis was on
a) sensitivity to initial conditions and b)time-evolution of the mix

layer or of the "turbulentmixing zone" as defined in the experimentsof

Andronov et al.5 and Zaitsev et al.6 From our simulations we can

draw only qualitativeconclusionsbecausemany more zones are required to

resolve small scale structures, and because the code uses an artificial

viscosity for numerical stability. Typically I00x250 zones were used in

the simulations and in the few cases where the mesh was refined by a

factor of 2 the mixing width increasedby about 20%. Nevertheless, our

calculations suggest that the late time evolution of the mix layer

depends weakly on initialconUitions. In Fig. 5 we show the interface in

the air/SF case at t=3 ms by which time it has been reshocked The6

frames labeledA, B, and C started with initial random perturbationsof
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0.05 cm, 0.I0 cm, and 0.20 cm, while frame D started with multi-scale

perturbationswhich had longer wavelengths but tilesame maximum amplitude

of 0.20 cm. The total width of the mixed region appears to be insensitive

to such variations in initial conditions. Experimentalresults on this

issue was reported only at this workshop by B. Sturtevant,and appear to

support this notion of universality. In a relatedprocess, mix generated

by the Rayleigh-Taylorinstability(constant acceleration),there is both

numericaland experimentalevidence of universalitypresentedin the work

of Read and Youngs.7 Based upon their result, we suggested8 that

the mixing width into the heavierfluid evolves as
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in the case of a shock. In our simulations the mixing width grows not

quite linearly in time but at a slower rate. He suspect that the

artificial viscosity in the code slows the late time growth, but we have

no direct support for this view, except the scaling argument that

independence from initial conditions directly implies that h~Avt. If

we admit dependence on an initial length scale h(0), then of course any

functional dependence on time is possible. Ne hope future experiments

will throw light on this issue.
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The last simulation that we performed was of an actual experiment

carried out by BI Sturtevant, 9 A Mach 1,3 shock passes from air into SF6
and reflects off the end-wall of a i0 cm long test section, The initial

alr/SF 6 interface is diffuse and contains a bump because of gravity waves
set up when a plate is wlthdrawn just before shock arrival, The re-shock

and subsequent rarefactlons/compresslons stop the bulk motion of the two

gases, but mixing continues at a rate which is approximately linear in

time, As shown in Fig, 6, our simulations agree quite well with the

experimental results, even though we have sllp conditions on the two side

walls and cannot reproduce the wall boundary layer seen in the

experimental photographs,

The simulations reported here and in Ref, 4 were conducted on the

Livermore Cray computers. The longest runs were the problem just

. . =I 7discussed (Ms=l 3 to t=5 7 ms) and another air/helium problem (Ms ,
to t=l.9 ms), None of them took more than 15 Cray-hours, I am grateful

to G. Burke for support and encouragement, and to B. Sturtevant for

sharing hls experimental results, This work was performed under the

auspices of the U. S, Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory under contract number N-7405-ENG-48,
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COMPUTATIONS OF SUPERSONIC FLOWS:

SHEARS, SHOCKS, AND DETONATIONS

Elaine S. Oran, Jay E Boris, and K. Katlasanath

Laboratory for Computational Physics: a_,; Fluid Dynamics

Naval Research Laboratory

Washtngtoi), D.C. 20375

Abstract

This paper describes some of the bastc features of and physical mechanisms controlling

two types of supersonic flows: detonations and supersonic shear layers. Gas-phase detonations

are supersonic flows in which a leading shock is driven through an energetic matertal by local

energy release. The material behind the leading shock front of a detonation is highly disturbed

and contains many Interacting shocks, shears layers, and rectton zones that produce cell-like

patterns on the chamber contatntIlg the flow. Supersonic shear layers often are extremely

irregular and noisy and show strong interactions between shocks and vortical structures. This

paper first discusses the: roll of shocks in suppressing mixing and vortex merging in shear

flows, and then discusses the effects of shock Interactions on pattern formation and vorttctty

generation behtnd propagating detonations.

Numerical Model

The detonation and shear-flow calculations described here were performed with numerical

models that solve the time-dependent two-dimensional Euler equations using nonlinear, fully

compressible '_:lux-Corrected Transport (FCT) algorithms [1]. FCT is an explicit, conservative,

finite-volume method designed to ensure that all conserved quantifies remain monotonic and

positive. It has proven particularly effective in maintaining steep gradients and generally

accurate :._oluttons in both supersonic and subsonic flow calculations. The particular direction

and time-split version used here and a number of related calculations performed with it are

descrJ.t_d In some detail by Oran and Boris [2].

The FCT solutions are more accurately described as large-eddy simulations of the Navier-

Stokes equations in which the subgrid turbulence model is the nonlinear high-frequency filter

in FCT itself. This nonlinear filter, designed to maintain posittvtty and monotone flow profiles,

does not effect large-scale structures but diffuses the smallest-scale structures that cannot be

adequately described with the grid resolution chosen. Provided that the computational grid is

fine enough to resolve the large-scale features of the flow, the residual numerical viscosity of the

algorithm mimics the behavior of small-scale turbulent diffusion at high Reynolds number by

smoothing small-scale structures on the order of a few computational cells without smoothing

adjacent regions where there ts no flow. There are no appreciable smoothing effects at scales

greater than a few cells. The ability of the nonlinear filter to simulate the effects of physical

viscosity, for example, was recently shown by Grinstein [3,4].
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Supersonic Shear Layers

The linear theory for a periodic shear flow with equal and opposed velocities shows that

the Kelvln-Heln_holtz instability at low velocities is stabilized when the Mach number becomes

large enough, Though compressibility allows additional modes of flow that can change the

stability properties, the speed of the flow becomes so fast that there is little Interaction beliween

the two strearns. The usually destabilizing pressure drops associated with the Bernoulli-effect

are cancelled by the pressure rtses required to deflect each Mgh-speed stream past transverse

displacements of the other strean't. However, tt has now become important to try to determine

how to mix the two high-.speed streams in times compatible for chemical reactions to occur,

To Investigate this, numerical simulations are needed to extend the calculations beyond the

linear theory, to represent the behavior of the coherent structures, and describe the effects of

chemical reactions tn the regions of mixing.

A numtmr of simulations of supersonic stmar layers tn a laboratory coordinate system

have been performed to determine those properties of the system that most influence mixing

and to Investigate the structure of the shear layer itself [5], Figure 1 compares the large-scale

features of a subsonic and a supersonic mixing layer, Figure la ts an experimentally generated

shadowgraph of the mixing layer between two subsonic streams [6], in which the top stream

is nitrogen flowing at 10 m/s and the bottom stream is a mixture of helium and argon flowing

at 3.5 m/s. The shadowgraph Mghlights the interface between the two streams and shows

well-defined, organized, and lh'marly growing large coherent structures in the flow. Figure lb

ts a numerical shadowgraph showing mtxtng contours and thus the regions of large gradients

in the species densities. Thts was taken from a calculation of a underexpanded confined shear

layer tn which the upper air stream was moving at Mach 4.5 and the lower stream was moving

at Mach 1.5 when they enter the system. Again, there are well-defined large structures, but

they are neither as organized nor as coherent as those shown in the subsonic shear layer, In

• addition, there is not nearly as much mixing between the layers as occurs in a subsonic flow

with a similar velocity ratio.

Figure 2 shows Important feature of supersonic flows: the presence of shocks throughout

the flow. In underexpanded or overexpanded flows, the stmar layer is initially deflected from

the centerline and sets up another shear layer across which the pressures are equal. In addition,

there are reflected shock waves and rarefaction waves that influence the mixing layer and

are important in triggering instabilities that lead to mixing. However, in these flows, there

are high-pressure regions with shocks actually separating the relatively low-pressure vortices.

From this observation, it appears that the shocks play a major role in the structure of the flow.

'Fhe high-pressure regions appear to form an effective barrier between the vortices, possibly

inhibiting merging and the growth of the shear layer.

A Localized Supersonic Shear Layer

Numerical simulations of laboratory shear flows are dtfqcult because of the inflow-outflow

boundary conditions that characterize most real systems and l:x'cause of the very extensive
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calculations needed to accumulate flow and mixing statistics over long enough times. To

circumvent this problem, periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise direction are an

often-used numerical idealization in shear-layer mixing calculations. These conditions localize

the shear-layer development to the computational domain, but they do not exactly correspond

to laboratory flows. The uncertainty of how to treat inflow and outflow boundaries is replaced

by the question of how to interpret periodic calculations in terms of experimentally realizeable

fluid dynamic systems.

Some of the problems with inflow and outflow boundary conditions are mitigated in

supersonic flow calculations, often to be replaced by other numerica! difficulties involved with

adequately resolving multiple shock interactions and shock-vortex interactions. However, the

vortices in a sapersonic shear-flow calculation in a laboratory frame of reference form and

move quickly out of the computational domain. To study their interactions with shocks and

with each other, it would be most useful to focus on a small, localized region of the flow.

In order to isolate the mechanism of shear-layer suppression observed in previous simu-

lations of supersonic shear layers, we have performed a series of calculations in the geometry

shown in Figure 3, in which two uniform parallel streams of equal and opposite velocity are

separated by a thin plate with a slot in the center [7]. The fluid above and below the pl.ates

interact in the region of the slot, and the velocity of the fluid varies from subsonic to super-

sonic. This geometry was chosen because the region of interaction is localized to the vicinity

of the slot which does not move in space. The geometry is similar to periodic flows, but the

simulations themselves are spatially evolving because they have inflow and outflow boundary

conditions at thc. edges of the computational domain.

The simulations showed three flow regimes that occurred as the free-stream velocities

were varied in the Mach-number range 0.6 to 2.4. In the low Mach-number regime, the

flow in the slot initially behaves very much like a periodic temporal simulation, but then

evolves into a nearly stationary potential flow. In the high Mach-number regime, a supersonic

shear layer results with the formation of strong shocks. Very little mixing occurs between the

two streams because the shocks to inhibit vortex formation and growth. In an intermediate

transition regime, there are two shocks in the slot whose strength and position vary in time.

The two shocks form a roughly antisymmetric configuration bounding a high-pressure region

containing a time-varying amount of circulation. In this case, there is more mixing between

the layers than in the fast supersonic case or the subsonic case.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the vorticity during the first 20,000 steps for a flow in

the low Mach-number regime (Mach number 0.6 and velocity 200 m/s). The flow initially

behaves like a temporally evolving simulation with periodic boundary conditions. Four small

vortices form in the slot, two of these move towards the center of the system and two become

attached to the edges of the slot. Eventually the two vortices in the center merge to form one

large vortex and small asymmetries appear in the flow. By step 12,000, the large vortex has

moved from the center and by step 20,000, the vortex has been blown out of the system leaving

- essentially a potent_ai fiow. Pressure contours (not shown) show that wea_....._L,_,c_ ,u_,,_...... in "-u,,:
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vicinity of the plate, even at inflow speeds as low as of 200 m/s. This same general flow

evolution and final state is seen up to speeds of approximately 400 m/s, although the shocks

near the plates become stronger as the velocity increases.

Figure 5 shows vorticity and pressure contours for the case where the free-stream velocity

is 800 m/s, corresponding to a Mach number of 2.4. At these supersonic flow velocities, the

streams do not appear to interact strongly even though essentially ali the vorticity in the slot

initially stays there during the course of the calculation. The flow speed is so high that each

stream cannot change direction enough to turn around the edge of the slot, as occurred in the

lower-speed cases. The streams are somewhat deflected because of low-pressure regions that

form near the plate edges, but this displacement causes a strong shock to form in the oncoming

stream from the other direction. The pressure increase of this shock prevents the deflection

from growing enough for a potential flow to form.

Thus the dynamics of the flow itself continually act to restore the shear layer. As in

unsteady flows at lower velocities, when a vorticity layer thins there is a natural tendency

for the layer to roll up. This motion here would lift the thickening knot of vorticity into the

supersonic stream. However, this displaced vortex layer now collides with the fast flow above

it and forms a strong shock. The high-pressure region corresponding to this shock drives the

shear layer back toward its equilibrium position. Even far from the slot edge, the velocity

associated with the vortical structures is not high enough to overcome the restoring forces

generated by the flow. The vortical structures that do form are driven back into line by the

high-pressure associated with the strong shocks. Thus the vorticity in the slot stays there with

the net effect that the shear layer bounces up and down slightly. The resulting flow does

not seem to approach a steady state, but very little mixing is observed because the vorticity

cannot separate into coherent structures. Then the shocks rapidly weaken and vorticity moves

downstream. This process, in which high-pressure regions keep vortices from moving in the

transverse direction, is one mechanism by which vortex merging is inhibited.

The Role of Turbulence in Detonations

A d_.tonation is a shock wave driven by local energy release. The energy can come from

exotheromic chemical reactions in the material itself, or it can come from, for example, laser-

energy deposition. Generally, the front of a detonation is not a single planar shock wave,

but instead a system of dynamically evolving and interacting incident shocks, Mach stems,

and transverse shocks. The region immediate!y behind the incident shocks and Mach stems is

extremely noisy and looks very turbulent. Only in the most ideal cases is it very ordered and

regular. Recently the role of turbulence in detonations has become a subject of some discussion.

Turbulence could be important in 1) the shock-to-detonation transition, 2) the deflagration-

to-detonation transition, and 3) detonation propagation itself. How and if turbulence can

affect detonations is potentially important for understanding detonation phenomena and the

potential role of detonations in reacting shear layers such as those discussed above. Here we

briefly discuss each of these and ieave a more detailed discussion to a future papec [8].
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The fur_damental physical mechanisnls in detonation propagation are convection and en-

ergy release from chemical reactions. I11addition to these, molecular and thermal diffusion are

also fundamental mechanisms in flame propagation. In a deflagration-to-detonation transition,

the characteristic energy release rates and flow velocities are fast enough that the diffusion pro-

cesses must become negligible. This transition can occur through a number of mechanisms.

One mechanism is very similar to that described above in a shock-to-detonation transition:

hot spots can forrn bel_ind a flame front and these spots generate pressure waves that result

in an increase in flame velocity, eventually leading to detonation. The pressure waves could

directly accelerate the flame by increasing the pressure behind the front. They can indirectly

cause the flame front to become distorted, so that its surface area is increased, more energy is

released, and the flame front seems to move faster. These mechanisms are the result of pressure

disturbances generated by a noisy or turbulent flow behind the flame and these disturbances

directly or indirectly accelerate the flame front.

The final issue is the effect of turbulence generated by a propagating detonation. The

question here is where is the turbulence and what can its effects be. In the regions behind

the leading shock fronts, there is a spectrum of pressure fluctuations in both the fully reacted

material and the reaction zones. A major effect of such perturbations is to accelerate the

initiation process. They provide a mechanism of reinitiation of the triple points by causing hot

spots in either the reaction zones behind the Mach stem or inddent shock or by speeding up

the reactions in any unreacted gas pockets cut off by transverse waves.

A source of some of these fluctuations could be Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilites at slip lines

behind the shock fronts. The major effect here would not necessarily be convective mixing,

which is normally associated with such shear-layer instabilities, but the noise generated by the

compressible turbulent flow. It is not yet clear, however, how important these fluctuations are

relative to fluctuations generated by the chemical-acoustic processes in nonequilibrium flows.
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Subsonic Shear Layer

Supersonic Shear Layer

Figure 1. Comparison of an experimental shadowgraph of a subsonic mixing layer [6] and a
numerical calculation of the mixing ratio in a supersonic mixing layer [5].
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Figure 3. Schematic of the computational region of the localized shear layer simulation,
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Figure 4. Computed vorticity contours for the subsonc localized shear layer.
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Figure 5. Computed pressure and vorticity contours for the high-speed supersonic localized
supersonic shear layer.
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ENO (essentially non-oscillatory) schemes can provide uniformly high order accuracy right

up to discontinuities while keeping sharp, essentially non-oscillatory shock transitions. Recently

we obtained an efficient implementation of ENO schemes based on fluxes and TVD llungc-Kutt_

time discretizations. The resulting code is very simple Lo progrtun for multi-dlmensions. ENO

schemes -are especially suitable for computing problems with BOTH discontinuities AND fine

structures in smoo_h regions, such as shock interaction with turbulence, for which results for

one dimensional and two dimensional Euler equations are presented. We observe much better

resolution by using third order ENO schemes than by using second order TVD schemes for such

problems.

Efficient Implenmntation of ENO Schemes

The solutions to systems of hyl)erbohc conservation laws of the type

d

u,-F E fi(u)z, = 0 (or = g(u,x,t), a forcing term) (1.la)
i=1

u(x,0)= u°(x) (1,1b)

where u =(ul,...,um)'l', 'x "- (xl,...,xu), arid for real _ = (_l,...,_d), tl_e combination

_=1 (;_u is assumed to have m real eigenwdues und a complete set of eigenvectors, mt_y de-

velop discontinuities (shocks, contact discontinuities, etc.) regardless of the smootlmess of the

initial condition. Examples of (1,1) include Iguler equations of gas dymmfics. ENO schemes,

originally constructed by Hart(m, Osher, Engquist and Chakravarthy [1-4], use a local a£ta,ptive

IReseareh supported by NSF Grant No. DMS85-03294, DARPA Grant in the ACMP Progran,
ONR Grant N00014-86-K-0691, NASA Langley Grant NAG-I-270
2Research supported by NSF Grant No. DMS88-10150
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H_ex_cilto obt_fi_l itlforln_xtio_ attt,oln_t, ic_dly fro1_l x'_._,ic,lt_of _moot,lums8 wlmn _}msolubioll dew,l-

ops disc outilmities, A_ _Lresult, apl_roxiim_tiotls u_ing tlmsc lllctllocls C.lUlob_firi uuiforxllly high

o.rdcr accurl_cy righi, up to discolltAnuit, ics, wlfile kccpiug _ _imrl_ e:_c,ld,i_dly nou-ot_cilltd_ory slmc.l_

tr_Lusil,iou, The' origimd ENO schcm_:_'i_iu [1-4] u_d _zccll-_wt_r_gc fl'_uncwork which inw_lvod _

rcconstructior_ l_roce,dure t_orecover ac'cure, tc point wdues from cell _.wcr&gcs,m_d _ Li_x-Weudrotl'

procedure (rephtcirig time dcriwttivc_ by sp_cc dcrtw_tivcs, using tlm P,D,E,) for tam ttn m dis-

crct,iztttion, This cm_ become _t bit complic_ted for muir,i-dimensions.1 problems [1]. I_b,' crone

of implementation wc consl_ruc_cd [7, 8] ENO schemes _q)plylng tlm adtq_ive st,encil idc_ to tlm

numcric_fl fluxes and using t_TVD Runge-Kut, t,a taypc high order t,hnc discrct, izt_tion, These ENO

schemes skip the reconstruct;ion steep and the Lt_x-Wcndroff timc discrct, izt_tion procedure, hence

the, result, ing code is simple for multi-space dimensionM problems,

Let us describe our scheme first, in sc_fiar, one dimcnsiontd cttsc (d = m -- 1. in (1,1)), The

scheme, in it,s mcthod-ohlines form, iu

a:-A"= - -dt Arc

where the numerical flux ]j+½ approximates h(xj+½) to a high order, with h(._) dcflncd by

1 :_'_'_
f(u(x)) - _x---7j,: ,x, h(_)d_ (1.3)

"1

We first obgain the primitive function of h(x):

2
at xi+½ by

H(xi+½) = h(,_)d{ = = f(u_.), (1.5)
,,-oo k=-oo _- _ k=-oc,

then construct polynomials interpolating {Hi+½ } in m_ EN() fa._hion, i,e, by obtaining _ loc'_dly

"smoothest" stencil starting from one or two point,_, theu _(lding one point to the stencil _ cacl_

stage by comparing two divided differences and choosing tAtc oue which iu mmdlcr iii ,tb,_olu_,e

value. ])+½ is then taken as the deriw:_tive of this intcrpolt_ting polynomi,:_l cwdmtted _tt,a'j+ _,

"Upwinding" is achieved by Lhc initial cttoicc i_l the stene.il-clxoosiltg process, I:tnd it iv, ltls¢_crtw,i,L1

for the evident stability of these methods. Wc _:Llsonccd un entropy iix ixt any "exI_n'_iolx ,,lxock

cell". For details, see [7, 8].
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[7], ];(.' c×mnplc,, t,llc t,hird ordm' ca._c is

u (_ -u (°) + AtL(u (°)) (1,(h_)

1 ,) 1 )) (1,(,1,)u ('2)= u (°} + _i:u( -t- :_-AtI,(u (1

u(:') = lu(°)3 "t"_2u(_) "t--3AtL(u(2 ,_))

u (°) = u", u"t'1 := uCa) (1,6(1)

This cl_,s of I_unge-I(ut_ta meghods was shown to have tlm prop(_rty t,lmt tlm t_ota._lwu'iation of

the Sl:_a_i_lI)_U'_is not increa.sod during the time discre_lzafion under a sui_abl(_ restrict, ion on _-_,

For mull, i-dimensions tim right-hm_d-side of (1,2) is _pplied to c_mh of _hc _crms f_(u)_ in

(1,1a), keel)ing _11other wriablcs fixed, The I_ungc-I(utt_ mcfimds ,uch _t,_(1,6) can s_ill b(.:

N)plied,

For nonlinear sysl,cms, we simply apply tim _Igorithms in erich local charm'_t,(_ri_ic field, Wc

t_ke m_ 1-dimcnsion_fl system to exemplify this 1)rocess, Let Aj.t. ½ be some "_wcr_gc" Jacobian

t_ x/.t. _ . Examples inch_dc, Aj+_ = °flu=._(u_.t.t,j+_ ) or, hl t,hc case of Eulcr cqtm_ions of g_.u_
Of (Roo) ,

= _ulu_u(_too) where u.._ is the Roe avm'agc of uj m xd uj+l [13], We Chcn use
dynmnics Ai. I._ . - 1.t._, _'r-_
the cigcnwdues of ,'ii+ ½_ projcct_ to the local characteristic fields: and tiredly t_pl)ly our sctfi_r

algorifim_s in each of _hcse fields, Sca [8] for more details,

2. Numerical _' -.lests Shock Interaetmn with Turbulence

Example 1, Wc s_'_ wi_h one dimcnsionM Eulcr equations of ga.s dynamics for a poly_ropic ga.s,

i,e, (1,1) wit,li d = 1, m = 3, trod

u = (p,M,E) v', f(u) --=qu + (O,P, qP) '_' (2,1a)

whc'I'(_

P

Wc use 7 :....],d, aI_(l lu_ i_iti_tl (',on(lit,ion

/_ := 3,857143; (1:-: 2.(129369; P =: 10,333333 wh(;n x < -4 (2.2)p:::l-t._,.fin5x; q:=::O; P= 1 when:r.>.--4

If e:=:=O, t lds is _LI:)_n'cM_wh = 3 sho(:l{ moving t;o rh(. right,,

For a clct,a.ilc'd linc,m'izcd m_alysis see [5]. Thin lincarized mmlysis, prcdict, s fine n_ru(:tur(:u for

tlm density profile bccm_se of tlm dlfrcrc,_,tpropagation speeds of entropy t%lld _.tc()us_i(',waves, For
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_ ,_Jll_ll(m_y:: -_ (),()5)_,,'_,_d,,_,rver_'sllll,,_ch_s_t._,lill(,_tri:,',t,(Iaul_lS'si_.Fore :_ (},2 ',w.ca,li (d,_erw_

[ra_llt,i_,l_al l_it_'il_or(lcr nm_,l_o(h-,will (l(:vel.p (,_cillat,iO_,__(_,,r_l_ock,'-,,a_d'' "

_o_li_,(,_rly st,al)h:, will lo,_e resolution for t,lm iln(_ ,_t,rm',l,_rcs l_,c',mme of l,lm dcg(umra_'.y tc, fh'_

(H't'I_U' _IC,(!|ll'It('y It_ _lll()Ot,]l (:I'[l,](:ll,I po[IIl,_l,

I_l;'ig_tr_,i-4,elmsolidllnesarc_mmerictd_oluti¢msofLh[rdorderEN() scheme(im,nccforfl_

sl,(,rt,('_¢'dtoI,N(-3)wit,h 1000gridpoi_Cs,Thiscan be re,gm'ded_u_a conw,_rgc,d m_lu_lonli¥om

i_ ) ' , ,l;'igur(_ il,we se,(:,thttt EN(_ -3 with 400 points almost g._vcsa c(mvcrgcd sohlf_lon_whih; TVD-2 (a

s(_c()_d (,r(hu' MUSCL type TVD schcm(.,.) with 800 poinLs just, has roughly t,h(, munc rcsolut, ion

as EN()-3 ',vit,l_ 200 p()int,s. On t0hco_hc,r hmM_ Cb('.iml_rovcmmtt of ENO-3 over TVD-2 is not, so

sig,_ific,mL ftu' the velocity and prcssm'c profiles (Figm'c 2), I)c(,auso _hoy bo_h lack m_y det_dlcd

SI_I'II(',(,ILL'(_,

To furl,her c×emplify l_l_c:adwmt, agc of higlmr order met,hods, wc increase the spal_ial order of

our EN() ,,_(:hcmcand compm'c dcnsil, y mid elfl_ropy profiles wil_h300 grid points using ENO-3_ 4_

5, 0. \¥e clearly obscrw_ bcf_,c,.rrcsohltion by going _o higher spatitfl orders (Figure 3), In Fi_gurc

3 eh(.' tinm discrc._,ization is third order (1,6) with At decreased for high spatial orders, When

wc us(,, higher order time discrctizations as well wc observe furt,her improvements in resolution

(pic_rc, s not included).

\¥c finally test the effect of physical viscosities by solving t,hc Navicr-S_okes equation_ i,c,

(1.1)-(2.1) wifl_ a right-htmd-side

(0, 4 1 1 2 2 1 E _ )7', -

We us'_:dPr = 1, M = 3 and gradually increased the Reynolds number Rc, Clc_wly we observe

(I;'igur(, 4) convergence to Eulcr's result, tus the physictd vis('osigy goes to zero (Rc --, co). To verify

t,he _l,(:ory (rigorously proven by Krciss) that for wave lengths > c. _ the problem is viscosity• v_n

(lomi_ated and oI,herwise essentially inviscid, we ,'e-ran our result wi_h a different frequency for

the sine, w_vc. We do observe the correctness of the above theory with c _ 3 in our scaling. The

l,i('t_trc's art.' o,nitt, ed.

Exmnplc 2. Next we come _o two dinmusional Euler equations, _,e. (1.1) wifl_ d = 2, ,__= 4,

,rod (wt'use f,g,x,y instead of f_,h,x_,x_)',

u = (p,M_,M_,E) v', f(u) = q_.u-F (O,P,O, qxP) T

g(u) = quu + (0, O,P, q_P)'J' (2.4a)
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Wllt_r{1

lf, ,1 = ,l, + i.,,lvI.'= ..- ....

Tlm fi('.stproblenl we choose is a moving shoc.k intc,'acging wit,h compres,.dble t,u,'btdc,lce [9,

10], At * = 0, _ Mach 8 shocl_ at :_ = -1,0 is movinginto a stage with P,e = 1, p1_ = 1

and q, : -_ sin0,, cos(xk,, {:,:,sO,,+ Vk,, sinOu), q_ = _ cos O,, cos(,_kR cos0u + l/k,tstnOn)

where kll = 27r,OR = _-,'_ trod CR = V/-*mg¢0_' We display the results at * = 0,20 in P,gure' 5, Notice ,

t,ht_t in [9, 10] similar results were obt_dned using a shock-fitting rather thtm a shock captmrtng

method, This is actually _ two dimensional analogue of Ex_unple 1 - a combination of shocks trod

fine structures in smooth regions, Itence ig is again _ good test problem for the high order ENO

schemes, The successful computation of tflfis example shows that ENO schemes have excellen_
b

potaential for shock-turbulence computations, ' '
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SttOCK-GENERATED TURBULENCE

J. M. Picone and J. P. Boris

L_d)oratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynmnics
N_val Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 20375

Abstract

We review our theoretical and numerical results on the initiation of turbulence by shocks.

Problems which have been a_tdressed include turbulent cooling of laser and electric discharge

channels in a gas, shock-flame interactions, mid shock propagation 'through inhomogeneous

fluids. The central issue is the identification of a nonlinear mechanism underlying the production

of turbulence in an inviscid medium by flows that are initially irrotational with local density and

pressure gradients aligned. The basis for our theory is the observation that vorticity is generated

when the local pressure and density distributions are misMigned. The theory is nonlinear and

supersedes linear treatments of shock-flame and shocl<-bubble interactions. In the case of hot,

gaseous channels, no appropriate theory had existed beforehand. As an example, we present

numerical simulations and analytic models which have given useful descriptions of evolving,

hot, gaseous channels. This work has led to a successful method of suppressing turbulence in

channels produced by lasers.

I. Introduction

Experimental data on a variety of transient, compressible flows in inhomogeneous gases have

shown that long wavelength disturbances occur at the boundaries of fluid structures near which

shocks have been produced or through which shocks have propagated. As time passes, these

disturbances can evolve into one or more vortex structures, and smaller scale disturbances and

turbulent motion become superposed on the structures. In addition, mixing with the ambient gas

can occur on time scales that are much shorter than nonturbulent diffusive processes would allow.

This further supports the interpretation that the motion has become turbulent. Examples of such

phenomena include the turbulent cooling of lightning, laser, and laboratory discharge channels

in a gas [1, 2], shock-flame interactions [3], and shock propagation through inhomogeneous,

compressible fluids [4].

In all of the above cases, the central question has concerned how turbulent flows can be

produced by flows that are initially irrotational with local density and pressure gradients aligned.

Prior to our work, linear stability theory formed the basis for most theoretical analysis. For

interactions of a planar shock with a flame or bubble, an analogy to the impulsive Rayleigh-

Taylor or "Richtmyer-Meshkov" instability [5, 6, 7] provided some insights, although other

methods had been attempted [4]. In the classical Richtmyer-Meshkov proMem, a planar shock

strikes a rippled interface separating materials of different density. For the present case, the

upstream surface of the bubble corresponds to one-half wavelength of the rippled interface.

Now consider a hot, roughly cylindrical volume of gas heated by a laser pulse or a transient

electric discharge and eventually expanding to pressure equilibrium. Gas of progressively lower

density is thus accelerating radially against the denser ambient g_:',.s.This observation led to an
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unsuccessful analogy with the classical, linear (not impulsive) r/ayleigl,-Taylor instabilit, y 18, 9).

The IlayMgh-Taylor problem involves two fluids of difti_rent, densit.y whicll m'e in cont, act at a

perturbed interface. Instability occurs when the lighter fluid accelerat(ts the heavicw fluid in a

direction normal to the interface. Te.xtbook treatments usually assume fAlat t,hc' acceleration is

constant over a long period of time.

These aI>proaches have several flaws. First, bubbles deviate significantly from the rippled

interface of the 1-t.ichtmyer-Meshkov problem. In the case of the gaseous channels, the accel-

eration stage is of finite duration and is followed by a deceleration stage, so that the classical

Rayleigh-Taylor picture does not apply. In addition, the physical situations do not involve in-

finitesim',d perturbations, either spatial or temporal, with which linear stability theory begins.

These shortcomings imply that a fully nonlinear picture based on the inviscid equation for the

evolution of the vorticity w is necessary:

Dw Vp x VP
+wV,v = w, Vv + . (1)

Dt p2

Here v is the fluid velocity, P is the pressure, and p is the nlass density. When the local

pressure and density distributions are geometrically misaligned, the baroclinic source term S =

(Vp x VP)/p 2 is nonzero and the generation of vorticity occurs.

The spatial scale of the vorticity distribution is that, of the asymmetry between the density

and pressure in the flow field, and sizaMe residual vorticity remains Mter the driving asymmetry

disappears [10]. The subsequent evolution of the fluid to a turbulent state, in which many spatial

scales are excited, will not depend on S unless further asymmetries or shock interactions occur.

The theory described below thus treats the initiaiion of turbulence by compressible phenomena.

This is an essential part of analyzing the resulting turbulent state in a realistic system.

Direct analytic integration of Eq.(1) in two dimensions with some simplifying assumptions

has yielded useful analytic expressions for the residual circulation or vortex strength for each

of the phenomena that have been studied [1, 10, 11, 12, la], Several categories of vorticity-

generating phenomena have emerged during the course of our work on nonmagnetized fluids:

(1) irregular reflections of shock waves from surfaces or nonlinear interactions among shocks,

(2) gas expansion into or wave propagation through a region of nonuniform mass density (e.g,,

shock-bubble interactions), and

(3) expansion of a heated irregular volume of gas, produced, for example, by asymmetric energy

deposition.

To demonstrate the stages of initiation and development of a turbulent state in a realistic,

compressible fluid, the next section presents experimental data on turbulent laser or discharge

channels in a gas. This falls under the third category, although features of the other categories

are present. Section III describes our theoretical approach based on Eq.(1) in greater detail for

the example of hot, gasQous channels. Sectiorl IV then presents numerical simulations used to

calibrate and verify the analytic results.
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II. I-Iot_Turbulcnt Channels 111a Gas

Figure'I shows a seriesof Schlierenplmt_ographsofelectricdiscllarAcs_f d1_ra,I,ioll_ 3/ts

and length 20 cm in air (published previously in references 1 and 2). The numbs,rs belc_w e_cll

1)hotogral)tl give t,he t,ime elapsed (in/.ts) bet, ween firing t;he discharge rold LMdng t:hc l._lmt;ogra,1)ll.

Eacll phot;ograph corresponds _o _ separate dlscha.rg_:, By 8 /ts, a, hoI;, smoot, li cllazmc,1 wit,h n,

radius of 1.4 cm has fornmd, and t;hc n.ccompa,nying shock wave _ppca, rs a,s a sllarl) line a(;

Lhc chtmncl boundary. By 30 /.ts, t,he shock is ca.sily idc'1ll,lflM)l¢.:_md prol)ag_d;cs out, of t,he

field of view a_ n, time somewhat, great;ct t:l_ma 100 /t,s, At, approximt_t, ely 100 tls, t;l'm'inLcrior

t,emperat, ure of t,he channel is ,-.,'5000 K, t,hc gas donsit;y is ,--, 101_t cm -':_, m_d t,he electron

, denslt, y is ,--, 101'1 cm -a, The channel remains st,M)le up f,o _,ha,{,Lime. By 250 /!s, however,

densi_,y fluct,uat;ions are evident, at, t,he boundr_ry. The phot,ogral)h at; 900 /i,s shows t,lu_t; t;hese

distortions become more prono_mced as more cool air mixes int,o t;he cha,nncl. The _verr_ge radius

has incrcascd too ,-,, 2 eta, indicat, ing an incrcltse of ,--, 100% in t,hc volume of t,hc clm,nncl due

t,o cnt;rainmcnt, of t,he surrounding air, As the time from discharge init,iat;ion increltses, smaller

scale (t,urbulent;) st, ruc_urc 1tppcars and by 10 ms t,he channc,1 has begun t;o disa.pp(_ltr.

8 = 30 100 250

cm

900 3000 10,000
Fig. 1. Series of sep,_ra_e,nominMly iden_icM clcc_rie discharges in air. The cncrgy

deposit, ion before expansion occurred was ,-,-,40 ,J/cre a.

The sequence of events is similar for CO_ la,_cr channels in nit;rogen [2]. Bot,h discha,rge and

laser cha,nncls expand diffusively after reaching pressure cquilil)rimn, following f,he. cqua.t;ion

_"(_.) = _(r) + 4_(_ - 7") , (9)

where .R,is the average radius of't,he cross section a.t timo, _,,pressure cquilibra.t, ion occurs a,t;t;ime

w, ai_d cv is t,h<.,'fie.ct,iv(, clifrl_siviW. F(,r t,l_¢.,¢,]t,cl;ric (liscl_r/2;es, (v ,'-, ,500 cm'-'/s, aud for t,l_(,l_ls(_r
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cha,nnc;l_, a, ,--,25U mn'-/s, 'i'll(: kiltc,n_at,ic viscosity t'(_rnif a,t, rcuml tenqmra, Lure is I,' _ 0,3 end/s0

This disparity be_weo, ll (>l)_wv/tt, ic)llS Ltlld til0 llC)ll_,111'btllelll, (lt_-_'tlsivlt, y suPl>CWt,s the int,erl>reLa,tiori

tl_td, turbulent:c, is present, ztll¢l ellLl'nltis alnbi(!zit, gas illt,o t,lv, c,]mnzl(:ls.

III. Theoretical Approach [10]

To develop a Lheoret, ical expresskm h_r t,he etl'ectlve diffusivlt, y in a hot turbulent clmnnel_

one must first es(;imate the resldutd vortex strengt, h produc:ed during the expansion of tlm chan-

nel Lopressure eClUilibrium, This requh'es integrt_tion of Eq,(1) for evolving pr0ssure ttnd density

distributions which are apl_roprlate to the c:hannel expansion, Such models depend on assump-

tions about tile type of geometrical asymmetry responsible for the germration of vortieity, We

htwe investigttted four classes of asymmetry for this problem and ot;hers that tu'e {'losedly re-

.IsLed: (1) curvature of the axis along which energy is deposited, as in Fig. 1, (2) deviations from

azimuthal (circuhu') symmetry in the transverse plane, (8) nonuniform energy deposition (i.e.,

"hot spots") within a roughly circular envelope in the transverse plane, and (4) rmncollinear

energy deposition by two successive pulses.

To model the evolving density and pressure distributions for the various asymmetry classes,

we use the geometrical properties of tile densil, y and pressure during and after expansion to

pressure equilibrium. The expansion produces a pressure field (shock wave) which has eireuh_r

symmetry or rapidly approaches it, as verified by numerical simulation [10], The density field

retains the geometricM asymmetry of the initial state, although Lhc various physical proportions

are altered and the distribution has expanded, Smooth energy deposition with an elliptical cross

section, for example, results in an approximately circular shock wave and a elliptical region of

reduced density,

Y

/// "-'Xo_. \\

// I , \\
Xo _= RI 0 X

Fig. 2. This sehemtttic shows the upper lmlf of our model flow field for energy depo-

sition with elliptical contours. The solid line shows the envelope of the nmss density

distribution while the dashed line shows the shape of the model velocity field and

pressure distributions. (Published previously in [1])

For this case, Fig, 2 shows that our model uses a tin w. dependent r_tdial flow riehl and
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ln'_'ssur_, dlstril,ltti_nL (<l.sl.,_l Iii.:,) wit,li .l, _,×lm21dl,Jlg,,llil)tic.l rlv_J,dt,y _li_l.ril,lll,hn, (s,,lirl 1i1.'),

pre.sure equilibrllml, /llt,('_grld,j(ul (Jt' l.!_q:(1) llll([_'L't,]m.(.:ass12_ll_t,i_n_, l_ns .]_>W_ I,I_.l,tl_, I'_,_id_nl

/h_w field can thm_ be r(:l)resm[t,e.d t_ t,_,r_s (ff _n.: or _._r_:, pairs _t' v_>_'t,lc_. _I' _,l,vm_gt,l_ :1:_¢,wlmv_,

_,:= Ul1_,(r)- R({))]l_,([,o_,Ip.)f . (::_)

InEq,(3),U is_t('har_wl,eristlcw_:I_mil,y _f_:_xpan,_h:mI,_:_In'es,_reeq_lilibriunl;I,lw m_d_h.,._tdensity

isp_o;_,hedenslI_yatthe coniferofI,he &unnelat,thnet- r isp0;n._dI,he hn'_ tiwi,Cn'0 S f S I

measures the degreeofasymmetry inenergydeposit,ion,

As indie_d_edearlJer_Eq,(3)describesthei_iI,i_d,i(:n_ofturfrelentmotionl_yc.real,lngvortic.lty

on the length sc_dc of the a,symnmtry imtwccn the density _md pressure fields, The exl)e,'lmental

result of Eq,(2), however_ is consistent with expansion in a homogeneouu turbulenttMd cm_-

t_dning t_ rtmge of length sc_tles, For the eooli_g of laser a_d electric dischm'gc chanlmls, we

have derived effective turbule_lt diffltsivities i_ good agreement with experiment by assuming

the following: *

(1) A compressible fluid in tm unstable state for which the rotutiomd flow is conthu._d _o the "'

large seale,,-_at e,arly tinms will evolve into a turlmle_lt state containing _.tbroad spectr_un of

momentun_ scales, of which the smallest are determined by dissipative pheno,nena, such as that

due to viscosity,

(2) A coupling exists between the large scale motion and disturbances on the smallest scales, ttt

which dissipation takes piace,

(3) The large scale motion determines the rttte at which energy is dissipatied, in accordance wtth

the simple picture of Kolmogorov and Obukhov (e,g,, [14]),

Given these assumptions, the effective diffusivity is [11]

c_,-, _/4_r . (4)

Equations (3) _md (4) along with suplmrting numerical simulations have provided estinmt,.:s of

the experimental turbulent diffusivity that are _mcurtd,e to within factors (_f 50% or better,

IV, Numerleal Simulations of a Laser Channel

The most interesting and difficult case was tlmt of a laser l:)_ls¢: wil,l_ a_ al)l:)roxi_nately

circular envelope [15], If tile initial energy deposition were truly unifor_ _wer the pulse, the

form factor f would be zero, since the pressure and density gradients w,,_l_l I:w,_ligned du,ing

_ channel expansion to pressure eqtfilibrium, However, tlm data. haw' given a' ,-- 250 cn_/s, 'l'his

led us to l)ostulate the existence of "hot spots" wit;hin the envelope, for which we l)erfornwd _:h_'

numerical simulation shown in Fig, 3,

For this ealcubttion, we used the code FAST2D, whicl_ is bttsed o,_ t,lw. I;'h_x-C(),'re(:te<l

Trarml)ort (FCT) algorithm [16] in conjunction witl_ (,perat¢_r sl)lit, tic,g, Tlm grill was C,rtesian
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0.00 ms 0.06 ms

_.2-"._......•

f_f -_

0.41 ms 1.24 ms

Fig, 3. Nmnerica.1 simulation of a.ir heat, cd I_y .. lam:r l:,_lse travelling l)_.'l:,Cn_lic_hu'

t,o imgc a.nd co_t.aining "hot, spot;s'. Tlm' lh'st, (lia.grmn slu,ws c()nt,<_ra (,f c<_.La.nt,

presmu'e jusL a.fl_er the 1.ml.'_eha.'_ l,asm.:<l t,l_r(,_@_ t,h_, l>la,_w, 'l'}w re_d_,i_U_; <li_gym_s

show c()nt_,.n_rs.(d c(mst, a,nt mass denait, y,

All wu'iables except, t,he ln'Cssure m_¢l int,ez'nal ezwrgy ,,w,n, i]_it,ia.lly c,,n,._t,_l, awl tu_ifl,r_=,

The. (.[il'tgl'ttll'l II,_, l_ == 0 811(.IWt4 coll(,ollrFl of C.()II,Ht, II_II(, prc'f-I,qltr(_, Wl,ilc' I,lm m_velol_e wa.s drr,_lm',

the pressure flu('tutd;cd we.tddy e.llough iii t,he int, eri(,r t,<, I,e a.t, _n_,sI, l_m'_i_,ally (M,(,('.i,_d_leby

hd)or_d,_,ry burn l)a.l,t.crns, The hot, ..p(_t,s 1)rodttce(I w_,ak sl=(,cks, each ()f _,01dcl_i_t,era(q,e¢l ,,vitl_

t,he oi,her shocks m_d sw(;l)t, t,hrougl= t,h_: (hmsit.y del,res,_i(,l_a a,t, tlw l)(mit,i,,_s (,f t,he til,lwr h, fl,
i._sp¢,t,s, gmmz'_tt,ing vorl;ic,it,y m'cor(li_g 1;o k,q,(l),

The reumi_dng cliagralns show ('(.ml,_nu's _t' c(_sl,m_t _lel_sit,y a.t. lal,er t,i_,s, N(,t,i(',e (,l_a(,t,l_
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']'ll_' limsl, P.Xetl,illg nSl}{!cl,{}t'til{, Itln:,'e eM{'lllnt, i{}llwits t,he l_I'e{l[cl,[{}ltt,lmt, tuPI}_tl_,l_{'_,{,{}tll<l

11nt,{_cl,Sttl},qU{lllUt11,{:Xl}{,l'izzi{!lll,s ,_iRlltllc,ull,ly recl_ce<l t,l'lUll-lV0l'U{:vnPiltt,lOlia 1}y l}m'nlit,t,iltp.;{}lily

nxinl _nl{}{l{'.si_t t.lle l}ttlse, 'Plu: t'e,,_ltlt,illg clm,uuq l'<,.lllltille{[%(,_d}le." f_}r_u!w,.rnl_l_tlli_uu:{},_du,,giv-

illJ r _Itll {![I'{'Ct,tV{: {Iilt'tlsi'¢il,y {}f <t,,--, 8 c_n'a/s, This Pe{l_u.'.t,i_,_i,_ t,ln'/}ulmif, n_lxillg by l,w{}{n'{lePn

{,t'_,_,tg_it._,l{, c,,n_t:lP_e,l {,_P l,t'{,cl[ct,i{,t|s [2] luld d6n_{mst,rui,ed t,h{_l}PItct[c.lti ul,il[I,y c',t'(,li,, tlte{}ry
{ntl,l[lted Itl,o\,e,

V, S Illlllllltl'y

\'Ve Itltw: ouf_linecl _ t,heore, t,icul Itl}prcmc:h fop cle(,ePlni_ing {,lm'ixlit,il_tton {,te t,ttPbulent znot_ioz_

by nsyl_xlmt, l'ic enc, Pgy {Iq}ositio_l wit, llin u con_l}r{:ssil._h;tllllcl ux_dby sl_{}{'.l_htt, m'n.{'.t,ionn with tllti{ls

l_uving, n{mtu_iform clm_sll,y disl, ribul, i{nm, Ou,' exumplc,,s l_ve come. ft'mn {,lie fcn'_mr e_t(,{;got'y,

whicll is less well kxuBvn t,o t,he tluid dyntmlics eon mmniLy, 'Phc, hut,t,m' work hun cle,_dt t,he

int.m'ucl,ion:_ of u shock wit,h _.ttt_une {n' bul}l_le, tt reuo_u'eh _u'e_ which hub {;xpm'i{:need tt mu'ge, iii

ii_l,m'est {,vm' t,lm 1_8t, few yeuru (e,g,, [17]),

I,_ t,lm c_me. of llot,, gns{,ouu clmnnels, nunmrie_d uimultttion, und exI}c'rtmcnt_d cl_tt,_ hltvc,

c{mth:_ne{l our them'y fop rh{: init, int,i{,n of f,_u'bulent, nmt, im_ _md our est, lhtaros or the _me_o¢.'il_t{.:d

t,_Pbulm_t {litt'_s[vil,y in l_tbor_tory expePhnm_t,s, The th0ory _dso pm'mi(,u tlm i{lon(,iflc_l,icm {}f

k(:y flt{:tors for mll:)pressing (,ut'bulencc,)_t po(,e_lLitdl¥ wdtt(cbl<_CZtl}_.tbilil,y,

Whil(' w(.' were _d}le tc} {}}.}t,_til_useful e,q(,imn.l,es of {,Iu'.experin_c,n(,_d {,url:)ltlent ditt'_tsivitic,_,

Ii,c(:l.ll'ltt,(1i_(:}(I(._liI_gof t,he evolttt, i(m to _uf,m'bulent, st,,tt,e in u (:On_l}rC,,_sibl(.,fhlid in n(.,.c(,su_ry if

}}(_l,ter es_int_tes u.P(',t,o lm obt_dned, 'lPhls culls for d{.'t[_Lledmmlysis (_f the turb_le.nt spectrtun

i_l _ c{mlpressil_le fluid, both expm'iment, ally _md th{,oPc,(;ic_dly, E_uch will re.q_ire ,t signiflc._mt,

{:fl'_,_'t,,{)_n' work represc'nt, s _..l_essent;i_d first, st,ep, provldh_g the "init, i_d conditions" from which

tlm P_tlly turb_llent, st_uta; f¢}rms,

A ck now lodge me nt,s

The _ulttliors th_u_k R, I3, D_ddlmrg f<n' I_ thoro_gh re,udi_g un{l mtggenl, iOlh_ fc}l.'i_t_pmvi_g

(,h{; nmxl_m{'Pil.}t,,Iii _td{lil,i{}n, wt' _tcknowleclg;e ,'J, P, D_tltlbt_rg, J, H, C]_[P{ln{:,',1-{,L,Sll_r,.r, un{l

IB, S, {)run f{},' helpf_ll {lis{'.ussi{ms _nd {:{}_t,,'il}ul,i{}_s t;o tlm {}verull ,'{'.s{m,'d_{,tl'{}Pt,,'1£'h{'_13{_t'{:us{,

A{lw_med I:_{'.se_rch Proje{'ts Ag;rainy 8tll}l}{}rl,{Bd /,he {'._d{'._tln,I:i{}ns{:u_lt{-}t,,gn.s{,{}t_s{:lm,_{_l_, n_{l

t]_{:;{}It-lc{:;{}fN_twd I:{{_s{,,uPchS_l}p{}rt,ed l}l'oje{'.t,8 {}II sho{Bk inla,,rn.{:l,i{}n8wit, lt tlnm{.,.un_{l 1}_tl}l}les,
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ABSTIL,_CT

Compressible flow calculations are reported using periodic boundary conditions, with r.m.s.

Mach number of order unity. In the turbulent regime, the temporal evolution of the Mach

number is mild, the flow retaining some of its compressible character for long times, with strong

small-scale vortices visible in the two-dimensional case, forming in the vicinity of shocks. In

the non-acoustic regime, large scales are dominated by shear motions, and small scales by

shocks, with substantial inequipartition. The inertial range spectral index in dimension two
for the compressible component of the velocity is close to -2, reminiscent of observations in
several molecular clouds which are the site of star formation, One clear feature of three-

dimensionaltty is the marked appearance of regions of low density,
I

1. INTRODUCTION

Although incompressible flows have been studied in quite a wealth ot details, such is

not the case in the compress!ble regime. Pioneer studies, both in the analytical and the

numerical framework were performed, for example by Lighthill, Richmyer and von Neumann,

and often restricted to one space dimension. There is now a resurgence of interest for

such problems among which one can cite: i) technological and industrial developments, in
particular the hypersonic plane and the space shuttle; ii) the accrued possibilities of present-

day computers, in particular through either a gain in available semi-fast memory by two orders

of magnitude, or through the development of semi-easily programmable highly parallelised

" computers; iii) recent ground-based and spatial observations of several astrophysical objects

indicating that they are in a regime of homogeneous compressible turbulence, Prevalent

among them are the molecular clouds, observed for example in ammonia or carbon-.dioxyde
lines in the galactic plane, and which are the site of star formation, Recent ameliorations in

observational techniques, in particular in the radio wavelength part of the spectrum because of

very large base interferometry, allow a detailed study of these' clouds with a spatial dynanlical

tThe National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation,
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range of more than 10:t, Scaling hlws clearly appear (l arson, 1981; Myers, 1!)83; l"crrault,

1987) both for the velocity and for the density versus scale, with Inertial Indices compatible

w'lth a Kolmogorov htw, although somewhat steeper, and also compatible between themselves

with vMal equilibrium between potential and kinetic energy at ali scales, They read (Falgarone

and l'errault, 1986) :

cq, = (!,4 kms -1 (R/ll'c) (_'s and M = l_,,,(R/ll'c) "_'° (1)

where ¢rv is the velocity dispersion measured tn km/s, R ts the scale measured tn parsecs,

where o is the density and where sm means solar mass, Such laws need to be interpreted in a

turbulent context, because of the huge Reynolds numbers involved in these astrophysical flows
(see Scale, 1985; Passot ct al,, 1988),

Previous analytical works of compressible flows have been mostly restricted to the acoustic

regime, Particular attention has been patd to the far-field emission of sound, Its well Its to

tile production of vorticity in boundary layers, due to vortex shedding induced by large-scale

acoustic waves (set for example Howe, 1984), Analytical works concerning the interaction of

turbulence and sound for small Mach numbers have been reviewed elsewhere (see for example

Passot and Pouquet, 1987). They mostly deal with phenomenological evaluations of the various

characteristic times of competing phenomena, of their ordering, and of the subsequent regimes

. that arise, leading to various predictions of the possible energy spectra for both the acoustic

partand the solenoidal part of the velocity written as u = u_ + u', as proposed for example

in Moyal (1952), Another approach consists in applying some closure _heme to the primitive

equations, The earliest works dealt with tile Quasi-Normal Approximatiorl (QNA) on the

equations with self-gravity (Chandrasekhar, 1951; Sasao, 1973), Weiss (1976) applied the

eddy-damped markovian QNA to a model of subsonic flow, and more recently Hartke et

al, (1988) used the Direct Interaction Approximation on a model of compressible cortvection

(see also Marion, 1988). In the latter cases, one finds that the compressible velocity mode is

dominated at ali scales by the vortical part of the velocity field. However, this may be due in fact

to the underlying hypothesis in deriving the model used before applying the closure scheme,
In numerical simulations in the two-dimensional case as well as in the three-dimensional one

the longitudinal modes are dominant in the small scales, due to shocks, as soon as one leaves

the acoustic regime, Two-scale analysis of h|rge scale instabilities due to small-scale helicity

(Moiseev et al, 1983) indicate the possibility in the barotropic case of an inverse cascade leading

, to the development of large scale coherent structures in compressible flows, The analysis, using

white--noise forcing, has not as yet been extended to the non-isentropic case, for which the

conservation of helicity probably does not hold, except in regions where the Ertel potential is

zero (Gaffer, 1985),

We describe here the main results of a numerical study of homogeneous flows in the

supersonic regime for fully developed turbulence in two- and three-dimensional geometry,

We shall in this paper concentrate on the differences in behavtor between the two-dimensional
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and tile three-dimensional cases for homogeneous flows using random initial conditions and

periodic boundary., conditions.

2. THE NUMF RICAL METHOD

The method we use is that of collocation: space-derivatives are computed in Fourier space,

and non-linear products of variables in configuration space. Such methods, widely used in the

turbulence context for incompressible flows, are not necessarily the first choice for compressible

ones when shocks are bound to develop, and Gibbs phenomena will appear. However, provided

the flow remains smooth through a proper choice of the diffusion parameters, in fact the

spectral method will retain its polynomial high degree of spatial accuracy. For that purpose,

shocks will have to be spread on roughly five points. Other methods exist to simulate such

flows, which often use the Euler equation and some sort of artificial viscosity to smooth out

the flow. Another source of concern when simulating compressible flows is the low values

• reached by the density, particularly when the flow is self-gravitating. One possible way ou', is

to use a coefficient of diffusion of mass, but no such term will be used here. Aliasing may

also develop, as described for example in Alecian and L6orat (1988), but these errors can

be prevented by adequate resolution, with spectra several orders of magnitude smaller in the

small scales than they are in the energy--containing scales.

The equations, in adimensionalised form, are'

a,p+v.(pu) =0,

1 ( 1 )OtpU "Jr" V" (pl,l, ll)-- --('f- 1)V(/9_)q- Re v2u -Jt- _V • (V ./d) ,

__1_1V. (r .u ) + 1
O,E + V. (Eu + ('r - 1)peu) = Re (7 - 1)PrReM 2V2T' (2)

" i

where three dimensionless parameters appear: the Mach number M = Uo/Co, the Reynolds

number Re = poUoL//z and the Prandtl number Pr = i_Cp/k where Ct, is the constant-pressure

specific heat and k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity. In the above equations, e = CvT

is the internal energy where Cv is the constant-volume specific heat, and E = pe + u2/2 is the

total energy. Finally, r0 is the viscous stress tensor, defined as rij = rtr. u6ij + #(Ojui + Ouj),

who.re 60. is the Kronecker symbol and where r/ = #/2, with the choice of a zero volumetric

viscosity coefficient. These equations conserve mass, momentum, and total energy (for the

barotropic case, see I_.6orat et al., 1984).

A purely explicit temporal scheme was used in the two-dimensional simulations, and a

partially implicit scheme in the three-dimensional case, because of the low values of the

minimum of the densiv,,, which can be 10-3 that of the mean density. In that case, the

. dissipation term would become prohibitive to compute explicitely, and we use a splitting

,. method (Passot, 1987).

-

!
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3. TEMPORAL EVOLUTION

For an incompressible flow, the two-ciimensional case differs strongly from the three-

dimensional one, because of the supplementary conservation law of vorticity, rendering the

energy dissipation extremely weak. However, as soon as shocks can form, this represents the

dominant mode of energy dissipation whatever the spatial dimension, and one can thus expect

a similar temporal behavior for the kinetic energy and related quantities. In ali that follow,

the unit time is the eddy turnover time of the large scales, which is of the same order than the

shock-formation time. In figure 1, we show the time evolution of the rms Mach number, for a

3D (solid line) and 2D (dashed line) flow at a Reynolds number of 120. The 2D-3D distinction

may therefore not be so stringent in the compressible Case, compared to the incompressible

one.

For a wide range of initial ratio of compressive to solenoidal energies EC/E s including

when it is unity, the flow rapidly evolves towards a state where the large scales are dominated

by the solenoidal part of the velocity component, and the small scales by the shocks provided

the rms Mach number is above a critical value of 0.3 which does not seem to depend strongly

on dimension: even for flows at or around Mach one, coupling between sound and vortices

differs in intensity at different scales.

We performed one run at a Reynolds number of 60 for a time long compared to the

eddy turnover time, and comparable to the sound crossing time of the computational box.

In figure 2, we show the evolution of the ratio of compressible to kinetic energy (% value)

for this run. The oscillations, clearly visible in the 2D case at Reynolds numbers of 200, are

here also quite marked, and their period correspond to the acoustic time of the large scales.

On average, in 3D as in 2D, this ratio tends to settle around 10%. We show in Figure 3

the temporal evolution of the characteristic wavenumbers of the solenoidal (solid line) and

compressive (dashed line) part of the energy spectrum; their increase (slight in the former

case) corresponds to the energy transfer to small scales and to shock formation, the following
r.

decrease being due to the finite value of the dissipation. Not far from the acoustic regime,

it has been determined numerically (Feireisen et al., 1981; Zang, private communication) that

the skewness factor which measures in a non-dimensionalised way the triple moments of the

velocity field, remains close to its incompressible value. Finally, in Figure 4, we give the time

variation of the three directional components of the kinetic energy where we can note that

isotropy is reached in a few eddy turn-over times.

4. CHARACTERISTIC STRUCTURES

Wh_ _ follows is only a brief account of the structures that develop in the' flow. When

performing cuts within the flow, these structures are quite similar to their 2D counterparts.

For example, in figure 5, we show a cut in the density field for a run in which initially

the turbulent Mach number is 2.2 , (with a local maximum of 4.9 ), and the characteristic

wavenumber is i.5, where the minimum __L__ ,_ . ._! ......... _ ' .... :'_' 2_.° '_,,'Wi_IYUIIHIIIUCl P_nl//i i_ l{.ll'_..,lt _.tu_Jt t',._ uxtAt_ .......
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Figure 9: Denaity fluctuation8 a8 a function of time

is performed at t = 1.9 at altitude z = 80, with z,,,o, = 128 (in units of grid increments)

corresponding to the total length of the box. In the course of the computation, density

reaches extrema values of respectively 7.6 and 0.14. At the time at which the cut is shown,

the Mach number is 1.5 and the temperature is 1.27 its initial value. The corresponding

horizontal velocity field is shown in figure 6. Similar features develop for flows with various

initial conditions. Comparing the evolution with the 2D case, it seems that the formation of

shocks here is a smoother process in three dimensions.

A clear feature of the 3D case, not present in the 2D one, is the possibility of having

regions of low density (1% of the mean value) in some regions of the flow. For example,

for a run in which initially the Mach number is equal to unity, and the ratio of the typical

wavenumber to k,,,m is now 3.8, sharp density contrasts (ratio of maximum to minimum density

within the whole volume) develop, up to 100 , with the minimum density reaching a value

of .07 its mean, and with relative density fluctuations _p/p ,._ 0.6 . In the two-dimensional

case, at similar Reynolds numbers, the minimum density is more like 10% the mean and the

density contrast remains close to 4. This may alter in a significant way the collapse of a cloud

under its own gravity, where it should be noted that for evident reasons the two-dimensional

geometry is the one most commonly investigated numerically. These regions of low density

are presumably associated with strong shocks, but this point will require further investigation.

We finally show typical perspective plots of the density; in this run, the initial Mach number is

unity, the integral wavenumber is 2, the ratio of compressible to total kinetic energy is 50%,

and the Reynolds number is 105 . In Figure 7, the density is plotted at time t = 1.2 when

it is above 20% of its maximum, and in figure 8 when it is above 50% of its maximum. This

roughly indicates the location of shocks.
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Figure I0: Energy _pectra at t::I.

In figure 9 is shown tlm temporal evolution of the density fluctuations for the run already

mentionned in figures 2 to 4. As time evolves, one enters the acoustic regime (the faster,

the lower the Reynolds number) but determination of spectral indices would be meaningless

because at those times the Reynolds number is barely above unity. 'We show in figure 10 the

compressible (dashed line) and solenoidal (solid line) spectra for a run computed on a 1283

grid at t = 1.9 mentionned before (.same run as fig. 5). The total kinetic energy is represented

by the dotted line. The flow is not sufficiently resolved, as the high wavenumber tail shows, but

this numerical error, possibly due to time differencing, remains within reasonable bounds, with

a relative energy six order of magnitudes below the large-scale energy. Spectra are quite steep,

but this in no way represents a determination of possible inertial ranges for that problem, it only

represents a lack of sufficient resolution. We expect that the compressible part of tlm energy

spectrum will undergo a -.2 power law, because it is dominated by pseudo-discontinuities in

the flow. On the other hand, the solenoidal part is expected to follow a law steeper than the

-5/3 Kolmogorov range, and presumably fox strongly compressible flows will also follow a -2

law. This would allow for an equipartition between the compressible and solenoidal modes

to develop, as predicted by Kraichnan (1953) on the basis of a statistical argument. For the

moment, we can only say that the lack of equipartition between the two components of the

velocity field is as pronounced as in the two-dimensional case, at a given Reynolds number.

To help determine what possible power-law ranges develop, one can use an hyper-viscosity

to artificially lengthen the domain of wavenumbers in which the non--linear transfer prevails

over dissipation. One may also look at steady-state solutions, for which time--averaging may

provide a sufficient smoothing effect.
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5. DISCUSSION

This paper presents preliminary restllls of numerical experiments on three-dimensional

compressible homogeneous isotropic turbulent flows. The 2D and 3D cases do not differ

substantially, and certainly not as much as in the incompressible case. This in fact is an en-

couraging factor to pursue detailed analysis of wlrious configurations using the two-dimensional

approximation. However, the one striking difference concerns the development of regions of

low density in the vicinity of shocks.

Further study is needed, to .scan parameter space. Oneaspect we investigate at _the present

is the possible influence of oligotropy defined as cr = w. Vs, where w is the vorticity and s the

entropy (note that the Ertel's potential vortex can be defined from the oligotropy as E = ctp,
,i

and is a Lagrangian invariant). Indeed, kinetic helicity < o.,.u > is conserved locally in space

where the oligotropy is zero (Gaffet, 1985), and may induce large-scale instabilities (Moiseev

et al., 1983). Since regions of initial zero oligotropy remain so, this property is bound to play

a role in the dynamical evolution of the flow.

One 2D feature not revealed in 3D is the production of strong localised vortices when

two strong shocks collide. Such features were only observed in the 2D case at resolutions

higher than those presented here, so we cannot conclude at the present time. lt certainly

represents one of the points that could be investigated with different numerical methods that

modelise in some way the small scales, possibly using for example some parametrisation,

through either artificial viscosity, or hyper-viscosity. For spectral methods, one could extend

the hyperviscosity analysed in Passot and Pouquet (1988) for the 2D case, that p_eserves

positivity of the dissipation at ali grid points. One could also use the transport coefficients

derived from closure methods (Chollet and Lesieur, 1981) which provide in a unifying way

a time-dependent and velocity-dependent parametrisation of small scales; however, the large

number in the compressible case of transport coefficients representing the eddy-diffusivities

due to the various coupling between the compressive and vortex part of the spectra may prove

prohibitive, unless some simplifying assumptions are introduced.
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SHOCK ENHANCEMENt OF A TURBULENT FLOW

Doug Rotman

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA,. 94550

Introduction

Presented here are calculations describing the enhancement of turbulence

caused by the passing of a shock wave. This field is of interest to those

investigating the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, supersonic combustion, fusion

and many others. 'Experiments involving shocks and turbulence (Sturtevant, et.

al, I980, Smits and Muck 1987, Trolier and Duffy 1984) show that the

turbulence level following a shock wave can be as much as 3 times higher then

that before the shock. Predictions from linear theory (McKenzie and Westphal

1968 and Anyiwo and Bushnell 1982) show very similar shock enhancements,

Recent calculations involving nonlinear effects (Kumar et. al. 1987 and Viecelli

1988) show promise in explaining how this enhancement is obtained. This study

will use a shock tube type calculation domain to investigate the effect of a shock

wave on pre-existing turbulence

Calculations

The computational domain involves a square box with a grid of size 100 X

100. Within this, a pre-existing random (turbulent) flow pattern is placed, as

shown in figure l. This flow was obtained by choosing random numbers from a

Gaussian random number generator and imposing those on a secondary

staggered grid within the box. Assigning those numbers as stream functions, a

divergence free velocity field was obtained by using spatial derivatives of the

stream functions. From experiments it is known that shock waves tend to

decrease the scales of turbulence, thus to obtain larger scale initial turbulence a

diffusive operator was applied to the velocity field to finally give the field as

shown in figure 1.
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The ili.lnlerical sohelllo used for ali I1_oclllculalions is a second order (.]ocltiil_)v

scheme solving tile lwo dinlellsioilal Etllors equations of molioll using ii g{llllllll.l

law gas equation of slate {Colella and {]lliz i!)85), 'l'wo sysloms have been

investigated: one of low iniital turbulence aild the other of high illiiial Itii'bulcnoo

levels. In each case the imposed shock wave had a pressure ratio oi' 4.9 and a

density ratio of 2.78, The shock was ilnposed by soiling thre,e of lhc dolnain

boundaries as reflecting while the last having an inflow coildition. 'l'his results
f

in a shock nioving from the far wall towards the inflow boundary, Contours ot'

the shock wave ai)pear in figure 2.

Results

The first case investigated is the low turbulence level, one of 0,04%, This

represents the ratio of the energy of the turbulence divided by the energy of the

incoming flow. The fluctuating velocity field is seen in figure 3, Here we see the

shock moving into the initial large scale turbulence and leaving behind a

turbulent field of much smaller scale. The calculated turbulent kinetic energy

(one half the square of the fluctuating velocity) is 5.2 times higher behind the

shock as before it on a per unit volume basis or 1.9 times higher on a per unit

mass basis. Figure 4 presents the pressure contour for this system, lt shows

that the turbulence is weak enough that it does not influence the shock wave

and thus it stays straight.

The second case investigated is the high turbulence level, one of 2.0%. Figure 5

shows the fluctuating velocity field and again we see the smaller scale behind
the shock, but the difference is not as obvious. In this case the turbulent kinetic

energy is only 4.5 times higher per unit volume or 1.6 times higher per unit

mass. But iii figure 6 we see that the turbulence level is now becoming high

enough so that the flow is starting to affect the shape of the shock wave. The

shock now appears to form curves as it moves through the turbulence.
i
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The decrease it_ tile turbulence scale size t'ollowing a shock is sitllilttr' to tile

shock tube results of Sturtevallt, although the exl)crimc1_Is arc done al a lower

pressure ratio, These smaller scales then result in higher fluctuations in velocity

and thus higher turbulent kinetic energy, Using arguments involving the '

conservation of angular momentum, Viecelli shows that in the limit of zero

viscosity and zero initial turbulence this enhancement of turbulent kinetic

energy goes as the square of the density compression ratio, Furthermore, going

to higher and higher initial turbulent kinetic energies, the enhancement becomes

a smaller and smaller fraction of the density compression ratio, Results shown

here present exactly these trends, In additioi_ to conservation oi' angular

momentum, the reduction in turbulence scales could be caused by the breakup

of individual eddies, When a shock interacts with an eddy, an initially round

eddy will deform to an ellipse shaped eddy, It is possible that a weak eddy

could then split into two individual eddies, thus creating smaller scales of
turbulence,

Examined in this study arc only two cases of a long list of possible flows

systems. Future work will investigate the effect of pressure ratio, density ratio,
and initial turbulent field on the enhancement of the turbulence. Also, the

division of energy between the rotational, acoustic and entropy modes will be
considered to see how each of these are affected.
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NOVA MIX EXPERIMENTS

V. C. Rupert, J. D. Kilkenny, P. G. Skokowski

Lawrence Livem_ore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550

7'he NOVA mix experiments are designed to study mix between two dissimilar materials subjected to

strong (M -50) shocks and variable accelerations in a direction normal to their common boundary. The

main purpose of the experiments is to provide a data base with which predictive models can be compared

and normalized. Together with shock tube experiments(I), which explore a different regime, the current

NOVA tests investigate the shock induced source terms in our model(2) and the evolution of both

Rto,leigh-Taylor stable atut unstable interfaces.

liIn these experiments, a laser ?ulse of

1/3 btm wavelength and 1 ns duration is used Motion_[ Material1 1---Interfaceof Interest
to generate a radiation source which is more _- Material2

uniform that the original laser beams. This Structuredwashermount
source heats the front surface of a material of Au washer

density pl which ablates and expands back /,_/J/,,_\,, / _,,_ lJ_,,/ ,i
' l )) .

towards the source. Momentum conservation _,, Tamper
causes a shock to propagate through the

material away from the source and through I_otto scale
the ir=terface of the ablator with a material of

density 92. The evolution of the interface
Fig.1 NominalNovamlxsampleand mountingscheme.

between the two materials is studied to

determine the extent and composition of the

mixed region. On some experiments a

tamper has been used to hold the sample in piace. This results in an additional interface through which

mix can occur. To date the experiments have been geared towards diagnosing only the ablator interface,

although simulations do provide a prediction of the mix through the tamper boundary as weil.

The sample used in these experiments is shown in Figure 1. Selection of the materials is based on:

the requirement for high mix (Pl _:92) or low mix (Pl - 92);

their spectral signature, for diagnostic purposes; and

the ease of fabrication.

Current samples use a polypropylene sulfide ablator (PPS), with rnolybdenum (Mo) or Parylenc C

(PyC) for the second material, and Parylene N (PyN) for tamper. Although the most recent shots have not
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included the tamper, the data presented herein were obtained with tamped samples as shown in l:igurc 1.

Nominal dimensions of these samples are 5(7)to 60 pm thick PPS, 1.5 to 2 btm thick Mo or 15 _m thick

PyC and 3 I.tm PyN. The nominal target diameter (at the interface) is of tlm order of 200 btm.

The ideal experiment would have the Solid lines Interfaces

materials moving only in.a direction normal , ,,,_, ..... ,,,,f_..... ,,,_,,-,,,,,r,,,,,,,,, /

. . , '" _: i,' ,, ' 0,4 ...,,"'"/.,., .,'""" , ........... ........... ' ..It°the°rlglnallnt':;c':""acei!l'lgllre2sh°:sthe''' ' i'_

trajectories of vzi:_5,,,iU,:;..,/. ' _l_rtsa,,,..-°fthe target for zt 0.2/,i ,ii ' ,., ...................................... l
NOVA shot at /'KJ. _Amatlon of the front 0 _,.c :...... PPS ablator 1

back of the tamper, the later expands into the El -0.4 \ "_";.",.._"" t
'- -0.6

surrounding vacuum. The concornitant .o Mo-

rarefaction wave propagating back through _ -0.8
0.

the sample produces a small additional -1.0

acceleration of the PPS/Mo interface in the -1.2 '= PYNtamper '_"_ {same direction as the shock impulse. Figure .,nra

3a shows the density distribution through the _..............*............._.... a......... _............ J
0 2 4 6 8 10

sample 7ns after the st_t of the laser pulse,

and Figure 3b shows its variation in time Time-ns

across the PPS/Mo interface. The latter Fig. 2 Trajectories of various parts
of a high mix sample.

shows a change in densities prior to shock

arrival (at --. 1 ns) due to a slight preheat of

the materials

1.4 _ ni3!
3.5[: Mo

3.0|...........................................................PPS ,...... 1.2 i
l::: m ,
o E 1.0

2 5 blatlon region o '

° 00......,

I a 0.8 'i _ i_-Mo
>, 2.0 >, ; _

" 1.5 _.'
121 I_I "'.,i ",.

1.00.5 _.--/ [__yN 0.4,0.2 -. !'__....p p.S-..,,..... ..............
10-1 0 _ _ .._ _-..,..-_,-._-- 10-1 .........

--0.4-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0 1 2 3 4 5
Position - mm Time - ns

Fig. 3a Density distribution along Fig. 3b Density' variation across
the sample at 7ns - dashed lines the PPS/Mo Interface.

show the locations of the different
materials.
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Mix calculations using the ke model(2,3) implernented in our hydrodynamic code ilnply th/,I.[imost of

the mix occurs just after shock passage both at the Rayleigh Taylor unstable (PPS/Mo) and stable

(Mo/PyN) intmTaces, While the mass ot"mixed material changes insignificantly thereafter, the width of the

mixed layer increases as the materials expand (Figure 2). At times of the order of 6ns, the width is

sufficient to be observable with diagnostics of 10 to 20 _.imresolution,

Point projection spectroscopy (Figure 4) is used to image the sample and unambiguously determine

the extent of the different materials in the instrument's line of sight, The system is currently configured to

probe the 2 to 3.2 keV range which encompasses the sulphur k edge (in PPS), the Molybdenum LI to L,III

edges, and the Chlorine K edge (in PyC). The tamper (PyN) is not highlighted in this energy range,

Figure 4 shows an image which would be obtained for an unmixed sample,

Top view_ %
Crystal -_ hv

f Point backlighter ____.__.__1 _ .i ...... --------ZaxlsF l....I ii",'i :.t>:,',

,,....
Film _'-_"

Xl }"2
Direction of motion X axi_"

(3'Sl_ ,,.._

hv

Side view
Absorption features of

sample materials -__//

Point backlighter , Film-Z._'

(one or two fibers) _'1 __'/4 e _ × axisI •

,., _ Z axis

Crystal
100 ps

Note: the two materials
are probed at slightly
different positions

Fig. 4 Point projection spectroscopy principle.
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If the sample did indeed move only in a direction normal to the original interfaces, any overlap of the

material spectral features (lines or edges) would indicate mix, and the mixed region width could be

determined. In practice, as soon as the sample moves out of it's mounting washer, lateral expansion
occurs and t'wo dimensional effects ne_ to be accounted for.

Figure 5 shows _ 2 dimensional 3'0['-'T-_-'-r-'-'-l-'-r-'--'--''-r"-'-r'-r-"-'-'-'-_'-"" '1
L"_,_,, I 6.55ns .]

calculation of a low mix target with no mix t7-I ,,'7"7"--_._ ' • :1

model invoked. A 1-D calculation of the 2'571 i
same configuration shows that 10-20 l.tm of _ ',', oUservatlon, : II /
mix could be expected at 7ns between the _ 2.0_-t'] ',', ,,_g__x

PPS (p ~ 1.36) and the PyC (p 1.29), or o - I/ ,'" // "_ n n-t-"\. \

the PyC and PyN (p = 1.26). Figure 5 _ _i_'i-.1__3
clearly shows the lateral expansion of the _ 1.5_

target (°figinal diameter 200 gm) thejetting "- 1"0!' _0.' _ _''"-/v,..c.. "- !D....tendency of the ablator around the rest of the '_

target, and the lag of the target edges due to a. PPS I "c..

the restraining effect of the large dianmter 10.2 0_3-;/_m_-..-." .-PyN
tamper. Note that the part of tile tamper 0 "'' '' '_, '-' .1'... • .... ,a: . . , ....
shielded by the gold washer remains cold and -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 ---4.5

dense so that the tamper just appears to Position alongsample axis - cm

stretch around the expanding PPS and PyC.

This figure also shows that tile bulk of tile Fig. 5 Two dimensional calculation of alow mix type target.
material interfaces remains fairly planar and

normal to the initial target axis. The same

general behavior is observed for high mix

targets, although the jetting of the ablator around the Mo is more pronounced. These computations

indicate that the apparent mix (overlap of spectroscopic features), due to tile non planarity of the (unmixed)

interfaces, should be within insmJmental error for the current experiments, since, in the outer regions, the

densities drop rapidly, and the overlap widths in the direction of observation are small. One dimensional

calculations incorporating mix models should adequately describe the observed mix width. Two

dimensional calculations such as those shown in Figure 5 are fraught with difficulties, even i_ the absence

of mix, and are expensive in bot}_computer memory usage and time. They cannot be used for parameter

studies inherent in experimental design or repeated for each realization of the experiments. They have been

used mainly to study the mounting schemes which, experinmntally, appeared the best (minimum target

curvature), and provide guidelines to the correlation of experiments and one dimensional calculations with
mix.
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Experinmnts have been eolidueted for two elnsses of targets, 'l'he "low Inix targets" use _nalerials

with closely matched clensities, Since the mix process depends on the Atwc)()d ilu111ber, little ll_ix shoul(l

occur for these samples, t;igures 63 and b show the experimental data, and a simulalcd radiograph t'roln a

I-D calculation for a low mix shot at 8 kJ, Both simulated and experimental data clearly show a sulphtlr

edge shifting to higher energy in the heated PPS on the ablalive side (bottom ot: picture), and ttlc i s..3p line

of sulphur like chlorine, followed by the chlorine edge, 'l'he overlap of the sell}her and chlorille t'ealtlrcs

translate to 14 j,.tm in the simulated data, 'Fhe exl)erirnental ()verlap of 4() l.lm is consistent willi this value

when motion blurring (200 ps snapshot)and instrumental resolution are taken into account,

Since the sim_llated radiograph lO0_m

was obtained from a 1-D calculation, it j ..... J Spaclal flduclal

dc)es not displ;_y the shadow of the

)nount, In fact it is possible to "see",
..

inside the washer, the hot ablating _:

PPS Note that the opacity data used
. , , ' ('. /

L -

to obtain Figure 6b represents an ;_

average ion at the density and ,,
R

temperature of the material at the given

position so ali the fine details of the Shadow of Au' washer mount
experimental spectrum are not

recorded, c,)
hv

The oval shapes seen in Figure 6

(and 7) are due to the reduced chord Fig, 6a Experimental radiograph-low mix shot

length at the edge of the target (Figure
689 --

4 side view),

PyN

Results for the low mix sl)or

CC)lltrast sharply with those for a high PyC

mix shot shown on I:;igures 73 and 7b. ._

l lcre ali overlap of the order of 15() N

/

laps
J.lm is obtained experimentally and f 1

Several heated (Ne like) sulpllur lines vi,'_ _ Out of the

are clearly visible, in particul_,r the is- -23 -- I_._:,. _:.i: _ spectrometer- i I LOS.II2p line at 2,3 kev, Closer to the 3.49 ls-2p 2.1

mixed region the ccxr)ler (Si or P like) ls-4p ,- ls-ap

l s-3p stllphur line at 2,449 kev hv-keV

Fig, 6b Simulated radiograph -low mix shot
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Shadow of Au
washer mount

Mo Mo-S S

Lll LIII

Fig, 7a. Experimental radiograph - high mix shot

I
N

Fig. 7b. Simulated radiograph - high mix shot
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dominal_s th_spe_truna_while tile donliI_antline for the Molybdenunl is lhc',2p--4_1Zr lik_ line at 2,55 keV,

The c×imri_nenthad l_en designcd specifically to maintain the sulphur sufl'iuiclltly cold within the,tllixc_l

region to avoid overlap of tlm ls-4p S line and the 2p-4d Mo lille: sttch Iri1ovcrlal_, wllich invalidIilc_l tile,

diagnostic meth_l, had beenobservedin experimentswith ILthin ablator for early lithe srlal_shc_ts,

lt is irlteresting to note that on the e×perimcntnl vacliograpl_ the region _l' Inir_itntlln Imckligl_lc'r

transmissiol_ lies cntircly within lhc n_ixgd layer, an¢tthe ablt_tor, as evidcncud by the S ls-3p line, cxtc.l_¢ls

beyor_ctit. Comptltationully such a behavior is difficult to simttlatc Its, i¢1gcacral, the high opacity _,1"tl_c'.

Mo overwhelms the density distribution, which shows a peak in the PPS rc.gion, and loads to tl_e

tninimum transtnissiot; region extending outward of the mix region throtighout the Mo, Only one set t_l'

parameters in the mix model, out of mtmy, resulted in Itmaterial distributior_ Its shown in Figttre 7b, which

resembles the experimental data,

Under some broad assumptions about opacities, the areal mass of the different materials versus axial

position can be extracted from the experimental data as shown in Figure 8,

These data can then be compared with
Areal density

calculateddensity distributions. Note that the 2.5 of sulflnated
plastic/Mo /-_\mix calculations areone dimensional, and, to
mgm/cm**2/ \ "_.........Sulflnated

compare with the experimental data, some 2.0 / \ plastic

constant "effective sample diameter" at /_/\ Moiybdeum

snapshot time is implicitly assumed. 'l"he two 1.5

dimensional calculations show that such ,'tn 1.0

assurnptior' '_ not strictly correct; rnoreovcr, /' Package \ /
the narrow range around the nominal 0.5 /tooopaque _. _., ,
unmixed irttex'face where 2-1)calculations / '_" "'...... " "_. ..............- ....

show material overlap within tlm instrume_t 0 ..............._....................._........... _---",:,:::.....' = .... '200 300 400 '500 \ 600 700

line of sight (no mix) is not simulated by the Axial position I.tm"N Limiton

I-D calculations. Hence at this time, only MIx region detectability

qualitative cornparisor_s of the density 150t.tm of sulflnatodplastic Is 5%
distribution can Ix: made between eXl)crirncnt

and calculations, q"hc total material overlap is

n_t dependent on tl_e various assumptions

underlying either the experimental data Fig, 8 High mix package, estimale of e×perlaTental
mass distrlbullon

redt_ction or the l-l) calc'.ulations, and

quantitative COml_,trisolasare possible.

Comparison c)fFigure 7 ;lild 9;Ishow

J
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2,4 * _ nf3a

_"., 7ns 2,2

2,2 """. 2,0

2,0 PPS ' 1,8 '

1,G " 1,6
i '.. 1,4 PPS

m 1,4 f ,,
I 1,2 / _ 1,2
- ,,' ! 1,0

1,0 / ,,
cs 0,8 / _ Mo 0,8

/ \ _. _ 0,6

0,4 '" • 0,4 ...._

0,2 Y 0,2
ng3w / .._,_,:......t ] 0"' 0 _,t.,,,_.,...L.10-1 0 ..........._...............t........z,.u,.A,',_;.t........;;.;_t_....._ I ,.,,..,1,,.,.,.,_,,,_,.,,1.,_,,,1

0 100 200 300 400 500 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Position pm Position i_m

Fig, 9a Simulated density dlsti Ibutlon - Fig, 9b Slmulated density distribution -
tflgh mix package high mix package

that some appropriate choice of mociel parameters gives the correct mix width and also reproduces fairly

well the axial mass distribution, Figure 9b shows poor results obtained from tt different set of model

19arameters,

Calculations, such as those shown on Figure 9, show that the experhnents are indeed providing data

useful fox"normalizing our mix models, Many of the model parameters used to analyze NOVA data are

ictentical to tllose used for the shock tube results, 1,2 Merc data ft'ore both sets of experi:nents are nettled

to tJnicluely define ali the model lgarameters.

Development ot" the exl_erimental techniques at NOVA have reached fruition, and we are ready to start

a cc)ml_retaensive experimental series where a single target configuration will be tested at various times with

clotlble backlighters.

,' ' EN'FSAC.KN()_ 1.,I,1)(, EM

"l'hc NOVA mix CXl_erixncnts are a cooperative effort between AWE and LI,NI_, l)r. P. l_'icldh_:)usc

alatl his colleagues have been conducting a number of similar experiments with the l lelen laser anct

l_roviding timely infomaatiox_ to aid in conducting and interpreting the NOVA experiments, We wish to

acknowlcclge i_1particul;u the colatributions of T, Goldsack and J. l lanscml,
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]h_YLEIGliTAY[_3R INSTABILITY OBSERVATIONS OF 8110CK ACCELEIL_TED GASES

N C stearman

Atomic Weapons Establishment, Foulness,
Essex, S83 9XEt United Kingdom

The..initial aim of this work was to reproduce the work of Meshkov et al (I)

by using a shock tube of 8x2 inch cross section to produce high acceleration

g£adients 111gases initially at atmosplmrio pressure and thUs observe the growth of

Rayleigh Taylor instabilities. The work has sines diversified and has to date

included two interface geometries and also isolated bubble studies. In both cases

tile interaction of refrigerant 12 (fresh), density 5.36 gin/litre, w:Ith both air,

1.2 gm/l, and helium, 0.18 qm/l, has been observed using shadowgraphy (fig I) and

compared with I-D and 2-D computer simulations l

souRo\ oR,a,N L, Y
_f" _ LATER OPTICAL QUALITY

EXPANSION \ /I /

CHAMBER

........... ...._,,7-7,,i-....ii-,; q

/
BURSTING CAMERA

FIGURE 1, DIAPHRAGM %._

PLANE GEOMETRY

Gas separation in the first case was achieved by the use of a thin me_bra_m

produced by pouring a solution of basically nitrocellulose on to a water surface and

allowing the solvents to evaporate. 'l'hethickness of the resulting membrane may be

ascertained from the colours reflected, (as with oil on water). Most of the

membranes used reflected no colour at all indicating that the i'hickness is less than

half a wavelength of visible light, ie approximately 0.2 _dcrons.

Photographs obtained from three tests of each of alr/freon/alr and

air/freon/hellum are shown in figs 4a,b. F].at topped air shocks of approxin_ately

_./6 bal: oVerpressure, (fig 2), were incident on the layer. Two dimensional

numerical simulations of the situations are shown in figs 5a, b and a correspondence

is clearly visible in many distinctive features.
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.......
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FIGURE 2,

FREON SUBMIORON FILM

In order to be able to compare such ohaotlo behaviour it is necessary to

study the general effect rather than specific features. Therefore the '_aximum width

of the mix region predicted and observed was compared. At early times the visual

estimates of the width of the mixed regions in the experiments may be affected by

edge effects. Figure 6 shows the results of i dimensional Lagrangian calculations.

With no mixing the solid lines show the positions of the interfaces. Also shown are

the observed mix widths from the tests. Figure 7 shows the limits of the mixed

region predicted by a two dimensional caloulatlon using a technique desorlbed by

Youngs (2) with a perturbed interface such that_

n2
perturbation, _ (y) = s E an cos n_gy

n=n t w

where y = vertical height

ni = 2 ns = 20

w = width of computational region = 10 cm

an = random numbe_ chosen from [-l,+l]

s = scaling factor chosen so [<_>]o.,= o = 0.2 mm

These are the oondltlons that applied for figs 5a,b. Calculations for

alr/freon/hellum ware also performed.

Comparison of the code simulations and the experimental results reveals a

consistent under-estlmatlon of mix g_owth. At late time the ratio of observed to

calGulated mixed region width is about 1.4. The size of the mix features is less

than the internal width of the shock tube and this allows growth in 3-D, thus it

might be supposed that the extra degree of freedom promotes more thorough mixing.

The results show good general agreement nonetheless.

BUBBLE EXPERIMENTS

J

The bubble experiments were of a broadJy similar nature, (fig 3), and again

z shadowgraphs and numerical simulations of the conditions were compared, (figs 8 and

9). Shook overpressures in these experiments were around 0.3 bar. The bubbles
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were blown in a solution of Expandol, a fire fighting foam, as this was found to

produce long lived bubbles and did not allow diffusion of freon. As may be seen from

fig 8 the bubbles were attached to the generating stem at the time of shock impact

but this appeared to have little bearing on subsequent development. They are also

not truly spherical. The heavy gas inside the bubble causes it to adopt a raindrop

shape but the bottom half was close to hemispherical.

This problem was particularly acute with freon in helium and continuous

bubble generation was tried to alleviate the problem. This met with some success

but the bubbles were still smail and thick walled. The results from these

experimentsare distinctly different, as expected from computer simulations, fig 9,

but are questionable and show the need for refinement of technique. They are not to

date suitable for quantitative analysis. Experiments using freon bubbles in air

were also described by Haas (3). The aim of the present experimental program_meis

to investigatelate time effects and high density ratios.

Comparison between observation and 2-D calculation should ideally involve

the position of the centre of mass. This is not determinable from shadowgraphs and

so the position of the leading edge of the bubble has been used for comparison as

this is a readily identifiable feature. In order to allow for slightly different

shock strengths and bubble diameters dimensionless parameters have been used. (fig

I0).
Note that the predicted locus in fig 10 refers to a 15.0mm diameter bubble,

(slightly less than the mean experimental value of 16.2mm), because the prediction

was from a single calculation performea in advance of the tests.

Good agreement is seen and the tendency for the experimental data to lie

above the predicted locus may be accounted for by the constraining nature of the

shock tube. The bubbles are of a similar size to the tube width, (34mm die cf 51mm

tube width), and so may restrict the flow and thus become acceleratedquicker.

• FURTHER WORK

Further experiments whereby a measure of the gas density may be determined

at a given point have commenced. These utilise bromine as a colouring agent in the

freon. The mixing is then observed by high speed clne photography. With uniform

- back lighting this technique lends itself to densitometry analysis and thus contours

of average volumetric mix ratios along the z-axis may be determined.

Bromine gas has a higher density (7.59gm/i), than freon 12 but is only used
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in concentrations of a few per cent. Early tests with the double interf;_ce

experiments have shown that, unless they are made so thick that they do not break up

on shock impact, the membranes allow the small bromine molecules to pass through
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FIGURE 7a. 2-D NUMERICAL SIMULATION

them. Diffusion also prevents any bubble experiments with bromine tracing. Tests

replacing the membranes with aluminium foils less than one micron thick have shown

that diffusion through the roll is not a problem and makes the proposition feasible.
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FIGURE 8 Freon Bubble in Air and Helium

Air -0.80 0.70 1.00 1.70 ms after shocl,

-0.53 0.97 ].97 2.97 arrival at leading

-0.05 0.75 1.16 1.36 edge of bubble
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Handling the foils is most difficult as they are far more brittle than the

nitrocellulose membranes.

Future experiments replacing shadowgraphy by holography to study various

instability interactions are to take place in Nov 88. Both absolute and

differential interferometric techniques will be employed.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF GRAVITATIONAL INSTABILITY AND
TURBULIZATION OF FLOW AT THE NOBLE GASES INTERFACE

A. M. Vasilenko, O. V. Buryakov, V. F. Kuropatenko,
V. I. Olkhovskaya, V. P. Ratnikov, V. G. Jakovlev

INTRODUCTION

A special type of turbulence -- gravitational turbulence appears at the

interface of media having different densities under nonstationary motion

because of Taylor instability [1]. This phenomenon takes place, for

example, when nonstationary shockwaves pass through nonhomogeneous
media.

Theoretical description of the development of small interface

perturbations is of no difficulty but in the process of experimental work

it came out [2-4], that the growth of finite perturbations, comparable

with the wave length, leads to the distortion of their initial form and

complicates the analytical examination of this problem [5].

Gravitational turbulent mixing theoretical research made by Belyenkii
and Fradkin [6] and some other authors [7-9] is of semi-empirical

character. In some works [10-13] gravitational instability numerical

research on the ground of Euler nonstationary equations with two spatial
variables was carried out.

Experimentally this problem is also poorly investigated. There are few

works [14-16] devoted to this question.

The aim of this work is the experimental research of turbulization

process of interface perturbations for gases having different densities

under the influence of the strong decelerating shockwave under the

condition of essential compressibility of initial substance.

The noble gases choice was made in terms of the equality of their

adiabatic compressibility. This sufficiently simplifies the experimental
analysis.
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I. EXPERIMENTA METHOD

,,

1.1 The Description of the Experiment

The experiments were carried out in the electromagnetic shock tube

which is shown in Fig. 1.1. Shock tube frame 'is made of textolite plates in

the form of compartments of different length and purpose. This allows

change to not only the total tube length, but also the compartment's

position.
Shock tube channel with the cross section of 100 x 100 mm2 was,,

partitioned off at the joints by two nitrocellulose diaphragms, 0.4 mm

thick, into three compartments filled with various nobll_ gases, as shown

in Fig. 1.1.

Such a system of gas layers was subjected to the action of

decelerating shockwave. As a result, this caused the state of

gravitational instability at the second interface, between Krypton and

Helium, in accordance with Taylor criterion [1]. Acceleration at the

interface was created by unloading wave defining the flow deceleration.

The use of noble gases permitted retention of the initial gas density ratio

after the rupture disintegration at the stable interface. The first
interface was stable and served for shock-wave intensification in order

to create necessary conditions for rapid nitrocellulose diaphragm
destruction. These conditions were considered to be satisfied in case the

temperature of one of the gases at the interface exceeded nitrocellulose
flash temperature.

At the second interfac,,, sinusoidal perturbations were artificially set
on lateral sides of the sectional aluminum frame then the nitrocellulose

diaph;agm was fixed between the sinusoidally preformed frame sections.

The profile on the frame is formed by conjugate circle arcs, which is a
quite satisfactory approximatiOn to the sinusoidal profile. To avoid

significant distortion of set perturbation form on the frame, because of

film tension, it was fixed to fifteen nichrome wires 0.12 mm thick,

stretched along the profile generator.

In experiments the development of three initial pe,'turbations was

examined, namely: O_o= 1 mm, X =25 mm, o_o = 1 mm, Z.=50 mm, o_o = 2.5
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mm, ;L = 50 mm. (e_o -initial amplitude, X - wave length). Recording of
the perturbations development was' carried out by means of a shadow

device IAB-451 optically coordinated with two SFR cameras operating in

the mode of stop-motion photography and photochronography.

1.2 Main Characteristics of the Electromagnetic Shock Tube

Shock-wave generation was obtained as a result of the discharge of a

capacitor bank consisting of 90 capacitors of IS-6.65-20 type. Total
inductance of the electromagnetic shock tube circuit equals 223 nil. The

electromagnetic shock tube is equipped with a short-circuiting discharger

P2 (see Fig. 1.1). This permits formation of single pulses of the discharge
current.

The distinctive feature of the given electromagnetic shock tube [17-
19] is a vacuum compartment (5 in Fig. 1.1) which forms the flow behind

the front of a rather long shock wave. The front is not distorted by the

secondary shock wave. The secondary shock wave appears in the

electromagnetic shock tube when forming a single discharge current

impulse because of oscillation of a vacuum region formed when the flow
layer separates from the shock tube "bottom" under the influence of the

intrinsic discharge magnetic field. The flow, forming in the
electromagnetic shock tube, is analogous under such conditions to the

flow fc,rming in the automodel problem about the short-term shock upon a

free gas surface [20]. The flow forming is characterized by the limiting
value of shock wave deceleration for the given conditions of experiments.

The vacuum compartment is separated frorn the shock-tube channel by
two thin mylar diaphragms destroyed at the discharge current initial
stage.

The first diaphragm had five thin strips of an aluminum foil; each was

2 mm wide and 10 mm thick. They were needed for the electric breakdown

between electromagnetic shock-tube accelerating electrodes.

1.3 Calculations for the flow in the electromagnetic shock tube were

carried out in accordance with the program "VOLNA" (WAVE) which is

intended for mathematic modeling of one-dimensional unsteady motions of
compressible ideal media [21].
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Physical model realized in the program VOLNA is based on partial

differential equations which are a consequence of laws of conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy in the Lagrangian coordinate system.

In a common case a domain, where the solution must be found, consists

of several regions, each characterized by its own equation of state, by its

own speed, and by its thermodynamic parameters set at the initial

moment of time. Regions are separated from each other by interfaces or

vacuum gaps. Boundary conditions are pistons where either speed or

initial pressure is set. Nonuniform differential method is used for

numerically integrating of set of equations for a given physical model.

This method permits tracing the following elements and features:
1. Smooth solutions.

2. Strong, weak and contact ruptures.

3. Phase transformation front- strong or weak rupture on the surface at

_ which the matter phase state changes.
4. Arbitrary rupture disintegration.

5. Strong rupture emergence out of the initially smooth solution.

6. Interaction of strong rupture with initially smooth solution.

- To determine the flow parameters at the strong rupture front, the

Hujoniot relation is solved in common with the equation for the changing
values of velocity along the rupture surface. The equation is of the

following form"

C2
d__+__, d[U_+A=O,
dt W dt

where:

A - u+v+c - w= + dU
U W 6t W dt (1.1)

Where [P], U represent sudden changes of pressure and velocity on the

surface of strong rupture; C is the sound speed; W is the mass velocity of

the strong rupture surface; o_ is the problem symmetry index; r is a spatial
• coordinate; t is the time. Values with the mark "-" denote the state
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"before", and values with the mark "+" denote the state behind the rupture
surface.

For the velocity of the shock wave, W, this equation will have the

following form'

d---{-+_-.j + W dt (1.2)

Nonun.iform differential method realized in WOLNA program uses a

regular difference grid for the regions of integrating with smooth
solutions and "blurred" features, and also uses a feature refining the grid

which is superposed on the regular grid.
Difference schemes included in the nonuniform differential method are

obvious and have the first order of approximation in time, and the second

order in space on the uniform grid.

In a given case, the impulse of pressure is set on the left gas boundary

which corresponds to the beginning of the shock tube. The impulse form is

defined by the first semiperiod of the current discharge.

T

t P*exp (-2 t/l:) • Sin22_/T npu 0 < t < _-,P = 0 nput> T
2 (1.3)

where:

P* = parameter which corresponds to effective pressure of the magnetic

piston;

T = 75 ms- the period of the bankery discharge;

1: = 78 ms-- parameter which characterizes the electric discharge
attenuation.

In the calculations according to the WOLNA program, P* was selected

proceeding from the condition of reaching the coordinate X = 1993 mm by
the shock wave front at '_ = 522 #s. We could observe this front in the

experiments with helium atmosphere.
P* was obtained as a result of few calculations for various P which,

following interpolation, equaled 140.2 bar.



lt is worth mentioning that the flow description with due regard for

the secondary shock wave is possible in case of substituting the condition

of stopping this boundary (V - 0) for the boundary condition on the left gas
boundary after terminating the action of the impulse of pressure.

At this moment the secondary shock wave is being formed considering

that it corresponded to the left gas boundary which collided with the

vacuum compartment "bottom."

Usually, such a procedure was not used because, in this experiment,

. the process of interaction of the secondary shock wave with the interface
was not studied.

The calculations of flow for the description of the gases gravitational

instability experiments were carried out in accordance with the specific

scheme of gas disposal in the shock-tube channel (see Table 1.1).

TABLE 1.1

Interface
• N Gas ,/ p g/cm 3 Coordinate

mm

1 Helium 1.63 1.6 • 10 .4 1087

2 Krypton 1.689 3.364 • 1 0 3 1327
3 Helium 1.63 1.6 • 10 -4 2500

" In the Table: _,- Poisson adiabatic index,

p -- gas density.

Gas parameters were determined according to table data [22] and were
computed at the experimental conditions. Average atmospheric pressure

of gases was 0.984 bar.
Confidence of the results of calculations of the flow in the

electromagnetic shock tube is shown in X, t-diagram, Fig. 1.2, where the

comparison of the trajectory of the shock-wave front movement with

experimental results was carried out. Standard deviation of experimental

points from the computed curve was equal to 1.2%. This is in the range of

the experimental data scattering.
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The currant layer shift, caused by the discharge's magnetic field and

determined by accelerating electrodes erosion, equals 140 mm. This

satisfactorily agrees with the computed shift of 150.9 mm on the left gas
boundary.

Gas mass velocity profiles shown in Fig. 1.3 have linear form that

demonstrates the approaching of flow to the regime which is close to

automodel flow in the problem about short-term shock upon the free gas
surface.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1 Preliminary analysis of physical conditions at the interface was

carried out on the basis of the results of one-dimensional gas flow

calculations in the electromagnetic shock tube. Just after the rupture

disintegration, the pressure at the interface was P - 3.687 bar and the
velocity of the shock wave falling upon the interface was W 1 = 0.8114

mm/ms. Initial mass velocity of gases was Vo = 0.94 mm/_s; gas derisity

ratio was 13.75. Breaking distance connected with the unloading wave

influence was determined by the formula

S = Uot - x, (2.1)

where: t- time with respect to the moment when the shock wave
reaches the interface;

x. distance passed by the interface with respect to the initial
position.

Maximum value of the interface deceleration is g = 106 m/s2. By the

end of the boundary observation, at the time t = 1151 ps, gas pressure
decreases to 2.07 bar, and velocity to 0.487 mm/l_s.

2.2 The process of the development of the interface gravitational

instability and gas turbulent mixing can be conditionally divided into

three stages: regular, transitional and turbulent. The regular stage

includes the stage of the exponential growth of perturbations in

accordance with the linear theory (see [1]) and nonlinear stage, where
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deceleration of perturbations growth and the distortion of their form take

place, but spatial structure of perturbations is not distorted.
In the transitional stage the distortion of perturbations spatial

structure takes place and the regions of flow vorticity arise.

In the turbulent stage intensive initial substance mixing takes place.

The experimental results have been analyzed in accordance with such a

classification of the stages of the interface instability development. The

shadow photographs of the experiments are presented in Fig. 2.1 - 2.3.

2.3 The regular stage was revealed when comparing the experimental
results with analytical solution which was obtained by one of the authors
for the case of ideal fluids under condition of successive influence of

shock and permanent accelerations upon the interface similar to how it

happens in the experiment. The development from infinitesimally small

perturbations is described by the following equations [23]

cJ½(tl
_= A_'g

dt2 (2.2)

with initial conditions:

P2-Pl
where A= Atwood number,

P2+Pl

P2, Pl - heavy and light liquids densities, respectively;

2_:
K'=_

X (2.3)

Solution has the following form'

o_= O_o[COshwt-(UJW).Sinhwt] ,

where

w = f-Agk ; W = "Tg/Ak
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Fig. 2.4 The development' of the perturbation amplitudes at the gas
interface in the regular stage.

o-o_ o = 1.0mm, X=50 mm;

-o_o = 1.0 mm, _, = 25 mm;

+ -o_o =2.5mm,;L = 50 mm;
1,2,3, - linear impulse theory for perturbations o, _ , + accordingly.
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Taking into account the change of the initial perturbation amplitude

because of the gas compressibility [24] the solutton has the following
form'

( uo/l[ °° 1c_(t)= --2--1 + 1 - _ cosh wt - -_- Sinh wt (2.4)

where' W 1 is the shock wave front velocity before incidence upon the
interface.

The gravitational instability development at the process initial stage

reveals linear dependence of the perturbations amplitude on time up to the
moment t ~ 130 ItS, which is characteristic of the interlace shock

acceleration [23] and is connected with small role of quasi-stationary
acceleration at the initial stage.

Comparison of experimental results with analytical solution (Eq. 2.4)

gives every reason to consider that up to the amount t* = 130 Its for

perturbation with ;L = 50 mm and up to the moment t* = 30 ItS for

perturbations with X = 25 mm, in the range of 10%-deflection satisfactory

agreement of linear impulse theory with experiment is observed, lt is
worth mentioning that the perturbations amplitude is 5-6 times the

initial one. Earlier divergence of the experiment with theory for the

perturbations with ;L = 25 mm is explained by evident distortion of
sinusoidal profile because of a less number of frame wires per

perturbation wave length. As can be seen in the photos 2.1 and 2.2, the
influence of these wires upon the process of instability development is
not observed. Their indirect influence reveals itself in the distortion ofi

more wide helium jets for the perturbation with O_o/X= 0.05 (see Fig. 2.3),
which is caused, perhaps, by the nonsmooth character of the initial

perturbation form,

Thus, taking into account the satisfactory agreement of experimental

results with analytical solution at the considerable period of development

up to t* we can ascertain the satisfactory preparation of experimentS. We
also can assert that the use of the nitrofilm 0,4 t_m thick does not

influence the instability development significantly relative to the process
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as a whole, because the systematic distortion of experimental results

' could have been expected, especially In the Initial stage of this

phenomenon because of additional film mass involved in the motion.

Because of these arguments, any possible doubts concerning the

experimental results confidence at later stages of the instability

development have no grounds.

2.4 Further development of perturbations leads to distortion of their

sinusoidal profiles and to the forming of narrow krypton jets and wider
helium jets. The profile distortion begins approximately with t*, that

agrees with the value of W 1, which characterizes the application limit of
the linear theory.

At this stage of the perturbation development lt Is revealed as the

result of the asymmetry of gravitational instability, which is

characterized by a deeper penetration of krypton jets into helium in

comparison with helium jets, penetrating into krypton.

The nonlinea.' stage of the perturbation development is accompanied by

the appearance of vortex regions at the top of krypton jets. The
appearance of the vortex regions means the occurrence of a new factor,

Which did not take place earlier as well as the destruction of the initial

spatial structure of perturbation and the transition to the flow

turbulization. The flow turbulizatlon in the perturbation zone is

accompanied by increasing krypton jet instability that is revealed in their
tortuoslty. Increasing vortices lead to their closing up with the neighbor
ones. " That, in its turn, leads to the chaotic state of the flow and to

formalli)n of a zone with a complex flow picture on the part of helium.
This ga_s mixing zone can be interpreted, probably, as the zone of the gas

turbulelni' mixing, Full value of this mixing zone reaches 100 mm.
By' t;his time, while observing the interface in a direction,

perpendicular relative to the generator of the sinusoidal profile, it was

observed 'ttlat there developed sufficiently significant distortions of
perturbation zone front. This demonstrates the destruction of the initial

two-dirnensional perturbation structure.

Penetration of helium into krypton evolves in the form of wide jets,

which are analogous to bubbles in Lewis' experiments [2]. Periodical

structures present do not disintigrate even at late times in observing this
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phenomena (i = 600 its, S = 140 mm). However, the boundaries of helium

jets are blurred by a low-scale turbulence which reaches a mean scale of

= 40 mm at i = 500 its. Meanwhile, development of the low-scale

turbulence displays evident signs of dependence upon an initial

perturbation amplitude. When the initial amplitude rises, blurring of jet
interface is decreased,

The development of gas jet flow (krypton jets are especially

significant), which proceeds from the laminar flow through the transient
one to turbulent flow, is analogous to turbulization of free turbulent jets

[25]. lt demonstrates the commonality of some features of gravitational
and shearing turbulences, namely: chaotic state, periodic structure,

component mixing, independence from initial conditions.

One carl see the nearly periodic regions where krypton jet boundaries
are distorted. Chaotic state and gas mixing are observed in the region of

turbulent flow on the boundary with helium. There appears a new feature,

namely, a gravitational mixing anisotropy, which becomes apparent in the
jet structure of the mixing zone.

The process of transition to the turbulent stage of mixing is

characterized by large variety of flows, which depend upon precisely fixed
conditions of the experiment conducted. But the asymptotic turbulent

stage, in consequence to its insensitivity to initial conditions, does not

depend upon conditions of the experiment conducted.

lt is practically impossible to realize the asymptotic stage of mixing

in the experiment because of finite dimensions of the installation and the
short-term acceleration action.

Therefore, for fulfilling the analysis of experimental results, ii is

necessary to take into account those or other theoretical considerations
about the character of dependence of the studied process upon

experimental conditions.
Results of our experiments for researching the developmerlt of the

mixing zone are analyzed on the assumption of a quadratic law of

dependence of mixing zone width upon the time, which is described in the

works [6,7]. In consequence to inconsistency of the deceleration value of

the interface, this analysis was conducted on the assumption of
l
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proportionality of mixing zone width, L, to breaking distance, S, in the

following relation'

L = 13f(N) • 2S, (2,5)

where" p is a constant;

N is an interface gas density relation.

The influence of initial perturbations of interface upon mixing zone
dimensions was taken into consideration during processing experimental

data in the coordinate plane ('CE, "(2S) proceeding from the dependence,

proposed in [8],

1/-E-=_ + '_, (2.6)

where' Lo is the initial turbulent mixing zone width;

is the transient width of the mixing zone.

The concept of mixing intensity is introduced for describing the

process of the gravitational turbulent mixing'

dL
j-

d2S (2.7)

Data processing was conducted on the assumption, that the value of
each uncontrolled perturbation of a flow is a random value in that sense,
that the combined ensemble of flow perturbations, which have statistical

influence on the experiment, are realized during each controlled

experiment.

Therefore data processing results, obtained in different experiments,

were averaged and the average of them was adapted as the most probable
outcome.

Dependence of 1FE-on_ (see Fig. 2.5- 2.7) has a linear form not only

for the combined data of each separate experiment, but for ali

experiments as a whole. At S > 10 mm, this corresponds to measurements
m

at i > 150 ps. The average correlation coefficient is I_1/_, tF_ = 0.996.

"- The transition to the linear dependence is more clearly observed for

the largest perturbations (Czo/X = 0.05). This is connected apparently with
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Fig. 2.5 The development of the gas mixing zone width versus braking
distance in the turbulent stage.+ - experimental results with the initial

perturbation o_o = 1.0 mm, X = 25 mm; - - the results of processing

_ experimental dates by the method of least squares. J = 0.26, LO = 6.7 mm.
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Fig. 2.6 The development of the gases mixing zone width versus
braking distance in the turbulent stage.+ - experimental results with the
initial perturbation o_o = 1.0 mm, X = 50 mm; - - the result of processing

experimental dates by the method of least squares. J - 0.28, LO = 4.05
mm.
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Fig. 2.7 The development of the gases mixing zone width versus braking
distance in the turbulent stage.+ - experimental results with the initial

perturbation o_o - 2.5 mm, ;L - 50 mm. -- - the result of processing
experimental dates by the r_lethod of least squares. J = 0.29, Lo =
1 1.6 mm.
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the decreasing significance of uncontrol;able perturbations and increasing

dominance of periodic distortions of the interface.

When the initial sinusoidal perturbation amplitude is decreasing, the
whole mixing zone width is also decreasing, but the intensity of mixing

(see Table 2.1) remains constant, lt is observed that the proportionality
of the relative roughness of interface O_o/X with the effective initial

mixing zone width Lo demonstrates effectiveness of this method of

experimental result processing.

The "ignoring" of initial conditions irl the given case is revealed in the

relation that the value of J remains constant in spite of the fact that tile
whole acceleration, which is acted on the interface, depends appreciably
on the character of the shock wave action'

A

g(t)= Uo 5(t)- g. (2.8)

where' 5(t) - Dirac's function and

g - acceleration, which is created by the unloading wave

TABLE 2.1

Statistical processing results of experimental data

Series of Number of

Experiments Experiments O_o/X J z_J LO

1 8 0.02 0.28 0.04 4.05

2 6 0.04 0.26 0.02 6.70 + 1

3 10 0.05 0.29 0.01 11.60

Data spread AJ is given with confidence probability P = 0.95.

Mixing intensity constancy, at sufficiently large changes in initial

perturbations of interface, can be interpreted as establishing the

turbulent stage of mixing. The observation, that the periodic structure of

initial perturbations have not been destroyed at the end, is connected
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apparently, with establishment of certain large-scale, periodic mixing
features, which are characteristic of this phenomenon.

An additional argument in favor of such a supposition is the agreement

of mixing intensity data with the results of numerical computations,

which simulate the development of turbulent mixing of fluids for the case

of full width of the mixing zone [9], while using two-dimensional methods.

Experimental data allow determination of the empirical constant of
the gravitational turbulent mixing "13" in the dependence, as suggested in

the work [7].

L=I3 P2-Pl, 2S,
_2+Pl (2.9)

where: 13= 0.32_+ 0.010.

The error of measuring the value of "13" has a confidence probability of
0.95.

lt must be noted that in experiments conducted with fluids [14,16], one

can observe a mixing intensity which is less by approximately a factor of

two. Such a discrepancy of results cannot be completely explained by

essential compressibility of the media based on data from experiments
with gases.

lt is possible that forces of surface tension exert a certain influence

upon the development process of turbulent mixing of liquid media that, in

its turn, can result in capillary instability of jets, whereas this factor is
fully excluded in experiments with gases.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TURBULENT MIXING

BY RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY
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Reading, RG7 4PR, United Kingdom

i. INTRODUCTION

A key feature of compressible turbulent mixing is the generation of

vortlclty via the vpx v(I/p) term. This source of vortioity is also present in

incompressible flows involving the mixing of fluids of different density, for example

Rayleigh-Tayl0r unstable flows. This paper gives a summary of an experimental

investigation of turbulent mixing at a plane boundary between two fluids, of

densities p, and P2 (Pl > P2) due to Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The two fluids are

near incompressible and mixing occurs when an approximately constant acceleration, g,

is applied normal to the interface with direction from fluid 2 to fluid i. Full

details of the experimental programme are given in a set of three reports [1,2,3].

Some of the earlier experiments are also described by Read [4].

Previous experimental work [5-10] and much of the theoretical research has

concentrated on studying the growth of the instability from a single wavelength

perturbation rather than turbulent mixing. Notable exceptions are published in the

Russian literature [11-13]. A related process, turbulent mixing induced by the

passage of shock waves though an interface between fluids of different density is

described by Andronov et al [14]. The major purpose of the experiments described

here was to study the evolution of the instability from small random perturbations

where it is found that large and larger structures appear as time proceeds. The

acceleration of the interface was chosen to be high enough for surface tension and

viscosity to have a small effect on the overall growth rate of the mixed region. A

novel technique [4] was used to provide the desired acceleration. The two fluids

were enclosed in a rectangular tank, the lighter fluid 2 initially resting on top of

the denser fluid i. One or more rocket motors were then used to drive the tank

vertically downwards. The aim of the experimental programme is to provide data for

the calibration of a turbulence model used to predict mixing in real sltutions [19].

2. BASIC PICTURE OF THE MIXING PROCESS

In the absence of viscosity, surface tension or other stabilising

mechanisms, the growth in the amplitude, a, of a small perturbation of wavelength k

is given by [15],

d2a
-- = n_ a ... (I)
dt2

_ P, " P2
where n_ 2ngA and A = _ (Atwood number)

k Pl + P2
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Hence short wavelength small perturbations grow more rapidly than long

wavelength small perturbations, When the amplitude of the perturbation becomes

significant compared to its wavelength the rate at which the instability penetrates

the denser fluid approaches a limiting value proportional to vgk see Lewis [5] and

Layzer [16], Short wavelength perturbations then grow more slowly than long

wavelength perturbations. The result of thls behaviour is that one expects small

structures to appear first. As time proceeds larger and larger structures should

dominate the flow. The dominant length scale, kd, increases by a process of bubble

competition as proposed in [16] and observed in [7].

According to (I) nk increases without limit as X _ 0, In reality,

mechanisms such as viscosity, surface tension or finite initial density gradient

limit nk to a maximum value (= ns) , corresponding to the most unstable wavelength

km. If viscosity alone is present [15],

Xm - 4, and nm = [-_mJ ... (2)

where u = (Vi + _2)/(Pl + P2)is the mean kinematic viscosity.

If surface tension is the main stabilising mechanism, then [15]

km = 2, g(P, - 02) and nm LTDm-J .,.(3)

If instead of a sharp initial interface the density drops from Pi to P2

over a distance _ then [17]

nk " [k . n_J SO that nm .... (4)

Hence the growth of larger and larger structures is likely to begin with

the appearance of perturbations with wavelength of order km . These arguments suggest

that the evolution of Rayleigh-Taylor instability at a plane boundary from a low

initial perturbation should proceed as follows [18]:-

Stage I,'A perturbation of wavelength -km appears. This should happen

after a time of order i0 Tm where Tm = I/nm.

Stage 2; The perturbation of wavelength k,n saturates and longer wavelength

perturbations begin to grow more rapidly. Larger and larger structures evolve.

Stage 3.' ka grows from about i0 km to infinity, The stabilising mechanisms,

viscosity surface tension etc now have little effect and growth by bubble competition

suggests that the average properties of the mixed region should lose dependence on

the initial conditions. For a given density ratio the mixing process is described by

a similarity solution with length scale proportional to gt2. Two-dimensional

numerical simulation, [18] indicated penetration of fluid i,

hI = _A gt2 ... (5)

with _ -0.04, to 0.05 and h_i/h, = (penetration of fluid 2)/(penetration of fluid i)

an increasing function of density ration PlP2.



Neuvazhaev and Yakovlev [12] also described the turbulent mixing process by

a similarity solution with length scale proportional to gt2, The width of the mixing

zone was given by

L s _i 1 + 0,05 log log gt2 .,, (6)

Whether or not loss of memory of initial conditions occurs, as asmlmed in

(5) and (6), is of major importance. If it does the problem of making predictions in

real applications is very greatly simplified. As already noted the dominant

wavelength kd should increase with time, A necessary requirement for loss of memory

of initial conditions to occur in stage 3 is that the structures of wavelength kd

should have evolved from the interaction between smaller structures rather than from

an initial perturbation of wavelength _d' Equations (5), (6) will not apply if large

amplitude long wavelength perturbations are present initially.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3,1 The Apparatus Used

The Rocket-Rig apparatus, Read [4], is shown in figure i, A rectangular

tank contains the two fluids, with the lighter fluid 2 initially resting on top of

the denser fluid 1. An unstable situation is created by driving the tank vertically

downwards using one or two small rocket motors. The tank is attached by four PTFE

bushes, two on either side of the tank, to a pair of guide rods, This ensures '

vertical motion. The accelerations achieved are high enough to make the effects of

surface tension and viscosity small.

Acceleration is measured by accelerometers attached to the tank. A

distance scale is fixed to the rig in the plane of the front of the tank so that

measurements of distance moved and instability growth may be obtained by photography.

Photographs of the tank motion are obtained using two Vinten 35 mm framing cameras

operating at a nominal 200 frames per second and with a frame exposure time of

0.14 ms. The duration of each experiment is of order 100 ms. Backlighting was

provided by a bank of diffused photoflood bulbs.

The tanks used to contain the fluids are essentially glass walls within a

metal framework of internal dimensions H X W X D, where H is the height of the tank,

W is the width and D is the depth in the viewing direction. Four tank sizes have

been used all of which have W = 150 mm|-

(a) The "2D" tank 150 x 150 x 25 mm

(b) The 3D tank 150 x 150 x 150 mm

(c) The long tank 250 x 150 x 25 mm

(d) The pressurised tank 200 x 150 x 50 mm

For tank (a)which has D << W the late stages of the mixing process were to

some degree constrained to be two-dimensional. Tank (b) allowed three dimensionali

instabilities to develop without constraint. This was more difficult to use than the



"2D" tank and becaUSe of the extra weight gave lower accelerations. The results

obtained showed the two-dlmensional tank ta) did not give a noticeable reduction in

instability growth, The long tank(c) was used for tilted-rlg experiments where a

larger value of H was needed to observe the features at the sides of the tank, The

pressurised tank td) enabled compressed gas/liquld combinations to be used.

Overpressu_es of up to i0 ba_" could be used, Then with fluid combinations such as

SF0/pentane density ratios P,/Pz of order 20 were achieved. The types of experiment

performsd, together with the definitions of the measured quantities are shown in

figUre 2, Results will be discussed in the following subsections.

/'Z._r/Rocket Motor

_./PT F'EBush
i

/' _' cp..-.--.-,Gulde Rod

/J/- I

Figure 1= The Rocket-Rig apparatus

[ ..... 1....
h_

......_ .... I I.itlal I.terfa0e Po|file.

ta) Two-Fluld (Vertical Rig) _ ..... \

H2 .... -,

I'=/', I ?h.o tC) Tilted- Rig
,-1 I Experiments

b) Three- Fluid
Experiments

Figure 2= Types of experiment performed

3,2 The Quadratic Growth Law

The main purpose of the experimental programme was to perform experiments

with no deliberately imposed initial perturbations ie to observe the growth of the

instability from small random perturbations and investigate the validity of the

quadratic growth law (5).
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Experiments have been i)orformedat a wide range of density ratios by using

liquid/liquid, liquid/air (I bar) and liquid/Gompressod SF. (up to lo baL')combinations,

Examples of the photog_'aphiorooords are shown in fig%_res3 to 6,

Figure 3 shows an example of an experiment using NaT :_lution/hoxane in the

3D tank with PA/P_ = 2,8, _'hetwo fluids have very diffioul_ :'_iraotiveindices,

hence the mixed region appears dark on the photographs, ,l,he first frame shows tile

difficulty in analysing the results obtained with t!_e3D tank, Very little mixing

has ooour1-odat this time, 'I'heappa1"entmix region is duo to the fact that the

camera is looking up at the interface fL.ombelow, Parallax corrections, as described

in [I] are therefore necessary, Similar oorrsotions are made for the pressurised

tank [3], Parallax effects are considered small enough to neglect for the "2D" tank,

This makes the results much easier to analyso,

FiguL'e4 shows an experiment using HaI solution/wate_-in the "2D" tank,

with P,/P2 = 1,89, In this case the fluids used are miscible, All other fluid

combinations used were immiscible, Phenolphthalein and }IClwore added to the water

and KOH was added to the Nai solution, The concentrations of KOH and HCI wore ollosen

ao that the indicator (initially clear) would turn red when about 6% of fluid 1 was

mixed with fluid 2, The red product was observed in the colour photographs, showing

that signifiaant mixing at a molecular level occurs. Unfortunately darkening of the

photographs was due to refractive index fluctuations in the mixed region _s well as

the chemical reaction. }{enosthe film density could not be used to quantify the

amount of molecular mixing, 'l'healternative approaches of Linden and Redondo [21]

should give quantitative estimates of molecular mixing in Rayleigh-Taylor flows, for

the case p,/p_ close to unity,

(d) t = 58,1 ms,
X = 501 mm

= 83.8 ms

X 757 X 985 m_

Flgurs 3: Experiment 62, ];aisolution/hexane, 3D tank, P,/02 = 2,8
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Figure 4: Experiment 112, ]lalsolution/water, 2D tank, Pl/P_ = 1.89

Figures 5 and 6 show results obtained with the pressurised tank. The

fluids used are compressed SF_ gas and pentane. The SF_ pressure is adjusted to give

Pi/P2 = 8.5 (figure 5) and Pl/P2 = 29.1 (figure 6). The perturbation due to the

meniscus present at t = 0 has some effect on the results. A thin film of liquid is

seen to climb the front and back walls of the tank. The effect of the meniscus

perturbation is greatest in the tank oorns_s. For the higher density ratio

experiment (figure 6) large bubbles formed in the tank corners, similar, but more

pronounced, effects to these were observed in the liquid/air experiments at

relatively low acceleration of Emmons et al [7]. These edge effect are ignored when

hi and h2 are estimated. Measurements are made in the darkest area in the central

region of the tank, see figures 5(f) and 6(f).

For the two compressed/SF_ experiments shown in figures 5 and 6, the

photographs show that show that the instability begins with the appearance of a

perturbation of wavelength k -4 mm. The most unstable wavelength, according to linear

theory, which is dominated by surface tension in this case, is (3)

[g i T ] = 4.5 mm for experiment i05k = 2_ (P " P2) 4.3 mm for experiment 114

The value used for the surface tension of pentane, 13.7 mNm-*, does not

allow for the presence of the compressed SF_. Nevertheless it is apparent that a

perturbation with wavelength close to k,.appears first. Then as time proceeds the

photographs clearly show the appearance of larger and larger bubbles.
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, t=l.9ms

Pentane
)

Figure5: Experiment105,Pentane/compressedSF_, Pl/Pz= 9.5

a) t =12.9ms b)t: 23.2mo, c) t =33.5ms,
x=57mm x=133mm

Compressed SFe

Pentane

Figure6: Experiment114,Pentane/compressedSF6, PlP2 = 2v.z
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The photographs show that the bubble penetration, hl, is more clearly

defined than the spike penetration. Hence experiments have been analysed by plotting

h i against Agt 2. The tank acceleration is approximately constant. However there is

some variation with time. To correct for this the distance variable used is chosen

to be proportional to (fndt) 2, ie the square of the number of exponential growth

periods for a given wavelength. As n = g_ (neglect surface tension and viscosity) hi

is plotted against
t

o

In this integral g = gl " go, where gl is the tank acceleration and go is

the acceleration due to gravity, lt is evaluated from the accelerometer record of g,

versus t, scaled to give the distance moved by the tank measured on the photographs.

For each experiment the data is fitted by the linear law

hi = _(X - Xo)

t where the constant X° represents a time delay or an over-shoot. Tables i and 2

record the values of = deduced. The values quoted for g are approximate mean values.

For the compressed SF6 experiments, table 2, estimates of hz/h i are also noted.

60 1 & ExperimentExperiment 62 ____1/'02==29.1,2.8, _=0.063 /_

0 Experiment 105 ,01/,09 = 8.5, _=0.072

+ Experiment 112 /01/,02 = 1.9, _ =0.052

50 X 114 _1/P2 _ =0.060

E
E
=-40 --
_o
m.

+
30--

e_

¢-j

Iz)
. 20--+
I

_ 10--

o 1 ...... I I J I I ] J
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

x= Scaled acceleration distance, mm

FiT/re 71 B:_hh1_ p_n_tration versus scaled acceleration distance
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Table I: Growth Rate Summary

p, Mean Experiment Report
-- Acceleration

Number Reference
P2 g

-Two-dimensional tank 600 49 go 26 0.065 1

a]cohol/air 44 go 34 0.062 1
38 go 40 0.063 1

48 go 56 0.058 2

-Two-dimensional tank 3.0 51 go 23 0.060 1

Nai solutlon/pentane 49 go 36 0.064 1
40 go 42 0.061 1

,

Two-dimensional tank 2.8 39 go 57 0.061 2
Nai solution/hexane 45 go 61 0.057 2

42 go 85 0.053 2

Two-dimensional tank 1.89 39 go 112 -0.052 3

Nai solution/water

Two-dimensional tank 1.75 47 go 52 0.069 2
NaC1 solution/pentane

Two-dimensional tank 1.73 47 go 54 0.065 2

CaCl 2 solution/hexane 45 go 66 -0.055 2
44 go 71 0.063 2
45 go 93 0.050 i 3
43 go 94 0.051' 3

Two-dimensional tank 1.6 48 go 50 0.058 1

water/pentane

Three-dimensional tank 600 23 go 29 0.073 1
alcohol/air 39 go 39 0.076 1

43 go 58 0.077 2

Three-dimensional tank 3.0 27 go 33 -0.066 1

Na[ solution/pentane 31 go 35 0.071 1

Three-dimensional tank 2.8 28 go 60 0.070 2
Nai solution/hexane 32 go 62 0.063 2

48 go 72 0.056 2

Notes: (i) Calculated from the f, versus z profiles obtained by
densitometer analysis, h, is measured to the point

where fl = 0.95.

The range of values for a is 0.050 to 0.077. Some of the lower values are

affected by a limited set of data points or by a different definition of hl

(experiments 93 and 94). It is likely that the highest values are influenced by

additional perturbations. There does not appear to be any significant variation with

density ratio. The values of = for the 3D tank are on av6rage higher than those

obtained with the "2D" tank. However, there is overlap in the data and it is not

clear that this difference is significant. On the basis of the data given here the

value _ = 0.06 is recommended for all density ratios.
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Table 2: Growth Rate Summary for the Compressed SE6_Experlme_t_ss_reference [3]

Pl Mean h2

Experiment -- acceleration _ h_ CommentsP2 g

Water/SF_

91 13.6 16 go 0.057 1.8
1 I

98 13.1 16 go 0.055 1.7

99 13.5 17 go 0.057 >1.7 h2/h I was increasing at the
end of the experiment

102 19.6 17 go 0.050 2.0 Large corner bubbles present

103 31.3 16 go 0.059 >1.8 h2/h , was increasing at the
end of the experiment. Large
corner bubbles present.

.

Pentane/SF 6

97 9.2 17 go 0.060 1.8

i01 10.7 16 go 0.063 1.6

104 18.4 16 go 0.068 1.9 Long wavelength perturbation
present.

105 8.5 15 go 0.072 _ 1.5

114 29.1 15 0.060 2.3 Large corner bubbles present.

Experimental results are quoted in [13], for PiP2 = 3 and 20, and are

2 = 0.041. This gives similarexpressed in the form of equation (6). At PlP2, _o

growth rate to that quoted here. However, the value _ = 0.023 at P,/P2 = 3 giVeS

significantly less growth than reported here. The reason for this discrepancy is not

understood.

Examples of the plots of h i versus X are given in figure 7. Reasonably

good linear correlations are obtained. For three of the four experiments shown the

line passes close to the origin. However, for experiment 112 (miscible liquids)

there is a delay in the onset of mixing, Xo ~ 80 mm. For this experiment there was

not a sharp interface at t = 0. The initial thickness was estimated, very

approximately to be _ = 35 mm. Then using equation (4) gives Tm ~ 3.9 ms. Now Xo =

80 mm corresponds to t = 26 ms. Hence the delay of 7 Tm ties in with linear theory.

Figure 8 shows a plot of h2/h , versus P,/P2 for the compressed SF 6

experiments. The point h2/h , = 1.3 at P_/P2 = 3 estimated for Nai solution/hexane

see [i], is added. There is considerable spread in the results, to some extent due to

the uncertainty in defining h2. At PlP2 = 20, h2/h , is about 2.

Consider the following argument for predicting the variation of h2/h I with

density ratio, let R be the radius corresponding to the dominant bubble or spike

size. R increases in proportion to the width of the mixed region. The bubble and
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spike velocities, Vi = hi and V2 = h2, may be estimated by equating buoyancy force to

drag, ie,

4

"R9 (Qi - Q2) g = CD " rtR2 " Pl Vi 2 = CD " _R2 " P2 V22

whence

h2 fVidt [pl]_

h, _ V,dt

Inertial effects are neglected as the accelerations V,, Va are somewhat

smaller than g. Then h2/h , = 4.5 at P,/P2 = 20. This is far greater than the

observed value of about 2, and shows that the argument above needs to be modified.

The photographs indicate that the spikes are more diffuse than the bubbles. Possible

reasons for the low values of ha/h i are:-

(a) R for the spikes is smaller than R for the bubbles.

(b) The spikes have entrained a large amount of the lower density fluid,

ie, the effective value of Pl " P2 in the buoyancy force term is lower on

the spike side than on the bubble side.

O

S_ ='"

_S S
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o,

2.0. _'"

J

o
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/
• 0

J

' ^ o Pentane/SF e. - ,o1 5 ,

/ x Water/SF 6o
/

_ • Nai solution/pentane
0
/
I

J q
/
0

1.0 ,_ I I I
1 i0 20 30

density ratio P_/Pa

Figure 8: Variation of ha/h t with density ratio

3.3 Additional Experiments

The main purpose of the experimental programme was to measure _ and h2/hl

at a range of density ratios. However, the Rocket-Rig apparatus proved to be useful

for performing additional types of experiment, three of which are described ]]ere.
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If two fluids of very different, refractive index are used the mixed region

appears black on the photographs and no details of the structure within the mixture

car be seen, As an alternative, a series of experiments [2,3] has been performed

using CaCl2 solution/hexane, in which the salt concentration was adjusted so that the

two fluids had the same refractive index. Dye was added to the aqueous solution.

Then if the refractive index match is perfect, there is no scattering of light due to

refractive index flucations and the dyed fluid acts as a pure absorber of the

backlight. Densitometer analysis of the photographic negatives may then be used to

measure the amount of dyed fluid. The dye concentration was chosen to give a linear

variation of film density (d) with volume fraction f,. The variation of fl, f,

averaged over a horizontal layer, with height could then be estimated

where d = film density averaged over a horizontal layer

_,,_In= value of _ for dyed fluid immediately below the mixed region.

_max = value of _ for undyed fluid immediately above the mixed region.

Photographs for one of these experiments is shown in figure 9 and results

of the film analysis are shown in figure i0, this shows an approximately linear

variation of f, with z. However, the profiles should not be regarded as of high

accuracy because of the difficulties in obtaining uniform backlighting and a perfect

refractive index match.

Figure 9: Experiment 94, CaCl2 solution (dyed)/hexane, P,/P2 = 1.7
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Figure i0: Experiment 94, volume fraction distributions

Tilted-rig experiments

In some experiments the rig was tilted by an accurately measured angle, e,

as shown in figure 2. This gave a way of generating a two-dlmenslonal (on average)

flow from precisely known initial conditions. The purpose of these experiments was

to provide data for two-dlmensional turbulence models. Similar experiments at a

density ratio PlP2 close to unity are described by Andrews [22].

The tank acceleration g remains aligned with the sides of the tank. Hence

the experiment is equivalent to using a vertical rig wlth a linear initial

perturbation.

• 2xq 8ao _ cos(2r + i) 71x/W
_(x,0)= ao I -_; -

, .z (2r + 1)2
r=O

where ao = _W tanS.

The small amplitude linear theory for Raylelgh-Taylor instability may be

used to give an indication of the early time behaviour. At time t the perturbation

is given by

8a° i cos(2r + I) nx/W
_(x,t) - .z L (2r + i)2 cosh nt , ... (7)

r=O

' where n is the coefficient of exponential growth for perturbations of wave number

k = (2r + i) ,/W. If viscosity and surface tension are neglected n _ - as k _ _ and

the series (7) diverges for t > 0. However, if a small amount of viscosity is added

the singularity is removed. Numerical summation of the series shows that narrow jets

are formed at x = 0 and x = W.
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Figures 11 and 12 show experimental photographs for two experiments at

PlP2 = 2.9 and 19.6. For the lower density ratio, Jets forming at the sides of the

tank are clearly seen at the beginning of the experiment. Non-linear effects soon

set in and mushrooming out of the Jets occurs. As time proceeds the features at the

side of the tank increase in size and a gross overturning motion occurs, Figure 13

shows plots of the instability penetrations measured for this experiment. At early

time the variation of the width of the mixed region in the centre of the tank, 5, is

close to that expected for 8 = 0, le

5 = 0.06 (I + hz/hi)X = 0.06 . 2.4 . X = 0.144 X

At late time the graph of 5 versus X flattens off. At the higher density

ratio, figure II, the behaviour is markedly different. As before jets form at the

sides of the tank. However, the feature at x = W develops into a large bubble

whereas the feature at x = 0 forms a narrow spike.

'Pwo-dlmensionalnumerical simulation of these two experiments, Youngs [19],

reproduced both the behaviour at the side walls and the gross overturning motion seen

in these experiments.

a)t= 30.8ms, b)t =35.7ms,
x=101mm x= 145mm

Hexane

Nal solution

Figure ii: Experiment ii0, Nal solution/hexane, Pi/Pz = 2.9, 8 = 5o46 ', g = 35 go
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_o
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Figure 13: Instability penetrations for experiment II0.

Three /hdd experimetlts

In many problems where Rayleigh-Taylor instability has an important effect,

such as the implosion of Inertially Confined Fusion capsules, several layers of

material with different densities may De present and in some cases thin layers of

material will become fully mixed. Hence there is a need for turbulence models to

treat the mixing of more than two materials. Three-fluid experiments have been

carried out using the Rocket-Rig apparatus [2,3]. A series of experiments has been

performed using carbon tetrachloride/NaCl solution/hexane with densities p, P2 P,'
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Figure 14: Experiment 59, carbon totrachloride/HaCl solutlon/hoxano, thicknesB of
middle layer = 20 mm
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Figure 15: Analysis of the throe-fluid experiments
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R'he conoentratlon of the salt solution was adjusted to make the density of the

l.ntermediate layer P2 " rp,p,, Experiments were performed with intermediate layer

thicknesses of A _ 5, 10 and 20 mm, Photographs for one suah experiment are shown in

figure 14, Instability growth is related to the parameter

X P, " Pz gtz

A ps + p_ A

A non-dlmensional plot is obtail_ed by plotting h,/A against X/AI see

figure 15, h i is the penetration of the densest fluid, as defined in figure 2.

Results for the smallest value of 4, 5 mm, are not considered accurate7 it appears

that the perturbation dub to the meniscus at the top and bottom of the intermediate

layer enhanaed instability growth, At early time, before the layer of fluid 2 has

broken up hi is about half that expected with no intermediate layer. This is a

consequence of the reduced Atwood number, At late time the effect of the

intermediate layer should be negligible and h i should be given by

--= 0 06 - B

where B is a constant, lt is not possible to give a precise estimate, However,

figure 15 suggests that B is probably about 2_, Hence the effect of the intermediate

layer is to reduce h i by about 2_ at late time,

4. COMPUTER SIMULATION

Two dimensional computer simulation [18,19] has indicated _ -0,04 to 0,05

and h2/h t a slowly increasing function of density ratio Pl/P2, A calculation at

P_/P2 = 20 [19] gave h2/h i -2.3 in fair agreement with the experimental estimate of

2.0, figure 8, Hence the simulations also indicate high drag on the spikes, The 20

estimates of _ tend to be somewhat less than the observed values, Recently 3D

calculations have begun using a restricted mesh. The numerical method is an

extension to 3D of the compressible technique used by Youngs [18], _he 3D version

was developed by Rowse et al [20], The sound speeds were chosen to be high enough to

give an almost incompressible flow, Calculations have been performed at a density

ratio p_/p2of 3. In some of the calculations an interface tracking technique was

used to follow the boundary between the two fluids. Plots of the interface are

useful for visualising bubble formation. However, in reality the sharp interface is

broken up by small scale eddies and mixing at a molecular level occurs. Other

calculations have used a single fluid with an initial density step. The density

discontinuity is then smeared by numerical diffusion. As fine scale mixing indeed

occurs there seems no reason for believing that this simpler approach is less

accurate.
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Tilecalculations used an initial interface perturbation

H

mTtx nlty(x,y)- s a,,.,cosT cosy
min=0

where a,,m is a random number chosen from a Gaussian distribution,

S is a scaling factor chosen to give (<_'>)_= a the required initial
amplitude,

aco = ale = eel _ 0.

3D calculations with interface tracking used 32 x 32 x 40 zones, W = D = I,

N = 12 and o = 0,002, Calculations were performed without interface t,:acklngusing

_? x 32 x 60 zones and the same initial pe_.turbations, For comparison 2D calcu-

lations were performed with only the n = 0 modes present and mesh sizes of 32 x

40 (interface tracking) and 32 x 60 (no interfacetracking), To show the effect of

mesh size, the 2D calculations without interface tracking were rupeated using 96 x

180 zones, N increasedto 36 and o reduced to 0,0007, The acceleration g was chosen

to glve n, = 1,0. All calculations used zst'onormal velocity boundary conditions.

Figure 16 shows a sequence of interface plots for one of the 3D

calculations with interface tracking. TWo views are given, a side view and a view of

the bubbles forming. The fluid i volume fraction averaged over a horizontal layer is

defined to be

"Pz
_i lm ,

Pl " P_
....

• !
Z

• . ._,_

0 ×

t-2
t=4 t=6

X

4 I ' " ' '

i _5 }

r }

Y _ _

Figur: 16; Interface plots obtained by 3D numerical simulation
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Figure 17: Instability penetration obtained from 2D and 3D numerical simulation

?he instability penetration, h,, is then measured to the point where

f l = 0.95. Plots of h, against Agt z are shown in figure 16, Each type of calcu-

lation has been repeated using different rando _ initial perturbations.

Comparison of 3D calculations and 2D calculations with the same mesh size

show that the 3D growth rate is about 30% greater than the 2D growth rate. ?hs 2D

calculations with the finer mesh show that the slope of the h, vs X curve has not yet

settled down to its limiting value, Hence the 3D calculations need to be repeated

with a finer mesh before definitive statements can be made about the 3D value of _.

Nevertheless, the 2D estimate of _ ~ 0.04 to 0.05 together with the somewhat higher

growth rate in _D seems consistent with the observed estimate of _~ 0.06.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments performed at a wide range of density ratios show that if mixing

evolves from small random pertubations, then the depth to which the instability

penetrates the denser fluid is given by

p, - p_
hi = _ gt_

Pi +P_

A value of _ of approximately 0.06 is recommended for all density ratios.

?he ratio (spike penetration)/(bubble penetration) = hz/h, is a slowly increasing

function of Pl/Pz' At p,/p_ = 20, hz/h i is approximately 2.

?he overall growth rate of the mixed region has been measured and shown to

fit into a simple pattern. ?he mean volume fraction distribution has been estimated
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at low density ratios. However, there are major gaps in the data even for this

simple situation; for example tileproportion of the turbulence kinetic energy

generated which is dissipated and the degree to which the fluids mix at a molecular

level have yet to be quantified.

The simple quadratic law is obtained when the mixing process loses memory

of the initial conditions. In many real applications large amplitude long wavelength

will be present and Ices of memory of the initial conditions may not occur. It would

be useful to have a model relating the non-linear growth of the mixed region to the

initial perturbation spectrum.
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